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Abstract 

This dissertation delineates and develops foundational work necessary to accomplish a computational analysis 

of 16th and 17th English prose fiction. The corpus of prose fiction in the period is defined. The work necessary to 

convert the corpus to plain-text, in a standardized and computationally useful form, is described in detail and is 

accomplished to a sufficient degree to permit meaningful statistical results. Examples are provided of the use of 

various tools – POS tagging, Topic Analysis, LSA techniques, Psychometrics – frequently used to work with large 

corpora.  The theoretical basis for analyzing literary works of art is discussed with reference to the neuroscience 

& biological underpinnings of our use of words, language, and concepts of meaning.  Because most 

computational techniques work at the level of individual words and chunks of words, problems with the 

techniques in relation to reading – specifically reading prose fiction – are discussed. 

Background: 

The generating question for my graduate work, worked on with Dennis Tedlock, was this: Regarding documents 

of Aztec literature of the 16th Century, written in Nahuatl or Spanish, purporting to be prepared by pre-

Columbian Aztecs or at least representative of pre-Columbian Aztec beliefs, do the matters contained in such 

documents fit into (a) present ontological categories, (b) Spanish ontological categories of the 16th Century, 

and/or (c) a differently constructed ontological categorizer based upon a reconstruction of Aztec classification 

systems. To achieve this sort of analysis, it seemed plausible to use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) techniques to explore the relationships of “words” (I put “words” in quotation marks 

because the idea of a “word” in near fully oral culture is problematic) in their semantic fields, comparing Nahuatl 

“words” to both “same” contemporary English words (as determined by expert translators) and 16th Century 

Spanish words (as determined by the Spanish writers of the 16th century).  Towards this goal, I scanned, OCRd, 

and began correcting 1,000s of pages of Nahuatl documents, and began to develop the LSA and LDA tools 

becoming available at the website www.litmetrics.com. 

The current dissertation began by asking a modestly simpler question, in a less difficult context: how do LSA and 

LDA techniques assist, confirm, contradict, or help further elucidate the study of English Prose Fiction from the 

from the first English printed books through the early 18th Century. 
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Glossary 

BFO: Basic Formal Ontology. BFO is a top level ontology developed by Barry Smith and his associates for the 

purposes of promoting interoperability among domain ontologies built in its terms through a process of 

downward population.[1] The structure of BFO is based on a division of entities into two disjoint categories of 

continuant and occurrent, the former comprehending for example objects and spatial regions, the latter 

comprehending processes conceived as extended through (or as spanning) time. BFO thereby seeks to 

incorporate both three-dimensionalist and four-dimensionalist perspectives on reality within a single 

framework. [WIKI] 

De-Coreference: Coreferencing finds mentions of the same entity in a text, such as when “Theresa May” and 

“she” refer to the same person. The annotator implements both pronominal and nominal coreference 

resolution. The entire coreference graph (with head words of mentions as nodes) is saved as a 

CorefChainAnnotation.  [https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/coref.html] 

DMN: The default mode network is most commonly shown to be active when a person is not focused on the 

outside world and the brain is at wakeful rest, such as during daydreaming and mind-wandering. But it is also 

active when the individual is thinking about others, thinking about themselves, remembering the past, and 

planning for the future. The network activates "by default" when a person is not involved in a task. Though the 

DMN was originally noticed to be deactivated in certain goal-oriented tasks and is sometimes referred to as the 

task-negative network, it can be active in other goal-oriented tasks such as social working memory or 

autobiographical tasks. The DMN has been shown to be negatively correlated with other networks in the brain 

such as attention networks. 

ECCO: Eighteenth Century Collections Online. ECCO includes every significant English-language and foreign-

language title printed in the United Kingdom during the 18th century, along with thousands of important works 

from the Americas. The database contains more than 32 million pages of text and over 205,000 individual 

volumes in all. In addition, ECCO natively supports OCR-based full-text searching of this corpus. 

[http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/tcp-ecco/] 

EEBO: Early English Books Online. From the first book printed in English by William Caxton, through the age of 

Spenser and Shakespeare and the tumult of the English Civil War, Early English Books Online (EEBO) will contain 

over 125,000 titles listed in Pollard and Redgrave's Short-Title Catalogue (1475-1640), Wing's Short-Title 

Catalogue (1641-1700), the Thomason Tracts (1640-1661), and the Early English Tract Supplement - all in full 

digital facsimile from the Early English Books microfilm collection. [http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home] 

EECO TCP: Eighteenth Century Collections Online Text Creation Partnership. ECCO-TCP is a partnership with 

Gale, part of Cengage Learning, to produce highly accurate, fully-searchable, SGML/XML-encoded texts from 

among the 150,000 titles available in the Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO) database. 

[http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/tcp-ecco/] 

ESTC: English Short Title Catalog. The English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC) lists over 480,000 items published 

between 1473 and 1800 mainly, but not exclusively, in English, published mainly in the British Isles and North 
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America from the collections of the British Library and over 2,000 other libraries. 

[http://estc.bl.uk/F/?func=file&file_name=login-bl-estc] 

Euphuistic: An affected style in imitation of that of Lyly, fashionable in England about the end of the 16th 

century, characterized chiefly by long series of antitheses and frequent similes relating to mythological natural 

history, and alliteration. Any similar ornate style of writing or speaking; high-flown, periphrastic language. 

Gensim: Gensim is a FREE Python library: Scalable statistical semantics, analyze plain-text documents for 

semantic structure, Retrieve semantically similar documents. By now, gensim is—to my knowledge—the most 

robust, efficient and hassle-free piece of software to realize unsupervised semantic modelling from plain text. It 

stands in contrast to brittle homework-assignment-implementations that do not scale on one hand, and robust 

java-esque projects that take forever just to run “hello world”. [https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/about.html] 

LDA: In natural language processing, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative statistical model that allows 

sets of observations to be explained by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the data are similar. 

For example, if observations are words collected into documents, it posits that each document is a mixture of a 

small number of topics and that each word's creation is attributable to one of the document's topics. LDA is an 

example of a topic model and was first presented as a graphical model for topic discovery by David Blei, Andrew 

Ng, and Michael I. Jordan in 2003.[1] Essentially the same model was also proposed independently by J. K. 

Pritchard, M. Stephens, and P. Donnelly in the study of population genetics in 2000.[2] Both papers have been 

highly influential, with 1998 and 2016 citations respectively by August 2017. [WIKI] 

Lemma: Lemmatize is the process of determining the lemma of a word.  The general processing purpose here is 

to be able to treat when desired all the forms of a word with the same sense/meaning as equivalent.  For 

example, if one is interested in action verbs, it is helpful to be able to treat all conjugations as ‘the same’ word 

for quantitative analysis, without having to specify every possible form a word might take.  English is unusually 

simple in this regard. Recognizing Latin words from base-forms is very, very difficult.  Therefore, developing non-

lemma dictionaries of languages that have many declensions & conjugations is useful. “A lemma is the word you 

find in the dictionary. A lexeme is a unit of meaning, and can be more than one word. A lexeme is the set of all 

forms that have the same meaning, while lemma refers to the particular form that is chosen by convention to 

represent the lexeme. In English, for example, run, runs, ran and running are forms of the same lexeme, but run 

is the lemma.” [WIKI] 

LOT: Language of Thought hypothesis. Jerry Fodor argued that mental states, such as beliefs and desires, are 

relations between individuals and mental representations. He maintained that these representations can only 

be correctly explained in terms of a language of thought (LOT) in the mind. Furthermore, this language of 

thought itself is an actually existing thing that is codified in the brain and not just a useful explanatory tool. 

Fodor adhered to a species of functionalism, maintaining that thinking and other mental processes consist 

primarily of computations operating on the syntax of the representations that make up the language of thought. 

[WIKI] 

LSA: Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a technique in natural language processing, in particular distributional 

semantics, of analyzing relationships between a set of documents and the terms they contain by producing a set 

of concepts related to the documents and terms. LSA assumes that words that are close in meaning will occur in 
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similar pieces of text (the distributional hypothesis). A matrix containing word counts per paragraph (rows 

represent unique words and columns represent each paragraph) is constructed from a large piece of text and a 

mathematical technique called singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to reduce the number of rows while 

preserving the similarity structure among columns. Words are then compared by taking the cosine of the angle 

between the two vectors (or the dot product between the normalizations of the two vectors) formed by any two 

rows. Values close to 1 represent very similar words while values close to 0 represent very dissimilar words. 

[WIKI] 

MALLET: MALLET is a Java-based package for statistical natural language processing, document classification, 

clustering, topic modeling, information extraction, and other machine learning applications to text. MALLET 

includes sophisticated tools for document classification: efficient routines for converting text to "features", a 

wide variety of algorithms (including Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and Decision Trees), and code for 

evaluating classifier performance using several commonly used metrics. 

Named Entity Recognition: Named-entity recognition (NER) (also known as entity identification, entity 

chunking and entity extraction) is a subtask of information extraction that seeks to locate and classify named 

entities in text into pre-defined categories such as the names of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of 

times, quantities, monetary values, percentages, etc. 

NLP: Natural Language Processing. Natural language processing (NLP) is an area of computer science and 

artificial intelligence concerned with the interactions between computers and human (natural) languages, in 

particular how to program computers to process and analyze large amounts of natural language data. [WIKI] 

OCR: Optical Character Recognition. Optical character recognition (also optical character reader, OCR) is the 

mechanical or electronic conversion of images of typed, handwritten or printed text into machine-encoded text, 

whether from a scanned document, a photo of a document, a scene-photo (for example the text on signs and 

billboards in a landscape photo) or from subtitle text superimposed on an image (for example from a television 

broadcast) [WIKI] 

OED Historical Thesaurus: Historical Thesaurus of the OED. Now fully incorporated into OED Online, the 

Historical Thesaurus of the OED arranges the dictionary by meaning. Trace the changing language of the material 

world, the mind, and society, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the modern day. [from OED public website, 

https://public.oed.com/about/] 

OED: Oxford English Dictionary. http://www.oed.com/ 

Ontology: In computer science and information science, an ontology encompasses a representation, formal 

naming, and definition of the categories, properties, and relations of the concepts, data, and entities that 

substantiate one, many, or all domains. Every field creates ontologies to limit complexity and organize 

information into data and knowledge. As new ontologies are made, their use hopefully improves problem 

solving within that domain. Translating research papers within every field is a problem made easier when 

experts from different countries maintain a controlled vocabulary of jargon between each of their languages. 

[WIKI] 
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Penn Treebank: Data. The Penn Treebank (PTB) project selected 2,499 stories from a three year Wall Street 

Journal (WSJ) collection of 98,732 stories for syntactic annotation. These 2,499 stories have been distributed in 

both Treebank-2 (LDC1999T42) and Treebank-3 (LDC1999T42) releases of PTB. Treebank-2 includes the raw text 

for each story. Three "map" files are available in a compressed file (pennTB_tipster_wsj_map.tar.gz) as an 

additional download for users who have licensed Treebank-2 and provide the relation between the 2,499 PTB 

filenames and the corresponding WSJ DOCNO strings in TIPSTER. Updates: After publication, it was discovered 

that not all of the postscript (*.ps) files had been converted to pdfs and that some of the converted pdfs 

contained errors. For pdf copies of the documentation files, please go to addenda for a list of the files available. 

As of October 5, 2016 252 wsj files from Treebank-2 were added that were previously missing. As of February, 

2017, 2,499 "raw" wsj files were added from Treebank-2 (LDC95T7). [https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC99T42] 

Phonological Loop: The phonological loop (or "articulatory loop") as a whole deals with sound or phonological 

information. It consists of two parts: a short-term phonological store with auditory memory traces that are 

subject to rapid decay and an articulatory rehearsal component (sometimes called the articulatory loop) that 

can revive the memory traces. [WIKI] 

POS Tag: Part of Speech Tagging. In corpus linguistics, part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging or PoS tagging or 

POST), also called grammatical tagging or word-category disambiguation, is the process of marking up a word in 

a text (corpus) as corresponding to a particular part of speech,[1] based on both its definition and its context— 
i.e., its relationship with adjacent and related words in a phrase, sentence, or paragraph. A simplified form of 

this is commonly taught to school-age children, in the identification of words as nouns, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, etc. Once performed by hand, POS tagging is now done in the context of computational linguistics, 

using algorithms which associate discrete terms, as well as hidden parts of speech, in accordance with a set of 

descriptive tags. POS-tagging algorithms fall into two distinctive groups: rule-based and stochastic. E. Brill's 

tagger, one of the first and most widely used English POS-taggers, employs rule-based algorithms. [WIKI] 

Psycholinguistic: Psycholinguistics or psychology of language is the study of the psychological and 

neurobiological factors that enable humans to acquire, use, comprehend and produce language. The discipline is 

mainly concerned with the mechanisms in which languages are processed and represented in the brain.[1] Initial 

forays into psycholinguistics were largely philosophical or educational schools of thought, due mainly to their 

location in departments other than applied sciences (e.g., cohesive data on how the human brain functioned). 

Modern research makes use of biology, neuroscience, cognitive science, linguistics, and information science to 

study how the brain processes language, and less so the known processes of social sciences, human 

development, communication theories and infant development, among others. There are a number of 

subdisciplines with non-invasive techniques for studying the neurological workings of the brain; for example, 

neurolinguistics has become a field in its own right. Psycholinguistics has roots in education and philosophy, and 

covers the "cognitive processes" that make it possible to generate a grammatical and meaningful sentence out 

of vocabulary and grammatical structures, as well as the processes that make it possible to understand 

utterances, words, text, etc. Developmental psycholinguistics studies children's ability to learn language. 

Psychometric: Psychometrics is a field of study concerned with the theory and technique of psychological 

measurement. As defined by the National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME), psychometrics refers 
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to psychological measurement. Generally, it refers to the field in psychology and education that is devoted to 

testing, measurement, assessment, and related activities. [WIKI] 

Stanford NLP Tools: Stanford has made public an extraordinary set of Natural Language Processing Tools. 

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/ 

TCP: TCP Phase 2: Begun in 2009, EEBO-TCP Phase II seeks to convert each unique first edition in EEBO: around 

45,000 books on top of the 25,000 completed in Phase I. Work is ongoing, and we are actively seeking new 

institutional partners—more than 90 libraries have already committed. As of 2014, the total number of books 

available in Phase II to 28,466. Currently, EEBO-TCP Phase II texts are available to authorized users at partner 

libraries. As of July 1, 2015, ProQuest will have the exclusive right for five years to distribute the EEBO-TCP Phase 

II corpus to new customers. When this window expires, the texts will be released freely to the public. 

[http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/tcp-eebo/] 

TCP: TCP Phase I: The Text Creation Partnership is quickly arriving at a major milestone: starting January 1, 2015, 

all restrictions will be lifted from EEBO-TCP Phase I, which consists of the first 25,000 texts transcribed and 

encoded by the TCP from 2000-2009. 

These 25,000 (plus a few hundred) texts will be freely available to anyone wishing to use them, and there will no 

longer be any restrictions on sharing these files. They will be licensed under the Creative Commons Public 

Domain Dedication (CC0 1.0 Universal), which will be indicated in the header of each text. 

[http://www.textcreationpartnership.org/2014/12/24/eebo-tcp-phase-i-public-release-what-to-expect-on-

january-1/]  

VWFA: Visual Word Form Area. The visual word form area (VWFA) is a functional region of the left fusiform 

gyrus and surrounding cortex (right-hand side being part of the fusiform face area) that is hypothesized to be 

involved in identifying words and letters from lower-level shape images, prior to association with phonology or 

semantics.[1][2] Because the alphabet is relatively new in human evolution, it is unlikely that this region 

developed as a result of selection pressures related to word recognition per se; however, this region may be 

highly specialized for certain types of shapes that occur naturally in the environment and are therefore likely to 

surface within written language. [WIKI] 

Wordnet: WordNet® is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into 

sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of 

conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. The resulting network of meaningfully related words and concepts 

can be navigated with the browser. WordNet is also freely and publicly available for download. WordNet's 

structure makes it a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural language processing. WordNet 

superficially resembles a thesaurus, in that it groups words together based on their meanings. However, there 

are some important distinctions. First, WordNet interlinks not just word forms—strings of letters—but specific 

senses of words. As a result, words that are found in close proximity to one another in the network are 

semantically disambiguated. Second, WordNet labels the semantic relations among words, whereas the 

groupings of words in a thesaurus does not follow any explicit pattern other than meaning similarity. 

[https://wordnet.princeton.edu/] 
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Word-sense Disambiguation: In computational linguistics, word-sense disambiguation (WSD) is an open 

problem of natural language processing and ontology. WSD is identifying which sense of a word (i.e. meaning) is 

used in a sentence, when the word has multiple meanings. The solution to this problem impacts other 

computer-related writing, such as discourse, improving relevance of search engines, anaphora resolution, 

coherence, inference, et cetera. The human brain is quite proficient at word-sense disambiguation. That natural 

language is formed in a way that requires so much of it is a reflection of that neurologic reality. In other words, 

human language developed in a way that reflects (and also has helped to shape) the innate ability provided by 

the brain's neural networks. In computer science and the information technology that it enables, it has been a 

long-term challenge to develop the ability in computers to do natural language processing and machine learning. 

[WIKI] 
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Data Description 
The current dissertation begins by asking what seems, on the surface, to be a modestly simple question, in a 

straightforward, English Studies context: how do LSA and LDA techniques assist, confirm, contradict, or help 

further elucidate the study of printed English Prose Fiction through the early 18th Century. This question seemed 

simple to answer for the following reasons: 

1. English Literature of the period has been continuously studied in a near-Academic to strictly Academic 

context for in excess of 200 years. 

2. Therefore, the contours of the body of material itself, I presumed, would be well-understood, theorized, 

and some sort of consensus as to its contents and sub-genres would be well-know and accepted. 

3. The TCP1 and TCP2 projects being managed by Early English Books Online (EEBO) promised to have 

reasonably accurate plain-text available copies of the mass of texts. 

4. The number of texts, from a brief survey of easily available sources, seemed restricted and to number 

no more than a few hundred works. 

5. The works from the early 18th Century had all been scanned and made available as full OCR’d text via 

Eighteenth Century Collections Online (EECO). For the 18th Century printing was vastly simplified, 

spellings were mostly standardized, and the texts themselves are more common and in better condition. 

It seemed reasonable to presume that the state of the OCR would be sufficient to support analysis. 

6. I am a native English speaker. 

I was surprised to learn that nearly none of what I anticipated was true. 

1. Remains true, English literature had indeed been formally studied for over 200 years. 

2. For the greatest part, the era of genre study in English departments ended in the early 20th Century, long 

before the tools allowing the cataloging and characterization of the corpus were available.  What work 

continued focused upon “canonical” texts in the corpus, texts thought of as “representative” of their 

sub-genres, or texts which seemed “influential” or “unusual” in some way. The surveys of sub-genres in 

English prose-fiction were all prepared and completed before the 1970s.  “Genre” as a field of interest 

was, to a great extent, no longer a priority or of interest due to the sweep, the waves, of literary theory, 

deconstruction, post-colonial studies, feminist critiques, Marxist studies, and so forth. It became rapidly 

apparent that: 

a. There was no comprehensive list of prose fiction in the period 

b. There was no genre classification of prose fiction available in either EEBO, ECCO, or the master 

records in the online English Short Title Catalog (ESTC) (the ESTC is currently doing some 

subject/genre coding, to which, in the course of my work, I submitted dozens of corrections). 

3. The TCP1 and TCP2 projects are excellent, but their contents are not immediately useable for a variety 

of reasons, including: defective source copies, typographical errors in the original texts, transcription 

errors, choices regarding which editions of a text to use, the lack of spelling standardization in the 
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period1, the vast complexity of Proper Names in the period, and innumerable other variations between 

texts during this early printed period. 

4. The number of texts turned out to be nearly 1,000 for the period 1500-1700, comprising over 

70,000,000 words. 

5. The ECCO database OCR work was so atrocious it was impossible to use texts after 1700 for this 

dissertation. 

6. Printed English from the 16th and 17th Century is better studied as a foreign language than it is read 

“natively.” It’s not clear to me how many English languages were used in the period by the writers and 

their audiences – and there is of course “overlap” between periods – but I do think there are at least five 

distinct language periods: (1) The late middle/early early modern English (1470s-1559), (2) early modern 

English (the Italian period through Sidney and Lyly, humanist England) (1560-1600), post-Euphuistic 

English up to English Civil War(the post-humanist years) (1600-1640), English during the Civil , Cromwell, 

early Restoration (1640-1670), and English of the Restoration to the rise of the novel (the French prose 

fiction invasion to the novel) (1670-1710). 

These language periods deserve much deeper study.  As will become clear through this dissertation, my strong 

claim is that the taxonomies of concepts, beliefs, emotions, and so forth is importantly differentiable between 

peoples, social groups, and historical periods.  The historical periods listed above I believe will exhibit distinctly 

different taxonomic features.  Taxonomies can be assembled and compared to what is called a Formal Ontology 

in Information Sciences. The Formal Ontology (similar to Google’s Knowledge Graph)2. Wikipedia defines an 

Information Sciences Formal Ontology in this way3: 

In computer science and information science, an ontology encompasses a representation, formal 

naming, and definition of the categories, properties, and relations of the concepts, data, and entities 

that substantiate one, many, or all domains. Every field creates ontologies to limit complexity and 

organize information into data and knowledge. As new ontologies are made, their use hopefully 

improves problem solving within that domain. Translating research papers within every field is a 

problem made easier when experts from different countries maintain a controlled vocabulary of jargon 

between each of their languages. 

The ontology makes it possible to relate distinct taxonomies to each other with a ‘ground truth’ that 

approximates a definition of what is ‘real’ versus what is ‘folk’, ‘language’, or ‘culturally’ determined. 

The Revised Work Path 

The discoveries briefly outlined above, left me with a work that is more basic and essential than I had 

anticipated.  The work of this dissertation is the development of the rudimentary ground for all work in 16th and 

17th Century English prose fiction. The dissertation contains the tools to reproduce this same model across all 

1 I blame Quintilian for this: “For my own part, I think that, within the limits prescribed by usage, words should be spelt as 
they are pronounced. For the use of letters is to preserver the sound of words and to deliver them to readers as a sacred 
trust: consequently they ought to represent the pronunciation which we are to use.” I.vii. 30-31 (Quintilian) 
2 https://www.google.com/intl/es419/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology_(information_science) 
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printed works in all fields for the same 200 year period (meaning it is easily extended to History, Philosophy, 

Sciences, Religious Works, and so forth).  By further extension, using, again, identical techniques and tools, the 

work is applicable to the 18th Century assuming the ECCO OCR is corrected (Others, including me, are involved in 

accomplishing that fairly simple and straight forward task). The 19th and 20th centuries up to the period of 

copyright (and some partnership with Google Books is plausible) are also susceptible to similar processes, 

though the quantity of printed material and computation power becomes absurdly greater because of the 

proliferation of published works in all fields. 

An ideal preparation for LDA and LSA techniques, that include topic modeling, would possess the following 

features: 

a) Accurate, clean, plain texts 

b) Maintenance of the original texts and corresponding “standardized” texts in which spelling variations 

and customary printing variations are removed so that occurrences of words can be related to each 

other irrespective of orthographical differences or spelling differences. 

c) Identification of all foreign-language words in the texts to permit the following steps to be accomplished 

on a language by language basis. 

d) Part of Speech (POS) tagging of all the documents (preferably using the Penn Treebank POS tagging 

system) 

e) Word-Sense disambiguation (preferably using the WordNet as the model, although, using the OED 

word-sense system is more applicable to English studies in historical periods, and, the OED is currently 

working on mapping OED word-senses to WordNet word senses) 

f) Named-Entity recognition (what are typically called Proper Nouns) and classification. 

g) De-co-referencing of pronouns (i.e. mapping pronouns to their referents) 

h) Mapping of all the elements to an ontology.  I originally planned to use the Basic Formal Ontology 

developed by Barry Smith at SUNY Buffalo, known as BFO. The OED has implemented its own ontology – 

which it terms a ‘thesaurus’ – and I used the OED instead. Without the step (e) above being completed, 

the ontology is very shaky, and needs a considerable amount of hand correcting to be useable. 

i) Mapping of all the elements to various psychometric data so that the emotional valence, intensity, and 

so forth can be studied. 

The work of this dissertation addresses each of these points (or, in some cases, does not address them) as 

follows: 

a) For approximately 900 texts of English Prose Fiction published through 1700, I undertook the substantial 

cleaning and correcting work.  All “words” that appeared in the corpus 5 or more times overall were 

matched to either an OED dictionary entry, a foreign language dictionary entry, a period (17th Century) 

dictionary entry, or entries in several other databases I developed or obtained to work with Named 

Entities. Words that did not ‘natively’ match any of the databases I developed were reviewed and 
corrected by hand. Over 30,000 word-forms were thus hand-corrected. 

b) A standardized form for every word was developed by means of the OED and automated techniques. 

These automated techniques achieved better than 95% overall accuracy, which, nevertheless, left me 

feeling unsatisfied.  I then hand-checked any word that appeared in the corpus at least 20 times and was 
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“standardized” to a term other than its original self.  Approximately 90% of these “changed” items were 

correct, and I hand-corrected the 10% errors. There are an additional 100,000 standardized words that 

appear infrequently in the corpus that were not hand-checked, and sampling shows them to be 88%-

90% correct via the automated procedures. 

c) I used foreign language non-lemmatized word-form dictionaries mined from Wiktionary.com for 

Spanish, French, Dutch, German, Latin, and Italian.  These are dictionaries not of “words” but of extant 

word-forms (thus, for example, the Latin dictionary includes all forms for each declension or conjugation 

of each noun or verb: e.g. amo amas amat amamus amatis amant are all present).  These comprise 

millions of entries, of course. 

d) I used the Stanford POS tagger to POS tag the entire corpus. 

e) I implemented a non-supervised Word Sense Disambiguation tool, that is 75% accurate for 

contemporary English, and, mostly useless for the period I am working with. There is no satisfactory un-

supervised word-sense disambiguator. By itself, this would be the greatest, most challenging, and most 

rewarding avenue for further work. 

f) I used a handful of techniques to identify named entities in the corpus. Named Entities that appear in 

the corpus 5+ times were classified by type (person, place, thing), with further detailed notes being 

made (gender, country, rank of person, etc.).  There are important carve-outs regarding this statement, 

though: Proper Nouns recognized by the OED are not detail classified. Proper Nouns recognized in some 

17th Century dictionaries are also not detail classified. Finally, Proper Nouns that also happen to be 

common nouns are not necessarily properly identified because (e) above, the word-sense 

disambiguator, is not available. 

g) I have not yet implemented the de-coreferencer.  The Stanford NLP Processing tools include one, but its 

implementation is very complicated because de-coreferencing requires looking “back” at preceding 

sentences.  It is computationally expensive and slow. 

h) I did an initial mapping to ontological categories using automated techniques. This works needs further 

hand-correction.  The automatic mapping ignores word-sense and in many cases makes poor choices 

from available ontological categories for “same word” matches in the OED.  For example, “die” might 

match to “games of chance” rather than “death.” 

i) Except for limitations due to word-sense disambiguation, I did map elements to psycho-metric 

measures.  Lack of time prevented me from lemmatizing words in the psychometric database and then 

matching to lemmatized fiction documents, which would make the matching a richer, more accurate 

process. 
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Jnum Genre Author Author last Name Title 
Years of Known first 

Descrlptionl Description2 
Publications Pub. 

1531, 1537, 
modeled clearly on Francesco 

1544, 1546, 
Patriui •oe reano et regis 

38 Advice Sir Thomas Elyot Thomas Elyot Book of the Governor 1547, 1553, 1531 
Indebted to Erasmus " lnsti tu tio Pricipis institutione•. Ringler states: 

1557, 1565, 
Christiani" Compiled 1540 by Etyot from the 

1580 
Scriptor•• H,storioe Augusroe and 
other sources. 

Perhaps a moral tale/ Ph1losophica1 
debate. Written by tongue in cheek conteynynge certayne maners 

authors: Bawdin Bachelor and Ol iver moved betwene Wal ter Wedlocke 

A linle treatise called the 
1555, 1558, Oldwanton. A /yule ueotyse called th and Bawdin Bacheler. Translated 

S4 Advice Walter Wedlock Wedlock 
image of idleness 

1558, 1575, 1555 eimage of 1/dtnesse, canreynyng• out of the Troyane or Cornyshe 

1581 cerreyne matters moved berwene tounge into Englyshe I related to 

Wolter Wt dlocke ond Bowdin Boche/er. Shakespeare's Tom1ng of rhe Shrew 

Puported to be translated out of the ?) 
T.-,.,u,no ,.,,. r,.,.-"'vcho , ,.,,,..,,,o 

A dialogue both pleasant and 1564, 1569, 
Moral disourse? Good citizen Civis and Wrinen as a dialogue, also, has a 

56 Advice William Bullein Bullein 
pitiful 1573, 1578 

1564 wife Susan flee the plague and tell list of "subjecu• at the end that 
stories to eath other Index the moralizations by theme 

The Schoolmaster of table 
A mixture of medical advice about translator of the Aeneid, and later 

81 Advice Thomas Twyne Twyne 
philosophy 

1576, 1583 1576 eating, and moral and philosophical of Petrarch. Has a table of contents 

teachings/ discourse at the end. 
Containing tried experiences against Hereunto are annexed the 
worldly abuses. Wherein Gentlemen delectable historie of Forbonius 

405 Advice Thomas Lodge Lodge An Alarum against Userers 1584 1584 may finde good counsells to confirme and Prisceria: with the lamentable 

them, and pleasant Histories to delight Complaint of Truth over England. 
them Has considereable poetry sections 
The schollers medley, or, an intermixt 

discourse vpon historical! and poetical! 
relations A sublect of it selfe well 

Richard 1614, 1638, 
meriting the approbation of the 

283 Advice 
Brathwaite 

Brathwaite The Schollers medley 
1638 

1614 iudicious, who best know how to rambling discourse on wisdom 
confirme their knowledge, by this 

briefe suruey, or generall table o f 
mixed discourses .... By Richard 
Brathvvayte Oxon. 

Data Table Work accomplished during this dissertation process: 

• All 900+ prose fiction works have been placed in a SQL table for standardization and research purposes. 

• Compiled a list of every prose-fiction work identifiable (extant or not) through approximately 1715. 

• There are many additional fields for works prior to 1700: included in that list the number of known extant copies of each work held in cataloged 

holdings. In many cases noted whether any copies are currently for sale.  This, of course, can take no account of items held in private collections. I also 

note whether the work has been reprinted since 1800, and the genre codes assigned to the works in the major genre studies. ESTC and EEBO links are 

provided. 
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Title 

The Extravagant Shepherd. 
The Anti-Romance; 

Don Zara Del Fogo : A Mock-
Romance 

I The Knight Adventurer; 

Scarron's Comical Romance : 

The Adven lu res of Covent 
Garden, in Imitation of 

Scarron's City Romance 

Seahnapxia JSelenarchia ?), or, I 
the Government of the World 
in the Moon: 

Text 

yes no 

yes no 

yes, TCP 2 no 

yes no 

yes yes 

EEBOUnk ESTCNum Extant 

11 _
239 88 

http://estc.bl.u k/Rl 
Jr .ctx_ver- . 

0519 
30, 7, 12 

·nurl?ctx_ver=Z39. 
http://estc.bl.uk/Rl 

1230 

,nurl?ctx_ver=Z3 
ht1p://es1c.b l.u k/R2 

4424 

http://estc.bl.u k/R2 
•nurl?ctx_ver-=239. 

04315 
2 

. I? _
239 

hllp://estc.bl.uk/Rl n ur ctx_ver- . 
8714 

10 

ESTC,.enre AdvertiseOate SmithCat 

yes anti~Romance 

yes anti-Romance 

yes anti-Romance 

anti-Romance 

yes Anti-Romance 

yes 1688 (841) anti-Romance 

SalzmanCat MorganCat 

Anti-Romance Comedic/ Anti
Romance 

Comedic/ An1i-

Anti-Romance 
Romance (For "Wit 
and Fancy in a 

Maze" J 

Anti-Romance 

Anti-Romance 

Anti-Romance 
Comedic/ Anti-

& Restoration 
Romance, Satire 

Novel 

Imaginary 
Voyage/ Po litical 

Utopia 

TiejeCat 

Manners: 

Polyandre 

Manners 

Imaginary 

Voyage 

EsdaileCat 

RomancePar 
ody 

RomancePar 
ody 

RomancePar 
ody 

• Included in that a list each and every known printing date of each work in the database through approximately 1715. 

• Notes are included on the contents, extended titles, subject matter, and other data of interest for each and every work. 

• Authorship of each work is provided whenever possible, both from the ESTC and from various researchers who have properly attributed anonymous 

works to particular authors. 

• Each work is assigned a genre, and the genre coding used by all the major researchers from the past 200 years are also documented for the sake of 

comparison.  The ESTC keyword genre codes are noted, accurate as of December 2017 or so. 

• The following genres were used.  These are not the only genres that could have been used. I know of no consensus in the literature regarding genres, 

sub-genres, periods, genre-distinctions / characteristics, and so forth. 

Advice 

Anti-Romance 
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Astrology & Witchcraft 

British Historical 

Characters 

Chivalric 

Chivalric French 

Chivalry Theory 

Christian Exemplars 

Classical Styled 

Classics 

Commonplaces 

CONTROL 

Crime & Trial Fiction 

Curiosities 

English Chivalric 

English Historical 

English Romance 

English: Italian 

Emulated 

Exemplars 

Fantasy 

Fictional Biography 

French Romance 

French: Classical 

Emulated 

German: Italian 

Emulation 

Gesta 

Historical Romance 

India 

Italian 

Italian Romance 

Italian Styled English 

Jests 
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Letters 

LOST 

Love 

Love Advice 

Love Dialogue 

Love Exemplars 

Love Letters 

Love Philosophy 

Love Satire 

Modern Chivalric 

Ottoman 

Picaresque 

Poetry 

Political Allegory 

Political Satire 

Pseudo-Biography 

Pseudo-History 

Psychology 

Religious Allegory 

Religious Exemplars 

Religious Satire 

Science Fiction 

Social Satire 

Spanish 

Spanish Chivalric 

Theory 

Travel 

Travels 

Unknown 

Utopia 

Utopia Love 
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Author Title 
All Lost 

Details 
Milesian Ta les 

Parthenius of Nicaea 
Apollodorus 
Clearchus 

40 Sketches: Milesian grafted on Apollodoru Dedicated to Cornelius Gallus to furnish materials for elegies and other poems 
Mythological Fables 

Antonius Diogenes 

Lucius 
Lucian 

lamblichus 
Heliodorus 
Achilles Tatius 

Longus 
Chariton 

[History of Fictitious Love Adventures] 

The Matter of Thule 
[Collection of "magical transformations"] 

Ass 

Babylonica 
Theagenes and Chariclea 
The Erotica, or, Leucippe and Clitophon 

Daphnis and Chloe 

!chaereas and Callirrhoe 
Xenophon Antiochenus Babylonica • an imitation of lamblichus 

Xenophon Cyprius Cypriaca 
Xenophon Ephesius Exphesiaca 
St. John of Damascus Lives of Barlaam and Josaphat 

Eustathius / Eumathius Hysmene and Hysmenias 
Theodorus Prodromus Dosicles and Rhodantes 

Nicetas Eugenianus Charicles and Drossilla 

Gabriel Kontianos 

Petronius Arbiter 

Apuleius 
Apuleius 

Oamascius 

Appollonius of Tyre 

Satyricon 

Golden Ass 
Cupid and Psyche 

Mentioned by Photius, all works lost 

Disciple of Aristotle 

Epitome in Photius. Also, Porphyry's "Life of Pythagoras" claims that a long 
episode related thence was the source of an episode in the Matter of Thule. 
Originally 24 books. Dedicated to author's sister (Isadora]. 

Contains presumably much matter from Lucius 
Epitome in Photius. Originally 39 books according to the Sueda. lamblichus says 

he derived it from an " Eastern Book" 

Elements borrowed from Philostratus, and Mesaeus's Hero and Leander 

relates the loves of Cinyras, Myrrha, and Adonis 
Story of Habrocomas and Anthia 
To promote monastic life. Spiri tua l Romance. Martyrs and M iracles triumph, 

Heavily influenced or even plagiarized from Tatius 
Written in lambs, a poem, though indeed a romance 
Also a roma nee in poem form 

In wretched Latin 'poetry' almost prose, from a lost Greek original. Kontianos is 
the translator Old English prose version exists. Also inserted into the Gestc, 
Romanorum. See Fabricius Bibliotheca Graeca 

One story from it found in Seven Wise Masters, Also found in a Chinese tale: The 
Wise man of Sang - Chouc,ng-tse , published in 1736 in The Generol History of 
China iii. P. 134-155, and in Contes Chinois traduits 1827. 

Contains presumably much matter from Lucius and Lucian. 
(Not known to have been from Lucian] 
Tales of Demons ; Of Incredible Stories; Wonderful Stories of Apparitions; Toles of 

Demons , Incredible Natures 

• Additional spread sheet tabs detail all the known works that might be considered “prose fiction” from the Ancient World: 
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Geoffrey of Monmouth History of the Kings of Brita in Latin 

Wace 

Chrestien de Troyes 

Robert de Borron 

Chrestien de Troyes, 
Menessier, Wolfram von 
Eschenbach, Albrecht 

von Scharfenberg, 
Robert de Thornton, 
Lonelich, etc. 

Robert de Borron 

Walter Map 

Robert de Borron 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Sir Thomas Malory 

Rusticien de Pise 

Rusticien de Pise 

History of the Kings of Brita in 

Cheva lier au lion 

Merlin 

Romance of the Graal 

Short Graal or 'Joseph of Arimathea' 

Quest of the Graal 

Great History of the Graal 

Perciva l 

Lancelot du Lac 

Morte Arthur 

Meliadus of Leonnoys 

Gyron the Courteous 

First translation of Monmouth, 

into Metrical Norman, and Wace 
adds stories of the RoundTable 
to it. Wace The Brut 

Metrical Norman. This version, 
Perceval is the hero. Don't 
confuse with item of same name, 

same author, below. 

Old French, prose, therefore the " Roman de Merlin" in the Early English Text 
Society. Metrica l version by Geoffrey of 

first prose Romance in a 
European language 

Multiple authors worked th is 

metrically 

[not 'The Great History of the 
Graal'] 

Latin, alleged translated by de 
Boron 

Chrestien de Troyes wrote a 

Monmouth found in EIiis's Specimens of Early 

Metrical Romances. Also see Weber's Enolish 

Wolfram von Eschebach's Porzivol: states that 
trouvere Guyot wrote first metrical version [lost]. 
Chrestien de Troyes wrote Percevol-le-

Gollois unfinished. 

Imaginative recast of the Short Graal 

Barron wrote a three or four part group perhaps; 

Joseph of Arimathea, Perciva I, Merlin, and The 
Death of Arthur, of which we only have Boron's 
Joseph, Merlin, and fragments of Percival. 

There is a prose la nee lot, most likely o lder than 
metrica I version titled Lo 

h f 
. . h d b G ff d Tristan, and is the oldest prose romance of 

C orette ,n,s e y eo rey e w.iJ!g_/£y_. 
Ligny 
Compiled from the romances of 
Lancelot Merlin, and Tristan. 

This work and Gyron form part 
of the romance Palamedes. 
Takes place before Arthur's 

birth, pre-history of the 
imaginary English history 
conta ined in the Arthur cvde 

This work takes place after Gyron 

Pharamond is the usurper of the Gyrons's throne 

• Along with a list of all the known Chivalric romances, prose and poetry, a sample of which is below: 
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Machiavelli Belfagor 1518 
Girolamo Morlini Novellae et fabulae 1520 

Loosely on Song of Roland, 
continuation of Matteo Maria 

Boiardo's unfinished romance 
Orlando Innamorato 

Ariosto Orlando furioso 1521 unpublished until 1495 

De institutione foeminae 
Juan de Vives christianae 1524 treatise on love 
Agnolo Firenzuola I Ragionamenti 1528 
Baldassare Castiglione Book of the Courtier 1528 

from Latin, on the moral and 
Della nobilita et eccellenza theological superiority of 

Cornelius Agrippa delle donne 1529 women, English 1670 
Historia di due nobili 

Luigi Oa Porto amanti 1530 
Ascanio Censor io L'aura soave 1533 moral romance 
Giovanni Antonio [ Ita lian books of love 

Tagliente letters] 1533 
[Ita lian books of love 

Andrea da Zenophonte letters] 1535 
I compassionevoli 

Anonymous awenimenti di Erasto 1542 

• Followed by a list of all the Italian prose fiction. The Italian works are a bridge between the Medieval and Ancient fictions to the English prose-fictions. 

Italian Stories from Boccaccio especially, but other authors as well, appear in the early prose fiction collections. A little snippet is below. There are about 

65 works from 1300-1600’s, most of them in the Italian short story / tale format. 

• The last tab of this spreadsheet is the beginning work for tracing stories / tales from non-Western and Classical sources through the Middle Ages works 

such as French Fabliaux, Gesta Romanorum, proto-Arabian Nights, Panchatantra, the Samadheva, chivalric romances, Seven Wise Masters, and 

numerous other sources. 

• Compiled in a spreadsheet all the prose-fiction works for sale in bookseller catalogs in the period, regardless of their language.  These works are matched 

then to English printed works (for foreign language originals of works translated in the period) and standardized by title so that they can all be matched 

to the ESTC. This list is attached as an appendix and is available online. Example: Listings for D’Urfe’s Astrea, listed in catalogs from 1658-1697. 
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CatDate 

1685 

1658 

1686 

1687 

1682 

1688 

1688 

1689 

1697 

Jnum 

467 

467 

467 

467 

477 

488 

488 

490 

490 

490 

catDescri~tion WorkSize WorkYear catNum Jnum Title Work 

Catalogus variorum librorum ex bibliothecis English Books, Romances, in small Folio. 1657 212 305 Astrea a Romance, written in French, and translat. By a person of qual. In parts 

A catalogue of the most vendible books in 80. 305 Astrea or loves Mirrour. o. 

Richard Davis Catalogi variorum in quavis More Folios: 1658 8 305 Astrea, a Fam'd Romance, by M??? Hon D'Urfee, comlete in one Vol. as "Astrea third and last part" 

Edward Millington Catalogue of choice books Folio 155 305 Astrea, a Romance, by Messire Honore D'Urfe, compleat London ?? 

Richard Smith Bibliotheca Smithiana, sive, 

Benjamin Wolford: A catalogue of Latin, 

Benjamin Walford Catalogus librorum 

A catalogue of very good English and Latin 

Jean de Beaulieu: A catalogue of a curious 

EntrylO 

15 

122 

168 

447 

456 

Title 

15 Princess of Fez. 

15 Princess of Fez. 

15 Princess of Fez. 

23. Princess of Fez. 

32. Clytie. 

Octavo. 1665 36 305 Astrea, or the Grove of Beatitude (with Figures) 

12s. 1678 69 305 Astrea, Vol. 

Some in 120. 1678 359 305 Astree 

French Books in Quarto Octavo and Twelves 128 305 Astree de Messire Honore D'Urfe & dernier parties en Vol. 

Large section of French prose in Octavo: 305 Astree, Vol 

Source Description 

1685 (1212) Phillips Minority of St. Lewis A Catalogue of some Novels, and Plays Printed for R. Bentley, and S. Magnes. 

1685 (799) Anon History of Nicerotis, A Pleasant Novel [this ac A Catalogue of some Novels and Plays Printed for R. Bentley, and S. Magnes. 

Genre 

NOVELS. 

NOVELS. 

1686 (966) Vaumoriere Agiatis, Queen of Sparta 

1689 (974) Anon Rival Princesses 

A Catalogue of some Novels and Plays Printed for R. Bentley and S. Magnes. [page ad NOVELS. 

1689 (974) Anon Rival Princesses 

Some BOOKS Printed for R. Bentley. 

Some BOOKS Printed for R. Bentley. 

Books in Ouodecimo. 

Books in Ouodecimo. 

201 Parthanissa, that most fam'd Romance in 6 Parts, 1686 (684) Prechac Illustrious Lovers Some Books Printed and are to be Sold by W. Cademan, at the Popes-headin the New-Exchange. 

537 PArthenissa, A Romance, the last Part, the sixth· Fiction in the list of histories from Robert Clavell, A catalogue of all the books printed in England since the dreadful fire of London in 1666, to the er Quarto. 

8 8 Madam Colonna's Memoires. 1685 (1212) Phillips Minority of St. Lewis A catalogue of some Novels, and Plays Printed for R. Bentley, and S. Magnes. NOVELS. 

115 8 Mad. Colonna's Memoirs. 1685 (799) Anon History of Nicerotis, A Pleasant Novel [this ac A Catalogue of some Novels and Plays Printed for R. Bentley, and S. Magnes. NOVELS. 

161 8 Madam Colonna's Memoirs. 1686 (966) Vaumoriere Agiatis, Queen of Sparta A Catalogue of some Novels and Plays Printed for R. Bentley and S. Magnes. [page ad NOVELS. 

• Compiled in a spreadsheet all the prose-fiction advertised for sale in the period in prose-fiction works.  Advertised works are standardized by titles to be 

matched to the ESTC. Example: Listings for Princess of Fez, with the book in which it was advertised, and any genre headings or description given in the 

advertisement: 

• Compiled in a spreadsheet 16th and 17th unusual Proper Nouns classified by type, gender, and details. “n” stands for a proper name, word is provided in 

context, number of occurrences is noted at far left, “f” is generic female, “m” is generic male, rank or other appellation is provided when that appellation 

has some utility. Another table was prepared to gender appellations [not shown]. 
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u d'Aubigne n Marchioness Gift o f God , and Frances d'Aubigne , March ioness of Main 

s d'Auguste n Emperor Conquet es ? Les commencem ens du Regne d 'Auguste f un 

8 Dauie n Sir idem . A saiyng of sir Dauie linse t o Englande and Scotlanc 

53 D'Aumale n Duke had given leave to the Duke D'Aumale to hunt in t he Fore 

30 D'Avannes n f began , the rich man begged D'Avannes t o dance. The latt 

13 d'Avaux n Lord the Ships . To my Lord d 'Avaux . LETTER CXCVI . M y LORD 

10 Davenant In Jm : A Tragedy, by Charles Davenant , L . L . O 

18 d'Avero n Duke sent one to t ell the Duke d'Avero the next day , that as 

s DAvigeor n m a Deity. 2 b D Davigeor, David George , an Arch -Enthusias 

6 Davus n m you the master , and I Davus sum non Oedipus ? But my 

8 Dawbeney n Lord my Lord Brook , my Lord Dawbeney , and Sir Richard Thom 

8 Dawbney n Lord Daubney, [Note : The l ord Dawbney genera II of t he Kings 

46 Dayna n f recouer from you the possession o f Dayna , stayned with I 

65 Deadora n is inflamed with the love o f Deadora , who , proving not u 

32 Debreas n Oration of arm ie against Scanderbeg. Oration of Debreas , encouragi 

7 Decebal n King the Emperour Trojan , and King Decebal • The death of He, 

8 decien n m this emperour / He sent e t hyder decien for t o take awey t 

7 d'Ecugy n Madam draw n into t he Anti-Chamber , Madam d 'Ecugy left her en 

8 decyen n Don / And after these thynges don decyen and Valeryen ascen 

6 Dedyer n Horse-Keeper before tyme an Horse-keeper, named Dedy er , that keep· 

7 d'Eguya n m back of t he unfortunat e Valenzuela_; d'Eguya lost no t ime 

6 Deianeira n m death m editat ing reue~ge , gaue vnto Deianeira the shirt · 

7 Deioces n Judge w as Ambition at fi rst that o f Deioces a iust ludge , m ade a 

37 Deipyrus n King also with h is nephew , king Deipyrus , soda inly landed an 

s Dekker n Author mihi perfide prod is ? Tho : Dekker. LONDON Printed by R 
7 Ocl ;::,,hvrlc J:::ritho r ( J:r:::mri c;r::rin\ ~, 1norinr nf t ho J:r::rinr i<r::ri n c; ~ ;::ithor n o l::rihvrfo t h ::ri t I m;:m 1 

• Created a database table of all the geographical place names recognized by the USGS. “1” is the code for European continent, “P” is for place-names, 

long and short forms of place-names are given. Database was not corrected or improved in any way.  Table used to try to identify cities / towns / rivers / 

mountains / geographical features mentioned in 16th and 17th Century documents. 
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P assavant-en·Argome 

PassavanHa·Rochere 

P assavant-sur-l.ayon 

P aredones del Quihuis 

Parentis-en·Bom 

P arey-Saint-Cesaire 

Parey-sous-Montfort 

P arf ouru~'Edin 

P arfouru-sur-Odon 

P argny.filain 

Pargny-4a·Dhuys 

Pargny~s-Bois 

Pargny~s•Reims 

P argny-sous•Mureau 

P argny-$Ul"·Saulx 

Passy-en-Valois 

Passy-sur•Mame 

Passy-sur-Seine 

Latin Word Form 

ama 
amabam 

amabamini 

amabamur 

amabamus 

amabant 

amabantur 

amabar 

amabare 

amabaris 

amabas 

amabat 

amabatis 

amabatur 
amabere 

amaberis 

amabilarum 

amabile 

p N Passavant 

p N Passavant 

p N Passavant 

p N Paredones 

p N Parentis 

p N Parey 

p N Parey 

p N Parfouru 

p N Parfouru 

p N Pargny 

p N Pargny 

p N Pargny 

p N Pargny 

p N Pargny 

p N Pargny 

p N Passy 

p N Passy 

p N Passy 

• Created database tables of many foreign language word forms. Compiled for Italian, Latin, German, French, Spanish, Dutch.  An example of the Latin 

table. Tables were derived from dictionary.com by mining their non-lemmatized databases, therefore millions of words were mined by language that 

didn’t require lemmatization to be recognized. Full conjugations and declensions were captured, for example, for Latin. 
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lastname First Name 

labon mackel 

labonte mackendy 

labori mackenson 

labossiere mackenzie 

labovick mackie 

laboy mackin 

laboy gutierrez macon 

labrador macree 

labrecque maddy 

labrie maddyel 

labruna made! 
labus madison 

lacasse madiyah 

lacayo mae 

lacefield magadalena 

lacen magdalena 

lacen-pizarro magdaleno 

lacey magell 

• Created a database table of first names and last names from the U.S. Census and Prison records, coded by gender (first name) and race (last name). The 

purpose was simply to identify likely valid first and last names in 16th-17th Century literature. 

• Created a database table of all the words analyzed in 18 separate studies of emotion and other psychometric elements, with their values, so that those 

ratings can be made use of in database queries.  The table has over 200,000 English words (and phrases) with the values for over 100 categories as 

appropriate in the 24 published studies. I believe this table is becoming close to being complete.  There are a few more tables to incorporate, and two 

more early, printed works, to scan and incorporate. Snapshots of some of the compiled fields are below: 
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B □ dbo.EmoCombinedUnique 

B CJ Columns 
I!] WORD _FORM (varchar(255), null) 

I!] LPGNO_econame (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_ebadrt (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_etype (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_estatu (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_esames (float, null) 

I!] LGPNO_echar (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_efric (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_ecomplx (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_efreq (float, null) 

I!] LPGNO_sylavg7 (float, null) 

I!] ALT AA_concreteness_1_7 (float, null) 

I!] ALTAA_context_1_7 (float, null) 

I!] ALT AA_imageability_1_7 (float, null) 

I!] ALTAB_proportion (float, null) 

I!] ALTAB_stimulusWord (varchar(255), null) 

I!] ALTAB_type (varchar(255), null) 

I!] AFFIN_valence (float, null) 

I!] ACTOBJ_ecdi (float, null) 

I!] ACTOBJ_objnum (float, null) 

I!] JUHASZ_avgSensExp (float, null) 

I!] SIAKALUK_imageArousRat (float, null) 

I!] SIAKALUK_imageArousSD (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_familiarity (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_pain (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_smell (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_color (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_taste (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_sound (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_grasp (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_motion (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_graspabilityPC1 (float, null) 

I!] AMSEL_colorRichnessPC2 (float, null) 

I!] IMAGE3K_meanRT (float, null) 

I!] IMAGE3K_SDrating (float, null) 

I!] IMAGE3K_Mean (float, null) 

I!] IMAGE_3KaSD (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_soundMean (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_soundN (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_colorMean (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_colorN (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_manipMean (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_manipN (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_motionMean (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_motionN (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_emotionMean (float, null) 

I!] MEDLER_emotionN (float, null) 

_Loc: _ _ at_io_n _____ Description 

LI _.Abap__:_iJ_co ____ __,i l'bapulco, a Sea Port in new $pain, where they us .. . 

Abassna l'bissna or Abasssi,a. the greatest Kin9dom in all A .. . 

Jlbbeville ABbevile the cnef Town of the County ol Porthieu .. . 

Abe !'be, a Town in Finland. 

Aberdene l'berdene. a Town. and Sea Port in the Northern P ... 

Aberfraw l'beifraw. a Town in the Isle of Anglesey. fonnerly t.. 

Abernethy l'bemethy, a Town in Scotland on this side 2 the T ... 

Abex l'bex. a Coast in Pbissinia '-"on the Red Sea. 

>bissinia or l'bassinia l'bissiria or Abasssiia, the c:,eatest Kingdom in all A ... 

Abruzzo l'bruzzo , a Province In the Kingdom of Naples. 

Accadie Accadie, a Peninsula in New France . 

Aden Aden, a Town of great Traffique in /lrabia giving na .. 

Adour AdOll', a River in Gasc091e in France. ruming to .. . 

Mia Adria , a Town in the Venetian Signiory, which first .. . 

Mianople Adrianople. a City in Romania . the seat ol the T url<i.,, 

I!] WHISSELLA_pleasantness (float, null) 

I!] WHISSELLA_activation (float, null) 

I!] WHISSELLA_imagery (float, null) 

I!] WHISSELLB_pleasantness (float, null) 

I!] WHISSELLB_activation (float, null) 

I!] WHISSELLB_imagery (float, null) 

I!] HIULIU_posNeg (varchar(255), null) 

I!] SUBJCLUES_subjFeeling (varchar(255), null) 

I!] SUBJCLUES_partofspeech (varchar(255), null) 

I!] SUBJCLUES_stemmed (varchar(255), null) 

I!] SUBJCLUES_polarity (varchar(255), null) 

I!] SENTIWORD_wordsense (varchar(SO), null) 

I!] SENTIWORD _partofspeech (varchar(255), null: 

I!] SENTIWORD _pos (varchar(SO), null) 

I!] SENTIWORD _neg (varchar(SO), null) 

I!] SENTIWORD _gloss (varchar(4000), null) 

I!] SENTIWORD _masterWord (varchar(S00), null) 

I!] SENTIWORD _master.Sense (varchar(SO), null) 

I!] SENTIWORD_wordnet (varchar(SO), null) 

I!] POSNEG_posneg (varchar(SO), null) 

I!] POSNEG_demiption (nvarchar(S00), null) 

I!] WARVALNORM_valenceMean (float, null) 

I!] WARVALNORM_ValenceStandardDev (float, n 

I!] WARVALNORM_ValenceRat (float, null) 

I!] WARVALNORM_ArousalMean (float, null) 

I!] WARVALNORM_Arousal.StandardDev (float, n 

• Developed from the plain-text documents data tables that normalize all the EEBO-available dictionaries (word dictionaries by field of study and a 

geographical dictionary) from the 16th and 17th Centuries. The GeoDictionary, for example, was especially useful for capturing out-dated spellings of 

common place names & places that no longer exist. Example: 
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source 

Maxon Math 1679 

Danet .Antiquities 

Blount Difficult 

Cockeram 1623 ..................................................... 
Blountlaw ................................................... , 
Smith Nautica l 1691 

Cantin g Dictionary 

Medical 

Huloet1572 

Phillips1658 

Word 

Cabalistick 

Cabane 

Cabanne 

Cabbage 

Cabem 

Cable-Tire 

Cablish 

Cabos'd sp 

Cabura 

Caburn 

Cacafuego 

Cacams 

Cacao 
Cachectick 

Cachexy 

Cachinnation 

Cacique 

Cackling-cheat 

Cackling farts 

Definition 

belonging to 

Cabin. a Cottage: also a little room in a ship 

f a Tilt{)oat 

that part of the Deers head where the horns are .. 

the same 

the row in the midle of a CO)ld cable 

Brush-wood 

having the head cut off close to the Shoulder 

a fountain of Mesopotamia where Juno used to .. 

small yarnline. to bind Cables wlth"1 

fogo. sp shlte~ire 

Jewish Doctors 

an Indian tree. also the fruit. and kernel thereof 

g having a 

ill disposition of body 

I loud Laughter 

Casique. an Indian King 

c a Chicken 

c Egges 

Other Dictionries Prepared: 

And Elisha Coles Latin-English dictionary was prepared separately, as it contained some useful additional data fields that I had hoped to extract (lack of time 

prevented me from improving the table): 

• Developed from the plain-text document a standardized and normalized table version of Louis Moreri’s 17th Century encyclopedia, The great historical, 

geographical and poetical dictionary being a curious miscellany of sacred and prophane history. The purpose here was to try to identify proper 

names for gods, Greek and Roman lesser deities like dryads and nymphs, persons from ancient history etc.  The hope was that Moreri would have 
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wordfonn 

Aasir 

Ab 

Aba 
Ababa 
Abach 
Abacoa 

Abad 
Abadan 
Abaddon 
Abadir 

Abae 
Abaeus 

Abafti 
Abafti's 
Abaga 
.P-.bagarus 

Abages 

Abaibe 

Abailard 

mentioned a great many of the names referred to in prose fiction, a hope that was pretty well realized. The spreadsheet source I developed has 

definitions that were not imported into the SQL table. Example: 
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date cc co OT EX 1FW IN ' JJ ' JJR 'LS 

155Avera 12.28 5.74 0.17 0.12 0.06 

156Avera 13.26 6.49 0.26 0.19 0.01 

13.18 7.04 0.30 0.20 0.03 

12.54 6.84 0.30 0.23 0.01 

12.94 6.89 0.27 0.21 0.02 

13.37 6.87 0.24 0.19 0.03 

12.79 6.15 0.26 0.19 0.03 

12.76 6.71 0.32 0.21 0.03 

0.19 13.08 6.31 0.30 0.19 0.05 

0.1 13.20 6.10 0.22 0.17 0.03 

0.66 0.18 13.30 5.83 0.29 0.19 0.01 

0.78 13.34 6.49 0.29 0.21 0.03 

0.18 0.23 13.27 6.02 0.28 0.20 0.03 

0.19 0.15 13.24 5.93 0.26 0.19 0.03 

13.39 6.39 0.26 0.20 0.03 

13.26 5.71 0.25 0.21 0.041 

• Created a spreadsheet comparing sentence length, quantity of commas, quantity of past/future tense markers, parentheticals, and dialog markers by: 

author, by decade, by genre, by upper genre group and noted 1 and 2 standard deviations in each table, used other visualization methods as well. Below 

is a sample of Parts of Speech table summarized by decade, showing two coloring methods: on the left dark red is the lowest 10th percentile, brightest 

blue is the 90th percentile, white is the middle percentile. To the left, simple highlighting green=above average, salmon=below average. 

The net table shows the same data grouped by upper-level genre [examples: FRE=French Romances, ENG=English Romances, CLA=Classics, ITA=Italian], with 

both two and three color ranges.  On the left, three color ranges from dark red bottom 10th percentile to bright blue top 10th percentile.  On the right, a two 

color range: dark red bottom to bright blue top. 
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genre 

Bri Avera 

Cha Aver 

Fan Avera 

Fre Avera 

GesAver 

l ta Avera 

Jes Avera 
~ 

Lev Avera 

Mod Aver 

NON Ave 

Pse Avera 

Rel Avera 

JJR JJS 

0.27 0.21 0.05 

0.23 0.19 0.03 

0.27 0.19-

0.06 

0.03 

0.28 0.18-

Sci Avera,l\1-- - - .---...;:;.:;:;1---
SocAvera 

The Aver 

MO NN NNP NNPS NNS POT POS 

15.67 

1. 

1.62 

1.61 

2.0 

1.82 
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103511 1210976820 ooincc king VB king VB 1425 1499 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

103511 1210976820 ! cilninc I king VB king VB 1425 1499 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 cyrrig king VB king VB 1425 1499 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

103511 1210976820 knyng king VB king VB 1425 1499 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kyngg king VB king VB 1425 1499 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kynk king VB king VB 1425 1499 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kynke king VB king VB 1425 1499 inlr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kyngk king VB king VB 1425 1599 inlr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kenge king VB king VB 1425 1699 inlr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

103511 1210976820 keng king VB king VB 1425 1700 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

103511 1210976820 ke)'lg king VB king VB 1425 1700 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kinge king VB king VB 1425 1700 inlr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kink king VB king VB 1425 1700 inlr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kyng king VB king VB 1425 1700 inlr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

103511 1210976820 kynge king VB king VB 1425 1700 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

103511 1210976820 king king VB king VB 1425 1701 inlr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

10351 1 1210976820 kyngge king VB king VB 1500 1599 intr. To act as a king. Obs. rare. 

surlacejonn nonnalizedjonn etymology _type etyrnonjanguage 

! Abernethy ! Abernethy proper Name proper name 

Accane Akanl proper Name proper name 

Aarons Aarons properNarne propernarne 

Aberclene Aberdeen properNarne propernarne 

Aaron Aaron properNarne propernarne 

Acannies Akanis properNarne propernarne 

Achates Achates properNarne propernarne 

Actaeon Actaeon properNarne proper name 

Aberden Aberdeen properName proper name 

abigail abigail properName proper name 

ackneys hackneys properName proper name 

Aganippe Aganippe properName proper name 

Aberdens Aberdeens properName proper name 

Abemethies Abemethies proper Name proper name 

abigails abigails properNarne proper name 

• Put in a SQL data table the OED with separate entries for each known spelling variant. A sample of the 100’s of entries that make up all the variants and 

word-senses for the normalized spelling ‘King’ is shown here: 

• Put in a SQL data table several tables derived from the OED master table. Such as an extracted list of all the proper names identified by the OED: 
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ArabicNuneral RomanNumeral 

100 C 

200 cc 
300 CCC 

301 CCCI 

302 CCCII 

303 CCCIII 

304 CCCIV 

309 CCCIX 

350 CCCL 

351 CCCLI 

352 CCCLII 

353 CCCLIII 

354 CCCLIV 

359 CCCLIX 

355 CCCLV 

356 CCCLVI 

357 CCCLVII 

358 CCCLVIII 

WI r rrll( 

313 CCCXllj 

312 CCCXlj 

314 CCCXIV 

319 CCCXIX 
311 CCCXj 

340 CCCXL 

343 CCCXlllj 

342 CCCXLli 

344 CCCXLIV 

349 CCCXLIX 

341 CCCX~ 

345 CCCXLV 

348 CCCXLVllj 

347 CCCXLVlj 

• A table of common roman numerals 

Along with the table I had to develop to deal with the fact that in documents through the 19th Century when the ultimate Roman Numeral letter was an “i” 

for many purposes the “i” was changed to a “j”. 

• A table of common contractions [because the OED does not tend to recognize contractions] 
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h e sha ll / h e will 

h e h as / h e i s 

he11 
h e •s 

how"d 

how11 

how•s 

how d id / how would 

how will 

l"d 

how- has / how i s / how does 

I h a d / I woUld 

111 I sha ll / I wm 
Im lam 

Ive I h a v e 

is not isn't 

it*d it would 

it11 
it'"-s 

mayn't 

may've 

mightn't 

might've 

it shall / it will 

it has / it i s 

m a y not 

may have 

might not 

might h a ve 

id breadcrumb 

237734 society • [verb ~rans~ive )I • structure 

237733 society • [verb ~ran~ive)) » administer or organiz ... 

237732 society • [verb ~ranmve)) 

237731 society • [noun J • socialization • person being so ... 

237730 society • [noun] • socialization 

237729 society • [noun) • social organization • structuring 

237728 society • [noun I • social organization 

237727 society • [noun I • types of social relationship 

237726 society • [noun I • relation between earlier and lat ... 

23m5 society • [noun) • social compact • between spe •.. 

237724 society • [noun] • social compact • between spe ... 

237723 society • [noun I • social compact • between spe ... 

237722 society • [noun) • social compact • between spe ... 

237721 society • [noun) • social compact • between spe ... 

237720 society » [noun I • social compact 

237719 society • [noun I • a social being 

237718 society • [noun I • tendency to 

237717 society • [noun) • ability to live with others 

LenOesa 

41 
79 
29 
58 

32 
52 
38 
47 
61 
80 
89 

70 
80 
59 
33 
33 
30 
46 

Ancestors 

153072/237732/237734 
153072/237732/237733 
153072/237732 
1530121231115; 23773on31131 
153072/237715/237730 
153072/237715/237728/237729 
153072/237715/237728 
1530721237715mm1 
153072/237715/237726 
153072/237715/237720/237721/237723/237725 
153072/237715/237720/237721123m3/237724 
153072/237715/237720/237721n37723 
153072/237715/237720/237721/237722 
153072/237715/237720n31121 
153072/237715/237720 
153072/237715/237719 
153072/237715/237718 
153072/237715/237717 

• Put in a SQL data table a useful, query-able version of the OED thesaurus structure. 

• Suda in a database. The Suda was mined from the http://www.stoa.org/sol/ website.  The Suda has an immense wealth of proper names and classical 

references, many of which turn up in prose fiction of the 16th-17th Centuries. It also has a thesaurus incorporated into its transcriptions that I think could 

be helpful for comparative language work: 
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twelvemonth, lykabas, lycabas, lukabas, light-cour ... 

anvil. battering;am. eagle, pestle. thundemolt. woW 

silkwonn, wasp, silk gannent, deep~oned pipe, ca ... 

bar, bolt, catch. collamone. hook, key 

yoke, rank, crossbar, bench, balance, cross-strap,. .. 

hit ~he target). succeeded ~hrough preparation) in .. . 

Hadrian. Adrianos. Adrian. Hadrianos. Hadrianus . .. . 

cosmos, kosmos: order, ornament, decorum, unlve .. . 

to growl, to grumble, to grunt, to munnur, to mutter 

appropriating, capturing. encompassing, surroundi ... 

accurate, exact, precise, sound, thoroughgoing 

circumstance, display, stature, station, tense sltuat ... 

accident, attribute, incident. mischance, symptom 

bent, curved, flexible, pliable, supple 

Deipnosophistai. Deipnosophistae, Deipnosophist ... 

dust, sand, plaster, lye, soap-powder 

I appoint. I establish, I place, I position. set up 

miltos. ruddle, red ochre, red earth, red lead 

close. casual. temporal)', off-hand, random 

Short Definition 

!Meaning) a year. lsc. The tenn comes) from 'quic ... 

lno gloss) 

!Meaning a?) herdsman. 

????? ). !genitive) ???????: and the !accusative) . 

In the Tactica la zugos is) means the mass lof tro ... 

!Used) with a genitive. 

Sophist. A pupil of Herodes:ll )florult under Marcu .. . 

!Meaning) the system and the union Jonned) from .. . 

IMeaning)too utter, to roar. 

!Meaning them) apprehending.11 l Xenophon lwlile .. . 

IMeaning)finn/reliable. "For he used to be called a .. . 

Polybius lwliles:) 'but IAemilia) made a practice of .. . 

!Meaning a) happening. 

??????? means the same as) ??????. 

There is a book thus tltled ~he one who wrote It p.,, 
!Meaning) dirt.Sodium camonate, filth. "They bath ... 

!Used) with an accusative. 

A kind of red color.Il l And Homer !says): "red-che ... 

!Meaning ones which are) cheap/easily-acquired.Il l 

Short Details 

The headword is the nominative singular of a noun t... 

Same ent,y, according to Adler. in the Ambrosian Le .. . 

Same or similar ent,y in other lexica. Yet perhaps, as .. . 

For the full range of meanings of this noun, cognate .. . 

With the exception of the final Anstophanic quotatio .. . 

This second aorist - here in the first person singular .. 

Hadrian (or Adrian)of Tyre, c. 113-193. See general .. . 

11 I Likewise in Etymologlcum Magnum 532.14.121 Jo .. . 

Same or similar ent,y in other lexica. Aorist infinitives .. . 

The headword is the present middle/passive partici... 

Same ent,y in ps.-Zonaras. See also alpha 979, and .. . 

The headword is a feminine noun in the nominative .. . 

For the range of applications of this neuter noun se .. . 
Same ent,y, according to Adler, in the Ambrosian Le .. . 

ll )Abridgedfrom Athenaeus. Deipnosophists 1.1D· .. . 

cf. generally kappa 2032. kappa 2033, kappa 2036 .. . 

Cognate with Latin stare, English "stand," etc.cf. iot... 

111 Used as such (amongst otherthings)but in fact, .. 

The headword. evidently extracted from somewhere ... 

AIIGenresp 1 

chronology/definition/dialects, grammar, and etym ... 

dialects. grammar, and etymology/ 

agriculture/clothing/meter and music/zoology/ 

daily Ide/dialects, grammar. and etymology/ 

clothing/comedy/daily Ide/definition/dialects, gram .. . 

athletics/daily Ide/dialects, grammar, and etymolog .. . 

biography/chronology/geography/histo,y/philosop .. . 

biography/botany/definltion/ethlcs/philosophy/reli .. . 

comedy/definition/dialects, grammar, and etymolog .. . 

biography/daily Ide/definition/dialects, grammar, an .. . 

biography/definition/dialects. grammar, and etymol .. . 

biography/daily Ide/definition/dialects, grammar, an .. . 

daily Ide/definition/dialects. grammar, and etymolog .. . 

definition/dialects, grammar, and etymology/ 

biography/daily Ide/dialects. grammar, and etymolo .. . 

comedy/daily Ide/definition/dialects. grammar. and .. . 

dialects, grammar, and etymology/ 

art histo,y/comedy/daily lde/definltion/epic/geogra .. . 

daily Ide/definition/dialects. grammar, and etymolog .. . 

• A large number of worksheets contain the manual corrections, standardizations, and other improvements required to do this work. Examples of some of 

these are below: 

Words with non-recognized spellings for OED.  Most of these are ‘predictable’ variations.  The OED does not attempt to catalog all the common known varations 

in spellings and contractions. 
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15 Carneval d carnival carneval with her to Comedies all the Carneval , and every Ni$ht to a 
6 carowsers d .carousers carowsers the turne , as if the carowsers of these later daies were perswaded 

8 carpinters d carpenters carpinters : as minstrells , goldsmiths , carpinters , diers , shoemakers , tawers 

9 carriedst d .carried it carriedst for reward of the newes thou carriedst vnto her of me ? For 

5 cariest d carries cariest sower wine : that when thou cariest in the backe of thy hand 

15 carrieng d .carrying carrieng his owne cuntry of llleria , carrieng the king , the queene , 

6 Cartloads d cart loads cartloads forete ll the speedy oblivion of whole cartloads of Books that were dull, 

7 Catologue d .catalog catologue hapened in the ir reignes : A cato logue of the Kings continued from Brute 

29 Catholicke d Catho lic Catholicke Martyrdome . Thou shalt defend the Catholicke religion in France against a ll the 

7 catholyque d Catholic catholyque shal byleue in ho ly chyrche our catholyque moder and her ordonnayre / and 

22 Catholickes d ·catho lics Catholickes that many haue encountred our good Catholickes of the Romish reli$ion , who 

23 Catho likes d Catholics Catholikes a world to see how the catho likes (so they call themselues ) sweate 

3 ycought d caught ycought on a time in quie t well ycought ( a queint commoditie as he 

7 causid d .caused caus id may happen Of a knyght that causid all a towne to Iese theyr 

11 cawsid d caused cawsid a moost clene lodginge / and cawsid him oftyn to be wypedde f 
6 causith d .causes causith .• I pynche of deth causith vs to do almesse deades , 

12 causlesly d causlessly causlesly man was more vniust , nor causlesly vnkind ; Into this Caue I 

9 Cavale ir d .cava lier cavale ir to your discourses . That unhappy Cavale ir was as valiant to attacque me 

32 Cave lier d cava lier cave lier know , was a very brave Cave lier , none excelled him , and 
5 Cavilier d .cava lier cavilier these words , he left this Cavilier , and as he marched on 

12 Cave liers d cavaliers cave liers the names of all the young Cave liers into another , then in an 

8 Caviliers d .cavaliers caviliers lighted from his horse , some Caviliers brought four men unto him which 

Words with un-read or un-readable elements in EEBO, which need to be ‘filled in’ whenever possible.  Context included.  THIS WORK WAS NOT DONE.  Very time 

consuming, and, so, ran out of time. 
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a dm adm~nis h e d ] nis h e d ] nish e d 

a dm adm"'tta n ce ] ttance ttance 
A drna Adma~t ] t t 

a dmi [~a bly ] a bly a bly 

a dmi admi-e ]e e 

Adrni Admre r ] er er 

a dmi Jadmring Jing ing 

a dmi adrnr rable ] rabl e rable 

a dmi admi~t ] t t 

a dmin .~rnp ] m p mp 

a drnin ad mi n~stratyo n ] stratyon stratyo n 

a dminist administ""ed Jed ed 

a dmira admi ra"'ion ] ion ion 

A d mira l s Admira l s- eard ] eard eard 

a dmirat admirat""'ns ] n s n s 

Admirat Admirat~o n ] o n o n 

a dmirati admirati-n ] n n 

Admiratio n :~ o twithst a ndinJ ] o twithsta n d ing otwithst a n d ing 

A d mirers Admirers~f ]f f 

a dmires .~ead ] ead ead 

.. ] a dm [ . .. ]nis h ed to forsak e h er b a [. 

b e favoured with a drn [ .. . ]tta n ce i n t o the s qua d r on of his M a j esties 

in c h a in es of Adrna I ... ] t: a nd thoug h s h e e w as in 

w as so admi [ ... ]ably acted by Z i anthe , that it 

insole nc.y, a nd admi [ ... ] e Nicetus p atience . H e a n sw ers tha t 

a n d a n e t e rna l Adrni [ . . . ] e r o f your Learning a nd Truth, 

himselfe loued , admi [ ... ]ing his v e rtues , a nd louing his 

l esse ind u e d with admi I ... ] rable p atie n ce . Why ( q uoth Alie n a 

rna ny, being a dmi I ... ]t a s it w e r e with great e a dmiratio n 

. d e admin. I ... ]mp ca . 2 . ] , 

to h a u e a n a dmin [ ... ] s t .ratyon in the w eal e publique h e dyd 

cure , i f adminis1: [ ... Jed in a gre a t er d ose , w o uld 

d raw a long his admira [ ... ]ion a n d affection. Wha t w as Cato 

I h a u e the A dmi ra l s I ... ] eard a n d g r eat t e e th, but s p ecially 

his looks a n d a drnirat I ... ] n s , that h e h a d muc h adoe 

, wit h great Admirat I ... ] o n, gav e ear t o the stran ge 

the m i n g r eat admirati I ... ] n. In this s o rt dyd this 

d eath to A dmiration: [ . .. ]otwithst a nding Pow erful Fa [ ... 

, or e xtrao r dina ry Admirers [ ... ] f my Broth er T h e y f o un I . 
World throu g h o ut a dmires . I ... ) ead the n, a n d t h a nk the Autho r 

Review of all the changes from the original text spellings to the standard form spellings, to make sure that the common corrections were appropriate (in other 

words, I did not trust automated procedures, I went back and hand-checked every change that appeared at least 20 times in the 70million word corpus): 
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{No column name) original text token midform standard form 

1575 threatned threatened threatened 

1573 humor humor humour 

1573 obtaine obta ine obtain 

1570 thanke thanke thank 

1569 design'd desig~ed designed 

1563 ,deserue deserve deserve 

1559 ludges ludges judges 

1557 perswasions perswasions persuasions 

1555 fynde fynde fiend 

1555 lefte lefte lived 

1551 feele feele feel 

1550 

1550 felici t ie felicitie felicity 

1548 mynde mynde mind 
1547 discouered discouered discovered 

1546 shalbe NULL shall be 

1545 thyng thyng thing 

1542 Jed ed ed 

1542 cleane cleane clean 
~ 

1537 apparel! aeearell apparel 

1535 aduise aduise advise 

And even more work to correct the many, many cases where the standard_form according the the OED resulted in a miss-match due to the incredible variety of 

possible spellings of many words.  Also due to how detailed the OED word-senses are resulting in multiple listings of ‘same word’ with different senses leading to 

different ‘standard form’ spelling based upon when the word-sense fell out of usage. 
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COUNT original text standard form ' further correction Notes 

98 Doues dows doves . 
31 downe done down 

28 dowe dool down 

1095 drawe drawn draw 

387 draweth droves draws 

319 drawes droves draws 
63 dre dree dre 

38 +dre dree dre 
43 dradde dreaded dread 

67 dremed dreamt dreamed 

27 +dred dread dred 

924-drest drast dressed 
541 drie dree drie 

34 drieth dryth dries 
20 dron drone Dron Duke . 
58 droe'd drooped dropped 

35 dru~e drudge drug 

35 druggs drogues drugs 
169 dronken drunk drunken 

286 drye dree dry 

121 Duell dwell duel 

52 di~'d digged dug 

57 dombe doom dumb 
42 Dura durra dura 

23 Durel dures Durel 

23 +dus does dus 
52 dwarffes dwarfs dwarves 

46 Dwarfes dwarfs dwarves 
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Programs developed to assist this dissertation process (all Microsoft platform tools) 

• A program to decompose any plain text document into an delimited and numbered file, useful for uploading to a 

database or table. 

• A program to chunk plain text documents by inserting a delimiter each nth marker, useful then for uploading to 

various text processing and analysis tools. 

• A program to strip the XML tags from texts provided by sources such as EEBO, ECCO, and others. XML encoded 

texts can therefore be easily turned into non-tagged plain text documents. 

• A program useful for extracting XML header information from XML encoded documents so that the meta-data in 

the XML headers can be regularized and placed in tables. 

• A program to take an output delimited list from a database and reconstruct a continuous plain text document 

from that output. 

• Numerous SQL routines for dealing with the huge variety of common spelling variations in printed English works 

from the 16th and 17th Centuries. 

• Numerous SQL routines for vastly improving OCR errors in the 18th Century ECCO documents. 

• TSQL programs to analyze the prose fiction works by genre, print date, ontological category, language 

frequencies by genre and decade, psychometric measures, POS tag by genre. 

Litmetrics.com 

The litmetrics.com website allows users to upload any plain text document(s) in any quantities and accomplish the 

following: 

• POS tag the uploaded documents 

• Standardize the spellings of the uploaded documents 

• Lemmatize or Stem them 

• WordSense disambiguate them 

• Filter the words in them by POS tag 

• Build stop-word / common terms lists for custom filtering 

• Group the uploaded documents into corpora for topic analysis 

• Apply basic LSA techniques to a corpus 

• Apply three separate topic modelers to a corpus: Mallet, Gensim, and HDP 

• For each modeler, allow the user to adjust all the control variables available in the topic modeler 

• Export the processed texts with their POS tags, with or without filters applied, for further processing 

Please see Appendix B that details how Litmetrics works, with a step-by-step description of pages.  That appendix also 

describes the customizable Topic Analysis fields, most of which are unique to Gensim (my preferred Topic Analysis 

engine) and are missing from MALLET (the engine most commonly deployed in Digital Humanities, incorporated into R 

and into the NLTK (Natural Language Processing Tool Kit]. 

xl 

https://litmetrics.com
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Chapter Outline 
Outline: 

Beginning Matters: why do this at all, what is at stake, & theoretical perspectives on levels of analysis, including those 

from biological perspectives. Metaphors and the world.  Noise, Information, Hierarchy, Emergent Properties, and other 

considerations regarding the word as material. 

The introduction gives some idea of the language-historical context that prompts my interest in the period.  The 

introduction also gives some indication of the types of language analysis that interest me: I’m particularly interested in 
levels of analysis, the properties of language uses that emerge at those different levels, ideas of “universals” that bring 

stability to communication between humans, and ideas of “differentiation” that destroy communication between 

humans. 

The chapters of the dissertation proceed something like this: 

Introduction: Universals, diversity, complexity, emergent properties 

1. Emotions 

a. Sources 

b. Commentary 

c. 16th-17th Century Emotions 

d. Religion and Emotion 

e. Emotion Theory 

2. Roman Ingarden and Texts 

3. Levels of literary analysis 

4. Language and the Brain 

a. Words as units 

b. Brains are different 

c. Neurons and function 

d. Analogy 

e. Noun-Verb pathways 

5. Words in Neworks 

a. Introduction to word networks 

b. Conceptual integration 

c. Lexical coverage 

d. Word Senses 

6. More about Levels 

a. Reading is a process 

b. Inner speech 

7. Paralinguistics 

a. Extralinguistics 

b. Reading and Images 

8. Time 

a. Decision Making 
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b. Time in the Photograph 

9. Distant Reading 

10. Metaphor 

a. Metaphor Theory 

b. Metaphor and Analogy 

11. Topic Analysis 

a. Uses and Techniques 

i. How Many Topics 

ii. Human Topics versus Computer Topics 

b. Techniques Advice 

i. Word Sense Disambiguation 

ii. Chunking 

iii. Do the Topics Makes Sense, Redux 

iv. Coherence of Topics, Objective 

v. Guiding the Topics 

vi. Topics Hierarchy 

vii. Word Order Unimportant 

viii. Time 

c. Time 

d. Example: Modern Poetry 

e. Example: Drama and News in the 18th Century 

Conclusion: What to do next. 

Appendices 

It feels as if all the work still lies ahead.  The preparation of necessary data is in its infancy.  English departments should 

not be surrendering their object of study to other departments, leaving themselves with only theory and readings. 

Theory rich, but computationally and technically naïve material is unacceptable. 

This dissertation, then, is an attempt to provide support techniques, data, & materials that enable experts in field of 

Literary Studies to put forth specific, language based, statistically valid and relevant conclusions.  Rather than a reliance 

on anecdotes, examples, impressions, and interpretations of a more human sort, these techniques and data provide 

avenues for cross-expert analysis where the same ‘object(s)’ can be brought to examination using reproducible 

techniques for the extraction of material ‘facts’ that, previously, were beyond plausible capabilities of scholars. 
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Introduction 

Great matters, never traced out by the minds of former men, things that 

have long been hidden, I will sing. (Ovid Metamorphoses Book XV 145-

147)4 

History’s chief use is only to discover the constant and universal 

principles in Human Nature. (Hume, Of Liberty and Necessity Part 1) 

The Power of Language 

There have always been edges to the known world from any civilization’s perspective – places where the limits are 

reached and what happens ‘next’ becomes less and less certain. And, at those edges, first contacts with ‘otherness’ 
have frequently been made.  Yet, some sense of continguity maintained as one passed from the known to the 

immediately adjacent unknown.  Each successive population was aware of its adjacent neighbors, as is clearly testified in 

the Lewis and Clark expedition’s records, or Marco Polo’s journeys, and innumerable other travel-histories. These places 

of contact that are less estranged from each other than those that are frequently imagined in Fantasy and Science 

Fiction novels. The contiguity of the unknown is what makes the turn of the 16th Century such an unusual period in 

human time.  It was the first, and perhaps only, time in human history that we ran aground in the non-contiguous 

unknown. The collision set in motion innumerable, unpredicted processes, that necessitated the incorporation of other 

realities into the categories of the knowable. For the Americas, there were no bi-lingual or bi-cultural guides to act as 

intermediaries, and so a way of mapping of the Know(n/able) to the other had to be designed. 

Although not perfectly true, I am nevertheless struck by the idea that much of what is revealed, discussed, explicated, 

critiqued … in post-structuralist theories (post-Colonial, feminist, deconstructionist and so forth) is always already 

understood by the intellectuals of our more distant past.  It is as if we had to forget our classical and humanistic 

educations in order to be made enthusiastic about an intellectual revolution.  The first Spanish grammarian, Nebrija, was 

fully aware of the connection of language to thought, empire, law, control, domination, etc. What has changed, 

possibly, between the 15th Century and the 21st Century is the ethical weight with which we handle this knowledge: 

“Language has always been the consort of empire, and forever shall remain its mate. Together they come into 

being, together they grow and flower, and together they decline.” Nebrija quoted in Ivan Illich Vernacular 

Values5 

And, here, one of the more fascinating dialogues recorded in history, between Nebrija and Queen Catherine: 

“Why would I want a work like this [a Spanish grammar]? I already know the language.” He answered: “Majesty, 

the language is the instrument of the empire.” Moreover he said of his intentions: “Presently, they [the people] 

waste their leisure on novels and fancy stories full of lies. I have decided, therefore, that my most urgent task is 

to transform Castilian speech into an artifact so that whatever henceforth shall be written in this language may 

4 This rather arrogant quote was drawn using the humanist fortune telling method of framing a question, then applying chance 
techniques to find the answer to the question in Metamorphoses.  Of course, I was immensely pleased with this result. 
5 (Illich) 
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be of one standard tenor, one coinage that can outlast the times. Greek and Latin have been governed by art, 

and thus have kept their uniformity throughout the ages. Unless the like of this be done for our language, in vain 

Your Majesty's chroniclers ... shall praise your deeds. Your labor will not last more than a few years, and we shall 

continue to feed on Castilian translations of foreign tales about our own kings. Either your feats will fade with 

the language or they will roam among aliens abroad, homeless, without a dwelling in which they can settle... 

Your Majesty, I want to lay the foundations for the dwelling in which your fame can settle... Now, Your Majesty, 

let me come to the last advantage that you shall gain from my grammar. For the purpose, recall the time when I 

presented you with a draft of this book earlier this year in Salamanca. At this time, you asked me what end such 

a grammar could possibly serve. Upon this, the Bishop of Avila interrupted to answer in my stead. What he said 

was this: "Soon Your Majesty will have placed her yoke upon many barbarians who speak outlandish tongues. By 

this, your victory, these people shall stand in a new need; the need for the laws the victor owes to the 

vanquished, and the need for the language we shall bring with us." My grammar shall serve to impart to them 

the Castilian tongue, as we have used grammar to teach Latin to our young.” 

These Spaniards understood many important functions of language.  The Franciscans that reached The New World a few 

decades later were also clear on the importance of understanding languages, for they knew that hidden in the native 

languages, the natives speaking their own languages, were any number of heresies and problems. Sahagun, Mendieta, 

Olmos, others, developed massive ‘anthropological’ documents to assist in the comprehension of The New World: 

“To preach against these matters, and even to know they exist, it is needful to know how they practiced them in 

the times of their idolatry, for, through [our] lack of knowledge of this, they perform many idolatrous things in 

our presence without our understanding it.  … And the confessors neither ask about them, nor think that such a 

thing exists, nor understand the language to inquire about it, nor would even understand them, even though 

they told them of it.  

This work is like a dragnet to bring to light all the words of this language [Nahuatl] with their exact and 

metaphorical meanings, and all their ways of speaking.” 

[Sahagun, Florentine Codex, Prologue to Book 1]6 

We can be thankful that Sahagun hadn’t read Machiavelli’s Discourses on Livy. Thank goodness that Sahagun was a 

Spanish Catholic rather than an Italian humanist. If he had taken the lessons that Machiavelli lays at the feet of St. 

Gregory, he would not have tried, in any way, to save native languages and literatures.  As Nebrija understood, quoted 

above, and Machiavelli knew as well, language is the medium of memory: 

“For when a new sect – that is, a new religion – emerges, its first concern is to extinguish the old to give itself 

reputation; and when it occurs that the orderers of the new sect are of a different language, they easily 

eliminate it [the old one].  This thing is known from considering the modes that the Christian sect took against 

the Gentile.  It suppressed all its orders and all its ceremonies and eliminated every memory of that ancient 

theology.  It is true that they did not succeed in eliminating entirely the knowledge of things done by its 

excellent men. This arose from having maintained the Latin language, which they were forced to do since they 

had to write this new law with it.” 

6 (C. D. Anderson) 
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The project was well understood as revolving around the careful examination of the functioning of a language.  Of 

course, I know that where we find ‘critique’ they found satisfaction.  Where I find great sadness for the loss of the Inca 

civilization, the Spaniards found cultural justification and joy. But, as Robert Murray Davis pointed out, nobody mourns 

the Gepids.7 It is a function of history so carefully recorded that we can have any meaningful feelings about the ravages 

of European colonizations. And so, if it wasn’t for the writing of the Europeans – if the The Conquest had played out 

longer ago– we would feel no loss at all. Francisco Xerxes reports a Conquistador attitude, the “good news” response, 

toward the Inca captives8: 

“Among many other things, the Governor said to him: “Do not take it as an insult that you have been defeated 

and taken prisoner, for with the Christians who come with me, though so few in number, I have conquered 

greater kingdoms than yours, and have defeated other more powerful lords than you, imposing upon them the 

dominion of the Emperor … We come to conquer this land by his command, that all may come to a knowledge 

of God … in order that you may know him, and come out from the bestial and diabolical life that you lead. … 

When you see the errors in which you live, you will understand the good we have done you … you have not been 

defeated by a cruel people, such as you are yourselves, who grant life to none.  We treat our prisoners and 

conquered enemies with kindness …. 

If you were seized … it was because …you threw the Book to the ground in which it was written the words of 

God.  Therefore our Lord permitted that your pride should be brought low, and that no Indian should be able to 

offend a Christian.” 

Machiavelli goes so far as to propose that these sectarian revolutions occur several times in each few thousand years. 

From this he concludes that, cyclically, there must be many others, stretching back in time, that existed but which are 

now totally forgotten. We would be hard-pressed to find Greek or Roman or Egyptian or Jewish historians bemoaning 

the expansion of civilization to the barbarians of their times, and, it is ‘easy’ to find those same decrying the invasions of 

the un-cultured only because they wrote, and were preserved, of what they perceived as loss. 

Besides the ethical and temporal divides, I am further distanced from the 16th Century in even more profound ways. 

Wherefore it is true that early 16th Century Englishmen and Spaniards were aware of the humanism that had swept 

Europe, still, they were products of their near-Scholastic education.  It was these very same decades that began the 

unraveling of the Classical World view even as the Classical world-view began to penetrate Spain and England: the 

Renaissance was not the Enlightenment, and was not the Age of Reason.  That the Renaissance should have arrived in 

England nearly contemporaneously with the arrival of the Reformation puts the researcher in a tremendous, layered, set 

of complexities. It is difficult, now, for us to perceive how deeply religion penetrated the daily life of nearly everyone in 

the period. For example, it is hard for a reader now to unravel all the implications of the fact that people of the early 16th 

Century did not doubt the reality of the beings that non-Christians worshipped, but only challenged the classification of 

those beings as Gods.  The beings were REAL, but were devils, demons, and not Gods.  Magic was REAL, but was trickery 

from the devil.  The native errors were not ones of logic or ignorance, they were ethical errors instead. The Reformation 

7 Davis, Robert Murray. "Who Mourns the Gepids?." Southwest Review, vol. 86, no. 1, Jan. 2001, p. 105 

8 [Francisco Xerxes, A True Account of the Province of Cuzco, Salamanca 1547, in ed. Markham Reports on the Discovery of Peru, 
Cambridge U Press 2010.  56-57] 
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itself, with the religious wars that followed from it, stemmed from large components of ethical disagreements, where 

religious differences so profoundly affected the human soul that they were worth killing and dying over. 

It is almost commonplace to believe that language somehow shapes thought.  We debate the degrees to which this is 

the case, the specifics of how it works, its limits and gradations, and even whether our language of words is the same as 

our language of thought [Fodor, LOT].  Lakoff (and Turner) have made entire, brilliant careers describing in detail the 

functioning of conceptual metaphors in our everyday and poetic worlds.  John Lucy, a more anthropological and 

comparative researcher, has done the same, specifically for the Yucatec Maya.  In his book Grammatical Categories and 

Cognition: A case study of the linguistic relativity hypothesis, Lucy tries to show not just how language categorizations 

shape our thought, but precisely where and how a foreign language does so differently from a Western language. In his 

next work, Language, Diversity, and Thought, he summarizes the goal of the project in this way9: 

This study examines the linguistic relativity hypothesis, that is, the proposal that diverse languages influence the 

thought of those who speak them. … In contrast to the widespread importance and interest in the topic, there is 

a virtual absence of empirical research on the problem. … The present study focuses on the influence of 

linguistic diversity, cross-language variation in formal structure, on speakers’ habitual cognitive responses to the 

world. 

In this dissertation, I will be providing models, techniques, and data, to approach this problem within the context of “the 

same language.” The question, for which no answers will be provided, is this: what occurs if I treat the language of 

English prose fiction from the 16th and 17th centuries with a triple foreign-ness: (a) foreign to me as an American English 

speaker of the 21st Century, (b) foreign within itself between the category of Prose Fiction and other intellectual product 

categories – such as poetry, plays, histories, sciences, sermons, etc. – (c) foreign within itself between time-periods 

inside the category – that 16th Century prose exists in a different cognitive world from those of the pre-Cromwellian 17th 

Century, and then again from Restoration prose fiction – and (d) that the language-cognitive worlds of different genres 

within the prose-fiction category may differ amongst themselves – e.g. differences between Chivalric Romances, French 

Romances, Utopian fictions, Spanish Romances, Italian Noveli 10 … 

If I choose to accept the belief that somehow cognition and language interact in ways that can be studied, and further 

accept that those interactions create meaningful differences between individual humans – and explicitly that these 

differences are embodied in a myriad of ways in some other cultures – in ways of viewing self, body, mind, thought, 

logic, emotions, colors, physical object categories to name a few – then where am I to begin to locate the ability, in 

myself, to gain a comprehending access to these differences? (Yes, the reader may go ahead and deconstruct the 

idealization of “comprehending”, “access”, “difference”, what have you … meanwhile, I will press on out of this 

rhetorical minutiae). If I don’t want to think like a human being, I don’t want to think like a Westerner, I don’t want to 

think like a middle aged male American, how do I go about doing so? 

Lakoff’s work on conceptual metaphor gives me one idea regarding how to break out of my language prison.  If I change 

the metaphors by which I think, perhaps I can change my troublesome presuppositions regarding the world I am in. This 

is the most important function, in my opinion, of both Poetry and Science Fiction.  In Poetry there are levels of language 

9 John A. Lucy, Language Diversity and Thought, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1992 pp. 1-6 
10 Noveli were collections of shorter stories grouped by a frame story or conceit, often a number of days that needed to be passed 
by travelers, often those travelers then trading stories. A more casual collecting than we find in Arabian Nights.  The only Spanish 
work at all similar is The Book of Count Lucanor and Patronio drawn mostly from Aesop and Arabian Nights, with a Christian 
moralistic lesson at the end of each story.  Circa 1335. 
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that can be destabilized, broken, divided, and fragmented, and in Science Fiction we are invited to use imagination of 

the ‘not real’ to challenge our view of ‘the real’ at usually higher, more narrative and conceptual levels. 

China Mieville, in Embassytown, imagines an alien culture where metaphors are embodied instances, and thought 

demands the physical presence of the instantiated objects to be discussed. The “real” for these Aliens, who 
communicate with Language, is completely present.11 

They would gather as many of the necessary constructed facts as they could in one place, as many enLanguaged 

elements as possible – animate, inanimate, sentient and not – and come to look at us, use and theorize us, 

without consensus. (97). 

Each word of Language meant just what it meant. Polysemy or ambiguity were impossible and with them most 

tropes that made other languages languages at all. But thatness faces every way: it’s flexible because it’s empty, 

a universal equivalent.  That always means and not that other, too. (295) 

Precision has often been the goal of invented languages, as if by re-building language itself from the ground up, we can 

banish ambiguities and confusions.  With an invented language, there can be the ideal that people between time-

periods, cultures, social orientations, familial affiliations, and so forth, can “know” precisely what it is that is intended in 

communication.  The problems of “situated experience” remain – each person has a different enough life – as problems 

in the significance, impact, and meaningfulness of communications, yet, the directed nuances of the communication 

itself are as fully mapped as possible. For example, John Quijada’s invented language “Ithkuil” is an unusually extreme 

version of such a language. Each “word” “contains” particles that indicate ‘things’ like phase, valence, validation, 

function, phase, mood, perspective, context, bias, relation … There are 72 cases. Verbs have functions (4), moods & 

illocutions (14), stress (4), temporal phase indicators (9), sanctions (purposes of the utterance) (9), valences (14) … This 

is merely scratching the surface of the complexity. An example of a sentence is given: “Tram-mjoi hhasmarptuktox” 

[accent marks omitted], which is in English: “On the contrary, I think it may turn out that this rugged mountain range 

trails off at some point.”12 

Such a language would not, as already mentioned, address the contextual nesting of utterances – it would neither build-

in context from the expressers of the language nor build-in context of the receivers of the language. The goal of 

constructing an unambiguous language that functions ‘transparently’ between fully sympathetic, studied, language 

users, is beyond reach. Maximal specification – the most restrictive in-building of senses, the most controlling structures 

– fail because meaning does not inhere in the words, but is only gestured at by them.  The early ontologist, Alexius 

Meinong, was perhaps the first philosopher of language who dealt with the psychological presuppositions, the 

fundamentally metaphorical character of words, the differences between object and content, between object and the 

experience of the apprehension of that object, and, above all else, for the purpose of this study, on the emotional 

presentation of objects in our internal perceptions.13 

In the preceding passages we spent more time on self-presentation and its object-theoretic and epistemological 

significance than might be justified by the choice of our topic alone. Therefore, it is now time to remember what 

was previously said, namely, that in internal perception not only intellectual but also emotional experiences 

11 China Mieville, Embassytown, Delrey Books: New York, 2011 
12 John Quijada, A Grammar of the Ithkuil Language, self-published ‘on-request’ 2004-2011 passim, example from page 2 
13 Alexius Meinong, On Emotional Presentation, Northwestern University Press: Evanston, 1972 p.23 
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function as presentative factors, so that emotional presentation can be set side by side with intellectual 

presentation. 

The period to which I am most drawn is the period from the arrival of Spaniards at the Americas to the close of the 17th 

Century, when what we call The Enlightenment began. That period closely coincides, in England, with the history of 

printed prose-fiction ‘before the novel.’  Throughout Europe the period marks the proliferation of printing and a huge 

growth in literacy and wide availability of works in vernaculars. In England, language transitions from middle-English to 

an almost standard printed English. Also concurrent in the period is the Protestant reformation and the counter-

reformation, which roots reach into Erasmus’s tri-lingual Bible, inspiring men like Martin Luther to analyze the Bible for 

its ‘original meanings’ and ‘authorial intent’ in ways that literally only a few years before had been impossible.  The New 

World itself was so alien, that neither the Europeans nor the Natives were even certain as to what the others were – 
human, inhuman, souled, or un-souled.  Those decades were destructive and instructive.  The Renaissance world would, 

over 200 years, yield itself to a proto-Scientific World. 

Over a century after the major Spanish conquests were completed, Margaret Cavendish14 would make the meeting of 

Europeans with Natives into a matter of technological superiority, writing a proto “science” fiction: 

… yet they did not touch Travellia, as supposing, if they should, he would die before he was brought to the place 

of sacrifices; yet in all this time he never disclosed that he could speak their language, nor understand them; but 

in this time the old man had got some saltpeter, and burnt wood into charcoal, so made gunpowder … and after 

he had made the gunpowder, he made two things like pistols … 

During the period from the 16th Century into the middle 17th Century, gods and demons disappeared, both as viable 

intellectual categories and as actual existing worship practices, even from the more remote parts of Europe.  Pagan 

hold-overs were actively sought out and suppressed throughout Europe. Vernacular and Classical Languages collided in 

such an intense manner that debates erupted because the recitation of the precise words of Christianity were 

discovered unable to produce the precise, desired Christian meanings. ‘Words’ came under renewed, intense scrutiny, in 

a comprehensive effort to clarify meanings, locate ‘original’ intent, and to bring defining order to diverse humans. 

This is an era of the great Protestant catechisms. With the establishment of the Church of England, and then the 

Protestant Reformation, the precise theological articles of common-person faith came under minute supervision, 

culminating in The Westminster Confession, Westminster Longer Catechism, and the Westminster Shorter Catechism.15 

Five years of labor from 1643-1658 were expended by all the great ‘divines’ of England (and Scotland) to prepare a 

comprehensive document with which nearly every author of prose fiction in our period would have been exceedingly 

familiar. Catholic authors would most likely have been familiar with, at least, Robert Bellarmine’s refutation of Luther 

and Calvin in his Counter-Reformation ‘masterpiece’ Controversies and his more Ascetic work The Mind’s Ascent to God 
by the Ladder of Created Things.16 

The individuals in England who produced, translated, and read, printed works of prose fiction, were from vastly different 

milieus during this 200 year period: from the newly literate who learned to read to take advantage of an English 

14 (Cavendish, Natures Picture drawn by fancies pencil to th elife being several feigned stories ..) p. 432 
15 My edition of which is: The Westminster Confession, Banner of Truth Trust: East Peoria Illinois, 2018. These were the last of the 
great Reformation statements of faith. 
16 Robert Bellarmine, Spiritual Writings, Paulist Press: New Jersey, 1989. And Robert Bellarmine, Controversies, Keep the Faith Press: 
U.S.A., 2016 
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vernacular Bible, to aristocrats fluent in Italian, French, Latin, and English who were as likely to have a French original 

edition of a prose fiction work in their library as they were to have an English translation of the same. There is, by any 

measure, a vast diversity & disjunction in the human experience, language, cognition, etc., of readers and writers, that 

would presumably be manifested in the reading and writing of the prose-fiction of the period. The divide might be 

accompanied by a concomitant assumption that because of the divide, there would be an inherent “dissimilarity” 
between humans, classes, periods, languages, and so forth that cannot be overcome by any means. So, it is worthwhile 

to consider its just counterweight, the idea of human universals. The tension between the known and the unknown, the 

specific and the universal, was, of course, a 16th Century topic in its own right. 

Du Bellay 
Joachim du Bellay, perhaps reasonably considered a founder of French Renaissance school of poetry (and whose work 

Spenser would translate into English) addressed the question of language, fitness, and Nature’s universality in a preface. 

Although he did think that certain languages are more fit for some kinds of expressions than others, he also had the 

universalist notion that any language might be made fit over time, and that language proceeds from Nature’s needs, 

rather than from a divine provisioning: 

And if someone were to say that diverse tongues are prepared to signify diverse conceptions, some the 

conceptions of the learned, others those of the ignorant; and that the Greek principally is so well engaged with 

learning that it seems to have been formed by Nature, not by human Providence, to express it: I say this Nature, 

which is the same thing in every age, every province, and every habitude, thus by will exercises its art through 

the entire world, no less on earth than in the heavens, and while it applies to the productions of reasonable 

creatures, yet for that it does not forget the unreasonable, but with an equal artifice engenders now this, now 

that; so it deserves to be (52) known and praised in all tongues. The birds, the fishes, and the beasts of the earth 

in their own ways, now with one sound and now with another, signify their affections without the distinction of 

words.  We men should do something similar more quickly, each with his own tongue, without recourse to 

others.  Writings and languages have been invented, not to conserve Nature, which (being diving) needs not our 

help; but solely for our good, our use, so that the present and the absent, the living and the dead may manifest 

to each other the secret of our hearts and arrive at happiness, which belongs to the intelligence of the sciences 

and not to the sound of words. Accordingly, those tongues and writings should be most used that re most 

readily learned. Alas, it would be better if there were in the world a sole natural language, rather than to 

employ so many years in learning words.17 

That last remark, his wish for a sole natural language, became an actual ‘scientific’ effort in England for the later 17th 

Century. The goal was a near founding principle of the Royal Society of London. Work towards a single, universal, non-

ambiguous language is closely tied to a religious, pre-Babel purpose, further evidence of the deep intertwining – so deep 

it cannot be reasonably untangled – of thought and religion throughout the period. Here is how Richard Poole 

summarizes Bishop Sprat’s approach to a scientific language: 

In his discussion of linguistic reform, for instance, against ornate, decadent rhetoric Sprat places “the naked 

innocence of virtue”, and I the same paragraph he also details the “corruption” caused by eloquence, which 
ought to be “banished”. The “Ornaments of speaking” are “much degenerated from their original usefulness”. 

Next paragraph, the Royal Society’s linguistic code will allow men “to return back to primitive purity.18 

17 (Greene) p 52ff See Joachim du Bellay The Defence & Illustration of the French Language translated by Gladys M. Turquet, 
London: J.M. Dent & Sons, 1939. 
18 (Poole) 252 
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Understanding human language universals, and in 17th Century terms the unambiguous, orderly revelation of Nature 

itself, was a project already conceived early in the 16th Century as important for the clear expression of discourse of 

every sort: literary, scientific, poetic, and ethical. 

Universals 

Universals 

This dissertation tangentially addresses this question: to what degree, and in what senses, and for what significances, 

are humans sufficiently similar to each other that we may make inferences about their behaviors and cultural 

productions across times, cultures, individuals, and so forth? The question pivots in a tension between two poles of 

inquiry: 

• a universalist pole: humans are all, essentially, the same.  We share the same biology, the same mental 

mechanisms, all humans are approximately equally capable, there is no ‘better’ or ‘more advanced’ or ‘superior’ 

culture.  The universalist pole has a strong relativist streak.  There is a tendency to find parallels, similarities, 

structural systems, and so forth. This pole begins from the highest human levels and works its way down toward 

individualizations and uniquenesses.  The general movement, here, is that we can draw conclusions regarding 

one group based upon another group’s better known experiences.  The universalist pole is exemplified in 

structuralisms, universals in language / culture / biological / Darwinian ..., ontologies, all the way through 

adoption of a typically ‘realist’ stance to the world in general: that every human is experiencing the same real 

world, that our experiences and lives are ‘translatable’ through rigorous, scientific, methodical processes. 

• an individualist pole: every human and especially every culture is unique and has something important, 

different, valuable, worthwhile to contribute to our experience and knowledge of what it means to be humans 

on earth. The individualist pole is the post-everything pole.  The desire here it to make meaningful distinctions 

between elements, however those elements are constituted.  The individualist pole adopts the language of the 

sciences, but treats those languages as metaphors for the production of distinctions and meanings.  

“Deconstruction” uses the concepts of quantum physics, Deleuze uses the concepts of topology and rhizomes, 

and the speculative realists challenge the realist stance toward the world to the point of suggesting radical 

ontological experiences of ‘things’ without cognitions. 

Most generally the sciences, and the works in the humanities that aim to be closest to the sciences, look for laws, 

experiments, and systems. Humanities works, ones that are most critical and distancing from the sciences, look for 

aporias, overflows, blind spots, interstices, and limits. Well known scientists somewhat frequently write about the arts 

(Journal of Consciousness Studies special issues on art and cognition, for example19), with, from an arts perspective, 

noticeably disastrous and unsatisfactory results. And, arts professionals frequently adopt a scientific outlook into their 

works – movements in literary studies like cognitive literary theory (e.g. Zunshine’s work20), experiments in reading 

19 (Goguen) 
20 (Zunshine) p.2 Ellen Spolsky’s preface: “How does the evolved architecture that grounds human cognitive processing, especially as 
it manifests itself in the universality of storytelling and the production of visual art, interact with the apparently open-ended set of 
cultural and historical contexts in which humans find themselves, so as to product the variety of social constructions that are 
historically distinctive, yet also often translatable across the boundaries of time and place.” Spolsky in particular has produced 
detailed work on specific Early Modern language features. Much has been done non-computationally in many studies, typically of 
individual works, by Cognitive Literary Studies workers. This dissertation suggests a framework, methods, and tools that allow the 
indications from the individually researched examples to be leveraged to entire bodies of works – authors, genres, and so forth. 
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reception/meaning theory, literary Darwinism, cultural Darwinism – that, from the perspective of scientists, rarely make 

contributions to the sciences from which they draw their inspiration.21 

In this dissertation I hope to bring the two poles into direct discussion over the same ground.  The ‘ground’ I will use is a 

framework, the formal ontological framework developed by Barry Smith and others, BFO, and onto which have been 

grafted sub-ontologies – EMO (emotion ontology), MFO (mental functioning ontology), and so forth. Instead of rejecting 

the concept of an ontology, or of a “scientific realist” ontological framework because it is unsatisfactory for (arguably 

valid) theoretical reasons, I think it would be valid to try to map some English period concepts & material onto the same 

ontology as one developed in the 21st Century (English) speaking world, in order to highlight where, precisely, in 

language, the organizing principles of one culture or time differ from those of another culture and time.  Not only would 

this demonstrate the limitations and assumptions made by the chosen ontological framework, but it would also clearly 

show the kinds of thought, knowledge, and truths that others can ‘possess’ that do not ‘fit’ with the ideas that tend to 

be included in the scientific realist project.22 

Here is Barry Smith’s description of what the purpose of most formal ontologies should be: 

Good ontology and good modeling in support of the natural sciences can, we conclude, be advanced by the 

cultivation of a discipline that is devoted precisely to the representation of entities as they exist in reality. In the 

framework of such a discipline we would talk not of concepts as linguistic or computer artefacts, but rather of 

universals, conceived as that in reality to which the general terms used in making scientific assertions 

correspond . The particulars or tokens with which we have to deal, for example when carrying out experiments 

in natural sciences, are instances of such universals which exist in the real world of space time. The term 

‘universal’ then signifies what the corresponding instances – for instance all whales, all enzymes – have in 

common.  Universals are invariants in reality. 

“Good ontologies are reality representations, and the fact that such representations are possible is shown by the 

fact that, as is documented in our scientific textbooks, very many of the have already been achieved, though of 

course always only at some specific level of granularity and to some specific degree of precision, detail and 

completeness.23 

Below is an example of what a piece of a Formal Ontology looks like, the taxonomy of ENTITIES in BFO.  Notice that 

“John” is a bonafide, i.e. real, part of the group of existing spatially extended objects.  “Utah” is a fiat member of the 

same group: “Utah” is, as the term indicates that it is created by fiat, because we say so. “Utah” has no ‘reality’ outside 

of human boundary making. Objects are extended in space, Processes are extended in time: 

21 Carl Jung is an excellent example of a ‘researcher’ who dressed spiritual interpretation – a reborn primitivism at worst and a 
reformulated paganism at best – in a scientific language, adopting psychological categories and terms in order to appeal to secular 
rationalism.  The Sokal Affair and Sokal’s book Fashionable Nonsense: Postmodern Intellectuals’ Abuse of Science highlights the same 
issues.  A last example would be a trend toward using scientific terminology in poetry not for its denotation, but for its discourse 
connotations. 
22 The argument is not that reality is culturally constructed, or that language shapes reality itself (Sokal’s exact mockery of cultural 
theory), but that humans only sometimes experience reality itself, instead opting, due to the necessity and efficiency of thinking and 
acting, to work via assumptions and infills that overlay & organize incoming information. Saliences, specificities, details, generics, 
classes, taxonomies, are the means by which thinking proceeds (as shown throughout this dissertation). 
23 (B. Smith, Beyond Concepts: Ontology as Reality Representation) unpaginated item #6 
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Figure 5. Taxonomy of Fiat and Bona Fide Entities (bf= bona fide, f= fiat, o =object, 
p = process, sb = spatial boundary, tb = temporal boundary) 

The framework is neutral in that the system & tools used to create it can accommodate most conceivable processes.24 I 

have to be careful to distinguish my judgments of the significance of the results from the results themselves.  Although it 

may be non-controversial to show that 16th-17th Century English body and emotion ‘terms’ map and work differently 

than the early 21st Century “realist” systematization (which carries with it a growing objection/rejection of “folk” affect 

beliefs, a sort of behaviorism taken to an (il)logical conclusion), when the hierarchical and associative systems of ethics, 

virtues, and religious classifications (what somewhat disparagingly are often labeled “folk taxonomies”25) are compared, 

there is more difficulty. The “real” “correctness” of the long-developing methods of creating organizational and 

conceptual relationships between ‘things’, based upon knowledge of evolutionary ‘facts’, must not obscure the 

importance that other taxonomies have.  It is hidden in these other places that the metaphorical structures of non-

contemporary thought can most easily be shown, and this allows me the possibility to begin to relate to some others. 

Myth of Universals 

In language studies, the significance - even the existence - of the Linguistic Universals is not, itself, universally accepted.  

A fine debate was published in 2009 that took head-on what the authors titled “The myth of language universals”: 

This target article summarizes decades of cross-linguistic work by typologists and descriptive linguists, showing 

just how few and unprofound the universal characteristics of language are, once we honestly confront the 

diversity offered to us by the world's 6,000 to 8,000 languages. After surveying the various uses of “universal,” 

we illustrate the ways languages vary radically in sound, meaning, and syntactic organization, and then we 

examine in more detail the core grammatical machinery of recursion, constituency, and grammatical relations. 

Although there are significant recurrent patterns in organization, these are better explained as stable 

24 It is not neutral, in the sense that it assumes that everything can be classified as either an object or a process, that everything that 
exists is an entity of some sort [mental included], that processes are always extended in time, and so forth. It is not absolutely 
neutral, nor does it try to be. It also assumes some sort of formal logic, entailment, relations, and the like. 
25 Two very recent publications, completely “on point”, are Andrew Gordon and Jerry Hobbs A Formal Theory of Commonsense 
Psychology: How People Think People Think Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017 ; and David Danks Unifying the Mind: 
Cognitive Representations as Graphical Models, Cambridge: MIT Press, 2014. “Concepts are used throughout our cognition to carve 
up the world, make inferences about new individuals or objects, organize our knowledge about diverse sets, and perform many 
other functions.  It is natural to think of them as the foundational elements or building blocks for almost any cognitive 
representation.” (99). 
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engineering solutions satisfying multiple design constraints, reflecting both cultural-historical factors and the 

constraints of human cognition.26 

Perhaps the title of the article is a little more sensationalist that the argument, as they explain that “this paper argues 

that the language sciences are on the brink of major changes in primary data, methods and theory”, which changes they 

believe will reveal that the Universals that “are”, are biologically based, and thus are not mere, provisional, language 

features. Their argument is complex, and is published with dozens of responses from people who both support and 

disagree with their conclusions. For the purpose of this dissertation it is Evans and Levinson’s conclusion in their 

response (to the responses), that forms guidance to my work: 

What constitutes the data, what is the place of formal representations, how should linguistic comparison be 

done, what counts as explanation, what is the source of design in language?27 

Longobardi and Roberts, in their response to the original article, argue that there needs to be a background field of what 

“is” in order to determine “what’s changed”.  Also, that part of the task it to determine “the limits of evolutionary, 

possibly functional, origins of parametric variation … using [for example] the methodological tools and suggestions of 

computational biology.”28 Therefore, some sort of ‘formal, real’ ontology is necessary in order to sensibly define and 

discuss language Universals. 

The same sort of issue is a matter of 1,00s of scientific inquires, and finds its way into the common educated 

Westerner’s lexicon of ideas: the close DNA relationship between humans and primates (permitting the medical study of 

primates for pre-human testing of any number of pharmaceuticals), the close DNA relationship of humans to mammals 

in general (permitting research on rat behaviors to be extended as conclusions to human behavioral functioning), the 

reliance of all humans upon an unequivocally “real” and “shared” reality (the “realist” stance that every ‘hard’ science 

takes either explicitly or implicitly as it goes about its work), the fact that no significant structural modification has taken 

place in humans (as far as we can learn) in 30,000+ years (enabling persuasive inferences across time periods regarding 

human abilities and methods), a capacity for - coupled with the actual experience of - a set of ‘basic emotions’ which 

belong to humans (extensionally also to animals via Darwinian conclusion mechanisms) individually and combinatorially 

so that all humans have common affective experiences, and (arbitrarily “lastly”) a shared set of language universals such 

that all known human languages have certain underlying, structural, and profoundly significant similarities which 

(depending upon an individual’s theory of language) permits any language to express any ‘fact’ or ‘relation’ of their 
personal experiences of the world.  

We compose these multifarious principles into things that are referred to as “universals” – cognitive universals, language 

universals, behavioral universals, and so forth.  They are “laws” for the purposes of the social sciences and the physical 

sciences.  Without them being ‘truth bearers’ of some sort it is possible that we would be inhibited from ‘really’ 

interacting with each other – experiencing true communications with our friends and family – much less with individuals 

with whom we are not in close contact either geographically, culturally, linguistically, or temporally. We could, of 

course, still assemble certain types of facts according to rigorous logical principles.  This is one way of describing 

Ontologies in the sense of “basic formal ontologies” as expressed in BFO, SUMO, or DOLCE.  These are inferencing 
systems that have minimal sets of underlying assumptions which attempt to classify what can be reliably known or said 

about any number of ‘real’ entities via the cognitive universals to which they belong.  In other words, we could diagnose 

26 (Levinson) quoted from the abstract 
27 (S. C. Levinson) 2733 
28 (Roberts) 2702 
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an illness in a long dead Roman general regardless of what the Galen said, or, we could analyze the records of some 

human behaviors in classic-period China and make supportable conclusions regarding emotions that they experienced. 

Invariants of Behavior 

Applying Universals to humans does not begin, of course, with language.29 There is a strong presumption of human 

universals in nearly every social and psychological field, as well as in many cognitive and biological studies. In Literary 

Studies we routinely take complex behaviors – an emotional reaction to a text, our response to cognizing a few words in 

situ, developing a taxonomy (genre), locating and holding constant a category (theme, character, plot) – and treat them 

across many contexts and situations – samples or examples – as possessing some invariance that permits them to be, in 

essence, thematized. The concept of a Universal is founded upon the most basic definition of ‘invariance’: 

Invariants are usually thought of as conserved quantities, relational structures, constant qualities or functions; in 

essence, invariants are properties of a system that are conserved irrespective of some manipulation. They are 

something describable about a system, which, often enough, are abstract properties existing nowhere but in the 

language of theory. … When something is conserved when the system is manipulated, that something becomes 

a latch for the other variable in the system to change around.  It becomes a source of explanatory power, 

equating other variables in its terms.30 

Literary Works are clearly made up of language.  And (human)language is inarguably a human behavior. Understanding 

the human behavior of language has been an essential task of Literary Studies.  This dissertation works at digging deeply 

into how language works at the biological level.  Language Universals, if they exist, are biological universals of some sort: 

somehow, at some level, some granularity, the human-Universal-ness of a component of language emerges for 

inspection. When we consider how the definition of “invariability” might relate to chunks of deployed language, we 

come quickly to the realization that there is a nearly inescapable difficulty: there are very few, if any, chunks of language 

where the features we are interested in for the study of, say, prose fiction, remain constant or conserved when the 

system in which they are embedded is manipulated. 

In fact, it is this very lack of constancy that permits the continuation of the field of study. There are apparently features 

of an instantiated language system – a printed text, for example – that vary at possibly every analyzable level such that 

somehow time alters the system itself sufficiently to always produce new readings of texts.  It is almost commonplace to 

note that a text, whatever it is, is never fixed, and cannot be fixed.  Which is, naturally, ascribed to the fact that 

Language changes. But the idea is more complex than that observation, because texts seem to produce variations in 

near simultaneity, and seem to defy fixity of any sort, even a momentary fixity. The seem incapable of producing any 

non-contradictory Universal at any level, to such a degree that when we analyze them with any depth, we are surprised 

they work at all. 

Language Universals must, in a direct and meaningful way, be biological (where there Universality is shown as invariance 

across languages and across humans using languages: in other words, a dual invariance, one that resists genetic and epi-

genetic expression amongst ‘normal’ humans, and another that resists social, cultural, and environmental conditioning). 

Where, in the human ‘body’, are the Universals to be located? 

29 “Language” is a human behavior, constructed by the numerous underlying capabilities and structures from which it emerges. 
30 (Negrello) 
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Neurons, networks, and their properties vary widely, even in conspecifics; and yet, most functions [of those 

networks] remain unaltered.  The space of variation may have to be defined “outside” the range of neuro-

anatomy – for instance, in dynamical terms. So the most adequate level of description sees neuroanatomy as 

subserving the dynamics that mediate the environment and the organism. (Negrello) 

What Negrello is explaining here, from a biological-behavioral systems point of view, is that the place of “invariability” 

for biological mechanisms is the neural-network level, around which the bodily and environmental factors vary. He also 

brings attention to the fact that language itself is nested into any variant/invariant discussion. The ‘description’ of some 

activity – say, of bacteria, ants, and humans – can be given the same description, namely “feeding”, but the underlying 

mechanisms are so different that the ‘invariant’ is miss-leading.  Yes, all three acquire energy through incorporation of 

external ‘nutrients’, but the study of one does not transfer to the study of the others. 

Absolute invariability across all levels and all systems, does not teach us anything at all about how those systems work.  

A Language Universal cannot be so strictly Universal that it cannot be broken. And indeed, there is no Language 

Universal proposed from any ‘scientific’ field, such that once a poet or prose writer takes note of it they cannot, if they 

desire to, produce a text that endeavors to contradict that Universal. As nonsensical as the saying “the exception proves 

the rule” may seem, it’s a condition of learning that exceptions must be imaginable, and in some cases instantiable, in 

order for meaningful learning to have taken place. This dissertation, then, operates from two important, and I believe, 

necessary, assumptions.  The first is that Literary Texts must be studies as language systems, which have some invariant 

properties at the level of the neural network. The second assumption is this: that neural networks instantiate the 

Language Universals, whatever they might be, and therefore studying them forms the basis of understanding larger, 

emergent structures, in Literary Works.  

Science operates on distinctions and gradations of change and relationships between variables. Therefore, the 

susceptibility of a hypothetical invariant to change of context offers a qualitative assessment of the quality of 

that invariant. The relevance of an invariant is assessed in terms of of its dimensions of change. (Negrello) 

There are, quite obviously, a large number of variables in each Literary Work.  Developing an understanding of their 

types, their kinds, their relationships to each other, their organizations into systems, the levels at which they operate, 

are essential research tasks. The larger structures (theme, plot, character, genre) can be shown to be directly and 

meaningfully built upon the features encoded in the smaller, underlying neural networks and systems (words, word-

retrieval, working memory, long-term memory activations). The neural networks themselves have some invariant 

features that need to be understood in order for us to understand the language-materials encoded into them.  They 

work, in the human brain, in certain ways, that have direct and meaningful impact on Literary Studies. This enables us to 

acknowledge that scientific methods can be used to establish work in Literary Studies, such that there can be a Literary 

Science that is escapes the critique, and consequent growing malaise, of being the top-down imposition of unprovable, 

capricious, theoretical propositions. 

Rarely do we see the biological universals of human-ness crossing into Literary Studies.  Similarly, we rarely see 

psychometric techniques used to produce readings of Literary Works (of prose fiction, for example).  As rare would be 

the application of, say, (presumed) universals of primate behavior to the interpretation of 16th and 17th human actions 

either in ‘history’ or in ‘fiction’.  Consider this ‘intrusion’ of primate universals into the study of an account of the Spanish 

conquest of the Aztecs. A.A. Alves’ writes, in “The Alpha Factor and the Conquest of Mexico: a Study in Ethological 

History”31: 

31 (Alves) 
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In reality, human cultures are marked by sets of shared patterns and tendencies that may be called primate 

universals.  Not only detectable across human groups, they are also discernible among social apes and monkeys 

… who share more DNA with us than horses do with zerbars, who are capable of self-recognition in a mirror … 

(59) 

As is well known to primatologists, there are parallels among apes to Cortes’s charging cavalry, cannons and 

bells. In his original rise to power in Holland’s Arnhem Zoo … the wily old chimpanzee Yeroen impressed other 

chimpanzees into submission by rhythmically stamping and pounding on large, hollow metal drums … (63). 

Among our pongid cousins, bonobo females form affiliations that serve as nexuses to their communities. 

Likewise, in the Spanish imperial period of human history, the female display of leadership often enough 

occurred in the absence of a male role player … Thus, Queen Isabel of Castile … (67) 

This is the finest example I’ve read of the attempt to cross boundaries between one scientific field into another.  It’s 

tempting to read it as an undiagnosed Sokal incident: how could anyone seriously be reading recent history as an 

exemplification of primate universal behavior? I believe, though, that it is absolutely presented in all seriousness.  And it 

is, in many ways, a logically required approach. There is no clear reason that we shouldn’t use our study of primate 

behaviors to the interpretation of fictional or historical events recorded in 17th Century England. For, if we take our 

sociological research and genetic expressions seriously, we should more frequently be drawing conclusions about 

human activities in terms of genetic and epi-genetically derived behaviors.  The compartmentalization of techniques and 

explanations allowable in Literary Studies is, I believe, untenable, and impoverishes the seriousness with which the study 

of, for example, 17th Century Prose Fiction, can be considered. 

Emergence, Granularity, Level 

The lingering doubts that I have about the usefulness of Alves’ methods are grounded in another set of issues that I have 

overlooked on many occasions in English studies, but have many times observed in physical sciences.  Here I am 

referring to problems of granularity, levels of analysis, and scaling. Whether or not some particular technique or study 

makes ‘sense’ is often determined by at what granularity or time measure it is applied. The same tool can produce 

meaning and non-meaning, significance and insignificance, depending upon how we make decisions about the use of the 

tool. 

Looking at the figure below, I bring our attention to the use of EEG – a single “tool” – and the different representations 

of its spatial resolutions while the time scale is held constant.  This is the question of “granularity” as applied to a tool, 

the EEG: 
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Fig. 3.2 Electroencephalography (EEG) spans spatial scales. The usual form of the data retrieved 
from these methods is seen on the right. Autocorrelation for the single units, waves, and principal 
components for local field potentials (LFPs), power spectrum for electroencephalograms. iEEG 
intracranial EEG. (From [45)) 

Invariants of Behavior, (46) 

Note this: that depending upon the observer’s interest and form of data retrieval, the ‘same’ device in the ‘same’ time 

measuring the ‘same’ object can yield many different, significant, ‘truths’ about the world.  In the figure, the scale for 

observational measurement is being altered. By analogy, then, think of looking at a large collection of words, a 50,000 

word book of prose fiction in the 17th Century: are we looking at letters, phonemes, lexemes, words, phrases, clauses, 

sentences, paragraphs, chapters, whole works, systems of works …  In other words: we might recover different 

knowledge at different granularities. 

Similarly in the next example, below, we see changes in knowledge when we think of the mechanisms involved in a 

motor act in terms of different levels of inquiry. Here elements that might be considered, potentially, to share a 

constant granularity, all work together to produce an emergent behavior. All the levels of analysis are required in order 

to begin to schematize the simplest motor act: 
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Fig. 5.1 The levels of a gesture as coupled dynamical systems 

Negrello Invariants of Behavior (91) 

In this example, a single motor act is shown being composed of different levels for analysis. At each level, there are 

different variable appropriate for consideration, and different dependencies between those variables are observed.  This 

is the actual basis for the study of dynamical systems: the principle that new information is produced as one traverses 

levels of analysis, and that this information is not deducible from the study of levels ‘lower’ than it. In this particular 
example, knowledge of Muscle Contraction does not allow for a prediction of what an individual neuron is doing. What 

is known is that a group of neurons behaved in a network that produced a group of cell contractions that resulted in a 

muscle contraction.  Likewise, a thorough knowledge of the neuronal network will not provide a researcher an 

understanding of the Body Physics level – it will not even inform a researcher of what is significant at the body physics 

level.  The entire dynamic system is multi-leveled and vastly complex.  Comprehension of the system requires a person 

to know neuron-electrical principles, chemistry, cellular biology, human anatomy, not to mention (Ok, I will mention) 

physics at the quantum, atomic, molecular, and macro-molecular levels. 

In terms of 17th Century Prose Fiction, by analogy: the production of, say, a theme that runs ‘through’ a chapter, requires 

an understanding of all the different levels at which we can study that chapter. The meanings of the words by 

themselves do not produce the theme.  But the same holds true if the chapter is studied at other levels: knowing the 

theme or the features of the chapter do not allow us to deduce what words or sentences make up the paragraph. 

Insofar as a paragraph can be treated as a simultaneously occurring object32, we can readily see that the paragraph is an 

assembly of several different levels of analysis, each one affecting each other one, and each level up-producing meaning 

that only emerges in conjunction with other levels. It is not obvious any longer that there is a “correct” level of analysis, 

32 And this is an assumption: one topic of this dissertation is how language unfolds in time, and therefore the idea of simultaneously 
occurring language in a text is analyzed. 
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and it is obvious that depending upon which things are considered ‘variables’ by the researcher, that different 

knowledges about the ‘theme’ will be identifiable. 

The methods used to represent a study’s results can have dramatic effects upon our understanding of the order / 

disorder of a system.  In the first figure above the data was color coded and formed to allow a human being to see 

significant correlations of the result set data.  In the next example below, we see that the noisy behavior of ‘real world’ 

neuronal systems are brought into sensible activity by the addition of a time-oscillation in their activity.  It is well known 

that in any ‘real’ neuronal network, at any measured time scale, not all of the neurons are firing in an identical fashion. 

Group neuronal behavior is different than individual neuronal behavior. What matters is the collective result of a 

network, not the variances within the network’s constituents. Therefore, the “noise” of a system that would probably 

prevent, for example, coherent human thought, can be controlled by an oscillating rhythm (brain wave cycles). This 

concept has relevance to disparate fields. A study of group economic behavior, even economic cycles, does not depend 

upon each and every human following those behaviors or cycles. An understanding of large-scale thematic effects in a 

Literary Work does not require that every single word, sentence, paragraph etc. work in concert toward the thematic 

goal. All that is necessary is that a synchronizing feature that brings salience to the thematic effect be present. [below: a 

rhythmic synchronization allows a noisy environment to be brought into intelligibility by the introduction of a regular 

oscillator. Our brains, in fact, have a group of oscillating rhythms described by the boundaries of their wavelengths. It 

seems apparent that our ability to keep coherence in our own minds is related to this analogical situation: the brain 

rhythms allow a synchronization amongst otherwise unassociated systems, where the rhythm sets the limits for the 

presentation of input-summarization and results.  The incomprehensible noise environment resolves into ‘clear 

thinking’.] 
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Tabareau et. al. “How Synchronization Protects From Noise (6) JF21.1 

It is apparent how well, how closely, the synchronized oscillation mimics the pattern produced by a noise-free 

environment.  In the real world, when I extend my finger towards you, not every single cell is cooperating in perfect 

precision.  What is happening is that enough cells are cooperating well enough in approximate synchronicity that my 

finger can extend without injury.  Some cells do not contract at all, some neurons do not fire harmoniously, some cells 

and neurons are slightly out of synchronization. Nevertheless, happily, my finger points at you with all due haste and 

success. 

Our study of a Literary Work presents the same difficulties and successes.  Instabilities at one granularity – say words or 

phrases – can be smoothed or eliminated at a larger granularity.  For example, the instability of the senses of the word 

“country” are eliminated by contextual clues at the level of the phrase, sentence, or paragraph.  As literary interpreters 

we can choose the traditional methods of accepting the smoothing or meanings, or we can enhance them and study 

how the instabilities of words and phrases counter the presumed thematic work of a Work. 

What I am slowly gesturing to, here, is that Alves’s drawing of conclusions between primates and The Conquest’s 

participants fails to impress us because of a scale issue. In many humanities departments, we are not very interested in 

the upper reaches of behavioral levels of analysis. The similarities between the two groups (primates, humans) do not 

have predictive interest and meanings for us. What levels of analysis are there and what levels of analysis matter in 

(English) departments?  Disagreements, even misunderstandings, about “where” the levels of valid analysis (should) be 

are at the core of many ‘trends’ in literary studies.  “Close reading” is often concerned with the level of the word, 
18 



 
 

      

  

 
 

      

 

 

 

  

    

     

  

  

   

     

    

   

   

  

     

    

    

  

  

 

   

  

     

    

  

       

   

      

   

      

   

                                                           
  
   
  

  
   

  

sentence, stanza, etc. Genre studies, on the other hand, are concerned with features that can only have meaning at the 

whole-work or groups of works level.  

Complexity 

It may be commonplace to believe that literary works are complex, multi-leveled, and ‘organism-like’. “Complexity” is 
typically equated with being ‘of a higher order’.  The idea called “Morgan’s Canon” has been a rule of thumb for 

interpreting cognitive processes in animals and people. The rule (from 1894) is that “In no case is an animal activity to be 

interpreted in terms of higher psychological processes if it can be fairly interpreted in terms of processes which stand 

lower in the scale of psychological evolution and development.”33 At the time it was developed, the intention was to not 

ascribe to non-humans advanced human capabilities, if there was a simpler, ‘lower in the scale’, more ‘primitive’ process 

that could account for it. Science (explicitly) favors simple explanations to complex explanations, such that if two 

explanations fit the data and one is remarkably, elegantly, simpler than the the other, the simpler one is chosen; with its 

corollary that parsimonious explanations are preferred. We can see, then, a tension being built up over time: there is a 

human-centric desire that we should be maintain our selves and our works as higher, evolved, and complex; and there is 

a science-centric desire to make us of the parsimonious, elegant, simple, and ‘lower’ whenever available. As we become 

more skilled at developing algorithms, and as fast-and-frugal heuristics34 become more capable of predicting human 

behavior, the tension has become more acute.  Computational systems are able to speedily (fast) make somewhat 

accurate small world and large world predictions using limited input data (frugal), and these predictions appear to mimic 

what would be called ‘complex’ by means of assemblages of simple elements obeying simple rules (primitive, lower on 

the scale). This tension makes suspect the idea that, for example, Literary Works a priori are, as human products, more 

complex, or exhibit therefore the work of higher order psychological processes. Computational NLP techniques seem to 

be very able to produce satisfactory seeming results by means of processes that ignore with apparent impunity tropes, 

word-senses, plot, theme, characterization, and innumerable other ‘literary’ devices, and even pay no attention to 

grammar or even syntax in many implementations. 

In Literary Studies we often come across an implicit, near-Darwinian belief that works of English Prose fiction developed 

from a rather ‘constrained’ medieval, allegorical, ‘simplistic’, repetitive, impoverished, set of techniques and subjects, 

through a Renaissance revival of Classical forms that were more or less imitative and generally uninteresting (focused, as 

they were, still ‘backwards’ at the past, though making use of larger array of techniques made available by re-meeting 

the Ancient world of writing, genre, and rhetoric), reaching eventually the early 18th Century and the birth of the novel, 

upon which there is an explosive growth in complexity, new techniques, variety, and enrichment. There is hardly a work 

of 17th Century British prose fiction available in print, in its entirety [excluding, of course, the “print on demand” works 

universally available]. Of the 100(s) of translations from the French into English in the 17th Century, not only have the 

English translations been more or less unprinted (not even being available in academic reprints), but also the French 

originals have largely been unprinted in French, in France.  I suspect, though I am making no absolute claim, that there is 

hardly a person in an English department who has read all of Scudery’s Grand Cyrus (10 volumes, millions of words). 

Indeed, The bestselling, most widely read (in England) works of the 17th Century35 – Reynold’s Triumphs of Gods 

33 (Zentall) 
34 See the collection of papers on Heuristics edited by Gerd Gigerenzer et al. (Gigerenzer) 
35 The English Print spreadsheet is helpful on this point by showing how many printings there were of each work (a re-print must be 
taken to mean success and popularity), with the greater spread of dates for printings indicating the endurance of popularity. More 
difficult to estimate is how many works with English translations were read as frequently in their original French, Italian, or Spanish 
editions.  The bookseller catalogs and advertisements give some insight into how many foreign language works were in England at 
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Revenge, Marana’s Letters Write by a Turkish Spy (10 more volumes, millions of words), Ingelo’s Bentivolio and Urania, 

Orrery’s Parthenissa, Howell’s Dodona’s Grove or the Vocal Forest36– are virtually unknown today. Even turning to the 

18th Century, the single most widely read book in Europe of that century was Fenelon’s Telemachus, yet, I suppose it is 

hardly mentioned today. What we are primarily left with, due to a bias towards “origins” and the “early” or “first” in 

literary studies, is some attention to Sidney, Lyly, Nashe (all in essence 16th century), then Behn37 and Bunyan for the 

17th Century, and finally the novelists of the 18th Century with whom “we are all familiar” – Swift, Defoe, Richardson38 … 

In the study of English prose fiction, ‘complexity’ has been taken to be somewhat synonymous with ‘psychological 

internalization’. Psychology, an inward turn, should be the place where humans are best differentiated from the less-

than-humans.39 There is a lot, apparently, for us to ‘say’ about works of fiction printed from the 18th Century onwards. 

There is little, apparently, for us to ‘say’ about the works of fiction printed in the 200 year period I am considering.  I 

believe this silence contains a large component of not knowing ‘what’ to say: the works have a surface uniformity, 

episodic nature, great length, apparently repetitive tropes and events, and do not seem, on their surface, to be widely 

varied, and so, appear to lack a complexity that drives research.  I feel somewhat certain, though not altogether certain, 

that given a realist, ontology driven analysis of the period, a great amount of previously hidden complexity will surface, a 

great amount of hidden variety will surface, and huge shifts in language will be detected. In other words, I believe that 

treating 16th and 17th Century English as foreign and treating the language of the works as requiring some sort of 

situational translation, will be valuable. 

In humanities fields we commonly use the words “complexity” and “diversity” in a colloquial way, without regard to any 

particular meaning(s) for the terms.40 It is often at least implied, if not overtly asserted, that over time prose fiction has 

become both more complex and more diverse. Even in scientific literature, those two terms have frequently been used 

in ways that defy measurement and quantification. It is easy enough to assert that a work or group of works is “diverse”, 

or that a work or group of works is “complex”. A working definition of the two terms, then, seems in order, and this 

dissertation I think will convincingly demonstrate that all prose fiction works are equally divers, and that the complexity 

of prose fiction works during the 16th-17th Century is astounding: if not more complex or as complex, the literature is 

the time.  English libraries to this day contain many 16th and 17th Century imported prose fiction works, whereas there are 
surprisingly few English prose fiction works in European libraries. 
36 Howell’s work was reprinted many times, translated into French, and there was perhaps hardly an educated Englishperson who 
didn’t have a copy in their library.  It was extremely common, and continually in print or at least available uncut through the entire 
period. 
37 A certain revival of interest in women authors in the period as women has produced some recent editing and very expensive 
specialty reprinting of works obscure even in that time. 
38 I think it is almost comical that even Richardson’s Clarissa is usually taught from an abridged edition. 
39 It becomes then very disturbing when we are confronted by the fact that ‘the masses’ are so easy to psychologically manipulate. 
If a ‘bad actor’ can influence individual human’s decisions by means of a handful of metrics only roughly computed, then we begin to 
undermine our belief that, for example, the psychological novel is necessarily more complex or varied than the non-psychological. 
English departments have yet to confront a debate between behaviorism and introspection. 
40 The concept of “complexity” is especially interesting considering a science bias towards parsimony and simplicity. Although we 
typically observe that human thought is ‘complex’ we prefer explanations of thought that have ‘simplicity’.  Nearly all contemporary 
theories of how thought proceeds are associative.  From Hume on the associative nature of thought has been the driver of 
psychological and even research-scientific approaches to thought. The associative system continues into NLP theory: each word 
uttered primes, suggests, limits, indicates, or otherwise presents and biases us towards uttering whatever the next word happens to 
be. Dacey puts the simplicity problem this way: “The main driver of both positive and negative reactions [to associationism]: 
associationism has been variously praised as parsimonious for its simplicity, and attacked with the accusation that such a simple 
process could not possibly explain the complexity of thought.” (Dacey) Chomsky of course worked strongly against behavioral 
associationism. 
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sufficiently complex to justify a great amount of further research. The diversity and complexity of two centuries of 

English fiction has been untapped due to trends in what we believe reading to be, and how we work with words. 

How is diversity to be defined? McShea41 in his work Biology’s First Law, defines diversity in this way: 

As the word is used colloquially, and often technically, “diversity” refers to number of discrete species or, more 

generally, number of discrete taxa. … But the essence of diversity is variation, discrete or not. … In sum, a 

population with many different kinds of individuals, or a clade (or biota) constituted by many different taxa, is 

diverse. … It is well appreciated, but worth stating anyway, that diversity can vary independently among 
hierarchical levels, that diversity at one level is at least conceptually independent of diversity at another. 

I argue that the diversity of prose fiction must be thought of, foremost, as the diversity of the individuals that make up a 

Literary Work: its words. It might well be true that words have become more diverse since the 17th Century, but, I 

suspect that this is not true.  And, in all events, the language use in the period in any period is so little understood, that 

we are very far from comparing ‘diversity’ at the word-level.  It is because of other levels of study that the apparent lack 

of diversity comes to the fore.  At the level of genre and sub-genre, there is plausibly more diversity in the body of prose 

fiction over time.  At the plot level there may be greater diversity over time, but I have not seen that argued intelligibly 

nor quantitatively.  And so, I conclude that the relative neglect of fiction ‘before the novel’ is not due to a lack of 
diversity. 

Perhaps the problem is that the early literature is not complex enough to support attention? McShea again: 

The complexity of an organism is the amount of differentiation among its parts or, where variation is 

discontinuous, the number of part types. … It is decidedly not the colloquial [definition of complexity]. In 

“street” usage, a thing is complex not only if it has many part types but also if it is capable in some way, if its 

design is impressive and perhaps puzzling, if it is sophisticated … Our definition is narrower.  It is what we are 

calling “pure complexity”.  … Different complexity values will typically be found at different levels of organization 

in the same object. … An important clarification: pure complexity is level relative but is not a function of number 

of levels. In contrast, colloquial complexity has a component corresponding to what might be called hierarchical 

depth, or the degree to which a system is physically nested, the number of levels of parts within wholes it 

contains.42 

I again would argue that the the words that make up our Literary Objects are as complex in the early, pre-novel period, 

as they are in the post-novel period.  I also argue in this dissertation that the levels of analysis of every literary work are 

approximately the same: they all share the same levels of complexity. The disjunction for the early period, then, is likely 

due to some understanding of the colloquial kind: that somehow the lengthy episodic Chivalric Romances, and the huge 

prose Romance works of the 17th Century, for example, are repetitive, lack hierarchical plot depth, or are not puzzling or 

41 (Brandon) pp. 26-28 
42 Dacey, again, explains that associative simplicity proceeds by the contiguity of one [word] to the next [word]. It requires no 
complex structures or frameworks to explain each step taken. It requires no mental structures, no special mental abilities, and is 
more or less ‘mechanical’. Generally, simple processes can be developed to explain behaviors.  Associative simplicity is another place 
in research where we easily explain “the footpath that we use, and as we use it, strengthen” – the ordinary connected work of 
language – but where the very unpredictability of language use in Literary Objects requires us to consider: how do computational 
methods developed to explain simple, associative, behavior become facile at handling non-simple, complex thought. The terms 
“contiguity” and “simplicity” might make literary scholars think of something like metonymy=associative simplicity and 
metaphor=complexity.  In terms of computational work, this seems like a line of inquiry worth pursuing.  The argument implicit in 
this paper is that metaphor is associationally simple, and that allegory is complex.  Metaphor works by word-activation contiguity, 
whereas allegory operates by means of taxonomical, structural transfer. 
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sophisticated. I suspect that if the markers of repetition, plot depth, puzzling-ness, or sophisticated-ness were to be 

classified and defined, we would discover that the early prose fiction has them all in sufficient quantity to justify as much 

attention being paid to them as we pay to Clarissa or Moll Flanders. 

The implicit evolutionary model supports almost hidden assumptions we have regarding the novel and its growth, 

development, inevitability, and other thematic connections across periods. It would be helpful to consider alternatives 

to the deeply ingrained evolutionary model that is persistently misunderstood as being a progressive, advancing ‘force’, 

despite it being well known in its scientific literature to neither have any force whatsoever nor any goals whatsoever. 

For this purpose, I suggest some acquaintance with other ‘laws’ that surround evolutionary systems. For, there is, 

undoubtedly, real evolutionary pressure on literary products: they are encrustations of change, and those pressures for 

change need to be better understood, both in their evolutionary-science cores, and in their humanities analogies. We’ll 

see in the section on Distant Reading that Moretti ‘shows’ that literary genres over a two hundred year period had ‘life-

spans’ of 20-40 years. Genres ‘rise’ and ‘fall’.  It would helpful to do more work and show whether the publication and 

printing quantities have what is called a ‘normal distribution’ as well. Thinking of a genre as if it were an organism in an 

environment, it would be further useful to try to show how they are ‘mutations’ of previous works, how they ‘fill a niche’ 

in the reader environment, how they saturate that environment consuming resources, and then decline unable to 

further replicate themselves, being crowded out due to either changes in the environment or new mutations that are 

more ‘successful’ in the same environment.  That would be a Darwinian-evolutionary understanding of Literary genre, 

but that is not the only evolutionary model of Literary Genre possible. 

Evolution of a system through Natural Selection best known but not the only theorized evolutionary system. Another 

suggestion is the ZFEL [Zero Force Evolutionary Law]: “In any evolutionary system in which there is variation and 
heredity, in the absence of natural selection, other forces, and constraints acting on diversity or complexity, diversity 

and complexity will increase on average.” Possible forces/constraints: 

• A bias for mutation 

• disadvantages of complexity [though complexity can be favored because of the specialization of parts, also 

complexity can be favored because part gains are more favored than part losses] [complexity is disadvantageous 

because complex designs can be unstable, and because a small variation in a complex organism can be more 

deleterious] 

• selection favors body size / organism size over smaller bodies / organisms – and larger organisms require greater 

complexity [“numbers of distinct types of parts”] – therefore selection may overwhelm ZFEL. 

• [[what if a biological level / niche is filled completely?  If the niche of bacteria is well filled, then multi-cellular 

organisms might be the only developmental pathway available.  It’s sort of like opening a new dimension for 

development]] 

• Evolution also should account for genetic drift - the statistical concept that shows that the likeliest outcome 

takes place less than half the time – that most outcomes are the less likely outcomes. 

I have seen on analogous discussions in the English / humanities regarding topics like these: 

• Is human language or culture an evolutionary system? [I believe the answer here is thought to be “yes”] 

• Is there historically any equivalent to ‘natural selection’ in our culture that would justify our believing that 

change in the products (novels, for example) is driven by it? [I have located almost no serious work on the study 

of ‘natural selection’ or ‘heredity’ in the transmission of literary works]. 
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• If we do not have ‘natural selection’ as an operant in an era, do we see instead an increase in variation and 

complexity according to the SFEL: in other words, in a period without ‘natural selection’, do we invariably see 

greater variation and complexity? 

• What would we do, at all, with questions of the advantages and disadvantages of complexity? Is it appropriate 

to imagine overly complex works as being untenable in the long run? 

• Are the sprawling works of the 17th century, stretching over millions of words, examples of “body size” being 

favored?  And, if so, why do we not see the ‘greater complexity’ concomitant with that (or do we, and we have 

overlooked that complexity?).  Are the massively episodic works like Sidney’s Arcadia and it’s sister product 

Wroth’s Urania examples of ‘body size’ and ‘numbers of distinct types or parts’ for the 16th/17th centuries? 

• How long does it take to fill an analogous literary ‘niche’?  Is this similar to the idea that certain forms of literary 

work begin, blossom, and then exhaust their possibilities, to be replaced by other forms? 

• How do we deal with analogous questions of ‘genetic drift’ in literary genres? If there is such a thing, it would 

tend to disturb our belief in the causal development of literary forms by removing the logic of historical 

development, and replacing it with some other process equivalent to random variation: we’d expect to find 

innumerable failed literary experiments at each paradigm shift. There is no evidence that I can think of for large 

quantities of failed Literary experiments in any period. 

Transferring evolutionary theory from biology/genetics to English literature is possible, there may be shared features, 

but so far the transfer has been handled by selecting features from evolutionary theories and applying them piecemeal, 

by means of metaphor, to ideas in Literary studies. It would be more convincing if the structural features of an 

evolutionary system could be mapped to Literary studies instead, such that each concept within the Darwinian construct 

had a clear and testable presence in Literary studies, and the dependency structure of the Darwinian theory could be 

maintained. Anything short of that would be the transfer of the authority of Science to literature, without the transfer 

of the meaning and predictive roles. For, in science, one cannot pick and choose the elements of a theory one wishes to 

embrace, while disregarding other necessary parts, features, and rules.  They form a dependent system.  I have not seen 

a similar approach to Cognitive sciences or Evolutionary theory in Literary studies. Rather, there is a picking and 

choosing, non-systematized, non-hierarchical, without dependent parts at multiple levels which function together to 

produce a whole. 

In this dissertation I favor relationships that rely upon flow, hierarchy43, level dependency, and that produce tree-

structures and network systems that seem not only metaphorically related but are also analogously similar to those 

found in the natural world. The technical areas of in this dissertation surround the chemistry/neurobiology of words and 

word groupings in written language. I especially emphasize the fact that language unfolds in time. Literary research 

methods in general obscure the fact, and researchers are permitted to make co-present bits of language from different 

places in a single work, or between works across genres and time-periods. These are experiences of language that do 

not mimic any real act of reading.  Therefore, they must be rule-based methods that extract features across sets of data.  

A literary researcher who wishes to abstract time from the work, should then be expected to describe (a) a theory for 

why the extraction is valid, (b) the rules for the extraction of data, and then (c) extract all the data and compare it to the 

theory for confirmation.  In 16th-17th Century prose fiction work, this has not been accomplished for any study thus far. 

We are now able to move away from curated or impressionist ideas determining “representative examples” or 

43 The hierarchical structure of natural concepts in the human brain is well attested, not as some arbitrary or sinister Western 
construct, but as a category system that facilitates nearly every aspect of reading, comprehension, concept building, recognition, 
memory, and so forth. It is the organizational system for data storage in our brains. It is attested cross-culturally, and across writing 
systems. (X. M. Wang) 
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“significance” or “influence”, and instead work towards data-driven, evidentiary discussions that no longer rely on 

temporary, idiosyncratic, non-reproduceable knowledge. 

The techniques described in this dissertation, by being massively replicated across genres, subject areas, and periods, 

should be capable of shedding at least some light on questions such as these. In the meantime, though, I will proceed as 

if we will find that the 16th and 17th Century literatures are as rich, complex, changing, and variable as other, later, 

periods, and are thus it is incumbent upon me to develop a comprehension of the complexity, rather than assuming 

because it is not widely apparent that it must not, then, exist. 

Quantitative and statistical techniques, though, will not do more than produce correlations of interest, and will not 

produce ‘proof’ or causal connections for theories underlying the genres.  They can be evidence, but not proof.  Many 

aspects of prose fiction in the period are susceptible to these techniques but, at the time of this writing, have not been 

explored. It would be simple to select different features in the texts for building corpora: 

• gender of author [currently, all “French Romances” are grouped together, and are not divided by author gender] 

[And, divisions of the entire corpus by gender rather than genre, subdivided perhaps by date ranges (keeping 

the libertines away from the conservative Catholics, for example) are practical] 

• social class and milieu of authors [Lords, courtiers, non-nobility, …] [even, separating British author between 

Oxford and Cambridge] 

• religious affiliations [Protestants (with possible subdivisions), Catholics, professed Atheists, Deists, Converts …] 

• age of author at authorship 

• grouped by politico-social events 

• using the hierarchical statistical processing to develop the genres ‘for us’ rather than coding the genres directly: 

in other words, let the corpus as a whole self-organize into groups and sub-groups based purely on the 

language, irrespective of the direct consideration of plot, class, gender, and so forth. 

All of the above tasks range from the exceedingly simple to the fairly simple, the only requirements to accomplish 

the work is a small amount of coding coupled with cursory research. For the hierarchical process, something more 

robust than the computer I’m working with would be required, but, the task is ‘easily’ accomplished given that 

robust computational power.  In other words, the above are achievable and straight forward. 

Example: Case Study 

“How” to apply ‘scientific’ knowledge to the study of Literature is more or less an unknown.  There is, currently, no 
mechanism that connects research in even the most closely related field to the field English/Literary Studies.  For 

example, research shows that word-length is not arbitrarily related to meaning44. Across languages, “longer words refer 

to more complex meanings.” Other studies have shown that rounded vowels refer more frequently to round objects, 

and that longer intensifiers indicated greater intensity (meaning: “extremely good” is better than “quite good”, that this 

generally holds true: more syllables/longer speaking time indicates a greater intensity). When I report average word-

length in English prose-fiction in my period, I get these results45: 

44 (Goodman) Studies all mentioned in Bennett & Goodman 
45 Three color scale: Dark Red lowest 10th Percentile, White would be average, and Dark Blue would be 90th Percentile or higher. 
There is no measure of what would constitute a ‘significant’ difference in the data. Full data is available in the on-line tables. 
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AvgLength Decade 

4.28 156 Average 

4.45 157 Average 

4.47 158 Average 

4.43 159 Average 

4.37 160 Average 

4.45 161 Average 

4.44 162 Average 

4.38 163 Average 

4.48 164 Average 

4.41 165 Average 

4.40 166 Average 

4.33 167 Average 

4.34 168 Average 

4.36 169 Average 

4.36 170 Average 

4.38 Grand Average 

There appears to be a clear change in average length of words from 1560 (shortest) generally increasing, and then 

demonstrably declining 1640 (peak) to 1670 (near bottom), gradually increasing again.  Does this have any significance, 

any influence on the ‘meaning complexity’ of the works being studies? Several objections and concerns immediately 

come to mind: perhaps there’s simply a greater or lesser incidence of particular shorter words: like more “a / the / an / 

was / he / she / is” sorts of words between decades/periods: what we are seeing could be a grammatical change (still 

interesting) but not a change in complexity. What happens if we just look at word length of words over 4 letters long? 

AvgLength 

5.70 156 Average 

5.89 157 Average 

5.93 158 Average 

5.88 159 Average 

5.83 160 Average 

5.93 161 Average 

5.92 162 Average 

5.89 163 Average 

5.96 164 Average 

5.97 165 Average 

5.93 166 Average 

5.90 167 Average 

5.90 168 Average 

5.94 169 Average 

5.95 170 Average 

That’s a different picture. So maybe we’ve learned that there is a change in the incidence of common short words. Yet, 

even this ‘different’ picture might be influenced by genre differences. It could be that certain genres have shorter words 
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than others, so the changes in genres by decade or period could be the main generator of changes in average word-

length : 

AvgLength 

6.00 Adv Average 

5.93 Ant Average 

5.77 Ast Average 

5.78 Bri Average 

5.93 Cha Average 

5.70 Chi Average 

6.13 Chr Average 

5.82 Cla Average 

5.76 Com Average 

5.91 CON Average 

5.92 Cri Average 

5.93 Cur Average 

5.94 Eng Average 

5.94 Exe Average 

5.73 Fan Average 

5.89 Fic Average 

5.92 Fre Average 

5.27 Ger Average 

5.62 Ges Average 

5.98 His Average 

5.64 Ind Average 

5.97 Ita Average 

5.67 Jes Average 

5.88 Let Average 

… 

This chart shows me that French translation and English Prose Romance works have slightly elevated average word 

lengths and that Chivalric Fictions have an especially low average word length. Now the averages by decade might make 

some more sense: chivalric fictions were more common early in the decades, and, thus, affected the average word 

length (maybe). If we look at sub-genre classifications, we get perhaps even greater confirmation: 

5.74 English Chivalric Average 

5.79 English Historical Average 

5.96 English Romance Average 

6.19 English: Italian Emulated Average 

5.94 Exemplars Average 

5.73 Fantasy Average 

5.89 Fictional Biography Average 

5.92 French Romance Average 

6.08 French: Classical Emulated Average 

…. 
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English Chivalric fictions have a low word-length average compared to English Romances and English emulations of 

Italian novellas. Even French Chivalric have shorter average word lengths: 

5.82 Chivalric French Average 

Chivalric=average shorter word. 

But does this even matter? Does this apply to our readings of the works? We haven’t even checked all other possible 

factors: 

• Latin or foreign word intrusions, or the Latinizing of English in general, or a preference for Latinate synonyms for 

ordinary, shorter English words. 

• Increases in the average length of Named Entities (persons, places, proper nouns) or increased frequencies of 

them. 

• More intensifiers [remember: intensifiers make longer words] as opposed to more complex words . 

• Changes in how words are printed or spelled (dropping silent letters, simplifying vowels, contractions). 

• Changes in grammar (changes in the use of ‘helper’ verbs, using “better” instead of “more good” type effects). 

• Gross subject matter changes (perhaps older English nouns are shorter not because they denote less complex 

meanings, but because there are fewer objects or the objects are more elemental). 

And so forth. An historical linguist of the English language might be able to address some of these possibilities, or, may 

be able to greatly expand the list of possibilities. As far as I know, the field is so utterly under-researched and theorized, 

that we do not know what factors should be considered, which ones mitigated, what factors are interesting, what 

factors are uninteresting.  We do not know if, in terms of the complexity or diversity of prose fiction works, IF, more 

“complex” words-meanings in terms of linguistics, means more “complex” sentence meanings & thematics. It could 

even be that the studies on which the complexity conclusions are based could be themselves incorrect, or might only 

apply to contemporary language(s) that have greatly enhanced vocabularies or have very stable vocabularies. 

I will declare at the outset that I treat all prose fiction as ‘literary’.  All the works of prose fiction are Literary Works. Of 

course, they are not all great, perhaps most are not even good, not even acceptable.  And each work contains greater or 

lesser amounts of what is sometimes called “literary language”, by which I think is usually meant “poetic language”.  I 

like Mark Bauerlein’s46 summation of the literary language distinctions that fueled New Criticism, which distinctions 

surely continue to inform vast swathes of education regarding ‘how to read poems and novels’ from grade school 

through University. 

I.A. Richards’s examples in Practical Criticism demonstrated that many readers of poetry generally opted to 

translate poetic language into feelings, ideas, or motives and to neglect the specific linguistic and literary basis of 

feelings, ideas, and motives as they were contextualized in the work. To inculcate a sensitivity to poetic language 

[he and others] had to come up with a concept of poetic language that would compel students to avoid that 

translation, that would distinguish poetic language from non-poetic language … What they came up with, to put 

it simply, was that identifying poetic language rested on a semantic division between language easily 

paraphrased into abstractions, concepts, or feelings and language that resisted translation, that insisted 

somehow on it unique verbal form. 

46 (Bauerlein) pp. 88-89 
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The work that follows in this dissertation grapples directly with questions about how do we read, but by that I don’t 

mean “how do we choose to read” or “what reading method(s) should we adopt”. I take the question as a technical 
question, as how do human beings read English47, and the answer from the technical standpoint ‘deconstructs’ the New 

Critical goal as surely as Derrida deconstructed it philosophically. 

Bauerlein continues 

The linguistic characteristics that countered the transparency of “prose”, that complicated the extraction of 

content (feelings, ideas, motives, and so on) from language, were variously “irony,” “ambiguity,” “paradox,” 
“contraries,” “spatial form,” and so on. 

The bulk of this dissertation’s material concerns what Bauerlein describes as the ‘transparent’ parts of prose.  I suppose 

the argument is that no language is transparent, all language has complicated extractions of content, and that ““irony,” 

“ambiguity,” “paradox,” “contraries,” “spatial form,” and so on” are not even special cases of the condition of language, 

they are, in fact, what we do with language at all times, every day.  What makes them stand out is the reader’s 

expectations, and not the language ‘itself’. 

Emotions 

Before pressing forward into a detailed discussion of the language at the levels of individual words and word-networks, I 

feel it is necessary to address a conditioning, omnipresent aspect of our experiences of words, of all language usages, 

which is the accompanying and coloring emotional register. I address emotions before words, because emotions are 

often confused with words, but, emotions are not actually words.  What I mean by “are often confused with words” is 

this: that we speak & write so easily about our emotions, that it seems as if each emotion word therefore refers clearly, 

un-confusedly, with some universal, human, lived experience that we all share. And thus, if I say “I’m angry”, that the 

word “angry” shares with immediacy its own meaning, in a way more analogous to “Mt. Everest” than to “chair”.  By 
which I mean, that although we immediately recognize that we cannot easily define “chair” and are capable of arguing 

about what constitutes “chairness”, we are not so quick to recognize that “angry” is an even more fraught term.  The 

literature48 of the 16th and 17th centuries is deep and complex in the treatment of certain emotions, so not only is 

‘emotion’ omnipresent in our daily life and hence our language use, but also the variance of emotion between persons, 

cultures, eras, … becomes an impediment to reading 16th-17th century prose fiction. 

There is no settled nomenclature for the differences between feelings, emotions, moods, and the like. Commonly 

“emotions” are said to be brief, “feelings” have considerable duration, and “moods” are more like coloring tendencies, 

sort of ‘primings’ towards particular feelings and emotions.  Paul Ekman describes it this way, which is acceptable 

enough for the purpose of this dissertation: 

I wish to propose that the essential difference between moods and emotions can be found through a functional 

analysis of each. A number of theorists have proposed that the primary function of emotion is to modulate or 

bias action. Emotions most often arise in situations where adaptive action is required. Autonomic activity 

47 Alphabetic, word-language, thus, not using a logographic script, not agglutinative. There is a tremendous literature on reading 
Chinese that conditions some of what is written below.  For example, Chinese readers have a different activation levels and timings 
for the phonological conditions in the brain than do alphabetic readers. There are specific conditions for the congenitally deaf. 
Much of the technical detail in this dissertation is applicable to all reading across languages and cultures, but there are some details 
that likely apply specifically to English prose. 
48 “Literature” in this dissertation normally will mean “literary works” and not “written material in general” 
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typically accompanies emotion and supports the action that coincides with the emotion. The primary function of 

moods, on the other hand, is to modulate or bias cognition. Mood serves as a primary mechanism for altering 

information-processing priorities and for shifting modes of information processing. Mood will accentuate 

accessibility of some and attenuate the accessibility of other cognitive contents and semantic networks. For 

example, individuals in a depressed mood have increased accessibility to sad memories … Moods may also 
function to shift not just cognitive content, but processing mode as well.  For example, Isen (1987) has found 

that positive moods facilitate cognitive flexibility. They result in more creative responses, more remote 

associations, and an increase in the perception of relatedness among cognitions. In at least a weak sense, moods 

may always be present. Moods provide the affective background, the emotional color, to all that we do. 

Emotions can be viewed as phasic perturbations that are superimposed on this background activity. To the 

extent that moods are continually present, it can also be said that our cognitive processes are always biased or 

modulated. 

Mood is often reflected in subjective experience.  Emotions appear to be precipitated by events that are 

perceived as occurring quickly and without warning, while moods may be more likely to follow events that are 

perceived as occurring over a slower time course. 

It also appears to be the case that moods and emotions dynamically interact in important ways. Emotions can 

lead to particular moods and moods can alter the probability that particular emotions will be triggered. … 49 

What is most interesting about emotion terms in general, is that they do not easily suffer non-circular definitions, nor 

are they particularly amenable to objective, ontology oriented descriptions. Attempts have been made to break down 

emotions into simpler units, similar to Wierzbicka’s work on describing language universals.  So Schweder, for example, 

proposed to put emotions into “feeling-simples” where we combine component emotion parts to produce a robust 

description of emotions.50 That work follows a generally held belief that every human person is able to experience every 

human emotion: that there is some set of emotion possibles, such that those possible are inherent in each human, even 

though they may not be experienced by every human.  There is, accordingly, a closed, complete physical system such 

that each emotion is produced by some set of biological mechanisms.51 What follows are a few examples of close-

complete systems of emotions.  

Plutchink52 has proposed the very lovely and colorful “wheel of emotions” show below. The most disturbing thing about 

Plutchink’s wheel is the implication of “closure”.  I cannot figure out why there are only those emotions, and why the 

emotion floret is complete. Would all alien emotions be mappable upon that object? Or can there be “other” emotions, 

not as yet dreamt of?53 Just as in human vision, where the limit of three types of cones limits the number of colors that 

we see, and where, if I add just a single other cone sensitive to a new section of light wave-lengths I add the ability to 

49 (Ekman) pp. 52-53 
50 (Shweder) 
51 Traditionally researchers accept the closure of the system: that all emotions can be mapped into some sort of n-dimensional 
representation based on chemical, behavioral, biological, logical, lexical … organizations. A recent study where children are shown to 
create “new” emotion categories casts doubt on at least some descriptive methods.  In the study it is shown that when a set of 
emotion-circumstances are presented to a person, and that set of circumstances is given a “fake” name (i.e. a made up word that is 
said to “mean” that set of circumstances), then that person will henceforth call that set of circumstances by that word. The 
circumstances do not need to be “logical” – they can be blends or even contradictive of each other, all that is necessary is that the 
circumstances are discernible. (Nelson) 
52 Plutchik, Robert; R. Conte., Hope (1997), Circumplex Models of Personality and Emotions, Washington, DC: American Psychological 
Association 
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distinguish millions of additional shades; for emotions – is our emotional range limited by the number of chemical 

elements to which we can be sensitive? And, like color vision, where the conceivable range of colors is measurable – 
there is a continuous series of wavelengths to which any instrument may be sensitive – how are emotions similarly 

bounded? (Plutchink’s Wheel of Emotions) 

Another way of approaching the emotions is to map them in some sort of coordinate system.  Below is one such 

coordinate system, showing “how” every possible emotion is mapped two dimensionally, with an x-y coordinate system 

of valence / arousal. Carney and Colvin, “Circumplex Structure of Social Behavior” (76) JF18.1 
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• shows enthusiasm 

aclS ~layful 

• seems to enjoy interaction 
blames other . ■ behaves cheerfully 

expresses hosiilicy ■ • 
says ncgati\'c things about M:lf 

expressH self-pity■ . 
laughs 

cxpres~ guih 

acts irritated • s miles . . 
appears relaxed and comfortable 

exp~ wannth 

behaves 1imid or fearful . 
• expresses sympa1hy 

is reserved and unexpressive ■ 
seems detached . 

shows 1ens~ n 

Valence 

Ficure I. Graphical represent.ation of circumplex strucwre o f affective social behavior 
""-ote: The vertical a rousal axis ranges from low arougl (bottom) to high arousal (top). T he horizontal valence axis ranges from negative (left) to positive (right). 

Fig. 4.1.3 The (P) leasure
(A)rousal-(D)ominance (PAD) 

space with nine primary 
emotions (indicated by the 
labelled red crosses) and three 

secondary emotions- 'hope' 
(green), ' rel ief' (blue}, and 
'fears-confirmed' (red)

assigned to the high and low 
dominance planes (see plate 5). 

An even more subtle, yet, just as closed system, is favored in some affect-computing systems (Blueprint for Affective 

Computing, (182)), where we are given a three-coordinate system of Pleasure – Arousal – Dominance and calculated 

solution spaces for 9 primary and 3 secondary emotions. 

Which representation “accurately” represents the organization, categorization, and inter-relations of emotions?  What 

would be the basis of Plutchink’s symmetrical “wheel of emotions”.  The counter to that perfect, colorful floret, would 

be the PAD space that programmers use to plot and manage a simulation of emotions for affective computations.  How 
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9560. 9S'l1 7205. 7224 581I.SS70 8370. 8400 
9911. 9912 7700,9210 SS.91. 7.545 8490. 8499 
M=l..91 M=S.03 M=G.92 M=7.28 
SO=O.SS S0=0.48 $0:::0.46 S0=0.41 
M=4.62 M=2.90 M=3.i2 M=6.54 
S0=0.63 SD=0.29 SD=0.45 S0=0.41 
M=4.24 M=S.84 M=6.40 M=SA9 
S0=0.59 $0=056 SD=0.66 SO=O.SI 
10 10 • 1 
g 10 l 18 

Dead animals. wrecked cars People st.anding and Animals, smiling people. Sky diving, hang gliding. 
af'Mi bul:ldings, s.ad or downcast smlng, objects, rooms, Oowe-rs.. gardens, roller coasters, skiing. 
people plants sky scenes. bo.iong 

N«e: IAPS = lru:ematlonal Affecuve Pkture System: tlN = High Arousal Negative Valence, LN = low Arousal Negati-.,eValence, LO= Low Arousal Neutral Valence, LP= low Arousal 
Pos!ttve Valence. HP= High Arousal Posltlw Affect: Statistics summarize 9-point IAPS radngs of pictures in each set. 

many algorithms can there be that approximate our emotional organization?  How many visualizations will responsibly 

reveal appropriate information regarding our human affect situation? 

One explanation for the apparent diversity and complexity of emotions is that “although emotional states can be 

described by dimensional variation along valence and arousal, further categorical processing of states may overlay this 

structure and result in activation of distinct cognitive and neural components. Thus, for example, anger and disgust may 

both be negative and high arousal states, but their categorical processing leads to different implications, as described in 

appraisal theory.”54 This distinction would explain “closure” by rejecting closure altogether, but in doing so breaks all 

behavioral and comparative affect systems at the inter-personal, intra-cultural, cross-cultural, and cross-period levels. 

To evaluate affect we need to study the overlay of categorical cognitive and neural components.  For the 16th-17th 

Centuries, the language tools described in this dissertation are our only ways of doing the anthropological work 

necessary to recover an understanding of affect in the period, and underscores our need to train ourselves in 

period/cultural Affect studies in order to interpret Literary Works. It should not be a sub-field of Literary Studies, but a 

required component as important as that defining words and all other period-specific concepts. 

In Bauman et al., the authors show that humans process images very similarly across individuals. In other words, the 

arousal and valence models fit well with MRI patterns of the subjects in the study.  When subjects are show various 

images that provoke an ‘emotional’ response, the MRIs of various individuals are closely correlated in their activations 

for both arousal and valence.  Therefore, the differences in the ‘subjective’ descriptions of those emotions are suggested 

to relate to higher order processes, an overlay over the Universal features of arousal and valence. 

In th 

54 (Baucom) 
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trials. 2 - twn m.1ls. 

In the above Table, Bauman showed a number of picture sets to subjects, picture sets known to have well-distinguished 

valence and arousal values. The 2-dimensional graph of the five categories is on the left as derived from behavioral 

ratings and other methods [i.e. not fMRI measures], and the fMRI data is shown below on the right.  The point of the 

comparison is that the predicted valence/arousal two-dimensional system matches very closely to the experienced 

valence/arousal system as measured in the fMRI readings of subjects: 

The conclusion is that subject brains work with a valence/arousal affect system.55 

Formal ontologists must grapple with all the questions just posed, and must make some sort of judgment about what 

could constitute the objective reality of an emotion and its system.  The general principle adopted by the published 

Formal Ontologies that try to categorize emotions and define emotion systems is this: If you and I both exhibit the same 

biological-mechanism measurements, then, we are both experiencing the same emotion.  The emotion ontologies rest 

heavily on the research work done by Klaus Scherer, currently at the University of Geneva, with the Formal Ontological 

classification work being led by Jenna Hastings. 

In the BFO ontology system there are two “add-ins”, one to handle “mental diseases”, which, amusingly, defines the “is 

a” relationships for mental states to the BFO entities: 

55 At least, the brains of 12 female right handed good-eyesight college students at UCLA who were involved in the study do. 
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Figure 2. Overview of the top level 
of the Ontology of Mental Disease. 
Arrows represent 'is a' relations. 
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Figure 3. Processes, representations and dispositions in the Emotion Ontology. Unlabelled arrows represent 'is a' relations. 

And then ‘hooked in’ to the Mental Disease Ontology is a ‘piece’ to classify and structure emotions, the EMO ontology: 

Hastings works in Max Scherer’s lab, and so, the EMO ontology reflects Scherer’s explication of the base structure of all 

emotional occurrences.  There is always a stimulus (something in the organism’s environment changes), that stimulus is 

appraised, and creates a subjective feeling, a physiological response, resulting in action tendencies, all of which produce 

behaviours. 
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The appraisal is the 
evaluation 
of a stimulus event 
as relevant to the 
organism (CNS) 
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appraisal (CNS) changes which take place, e.g. in the 

central nervous system (CNS), 
neuro-endocrine system (N ES} and 
autonomous nervous system (ANS} 

Figure 1. Components of John's anger occurrent 

Hastings herself asks a question that lies at the heart of Literary Studies.  She goes beyond the ‘objective’ reality of 

emotions and how they work between humans in daily life, and further asks, “what is the relationship of the “reality” of 

emotions and how they work, to emotions felt by characters in a literary work?56 . Beyond the reality of emotions and 

how they work between humans in daily life, she further asks, “what is the relationship of the “reality” of emotions and 
how they work, to emotions felt by characters in a literary work?57 A glance at the Figure above shows that there is no 

valence/arousal component explicitly included in the “Physiological Response”.  As far as I can tell, no researcher has yet 

connected the “valence and arousal” coding to specific physiological changes in the body.  But with Literary Works, that 

connection is not necessarily required: we needn’t worry about a character’s imaginary physical body, we need only 

consider characters’ anticipated behavioral changes, and their/narrator’s reporting of Subjective Feelings. 

Emotions are exceedingly difficult to elicit in the laboratory, which makes them exceedingly difficult to study as they are 

actually experienced. And, apparently, people are very poor self-reporters regarding their emotions and their 

experiences of them. Real life and imagined emotional events have different measurements:58 

56 (Hastings) p.74 
57 (Hastings) p.74 

58 (Stemmler) 
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Context Effects: Emotion Self-Reports 

- real-life ----e-- imagination 

Context Effects; Somatovlsceral Variables 

---------- real-·life ----e---- imagination 

Figure 12_3 Demonstration of context effects fo r real-life and imagination emotion in
ductions i n emotion self- reports (panel o ) and a selection of somatovisce.--al variables 
(p()nel b). The data are from the combinied f~ar-controt and anger-control groups (N -
80). Depicted are standardized change scores between an i n i t ial rest per iod and the 
emotion induction period. Asterisks denote significant context effects. HP = heart pe
riod; PEP = preejection period; CO = ca rd iac output; SBP --== systolic blood prll!ss.ure; 
DBP = diastolic blood pressuf"e; $CR-No. = Number of skin conductance responses. 
*p ~ .OS. **p ~ .01. All t-te:sts with df = 79. 

And asking people to judge emotions of others, or emotional responses, or to code video of emotions, or make decisions 

about the content of an emotion by looking at a photo of a person authentically experiencing one, is equally difficult 

with unhelpful variations being present59: 

59 (Summerfield) 
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44 Asld.ng about emotlonal experiences 

Table 3. I . Reliability of the antecedent code (percentage agreement between 
coders) 

(a) Ai,rument between coders Jn each country 

Emotion 

Country Joy Sadness Pear Anaer Average 

Belgium/Prance 70 70 80 60 70 
Great Britain 6s So ·8s 70 75 
Israel 90 So 75 80 81 
Italy So 70 so so 63 
Spain 70 So 90 90 83 
Swtberland 7S IOO 85 IOO 90 
West Germany 80 65 65 95 76 

Averaae 76 78 76 78 77 

(b) Ai,rmnmt or coden with crtterton 

Emotion ., 

Country Joy Sadness Pear Anger Average 

Belglum/Prance 80 75 6o 70 71 
Great Britain 70 75 65 55 66 
Israel So 68 63 73 71 
Italy So 75 70 75 75 
Spain Bo 70 75 75 7S 
Swtberland 88 85 80 80 83 
West Germany 88 83 7S 98 86 

Average 8:r 76 70 75 7S 

The literature is vast, and we suffer book after book and article after article to be published, all in the attempt to analyze 

the world of emotions & feelings, before we even are able to clearly describe the objective world of emotion & feeling 

experiences.  Using words to define emotions, as I mentioned, tends towards circularity.  As with trying to describe any 

sensation (tell me: what does “soft” feel like?), it is more or less hopeless.  Durst puts the language-problem of 

emotions in this way: 

For centuries, if not millennia, people have attempted to explain the phenomenon of anger as well as other 

emotions , pointing to typical characteristics of behavior, causal events, and physical incidents in a more or less 

scientific way. … And, given five or six “basic” emotion concepts, these symptoms would undoubtedly be 
attached to the category of “anger” rather than to the categories such as “fear”, “sadness”, “happiness”, 

“disgust”, or “desire”.  However, to carry out such an experiment, this set of emotion words would have to be 

translated into the respective languages [unless, of course, we sought the conceptual categories and then 

located the words that represented those categories], so this test would really tell us nothing about the 

psychological reality of universal emotions or emotion concepts. It could only show the trivial fact that each of 

these languages has at least one word that can be used, among other possible applications, to name this kind of 

behavior. But, provided that we could find such a word in all languages around the world, how could we be sure 

of what it really means?60 

Paul Ekman rejects the hierarchical systems that propose “basic emotions.” In his article All Emotions are Basic he 

instead works with characteristics that all emotions share, and thus, wishes to emphasize that all emotions are equally 

60 (Durst) 
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‘basic’ in that sense, though he proposes “emotion families” which I suspect many “basic emotions” theorists would find 

satisfactory: 

I have so far described seven characteristics of emotion: automatic appraisal, commonalities in antecedent 

events, presence in other primates, quick onset, brief duration, unbidden occurrence, and distinctive physiology.  

I believe the evidence will show that these characteristics are found in amusement, anger, awe, contempt, 

contentment, disgust, embarrassment, excitement, fear, guilt, interest, pride in achievement, relief, sadness, 

satisfaction, sensory pleasure, and shame. Not all these emotions are known to have a distinctive, universal 

signal, the last characteristic I will consider.” (18) “Before closing, let me mention the concept of emotion 

families that may help to clear away some of the argument about how many emotions there are.  Each emotion 

is not a single affective state but a family of related states.  Each member of an emotion family shares the eight 

characteristics I have described. These shared characteristics within a family differ between emotion families, 

distinguishing one family from another.  Put in other terms, each emotion family can be considered to constitute 

a theme and variations.  The theme is composed of the characteristics unique to that family, the variations on 

that theme are the product of individual differences … The themes are the product of evolution, while the 

variations reflect learning.61 

What is hopeful, however, is to use language analysis techniques to show how emotion words are deployed in language: 

stated overly simply: with what other words is each emotion word associated. I’m not willing to die on this hill, but I am 
willing to plant a flag on it: if the word-network + valences + arousal measures, in a large enough sample of words, for a 

given word are very closely the same as that for some other word, then it is exceedingly likely that the two words are 

meaningfully synonyms, and will tran(fer)(late) to each other.  If that is not the case, then the for some reason(s) – 
subjective or objective – the emotions designated by the terms are different.62 

This definition for emotion words has equivalents in other areas of affective studies. I already mentioned a common 

concept that identical bio-chemical measurements = same experienced emotion.  There are also behaviorists, who 

propose that if the organisms express the same reactive behaviors then the organisms are experiencing the same 

emotions.  A great issue with both of these ‘objective’ approaches, is that we cannot rely upon the “same” emotion to 

elicit the “same behavior” cross-culturally.  Therefore, it might be that the same objective measures “mean” the same 

emotion is present, but, it will also be the case that such marvelous concurrence may rarely be achieved or known. 

Most of our interpretations of human behaviors and their accompanying physiological states will not permit us to take 

measurements, ask questions, know antecedents, and so forth. Even in our monolithic “West”, even within integrated 

and prosperous groups in Europe, there are enormous, measured, differences in their antecedent causes : 

61 [EM] pp. 17-19 
62 Although I am working from a natural language processing perspective, which would carry with it an implicit focus on emotion 
words and phrases that contain them, we’ll see deeper in this dissertation a re-orientation toward locating emotion just as 
importantly in oral expressive characteristics – paralinguistic and extra-linguistic indicators, including gestures.  In NLP, assumptions 
like this are common: “We must equip the [Natural Language Understanding] system with a formal version of people’s implicit [read 
“folk taxonomy” or period-appropriate lexicon?] theory of how emotions mediate between what they experience and what they do, 
and rules that link the theory with words and phrases in the emotional lexicon.” (Hobbs) 
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And within cultures between the frequency of sub-causes of an antecedent emotion: 
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Table 4.4. Major antecedtnts of anger/rage and the percentage freqwmcy of their occurrence" 

Country 

Great West Total Category Belgium France Britain Israel Italy Spain Switzerland Germany Sample 
03 Failure of friends 36 25 17 8 20 25 28 37 24 12 Failure of strangers 18 18 23 25 5 22 21 12 18 28 Inappropriate rewards 20 14 16 26 16 16 18 20 18 04 Fallon, of relaliv.,. 14 16 5 6 18 IS 12 IO 13 30 Inconvenience s 3 8 7 12 2 8 7 6 Is Fallon, to reach goals 4 8 6 IO JO 2 6 

• Categories occurrtng with a frequency of < 2.5% are not shown. 

Individual differences in emotional reactions 151 

Table 10.4. Differences in situational and coping aspects with regard to 
differences in individuals. 

Sensitising Internalising Bxtemalising 

Low Jngh Low Jngh Low Jngh 

Situation 
Duration 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.9 2.8 
Intensity 6.7 7.3 6.5 7-5 7,I 7.3 

Control/coping 
Control of Symptoms 2.8 3.3 2.7 3.3 2.8 3.3 
Control of Verbalisation 2.9 3.5 3.0 3.6 3.I 3.6 
Handle situations dlfl"erently o.66 0.48 0.64 0.49 0 .60 0.52 

And then, finally, between individuals in how they cope or express or control those emotions in behaviors: 

The ever-presentness of feeling is well enough established and should be kept in mind: there is not some baseline in our 

reading, for example, where there is no emotional relation to the words we are interpreting.  There is always an 

emotional ‘current’ that we can choose to ignore, bracket away as being irrelevant, accept as being our personal 

emotion unconnected to the work, sure, but the emotion is present.  There is considerable research evidence that there 

is no thought without feeling, and that, in fact, that emotion is one of the three primary control systems of the brain, 

mediating every cognitive and motor activity that takes place. 63 

63 (Auletta) 
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r, ,Pdhar·k h <•lwc•c•11 st•11sory a nd 11101or s.vs1<•111s i~ 111/r ,-,,,,/,:u d. <'v<·11 i f it s till p l ays a 1najor ru h• in 1 he orp;a11is 111 ·s 

<' 11v iro 11111c·11t . (Sc•t• F iµ_. I :tG 0 11 p..i g-c· l:J2) 

The centrality of the emotion system points to the ‘fact’ that there need not be any cognition at all for preferences (the 

early parts of “feelings”) to manifest.  So, Zajonc subtitles one of his studies “Preferences need no inferences.”64 This is 

of great importance, since it shows just how hard, if not impossible, it may be to even “bracket away” our feelings & 
emotions.  Another hill I am not willing to die on, but will happily plant a flag, is this: that even mathematical truths, 

overwhelming evidence, things that are even analytically true, synthetically true, apodictically true, are accompanied by 

the feeling “truth”, and absent that feeling, we cannot hold them to be true.  This is what allows other persons to reject 

innumerable ‘truths’ that to others seem obvious and beyond doubt, and to maintain that other things that seem overtly 
fallacious to be true beyond reason.  The truth-maker is the feeling of truth, and nothing less. 

64 (Zajonc) 
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The distinction between the “true” and the feeling of “truth” was understood and explicated in Biblical hermeneutics in 

the 16th and 17th Centuries. In the Westminster Confession of Faith, for example, the distinction is made between 

“truth” and “persuasion”. Persuasion is the feeling of truth, the acceptance of truth. The religious concept was that God 

made the truth available in The Bible, and yet, although every human had available therefore the intellectual capacity 

and the evidence of God’s unitary work of creation & salvation, not every human was persuaded in the face of that 

truth. The Confession describes in the first chapter, fifth item, the difference between the truth of the scripture and the 

witnessing of that truth in our hearts (i.e. the emotion of truth): 

We may be moved and induced by the testimony of the church to an high and reverent esteem of the Holy 

Scripture. And the heavenliness of the matter, the efficacy of the doctrine, the majesty of the style, … the many 
other incomparable excellencies, and the entire perfection thereof, are arguments whereby it doth abundantly 

evidence itself to be the word of God; yet, notwithstanding, our full persuasion and assurance of the infallible 

truth … is from bearing witness by and with the word in our hearts. 

Every speech act is accompanied by an emotional state, and that emotional state must be encoded in the speech signal 

being produced, and, “read” by the listener for comprehension. “In accordance to the vocal linguistic communication, 

the perception of a speaker’s emotional tone of voice is based on the decoding of various acoustic parameters.” Inner 

speech shares this, there is an activation of emotion processing areas for affective prosody.  However, inner speech is 

more susceptible to time-based variations in emotion speech than pitch-based variations in emotion speech.65 As will be 

shown deeper in this dissertation, all instances of reading, of working with printed words, have the markers of inner-

speech activations irrespective of the reader being aware of that inner-speech. 

There is an entire contemporary area of research that deals specifically with computationally evaluating and measuring 

the feelings, emotions, or moods, of people. Affective computing is the general term for this field, and its most common 

implementation is to do what is called “sentiment analysis.” The field is foundational to much of our experience of the 

internet: there is an economic need to know affect information culled from large amounts of data that are not amenable 

to individual human curation.  Companies monitor millions of tweets, tens of thousands of reviews, billions of messages, 

analyze videos for emotion content, largely around judging likely human behaviors and reactions to products, events, 

politicians, and so forth.  The needs are practical, immediate, and must be made in near real time.  Thank goodness for 

me that I do not need to make “real time” decisions regarding emotions of the 16th and 17th Century, nor is there any 

real economic or political peril in missing something or doing this wrong. 

However, the huge economic resources behind Sentiment Analysis have provided a number of tools that are useful for 

the study of early modern prose-fiction.66 For a sense of what is so complicated about determining even how “positive” 

or “negative” a (section of) text is, consider the computational difficulties that are entailed in classifying the features of 

individual words in isolation, then considering how an individual word is affected by its immediate neighbors, or by its 

context in a paragraph, or in its overall context in a section or chapter, and so forth. People use intense positives and 

negatives sarcastically, positive words can be deployed in negative ways and vice versa.  Even something as 

65 (Hans Piham) pp. 2239-2243 
66 “What’s Great and What’s Not: Learning to Classify The Scope of Negation for Improved Sentiment Analysis” Issac Councill, Ryan 

McDonoald, Leonid Velokvich and Scope of negation: how to take account of it when doing sentiment analysis (Councill) using 

Polarity at the phrasal level: building large lists of phrases, as opposed to judging words and negation terms. 
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‘straightforward’ as negation, turns out to quite difficult to deal with computationally due to the effect of clausal 

negations and calculating the negation’s scope.67 

Gunnel helpfully provides a list of uses for English clausal negations68: 

- Denials 

- Rejections 

- Imperatives 

- Questions 

- Supports/Repetitions: “are used to express agreement and add emphasis or clarity, respectively, and each 
involve multiple expressions of negation. 

All sentiment analysis systems rely upon rated lexicons.  Because I have a passion (the 16th -17th century term for an 

emotion) for collecting, organizing, and integrating data, I have developed a database table that correlates all the 

controlled studies of words and their ratings published since the 1940s. 

Studies that contain lexicons accompanied by measurements of various affect and other language 

features: 

Age of acquisition and imageability ratings for a large set of words, including verbs and function words – Age of 

acquisition and imageability ratings were collected for 2,645 words, including 892 verbs and 213 function words.  Words 

that are ambiguous as to grammatical category were disambiguated.  Verbs were shown in their infinitival form, and 

nouns were preceded by the indefinite article. [his is: people being asked at what age they would expect a child to know 

the word, not, asking children. Therefore differences between the age groups being asked showed up, because word 

expectations have changed between demographic groups 20-40 year olds and 50-80 year olds] (Helen Bird) [data set not 

given] 

Age of acquisition, imagery, concreteness, familiarity, and ambiguity measures for 1,944 words – imagery: arousing of 

images, concreteness: experienced by the senses, age-of-acquisition: age banded scale asking adults “when”, familiarity: 

never seen, to seen/heard everyday. Words were not given contextual clues, so words that could be both noun and verb 

were not differentiated, such as “dart”. Author finds that scores are highly correlated with other studies noted above, 

from 1968, 1978. (Logies) 

An English Word Database of Emotional Terms (EMOTE) – Research into the socio-emotional domain may require words 

for experimental settings rated on emotionally and socially relevant word characteristics (e.g., valence and desirability). 

In addition, cognitively relevant word characteristics (e.g., imagery) are important for research in the interface of 

emotion and cognition. [1287 nouns, 985 adjectives] (Gruhn) 

Computational Analysis of Present-Day American English – “This volume presents a collection of lexical and statistical 
information obtained from analysis of the Standard Corpus of Present-Day American English, a computer-processible 

67 Consider, for example, dealing with a group of simple sentences: “John walked into the store.  He acted like an idiot because he 
was stupid.  Then he went home.  He didn’t take the A train.” All those “he”’s need to be traced, the “didn’t” of taking the A tra in is 
probably not a sentiment negative, the word “idiot” probably a negative, “stupid” however might colloquially mean that he was high 
on marijuana … Complicated, in other words 
68 Tottie Gunnel, 1991, Negation in English Speech and Writing: A Study in Variation.  Academic, San Diego, CA. 
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corpus of language texts assembled at Brown University during 1963-64. … The main purpose of this book is the 

presentation of lexical and statistical data about the corpus. … It is hoped that the studies presented here, especially the 

numerous tables that summarize the results of the word-frequency analysis of the Corpus and its various subsets, will 

offer useful material for the development and improvement of statistical procedures of linguistic analysis and will make 

possible the construction of more satisfactory mathematical models of language.” 

Concreteness, context availability, and imageability ratings and word associations for abstract, concrete, and emotion 

words – Normative values on various word characteristics were obtained for abstract, concrete, and emotion words in 

order (Jeanette Altarriba) to facilitate research on concreteness effects and on the similarities and differences among 

the three word types. A sample of 78 participants rated abstract, concrete, and emotion words on concreteness, context 

availability, and imagery scales. [expermiment 1: 326 words; experiment 2: 100 concrete words, 98 emotion words, 372 

words altogether] 

Concreteness, Imagery, and Meaningfulness Values for 925 Nouns : Groups of Subjects were used to scale 925 nouns on 

abstractness-concreteness (C), imagery (I), and meaningfulness (M). Concreteness was defined in terms of directness of 

reference to sense experience, and Imagery in terms of a word’s capacity to arouse non-verbal images.  Meaningfulness 

was defined in terms of the mean number of written associations in 30 seconds. (Allan Paivio) 

Evaluation of a word list for sentiment analysis in microblogs – Sentiment analysis of microblogs such as Twitter has 

recently gained a fair amount of attention. One of the simplest sentiment analysis approaches compares the words of a 

posting against a labeled word list, where each word has been scored for valence, a “sentiment lexicon” or “affective 

word lists.” [2,477 words and 15 phrases] (Nielson) 

Handbook of Semantic Word Norms – “This volume contains information from college-student ratings of a large number 

and variety of individual words (along with some nonwords) for seven basic semantic characteristics. The primary data 

consist of rating values for each of 2,854 words for the seven dimensions of concreteness, imagery, categorizability, 

meaningfulness, familiarity, number of attributes, and pleasantness. (Norms) (Francis) 

Imageability and body-object interaction ratings for 599 multisyallbic nouns – We collected imageability and body-object 

interaction (BOI) ratings for 599 multisyllabic nouns. We then examined the effects of these variables on a subset of 

these items in picture-naming, word-naming, lexical decision, and semantic categorization. (Stephen D.R. Bennett) 

Imageability estimates for 3,000 disyllabic words – We provide imageability estimates for 3,000 disyllabic words. 

Imageability is a widely studied lexical variable believed to influence semantic and memory processes. In addition, 

imageability influences basic word recognition systems. (Jocelyn Schock) 

Norms of valence, arousal, and dominance for 13,915 English lemmas – Information about the affective meanings of 

words is used by researchers … Three components of emotions are traditionally distinguished: valences, arousal, and 

dominance. [This is an extension of ANEW]. (Amy Beth Warriner) 

Opinion Lexicon: A list of English positive and negative opinion words or sentiment words (around 6800 words). This list 

was compiled over many years starting from our first paper (Hu and Liu, KDD-2004 (Liu) 

Perceptual and motor attribute ratings for 559 object concepts – To understand how and when object knowledge 

influences the neural underpinnings of language comprehension and linguistic behavior, it is critical to determine the 

specific kinds of knowledge that people have. To extend the normative data currently available, we report a relatively 

more comprehensive set of object attribute rating norms for 559 concrete object nouns, each rated on seven attributes 
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corresponding to sensory and motor modalities – color, motion, sound, smell, taste, graspability, and pain – in addition 

to familiarity. (Ben D. Amsel) 

Recognizing Contextual Polarity in Phrase-Level Sentiment Analysis – This paper presents a new approach to phrase-level 

sentiment analysis that first determines whether an expression is neutral or polar and then disambiguates the polarity of 

the polar expressions. [8,000 subjectivity clues (words)] (Theresa Wilson) 

Representational Aspects of Word Imageability and Word Frequency as Assessed Through Word Association – The results 

of this study point out that the concept nodes for high-imageability words contain more information than those of low-

imageability words and that relatively strong links depart from the former type of nodes.  Implications for a class of 

network models of memory are discussed.  [400 words: 240 nouns, 80 adjectives, 80 verbs] (Groot) 

Sensory experience ratings for over 5,000 mono- and disyllabic words – Sensory experience ratings (SERs) reflect the 

extent to which a word evokes a sensory and/or perceptual experience in the mind of the reader. [2,857 monosyllabic 

words, and 3,000 disyllabic words] (Yap) 

Senti Wordnet 3.0: An Enhanced Lexical Resource for Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining – In this work we present 

SENTIWORDNET 3.0, a lexical resource explicitly devised for supporting sentiment classification and opinion mining 

applications. [206,904 Entries] (Stefano Baccianella) 

The Toronto Word Pool: Norms for imagery, concreteness, orthographic variables, and grammatical usage for 1080 

words – Imagery was defined as the rated ease with which a word aroused a mental image, and concreteness was 

defined in relation to level of abstraction.  The degree to which a word was functionally a noun was estimated in a 

sentence generation task. [word validated by comparison to 1968 and 1978 studies] [contra Paivio, this study found no 

meaningful difference between men and women. Paivio found women tended towards extremes on 

pleasantness/unpleasantness]. (Michael Friendly) 

Timed Picture Naming in Seven Languages – “Time picture naming was compared in seven languages that vary along 

dimensions known to affect lexical access. Analyses over items focused on factors that determine cross-language 

universals and cross-language disparities.  With regard to universals, number of alternative names had large effects on 

reaction time within and across languages after target-name agreement was controlled, suggesting inhibitory effects 

from lexical competitors.  For all the languages, word frequency and goodness of depiction had large effects, but 

objective picture complexity did not. Effects of word structure variables (length, syllable structure, compounding, and 

initial frication) varied markedly over all languages. (Elizabeth Bates) [English, Spanish (Mexican), Italian, German, 

Bulgarian, Hungarian, Mandarin Chinese] [520 object pictures tested] 

UCSD Picture Naming Database: (Unknown)https://crl.ucsd.edu/experiments/ipnp/actobj/browsepics/browsepics.html 

[this website is completely broken, supporting article links broken, therefore: no reference.  Table is still available in link] 

https://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=Awr9ImayYwdbOJsA7h9XNyoA;_ylu=X3oDMTExa2MyY3N1BGNvbG8DZ3ExBHBvcwMx 

BHZ0aWQDVUlDMV8xBHNlYwNzcg--

/RV=2/RE=1527239731/RO=10/RU=https%3a%2f%2fcrl.ucsd.edu%2fexperiments%2fipnp%2factobj%2fgetdata%2factob 

jUS.xls/RK=2/RS=bQL7y5255miXndUFt_qDGEG_3U0-

Whissell Dictionary of Affect in Language - The Whissell Dictionary of Affect in Language is a tool for the statistical 

analysis of individual words, not according to their meaning, but the way they ‘feel’.  (Whissell) 

Wisconsin Perceptual Attribute Rating Database – Concepts vary markedly in the degree to which they make reference 

to different domains of sensory-motor experience. This page contains mean perceptual attribute ratings in 4 sensory-
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motor domains (Sound, Color, Manipulation, Motion) for 1402 words, as well as emotion ratings reflecting intensity and 

valence of emotional associations for the same words. (D.A. Medler) 

Word norms for blind and sighted subjects: Familiarity, concreteness, meaningfulness, imageability, imagery modality, 

and word associations – Normative values for word characteristics were obtained of 12 college-educated, totally 

congenitally blind subjects on the basis of their ratings of 161 nouns on scales of familiarity, concreteness, 

meaningfulness, and imageability. “modality” means what main sense does the blind person associate with the word: 
visual, auditory, tactile, taste, smell spatial, or none at all. (N. H. Johnson) 

Comments 
I have the following, brief, comments to make regarding these studies in general, that complicate, restrict, or otherwise 

qualify their utility for historical research: 

• Each of these studies is temporary, provisional, and dependent upon the social milieu, educational level, 

language and family background, age, etc. of the respondents. 

• Studies need to be repeated every 10 years (minimum) to be considered current, because the sentiment 

associations of words change somewhat rapidly, and the vocabulary to be tested changes over time as well. 

• Tracing the changes from decade to decade may reveal trends in language and socio-psychological trends as 

well, that are unobservable in any other manner. 

• If we could theorize how non-study data relates to the studies -> meaning, if we could somehow predict the 

results of the studies somehow reasonably reliably from the analysis of, in particular, written materials, then, it 

should be possible to estimate the studies in historical periods by applying the same techniques/transformations 

from written words to implicit ratings. 

• If said tables were then reverse built for historical periods, we could trace the development of people’s language 

use and emotional valences over time in an appropriate manner. 

• A serious weakness of all historical studies of emotion is how difficult it is to take a “word” or “word cluster” and 
back-project the word without also taking along with us our associations with the word.  Fear, Anger, Justice, 

Hate: we believe we intuitively understand these terms in their historical situations, yet, I seriously doubt that 

we do. 

• A serious weakness in all these studies is that they rely on average/mean ratings.  Individuals are not, however, 

averages of each other.  We should, instead, think of each one of these ratings as a range of values, not a 

mean/average.  Most quality studies provide the standard deviations for each of their measures.  I have not 

seen, though, any example modeled of how to consider sentiment as a range of values per measure as opposed 

to simply using the averages. 

• Another serious weakness in all these studies, is that the subjects tend to be college students.  College students 

do not have fully matured brains, much less the experience and capacity to understand emotion (terms) in many 

of their varieties and depths 

• Therefore, these studies need to be immensely more complex to be useful: they need to be sensitive to 

innumerable factors: age, race, gender, class, religion, …. And they simply are not. Thus, they’re useful, perhaps, 

on the most general level, and useless in the anthropological and linguistics/lexicon sense. 

• In prose fiction, characters themselves are not averages, nor is the author of a work only capable of using one 

‘register’ for the characters. 

• Text Readers would have their own word associations strewn across the text, and the text itself may alter those 

associations, both temporarily – similar to the use of ‘suspension of disbelief’ – and permanently – in what is 

sometimes called the ‘language as a virus’ model. 
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• Research may show that people who weigh strongly or weakly on some measures, have commensurate 

strengths/weaknesses on other measures: there may be ‘natural kinds’ of people not identified by psychology 
and sociology at this time. 

• It may be beyond a reader’s ability, then, to manage the multiplicity of empathic calls.  

• Authors may, indeed, totally misunderstand themselves the association networks of characters in their own 

works: such that the characters contradict what ‘would be’ on the external world. 

Notwithstanding all the above concerns and prevarications, I’ve carried out ordinary word-level techniques of sentiment 

analysis on the prose fiction corpus.  The full results are in the tables available online. Below are two simply derived 

tables that seem to show information of some interest.  The first table reveals that there is little variation in the overall 

measures over time in the period.  By that I mean, that the earlier and later decades under discussion have few 

measures that are even one standard deviation above or below the normal distribution.  To me this indicates that 

although there is variation in the data set, there is only a single decade period with a single m 

Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel 
Decade 

familiar pain smell color taste sound grasp motion 

1470s 0.011 0.007 0.012 0.012 

1480s 0.046 0.022 0.019 0.024 0.014 0.020 0.024 0.023 

1490s 0.064 0.029 0.025 0.030 0.020 0.026 0.033 0.024 

1500s 0.045 0.019 0.019 0.021 0.015 0.019 0.021 0.019 

1510s 0.061 0.028 0.025 0.030 0.018 0.024 0.031 0.024 

1520s 0.039 0.016 0.016 0.019 0.013 0.015 0.021 0.014 

1530s 0.042 0.021 0.017 0.021 0.013 0.018 0.023 0.020 

1540s 0.055 0.022 0.018 0.024 0.013 0.018 0.029 0.019 

1550s 0.052 0.028 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.022 0.027 0.026 

1560s 0.072 0.034 0.030 0.037 0.022 0.030 0.037 0.034 

1570s 0.056 0.031 0.022 0.031 0.017 0.023 0.032 0.029 

1580s 0.058 0.033 0.022 0.033 0.017 0.025 0.033 0.031 

1590s 0.065 0.035 0.025 0.036 0.019 0.027 0.037 0.033 

1600s 0.068 0.033 0.025 0.036 0.020 0.027 0.037 0.032 

1610s 0.062 0.034 0.023 0.034 0.018 0.026 0.036 0.032 

1620s 0.066 0.025 0.036 0.020 0.027 0.035 0.034 

1630s 0.072 0.027 0.041 0.021 0.031 0.039 0.040 

1640s 0.062 0.023 0.036 0.018 0.027 0.035 0.035 

1650s 0.053 0.025 0.020 0.027 0.015 0.021 0.029 0.023 

1660s 0.047 0.021 0.018 0.023 0.013 0.018 0.024 0.020 

1670s 0.045 0.020 0.016 0.022 0.012 0.017 0.023 0.018 

1680s 0.046 0.020 0.017 0.023 0.012 0.016 0.024 0.018 

1690s 0.047 0.020 0.017 0.022 0.013 0.016 0.025 0.018 

1700s 0.056 0.025 0.021 0.026 0.015 0.021 0.029 0.023 

1710s 0.053 0.025 0.020 0.026 0.015 0.019 0.030 0.022 

1720s 0.044 0.022 0.013 0.018 0.011 0.017 0.023 0.017 

0.025 0.012 0.012 0.012 

0.035 

0.041 

0.035 
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1730s 0.054 0.026 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.021 0.029 0.025 

Producing that table with percentiles shaded, yields at least a suggestion that there were some trends in the decades, 

with the dark red meaning the value is in the bottom 10th percentile, and bright blue meaning the value is in the 90th 

percentile. It would appear from this table that the vividness of language increased from the 1560s through 1640s, and 

appears to have peaked  in the 1630s (just before Cromwell, then): 

Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel 
Decade 

familiar pain smell color taste sound grasp motion 

1500s 0.045 0.019 0.019 0.021 0.015 0.019 0.021 0.019 

1510s 0.061 0.028 0.025 0.030 0.018 0.024 0.031 0.024 

1520s 0.039 0.016 0.016 0.019 0.013 0.015 0.021 0.014 

1530s 0.042 0.021 0.017 0.021 0.013 0.018 0.023 0.020 

1540s 0.055 0.022 0.018 0.024 0.013 0.018 0.029 0.019 

1550s 0.052 0.028 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.022 0.027 0.026 

1560s 0.072 0.034 0.030 0.037 0.022 0.030 0.037 0.034 

1570s 0.056 0.031 0.022 0.031 0.017 0.023 0.032 0.029 

1580s 0.058 0.033 0.022 0.033 0.017 0.025 0.033 0.031 

1590s 0.065 0.035 0.025 0.036 0.019 0.027 0.037 0.033 

1600s 0.068 0.033 0.025 0.036 0.020 0.027 0.037 0.032 

1610s 0.062 0.034 0.023 0.034 0.018 0.026 0.036 0.032 

1620s 0.066 0.035 0.025 0.036 0.020 0.027 0.035 0.034 

1630s 0.072 0.041 0.027 0.041 0.021 0.031 0.039 0.040 

1640s 0.062 0.035 0.023 0.036 0.018 0.027 0.035 0.035 

1650s 0.053 0.025 0.020 0.027 0.015 0.021 0.029 0.023 

1660s 0.047 0.021 0.018 0.023 0.013 0.018 0.024 0.020 

1670s 0.045 0.020 0.016 0.022 0.012 0.017 0.023 0.018 

1680s 0.046 0.020 0.017 0.023 0.012 0.016 0.024 0.018 

1690s 0.047 0.020 0.017 0.022 0.013 0.016 0.025 0.018 

1700s 0.056 0.025 0.021 0.026 0.015 0.021 0.029 0.023 

1710s 0.053 0.025 0.020 0.026 0.015 0.019 0.030 0.022 

1720s 0.044 0.022 0.013 0.018 0.011 0.017 0.023 0.017 

1730s 0.054 0.027 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.021 0.029 0.025 

Another taable, however, reveals that when the materials are classified by Genre rather than by Decade, there are 

values for certain genres that notably deviate from the standard distribution. (pink is 1 deviation below, blue is one 

deviation above, and green is two deviations above): 
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Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel 
genre 

familiar pain smell color taste sound grasp motion 

Advice Average 0.045 0.023 0.017 0.024 0.014 0.018 0.026 0.021 

Anti-Romance Average 0.060 0.030 0.024 0.030 0.018 0.024 0.034 0.028 

Astrology & Witchcraft Average 0.061 0.027 0.023 0.031 0.017 0.024 0.031 0.027 

British Historical Average 0.078 0.033 0.031 0.043 0.022 0.031 0.039 0.032 

Characters Average 0.066 0.035 0.025 0.037 0.019 0.028 0.038 0.036 

Chivalric Average 0.058 0.037 0.021 0.031 0.016 0.027 0.035 0.031 

Chivalric French Average 

0.026 0.010 

0.052 0.025 0.018 

0.013 

0.025 0.014 0.017 

0.014 

0.038 0.019 

Chivalry Theory Average 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.009 

Christian Exemplars Average 0.065 0.029 0.022 0.029 0.016 0.023 0.034 0.024 

Classic Average 0.037 0.017 0.014 0.019 0.011 0.016 0.020 0.018 

Classical Styled Average 0.047 0.021 0.019 0.024 0.012 0.020 0.020 0.020 

Classics Average 0.058 0.031 0.024 0.031 0.018 0.026 0.030 0.032 

Commonplaces Average 0.071 0.035 0.027 0.037 0.022 0.028 0.040 0.032 

Crime & Trial Fiction Average 0.067 0.027 0.025 0.030 0.018 0.027 0.033 0.028 

Curiosities Average 0.061 0.032 0.026 0.033 0.019 0.027 0.033 0.031 

English Chivalric Average 0.125 0.063 0.050 0.072 0.040 0.068 0.061 0.083 

English Historical Average 0.070 0.033 0.027 0.036 0.020 0.028 0.038 0.030 

English Romance Average 0.052 0.027 0.019 0.028 0.015 0.021 0.025 

English: Italian Emulated Average 0.028 0.013 0.010 0.014 0.006 0.010 0.010 

Exemplars Average 0.056 0.028 0.022 0.029 0.016 0.024 0.027 

Fantasy Average 0.059 0.021 0.022 0.027 0.016 0.019 0.026 0.017 

Fictional Biography Average 0.068 0.030 0.028 0.037 0.020 0.026 0.034 0.026 

French Historical Average 0.064 0.028 0.022 0.031 0.016 0.025 0.032 0.023 

French Mock Classic Average 0.036 0.016 0.013 0.017 0.009 0.011 0.022 0.014 

French Romance Average 

0.024 0.010 

0.036 0.015 0.012 0.017 0.009 0.012 0.018 0.013 

French: Classical Emulated Average 0.009 

German: Italian Emulation Average 0.061 0.025 0.026 0.031 0.014 0.018 0.025 0.017 

Gesta Average 0.054 0.027 0.021 0.028 0.016 0.023 0.028 0.024 

Historical Romance Average 0.053 0.027 0.023 0.028 0.016 0.024 0.023 0.029 

History Average 0.049 0.021 0.018 0.025 0.016 0.019 0.025 0.017 

India Average 0.081 0.047 0.039 0.044 0.025 0.040 0.036 0.052 

Italian Average 0.043 

0.011 

0.020 0.014 0.022 0.011 0.015 

0.013 0.008 

0.022 0.019 

Italian Romance Average 0.031 0.010 0.014 0.007 0.010 

Italian Styled English Average 0.051 0.029 0.020 0.029 0.015 0.023 0.027 0.028 

Jests Average 0.099 0.047 0.042 0.049 0.031 0.041 0.054 0.046 

Letters Average 0.046 0.020 0.016 0.021 0.013 0.016 0.027 0.017 

LOST Average 0.036 0.015 0.014 0.019 0.010 0.014 0.017 0.013 

Love Average 0.052 0.023 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.024 

Love Advice Average 0.049 0.026 0.016 0.027 0.013 0.018 0.029 0.024 

0.029 

0.012 

0.028 

0.012 0.005 0.008 0.011 0.008 
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Love Dialogue Average 0.069 0.040 0.024 0.040 0.020 0.030 0.035 0.036 

Love Exemplars Average 0.107 0.042 0.036 0.050 0.026 0.037 0.051 0.038 

Love Letters Average 0.053 0.024 0.018 0.022 0.014 0.016 0.036 0.021 

Love Philosophy Average 0.014 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.010 0.006 

Love Satire Average 0.042 0.019 0.015 0.020 0.011 0.014 0.022 0.017 

Mock Classic Average 0.020 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.007 0.008 0.010 0.007 

Modern Chivalric Average 0.050 0.029 0.019 0.028 0.014 0.022 0.028 0.025 

None Average 0.062 0.029 0.021 0.034 0.016 0.025 0.036 0.024 

NULL Average 0.050 0.025 0.019 0.026 0.013 0.021 0.027 0.023 

Ottoman Average 0.034 0.018 0.015 0.019 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.017 

Philosophy Average 0.024 0.011 0.009 0.012 0.007 0.009 0.014 0.010 

Picaresque Average 0.074 0.034 0.028 0.038 0.021 0.028 0.041 0.032 

Poetry Average 0.039 0.022 0.015 0.021 0.014 0.017 0.024 0.021 

Political Allegory Average 0.081 0.043 0.035 0.047 0.029 0.041 0.045 0.053 

Political Satire Average 0.047 0.026 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.022 0.025 0.027 

Pseudo-Biography Average 0.037 0.018 0.013 0.020 0.010 0.015 0.017 0.016 

Pseudo-History Average 0.041 0.020 0.016 0.020 0.012 0.017 0.018 0.016 

Psychology Average 0.049 0.027 0.019 0.028 0.016 0.020 0.028 0.026 

Religious Allegory Average 0.042 0.025 0.015 0.024 0.012 0.018 0.025 0.024 

Religious Exemplars Average 0.052 0.026 0.019 0.027 0.015 0.021 0.026 0.023 

Religious Satire Average 0.081 0.034 0.029 0.041 0.021 0.029 0.037 0.030 

Science Fiction Average 0.086 0.042 0.026 0.053 0.022 0.028 0.034 0.051 

Social Satire Average 0.059 0.031 0.021 0.032 0.017 0.023 0.036 0.029 

Spanish Average 0.055 0.030 0.019 0.030 0.014 0.022 0.028 0.026 

Spanish Chivalric Average 0.048 0.031 0.018 0.029 0.014 0.024 0.027 0.029 

Theory Average 0.051 0.026 0.020 0.027 0.016 0.021 0.032 0.024 

Travel Average 0.064 0.034 0.024 0.035 0.020 0.025 0.037 0.032 

Travels Average 0.080 0.035 0.026 0.044 0.023 0.027 0.031 0.034 

Unknown Average 0.083 0.048 0.032 0.046 0.026 0.035 0.048 0.042 

Utopia Average 0.054 0.027 0.020 0.029 0.015 0.022 0.026 0.027 

Utopia Love Average 0.070 0.039 0.025 0.038 0.020 0.029 0.042 0.036 

Misc Average 0.047 0.020 0.016 0.022 0.012 0.016 0.024 0.018 

And the highlighting by percentiles makes the data appear even more dramatic: 

Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel Amsel 
genre 

familiar pain smell color taste sound grasp motion 

Advice Average 0.045 0.023 0.017 0.024 0.014 0.018 0.026 0.021 

Anti-Romance Average 0.060 0.030 0.024 0.030 0.018 0.024 0.034 0.028 

Astrology & Witchcraft Average 0.061 0.027 0.023 0.031 0.017 0.024 0.031 0.027 

British Historical Average 0.078 0.033 0.031 0.043 0.022 0.031 0.039 0.032 
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Characters Average 0.066 0.035 0.025 0.037 0.019 0.028 0.038 0.036 

Chivalric Average 0.058 0.037 0.021 0.031 0.016 0.027 0.035 0.031 

Chivalric French Average 0.052 0.025 0.018 0.025 0.014 0.017 0.038 0.019 

Chivalry Theory Average 0.026 0.010 0.010 0.013 0.009 0.009 0.014 0.009 

Christian Exemplars Average 0.065 0.029 0.022 0.029 0.016 0.023 0.034 0.024 

Classic Average 0.037 0.017 0.014 0.019 0.011 0.016 0.020 0.018 

Classical Styled Average 0.047 0.021 0.019 0.024 0.012 0.020 0.020 0.020 

Classics Average 0.058 0.031 0.024 0.031 0.018 0.026 0.030 0.032 

Commonplaces Average 0.071 0.035 0.027 0.037 0.022 0.028 0.040 0.032 

Crime & Trial Fiction Average 0.067 0.027 0.025 0.030 0.018 0.027 0.033 0.028 

Curiosities Average 0.061 0.032 0.026 0.033 0.019 0.027 0.033 0.031 

English Chivalric Average 0.125 0.063 0.050 0.072 0.040 0.068 0.061 0.083 

English Historical Average 0.070 0.033 0.027 0.036 0.020 0.028 0.038 0.030 

English Romance Average 0.052 0.027 0.019 0.028 0.015 0.021 0.029 0.025 

English: Italian Emulated Average 0.028 0.013 0.010 0.014 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.010 

Exemplars Average 0.056 0.028 0.022 0.029 0.016 0.024 0.028 0.027 

Fantasy Average 0.059 0.021 0.022 0.027 0.016 0.019 0.026 0.017 

Fictional Biography Average 0.068 0.030 0.028 0.037 0.020 0.026 0.034 0.026 

French Historical Average 0.064 0.028 0.022 0.031 0.016 0.025 0.032 0.023 

French Mock Classic Average 0.036 0.016 0.013 0.017 0.009 0.011 0.022 0.014 

French Romance Average 0.036 0.015 0.012 0.017 0.009 0.012 0.018 0.013 

French: Classical Emulated Average 0.024 0.010 0.009 0.012 0.005 0.008 0.011 0.008 

German: Italian Emulation Average 0.061 0.025 0.026 0.031 0.014 0.018 0.025 0.017 

Gesta Average 0.054 0.027 0.021 0.028 0.016 0.023 0.028 0.024 

Historical Romance Average 0.053 0.027 0.023 0.028 0.016 0.024 0.023 0.029 

History Average 0.049 0.021 0.018 0.025 0.016 0.019 0.025 0.017 

India Average 0.081 0.047 0.039 0.044 0.025 0.040 0.036 0.052 

Italian Average 0.043 0.020 0.014 0.022 0.011 0.015 0.022 0.019 

Italian Romance Average 0.031 0.011 0.010 0.014 0.007 0.010 0.013 0.008 

Italian Styled English Average 0.051 0.029 0.020 0.029 0.015 0.023 0.027 0.028 

Jests Average 0.099 0.047 0.042 0.049 0.031 0.041 0.054 0.046 

Letters Average 0.046 0.020 0.016 0.021 0.013 0.016 0.027 0.017 

LOST Average 0.036 0.015 0.014 0.019 0.010 0.014 0.017 0.013 

Love Average 0.052 0.023 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.020 0.025 0.024 

Love Advice Average 0.049 0.026 0.016 0.027 0.013 0.018 0.029 0.024 

Love Dialogue Average 0.069 0.040 0.024 0.040 0.020 0.030 0.035 0.036 

Love Exemplars Average 0.107 0.042 0.036 0.050 0.026 0.037 0.051 0.038 

Love Letters Average 0.053 0.024 0.018 0.022 0.014 0.016 0.036 0.021 

Love Philosophy Average 0.014 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.004 0.005 0.010 0.006 

Love Satire Average 0.042 0.019 0.015 0.020 0.011 0.014 0.022 0.017 

Mock Classic Average 0.020 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.007 0.008 0.010 0.007 

Modern Chivalric Average 0.050 0.029 0.019 0.028 0.014 0.022 0.028 0.025 

None Average 0.062 0.029 0.021 0.034 0.016 0.025 0.036 0.024 

NULL Average 0.050 0.025 0.019 0.026 0.013 0.021 0.027 0.023 
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Ottoman Average 0.034 0.018 0.015 0.019 0.010 0.014 0.014 0.017 

Philosophy Average 0.024 0.011 0.009 0.012 0.007 0.009 0.014 0.010 

Picaresque Average 0.074 0.034 0.028 0.038 0.021 0.028 0.041 0.032 

Poetry Average 0.039 0.022 0.015 0.021 0.014 0.017 0.024 0.021 

Political Allegory Average 0.081 0.043 0.035 0.047 0.029 0.041 0.045 0.053 

Political Satire Average 0.047 0.026 0.020 0.028 0.015 0.022 0.025 0.027 

Pseudo-Biography Average 0.037 0.018 0.013 0.020 0.010 0.015 0.017 0.016 

Pseudo-History Average 0.041 0.020 0.016 0.020 0.012 0.017 0.018 0.016 

Psychology Average 0.049 0.027 0.019 0.028 0.016 0.020 0.028 0.026 

Religious Allegory Average 0.042 0.025 0.015 0.024 0.012 0.018 0.025 0.024 

Religious Exemplars Average 0.052 0.026 0.019 0.027 0.015 0.021 0.026 0.023 

Religious Satire Average 0.081 0.034 0.029 0.041 0.021 0.029 0.037 0.030 

Science Fiction Average 0.086 0.042 0.026 0.053 0.022 0.028 0.034 0.051 

Social Satire Average 0.059 0.031 0.021 0.032 0.017 0.023 0.036 0.029 

Spanish Average 0.055 0.030 0.019 0.030 0.014 0.022 0.028 0.026 

Spanish Chivalric Average 0.048 0.031 0.018 0.029 0.014 0.024 0.027 0.029 

Theory Average 0.051 0.026 0.020 0.027 0.016 0.021 0.032 0.024 

Travel Average 0.064 0.034 0.024 0.035 0.020 0.025 0.037 0.032 

Travels Average 0.080 0.035 0.026 0.044 0.023 0.027 0.031 0.034 

Unknown Average 0.083 0.048 0.032 0.046 0.026 0.035 0.048 0.042 

Utopia Average 0.054 0.027 0.020 0.029 0.015 0.022 0.026 0.027 

Utopia Love Average 0.070 0.039 0.025 0.038 0.020 0.029 0.042 0.036 

Misc Average 0.047 0.020 0.016 0.022 0.012 0.016 0.024 0.018 

Unsurprisingly, philosophy is consistently in the lowest percentile on every measure, and love and jests are consistently 

in the highest percentiles.  Also of interest is how different the French translations are from the English, and how the 

English work that is “mock Italian” mimics the Italian distribution rather than the English distribution. 

It is typical in the study of the History of Affect to look at works written in the period that tended to take a philosophical, 

comprehensive, or systematic approach to the emotions.  First, though, we should ask, where would people ‘learn’ 

about the emotions in their daily lives in a period? And, knowing that, what materials would be left behind that might 

help me identify how people in a group or period thought of / classified / organized / talked about their emotions. What 

are the domains of “emotions knowledge” in the 16th and 17th Century? 

1. Above all, theology: in the catechism that perhaps nearly all readers would have performed, and in the 

weekly to daily sermons that readers heard, the sermons read on Sundays (Sunday was a day of religious 

reading and discussion).  A lesson from extracting the prose fiction works from the bookseller auction 

lists is that books of Divinity were ubiquitous and overwhelming.  The prose fiction, poetry, and drama 

were of nearly no account in relation to the works on divinity in Latin and English. 

2. The word networks that can be developed out of the handful of “Best Sellers” that apparently nearly 

every ‘educated’ person of the 17th Century possessed, for example: Reynolds, Burton, Bunyan 

3. In the ephemera that have nearly all disappeared: ballads, ‘news papers’, weekly and monthly sheets of 
events, and the like.  

4. In conversation, which is almost completely lost. 

5. Importantly, in the letters and collected papers of individuals. 
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6. In diaries. 

7. In Drama, especially considering the deep moralizing allegory of most drama of the entire period. 

8. The Bible itself, of course. 

9. The popular accounts of the history of England and the Chivalric Matter of England (Arthur Romances 

etc.). 

10. For the 16th Century, for the reading public (a small subset of the wealthy): Machiavelli, Aurelius (hence, 

Stoics), Aristotle (for the entire period, really), Castiglione (on “courtly manners”). 

A great many of those domain materials are available in full text and can be easily researched programmatically.69 As 

mentioned in the introduction, there was a general attitude in the churches in the period against the outward display of 

emotionality.  Being physically emotional was considered immoral.  The distinction between “the passions” and “the 

emotions” rested on this little recognized divide. In the Westminster Confession of Faith70 [a document, incidentally, 

prepared with the hope that the Irish, Welsh, Scottish, and English people could be united religiously by the work of the 

great divines of the mid-16th Century], includes in the essential attributes of God an absence of the passions, but not an 

absence of emotions: 

There is but one only living and true God, who is infinite in being and perfection, a most pure spirit, invisible, 

without body parts, or passions, immutable, immense, eternal … most loving, gracious, merciful, long suffering, 

abundant in goodness and truth … 

As noted in the introduction, the Westminster Catechism would have been memorized or at least read and heard by 

nearly every English author of the later 17th Century. The Confession of Faith itself, had an even deeper audience: it is 

probably that nearly every English person literate or not literate was exceedingly familiar with the Confession.  Even 

today the Confession is in broad use and is routinely memorized in the United States and England.  And so this ideal of 

‘reserve’, the feeling of emotion without the outward display of emotion, can form a key taxonomical basis for period 

approaches to the affective world.71 

The more traditional approach is to look specifically at works that take, as their subject, the emotions. The “history of 

emotions” is normally approached by a review of the great philosophers and theorists who have tried to make 

exhaustive, complete, or encompassing discussions of the emotions, as if they were an object that deserved analysis in 

its own right. The tenuous connection of such studies to emotions as thought and practiced in the ‘public’ seems to 

rarely trouble the (literary) historian - even (worse?) is the approach of considering only those works that are deemed 

influential on later work, that are inserted into a ‘tradition’ of ‘important developments’ [Darwin again]. 

There are a number of sources from 16th and 17th Century whose authors made an effort at systematizing the study of 

the emotions.  Although each author, individually, had a different approach, and, in detail, discussed disparate 

emotions, there are many points of agreement between authors as to the emotions of primary significance, as shown in 

the table below. 

69 At this time I have prepared the TCP1 corpus for analysis (approximately 26,000 works), but have not completed the effort. 
70 Chapter II, first item “Of God, and of the Holy Trinity” 
71 The same words quoted above also help to explain another distinction familiar in the period: for God exists without body parts, 
that the human body itself is ‘ungodly’ and so just as the emotions should be divorced from the passions, so the body itself should 
be divorced from the ideal, spiritual, human. 
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16th to 17th Century Emotions 

Lipsius Montaigne Reynolds Digby Descartes Senault Chambre Hobbes More Malebranche Spinoza Locke LeBrun 

1584 1590 1640 1644 1648 1649 1650 ff 1651 1668 1675 1677 1689 1698 

(published) 

Anger x x x x x x x x 

Aversion x x x x x 

Boldness x x x x x 

Desire x x x x x x x x x x x 

Despair x x x x x x x 

Contempt x x x x 

Courage x x x 

Cowardice x x x 

Delight x x 

Empathy 

Compassion x x 

Pity 

Envy x x x x x x 

Esteem x x x 

Fear x x x x x x x x 

Hate x x x x x x x x x 

Hope x x x x x x x 

Indignation x x x 

Joy x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Love x x x x x x x x x x x 

Shame x x x x 

Sorrow x x x x x 

Jealousy x x x 

Sadness x x x 

Wonder x x x x 
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Comments Continued 

Several of these authors may not be familiar to most readers, perhaps not even familiar to most readers of 16th and 17th 

Century prose fiction. Yet, in terms of ‘books sold’ [and who knows how to transfer books-sold knowledge to books 

read?72] these authors were more broadly read than authors who we think of as being ‘historically important’ or 

‘influential’. 

For several of the terms I then did a link analysis of the term in the major genre groups, to see how differently (or not) 

the word fit in the word-network surrounding it.  The full results are in the data folder for this dissertation, and I include 

a few of the results here: 

This link analysis is for the word “ANGER” for my 1590’s control group.  The control group spans genres, and is defined 

simply by the decade in which the documents appeared.  It is not simple to interpret these sorts of charts. I do notice 

that ANGER has a close connection to words describing its duration: gone, stay, longer; and even when the close 

connection is with a word regarding discovery, such as “finding” or “thinking”, those discovery words themselves then 

link closely to duration words such as sooner, going, hour, continued. It also seems that of the senses most closely 

associated with anger is the sense of “hearing”. 

72 Two curious facts about research in printed works of this early period: there is almost no published research on what the print-run 
of each work was, even though some of that material could be researched and learned. Therefore, we don’t know how many copies 
of an individual work would were printed.  The best estimate is something like 500-1000 copies based on the life of the type, the 
number of impressions that could be struck. Knowing that, there is still almost no research on how many copies were sold / were in 
circulation, nor do we know how works circulated once sold.  A huge amount of information could be systematically gleaned from 
data now available. I can say with confidence that 1,000s and 1,000s of copies of Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy were printed, and 
the book circulated.  Many copies have marginal notes that show that the book was read.  The many references to the book in other 
books supports its wide readership. 
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0.988 

0.991 

0.990 

For the 1690’s control group, however, ANGER has quite a different network: 

ANGER is now nested in several other Keywords regarding emotions: PASSION, LOVE, SAD.  There is only one possible 

time word still associated with ANGER, “ever”.  Also, the sense with which ANGER is most closely related is now 

“seeing” rather than “hearing”.  ANGER seems, finally, to have shifted from its relationship to actions (further research 

might show the earlier ANGER was related to combat or violent actions, for example) to a relationship with LOVE , 

revenge,  and matters of the heart. How it it,  that over the 100 year period, that ANGER has shifted in this way.  Or, 

this is best thought of as the shift in literature from “maidens” to “maids”? 

These are just control groups, however.  In the French translations, ANGER has a much simpler network of relations, and 

the networks surround interpersonal relationships and responsibility.  It also appears that ANGER is not only more 

introspective, but retrospective: 
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One final example will be drawn from the translations from the Spanish – mostly works of Chivalry.  In these, we can see 

the positive uses of ANGER: close link to COURAGE, and its purpose not in matters of the heart, but of being harnessed 

for righteous combat: 

Notice, once again, that the sense ANGER is most associated with is sound (“NOISE”) which is consistent with the 1590s 

English documents. The shift from sound to sight may well be a change worth investigating generally through the 

1600’s. 
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56 Metaphor Networks 

Table 3.1: The lexical legacy of humoral theory 

Humoral concept 

1. phlegm 

2. black bile 

3. yellow bile 
4. blood 

English 

phlegmatic 
('calm, cool, apathetic') 

spleen ('sadness') 

bilious (' angry, h;:ascible') 
full-blooded 
('vigorous, heart, sensual') 

Source: After Geeraerts and Grondelaers (1995). 

French 

avoir un 
phlegme 
imperturbable 
('to be imperturbable') 
-melancolie 
('sadness, moroseness') 
co/ere ('anger') 
avoir du sang 
dans /es veines 
('to be spirited') 

The period I am working with begins firmly planted in pre-Renaissance England.  There is, in that period, no 

real contender to replace the humoral theory of personal health and a humoral expression of each emotion 

experienced by the individual. And, despite the Enlightenment, not only does the humoral theory linger in 

our descriptions, perhaps our conceptions, of the ‘meaning’ of emotion terms today, but also by the end of 

the 1600’s, the humoral theory continues to be more or less the only theory of emotion current generally 

amongst educated people.73 Samuel Pepys journal is dense with humoral explanations for his and his 

acquaintances’ most minute ills, desires, and disappointments.  The ‘end’ of the dominance of humoral 

theory lies beyond the period of this discussion. 

That even the 18th Century is still importantly “medieval” is a theme developed by Becker in his work The 

Heavenly City of the Eighteenth-Century Philosophers.  The massive intertwining of religion and every 

aspect of life in the entire period we are working with in this dissertation is well described by him in 

reference to a later time and the most intellectual persons of that time: 

With the best will in the world it is quite impossible for us to conceive of existence as a divinely 

ordered drama, the beginning and end of which is known, the significance of which has once for all 

been revealed. (12) 

But, if we examine the foundations of their faith, we find that at every turn the Philosophes betray 

their debt to medieval thought without being aware of it. … They had put off the fear of God, but 

maintained a respectful attitude toward the Deity. They ridiculed the idea that the universe had 

been created in six days, but still believed it to be a beautifully articulated machine designed by the 

Supreme Being according to a rational plan as an abiding place for mankind.  The Garden of Eden 

was for them a myth but they looked enviously back to the golden age of Roman virtue … They 

73 (Trim) 
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renounced the authority of church and Bible, but exhibited a naïve faith in the authority of nature 

and reason. They scorned metaphysics, but were proud to be called philosophers. They dismantled 

heaven … retained their faith in the immortality of the soul. They courageously discussed atheism, 

but not before the servants. … They denied that miracles ever happened, but believed in the 

perfectibility of the human race.74 

The organization and discussion of the emotions might well be better thought of as being theorized before 

the Renaissance, in the thinking of Aquinas than in Lipsius and Montaigne, no matter how widely read we 

believe them to have been in the 17th Century.  For Aquinas, every passion is defined by its movement 

towards or away, and whether it is movement towards or away a good or an evil.  ‘Good’ precedes ‘Evil’, 

‘Towards’ precedes ‘Away’. Passions are in the soul, are drawn toward their objects, and are therefore 

appetitive.  It is a sensorial appetite, not an intellectual appetite.  The first distinction between passions are 

those that are concupiscent and those that are irascible. Concupiscent passions are good or evil absolutely 

[joy, sorrow, love, hatred], irascible are those in which the good and evil is complex [fear, hope]. 

Concupiscent passions are drawn to or away from their objects.  Irascible passions are conflicted toward 

good and evil, and a confliction of approach and avoidance. [Ex: a good which is difficult or arduous to 

obtain is good in that we want it - hope - but is also bad in its difficulty - despair.] Love is the first 

Concupiscent passion, Hope is the first irascible passion. Joy, Sadness, Hope, and Fear are the four primary 

passions, in which all others culminate.  The objects of the passions may be good in their effect [a good 

conferred on another], good in their ends [the good of obtaining a goal for oneself], or good in principle.75 

Theories of the Passions, at least for the two hundred year period under discussion, fell into four general 

classes: (1) Catholic theological discussions centered the Aquinian model, (2) Protestant theological 

discussions, (3) Natural Law approaches trying to find the Christian virtues in natural world and reason 

necessities, and (4) Scientific approaches that attempt to define the passions not moralistically but 

physiologically.  I discuss ever so briefly several of these in the next few pages.  Each of the authors 

discussed identify a core of shared Passions for discussion.  It would be straightforward to generate some 

word-network relationships for each of those key terms in order to help distinguish their approaches, which 

the tools that make up the bones of this dissertation support. 

The idea that there is some puritan approach to the passions – against which perhaps The Libertines could 

be thought of as reacting – is reasonably well-founded, and can be seen in discussions of reformed 

approaches to religion in the 16th and 17th Centuries.  Warne describes puritan approaches to the Passions 

in this manner76: 

One of the essential aspects of Puritan ethics is that moral and emotional development is 

teleological; that is, all motivation for actions and emotions is directed towards an end. … it is 

generally agreed that the end of all humankind seeks is happiness.  In other words, the Puritans 

were eudaimonistic. However, where Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas used the word ‘happiness’ to 

represent the end of action and human life, Puritans used a variety of terms, including ‘peaceable 

74 (Becker) 12, 31-32 
75 (Aquinas) question 32 answer 7, for example, see generally questions 22-48 
76 (Warne) 195 
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disposition’ or ‘rest.’  … Happiness is akin to the perfection of our being, a perfection that 

represents an exceptionally ontologically rich concept that involves the whole of a person, both 

body and soul. … It is important to emphasize that this happiness is a disposition that involves the 

possession of virtues. 

… the passions need to be ordered by the rational part of the soul. In order to possess virtue, one 

must appropriately balance this relationship between the passions and reason … In order for one 

to possess virtue, the passions must be controlled by reason …. To moderate the passions, and thus 

to possess virtue, is to find a mean between two extremes. For example, the mean between 

cowardice and rashness is courage; the mean between wastefulness and miserliness is generosity, 

and so on. 

At the broadest, most popular level, would be the Protestant attitude towards the emotions described in 

the Westminster Larger Catechism.  This Catechism would have been studied by perhaps every member of 

the Church of England as well as many of the Protestant denominations in England that were not strictly 

Anglican.  Passions are not systematically analyzed in the Westminster Catechism, but the general attitude 

and approach to emotions and feelings are rehearsed again and again throughout the work.  It is probable 

that nearly every English author born after the 1630’s would have had some close acquaintance with the 

entire catechisis, both by having had a copy in the family home, from having studied it as part of the 

author’s education, and through the daily to weekly sermons that the writer would have attended to each 

week.77 

Question 105: … the neglect of anything due to him [God], … self-love, self-seeking, and all other 

inordinate and immoderate setting of our mind, will, or affections upon other things, and taking 

them off from him in whole or in part; … carnal delights and joys; … 

Question 135 [regarding thou shalt not kill]: The duties required in the sixth commandment are, all 

careful studies, and lawful endeavors, to preserve the life of ourselves and others by resisting all 

thoughts and purposes, subdoing all passions, and avoiding all occasions, temptations, and 

practices, which tend to the unjust taking away the life of any; by just defense thereof against 

violence, patient bearing of the hand of God, quietness of mind, cheerfulness of spirit; a sober use 

of meat, drink, physic, sleep, labor, and recreations; by charitable thoughts, love, compassion, 

meekness, gentleness, kindness; peaceable, mild and courteous speeches and behavior; 

forbearance, readiness to be reconciled, patient bearing and forgiving of injuries, and requiting 

good for evil; comforting and succoring the distressed and protecting and defending the innocent. 

77 (Various) Westminster Confession of Faith 
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The culmination of the Reformed systematic theologies may well be Frances Turretin’s Institutes of 

Elenctic78 Theology79 who addresses, again, not systematically, the passions as being things to be controlled 

through denial: 

Eleventh Topic - the law of god: But self-denial, the bearing of the cross and the imitation of Christ 

are contained in the law, if not expressly, at least impliedly and as to sense. We cannot love God 

with all our heart without being prepared to deny ourselves … 

Ninth Topic - on sin: Every virtuous deed is a sin, unless it rises from the see of true faith; it 

becomes a source of guilt, and its barren glory heaps up punishment for itself. 

Not to deny the Roman Catholics their own say in the matter [Catholics hung on in England quite well 

during the entire period], Robert Bellarmine (whose works were the great theological and catechistical 

response to Luther and Calvin) enumerates numerous sins in his Catholic Catechism during his discussion of 

the seven capital sins (for some reason called “deadly” in our common English usage today) - namely 

pride/vainglory, avarice, lust, envy, gluttony, wrath, and sloth – explaining their label this way: “they are 

called capital because they are the heads of so many others, which proceed from them like branches from 

the root and rivers from a font.”80 Bellarmine explains sins & virtues in a general context, and follows 

Aquinas in describing the passions as concupiscible or irrascible81: 

God sees that against the tricks of the devil the human race must have contempt of worldly goods, 

fleshly pleasures, an abundance of wealth, earthly glory, and the like, which are the snares of the 

devil and plunge those they have trapped into destruction and damnation. … 

The queen of virtues in the Lord of virtues has as companions magnificence, effusive liberality, 

incredible kindness and generosity, unheard-of patience and long-suffering, a more than fatherly 

affection and sweetness, never-failing truthfulness and fidelity, a mercy that fills heaven and earth. 

Hobbes in his Leviathan is likely at least familiar to most English studies students, being a safely ensconced 

member of the philosophical canon.  Lesser known writers, who were, in the 17th Century, more widely 

read, more influential, and now more forgotten, also gave thorough, theoretical discussions of the Passions 

proper: in treatises meant to systematically handle questions about their functioning and interrelations.  

Henry More’s An Account of Virtue is a complex, Aristotelian work. More divides the passions into four 

classes, each lower class more derivative and combinatory than the previous. And passions also are divided 

78 From Wikipedia: “The term "elenctic" is derived from the Greek verb elengchein. In Homer the verb has the meaning 
of "to bring to shame." it is connected with the word elengchos that signifies shame. In later Attic Greek the 
significance of the term underwent a certain change so that the emphasis fell more upon the conviction of guilt, the 
demonstration of guilt. It is this latter significance that it has in the New Testament. Its meaning is entirely ethical and 
religious.” “Elenctics, in Christianity, is a division of practical theology concerned with persuading people of other 
faiths (or no faith) of the truth of the Gospel message, with an end to producing in them an awareness of, and sense of 
guilt for, their sins, a recognition of their need for God's forgiveness, repentance (i.e. the disposition to turn away from 
their sin) and faith in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord.” 
79 (Turretin) 
80 (Bellarmine) p.212, chapters 16ff detail each sin using a broad number of emotions as exemplars 
81 (Bellarmine, Spiritual Writings) p.137 etc. 
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into Primitives and Derivatives.  An individual passion is made up of three principal components (Sensations 

+ Imagination + Education). More also discusses Customs, Inclinations, Fancies as other contributing 

components. The primitive passions, upon which all others are constructed, are love, hatred, joy, grief, and 

cupidity [desire]. 

(Bishop) Edward Reynolds wrote his Treatise of the Passions and Faculties of the Soul of Man in 1640, 

before his ejection from Cambridge over the Engagement controversy (the oath of loyalty demanded by 

Cromwell to any government in power in England for the good of England, regardless of royalty and 

lordship).  Reynolds’s approach is closer to what would become a natural theology, looking to human 

reason as the establishing force behind the use and management of the Passions, rather than looking to the 

Bible itself for examples and theorization of the place of the Passions in revealed life82: 

Now Passions may be the subject of a threefold discourse, natural, moral, and civil. In their natural 

consideration, we should observe in them, their essential properties, their ebbs and flows, their 

springings and decayings, the manner of their several impressions, the physical effects which are 

wrought by them; and the like. (36) In their moral consideration, we might likewise search, how the 

indifferency of them is altered into good or evil, by virtue of the dominion of right reason, or of the 

violence of their own motions; what their ministry is in virtuous, and what their power and 

independence in irregular actions; how they are raised, suppressed, slackened, and governed, 

according to the particular nature of those things which require their motion. In their civil respect, 

we should also observe how they may be severally wrought upon and impressed; and how, and on 

what occasions, it is fit to gather and fortify, or to slack and remit them; how to discover, or 

suppress, or nourish, or alter, or mix them, as may be most advantageous; what use may be made 

of each man’s particular age, nature, propension; how to advance and promote our just ends, upon 

the observation of the character and dispositions of those whom we are to deal withal.  

The order which I shall observe in setting down the honour and corruption of them in general, shall 

be this: first, according to the antecedent of their motion, and acts; secondly, according to the acts 

themselves; and thirdly, according to the consequents of them. … For the third, the dignity of 

passion chiefly consists in a consonancy and obedience to the presecription of right reason : for 

there is in man’s faculties a natural subordination, whereby the actions of the inferior receive their 

motion and direction from the influence of the higher. Now appetite was in beasts only made to be 

governed by a sensitive knowledge: but in man, sense ought not to have any commanding or 

moving power, but only instrumental, ministerial, and conveying, in respect of the object. The 

action of sense, was not, from the first institution, ordained to touch the affection … The corruption 

then of passion in this respect, is the independence thereof upon its true principle: when it stayeth 

not to look for, but anticipates and prevents, the discourses of reason; relying only on the 

judgement of sense, wherewith it retains an undue correspondence.  … When affections are 

disjointed from reason, and cast off the reins whereby they should be guided, there cannot be that 

sweet harmony in the motion thereof, which is required to the weal of man’s nature. 

82 (Reynolds) 34ff 
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Kenelm Digby’s work A treatise of the passions and faculties of the soule of man : with the severall dignities 

and corruptions thereunto belonging was also published in 1640. Digby, a Catholic (Reynolds was 

Presbyterian), was known as a serious and distinguished scientist in England.  What is of particular note is 

that Digby anticipates the extremely similar work by Descartes published a few years later. Digby’s 

“pseudo-science” reads like this83: 

Now, their bodies or similitudes if they be reverberated from the fantasy or septum lucidum upon 

the little roots of the nerves of the fixed couple which go to the heart, they must needs work there 

a proportionable impression to what they wrought upon the fancy, either compressing or dilating 

it; and the heart being extremely passive, by reason of its exceeding tenderness and heat, cannot 

choose but change its motion, at the least in part, if not in the whole; and this with relation to two 

causes, the one the disposition of the heart itself, the other the vehemency of the stroke. This 

change in motion and different beating of the heart, is that which properly is called passion; and is 

ever accompanied with pleasure or with grief, according to the nature of the impressions that 

either contracts or dilates the heart and the spirits about it … 

Language analysis techniques should allow a deeper understanding of the impact of the theorizations of 

emotion on prose fiction in the period: what emotion words are most commonly used in fiction, how are 

those words situated with each other, and are there contexts that reveal implicit scientific, natural, or 

religious underpinnings for the emotions expressed by authors, or by particular characters, in the works. 

Religion 
The literature of the 16th and 17th Century includes an astoundingly minute and exhaustive analysis of 

Christian Virtues, and of particular emotions. Love takes the center stage in many works: the number of 

distinctions, the varied approaches, love’s situational complexities, love’s diversities, the difficulties with 

reconciling love provisionally and absolutely, its challenges, successes, failures …. There are literally 

100,000’s of pages of prose fiction, poetry, drama, and theoretical expositions in the period regarding love. 

There are philosophical essays, lengthy tomes of advice, epistolary exchanges, Italian & French & English 

variations, exemplars, and so forth that assume a precision and differentiation that has, literally, no 

equivalent in contemporary terms. The coverage generally of Christian virtues, of the emotions and 

concerns of a Reformation age, is similarly profound and important to the understanding of prose fiction 

works. 

Anne Davidson Ferry84 in Religious Prose of 17th Century England describes the deep intertwining of religion 

with daily life this way: 

The absence of anything consistently like a modern separation of “sacred” and “secular” matters 

explains (or is explained by) another characteristic of seventeenth-century religious thought.  

Religion not only pervaded or included the whole of experience. It was the interpreter of all 

experience.  Until the late seventeenth century, for almost all Englishmen, religion was not one 

83 (Digby) 
84 (Davidson Ferry) p.6 
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possible source of truth among alternatives, but the Truth, by which all other possible sources were 

to be judged. 

There is an educational context to nearly every literary work in the period. “The audiences for these works 

were assumed to be thoroughly familiar with Scripture, to have a solid knowledge of orthodox Christian 

doctrine, to be capable of following a theological argument, and to be faithful believers … as ordinary 

[people].” Just as when dealing with a Shakespeare play it is important to realize that so many of his plots 
and subplots were already familiar, even well-known, to his audiences, a sub-text of the prose fiction 

throughout this period is The Bible, its forms, and its stories.85 

The purpose of language, the reason for it, was a discussion of great theological importance.  Thomas 

Aquinas86 concerned himself with “the gratuitous grace that attaches to words …” 

The gratuitous graces are given for the profit of others, as stated above. Now the knowledge a man 

receives from God cannot be turned to another’s profit, except by means of speech. … A man not 

only speaks so as to be understood by different people, which pertains to the gift of tongues, but 

also speaks with effect … This happens in three ways.  First, in order to instruct the intellect, and 
this is the case when a man speaks to teach. Secondly, in order to move the affections, so that a 

man willingly hearkens to the word of God. This is the case when a man speaks so as to please his 

hearers … Thirdly, in order that men may love that which is signified by the word and desire to fulfill 

it, and this is the case when a man so speaks as to sway his hearers. 

Religion was one of the inspiring impulses for the search for a universal language that became ‘fashionable’ 

in the later 17th Century.  (Bishop) John Wilkins’s (a founder of the Royal Society of London for the 

Improving Natural Knowledge) concept was that religious differences were over “words” and not 

“meaning”, such that inconsistencies and contradictions abound because words were not being used with 

precision, or their relations to each other were under-determined. Poole cites example after example of 

how theorizers of the new universal language wished to return us to a pre-Babel eden through a new 

philosophical language.87 Bishop Sprat (a late 17th Century Catholic in England) observed that, “now men 
are generally weary of the Relicks of Antiquity, and satiated with Religious Disputs: now not only the eyes of 

men, but their hands are open, and prepar’d to labour: Now there is a universal desire, and appetite after 

knowledge, after the peaceable, the fruitful, the nourishing Knowledge …” So, if the language was an agent 

of the return to Eden, oddly knowledge was being compared to good fruit, which for me brings to mind the 

fruit of the tree of knowledge – that tree that led to man’s fall into sin and to Babel in the first place. The 

entire program, seeking a Universal Language, was a Reformation problem. Latin was the Universal 

Language for over 1,000 years in Europe, but by supplanting it with vulgar tongues the non-universality of 

85 Ferry’s comments demand that students of the period immerse themselves in studies of theology and Reformation 
history, which study is much deeper than a simple course on Bible as Literature and an overview of the Lutheran and 
Calvinist debates. The prose fiction is submerged into this sea of religious doctrine, leading me, as a student, to take 
dozens of online course on systematic theology, reformation doctrine, and hermeneutical methods. 
86 (Aquinas) Question 177 First Article p. 1916 
87 (Poole) 
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the Universal language became apparent, with a concurrent concern over the sufficiency and proficiency of 

any one natural language to conform to nature’s own organization.88 

Theory 

We must add the “emotional” dimension to all our thinking. For human experience has, at all times, all the 

sensual dimensions, AND the emotional dimension. There is no thought that is un-disturbed by emotion.  

Even in science, “truth” is the emotion that rings out loudly over its every pronouncement.  If science didn’t 

have “truth,” if science could be “opinion”, then it would lose its status. Which is exactly what every non-

science culture complains!  That “truth” need not be anchored to one logic.  “Logic” is a method of 

producing “true” statements.  When someone claims they live by an “other” logic, they are claiming that 

they have that “other” way of producing truth. 

We act as if emotions are there to be called upon “when needed”.  But in vain do I search for a “when” 
when no emotion is present.  I seek, somehow, the impossible emotion of “emotionlessness”.  Perhaps it of 

no consequence, superfluous. I might make the same decisions regardless of the feelings I carry along with 

them. However, the consequent memories will be hung with garlands of what I felt, and will be recalled 

vividly (why “vividly”? Because 80% of our processing life is visual data, because nearly all our 

contemporary metaphors are built with visuo-metaphorical language), with more intensity, in similar 

emotional circumstances. 

What would this emotional flow, the score, the accompaniment (not a harmony, not like one instrument 

accompanies a soloist – “accompaniment” like a partner, like a marriage, like a ‘without which the other 

cannot be’) if written, “look like”? 

In storytelling, in an oral culture, these lines have an overt measurement – the hand gestures, the face, the 

body movement, the music, the tones of voice, the audience, clapping, gasping, rowdy, a gentleman stands 

up and makes his way through the crowd (to pee, to take a call, to escape, to come closer …).  Still, those 

are actions, they are not representations or classifications of actions.  They are clues, guides, not signs, not 

names. 

With vision, we know how to represent all the possible wavelengths of light. If I wanted to write about 

color, how things look, I can be exhaustive: I can name all the possible colors, visible and invisible to 

humans, by measuring wavelengths and activations of rod/cone sensitivity structures 

https://graphics.stanford.edu/courses/cs178/applets/locus.html. 

88 (Paxman) Paxman discusses concerns surrounding how we fit the world to culture and ourselves through language, 
and how we fit ourselves and culture to the world through language.  Objectivists, in other words, vs. experientialists 
and constructivists. 
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But even adding more types of cones, more “colors” - as we scientifically understand them - do not appear: 

rather, more discrimination of shades of colors appear. A tetrochromat sees more nuances of color than a 

trichromat.  We can imagine aliens who extend their visual range, or who are pentachromats etc.: these 

aliens would see billions of different hues, might even group them into different discreet color groups.  For 

a pentachromat to reproduce all the colors visible to it, say, on a TV screen, they would need five 

“primaries”.  In other words, the “primary” colors of human vision are so because humans have three types 

of wavelength sensitive cones. 

With emotion, do we know how to represent all the possible types of emotion? To write about emotion, 

what are the foundations of emotion theory? If there were 7 or 12 different “primary” emotions, and they 

were to be mixed together, and had various additional factors that went with them as with color (color has 

hue, brightness, and saturation; emotion would have “the emotion”, valence (positive or negative), and 
intensity ‘perhaps’). A review of the visualization of emotion systems makes apparent that researchers in 

the affective sciences are guided by the models used to handle vision.  Yet, there is no “basis” for this 

comparison: what are the “cones” of emotion?  If there are seven or twelve primary cones of emotion, how 

do they relate to one another on a spectrum? What is it that each primary affective “cone” is sensitive to? 

A chemical in the blood stream? There are no answers at this time to even these most basic questions.  

Yet, without these answers, how should I approach the question of whether this affective accompaniment 

to every utterance, to my experience of time through life, is unique to me, is generalizable across humans, 

cultures, eras or ages, language groups, and so forth. Though the answer to the question is of the greatest 

importance to our lives, the question itself has been bracketed away from us because the page is a visual 
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field and its metaphorical relationship to language has been suppressed, along with a series of theoretical 

movements that have worked hand in hand in this one project: 

• Logic is alleged to be unemotional. 

• Science, in general, is a method and search for what “is”, and therefore is outside of emotion. 

Emotion covers over and injures science. 

• For nearly 2000 years, “emotion” has frequently been treated as a problem to be solved, rather 

than as a human fact to be embraced. This has lead people (not just Christians) to either idealize 

the suppression of all emotions, or to select a single emotion and raise that emotion to the ideal at 

the cost of all others (God “is” Love, “Above all things, Charity”). 

• Printed documents do not record emotions as such, only words.  Therefore, it seems possible to 

remove the emotional itself as a subject.  It is not on the page, awaiting discussion, and therefore it 

need not be discussed. 

• In general, affective displays are forbidden in academics, politics, and government.  The ideals of all 

these institutions are to submit everything to the logic of the law, or to philosophical principles, and 

thus “emotion” ceases to be the permitted basis for any action whatsoever.89 

• The less academic a body, the more ‘emotional’ it is judged to be, and the less ‘intellectual’ it is 
considered, weakening its truth-making status. Oral societies (vs. advanced literate societies), jazz 

music (vs. even contemporary classical music), street poets (vs. academic poets) … all are examples 

of the separation of emotion and reason, where reason holds the higher position. Everything that is 

emotional is either evil, dangerous, or escapes reason, escapes logic, escapes definition: emotion is 

the embodiment of irrationality and loss of self-control. Emotion, therefore, is anti-closure. 

So, it is worth looking at the representations of emotions in different visual systems.  When thinking about, 

say, 16th and 17th century English prose language expression, and knowing that a score of emotions must be 

carried with those expressions, how do we know how to score them? I use the same vectoring system as I 

did with Sidney, as a method.  Take all the terms that seem to denote emotional experience, and generate 

a system with them, each, separately, so that I can model the language that belongs to the expression of 

each emotion term, and then compare it to both 16th Century English expression of that “same” term, and 

20th/21st Century English of that “same” term, and then see how the clusters are different. 

A word, an emotion word, such as “angry”, has no anger in it. The word, without context, contains a 

suggestion, it is a pointer, a pointer in the computing sense of a string of [letters/numbers, we don’t even 

know, the pointer “is” without having to be represented] abstracted memory address that points the user 

to the place where useful information is stored [really “begins” – the pointer tells you where to begin 

looking, and it is up to you to look “how long” – to know when to stop looking, for example] [memory 

address, with the bleed of memories overflowing their containers – this emotion began here, but has been 

stored some “where” in me, such that it touches, in contiguity without firm borders, adjacent memories 

89 I heard an interesting story about Charles the 1st: that when he gained the English throne he called a debate 
between the Anglicans and the Puritans.  The Puritan representatives expressed their points with so little emotion, so 
little passion – as was their style – that Charles, who had been raised in Scotland, took their lack of impassioned 
bluster to mean that the points they were arguing for were not very important. This distinction often holds true in 
many social and interpersonal situations.  But in an academic context, there’s a more Puritan attitude toward the 
expression of emotion in debate. 
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and feelings, which, means, it’s a complexed system: each memory-emotion an insertion into an already 

‘full’ multi-dimensional ‘place’, it affects the neighbors, excites them, unbalances or re-balances them, 

strengthens them or weakens them]. Back to a word, say, “anger”, a word with nothing attached to it as 

word.  When we read, we voice the words, and it is the act of giving them a voice – whoever’s voice (always 

my voice, but also someone else’s voice, a trick) – which makes them emotional.  Perhaps, just perhaps, the 

word by itself vibrates its affect a bit when read alone.  “Anger”? Yes, I know anger, I’ve been angry.  Yet, 

the word hardly makes me angry – it predisposes me to feel anger, to think of things in an angry way. Show 

me “anger” “hatred” “murder” etc., and then ask me how I feel about various subjects … I’ve been 
“primed” as they say. It is easy to prime humans to lean towards certain actions and reactions, to prime 

them to feel a particular emotion.90 Nevertheless, the word, sitting there on the page by itself, is not 

“angry” in itself.  

Voicing is a requirement. Voicing is plucking the string of the word.  Sounding it using our auditory 

processing channels (regardless of whether or not you can “hear”, these details).  Use of the inner voice, 

then, is perhaps an important key to understanding a written passage. 

90 Subliminal advertising works by unconsciously priming individuals. I strongly suggest that you watch this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMropN6ft4Y [person is absolutely convinced that he chose a present he is about 
to receive although he entered the room wanting something else] and this video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dy75GtKsOAw [shopkeeper accepts blank pieces of paper thinking they are 
$4,500 in cash] 
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3.5 Results and Discussion 63 

Table 3.10 Emotion classification performance using global and local prosodic features compUled 
from the words of the utterances depending on their position 

Local features Glo.+ 
Emotions Global Dur. Pilch Energy Local Loe. 

Inilial words. average emotion recognition: 50.13 
Anger 40 20 33 47 53 57 
Disgust 33 33 27 33· 37 37 
Fear 37 33 17 53 50 43 
Happiness 20 13 40 20 40 47 
Neulral 23 23 47 30 43 43 
Sadness 30 23 37 33 40 47 
Sarcasm 60 40 43 73 63 67 
Surprise 30 23 43 30 47 60 
Avg. 34 26 36 39 47 50 

Middle words, average emolion recognition: 58.38 
Anger 50 17 43 53 57 60 

Disgusl 57 53 53 43 63 70 
Fear 60 23 30 67 67 70 

Happiness 33 30 50 30 40 43 

Neutral 43 20 53 37 60 67 

Sadness 40 27 47 37 50 57 

Sarcasm 30 67 33 57 63 63 

Surprise 30 40 40 23 50 37 

Avg. 43 35 44 43 56 58 

Final words. average emotion recognition: 64 
43 43 Anger 33 40 30 43 

Disgust 53 37 83 30 80 83 

Fear 67 10 47 57 60 63 

Happiness 23 33 33 ·23 30 33 

Neu1ral 70 33 80 53 77 77 

Sadne i;s 73 27 83 30 80 83 

Sarcasm 23 47 47 60 63 60 

Surprise 63 23 67 60 70 70 

Avg. 3 1 59 45 63 64 
5 1 

Avg. Average, Dur. Duration. Glo. Global. U)c. Local 

Table 3.1 I Overall emotion c lassification perfonnance by combining focal and global prosodic 

features computed from the words from different positions 

Ang. Dis. Fear Hap. Neu. Sad Sar. Sur. Avg. 

Initial+ 
80 60 63 65.38 

Middle+ 57 77 70 47 67 

Final + 
words 

So, a robust technique, modeled on all the oral, non-word-meaning ‘data’ available to a living human, still 

stumbles. Emotion, although it is not “words”, needs words to be communicated.  
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Fig. 2.9 Block diagram indicating various emotion recognition systems developed using the pro• 
posed spectral features. extracted from the entire speech utterance. sub-syllabic segments (vowel, 

consonant. and CV transition), and pitch synchronous analysis 

Even with “all” the data – with utterance level, global, and local prosodic features all accounted for, ‘read’ 

to the best of ‘our’ knowledge, it is very difficult still to recognize the emotion being demonstrated.  Yet, 

think how rarely in prose fiction it is for characters to miss recognize an emotion? Even rarer still, is that 

the narrator or teller of the event miss represents their own emotions or emotional attachments to a 

situation.  
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3.5 Results and Discussion 
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Fig. 3.4 Co mpari son of emotio n recognitio n performance using uuerance level global. local. and 

global+ local prosodic features 

The chart is almost counter-intuitive.  Sarcasm is nearly the most difficult tone to recognize for many 

language users, and yet, a nuanced spectral analysis of speech and face find sarcasm to be the easiest to 

recognize.  And, off the cuff, most people would testify that at least they know if someone is angry, yet, the 

spectral analysis of face and voice show that anger is the most difficult emotion of all to determine 

correctly.  It is counter-intuitive, but, perhaps, true? If you are angry with me, you had better tell me so, 

and not expect me to detect it from your tone of voice. 

A “rich poverty” in the word, print, because to properly re-inflate a printed word, the word must be re-

voiced. As the author is almost required to sound the words onto the page – when working very quickly, 

the implication of the sounds may be all that occurs – like the speedy playing of a token, a traversal of time 

from a train car rather than on foot along those same tracks - even as the author hand writes or types, 

encoding sounds into abstract shapes – or pressing keys in a particular order (which is more “sound” than 

the handwritten) (a pen scratches on a surface, or ink is laid into a fissure of paper) (ink is corralled, 

channeled, poured) – the author is pouring an emotional state into word choice, into the speed or 

readability of the work, all of which will be washed out, wrung out of the final product.  Unless you’re 

Robert Duncan. Then, when reading happens, what had been poured in and wrung out, is then pumped 

back in – more or less – depending upon where you were educated, how you read, how you were taught to 

read and by whom, how you have seen reading “done” and so forth. At which point you may take notes, 

suppress your own feelings “more or less” as self-created artifacts not appropriate to the text because they 

are not visibly encoded there.  Unless you are Professor Valente (attach a sample of one of his readings). 

What does Socrates sound like, and what language does he speak? We all KNOW an answer to this 

question, but we dare not answer it except over a glass of wine, late in the evening, amongst friends with 

whom we might laugh.  Socrates, my Socrates, is a solemn man speaking English that is Greek.  I know it’s 

Greek as it is created in my head, although the words are English, which I also know in my head.  He’s 

standing there, he’s a statue, wears a toga, we’re outside, he’s standing a bit above me and a few feet 

across from me, there’s grass.  I’m with many others. Sometimes we’re seated on marble benches (really!) 
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in a semi-circle. Often there’s food and cups.  Certainly the whole thing is out of some pastiche of movies 

I’ve seen. That’s my Socrates, he declaims a bit, he’s brilliant.  I daren’t speak up, I daren’t ask him any 

questions. 

Stepping back from what I “know” of the stories being related in a text, and rather than seeing each telling 

as “consistent” with each other “telling” simply because the words all get the same “story”, I want to re-

look at them from the standpoint of the emotional content, the facings, the demeanor, and all the other 

indications in the words that tell me something about the encoding.  Because the game isn’t to read the 

words into our reasonable minds, reading the “same words every time”.  No, the game is to re-inflate them 

into a performance. 

The idea of “reinflation” – that “writing” of any kind is a lossy encoding process – has great explanatory 

power, and even assists in the re-conceptualization of some things that we know from history, in a way that 

turns certain Western values on their “heads” so to speak. 

• Every writing system picks and chooses what to encode 

• Prior to that, every language picks and chooses what parts of human experience to encode. 

• It is relevant in this context to consider the LOT hypothesis – that experience is already encoded in 

some sort of “universal” human LOT ‘language’.  That ‘encoding’ is then further encoded into some 

other method of expression – which can be accomplished through any communicative form such as 

dance, singing, athletics and so forth. 

• Which, most generally, becomes a question of information – how is information encoded and 

streamed and then re-interpreted? How much information can be compressed into a single word? 

How many human-biological “neuro” abilities can be enlisted? For example, in a written language 

we get to use vision centers, language centers, and audio centers to parallel process what is 

written.  In an alphabetic written language that is not a “continua” allows us tokenize ‘words’ so 

that the audio system can be abridged – activated almost imperceptibly to the point of being only 

brought to consciousness ‘as necessary’ – and the visual system is used simply to recognize the 

tokens, such that we almost “unconsciously” activate a massive amount of our brain systems all 

folded – a manifold – into an expression of our will – freeing our “consciousness” “itself” to take on 

more explicit power.  On the other hand, a more visual language will actually encode more 

information, leaving less interpretative and controlling power to our explicit consciousness. Thus, a 

western alphabetic language is self-empowering perhaps, whereas other written languages are 

other-empowering.  

• Look again at the invented language, Ithquil, that tries to expansively encode everything, and 

compare that to the language Speedtalk described by Heinlein91 that tries to encode everything 

compactly, or, Basic English (developed to allow scientists to communicate with one another during 

the cold war) which tries to encode ‘only what is necessary’ to communicate data. Then consider 

communication and thought more efficient and precise.  An attempt at building Speedtalk can be found archived here: 

“crackpot schemes” page. 

91 From wikipedia: Robert A. Heinlein's novella Gulf (1949). Speedtalk is a logic-based language with complex syntax, 
minimal vocabulary, and a rich phoneme inventory (written with letters such as œ, ħ, ø, and ʉ); it would make both 

https://web.archive.org/web/20000503004430/http://fatmac.ee.cornell.edu/~ben/speedtalk.html, a subpage of the 
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“natural” human languages AS constructed languages meant to compress certain kinds aspects of 

human communication. 

• When written language is thought of as “compression” then it becomes possible to re-think writing 

systems as electing to take advantage of different types of compressibility: how many letters, how 

many diacritics, how many punctuation marks, will colors have meaning, are ideographs allowed, 

how will pauses be represented, tense markers, gender markers, …. The entire gamut of possible 

written languages.  As will be seen in the next section, the compression of language is a decision 

about “too much detail” and “too little detail.” 

• Now consider methods of Re-Inflation. 

• Rather than assuming that there was a mass illiteracy in the ancient world, requiring a particular 

scribal elite to be engaged in the compression / inflation process, we can instead consider that a 

particular person who wanted to communicate “something” in a written language would want to 

train the person who was going to inflate that language at the other end.  It wasn’t that the noble 

who got the missive couldn’t read, it was that the person who wrote the letter wanted the letter to 

be received with a specified and particular re-inflation.  Just as we have learned from text messages 

and e-mails that people to whom we write cannot – are incapable – of judging the tone of our texts 

and e-mails, every person who had ever sent a letter to someone else in the ancient world already 

understood that same lesson.  Therefore, trusted messengers were trained not simply to deliver a 

letter, but were also trained how to interpret it, how to perform it.  Which makes more 

comprehensible why so many messengers would be executed: they were not simply handing a 

letter to the king, they were acting tonally, as the voice of, as the body of, the king who wrote an 

offending demand.  

• Similarly, when we look at a pictographic language such as the meso-Americans used, instead of 

trying to find “alphabetic” elements there, as if ‘alphabetization’ was somehow superior to other 

‘izations’, we need to ask the question of what has been encoded, which human neuro-abilities are 

being made use of, and how would we be guided in re-inflating them. 

• As for the implicit Darwinistic implication – the general ‘fitness’ criteria92 – that is so hard for us, 

‘scientifically minded and educated’ individuals to deal with (do we ‘post-colonially’ wish to 
overcome these biases, or do we embrace them in some sort of winner-takes-all attitude) (the 

“Who mourns the Gepids” effect93) – we need to look at the prior to Darwin concepts of flow – 

which for communication systems mean that the language performances will rapidly find the most 

efficient methods of transmitting the signal parts that are most important to the people doing the 

communicating – and complexity - which for communication systems is simply going to point to the 

92 It would be helpful if there were a way to quantify “fitness”, some measure of how “adapted” some solution is to its 
space.  Work towards that exists, for example, Peck & Waxman’s “What is adaptation and how should it be measured” 
(Peck). Those authors define adaptation and a measure of relative fitness. “Fitness” may be a measure of the success-
probability of progeny.  Authors conclude: the greater the relative fitness, the greater the adaptation. The second 
requirement for a measure of adaptedness is this, “The value of adaptedness, for a given organismal type, should 
reflect how special that type is for a particular environment. That is, it should indicate the extent to which the 
organismal type is unique with respect to how high its relative fitness is in the environment.” What possible meaning 
could these essential features of Evolutionary processes - fitness, selection, adaptedness, progency – have for Literary 
Works? Why do we even discuss or imagine “Evolution” in Literary Criticism and Theory? 
93 Davis, Robert Murray. "Who Mourns the Gepids?." Southwest Review, vol. 86, no. 1, Jan. 2001, p. 105 
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fact that not only do humans even in a closed system continue to develop over time in some way in 

complexity, which, will tend to be a continual intensification and de-intensification of some aspects 

of the encoding / de-encoding systems. 

• When you consider the rise of alphabetic languages – they might, in fact, be symptoms of a very 

unstable cultural or political world.  Then, the separating of the continua script into ‘words’, is yet 

another ‘invention’ meant to build durability into something that was very fragile.  More and more 

emphasis must be placed on the explicit recognition of simple phonetic features as the confidence 

in perfected transmission is reduced.  In “” primitive cultures, there is almost no concern 

whatsoever that transmission will be polluted – the whole culture ‘itself’ is the transmitter and 

guarantee of perfect communication – there is no need to ‘write down’ or to even invent the 

‘writing down’ of anything, since the only possible way to extinguish the transmission of the 

information already assumes the destruction of the cultural group itself.  There is not imaginable 

situation where the group survives but the information is lost. 

• We know this is true because we have an actual example of this: the Pawnee Kurahus – we can see 

what was encoded in the words he used, we can see that he traveled to DC because he was 

concerned that the transmission of the information would fail due to the decimation of his tribe, 

and we can see how many aspects of information transmission were compressed into the words, 

movements, etc. of the rituals he transmitted.  Song, dance, words, inflection, ‘ritual’ objects, etc. 

are all elements of encoding information which, in the past, could be de-compressed by many, 

many tribal individuals. 

• Think of the sound of many languages, what we take as ‘musicality’ – see how ‘tunefullness’ is so 

important to us in the West, but in many other cultures, especially allegedly ‘primitive’ ones, you 

have to instead consider pitch, pace, rhythm, intonation, etc. etc. – the other features of language 

that are essentially discarded by our modern selves. 

• [elsewhere I made the gigantic enumeration of all the prosodic and sub-prosodic features of spoken 

language, yes?] [in terms of ‘emotional’ encoding, which humans are apparently terrible at re-

encoding even when hearing word isolates outside of context, and still humans are fairly terrible at 

re-encoding even when given whole sentences – we need large contextual structures to re-encode, 

which, for example, explains the India-n and Japanese theatric facial and body languages that 

present emotional contexts with precision through sign-forms] 

• The very inception of the written languages, then, is born of the necessities that only pertain to 

situations where one cultural group wants to dominate another cultural group without annihilating 

that other group.  In other words, it is something invented to project power in some form.  Are we 

any longer surprised, with that in mind, that the earliest written documents we can find seem to 

pertain to economic considerations? It is the projection of economic power that unequivocally 

requires that the parties at the receiving end of those projections must not be destroyed.  Economic 

power is only useful insofar as all parties survive the projection of that power. And hence, as an 

afterthought, the projection of political power is always, in effect, the projection of an economic 

desire.  It might be a matter of the emotional economy of the power hungry, or some other kind of 

economy.  The desire to project this sort of control – to command, to make know, to enlist, to 

terrify – has as its obvious testimony those other early uses of language: to chronicle, to write laws, 

to command, to “tell”, to justify.  
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• Then, perhaps, it isn’t until the Greeks that individuals locate in the written language the functions 

of an art-form – the concept of ‘literature’ in our sense of the word.  British prose fiction, then, is 

the re-purposing of a tool made for the projection of power into the realm of the arts. 

Whatever the author may or may not know about the characters, plots, themes, and so forth (there are 

vast and complex continua here from author to author, creator to creator), as the author creates, what we 

do know is that in the vast majority of cases, the reader of that communicative script does not know what 

will occur through the work.  And, so, the reader must have a reasonable understanding of how these 

“literary works of art” are going to work. Literary works are made up of written words, and how language is 

re-purposed, compressed, inflated, and re-enacted within them is a matter of training, convention, and 

immersion. 

Ingarden 

Because my dissertation takes, as its objects, “prose fiction”, I wish to make explicit my understanding of 

what works are included in the category and which are not. I will not pursue this inquisition with the idea 

of resolving the innumerable disputes that arise as soon as any person makes the attempt to specifically 

and clearly include or dis-include materials from some set of language signs based upon their observable or 

non-observable features.  My general approach is closer to phenomenology than deconstruction. Rather 

than trying to be ‘convincing’ vs. other approaches, and rather than problematizing the approach itself in 

light of the types of critiques of it that might be made, I will concentrate my limited time on a position that 

is defensible and hopefully clear. 

Usually there is little doubt what things are works of the ‘class’ “prose fiction” and what things are not.  

Most prose examples are easily assigned to the category, even if we seem incapable of agreeing as to why 

they are members of the category.  For the period in which I am working, the 16th and 17th centuries, the 

attributions to the class are sometimes less intuitive.  In general, the work of this dissertation is not 

‘bothered’ by subsequent inclusions or exclusions of works from its object. From contemporary literary 

theory standards, I am being reasonably restrictive in my concept of ‘literature’, and the argument will 

happily extend itself to more works as might be desired in the future. It is not the class of objects that 

makes the heart of the dissertation, but, it is the methods and approaches towards them (whatever they 

turn out to be) that justify the work. 

As expressed in the Introduction, I make use of a realist formal ontology as the ground-description through 

which the attempt to incorporate different world-view models (however they are constructed or 

determined) can reveal precisely how and, perhaps, where & why they differ from those produced by our 

best efforts toward a scientific, objective, taxonomy.  The BFO ontology, in fact, gives an indication of 

where literary works should be fit into itself, making use of a particular example, the book Robinson Crusoe. 

In the ontology, Robinson Crusoe, is an ‘objective’ ‘thing’ defined as a “generically dependent continuant”: 

We can think of generically dependent continuants, intuitively, as complex continuant patterns of 

the sort created by authors or designers … Each such pattern exists only if it is concretized in some 
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counterpart specifically dependent … the pattern of ink marks you just created [when I, for 

example, printed this dissertation]. 94 

To state that another way: the literary work of art is a complex pattern of words that is given concretization 

when it is expressed in any way: hand written, read aloud, typed out, displayed by pixels on a computer 

screen …  Arp et al. continue: 

Such patterns can be highly complex. The pattern of letters of the alphabet and associated spacing 

which is the novel Robinson Crusoe is concretized in the patterns of ink marks in this (and that) 

particular copy of the novel. Generically dependent continuants can be concretized in multiple 

ways; you may concretize a novel in your head. Databases, novels, dramatic scripts, musical scores, 

and other information entities are in some ways analogous to other created artifacts such as 

paintings or sculptures. They differ from the latter in that, once having been created, they can exist 

in many copies that are all of equal value. The novel Robinson Crusoe is an instance of the type 

novel, each printed copy is an instance of the type book. The novel Robinson Crusoe is a generically 

dependent continuant instance, an abstract pattern, made concrete through the acts involved in 

printing successive copies. In each of these copies there inheres a certain complex quality (of a 

certain quantity of bound paper and associated small piles of printer ’s ink), and each such complex 
quality concretizes the generically dependent continuant that is Defoe’s novel. In this way we can 

do justice to the fact that there is only one Robinson Crusoe, which does not change when 

additional copies are printed. 95 

I will make it exhaustively apparent in what follows in this dissertation, that each reading or, better, 

performance, of Robinson Crusoe, should be thought of as what Arp et al. describe as the execution of a 

complex musical plan, such that each human being realizes a work of prose fiction (and, indeed, any 

communicative work of any kind) by treating it as a ‘score’ where, previously, in English Departments, for 

example, we have treated them as somehow unique, stable(ish) (acknowledging Deleuze and Derrida) 

works: 

In the case of a work of music such as Beethoven ’ s Symphony No. 9 … The symphony is realized 

(manifested, performed) in those occurrent patterns of air vibrations that are instances of the type 

musical performance. The score itself is an instance of the generically dependent continuant type 

plan specification, which is concretized in the minds of the conductor and the members of the 

orchestra when they read and understand the score. This allows them to create (and to realize as 

they perform) a plan, which is a complex, realizable dependent continuant that exists (in slightly 

different but mutually compatible forms) in the minds of multiple human beings; it is realized when 

conductor and orchestra work together to create the already mentioned pattern of air vibrations.96 

Considering the penetration of the Cognitive Sciences into some work in English Departments as Cognitive 

Literary Studies, as well as the proliferation of work by people in fields labeled (unfortunately at times) as 

Digital Humanists, I would expect to have been published a concurrent, vast, and detailed inquiry into the 

94 (Robert Arp) pp. 104-105 
95 (Robert Arp) p.106 
96 (Robert Arp, 2015) p.107 
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phenomenological contours of the literary work of art. The revival of interest in Lev Vygotsky’s work 

Thought and Language is a feature of the rumbling beginnings of an approach to our understanding of 

words in literary works, forming a subtle base to literary linguistics in the same manner that Saussure’s 

semiotics were an underpinning of (post) structuralism.  However, since I cannot seem to locate any 

contemporary, careful theorization of the contours of literature, I have chosen to bring attention to that 

foundational work with which readers may well be familiar: Roman Ingarden’s The Literary Work of Art. 

Although I do not agree with all he concludes in his study, I find little to debate in what he uncovers.  Which 

is to say, I believe him to be correct in most of his analyses, but, with the great advances in the cognitive 

sciences and the tremendous computational power and techniques developed for other fields over the past 

decade or so, what had seemed absurd or untenable to Ingarden, is, to me, practical and necessary.97 With 

only a few comments, I will summarize his discussion in an unfairly brief manner: 

The first difficulty we meet is posed by the question: among what kind of objects is the literary 

work to be included – the real or the ideal? (9). … Ideal object are not subject to change … Real 

objects, on the contrary, undoubtedly can change. … Assuming this, let us ask whether a 

determinate literary work, e.g. Goethe’s Faust, is a real or ideal object? (10) … No one will dispute 
the fact that that it is possible to change a literary work in the event that the author himself sees fit 

to delete this or that passage and introduce another.  In spite of this, the literary work can remain 

“the same” – provided the changes are not too far-reaching.  Hence, on the basis of these 

assertions, one must consider the literary work a real object. At the same time, who would want to 

deny that this same Faust is an ideal object?  For, in fact, what else is it but a determinately ordered 

manifold of sentences? Yet a sentence is nothing real; as is frequently observed, it is supposed to 

be a specific ideal sense constructed out of a manifold of ideal meanings. … If the literary work 

were to be an ideal object, however, it would be inconceivable for it to come into being at a given 

time and change in the course of its existence, as is actually the case. (11). 

What remains of the literary work if one accepts both [that the literary work must be either real or 

ideal, and, that it cannot possibly be ideal]? At first glance, nothing but a manifold of written 

(printed) characters (or, with a work read aloud, “word sounds”); closer examination will reveal not 

one but as many manifolds as there are copies of the given work.”(12) 

In the passages just quoted, it is easy enough to recognize both the treatment of the literary work in BFO 

and my comment that, perhaps, the literary work is more akin to a ‘score’ of a symphony than what 

previously was considered a more nearly ideal-object of printed words. The proliferation of concretizations 

gives Ingarden great pause. This, to him, is a great difficulty that must be resolved, rather than, as I argue, 

simply the case. Indeed, there are as many manifolds as there are copies of the given work, where a copy is 

defined as “a performance via reading or speaking or any other communicative method.” 

Ingarden continues: 

One could perhaps attempt to overcome this difficulty by claiming that these printed characters 

serve only as a means for communicating with or knowing the literary work itself; the latter would 

97 (Ingarden) I will dispense with individual footnotes to the work in what follows, and simply cite page numbers in the 
text. 
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thus be nothing else but what the author had experienced during its creation. … [because] If this 

were correct, then in terms of the previous assumptions it would be impossible either to have 

direct intercourse with the work or to know it. Can a manifold of meaningless colored spots enable 

us to comprehend someone else’s experiences? No one would agree with this. (12-14) 

It’s not a-priori obvious that the words encoded in the literary work are not, indeed, some sort of 

representation of what the author experienced during its creation.  This may be an irrecoverable absurdity 

(although, this dissertation is to some degree the presentation and development of tools that would allow 

researchers to begin to address some of these ideas98), or, more significantly, we might decide that such 

considerations are “out of bounds” for us as literary scholars on the theoretical position that once the 

literary work is completed (whatever that means) it becomes itself some separate ‘object’ that is fully and 

profoundly unhinged from its maker, to such a degree that beyond the unrecoverability of the author’s 

experiences while making it, such experiences are not even interesting or useful for matters of 

interpretation. That is the position of many, even, perhaps, most scholars at this time, but, it’s not a “fact” 

of interpretation. I suspect, that many of us would be fascinated to recover and experience the “author’s 

experiences” if only we could. If we had some virtual reality device that allowed us to experience and live 

through the composition of some literary work, not only would we more deeply understand that work, we 

would undoubtedly jump at the chance to do so. 

Again, the fact that we cannot directly access those author experiences does not mean that reading is not, 

actually, our imagined performance of said access.  Perhaps we read in an attempt to simulate the reading 

of other’s minds, to overcome our own locked-in syndromic experience of the world.  We might read to 

encounter the alien. The intention of Ingarden, though, is to point out that the author’s experiences are 

not the actual literary work of art itself.  That, somehow, the literary work stands, itself, separately from the 

creator, which, assuredly, seems correct. Ingarden goes on: 

Everything that would be directly accessible to us – except for the perceived characters [letters, 

that is]– would be only our ideas, thoughts, or, possibly, emotional states. No one would want to 

identify the concrete psychic contents experienced by us during the reading with the already long-

gone experiences of the author. Thus, the work is either not directly comprehensible, or else it is 

identical with our experiences. Whatever the case, the attempt to identify the literary work with a 

manifold of the author’s psychic experiences is quite absurd. The author’s experiences cease to 

exist the moment the work created by [him] comes into existence. [14] 

Here I conceive a double-remove in the literary work: that what is for us the score of a literary work to be 

performed, is, for the author, the concretization of the score that unfolded in the author as the work was 

composed. The double-remove, coupled with the transfer of the literary work to the realm previously 

98 There is an entire area neuro-science research that tries to analyze neural-synchronizations between people. 
(Nummenmaa) The ideal of communication, and perhaps of translation, might be the close relational matching of 
states (as explained in the Introduction).  Therefore, we can imagine a course of Literary Study that pursues the 
effectiveness of readers accomplishing a ‘neural synchronization’ between the re-imagined author and themselves. 
Understanding a Literary Work could have three components: 1) a comprehension by neural synchronization of what 
it was like to write the work, and 2) a comprehension of what it is like for the characters to experience the situations 
they are described in, and 3) a comprehension of the narrator/voice (if any) that inhabits the work. 
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occupied solely by musical forms, might easily help us clarify innumerable debates in literary studies, but 

helping each person in the debate place their interpretive methods and community in a preferred, for 

them, position, without invalidating the innumerable other positions that can be held. What are termed 

frequently as interpretive fallacies, are, truly, interpretive choices to consider only some particular position 

in the double remove of the literary work just named. 

Ingarden, after rejecting the author’s experiences as the basis of the literary work, then considers the 
question as to what we have this is directly accessible to us: 

Yet, if we exclude the experiences of the author from the work [he] creates, then, according to 

these assumptions, all that remains of the work are the individual printed characters on paper. … 

[and] other entirely absurd statements, e.g. that individual literary works differ according to 

chemical composition, or that they are influenced by sunlight, would have to be true. 

But the view that the literary work is nothing but a manifold of experiences felt by the reader 

during the reading is also altogether false and its consequences are absurd. For there would have to 

be very many different Hamlets. The degree to which they would have to differ is best shown by the 

fact that differences in the experiences of individual readers stem not only from the purely 

accidental but from deep, underlying reasons, such as a given reader’s cultural level, the type of 

individuality [s/he] has, the general cultural atmosphere of the time and its religious views, systems 

of values, and so on. To the extent this is possible, every new reading would produce an entirely new 

work. (14-15) [EM] 

Ingarden does not explain the “altogether falsity” of the idea, but, he does give coherent reasons for 

believing the idea to be absurd.  However, once again, I want to emphasize that I would subscribe to what 

he describes as the absurd position: there are as many Hamlets as there are readers, and, each one is a 

performance of the score printed in the letters on the page.  

Ingarden next considers the work to be made up of psychic object, and the literary work itself is then an 

‘imaginational object’: 

As soon as we limit them to “imaginational objects,” however, in the sense that they are 

components of the psychic life of the author, and if simultaneously we are obliged to detach them 

in some way from this concreate life, there arises a problem that is insoluble, given the stated 

assumptions: how is it possible to reach these “imaginational objects” as identical entities and to 

guarantee their identity? 

Thus it would not only be impossible for the reader to grasp the “imaginational objectivity” 
conceived by the author, but it would also be impossible for the author repeatedly to imagine the 

same object. How could one then, according to these assumptions, still speak, e.g., of one and the 

same Julius Caesar as a character represented in a Shakespearean drama? (18-19) 

Once again, I need to object that the the impossibility of a reader grasping an “imaginational objectivity” is 

not the same as that concept not being the actual, real process of reading.  Trying to do something and 

necessarily failing is the rule of the day, after all.  Which of us, in our ethical lives, does not try to be 
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absolutely good, yet nevertheless fails? Does this prevent us from recognizing that the attempt is as much 

a necessity as the failing? 

Ingarden, finally, reaches the following, which for him is the only possible conclusion as to the nature of the 

literary work of art: 

There remains only one way out of this difficult situation, namely, to admit the existence of ideal 

meaning units and yet not incorporate them into the literary work – so as to avoid the difficulties 

presented above – but invoke their aid only for the purpose of securing the identity and unity of the 

literary work … If this attempt were also to fail, however, then the problem of the literary work’s 

mode of existence and its identity would not admit a positive solution, and one would have to deny 

the existence of the literary work altogether. (18-19) 

His conclusion, in other words, is that we imagine there to be ideal, irrecoverable meaning units, and we 

agree that they exist in an unreachable manner.  We refer to them, but we do not interact with them.  They 

secure the foundation of the literary work, but they do not serve as interpreters of the literary work. They 

are something akin to a work’s subconscious: they guide the work, the bring the work about, but by 

definition cannot be contacted directly. 

Ingarden now tells us the things that simply do not belong to the literary work: 

First of all, the author, with all his vicissitudes, experiences, and psychic states, remains completely 

outside the literary work. (22). 

Likewise, the attributes, experiences, or psychic states of the reader do not belong to the structure 

of the work. (23) 

Finally, the whole sphere of objects and states of affairs which constitutes, as the case may be, the 

model of the objects and states of affairs “appearing” in the work must be excluded from the 

structure of the literary work of art.  If, for example, the action of Sienkiewicz’s Quo Vadis takes 

place “in Rome,” Rome itself – the real capital of the Roman Empire – does not belong to the given 

work. 

All of which is, to say, that the author, the readers, and Rome itself are not part of the literary work, as 

necessary as they might be to the performance of it. 

Ingarden presents to us the structure of the literary work. What in this dissertation I regard as levels of 

analysis, he considers as strata. I feel in solid agreement with him that strata exist, that there are many of 

them, and that they are heterogenous.  Indeed, it is fully acceptable that the different strata contradict 

each other, or, that contradictions within a strata are resolved in another strata: 

The essential structure of the literary work inheres, in our opinion, in the fact that it is a formation 

constructed of several heterogeneous strata. The individual strata differ from one another (1) by 

their characteristic material, (2) by the role which each stratum plays with respect to both the other 

strata and the structure of the whole work. 
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(1) the stratum of word sounds and the phonetic formations of higher order built on them; (2) the 

stratum of meaning units of various orders; (3) the stratum of manifold schematized aspects and 

aspect continua and series, and, finally, (4) the stratum of represented objectivities and their 

vicissitudes. Subsequent analysis will show that this last stratum is two sided: on the one hand, the 

“side” of representing intentional sentence correlates, on the other, the “side” of objects and their 

vicissitudes achieving representation in these sentence correlates. (29-30) 

In the name of efficiency, I’ll simply list the kinds of phonetic and word-level characteristics of the literary 

work that Ingarden mentions, and which he connects to valid, interpretive meanings that should be 

addressed when regarding a literary work: 

• living words, 

• dead words, 

• scientific words, 

• words that are beautiful, ugly, light, heavy, funny, serious, solemn, pathetic, simple, 

straightforward … 

“These are all differences and characteristics which find their expression in the word sounds 

themselves, though we cannot doubt that they are closely connected to the corresponding meanings 

and are frequently attributed to the words by the manner of expression, by the “tone.”” (45) 

• The sentence as an assembly of sounds and as a level of meaning.  A new kind of formation, a 

feature of its structure as being made up of a formation of words. (46) 

• The way sounds affect each other: a soft ending followed by a hard beginning accentuates both 

features.  Or a series of “fine” words followed by a “coarse” word.  (47) 

• Rhythm, tempo: quick, slow, light, lazy … (48-50) 

• Melodies, pitch, successions of vowels (51) 

• Emotional, mood qualities such as sad, melancholy, merry, powerful …(52) 

Meaning Units: 

• Noun Word Meanings: have the following factors: “1. The intentional directional factor 2. The 

material content 3. The formal content 4. The moment of existential characterization [meaning: 

what its presumed existential character would be: an imaginary object, a concrete object], and 

sometimes also 5. The moment of existential position [for non-real nouns: what it would be if we 

pretended it were referring to a real “thing”].” (63) 

• Then there’s a huge group of “functional” words. And, verbs are quite different from nouns. 

• Actual and potential stocks of word meaning (84) 

• Word meanings are altered in relation to the sentence meaning units (91) 

• “Word meanings, sentences, and complexes of sentences, as products of subjective operations.” 
(95) 

All of which discussion, prompts Ingarden to ask: 
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How then should it be understood that one and the same word meaning can combine at different 

times with this or that meaning into a unit of higher order, that it may appear in various positions in 

the sentence and thereby be subject to various modifications of its intentional directional factor 

and its formal content, and, furthermore, that it can take on various modes of actuality or 

potentiality, of explicitness and implicitness? (95) 

Which answer he presents in the next 100 or so pages of his book, describing in detail how words and 

sentences build complex meaning units. Ingarden is excluding your particular contexts, and, the author’s 

particular contexts, and is substituting for them some external, generalized, language-interpretive 

community context that can be idealized as necessary. For example, “The imaginational data (e.g. the color 

data) appearing in imaginational space are usually subject to the “directive” of the intentional thought 

contained essentially in the act of imagining (227). He allows that the reader fills in innumerable details 

and aporias: 

It is obvious that we are not conscious [while reading the literary work] of the spots of 

indeterminacy. This is because, first represented objects are visible to us only form that aspect 

which is positively determined by the units of meaning. Only a supplementary reflection concerning 

the constitutive conditions of represented objects, as well as the fact that some questions 

concerning the individual determinations are in principle unanswerable, allows us to be conscious 

of the presence of the spots of indeterminacy.  Second, however, some of the spots of 

indeterminacy are concealed by aspects held in readiness which are predetermined by the units of 

meaning and are actualized by the reader as he reads. And, finally, a third factor working in this 

direction is the fact that, during his reading and his aesthetic apprehension of the work, the reader 

usually goes beyond what is simply presented by the text and in various respects completes the 

represented objectivities, so that at least some of the spots of indeterminacy are removed and are 

frequently replaced by determinations that not only are not determined by the text but, what is 

more, are not in agreement with the positively determined objective moments. In a word, the 

literary work itself is to be distinguished from its respective concretizations, and not everything 

that is valid for the concretization of the work is equally valid for the work itself.  But the very 

possibility that one and the same literary work can allow any number of concretizations, which 

frequently differ significantly form the work itself and also, in their content, differ significantly 

among themselves, has its basis, among other things, in the schematic structure of the object 

stratum of a literary work, a structure which allows spots of indeterminacy. (252) 

The literary work, then, for Ingarden, is a structure made up of heterogenous strata, which innumerable 

details, aspects, conceptions, intentions, directions, and so forth are all managed and instantiated by 

readers.  The reader is constrained by the structures and strata in the reading of the work. Stated in the 

most distressing, least helpful way, nearly everything is left on the table when it comes to comprehending 

the Literary Work of Art. The score is a list of constraints of reading, rather than an affirmative list of 

what must be the reading. 

The BFO ontologists do give some help regarding how to deal with the innumerable ‘objects’ mentioned 

that seem to be referred to within the literary work.  As Ingarden notes, Rome, the actual city, is not part of 

the literary work, and, by extension, neither are the real people and other proper nouns mentioned in the 
82 



 
 

   

 

  

      

     

   

   

  

   

  

  

   

  

    

 

  

    

   

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

   

  

   

 

                                                           
   
  

There are many different folk tales in the world, but many tales are variations on a limited number of themes. 
The classification system originally designed by Aarne, and later revised first by Thompson and later by Uther, 
is intended to bring out the similarities between tales by grouping variants of the same tale under the same 
ATU category. 

Below is the full tree of the A TU classification. Click on a title to see all the stories within that class. 

work. All of these ‘objects’ are imaginational fiat objects, objects created more or less by agreement, 

between the reader(s), or simply self-‘created’ by a reader ‘by itself’ if the reader is deprived of a reading 

community.  These fiat objects will have some of the characteristics of their really existing counter-parts. 

They are fiat parsings of the ideal objects on which they are based. David Mark describes the world of fiat 

objects inside primary theory, in working out how it is that we relate intelligibly with “mountains” even 

though there is no actual object “mountain” that can be distinguished rigorously from the rest of the world 

(meaning, here, that we cannot delineate except by agreement “where a mountain” starts, for example): 

Each primary theory is a theory about what actually exists in reality – or more precisely in some 

part of reality that is relevant to human perception and action. In order to formulate a primary 

theory of the geographic world, it will therefore be necessary to provide first of all an inventory of 

background facts about the Earth that are beyond challenge. 

(What this means is that the primary theory of the geographic world is organized precisely around 

categories for major landforms such as mountain, hill, valley, island, etc., and for associated water 

bodies and watercourse such as lake and river. It is categories such as these that result when really 

existing variations in elevation fields, and the partial covering of lower parts of such surface are 

covered by water, are subject to the object-based conceptualization that is imposed upon reality by 

primary theory. Primary theory seeks to make objects out of those variations in the geoid that are 

salient at a certain level of granularity. Or, as Gibson might have put it, primary theory seeks to 

make objects out of those variations in the geoid that afford particular human activities. It does this 

effectively by imposing fiat parsings upon the relevant field of elevations.  The results are individual 

mountains, hills, islands, and so forth, and we can hypothesize that the relevant dimensions are 

parsed lexically in such a way as to effect a compromise between too many distinctions [think here 

the folk-tale classification systems like with currently 2400 classifications and many of those with 

sub-classificactions a, b, c etc.] and too few [for example, Wierzbicka’s language universals].99 

When dealing with a literary work, an ontologist would want to know: at what granularity are we trying to 

characterize the work? How many distinctions are we trying to make when dealing with literary works of 

art? An example of what may be “too many” distinctions might be the 1,000s of distinctions in the Aarne-

Thompson-Uther Classification of Folk Tales (2400 classes, many with subclasses). 100 

99 (Mark) pp.11-12 
100 http://www.mftd.org/index.php?action=atu 
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RELIGIOUS TALES 750-849 

God Rewards and Punishes 750-779 

The Truth Comes to Light 780-799 

Heaven 800-809 

The Devil 810-826 

Other Religious Tales 827-849 

750-779: God Rewards and Punishes 

750-779 God Rewards and Punishes 

751 The Greedy Peasant Woman 

753 Christ and the smith 
7 55 Sin and grace 

756 Forgiveness and Redemption 

758 The various children of Eve 

759 Gods Justice Vindicated - The Angel and the Hermit 

760 The Unquiet Grave 

762 Woman with three hundred and sixty-five children 
763 Treasure Finders Murder One Another 

764 The Devil's Son as a Priest 

766 The seven sleepers 

767 Food for the Crucifix 

768 St Christopher and the Christ child 

769 A Child Returns from the Dead 
770 The Nun Who Saw the World 
77 4 Jests About Christ and Peter 

777 The wandering Jew 

778 To Sacrifice a Giant Candle 

779 Divine rewards and punishments 

Each of these broader classes of religious tales drills down to more detail: 

Which detailed sub-classifications can yield even finer distinctions: 
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759: Gods Justice Vindicated - The Angel and' the Hermit 

750-779 God Rewards and Punishes 

750-849 RELIGIOUS TALES 

Variants 

759A: The Sinful Priest 

People will not take sacrament from him. Another priest (God) shows that even this priest is according to God's 
will. [V39.3]. Cf Type 756E*. 

759B: Holy Man Has His Own Mass 

759C: The Widow's Meal 

The king upbraids the wind for blowing away a poor widow 's last cup of meal. He finds that the wind has saved a 
ship full of people by that vel}' act. The king is humbled {J355.1]. 

Which, to my point, may well be too much detail to be useful. At least, I’m doubtful that in literary studies 
we are likely to make much use of such fine granularity. The commonly used WordNet classification system 

of word-senses contains 150,000 or so words organized into 117,000 synsets.  There are, according to 

WordNet, at least 117,000 ‘senses’ in which words are used, leaving frequent overlap of senses between 

word-uses, thus giving us as difficult a task when thinking about senses as we had when we thought about 

individual words. We’re better off thinking in terms of word-senses at times, but the classifying of words-

as-used into such fine categories might be beyond even the theoretical limits of computation.  Allowing 

that words can be used in more than one sense simultaneously, especially in a literary or poetic work, and 

we realize that fine-grained sense discrimination has gained us almost nothing in terms of abstracting to 

higher levels of analysis to work with. 

An example of “too few” distinctions could be Wierzbicka’s base set of language universals. Wierzbicka’s 
project is one that I have a particular passion for, but which, I suspect, will be of little use for most non-

structuralist literary studies.  Below is a schematic of the major classes (primes) of universals with examples 

in three languages.101 NSM stands for “Natural Semantic Metalanguage”: 

101 (Goddard, Whorf meets Wierzbicka: variation and universals in language and thinking) p.407 
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Table I 
Lexical exponents of a selection of NSM primes in three languages 

Substantives and specifiers: I, YOU, SOMETHING, SOMEONE; THIS, THE SAME, ONE, TWO, ALL 

Malay: aku, kau, sesuatu, seseorang, ini, yang sama, satu, dua, semua 
Ewe: 11ye, WO, ame a<f.e, 11a11e, sia, nenema ke, <f.eka, eve, katii 
Japanese: ore, omae, nanika, dareka, kore, 011a:i, hito-/-iti, huta-/ni-,' mi1111a 

Eventive and mental predicates: DO, HAPPEN; THINK, WANT, KNOW 

Malay: buat, terjadi, bergerak:fikir, mahu, tahu 
Ewe: W.7, dz.1, susu/bu, di, nya 
Japanese: suru, okiru, omou, hosii/-tai, sitte iru 

Descriptors and evaluators: BIG, SMALL; GOOD, BAO 

Malay: besar, kecil, baik, buruk 
Ewe: ga, vi, nyo, V,7 

Japanese: ookii, tiisai, ii, warui 
Spatial and temporal elements: WHERE/PLACE, ABOVE, BELOW; WHEN/TIME, BEFORE, AFTER 

Malay: mana/tempat, alas, bawah; bila/masa, sebelum, selepas 
Ewe: tefe, tame, re; yeyayi/yeyiyi, yg.1 nil/ha.ft, megbe 
Japanese: doko/tokoro, ue, silo; itu/toki, mae, ato 

Logical elements: BECAUSE, IF, NOT, CAN 

Malay: sehab, ka/au, tidak, boleh 
Ewe: ta/u1iti, ne, me-. te uu 
Japanese: kara, moshi+-ba, iya, kamo sire-nai 

la. this thing/person, the same thing/person, one thing/person, two things/people 
I b. at this time, in this place, at the same time, in the same place 
le. person X did something; person X did something to person/thing Y; person X 

did something to person/thing Y with thing Z 
Id. person X said something, person X said something to person Y, _person X said 

something about person Z 
le. person X knows that something bad happened 

person X thinks that something bad happened 
person X wants to do something 

These primes are used to re-construct expressions, by users of natural language, in the NSM format. 

Schematically it looks something like the below, and in practice it causes a tremendous amount of (a) 

inflation of the material (because what is said efficiently in the natural language must be made explicit in 

NSM representations), and (b) a loss of ‘character’ in the sense that nuances are trampled to fit expressions 

into their NSM equivalents. Wierzbicka’s project is not to preserve cross-cultural works of word art, 

though, it is to show that there is an underlying, what Fodor would have called, Language of Thought 

common to all humans and expressed in all (almost all) known languages. 

The most general principle for language universalists, is that each language is self-sufficient: it is capable of 

expressing, and therefore will express, everything that its users will require to be expressed.  Thus, the 

Universal Language is an extension of a Universal Cognition & Biology, in the sense that, for whatever the 
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Universal Language is, it is at the very least evidence of a shared core of humans as humans. A ‘perfect’ 

understanding of the universal language core would carry with it a perfect understanding of basic, pre-

existing, human approaches and thought structures, which are then used in representing and 

communicating about the world.  If the language structure exists by necessity, it exists implicitly for a 

biologically driven necessity.102 

One can imagine that the language core, being built as it is on only particular parts of the brain with 

particular structures and abilities, may impose its structural requirements upon us, such that if we had 

‘different’ or ‘better’ or ‘other’ biological structures that held our language processing, we might be then 

able to ‘express’ our ‘human-ness’ ‘otherwise’.  I have never seen that argued explicitly, though.  Consensus 

seems to be that the structures we have – neurons, action potentials, connections, various processing and 

subprocessing systems – are generally supple and capable enough to handle all conceivable humanities and 

therefore, it is our human-ness being expressed through the language structures, and not the language 

structures being expressed as our human-ness. 

The initial assumption of the natural semantic metalanguage theory is that the meanings 

expressible in any language can be adequately described within the resources of that language, i.e. 

that any natural language is adequate as its own semantic metalanguage. The theory began as a 

method of lexical semantic analysis based on reductive paraphrase; that is, on the idea that the 

meaning of any semantically complex word can be explicated by means of an exact paraphrase 

composed of simpler, more intelligible words than the original. The reductive paraphrase method 

enables one to avoid getting tangled up in circularity and terminological obscurity … no technical 

terms, neologisms, logical symbols, or abbreviations are allowed in reductive paraphrase 

explications – only plain words from ordinary natural language.103 

But, as literary scholars, we do not very much want to reduce our works to ‘plain words from ordinary 

natural language’, and so, working from the principle of ‘fewest’ distinctions does not appear to be a 

satisfactory way to proceed.  The reductionist tool described above would obscure nearly all literary 

techniques, and would abstract language use diversity to the point of useless schematizations.  Just as the 

tools here are incapable of working with Joyce’s Finnegan’s Wake without taking advantage of some 

reducing abstractions – Finnegan’s wake has 50,000 or so words that appear only once in the novel, non 

conducive to topic analysis at the word level – if we reduce the corpus to only what would be considered 

‘stop words’, we’ll end up with no topics whatsoever. I can imagine uses for reduction: it may help with 

stylistics or plot analysis, but, it is not helpful at the levels that this dissertation is concerned with: the word 

and genre levels. 

I suppose these thoughts on granularity are a piece with the structuralist & deconstructive approaches to 

literature.  What functions perfectly at one level of granularity, disintegrates at another level of granularity. 

And, it is not obvious that each level need to work syncretically. The question is important, though rarely 

addressed. Distinctions at one level of granularity naturally disappear at other levels of granularity.  There 

102 The structure therefore would participate in some sort of evolutionary system, demonstrated by the fact that we 
can invent new languages in response to imagined / invented universes, that operate with different Universals. The 
Universals do not possess a logical, physical, or chemical necessity. 
103 (Goddard, The search for the shared semantic core of all languages) p.5 
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are no ‘plot’ distinctions at the word level, and, it may well be that phrase or sentence level prosodic or 

paralinguistic distinctions are irrelevant at the plot level. 

So, knowing that we have some constraints in our interpretation of the literary object, unfortunately does 

not somehow remove entire complex areas of inquiry regarding language from the interpreters’ 

responsibilities. Because all the micro-linguistic levels through to the broadest structural levels remain to be 

disclosed, ‘all’ the work remains ahead of us. 

For this dissertation’s purposes, I will ignore the numerous problematizations I feel capable of presenting 

for the following statements, and I will simply adopt them as a ‘truths’ 

(1) The objects of literary works of art, their scores, are primarily made up of words in natural 

language. 

(2) When regarding literary works of art, we cannot a priori bracket away any features of natural 

language. 

I mention #2 because, when interpreting a mathematics text book, for example, it may well be that we can 

bracket away much of what will be written from hereon, as being irrelevant. It may not be important in a 

math textbook how the ‘inner voice’ works, or, the prosodic features of spaces and silence, nor may it be 

important how the math textbook unfolds in time. I am not making the strong claim that it does not 

matter, I’m only making the weak claim that I can imagine it not mattering.  For a literary work-object, 

however, all those levels may indeed matter.  I say “a priori” because it can be that, under analysis, a 

particular work is not meaningfully modified at any interpretable level of analysis by some features, but 

that fact can only be established by first pursuing the attempt to make that analysis. And, in all events, we 

can imagine future conditions – alien minds, altered human minds, changes in natural language – that 

would require what had been bracketed away to once again be made explicit. 

In this dissertation, then, I unfold, elaborate, augment, and substantiate some of what Ingarden has 

written, focusing on “only” a few levels, a few granularities and structures namely: 

• A broader description of the levels of interpretive analysis of which an account must be made 

• Discuss the function of time in the literary work of art 

• Discuss the function of emotion in literary works 

• Present a broad array of studies and data about how the reader processes and unfolds the 

meanings of the words (in a literary work) 

• Some ideas for methods that help readers reconstruct the period & culture specific meanings and 

contexts of words in a literary work 

• Even further, some ideas for methods or techniques that can assist readers in understanding the 

author-specific meanings and contexts of the words in a literary work 
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What Are Texts 

Texts – poems, stories, written & spoken, novels, articles, speeches … - rise up above the surface of a 

Saussurian sea, appearing well defined (except for a few philosophical conundrums, explored recently in 

Jeff Van Der Meer’s Southern Reach trilogy), especially when printed on pages, in my native language.  It is 

not just that each and every word (sign) on the page (or heard) is as much made up of its referentiality as it 

is its difference(s). We all know of connotations and denotations.  Ontologists liken their efforts at 

representing reality in terms of granularity: each and every person is working with the real reality, but we 

work at different scales, use different observational models, and use different well-defined tools, in 

describing that reality. There is a touching relationship between the descriptions and definitions of reality 

and Reality itself.  When speaking of the language of a Text, likewise, most people studying a text feel 

themselves to be touching the material of their objects (“objects” however defined, “touching” however 

defined – in all events some-‘thing’ happens between the About and the Text such that the Text is affected 

or effected by the About).  I think it’s fair to say, that translations, no matter which theory of translation has 

been pursued, are universally intended to be closely related to and touching their sources. 

I do like how there are Texts that escape all this in a direct way: outliers manufactured by chance 

operations, elisions, multiple personalities, and the like, that repel themselves down the cliff of theorist’s 

notes, leaving the theorist undeniably looking at its own self in a mirror.  Whatever I am writing about, it 

must be myself, because the Text has refused to mean anything on its own. The author is either me (when I 

generate the meaning all by myself through various textually demanded operations) in a tricky, troubling, 

conceptual way, or the other author has rejected so much intent that I am embarrassingly forced to admit 

that the island of words I am observing is more like a raft adrift on the surface of my unconscious than it is 

anchored to the sea-bed erupting its own meanings like a Biblical volcano. 

I’m setting all those Texts aside, since they are obviously weird.104 The strangest prose fiction text of the 

16th-17th Centuries in English is John Dunton’s A Voyage Round the World, that looks/reads like this: 

104 The aforementioned Jeff Van der Meer is associated with a genre known as weird fiction. 
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It poses problems for POS taggers, poses difficulties computationally, but it is not difficult in the way that 

Finnegan’s Wake is difficult.  It is easy enough for a human to actually read the work. 

The great majority of Texts in general, and arguably all the prose fiction of my period, are doing something 

other than what would be required by making a text weird, difficult, or strange. And in a sense, even 

though so many of them are translations, they have distinct advantages for computational purposes in their 

translations over their originals (in their native languages). Generally, the literature concerning how 

‘thought’ works supports some version of what Fodor termed LOT (Language of Thought). Its ‘syntax’ and 

‘grammar’ are internally inaccessible to its user, but are experimentally accessible in important ways, 

making LOT something like our unconsciousness’s unconscious methods of organizing and manipulating 

‘tokens’.105 We don’t know how much my LOT looks like your LOT, but I suspect they are similar, maybe a 

lot alike, and even possibly universally alike amongst humans – maybe we all have the same LOT. I’m 
mentioning this to keep it in mind while simultaneously setting it aside. The conclusion could be that 

because words are already a translation of my LOT, then the most effective way to work with my words 

could be to translate them back into your LOT and then represent them anew. In this one sense, a 

translation could be superior now to its original: because a contemporary translation can do a better job of 

105 The word “token” is used here to represent that ‘words’ are not necessarily the elements of thought: a thought-
token could be a gesture, the accompanying feeling, an intention, a word, a phrase, a concept, and so forth: it’s 
unknown what the ‘tokens’ might be, but it is certain that we don’t store actual words and gestures and concepts in 
particular neurons or groups of neurons. How much word-language impacts, modulates, or stands in for some of these 
elements is an active research subject. 
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planting matching thoughts in me than attention to the original. We can even imagine that a re-write in the 

same language for different social groups, eras, classes, etc. could be more ‘true’ to the ‘original’ than the 

original itself. Because, it would hardly matter if you represented them back to me in my own words or in 

yours, the real question would be whether or not our two thoughts, your source and my target thoughts, 

were the same.  Scientific languages, Universal languages, Ideal Languages, Logical Languages, and so forth, 

are all pools of efforts in this direction: they are trying to make certain that we are, all of us, thinking 

exactly alike when we use the same words in the same ways. They are unmistakably communicative.106 

Of course, the vast, vast majority of texts aren’t trying as hard as a math textbook to make themselves 

conventional.  Most Texts are loath to take off their clothes and swim in a pool of pure, LOT to LOT 

communication. The ‘final analysis’ that words, texts, are always already a translation is only as final as an 

exam at the end of class graded on a curve. The point of a text could be the experience of the text (not its 

meaning/content), and all that will follow the text (how it changes the reader). 

Computationally, when dealing with books, and an historical period, what we have to work with are only 

piles of ordered words.  The words are recorded in books, pamphlets, broadsides … They’re in the format 

of histories, dramas, poems, laws, trials, wills, diaries … We have no 17th Century readers to experiment 

upon, and we can’t record and film them talking.  I am going to briefly forget all about thoughts and 

communication, and focus strictly upon the language of words being used in a text: how words are used 

and situated with each other intra-text and inter-text. For us, thought and communication must come after 

working with the words. 

The conventional work of computational processing of non-literary works is described by Jerry Hobbs (a 

researcher at USC with 100s of articles and publications about computation and semantics, affect, and 

lexicons) in a rather lengthy slide deck that can be found at 

https://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/~miriamp/fillmore-tribute/slides/Jerry_Hobbs.pdf . The “Big Picture” as he 

calls with it works from a top level, The Observable [Utterance] to be explained, which is “explained” by 
means of an interpretation of Syntax and a comprehension of the Speaker’s Plan, both of which are 

developed through the Speaker “reasoning with world knowledge and local pragmatics”. Below I 

paraphrase several slides: 

The Utterance is an intentional act, intended to cause the hearer to think about the conventional 

meaning of a string of words. The Speaker has a plan which is the product of their reasoning about 

goals and beliefs in the world.  Pragmatics is a study of why the speaker wants to convey certain 

information.  The produced utterance(s) have a coherence around this(these) goal(s), and so the 

utterances need to be explained via these coherency relations. The utterances are considered 

“adjacent” to the goals/intentions/coherence. Syntax is the explanation of adjacency in terms of 

predicate-argument relations between the rest of the words of the utterance. “The best 

106 In the Westminster Confession of Faith, translation of Hebrew and Greek originals into ‘vulgar’ languages is 
specifically prescribed: the word of God is explicitly capable of being transmitted efficiently and effectively enough in 
translation. It will not lose anything important. The Bible, the word of God, survives unaffected translation through 
the power of the Holy Spirit that is speaking through the scripture and in the heart of the reader. [See Chapter I items 
eight, nine, and ten] 
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explanation of the occurrence of individual words is that they are intended to convey their 

conventional meanings.” 

And so forth, a truly excellent slide-deck that summarizes the absolutely reasonable and conventional 

methods and purposes of computational work in the real world. The PROBLEM for the study of Literary 

Works is that the tools that are being developed, the methods deployed, and the strong claims sourced in 

information sciences, communications, and linguistic coherence, are all controvertible and intentionally 

controverted at will (by the authors) in Literary Works. In other words, we have a persuasive set of tools 

that have been made for analysis of the conventional, whereas at the possible heart of the Literary Work 

is the desire to deploy the unconventional. 

A possible retort is that Literary Works are expressing the impossibility of expression, or that the Authors 

are communicating perfectly regarding the impossibility of communicating.  Or that the Literary Work does 

indeed have expressed goals, and deploys Literary-conventional meanings in Literary Contexts.  My 

argument through this dissertation is that first we should do the conventional analysis – set the ground – 
and then alter the landscape learning systematically and thoroughly how the rubble of convention supports 

the architecture of Literary beauty. 

Levels 

Ingarden presented a number of levels (which he called “strata”) of meaning in a literary work. What would 

the most complete look of such levels be, knowing all that I can know about how meaning is produced in 

language? And in this context, the idea is to elucidate the activity of reading the literary work, with all that 

that entails. Reading is involved in every one of these levels (and, therefore, “distant reading” is not reading 

at all [below under “Distant Reading and Topic Analysis”]). Reading involves all these aspects, and, reading 

can only mean that all these levels are being enacted. 

At fairly low levels, all subject to various paralinguistic and emotion effects, and which are primarily 

bounded by limitations of our working memory: 

• Letter/phoneme/morpheme/syllable 

• Word (local contexts, cultural contexts, etc., a vast, expanding space for exploration) 

• Clause 

• [the phonological loop of approximately 1-2 seconds] 

• Sentence 

• Working memory retained dimension [three to four 1.5-2 second chunks simultaneously, perhaps a 

couple more if the reader is using both the verbal and phonological stores107, sort of a revision to 

the very long-standing idea of there being a seven +/- two ‘items’ ‘established’ in the 1950s] 

• [Secondary active rehearsal process that retains information longer] 

At broader, less defined levels, up to the level of the entire work: 

107 (Cowan) 
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• The continuous, changing, emotional context 

• The visual-spatial environment of the work 

• The para-linguistic levels that can affect the word-level through the entire work via voicing/accent 

• Prosody 

• Plot (units) 

• Plot (structures) 

• Innumerable levels of psychological, contextual, historical, sociological meanings 

Then, the levels “above” the individual work: 

• Genres 

• Cultural Contexts of every sort 

• Historical contexts of every sort 

This dissertation is concerned primarily with the working-memory-store level – i.e. up to the few sentences 

or seconds that can be maintained intact in active memory – and with the upper, genre level.  The reasons 

for this focus lay primarily in (a) the tools with which I am working, (b) my limited knowledge of the mid-

structure make-up of most of the works of prose-fiction in my period, and (c) the finite time with which I 

have to work, which prohibits my organizing and classifying the information ‘encoded’ in the plot, theme, 

character, etc. structures of the texts. 

The gap is indeed a huge gap in the work, since, it is clear that the great bulk of study of literary works in 

the past 100 years has been precisely in the areas for which I am not presenting any work.  However, the 

tools and data prompted by the work I am trying to accomplish, lend themselves to the further research of 

the plot, narrative, and characterization fields about which I am ignorant.  Things like “plot” and “theme” 

have constituent parts, taxonomies, that are amenable to computational analysis, but that computation 

would have to build upon the underlying parts I am working on. There have been attempts already to 

schematize, to score, the ‘parts’ of plot and narrative units. Lehnert presents one such system, using 15 

primitive plot units to schematize literary works108, a sort of “plot & narrative Universals” approach: 

108 (Lehnert) 
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S. COMPLEX PLOT UNITS 

Using the lS primitive plot units, we can build larger plot units to repraent 
general plot configurations. For example, the string ( - ~ +) of three affect 
states is used-by three different plot units that are distinguished only by the 
causal links involved: 

INTENTIONAL FORTUITOUS SUCCESS_ BORK 
PROBLEM RESOLUTION PROBLEM RESOLUTIOR OF ADVERSITY 

-~"')t ~~Jt ;~rn 
".2• + ~ 0. + 

"' problem = problem d problem 
& eucceee & reeolution & euccese 
& resolution 

Figure 7. 

These are examples of complex plot units that are commonly found in nar
rative texts. Other closely related plot units include: 

' FLEETING SUCCESS 

• ■11cce■1 

& loe■ 

STARTING OVEll 

• •uccee1 
& lose 
& problem 
& peraeverence 

Figure 8. 

GIVING UP 

• failure 
& problem 
I thaa10 of mind 

Lehnert then builds complex plot units via combinations and sequences of the 15 primitives: 

Plots are advanced by mental states.  The narrative itself requires, according to Lehnert, at least one of 

three mental states in order to continue, otherwise, the narrative must cease: 
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RESULTING MENTAL STATES 

F.NABLEMENT 

+..........._M 

Figure 10. 

MOTIVATION 

I can imagine locating key-words in texts that relate to each of the plot-primitives, and then trace the 

occurrence of those keywords through a text to provisionally schematize the development of the plot-

pieces. Each mental state, undoubtedly, has at least some words associated with it, which could be traced 

as well, and might be seen to be correlated closely to various plot units.  That is work that seems plausible 

from the standpoint of this dissertation, yet remains beyond its scope.109 

It would be helpful if, at the word level, we could separate Literary Works from other word-language uses. 

That would allow us to determine the subject of Literary Studies in the way that the New Critics went about 

it, and it would allow us to treat some words differently from other words. Richard Sainsbury considers the 

concept that some Ingardian distinction can be made between the Literary Work of Art ‘itself’ and the task 

of the reader in reading it110: 

The total content of a novel or play is not limited with the strict and literal meaning of the words 

that make it up, that is, with what I call its “verbal content.” … The task of hermeneutics is to 
extract total content from verbal content, using collateral information of various kinds. It is 

tempting to think of the challenge in this way: we should specify a relation on verbal content that 

will transform it to total content. Verbal content is the strict and literal meaning of the sentences 

that compose the work; total content includes everything that is true in, or according to, the fiction.  

As part of this project, we need a better understanding of total content. A familiar proposal is that 

we should identify it with what is true in, or according to, the fiction, and that we should in turn 

understand this in terms of what obtains in any world which reflects the facts of the story. 

In practice, however, such plans, suffer from critical circularity, both epistemic and metaphysical. 

A primary, crippling, issue is hopefully plain enough: there is no such thing as a “strict and literal meaning of 

the sentences.” Sainsbury describes some of the complexity of language by describing “levels” of meaning 

within the text, which, in my own terminology, should be considered ‘registers’: Sainsbury’s “levels” are not 
hierarchical, they are con-current within the same sentence structures, like layers, as opposed to 

abstractions: Sentence meaning [linguistic/logical] vs. what is said [context specific meaning] vs. what is 

109 Dehghani et al. ran an experiment where they could identify story structures in the brain. “TO grasp the meaning of 
a story we must continually stitch together individual words, link events with their causes, and remember what came 
before to build a holistic understanding. While some aspects of semantic integration appear to happen very quickly, 
there is evidence that the DMN [see glossary] is involved in a process that unfolds over longer time scales. The 
relatively slow fluctuations found in the DMN may therefore relate to a semantic integration process that extends 
over long time windows such as those required to understand a story.” (Dehghani) 
110 (Sainsbury) pp 1-2, 8-9 
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implicated [the ‘extras’ conveyed by the utterance]. He further explains that “Literal meaning: sentence 

meaning, what is said minimally” has no psychological reality, because the restriction to the “strict and 
literal sense” is not an intelligible restriction.  The “literal meaning” is an analytical ideal, never realized in 

any reading. 

There is a fundamental disconnect between the way textual meaning is dealt with in Literary Studies and 

the way it is handled in “the real world” where texts are considered objects of intentional communication 

as opposed to orphaned, isolated islands of self-meaning.  There is a near anthropomorphism at work in the 

field, as if the text can “say something” all by itself.  Perhaps that saying is “mediated”, but the mediation is 

unfortunate, it’s an adding to the text.  As Levinas put it, “the critic is the one who has something left to say 

after the work of art has said everything”, or, Derrida, in his ideas of “supplement”, where the text is 

sufficient, and still the reader somehow supplements the sufficiency. But, in the world of business, politics, 

advertising, contemporary culture studies, real-time analytics, law, the primary and practical focus is, of 

course, to understand on the one hand the intent of an utterance (written or oral) and, on the other hand, 

the plausible interpretations of that intent by the receiver. For practical applications, very nearly “only” 

intent matters, and yet in Literary Studies intent very nearly “never” matters. 

Recanati has another approach to determining what the words of a text mean, avoiding pre-determination 

of literal versus non-literal language uses.  He locates the meaning of the text in the language user’s 

meaning: what is “said” by the user is interpreted as being what is said maximally, including everything that 

is implicated.111 A computational view of the “problem” of meaning is described by Hirst112: 

Where does the text-meaning lie, what is its locus?  There have been three traditional answers to 

this: it is the writer or speaker [Grice]; it is the reader or listener [Barthes, Fish]; or it is the text 

itself. [M.J. Reddy] 

The question of where the meaning lies can, of course, be asked not only of texts but equally of 

linguistic elements at a lower level – words, sentences, semantic roles, lexical relations, and so on – 

with the same three potential answers.  It does not follow, however, that the same answer need be 

chosen for each of these elements, nor that it be the same answer chosen for the text-meaning 

level. 

My goal here is not to argue for one over the other, but rather to regard each one as a view of 

meaning that is helpful in some situations in NLP. 

Hirst thinks of the problem as a Natural Language Processing problem – from the perspective that, if we are 

to use computers and algorithms to process meaning for us, what must the computer do? What is 

interesting here, is that when we task a computer with “meaning discovery” we expect to process many 

technical levels, from the broadest - bringing in extended questions of “implicated knowledge” up to and 

including all the ordinary knowledge humans possess – to the smallest levels of lexical relations, semantic 

scope of negation, etc. 

111 (Recanati) 
112 (G. Hirst, The Future of Text-Meaning in Computational Linguistics) pp 3-4 
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For real-world practical computation, it is key to fashion methods that determine intended meanings, and 

then to organize or predict audience reactions, arranging them from the possible to the probable. Yet, for 

reading literary texts, because of the lack of practical needs – there is no objective need or goal we care to 

admit to113 - we have historically fabricated theoretical positions that try to bracket away practical needs. 

And, without the over economics and immediacy of needs, the field has been kept flowing by trying to 

theoretically establish that authorial intention and audience responses are ‘irrelevant’ to reading the text. 

If any goal or objectives were delineated, the goals would then be pursued, could be achieved, and entire 

avenues of research could terminate. 

In this dissertation, I will try to do two ‘things’: (1) show how much is involved by biological/neurological 

necessity in the interpretation of words at the lower levels – from word to paragraph, and a single upper 

level that includes systems of works, and (2) how NLP processing tools can help us take ‘measurements’ of 

texts at those two levels that are not conditioned by an unwanted personalization of the act of reading. 

To reiterate what I said in the discussion of Ingarden: the fact that an author’s intent is irrecoverable (which 
is plausibly theoretically true) does not indicate to me that the task of reading is not to try to recover that 

intent.  And, the fact that the reader’s constructions of words and meanings are varied, untrustworthy, and, 

even, undesired, does not mean that we have any choice other than to deal with them. I cannot read a 

Literary Work without it being me who reads.  I can use tools & strategies to reduce the coloring of my 

approach, but I cannot remove them.  And, as the next section of this dissertation will show in great detail, 

reading itself means the burgeoning creation of complexes of activations, emotions, interpretive intents, 

and the like: a panoply of irreplaceable neuronal activities. Other approaches to texts are not readings, 

they’re, well, something else. We’ll review in the remainder of this dissertation how much is entailed here 

in the concept of reading as a de-compression of an authorial score, and with how much variation between 

humans takes place in the encoding and de-compression. 

Language and the Brain 

I begin, then, with a discussion of the “word-structure” level in our experience or language. I am making no 

claims whatsoever that the technical details that I sample from will remain “correct” in future 

(psycho)linguistics studies, cognitive sciences, neural network research, and so forth. I do make the claim, 

however, that the technical matters I am discussing are “real” and the general structures discussed are real 

[there “is” a phonological loop, there “is” working memory, a visual word form area, there “is” some sort of 
iconic/visual representation area, neurons “do” have action potentials, neurons do “fire” and “reset” and 

have “cycles”, neural-network models do work and are closely related/analogous to the neural networks in 

human brains] in the sense that they are subject to research, refinement, and re-classification or re-

analysis, and, they will not be replaced by some very different and better fitting theory. Therefore, these 

are claims regarding reality that will only be improbably dispensed with in describing human uses of natural 

language. I don’t know about animal uses of language.  I am not aware of any reason to believe that all 

humans with an alphabetic written language don’t share all the processing features I am about to describe 

113 The goal of generating publications is too cynical a goal to mention in the body of a dissertation. 
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at length. I do believe it is exceedingly likely that a person in a culture without any written language could 

well be out of bounds for at least some of what is discussed.  However, I do not mean “illiterate” people, I 

mean people who have no experience or concept of representing their natural language sounds in discrete 

units on some sort of material via some sort of visual method. We’re pretty much fresh out of people like 

that in the world, and so I am setting them aside and all persons in the past who were like them.  We simply 

do not know, for example, what the VWF [visual word form] area of the brain was used ‘for’ before the 

advent of writing.  I can find no studies that even attempt to address such a concern. 

For the remainder of this dissertation I will proceed as if all ‘intact’ humans have brains that are capable of 

functioning, and do function, with their languages, as described, while reading. What I mean is that 

regardless of language-differences, regardless of writing systems, once language is written with words or 

word-like ideographs, every person uses the same biological systems. The systems may enhance some 

features over others, some may be stronger or weaker due to cultural reasons, but all the systems are used 

to some degree.  We’ll work with the following: 

Language and the Brain 

• Neurons and neuron networks that must encode, somehow, word-like knowledge 

• Some concept of nouns and verbs and adjectives 

• Visual and Phonological pathways, no matter if we’re reading silently or aloud, no matter if we’re 

hearing a text, watching a performance, reading alone, and so forth: every language use involves 

both audio and visual processing 

• Motor activation accompanies word-meanings 

• Language unfolds in time, there are limits and effects of our working memory 

• Language has musical features 

• Language influences what can and will be thought 

Words: 

• Words exist, even though they are embedded in a continuous soundstream. 

• Words exist in networks, possibly as defined by the space they do not occupy as by the space they 

do define 

• Word networks vary between humans, and word networks change, sometimes dramatically, over 

time. 

• Word language has musical features, at very low granularities. 

• Rhythm affects syntax 

• There are necessary paralinguistic and extra-linguistic features that participate in meaning 

extraction, and those features exist even in written language. 

Time 

• Words work via memory 

• Memory is embedded in time 

• Time is an essential universal 
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• Temporal Coherence is required for Thought 

• Word as words unfold in time, and should not be treated as if they are co-present with each other 

beyond the level of a few words [those that fit inside working memory]. 

More about Levels 

• Reading is a process 

• All reading is translation 

• Inner Speech is part of alphabetic language reading and creates even more problems for fixing 

meanings 

• Distant reading is neither distant nor reading 

Analogy and Metaphor are essential, key pieces of the Human Use of Language 

• Language entails decision making 

• We often think by means of analogy 

• Metaphors are basic, not ornamental 

Quantitative Strategies 

Topic Analysis 

In the BFO ontology, words are described as fiat objects, carved out of the sound material of the auditory 

world, or, delineated (or not, in the case of scripta continua) onto the page.  Barry Smith has this to say of 

spoken language: 

Perhaps the most conspicuous examples of fiat objects are those which arise in virtue of the 

groupings and refinings of reality which are involved in our use and understanding of natural 

language. Such grouping and refining occurs in a two-fold process.  On the one hand, linguistic 

entities such as spoken words and sentences are themselves processes demarcated in fiat fashion 

out of concrete sound-material that is in itself not cleanly separated into tidy linguistic units via 

discontinuities in the flow of sound of a bona fide sort. On the other hand external reality, too, is in 

a certain sense tailored to fit our linguistically generated expectations.  We apprehend the world as 

consisting of pairs of shoes, bundles of string, fleets of ships, of bombings, butterings and 

burnishings. … If I say ‘John embarrassed Mary’, then the real-world correlate of the verb of this 

sentence is a complex dynamic affair (a fiat process) which is comprehended through the transitive 

verb embarrass. (11) 

The fiat boundaries induced through natural language utterances are not in any sense in our heads, 

or in some spurious conceptual sphere. Rather, they are out there in the world.  They are not, 

however, physical in nature. Rather, they are analogous to other ephemeral socio-cultural 
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formations – such as debts, claims, responsibilities – entities which are part of what Frege would 

call ‘objective’ reality, yet not such as to fall within the domain of physical science.114 

Critical to the understanding of how language functions, is the acceptance of language’s instability – that it 

is provisioned at the moment of its deployment - and the conditions of language’s fitness for its uses.115 

Saussure, a being of such fundamental important to literary studies, makes these important observations, 

that are practically the ground marks of language’s instability: 

1. “In a given language, all the words which express neighboring ideas help define one another’s 

meanings.  … No word has a value that can be identified independently of what else is in its 

vicinity.” 116 

2. “So language, which we saw was not a notion defined in time, is not a notion defined in space 

either. There is no other way to define what we mean when we refer to a given language than to 

say the language of Rome in the year X; the language of Annecy in the year y. In other words, to 

take a single restricted locality and a single point in time.” 117 

Language is, therefore, thought of as being defined at some particular moment and place, and, any 

individual word in the language is defined at some particular moment in relation to all the words “around” 

it, however tightly or loosely conceived. Language is not given to us out of the sky, by God, so to speak, but 

clearly fits our human biology well enough that we easily learn it and faciley use it.  

Morten Chater makes this observation about the fittingness of language to the human being: 

We propose, then, to invert the perspective on language evolution, shifting the focus from the 

evolution of language users to the evolution of languages. … natural languages exist only because 

humans can produce, learn, and process them. In order for languages to be passed on from 

generation to generation, they must adapt to the properties of human learning and processing 

mechanisms; the structures in each language form a highly interdependent system, rather than a 

collection if independent traits. The key to understanding the fit between language and the brain is 

to understand how language has been shaped by the brain, not the reverse.118 

Chater’s argument that language is fitted to the human, not the human being fitted to the language, directs 

us to look at human biology to teach us what is necessarily and unavoidably human about the languages we 

use, which could provide a biological basis for, even suggest particular types of, Language Universals. A 

114 (B. Smith, Fiat Objects) 
115 Language is presumed fit for its purpose by default: that every language is capable of expressing everything it needs 
to express. But, at this time, I am not aware of any measurement of how “fit” an individual language is relative to 
other languages. It is well accepted that in an evolutionary system there are different amounts of fitness, and that 
adaptive solutions to problems can be sub-optimal by some measures, while being optimal by other measures. 
(Vasconcelos). It would be exciting to study language in an environment as being more or less optimized, more or less 
fit, more or less adapted; even more interesting would be finding a way to measure how optimal a particular use of 
language is.  Imagine an analysis of a novel that critiques the writing for its sub-optimal language choices. 
116 Originally 1916, (Saussure, Course in General Linguistics) p.114 
117 (Saussure, Writings in General Linguistics) p.115 
118 (Chater) p.498 
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misunderstanding of the Universals program is to think that a biological necessity logically entails a limit on 

thinking itself. Eleanor Rosch asks a ‘classic’ question119: 

Are we “trapped” by our language into holding a particular “world view?” Can we never really 

understand or communicate with speakers of a language quite different from our own because 

each language has molded the thought of its people into mutually incomprehensible world views? 

Can we never get “beyond” language to experience the world “directly?”120 [ 

Leading Rosch to (274): “Is color the only domain structured into “natural categories”? … Color may, in 

fact, provide a better model for the nature of human categorizing than do the artificial concepts used by 

psychologists in concept-formation research. In the first place, there are other domains in which 

perceptually salient natural prototypes appear to determine categories; geometric forms and facial 

expression of emotion are cases in point. In the second place, (275) categories not based on biologically 

“given” prototypes may also obey psychological laws for the perception and segmentation of experience, 

thereby yielding naturally structured categories.” (Rosch) 

Earlier we looked at the three major processing architectures in the human brain (motor – emotion – 
sensory, with the emotion system mediating the motor and sensory). In the next figure we see that, the 

emotion-motivation system has a three-part system sitting below it. There is a parallel processing approach 

such that cognition (the self-conscious, intending part of the emotion system) has a primary access to the 

world through language. The language to which it has access, however, is the language encoded within the 

brain itself, which ‘translates’ the surrounding (external) language into our internal, personal language. It is 

the personal language that interacts with cognition, and ultimately is re-expressed into motor-language, 

reinjected back into the surrounding language world. Schematically shown here from Perlovsky121: 

119 (Rosch) p254 
120 by extension: would this mean that can we never really communicate with anyone, is communication hopeless 
because each individual human has a different detailment of language? 
121 (Perlovsky) p. 8 
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Perlovsky further explains that developing meanings [not necessarily individual word-meanings, but “life-

meaningfulness”] by connecting language and cognition requires motivation, in other words, emotion. “If 

language emotionality is too weak, language is disconnected from the world, meanings are lost, and culture 

disintegrates. If language emotionality is too strong, connections cannot evolve, and cultures stagnate.” 

Words as units 
There is a fair amount of research support for the theory that we process language in discrete chunks, 

which chunks, for most languages, we call WORDS. There is also considerable support for the existence of 

what is called the Visual Word Form Recognition Area & system in the brain [VWFA],122 an area of the brain 

specifically used to recognize the visual shapes of words [not individual letters, but at least syllables and 

most often entire words]. The acquisition of literacy repurposes part of the visual processing system to 

recognize words, in part or in toto.  There are open questions about whether this is accomplished by using a 

sub-part of the face recognition system, and if there is even a true sub system localized in the VR area. 

There are some basic observations that have been made, and seem to be agreed upon, regarding the 

literate person’s visual processing system: 

In expert readers, there really are subparts of the ventral visual system that are specialized enough 

to respond more strongly to words than to other kinds of visual shapes p.330 

An open question concerns which levels of the visual system are actually modified through the 

acquisition of literacy. [specific, but not settled] p. 331 

A third major issue concerns the reasons why the acquisition of literacy affects a reproducible sub-

region within he ventral visual system [across humans, why is it always the same sub-region]. The 

object recognition system encompasses extensive sectors of both fusiform and lateral occipital 

regions. However, the VWFA always develops at a fixed location within (it). … We have proposed 

122 (Marcin Szwed) for example 
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the hypothesis that this consistent localization relates to prior properties of the corresponding 

tissue, which make it particularly suitable to the specific problems posed by the invariant visual 

recognition of written words.” (331)123 

Research into the VWFA has produced important results: it supports the equivalence of word processing 

between written language systems. The research strongly indicates that humans reading letter-based 

languages do not process individual letters or even syllables and then assemble those pieces into words: 

the words are processed as whole images.  Because of this, ideographic languages and alphabetic languages 

can be treated equivalently for most type of analysis: the differences regard where the lines are placed, and 

where we discriminate borders between forms, and are not about the speed of recognition or any higher 

level reading functions.  The research explains why it is that we can look at word-scrambles and still read 

accurately and quickly, and why expert readers are hardly disturbed by small miss-prints, reversed letters, 

and so forth: the overall image of the word is processed and matched to its closest, ideally sole, match. A 

trained reader, then, can handle scripta continua with great facility, since the reader’s eyes are trained to 

effectively recognize word-forms even when those word-forms are strung together without interruption. 

The VWFA also yields some useful indication of why some poetry and prose are easily separated from each 

other despite the similarities in how they are printed: it is rare in prose fiction for the author to take 

advantage of sub-word instabilities, and it is common for poets to make deliberate use of those 

instabilities. “Natural” fluent reading will have little regard to sub-word alphabetic features. 

Theories of longer term memory address the manner in which words are matched to an existing lexicon. 

Early in the 20th century, Semon (1909/1923) described a memory theory that anticipated many aspects of 

contemporary theories. “In modern parlance, his was an episodic (or exemplar) theory, which assumes that 

every experience, such as perceiving a spoken word, leaves a unique memory trace. On presentation of a 

new word, all stored traces are activated, each according to its similarity to the stimulus. The most 

activated traces connect the new word to stored knowledge, the essence of recognition.” Over time, 

normalization takes place, such that frequent or re-heard words in a variety of contexts activate the 

‘correct’ trace without the need for the activation of non-related memory stores.124 

A last example, here, is from Tadashi Ino’s125 research. Ino has shown that spoken language activates the 

primary visual cortex if the SPOKEN syllables are reversed. This shows how deeply the unitary visual 

representation of words has penetrated into our literate brains. It seems unlikely that a truly oral person 

would use a visual pathway to deal with the repair of miss-spoken syllables. But in a literate person, spoken 

words are being heard through their visual counterparts, so that not only do words activate visual 

experiences because they are ‘descriptive’ of things or actions, but also words activate the VWFA because 

the brain is dealing with words as words, even when it is simply hearing them. 

123 Which suggests the question: what is this region used for in non-literate people? And, if brain processing is a closed 
sum game (is it?) then a gain here would imply a loss of some other ability, what is that loss? Possible answer: the area 
deals with “perceptual mechanisms sensitive to the presence of viewpoint-invariant line junctions.” (331) 
124 (Jones) 
125 (Tadashi Ino) 
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Figure 1 I Examples of typical average and individual responses across two conditions. a I The 
mean responses for two condi tions are illustrated in the left panel. In this example, the response 
in condition Bis significantly larger than in condition A (P< 0.01). Error bars indicate one standard 
error of the mean (n = 12). Individual data comprising the mean responses are shown by lines in t he 
right panel. Although the overal l trend is consistent with the mean values (purple lines). some 
participants showed opposite trends (pink lines) and others showed much higher responses (green 
lines). Such inter-individual differences are masked by averaging but could be attributable to variability 
of bra in function. b I The mean responses between conditions A and B do not show a d ifference. 
However. the underlying individual data could be divided into two groups of participants showing 
opposite trends (orange and p u rple lines). In such cases, the mean results would be uninformative, 
but specifical ly studying the cause of the opposite trends between the two groups could reveal 
re levant brain structures. 

Every brain is different 
For any discussion of the human brain, it is vital that we keep at the forefront that although studies tend to 

show us meaningful results, there is nevertheless great variability between humans often masked by the 

conclusions of the study at hand. Rees provides so helpful details regarding the intra-human variability.126 

This first illustration shows how a fairly apparent scatter of data can produce some fairly non-descript 

results. 

The “average data” in B is identical between two tested conditions, yet, when the individuals who make up 

the data set are viewed individually, we can easily see how varied the humans were who made up those 

condition response data sets.  In the next illustration, using actual data, we see that, for example, although 

all humans use the same brain regions for processing types of tasks, the amount of activation of the regions 

and the measured capabilities demonstrated, vary from human to human if fairly dramatic fashion.  

126 (Rees) 
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Figure 2 1 Structural bases of inter-individual differences in action and decision making. a I The 
speed of reaction time in making a visual choice correlates w ith the fractional anisotropy(a measure 
of white matter in tegrity) of the right optic radiation (indicated by the white box). b I Grey matter 
density of the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA) correlates with the degree of the response 
conflict effect. The scatter plot shows the correlation in the condition in which conflicting response 
tendencies were elicited consciously (because the conflicting stimuli were only weakly masked). 
c I Connect ion strength between the pre-SMA (upper green area in the left panel) and striatum 
(lower green area in the left panel) correlates with individuals' ability to adjust the speed-accuracy 
trade-off. Part a is modified, with permission, from REF. 33 © 2005 National Academy of Sciences. 
Part b is modified, with permission, from REF. '.35 © 2011 MIT Press. Part c is modified, with permission, 

This sort of result, on the one hand, justifies our beliefs that all people are different and each human 

possesses a unique set of abilities and skills (as if simple observation of humans in action was not enough 

proof of that fact), but on the other hand serves as a warning that we should not confuse measurements of, 

say, word-relations across thousands of documents with how a particular human experiences those word-

relations, and, on the third hand, gives great pause and doubt as to the utility of non-trivial Universals 
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among humans. The Universal-ness of a skill or category may not be nearly as important for life experience 

as the variations and mixtures of those skills or categories. 

Neuron Level 

Our ability to process language in the brain, at the most basic level, depends upon the interactions of 

neurons in networks, and, networks of neurons interacting with each other. Individual neurons are 

complex all to themselves, quite independent of the behavior of groups of neurons. And there are 

numerous types of neurons.  The most basic description of the behavior of an individual neuron is that a 

change in the concentrations of sodium and potassium ions cause a neuron to open and close an electrical 

gate. Whereas in reality the neuron has many ‘sub-gates’ that must all operate together in order for the 

electrical signal to fire, in general we speak of the neuron firing as a unit: it has an action potential -> how 

great must the ionic differential be in order to cause the gate to (open/close) (typically: -55 to -50 mV), a 

firing rate (how quickly can it recover and then fire again), and does the action potential base reset to the 

original minimum point, or does it “integrate” information from its firing activity and therefore raise or 

lower that action potential base.127 

Yoav Kfir explains that the regularity of the neuron material masks a considerable amount of variation, even 

in the study of ‘simple’ organisms like flies.128 

The way information is represented by sequences of action potentials of spiking neurons is 

determined by the input each neuron receives, but also by its biophysics, and the specifics of the 

circuit in which it is embedded. Even the “code” of identified neurons can vary considerably from 

individual to individual. 

Simple creatures that the lay person views as being of a generic sort, can harbor important differences that 

measurably affect the sensory encoding of the neurons from their environment, and produce detectable 

behavioral variations and skills.  Next time you swat a fly, remember that you are swatting a unique 

individual fly. An individual fly’s elusiveness may be a function of its skill set, and not a function of yours. 

Neurons do not function individually, but work in networks, in meshed groups.  If we think about how a 

word might be coded in our brains, we should not think of some 1:1 coding of words, where the word 

“yellow” has a neuron that means “yellow”, and the word “billy goat” has a neuron that means “billy goat”.  

To work mentally with “yellow” or “billy goat” means to activate a broad pattern of neurons in diverse, 

reportable portions of the brain.  Numerous areas of the brain need to be activated in order for us to use 

even a single word, and, as unique as that activation is to each individual human, it is also that case that 

each activation in the same human is unique: there is not even some particular exact activation pattern and 

intensity for each “word”.  The activation is similar but varied from moment to moment intra-humanly. 

127 (Braitenberg) For the information in this section, unless otherwise specified, I’ve used Braitenberg as a reference 
for the discussion. The same information is presented in any number of basic neuro-anatomy books, and is non-
controversial. The material presented here is quite basic. 
128 (Kfir) 
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Fig. 7.11. Simulation of a net
work of N = 100 neurons, loaded 
with 14 patterns to be recalled 
in a ~uence. Each track rep
resents the time evolution of an 
overlap with one of the embed
ded patterns. The time delay is 
r = 6 MCS. The difference be
tween estimated and actual per
sistence times is mainly due to 
the fact that transition times (ap
proximately 2 MCS) are not 
small compared to r, but also 
to fluctuations. H transition times 
are taken into account, the agree
ment between estimate L1o ~ 8 
MCS and measurement L10 ~ 
8 .2 MCS is reasonable. Taken 
from [7.8] 

11 Closer inspection reveals that overlaps with patterns other than v and v + 1 also assume small 
nonzero values during the transition from v to v + I. Their influence, via retarded local fields, on 
transitions to come remains, however, small and can in most cases be neglected. 

237 

Neuronal Networks encode multiple patterns for recollection: Just as there’s not a 1:1 relationship of 

neurons to objects or words, there is not a 1:1 or even Many:1 relationship of neuron groups to 

information stored for potential recall. That relationship is Many:Many. (237).129 A particular group of 100 

neurons, in the example below, is capable of storing 14 distinct patterns for recall. 

The multi-patterned storage of a network creates redundancy – sometimes termed “plasticity” – in the 

network, preserving information even as some neurons do not fire as expected, or as some neurons are 

damaged or lost.  The storage method also allows small fluctuations in timing (see below in the section 

regarding time and the brain) to manifest different responses. 

129 This many:many relationship may be even further complicated by there being multiple memory traces for the same 
content, such that different elements of association are ‘contained’ in each trace. (Sahakyan) A conclusion of that 
study’s authors is that since less information is encoded each in separate traces, the encoded target is then less 
differentiable. Less information equals fewer possible distinctions. The ‘event’ encoded will seem more like ‘other 
events’ because it has fewer distinguishing features. A corollary, though, seems to me to be this: which trace is then 
activated by the subject can determine which associations are salient or even associable with the ‘event.’ If the 
‘encoding’ is selected by a repeated event, the event will have only that trace strengthened.  Here would be a great 
source for mis-construal of external inputs.  Fragmenting traces can lead to fragmenting comprehension. 
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FIi, 2.5. The clcrneniary mesh of the neuronal network in the cerebellar cortex. The graphic conven
tions arc the same as in Fig. 2.3. The out~t element Pje (Purlcinje cell) has an input cloud confined 
to a flat volume, which does not overlap with that of its neighbors. The output Is inhibitory. The in~t 
fibers are of two kinds: C {the "climbing fibers') connected one to one with the output elements and 
M (the "mossy fibers") connected to the oolpllt via an excitatory intemeuron, whose linear ootput 
cloud pf ("parallel fiber") passes through more than one hundred input clouds of Purlrinje cells. This 
arrangement bas suggested the importance of timing in the cerebellum. Some inhibitory intemeurons 
which are also pn:scnt there are not shown in the diagram 

115 

The timing produces the univocity of the networks response on a particular occasion.  The network need 

not be coded to only handle one complex input, it can handle multiple inputs from multiple sources, and 

produce a desired result sensitive to the assembly of all the inputs.  Furthermore, when thinking about 

language, the amount of stimulation time for a particular network can produce different results.  If a 

response is need in a “flash” then a “best guess” can be produced from the network.  If time is given for 
processing, more inputs can be assembled, and a different pattern can be produced from the same exact 

network. 

Time and timing is so key to the neuronal network, that there is another conclusion regarding how adding 

the dimension of time to the network produces even more flexibility, such that the network can take 

advantage of the “sloppiness” in the network: the sloppiness allows not only more objects (states) to be 

represented, but creates more associative abilities for the network. 

We have, however, seen that delays in biological neural systems do exist and, moreover, that they 

are too large to be ignored. With respect to this observation, two possible attitudes come to mind.  

One is the concern that delays – implying a certain sloppiness of synchronization of various neural 

processes – may induce a loss of the associative capabilities a network might have if 

synchronization were perfect. …Their finding is that associative capabilities of neural networks are 

not only resistant to sloppy synchronization but that they are sometimes even slightly improved. … 
The other attitude is contained in the surmise that – given that delays in neural nets abound – 

nature may have opted to make constructive use of them. … delays add a new dimension, time, to 

any learning mechanism based on correlation measurements of pre- and post- synaptic events. This 

extra dimension is then naturally added to the domain of objects representable in the synaptic 

code … For learning and generating genuinely complex sequences, for instance, delays are a sine 

qua non … (275) 
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3.2 Discrimination 89 

0% coherence 50% coherence 100% coherence 

Figure 3.1 The moving random-dot stimulus for different levels of coherence. The 
visual image consists of randomly placed dots that jump every 45 ms according 
to the scheme described in the text. At 0% coherence the dots move randomly. 
At 50% coherence, half the dots move randomly and half move together (upward 
in this example). At 100% coherence all the dots move together. (Adapted from 
Britten et al., 1992.) 

The greater the number of responses a network can produce, the greater its entropy, and therefore the 

more information that can be stored in it. The additional of a single additional “dimension” exponentially 
increases the amount of information that can be encoded. 

Even at the level of a single neuron, numerous functions are seen. It’s common that a single neuron has 

multiple gates, such that at different electrical stimuli are produced different responses. Also, neurons 

have different firing rates, and different rest charges, such that each neuron is sensitive (or not) to repeated 

stimuli in a shorter or longer period of time, or, such that a stimulus that produces a response will need to 

increase in intensity to produce another response. The complexity is impressive: timing, oscillation, how the 

firing is accomplished, the firing rate, the pre and post stimulus environments, all condition the reaction of 

a single neuron. 

The next figure shows the time-dependent firing rate of a single Medial Temporal neuron responding to a 

moving, random-dot stimulus. (39)  The rates of fire are shown in three groups, based upon the coherence 

of the dot’s motions: near continuous firing is related to a dot with random motion and 0% coherence, the 

middle group is the firing pattern for a dot moving somewhat coherently (50% coherence); the final group, 

with the most “rhythmic” and weakest spiking, is a dot moving with 100% coherence, i.e. extremely 
predictably. (89) The neuron, therefore, is taking various types of inputs and acting differently based on 

those inputs. 

The neuron is responsible to track the motion of a dot, and its firing rate seems to be connected to its 

ability to successfully predict the motion: 

When there is 0% coherence, the neuron must fire nearly continually to “track” the motion of the dot.  

When there is 50% coherence the neuron sometimes makes correct predictions, thus firing less frequently 
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Figure 1.19 Time-dependent firing rates for different stimulus parameters. The 
rasters show multiple trials during which an MT neuron responded to the same 
moving, random-dot stimulus. Firing rates, shown above the raster plots, were 
constructed from the multiple trials by counting spikes within discrete time bins 
and averaging over trials. The three different results a.re from the same neuron but 
using different stimuli. The stimuli were a1ways patterns of moving random dots, 
but the coherence of the motion was varied (see chapter 3 for more information 
about this stimulus). (Adapted from Bair and Koch, 1996.) 

as it tries to allow for predictable patterns.  In the last example the dot is always moving coherently, and 

the neuron needs only fire as if to confirm that yes, the dot is still moving as per expectations. 

It is important to note that a measure of “cognitive load” on the brain is the measure of the amount of 

neuron firing that is taking place in various brain areas.  A continually firing neuron is more demanding of 

attention than a neuron that is firing less frequently and less intensely.  Our attention, our working memory 

area, is actually limited to a small number of items that it can handle in a manner that seems like 

‘simultaneity’ to us, and so working memory must have mechanisms for prioritizing, for sifting and sorting, 

input data.  And, as will be made more clear below, each cognitive act occurs in time: we can only 

consciously ‘think’ “so fast”, in increments of only a few thoughts per second at best, with a full ‘thought’ 
typically taking approximately one full second to develop.  

These time limits and the manners in which huge amounts of input are condensed into focused incremental 

thoughts, sit at the heart of reading and dealing with words.  Even with our attention focused completely 

upon the act of reading, we can only be mentally present to some of the reading input.  We clearly are able 

to read more quickly than a single word per second: the typical reading rate is 200-300 words per minute.  

However, that is more reading than can be truly thought.  Some of that reading is happening at a level 

below what can be consciously sensed. 
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This is so important: the act of true reading is very different from the slow, detailed, analyzing act of 

reading for literary analysis. Compare the near infinite time a scholar might spend with a passage, to the 

time it takes to read it ‘naturally’ or to voice it (speaking is normally around 150 words per minute), or to 

write it (it is ‘said’ that a typical novelist, once in the throws of writing, will accomplish around 1,000 words 

per hour, and so 16 or so words per minute). Then compare that to how quickly we read if we are simply 

reading an ordinary novel for the simple pleasures: the story, what will happen, the characters, the sort of 

snap-shot quick reading where the sense of reading all the words takes place, but not every word is read 

sensibly & consciously. 

Consider the word-vector networks I provided above (for emotion terms): each word has a strength of 

connection to each other word in the vast network of “all possible words” in the corpus. The word vectors 

are calculated, typically, word-bucket to word-bucket (the position of the word in the individual bucket 

using most methods is not relevant, for a variety of practical and theoretical reasons).  As the word 

connections strengthen, they will be more likely to “occur” together.  If we think of those connections as 

being action potentials of groups of neurons, we can imagine how the language web is similar to a vast 

neural network. The author’s network, your personal network, your interpretive communities average 

network, your greater cultural community’s average network, and so forth, all have competing claims and 

methods for accurate decoding of the network compressed in a single Literary Work. And the network 

impressed into a single book is one whose network is carrying several signals. For the network supports 

sentence level, paragraph level, chapter level, etc. analyses.  It supports parallel structures, musical 

encodings, registers for different characters, narrator(s), and on and on.  It has numerable registers 

available, some or all of which might be made use of, some or all of which may be intended, some or all of 

which may have been the result of language structures implicit already in the language, or which have been 

modified by the author, or which have changed since the era in which the work was written.  

Below is the word DESPAIR as it appears in the earlier French prose fiction translations (from before the 

mid-1660’s): 
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.... C.t,J Ot9) 099J t99J 

DEM 0,99t . .. , .... LOSS 

.... , ... , 
0 ,991 

HEAVEN 

0.99J 

In this word-network, the word DESPAIR is closely linked to TEARS, DEAR, and LOSS.  Which, of course, 

makes ‘sense’ I suppose. The whole network of relationships nested around despair and sadness 

‘intuitively’ makes sense.  However, when something intuitively makes sense, it’s time to be suspicious. 

Despair in the later French works also “makes sense”.  Despair here is linked to CRUEL, REVENGE, and 

VIOLENCE all absolutely plausible seeming connections; TEARS are still present, but SAD has vanished from 

the network.  It is possible that the passivity of SAD has given way to the activity of ACTION – one would 

have to read the books, look at the scads of contexts (yes, software makes this easy to do) – and draw some 

conclusions that way.  
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What has changed, over a span of decades, is that some connections strengthened, and some weakened. 

Software makes it easy to simply accentuate the connections in a network ‘artificially’, and therefore, that 

early French DESPAIR, when the connections are smoothly weakened, becomes an orphan; and it becomes 

clear that SAD is the dominating factor in TEARS and DEAR, and that DESPAIR itself had a relatively tentative 

association with that sub-network. It’s not, therefore, surprising that in another period, even within the 

same supposed language group and prose fiction of the same general genre (French Romance novels 

translated into English), that DESPAIR should have found a new home. 
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DEATH 

0-.996 

TEAil$ 

SAD CRIJEL 

DEAR 

LOSS 

Ml\.E 

0 .993 
SOUL 

HEAVEN 

GODS 

I want to be very clear, here, however: these are models and the conclusions I am showing are absolutely 

unjustified.  We may not have learned anything at all about French Prose Fiction in this case. Significant 

research would have to be conducted to determine: did the translators change the way they translated 

between the two periods, such that they chose the English words in the DESPAIR network (even, for when 

to use “despair” itself) differently? In such a case, it wouldn’t be that French prose fiction changed, but 

that English translation changed! Which change might be driven by some convention, or, by some change 

in understanding of English translators regarding their own English language.130 Change doesn’t show 

causality! We don’t even know if those who experience the translations, i.e. the readers, would notice 

these changes. 

Analogical Conclusions 

The encoding of language in the brain in neuron networks is not a controversial idea. To a large degree, it is 

the ‘only’ idea that matches our brain’s biology and chemistry. For each element in the language system, 

what parts of the brain are activated, how and which neuronal sub-networks are activated, how changes 

are effected, innumerable details, are not necessarily known. It may not even be possible to know all the 

details: when we are using neuronal network programming systems, there are hidden layers in a network 

models that cannot be known, not even theoretically.  They are like the Freudian sub-conscious: unknown 

130 Cognates pose particular problems for translation: for cognates suggest themselves when doing translations. 
Fortunately, at the brain level it appears that cognates are actually stored separately from each other, and therefore 
maintain separate taxonomic and other activation/priming features. (Peeters) Bi-lingual fluency is very different from 
bi-lingual ability. Word storage is not determined by morpheme, but by dimensional clues. 
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by definition. Nevertheless, some conclusions are warranted, and they bear directly upon how we read 

literary works, and what those literary works are doing to us: 

1. The act of reading can change the physical brain of the reader.  In the sense that some neuronal gates 

open, some networks are activated: that’s the ‘fact’ of reading.  We use energy. At the most minute level, 

sodium and postassium concentrations change, neurons fire sending something like chained electrical 

signals to each other. 

2. This is not a ‘theoretical’ point, it’s something more serious: reading a book is a physical act that does 

something to you.  Your mind is not independent of the book, you don’t read as something separate from 

the book.  The book is not like a piano where you push the word keys.  YOU are the piano, the book pushes 

your keys. 

3. It could be that any act of reading does change the physical brain of the reader, and it is certain that 

some readings do change the brain.  By this I mean that your neural networks are affected such that the 

encodings in that network can be forever altered, for ‘better or worse’, but what is read. Yes, reading can 

be like a virus.  Reading a book can have such a massive, lasting, impact that it fundamentally re-structures 

millions of connections.  Words may lose their activating connections to some word networks, and may 

gain new, immensely powerful connections to others. Not only are you the piano, you’re a flexible one that 

can be re-tuned by how the book plays on your keys. 

4. The effects of reading may be lasting, or they may wear off. Some effects may last your lifetime, others 

may last only a few hours until you’ve slept.  Some effects may begin an imperceptible chain of reactions 

stretched out over days months or years.  Some changes may be overwhelmed by being re-immersed in the 

‘real world’ such that the alterations effected by reading are ‘re-set’ by daily life. The whole world is 

continually trying to re-tune your piano. 

5. During the activity of reading, priming can actually interfere with comprehension of non-primed, related 

pathways, in both the short and long-term.  For example: reading a paragraph about a tiger will strengthen 

the taxonomical pathway for “large predatory cats” (perhaps), making it then more difficult to activate the 

pathway for an unrelated but similar creature, like a hedgehog. The effects of the strong tiger activations 

may linger, leaving the hedgehog ‘recognized’ but not well activated.131 This has tremendous implications 

for “how we read”: words, phrases, images, may ‘jump’ out at us due to features of the text that are 

normally thought to be unrelated.  

We can see, then, that the attempt toward understanding the basic biological mechanisms involved in 

reading a Literary Work vastly increases the uncertainty and complexity involved in the most granular 

interpretations: as all the valid readings, though constrained, might be broadly diverse, might possibly be 

contradictory, and all are worthy of analysis. The networks I mention above, are susceptible to some 

reasoned, technical resuscitation: their reconstructions in an historical period are not beyond our abilities.  

If we choose to analyze them, we have the tools with which to do so. We may not want to have to know all 

131 (Oppenheim) 
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this information, but we can, and I believe should, know this information, for it forms the core of Literary 

Work analysis. 

Noun Verb Pathways 

Moro132 defines the concept of a ‘word and its meaning’ in this way: “In first approximation, when we think 

of the meaning of a word in fact we think of at least two components: the capacity of certain words to refer 

to objects, properties, or concepts of the world or the capacity to build relations among them.  Both 

components contribute to the meaning of a sentence.” The subject of Moro’s entire book involves why we 

have the languages we have, and why there are languages that we can theorize but that are impossible for 

us to acquire. Moro, then, points to some essential noun and verb distinctions that are ubiquitous in the 

literature on language. It is ordinary to think of words as falling into grammatical categories.  Languages can 

(do) have different grammars, and I presume there may well be grammar effects on neuronal networks (I 

have not, as yet, seen studies about that, but it seems probable and acceptable to me). The multitude of 

languages does appear to allow for some non-trivial Universals, however.  And, these Universals are likely 

connected (as stated earlier) to the fact that the brain’s biology/chemistry shapes the languages we can 

use.  Every language has elements that distinguish ‘noun-ness’ from ‘verb-ness’ – even in languages that are 

said to allow every root to function both as a noun and a verb, or in languages that ‘conjugate’ nouns, there 
is still in the implementation of that language a difference between discussing things and activities.  It is 

reasonable to wonder: is that not a function of life itself?  How else, and to what purpose, would we 

communicate and live if not by means of some sort of object recognition and actions? 

Whatever the answers, though, we do discover that in the brain there are systems so deeply encoded that 

they are described as “pathways” – they are action systems in the brain that distinguish between ‘verbness’ 
and ‘nounness’, to the point that the two can be distinguished using EEG measurements (we can tell if a 

noun or a verb has been show to a subject). Hurford argues strongly for the following133, an approach to 

describing Fodor’s LOT: 

There is an “attribute” pathway [predicative] and an “object” pathway [nouns] in humans.  All 
languages manage predicative speech acts by bringing these two paths together in the form 

Predicate(x) . example: Came(John) -> John came, or, a series: 

Tall(x) & Man(x) & Came(x) -> A tall man came. 

Preissel134 has provided evidence that verbs and nouns can be distinguished simply by measuring the 

electrical wave-forms they induce. The verb/noun separation appears to be a brain-wide phenomenon.  

Both nouns and verbs activate visual and motor cortices, however, nouns are slightly more activating of the 

visual cortex, and verbs are much more activating of the motor cortex. The results are interesting, then, in 

two ways: that we can tell whether a noun or verb has been heard by a subject, and, that nouns [typically 

thought of as “static”] activate the motor cortex (less so than verbs, but still they do).  It’s not as if we can 

132 (Moro) 247 
133 (Hurford) 
134 (Hubert Preissl) 
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simply argue that nouns are like visual objects, and that verbs are like actions: they’re more like whole-

brain activations, and the relation of activations is the meat, not the specificity of the activations. The 

motor-ness of nouns could be related to the full human sensorial.  We know objects not only by sight, but 

by how they feel, how we manipulate them, and the uses to which they can be put. 

Meteyard135 tries to extend our understanding of the visual-motor pathways for nouns to an understanding 

of the nouns used in abstract reasoning: for how is it that placing nouns and verbs firmly in an embodied 

human, such that our experience of words & the world is closely linked to our physical experiences of the 

world, can result in ‘entities’ that are clearly non-physical, not-object, non-sensorial, and so forth? And still 

they activate motor and visual pathways: 

A major problem for embodied approaches is how to account for abstract cognition, such as that 

implicated in conceptual representation and abstract reasoning. … [evidence for Lakoff is weak, 

says author] … In our theoretical view we argue for two classes of information that contribute to 

the representation of both concrete and abstract words: experiential (sensory, motor, but also 

affective) and linguistic (verbal associations arising through co-occurrence patterns and syntactic 

information). Differences between concrete and abstract word meanings (as well as within 

concrete and within abstract word meanings) arise as a result of the proportion and exact type of 

experiential and linguistic information from which they are derived. We have argued and provided 

evidence for a statistical preponderance of affective and linguistic information that underlies 

abstract word meanings. 

The conclusion supports the claim in the chapter on emotions that TRUTH has a feeling, maybe even “is” a 

feeling, that TRUTH is made up of the affective information required even for abstract word meanings. 

Meteyard provides a condensed chart of the four different types of (really a spectrum of …) embodiment 

theories, from weakest to strongest. In the context of this dissertation, the extreme weak end, the 

‘unembodied’, is implausible and unsupportable, and that the evidence supports a positions somewhere 

between weak and strong. I think that generally research is consistent with that placement.  The very 

strong embodiment hypothesis put forth by Lakoff and Johnson in the 1980s does not appear to be correct 

(a little more about that later, and I must say I am disappointed that all our thinking is not schematized 

onto a set of basic metaphorical structures played out across domains): 

135 (Lotte Meteyard) 
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CORTEX 48 (2012 ) 788-804 791 

Label Unembodied Secondary embodiment Weak embodiment Strong embodiment 

Semoric contenr Symbolic/ Amodai Amodal Cross-modal integration/ Analogue/ Multimodal 
Supra modal 

Neural archirecrure Semantic region(s) have no Region for amodal semantic Distributed network of areas Distributed network of areas 

temporal or spatial overlap content plus modality specific which code integrated modal within primary sensory and 

with sensory and motor areas regions which code information, proximal to motor systems 
experiential attributes primary sensory and motor 

regions 

Relorionship ro Complete Independent but Partial Complete 

sensory•moror independence associated dependence dependence 

sysrems 

Explonorion of Indirect activation Secondary activation Mediation Modulation 

interactions 

Theories Collins & Loftus (1975} Mahon & Caramazza [2008) Barslou (1999) Gallese & Lakoff (2005) 

Landauer & Dumais (1997) Patterson et al [2007) Farah & McClelland (1991) Glenberg & Kaschak (2003) 

Levelt (1989) Quillian (1968) Pulvermuller (1999) Zwaan (2004) 

Rogers et al (2004) Simmons & Barsalou (2003) 
Tyler & Moss (2001) 
Vigllocco et al (2004) 

Fig. 1 - A continuum of embodiment. Theories are divided into four broad groups. From left to right: (1) Unembodied, 
in which semantic information is symbolic/amodal, with complete independence. from modal content and no 
neuroanatomical overlap with sensory-motor systems. (2) Secondary embodiment, in which semantic content is amodal, 
but associated to (separate) brain regions that represent modal information. (3) Weak embodiment, in which integrated 
modal information that is represented proximal to sensory and motor regions forms the basis of semantic content. 
(4) Strong embodiment, in which primary sensory and motor regions represent semantic content in a distributed network 

v.ia simulation. 

It is, of course, helpful to ‘know’ that our experience of language is dependent upon experiential, linguistic, 

sensorial, motor, and affective pathways in our brain. How we answer the question, “whose meaning(s) or 

what meaning(s)” when asking questions of meaning in Literary Works, will determine “whose network(s) 

or which network(s)” are providing the answers. A feminist interpretation of a Literary Work, then, will ask 

questions within a Feminist-Theory strengthened language network(s), typically by situating the Literary 

Work not in its own or its author’s frameworks, but in a cultural context-network typically developed in the 

feminist’s time period (i.e. not situated within the time-period or context in which the work was written), 

and typically with certain network connections being strengthened/weakened in accordance with the 

theories being used to “read” the work. I’m reluctant to say that there are ‘miss-readings’ of works 

amongst hard-working scholars.  I subscribe to the general belief that nearly all people reading Literary 

Works at the academic-publishing level are very smart, rarely make global errors, and therefore only 

improbably miss-read a work.  What does happen, though, is that we fail to recognize what meaning-

networks are being used for discussions, such that we see contradiction where there is only perspectival 

differentiation to be observed. For a feminist example, I will give this testimony: you cannot convince my 

wife, raised Druze, from the mountains of Lebanon, that her culture is sexist: she would not agree to any 

number of your assumptions and theoretical underpinnings. The very language, the terms, with which the 

claims are built, do not work in her native world.  There are so many differences, that the conversation 
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never even begins, despite the ‘clarity’ of the communications: which here means that the way the words 

of the discussion relate to each other and the emotional contents of the words and phrases that make up 

the arguments are incapable of transferring between languages and language users. There are formal 

ontological differences such that both perspectives are fiat perspectives on the real world, and not real in 

and of themselves. 

Embodiment has some deeper, more distressing, counterparts. Bizarre effects abound in the research 

literature. The effects can be ‘weird’ and provoke ‘what do I do with that knowledge?’ reactions.  For 

example, research shows that we have a “Right is good, Left is bad” bias that even the motor activity of 

using a QWERTY keyboard cannot overcome, so much so that, according to Cassanto, the QWERTY 

keyboard itself as a mechanical object affects our judgments of good and bad.136 We judge words that are 

typed on the right of the keyboard more favorably than those typed on the left.  Words that are balanced 

between the two keyboard sides, if they are “good” words, subjects will then assign them to the right side 

of the keyboard. So, the word “good” begins and ends on the left side of the keyboard, but users tested 

assigned it (conceptually) to the “right” side, the good side, of the keyboard. Words that are proven to not 

have statistically significant good/bad associations, are significantly assigned ‘goodness’ if they are typed on 

the right side of the keyboard, and ‘badness’ if they are typed on the left side of the keyboard. How an 

affect like this might affect writing of texts and reading of texts is unknown. 

We also learn that bilinguals are generally more taxed by word-retrieval than mono-linguals. It is “harder” 

for a bilingual to read a work even in their native language, than it is for a mono-lingual to read the same 

work.137 Bilinguals are even shown to read slightly more slowly than monolinguals. How might this impact 

the experience, contents, and readings of texts? If bilinguals read more slowly, we will see below on the 

chapter on Time, that could mean that bilinguals process more words ‘in detail’ and ‘more thoughtfully’ 

because they spend more time activating associations on a word by word, phrase by phrase, basis. 

Different written languages have different brain hemispheric effects. Whereas I noted above logographic 

and alphabetic writing systems resolve to near-sameness at the word-level recognition, all alphabetic 

systems are not equivalents. For Arabic (or Hebrew), the lateralization is different because most Arabic 

reading involves no vowels and no diacritical markers regarding those missing vowels. Hence, “Although 

the dominance of the left cerebral hemisphere in language processing has been established, cultural factors 

have been asserted to play a major role in the cortical organization of verbal processing.  …”  the Right 

Hemisphere deals with “maintaining multiple meanings of a word through a certain amount of time during 

reading” as the missing vowels / word-senses are established via context.  The example given is K-T-B: 

katabo “he wrote”, “kotiba” it was written, “kotob” books.  [of course, all three words involve the “same” 

general subject matter].138 This research suggests that perhaps readings in/an Arabic Fiction works require, 

not by custom but by nature, a greater dependence upon unresolved, multiple meanings. 

Some of these instabilities might resolve at the higher level of the sentence or sentence grouping, such that 

a Literary Reading looking at sentences and larger grains would be able to bracket away/ignore the 

136 (Casasanto) 
137 (Oiwi Parker-Jones) 
138 (Al-Hamouri) 
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instabilities, whereas a Literary Reading concerned with or premised upon individual words would not be 

capable of doing so.  It is not clear what the impact on representations of word-context vector networks 

would be: if the word itself is not stable outside of context, there could be a circularity problem with 

placing words as individuals in those contexts: the context is determining the word while the word is 

determining the context.  This is the word-sense disambiguation problem in a nutshell, which I touch upon 

at the end of this dissertation under topic-analysis. 

Word in Networks 

What are Word Networks 

Words exist in a network of relationships with each other as described above, and also words exist in a flow 

of other words.  Both these existences are really at the heart of the Latin Rhetorician’s classic view of 

metaphor in language. Rhetoric – especially Quintilian’s139 – was of great importance in Renaissance 

English education. Madhavi Menon140, in her study of rhetoric in English Renaissance drama, quotes 

Quintilian on metaphor, as being 

The commonest and most beautiful of tropes … it adds to the copiousness of language by the 

interchange of words and by borrowing, and finally succeeds in the extremely difficult task of 

providing a name for everything. A noun or a verb is transferred from the place to which it properly 

belongs to another where there is either no literal term or the transferred is better than the literal. 

We do this either because it is necessary or to make our meaning clearer or, as I have already said, 

to produce a decorative effect. When it secures none of these results, our metaphor will be out of 

place. (VIII.vi.4-7) 

We can see in Quintilian, then, the conception that there is some sort of vast, human, meaning space, such 

that word-senses can be added to better fill that space, linking it more correctly to the world. Whatever 

that “everything” is to which he refers, the naming of each and every thing by means of verbs or nouns is 

the task of language: new words are fitted into the whole of language, adjusting referential boundaries, and 

becoming ever more particular.  Words in a network of other words, then, generates the drive toward 

metaphorical uses towards clarity of meaning.  Words in flow – some well chosen, purposeful succession -

is the work of rhetoric itself: 

The art of oratory, as taught by most authorities, and those the best, consists of five parts : -

invention, arrangement, expression, memory, and delivery or action. But all speech expressive of 

purpose involves also a subject and words. If such expression is brief and contained within the limits 

139 Priscian was the grammarian of the middle ages – there are over 1,000 manuscript copies of Priscian’s grammar 
extant. His Latin grammar was never translated into English. 
140 (Menon) p. 13 Although I disagree with Menon’s readings in general, her chapter on Metaphor is exceedingly 
useful by providing the theorizations in the period for the work of metaphor, metonymy, and allegory. As might be 
becoming clear, 
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Everything that moves , whether animate or inanimate, is a flow system . 

of one sentence, it may demand nothing more, but longer speeches require much more. (III.iii.1-

2)141 

So, Quintilian touches nearly every theme that matters in this dissertation: words, word-networks, 

metaphor, time, subject, expression. He recognizes the word level, the word amongst other words, and the 

words in their succession. 

It is possible, with a command, or a conclusion, to utter or write a single word, a single word posing with 

independence, seemingly standing alone, cut off from others.  But, that is only a “seeming” – for no matter 

what the length of the pause between words, there is always another word that preceded it, and, at least 

for those around you, another word will surely follow. I’m using the word “flow” because it has a particular 

scientific sense that I want to bring to mind.  Adrian Bejan has developed a systems law that he applies not 

only to his specialty, thermodynamic systems, but through all biological and human systems142: 

Everything that moves, whether animate or inanimate, is a flow system. All flow systems generate 

shape and structure in time in order to facilitate this movement across a landscape filled with 

resistance (for example, friction). The designs we see in nature are not the result of chance.  They 

arise naturally, spontaneously, because they enhance access to flow in time. (3)143 

Since human beings are part of nature and governed by its laws, the point-to-area and area-to-

point flows we construct also tend to have treelike structures. These include the flowing networks 

of information … (4) 

We are surely familiar with the idea of tree-like structures in words and languages.  Taxonomies are 

generally drawn in such tree-like forms. Because we know that words do not exist in isolation from each 

other, we instead will habitually place a sentence or group of sentences into a chart that helps us visualize 

the work that each word does, how the words assemble themselves hierarchically into sentences, and how 

the sentences then refer back to each other (pronoun co-referencing, for example), or develop each other 

further. Stanford has a parser that generates this sort of visualization for many languages, including 

English, and the results look something like this: 

A sentence isolate: 

141 (Quintilian) 
142 (Bejan) 
143 Even at the neuron level flow determines activation patterns.  Neurons function by transmitting current and 
managing time for activation by having narrower or wider channels for that flow.  The wider the channel, the more 
easily the current flows. 
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All flow systems generate shape and structure in time in order to facilitate this movement across a 

landscape filled with resistance ( for example , friction ) . 

The hierarchical, tree like structure is apparent in this chart: it’s often called a dependency map since it 

shows how elements are dependent upon each other for their meaning in the sentence system. A group of 

sentences, then, may be charted to look something like this: 

This multi-sentence chart helps show how individual sentences are connected to each other, for we could 

draw arrows from the first occurrence of “FLOW SYSTEM” to the repetition of the word at the beginning of 

the next sentence. The two sentences, or part of a continual flow, they don’t stutter, and they aren’t cut 

off from each other.  They’re not bullets of information. This sort of chart could be described as a 

dependency flow chart.  It demonstrates the tree-like behavior of sentences isolate, and the flowing system 

of sentences in their word-language context. We’ll see a little later in this dissertation how working-

memory takes advantage of this sort of flow and dependency system in order to allow us to keep our 

thoughts coherent, or, our readings of structure, plot, character, and so forth in a Literary Work structured 

and comprehensible. 

Probability techniques and modeled neural networks both have been able to produce hierarchical charts 

that closely match human selected taxonomies. 

Dell Hymes, an anthropological linguist, prepared what I believe to be the first book-length work that noted 

the usefulness of Bayesian techniques (which form the basis of both LSA and LDA/Topic Analysis).144 In that 

work, Peter Ihm explains two ways that automatic classifications might be viewed: 

Automatic classification can be interpreted in two ways: (i) to attribute objects to already 

established classes, and (ii) to define classes in an initially unclassified material … Today [1965] 

when Bayesian ideas are increasingly accepted, their interpretation is given in the sense of 

subjective probability …. 

What Ihm explains in the 1960s is precisely what has come to fruition in the 2000’s.  We use those 

techniques to assign objects – literary works – to established classes – genres, and we use them to define 

classes in unclassified material – topic analysis, latent semantic analysis, word-vector models generally. 

144 (Hymes) article by Peter Ihm “Automatic Classification in Anthropology” p.358 
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Elman uses neural network methods145 to sort words in sentences into ‘natural’ classes, into a taxonomy, in 

the 1990s, and did so with minimal supervision.146 The sorting that the small neural system managed to 

produce is shown below: words were divided between verbs, animate nouns, and inanimate nouns, with 

further subcategories that appear human enough that it’s impressive for a smallish simulated network (a 

few hundred neurons). 

Elman reaches this conclusion regarding the modeling: “we [humans] build event schemas, the verbs are 

rich but are not required to build us to knowing what verb is about to be used. What happens is we build a 

‘model’ of what is going on and the lexical intrusions into the model create constraints on the model.” The 

idea here is that once we are somewhat mature readers, we already have some world-interpreting schemas 

that are prepared ‘inside us’ for the receipt and recording of incoming word information. On the one hand 

this reduces the complexity of required encoding: rather than every word needing to be related to every 

other word (an n-dimensional word cloud of “as many words as we know” [not to mention that 

combinations and permutations are not specified yet] could be something like 5,000 [words I know] to the 

5,000th power, which overflows any known calculator and would require at least more combinations than 

there are atoms in the universe [50005000 = 7.079811261 E+18494 relations vs. the atoms in the universe 

being around 2.4785642596484 E+85, ), we only need to be able to relate models to models, and then 

refine the words stored in each model as modifications of the model’s value.  We don’t have to relate the 

word “ant” to the word “hydrogen”, until we have a taxonomic basis for that relation, and then would only 
relate the two taxonomic model’s calculated values for the activation relationships. 

145 (Elman, Language as a Dynamical System) 
146 Fully unsupervised would mean that the experimenter need not interact with the software at all during the 
experiment, and ideally the experimenter would not have to pre-train the system with ‘known’ or ‘organized’ or 
‘tagged’ information: submitting raw text data as it exists naturally, in the world, to the system would produce good 
results.  Minimal supervision often means that the system needs some basic prior training on what to do, and the 
experimenter normally will give the system some corrective feedback during the training stage so that the system has 
some ‘known good’ data to work with before being given unclassified data. 
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VERBS 

ANIMATES 

NOUNS 

. h INANIMATES 
FOOD 

BREAKABLES 

2.0 1.5 1.0 0.0 -0.5 

Figure 8.3 Hierarchical dustering diagram of hidden unit activations in the simulalion with 
simple sentences. After training, sentences are passed through the network. and the hidden unit 
activation pattern for each word is recorded. The clustering diagram indicates the similarity 
structure among these patterns. This structure, which reflects the grammatical factors that 
influence word position, is inferred by the network; the patterns which represent the actual 
inputs are orthogonal and carry none of this information. 

The taxonomic knowledge & word storage system is vastly preferable to a more directly lexiconic 

information store. Nevertheless, experimentally, the dimensions encoded in the network do indicate that a 

word, such as “cut”, appears to have a single “network area” associated with it, so the word-senses of the 

“same word” are stored ‘together’, even as the words that belong to different taxonomies altogether are 

stored ‘separately’ [I am qualifying the ideas of ‘same word’ and ‘together’ and ‘separately’ because of the 

many:many relationship of the neurons that make up activation patterns in the brain – there is not an 

independent ‘word storage’ area that we tap in order to recall or use a word, the word is not isolate but is 

caught up in a web of affective, motor, and visual activations]. 

Elman uses the concept akin to priming in order to describe how it is that a word with many senses is 

capable of supporting multiple connections147: 

147 (Elman, On the Meaning of Words and Dinosaur Bones: Lexical Knowledge Without a Lexicon) p.567 
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J. L Elman/Cognitive Science 33 (2009) 567 

The lumberjack~ 

1 
wood 

The pastry chef\\ / / cake 

The butcher~ v meat 

Using a saw,::::::,~ cuts,~ ::e; 

Using a saw, the surgeon the bone 

.At the restaurant, the surgeon the steak 

Fig. 5. A schematic illustration of some of the contingent factors that affect expectations for the patient of cut. 
The expectations may differ, depending on the identify of the agent, the instrument, or the location of the under
lying event. 

Elman concludes that word meanings are embedded in numerous contexts: 

1. The meaning of a word is rooted in our knowledge of both the material and the social 

world.  The material world includes the world around us as we experience it, possibly 

indirectly.  The social world includes cultural habits and artifacts; in many cases, these 

habits and artifacts have significance only by agreement … 

2. Context is always with us. The meaning of a word is never “out of context”, although we 
might not always know what the context is. 

3. The drive to predict is a simple behavior with enormously important consequences. 

4. Events play a major role in organizing our experience.  Even knowledge is used to drive 

inference, to access memory, and affects the categories we construct.  An event may be 

defined as a set of participants, activities, and outcomes that are bound together by causal 

interrelatedness. 

5. Dynamical systems provide a powerful framework for understanding biologically based 

behavior. The nonlinear and continuous valued nature of dynamical systems allow them to 

respond in a graded manner under some circumstances, while in other cases their 

responses may seem more binary. 

Munakata148 gives us another example of a semantic categorization generated by a network, through which 

a neuronal network sorted nouns amongst categories such as “abstract”, “living” and “synthetic”.  A task of 
a formal ontology, then, would be to map our internal taxonomies encoded in our language to the 

ontological taxonomies of the objective world, revealing the disjunctions and confusions that accompany 

our daily lives versus the world ‘as it is’. 

148 (Munakata) figure 10.7 page 334 
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CHAPTER I 0. LANGUAGE 

Concrete/Abstract Semantics 
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Figure 10.7 : Cluster plot of the similarity of the semantic 
representations for the 40 different words, where the abstract 
words occupy the central cluster, surrounded by two main 
branches of the concrete words, which correspond roughly to 
living versus synthetic things. 

A detailed glimpse at the hierarchical taxonomies necessary to handle some one task, such as, ordering 

wine at a restaurant with dinner, reveals to us how complicated the task really is. For a wine-

knowledgeable person, the task requires the enlistment of a vast knowledge base of more or less objective 

qualities and facts about wine.  There are objects, concepts, roles, hierarchies, isolates, properties, and so 

forth. Bachman shows us all these, with their intrinsic and extrinsic features, their primitives and synthetic-

defined concepts, their disjoints/and exclusivities, as reproduced here following Brachman149: 

• Enumerate object types, 

149 (Ronald J. Brachman) 
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I. Object types 
body sugar white-wine 

color wine fish rood_ 
grape location dry-wine 

winery 
red-meet 

seafood 

3. Hierarchy 

CONSUMABLE-THING 

I ~ 
WI~ FOOD 

WH1rCw1N~ -R~INE/ '-.,, \ ~ '\.1 / SEAFOOD 
/V-WIN MEAT 

ORV-WHITE-WINE FIL 
RED-BORDEAUX-WINE 

• concepts vs. roles, 

• hierarchies, 

• isolate individuals, 

• determine properties and parts -> intrinsic properties, extrinsic properties, parts, 

• determine value restrictions, 

• determine constraints, 

• distinguish essential and incidental properties, 

• distinguish primitives and defined concepts, 

• distinguish disjoint/mutual exclusivity in concepts. 

I reproduce below Bachman’s representations (pp 433-438) of the wine-related taxonomies. The result is 

an almost fully defined “knowledge base” of wine. This is just one possible manner of classifying knowledge 

systems, and we see that all this encoding seems “plausible” yet is not exhaustive: it is drawn from the 

‘objective’ realm: “merely” encoding what we all may well “know” about something like wine, without yet 

even reaching into how we relate to, deal with, enjoy, attach to or avoid, etc. etc. with instances of wine. 

(Ronald J. Brachman). 

There are the types of objects associated with wine: 

There is a hierarchical system that wine belongs in, along with the foods that go along with decision making 

about wine (wine is consumable, food is consumable, wine comes in a taxonomy, food comes in a 

taxonomy): 
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4. Individuals 

COLOR FISH 

---1--........ Red Rose ---1--........ Creb Selmon 

White Swordfish 
SUGAR 

---1--........ Ory Sweet 

OH-dry 

5. Properties 

WIN£ 

CONSUMABLE-THING 
Intrinsic: color 

body 
grope 
sugar ... 

eKlrfnsfc:: name 
prtc:e 
reafon ... 

6. cardtnallly 

WINE 

CONSUMABLE-THING 

color 
body 
grape >= I 
sugar 1 

name. >= I 
price >=1 
region I 

Individuals are called up in the act of wine ordering: 

The Properties involved in wine, both extrinsic and intrinsic: 

The cardinality for the items that make up wine (wine has “1” body but can have at least one and perhaps 

more than one “grape”) 

Concepts of what sort of values there can be for each individual (individual object involved in wine): 
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7. VIIIII Reslrlcl\lons 

WINE 

CONSUMABLE-THING 

color I COLOR 
body BODY 
grape >: I GRAPE 
sugar I SUGAR 
name >= I STRING 
price >: I DOLLAR-AMOUNT 
region I REGION 

9. Constraints 

WINE 

CONSUMABLE-THING 

color I COLOR 
body BOOV 
grope >= I GRAPE 
sugar I SUGAR 
name >= I STRING 
price >= I DOLLAR-AMOUNT 

(maker market-rep price) 
region I REGION 

10. Rules 

RED-BORDEAUX-WINE 

WINE 
color Red 
reQlon Bordeaux 

rules: ORV-WINE 

7. Mor, v1111, Rnlrlcttons 

RED-BORDEAUX-WINE 

WINE 
color 
region 

Red 
Bordeeux 

Constraints on how the objects can be described (“color” must be from the set of color-words, “price” must 

be a monetary denomination of some sort, “region” must be a geographical location) 

And there are “rules” that explain relationships: 

So that the entire wine-system looks like a massive flow tree something like this: 
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Figure 14.3: Hierarchy of the sample knowledge base 

The concept of a flow system, therefore, applies well both to the grammar and the syntax of word 

language. We humans use flow-like tree systems to organize the 1,000s of words and 10,000’s of word-

senses that we recognize in our lives, including innumerable specialized taxonomies that belong to and we 

are trained to recognize in fields, for example, like Literary Works. All these relationships are adjusted 

(temporary or not so temporary) by reading a Literary Work. Reading can strengthen some of these 

connections, add to or subtract from our groupings, and can transfer whole structures from one area to 

another via analogy, or elements of a structure from one area to another by metaphor. 

The idea of “flow” encourages us to think of reading as choosing a path through words and sentences, from 

a set of possible meanings of those words and sentences, such that we choose the best-flow solution-space 

from among the possibilities. In a system with active agents, how do we guess what sorts of changes or 

mutations might take place? Can we model a system well enough, as we read, to model the future course 

of the read work, inducing satisfactions and surprises as we proceed through the book? 

What is very interesting to me are the ways the complexity of a system increases, absent countering forces.  

In evolutionary biology, in every environmental niche we find that organisms have developed to fill them 
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and survive. In the terms of constructal flow, we can analogically investigate whether every historical event 

can be explained in terms of human-activity flows, or the interruption of those human flows by natural 

forces, epidemics, pestilence. Humanity’s artifacts, even humanity’s languages, can be seen as realizations 

of constructal forces. 

An application of the constructal laws permits the arrangement of human history (its civilizations and the 

products of its civilizations) - laws, songs, poems, novels, political bodies, wars … - into the broader, formal 

systems that can be studied using scientific methods. And rather than seeing the development of a literary 

genre – for example, 17th Century romances – as the result of Darwinian evolution, we can instead see it as 

the idealization of the flow of ideas, concepts, thematics, plots, characters etc. through the medium of the 

written word. The system of prose romance thus shapes and and is re-shaped in time, from the smallest 

granularity & level of individual words, while the overall life-system of the writers/readers develops: the 

author is continually trying to discover the most effective way to deliver romance fiction to the reader. As 

the readers are altered by other forces, the authors may find themselves faced with challenges that range 

from the ‘simple’ – readers required contemporary settings – to the complex – readers require unique, non-

repetitive situations, i.e. ‘novelty’. 

In literary theory, we can devise a new ‘flow’ representation in theoretical work. The Deleuzian rhizomatic 

approach is a natural flow across a low level space. The previous constructions of literature tended to be 

tree-like and descending information flows (author -> thematics and plot -> the larger scales that 

determined the branchings -> lower levels such paragraphs and sentences -> then eventually the smallest 

unit: words). A Deleuzian understanding, the ‘root’ based approach, is a flow in the opposite direction, 

such that the words (unstable, re-alignable, changing, shifting, cross-associating over long textual 

‘distances’) determine the structures above them, with the flow of information moving into channels that 

are more and more constricted regarding choices, but broader regarding capacity. If the traditional 

approaches were something like a delta, where the body of the text spread out into and determined the 

courses of the details, the Deleuzian approach is more like a watershed, where the rivulets (words) 

determine the general courses of the tributaries, leading to the meandering of a river observed as an 

abstracted whole. We would call all of this “mere metaphor”, if it weren’t for the fact that all thought and 

comprehension proceeds by analogy and metaphor anyway. Reading language really is something akin to 

the brain processing multi-variate equations to reach solutions. 

Visualizations of words-data is the idea that we can re-present information contained in “big data” or 

“small data” via visual depictions that show relationships between terms using visual features. The 

visualization, by suppressing some data in favor of highlighting other data, can allow us to see structures – 

knowledge – emerging what what seems to be streams of small bits of information.  We us lines to show 

connection, thicknesses of lines to show strength of connection, line lengths to either facilitate clustering 

(where distance <> actual distance) or distances to represent some sort of named ‘distance’ relation, words 

to represent key words & word-systems, the font-size of words to represent significances, colors of words 

to represent “types” of significances, shapes encasing words to manage other kinds of categorization, the 

overall shape of the page to indicate an even broader level of encoding – perhaps overlaid on a map, or on 

a graph, or as a time-line, or as a flow/evolution, or as a rotating system … There are many tables, graphs, 

and figures in this dissertation that manipulate information to show significance and structure by 
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summarizing, concatenating, and linking measurements of various sorts.  It is completely under-theorized 

why a Literary Work is or should or can be amenable to this sort of re-representation.  There has been so 

much written about treating works as ‘wholes’, and additional volumes have been written destabilizing 

works at very low levels.  It has been a very long time since we worked to consistently understand and 

theorize how any literary feature is determined, measured, advanced, coordinated, and linked theoretically 

in Literary Works. 

More advanced active visualizations permit rearrangements of the data in more actual dimensions [the 

printed page typically represents two actual dimensions, with up to many implied perspectival dimensions] 

with therefore commensurately more possible perspectival (collapsed) dimensions. I don’t not know how, 

in a Dissertation or any publication in an English Department to demonstrate the evolution of a word 

system. Although I do have software that is capable of manipulating groups of words and showing their 

changes in ‘program time’, I have never seen any publication in my field that theorizes, discusses, or makes 

use of those resources. The limitation is not simply on the ‘soft’ humanities fields.  I have not yet seen a 

single scientific paper that embeds a video representing manipulations and variations of the data.150 We 

are so used to seeing idealized, compacted, schematized, abstracted, exemplary data, that we do not have 

a common practice method to do anything else. Most published work is something like those botanical 

drawings that show impossible states of affairs: fruit, bud, bud-opening, flower, and seed-pod are all shown 

in the same drawing, as if a limb could sport the fruit and the flower simultaneously.  Discussed more 

deeply below, we love to abstract time from all our work.  We show the changing as static, the evolving as 

simultaneous, the variable as categorized, the moving as motionless, the decaying as established … 

In the visualized scenes – tables, charts, figures, graphs – we have forgotten that the underlying data, the 

words whose measurements are being calculated and then ‘visualized’, are already themselves 

visualizations. The word itself is already a visualization.  And, a word is not ‘just’ a ‘pure’ or ‘neutral’ 

visualization of a phonetic stream – there are many other word systems to choose from. One of Saussure’s 

epigrams is that there is grave mistake in the consideration of a single word, because, expressly, words exist 

in systems. When we regard a word, as separable as it is in our brain, it is too easy to forget that each 

occurrence is a momentary abstraction of many streams of information, and so the word being read is 

being taken from a source system (the reader’s) and is being inserted into another system (the work being 

read), which system has been (more or less) constructed by an author(s). There is emergent meaning in 

every dimension, as the reader re-inflates the scores of words on pages. 

As a ‘back channel’, a ‘feed back’, I want to also reiterate that words are not to be equated with thought.  

Whereas it is the case, indeed, that we can utilize the work that words do to create thought, even new 

thoughts, it is not the case, that thoughts themselves must be in words.  Not all thoughts are in words, but 

thoughts can be in words. Not only are words, as temporary individuals bumping up against each other, 

capable of being generative of something, but also, every word and each word, is a complex nexus of forces 

150 There are four videos in the data folder for this dissertation: (a) a video showing the manipulation of topic 
relationships, (b) manipulation of the number of topic clusters being imaged, (c) a three dimensional rotation of the 
topics so that their relationships to each other can be seen better, and (d) a video showing the change in the networks 
as the modeler re-iterates through the corpus showing how the relationships change based on the number of “re-
readings” of the corpus performed. 
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which it realizes in its simple casing.  If we are interested in the function of human thought, then we must 

make use of words but discard their mesmerizing power over us. Thought consists of the play of forces 

actualized in the network abstracted, visualized, by the words we use.  Those forces include a massive 

component of emotion, a semi-rigid ontology, a complex web of relations that is unique at levels within the 

human individual, in that human’s personal historical endurance, in small social groups of humans, in larger 

groups of human, in cultural strata of various types, and in historical strata of various types.  In every case 

of communication, what we call “communication” is really a matter of adequation. 

Conceptual Integration 
Reading is not the working-memory management of large numbers of individual words.  Instead, as we 

read, we make conceptual integrations, most often at the sentence level, so that rather than holding pieces 

in our head, we hold units.  It’s rather like the concept of remembering a phone number as a single seven 

digit number rather than as seven separate numbers that happen to be in an ordered list. There are many 

sources on memory techniques, all of which make use, in one way or another, of our ability to take 

advantage of our affective, visual, auditory, and sensual associations with words or actions to maximize the 

amount of information held in working memory. 

My step-son uses the memory palace technique to recall an entire shuffled deck of cards in about two 

minutes: he constructs a narrative from pre-learned narrative pieces, links the narrative to a real-life story 

current in his world, and then recites the order of the random deck of cards by moving the preset 

structures back into the cards.  Thus, a unit for him can be “a queen holding a weapon” [queen of clubs], 

who “climbs four glittering steps” [four of diamonds] to meet her lover [the ace of hearts] and so forth. 

The conceptual integration of sentences151 blends spaces together so that we can extract from inputs (in 

the simple example reproduced below two) the needed information, and then integrate all the information 

into a single unit in our working memory. The blending works for words/phrases within a sentence as well 

as between sentences.  The 5’2” tall, 180 pound man in the example can be stored into the visual working 

memory [VWM] as a short fat male, a single vague picture that contains only salient points, and thus is not 

overly obtrusive.  Just like in a video game rendering engine, where the visual details are generated on an 

ad hoc, as needed basis (the game designer has not programmed all the possible things that might be seen 

and stored them as images, rather, the designer has programmed a physics and rendering engine so that as 

things are requested they are made on the fly, in real time, therefore making it possible to have infinitely 

many details, variations, perspectives, and events), the short fat man in the VWM may have generic 

characteristics, particular to you, the one who stores the image, that are available for recall: my short fat 

man is balding, does not wear glasses, has a shirt that is too small, and so forth, but only because I’ve 

chosen to further visualize him.  As I’m reading about him, those details are vaguely present (primed?) 

without being defined. The VWM’s ability to hold multiple images within a set of neurons is the same as the 

network show earlier, coding several waveforms, re-presented below in a single working group as a time 

offset152: 

151 (Hogan) p.113 
152 (Vogel) 
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In the schematized example of the VWM, three images are coded by the same network. Three is a 

reasonable example since people are individually varied (considered an important measure of cognitive 

ability) in how many image items they can simultaneously manipulate in the VWM, which number is slightly 

below three.  But trained humans are capable with dealing with 10+ details at a time: 

We’re probably all familiar with the games of “determine how many things have changed between these 

two pictures” such that the task becomes more difficult the greater the number of possible details, and we 

are also probably all familiar with the fact that some of our friends and family seem to be remarkably better 

at this game than others. The same memory functions serve us for dealing with reading in a Literary Work. 

Our working memory is encoding to our capacity (assuming the work is challenging and unfamiliar) all it can 

– visual, auditory, sensual, affective – in conceptually integrated groups: 
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The Text (I) • 109 

Input Spacc(I) 

Blended Space (I) 

Input Space (2) 

Blended Space (2) 

Fi1. 5. A simplified version of conceptual integration for the sentences, "The patient weighs 
180 pounds. He is 5'2" tall." Italics indicate emergent structure. Projection back from the blended_ 
space to an input space is indicated by a dashed line. 

Blending is itself a process of integrating information from long-term memory through working 

memory. … there is always a recruitment of information from different lexical entries into working 

memory. Moreover, the synthesis that occurs in working memory may be transferred back to one 

lexical entry, changing that entry, or not. … In addition, working memory allows for attentional 

focus on one or another item. This attentional focus defines precisely Turner’s [reference to the 

Turner of Lakoff and Turner] “topic.” The idea of emergent structure fits here as well.  Working 
memory operates not only to join bits of information, but to draw inferences, make predictions, 

and so forth. In other words, one of its main functions is to produce emergent structure. 

The reader must sort out temporal features, construct a narrative story, and continually revise that story to 

match new information.153 At the integrative level, the blending process is the essence of flowing reading. 

When the level of analysis has risen to areas larger than that of a few sentences or paragraphs, there are no 

longer “words” in memory, there are only the integrated complex concepts, from which individual words or 

lines may echo when looked for, but in the flow of reading they are gone.  We have, therefore, the 

immediate words being read which allow for the tracking and building of meaning, and the integrated 

concepts which are continually present and changing as the reading continues. The act of reading is the 

construction of blended conceptual objects, which are modified as more words are read. Our brain is 

calculating ‘solutions’ which permit it to integrate more meaning as the time of reading unfolds. 

Lexical Coverage of Topics Changes Over Time 
If a topic (a concept, a taxonomy, an area of interest) is covered lexically, continuously, over an extended 

period of time, then many of the lexical terms that cover the topic will change during that time. Written 

taxonomies such as those coded in a Formal Ontology can be stabilized, but the unwritten, unrecognized 

taxonomies that make up our daily lives slide imperceptibly as we, as individuals, change and our societ(ies) 

153 (Hogan) pp.120-122 
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change as well. New terms will be introduced, more details will seem important or salient, each generation 

will purposefully or accidentally use slightly different, domain relevant, words to cover a topic, and so on. 

The change of lexical coverings over the topic is measurable and predictable and is termed, “lexical 

decay”.154 By “predictable” we do not mean that we know in advance which precise lexical terms will give 

way to which particular others.  “Predictable” means that amount and rate of decay across the topic is 

predictable and known, with the specifics being left to time to expose.  By looking at the lexical coverings of 

topics, without knowing the time-context, one may well be able to “date” the language use by determining 

where in the history of lexical covering the word lies. The slippage of coverage is especially noticeable at 

inter-generationally. 

Ginzburg and Macura155 do some study of how lexical knowledge is transmitted between generations.  They 

do this using computer models that involve ‘agents’ who attempt to acquire lexical terms via a set of rules.  

Some of these ‘agents’ are permitted to ask questions as to whether or not they have got the new lexical 

term ‘correct’.  The authors of the study also try to estimate how many agents are required to efficiently 

transmit information accurately, and where it happens that having more agents increases transmission 

though eventually too many agents will lead to too much discrimination. 

The main effect demonstrated, one we dub the Babel effect, is that the convergence rate of a 

population that relies exclusively on introspection is intrinsically bounded and, moreover, this 

bound decreases with an increasing population. This bound seems to disappear once agents are 

endowed with clarification requests. (287) 

Set of graphs: 

1. As the language meaning-space (number of different words) increases the acquisition time 

increases polynomially. -> intuitively obvious, the finer the differentiations that need to be made, 

the harder it may be to make said differentiations. 

154 (Kleinecke) 
155 (Macura) 
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FIGURE 15.1. As the meaning space increases the acquisition time increases polynomially. 
Increasing the acquisition threshold causes the overall time to go up. 
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gem.;e rate: increasing the acquisition threshold causes the convergence rate to increase 
more than would be the case o f increasing just the meaning space. 
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2. Population size: the more members of a population that there are to interact with, the speedier the 

acquisition of new words is, BUT, the divergence of meanings also increases (because people 

interact in sub-groups). 
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F1GURE 15.4. (a) A mixed population made up of a community of CR and a community or 
introspective agents (each containing 20 members) with differing acquisition thresholds. 
The x-axis shows different acqtii.tition threshold make-ups, where the bigger line repre
sents the introspection threshold and within each value there arc IO different CR threshold 
values (represented by the small lines on the x-axis). The upper curve represents the 
convergence rate or the CR community. while the lower curve represents the convergence 
rate or the introspective community. (h) This figure shows the same data as Fig. I 5.4(a) 
hul here the x-axis plots differing introspection threshold (small lines on the x-axis) values 
for the increasing CR threshold values. 
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3. Introspective “communities” -> those that cannot interact via asking questions etc. -> take a longer 

time to correctly identify referents, nor are they as successful as those communities made up of 

agents who can ask clarifying questions. 
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Although these results may seem trivial, they are examples of why, when reading books as part of a tiny, 

diffused literary scholar community, books that were produced in a time period where the writers and their 

general language community are incapable of answering clarifying questions (because, they are all dead), 

such books may perhaps bind us to a limited understanding of how they work, no matter how hard we 

work as scholars.156 We may have considerable divergence amongst ourselves, and a considerable 

divergence from readers who preceded us, as our chain of communication has been limited. These limits to 

understanding are most interesting to me: they suggest that we can face the following, permanent, 

irreparable difficulties: 

(a) We may make too many distinctions when reading 16th-17th Century prose fiction.  We might not 

recognize synonyms where they occur, or allegories where those occur, or may try to make 

distinctions based on context that would not have been ‘apparent’ or even ‘valid’ in the time 

period.  

(b) We may make too few distinctions when doing the same reading: we may not recognize small 

differences in language context as reflecting actual different lexical coverages. 

(c) Our sample of many words & phrases may be too small to make correct decisions about their 

meaning contexts. 

Some of these features can be computationally recovered. Below is a list of all the 5+ word phrases that 

occur in at least a quarter of the chivalric romances: 

DAUGHTER TO THE KING OF 36 15 51.72% 

TAKING HER BY THE HAND 52 14 48.28% 

TOOK HIM BY THE HAND 44 14 48.28% 

TAKING HIS LEAVE OF THE 22 13 44.83% 

TAKING HIM BY THE HAND 67 12 41.38% 

BEST KNIGHTS IN THE WORLD 65 12 41.38% 

BEST KNIGHT IN THE WORLD 49 10 34.48% 

TOOK HER BY THE HAND 26 10 34.48% 

CALLED THE KNIGHT OF THE 22 10 34.48% 

TOOK HIS LEAVE OF THE 29 9 31.03% 

DAUGHTER TO THE DUKE OF 22 9 31.03% 

TOOK THEIR LEAVE OF THE 21 9 31.03% 

LEAVE OF THE KING AND 19 9 31.03% 

SET SPURS TO HIS HORSE 24 8 27.59% 

RECEIVED THE ORDER OF KNIGHTHOOD 18 8 27.59% 

CAUGHT HIM IN HIS ARMS 16 8 27.59% 

TOOK HER IN HIS ARMS 16 8 27.59% 

TOOK HIS LEAVE OF THEM 13 8 27.59% 

DAUGHTER TO THE EMPEROR OF 9 8 27.59% 

DURING THE TIME OF THIS 9 8 27.59% 

MESSENGERS OF HER MAJESTIES 

CHAMBER 9 8 27.59% 

156 A minor example of the Plato’s cave problem 
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What jumps out is the frequency of phrases that include the idea of “taking”, and the number of phrases 

that involve “hands”/”arms”.  They stand in quite a contrast to the common phrases of later French 

Romances: 

FREQUENCY NO. CASES % CASES 

PERSON IN THE WORLD 185 49 54.44% 

QUARTER OF AN HOUR 189 44 48.89% 

NOTHING IN THE WORLD 82 36 40.00% 

TEARS IN HER EYES 65 35 38.89% 

THING IN THE WORLD 123 34 37.78% 

ACCORDING TO THE CUSTOM 87 32 35.56% 

SOON AS HE SAW 79 32 35.56% 

THREE OR FOUR DAYS 47 30 33.33% 

REST OF THE DAY 112 29 32.22% 

PART OF THE NIGHT 88 29 32.22% 

GREAT DEAL OF TROUBLE 61 29 32.22% 

PART OF THE WORLD 73 28 31.11% 

SOON AS SHE SAW 63 28 31.11% 

FALL INTO THE HANDS 49 27 30.00% 

THINGS IN THE WORLD 48 27 30.00% 

REST OF THE WORLD 50 26 28.89% 

SOON AS I SAW 35 26 28.89% 

REST OF THE COMPANY 128 25 27.78% 

REASON IN THE WORLD 70 25 27.78% 

GREAT DEAL OF WIT 50 25 27.78% 

PERSONS IN THE WORLD 66 24 26.67% 

AFTER THE SAME MANNER 50 24 26.67% 

MADE A GREAT NOISE 45 24 26.67% 

EARLY IN THE MORNING 42 24 26.67% 

KNEW NOT WHAT TO THINK 56 23 25.56% 

AFTER SUCH A MANNER 46 23 25.56% 

TEARS IN HIS EYES 35 23 25.56% 

MADE SUCH A NOISE 32 23 25.56% 

In the French Romances, time elements (“of the day”, “of the night”, “in the morning”, “of an hour”, 

“soon”, “early”) are common. The phrase “in the world” is especially frequent, and its sense has changed 

from the earlier period. Generally the divisions/subdivisions of things are at the forefront: either as 

divisions of time, divisions of the world (“part of”, “rest of”, “world”, “things in”, “person in”, “nothing in”). 

There are a large number of phrases that refer to eyes/seeing, and two that refer to sound/noise. The 

“taking” and “hands” of chivalry are gone.  Surely this means something? Is this the beginning of a 

scientistic reorganization of existence not as a flow of action but as a sequencing and relating of parts? The 

breakdown of the medieval mind is one that destroyed the fabric-like integration of human existence into a 

all-present whole, and replaced it with a human-existence made up of parts and pieces assembled into/in a 

world. 
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external 
linguistic 
behaviour 

external 
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FtGURE 17.1. The expression/induction model of language as a dynamic and culturally 
transmitted system. Individuals express linguistic behaviour based on their internal repre
sentations; these internal representations arc in turn induced in response to the linguistic 
behaviour encountered. Language therefore persists in two qualitatively different states: 
internal knowledge and external behaviour. 

It is difficult to transmit/transfer language ‘accurately’, simply person to person, even amongst those who 

share the same primary language, and even if we control for as many factors as possible. In Language 

Change and the Inference of Meaning Smith157 presents an almost comical mock-up showing the barest 

features of the transmission and re-expression of language: we hear expressions, we inductively place them 

in our internal language representations [whatever those may be], then we re-express them, in a chain 

that, of course, extends indefinitely. The idea I want to make clear here, is, that a partial cause of lexical 

drift goes back to the neuron network basis of language itself: we are not storing “words” when we 

understand communications directed at us: we are taking perceived words, encoding them into some sort 

of internal representation (perhaps a Fodorian LOT, perhaps a Lakoffian Metaphor Structure, … some sort 

of structure that isn’t words), and when it comes time to re-transmit that ‘same’ meaning, we cannot easily 

guarantee that we will use even the same exact words. Smith writes it this way, “Language therefore 

persists in two qualitatively different states: internal knowledge and external behavior.” 

Smith makes the some of the same points as those made earlier in this dissertation: that reducing an 

“expression” to writing does not fix the problem.  The “writing” does not stabilize the transmission at any 

stage: neither is the written word an expression until it is, indeed, expressed “into” the reader/listener, nor 

will the reader/listener have some sort of 1:1 correspondence between the expression and the internal 

representations, nor, finally, will the reader re-express linguistic behavior in 1:1 correspondence with their 

internal representations. 

A further experiment shows a schematization of the transmission of language from generation to 

generation. The first graphs show an example of conceptual and lexical variations from adult to child [in the 

computer technical sense, not indicating “maturity”]. Looking closely at the graph, we can see that not only 

157 (A. D. Smith) 
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332 Andrew D. M. Smith 

A. Conceptual Variation 

inferential Leaming 

B. Conceptual and Lexical Variation 
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FtGURF. 17.3. Extracts from the internal linguistic structures of two simulated individuals, 
showing both conceptual variation (A) and lexical variation (B). Conceptual structures arc 
shown as hierarchical tree structures, on which each node represents a different meaning. 
Variations in conceptual structure (A) arc marked with dotted lines. The words attached 
to the nodes represent the individual's preferred word for the meaning; empty nodes have 
no preferred word. Lexical variations (8) are marked with circles. 

has the child increased the conceptual variation – there are nodes that the child has that did not exist for 

the adult (item (a) above: too many distinctions) and for which the child has not attached a preferred word 

(from the adult, because one does not exist: the category is waiting to be filled), but also the child has 

‘moved’ some words to different nodes (item (c) above: moving items due to incorrect transmissions). 

Now we can look at how “difficult” it is for an adult to pass on “words” to succeeding generations, and, 

even, to transmit them to other adults “in” the same generation. We know of course that some lexical 
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FIGURE 17.5. Inter-generational and intra-generation lexical persistence. Each generation 
consists of 5000 episodes (left) and 20,000 episodes (right). 

terms “disappear” each generation. Although we have dictionaries to assist us, and teachers to whom we 

should listen, we have adults to interact with, and aged relatives to hear directly from. Nevertheless, the 

concept is obvious: that over time, as we become removed from the community that produced a text, 

words will be dropped, words will be added, and these changes will increase as a function of how well we 

attend to, for example, conversation with our elders.  A very destructive model of “communicative success” 
intra-generationally, then, would be to have a culture that discards the inputs of previous generations. In 

that sort of model, we would rapidly reach the point of incoherence between generations, though in 

‘reality’ we only slowly reach the point of mutual incoherence. The incoherence is stretched out over so 

many generations that we are never in contact with someone old enough to be incomprehensible to us. 

Smith writes, 

It is important to realize that this erosion of the original language is caused by two separate 

pressures on the language’s ability to be learnt, which can be regarded as separate bottlenecks on 

the transmission of the language over generations.  Variation in conceptual structure first acts as a 

ceiling which restricts the potential for intra-generational lexical persistence: a word can only be 

learnt (335) if the child has constructed the meaning which the adult associates with it. Having 

passed through this first bottleneck, the imperfect nature of inferential learning causes lexical 

variation, and imposes further restrictions on the number of words which actually are learnt.  This 

uncertainty also has implications for the types of words which are learnt. 

On investigating the make-up of languages at the end of each generation in more detail, we find 

that there is a distinct pattern to the language change which occurs. Words referring to more 

specific meanings tend to disappear first, and only more general words tend to survive across 

multiple generations. … For example, the Latin phrase clara mente, meaning ‘with a clear mind’, 

was reinterpreted to mean ‘in a clear manner’. This reanalysis allowed it to be extended to non-
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psychological contexts, leading to modern French, where the morpheme -ment is a generalized 

derivational morpheme which can be applied to almost any adjective. 

It seems crucial to understand what all the changes are that have occurred to a language between the 

source and target periods.  This is the irreplaceable justification for a deep, guided, study of the source 

materials, with training and research in the broader historical contexts, making use of all written, oral, and 

pictorial information available, and so forth. Whereas we can imagine simply ‘reading’ a novel published 
during our lifetime, such that we restrict the reading context to some idealized ‘nothing outside the novel’ 

or ‘only the text’, that reading method becomes almost laughable once we are transported beyond our own 

reading milieu. Reading any group of words is a massive neuronal undertaking.  We enlist our whole brains, 

and those brains are modeling their own networks, their culture’s networks, and the networks of the work 

itself. All three are being compared and adjusted to develop the work of reading. 

Words Have Senses 

Isidore of Seville, in his Book of Differences158 

The difference between words for a path (semita, callis, and tramites is that a semita is a path used 

by human beings and a callis is the path of wild beasts or herd animals, so-called from calcando 

(trampling upon). Tramites are routes traversed through fields.  Properly then a callis is a narrow 

semita, hardened by the hoof (callum) of herd animals.  Semita, as if semis via (half a road), is a 

road on which one vehicle can travel.  A doubled track is called an actus, either because it has 

capacity (capit) for two vehicles, or it is the meeting place (occursus) of vehicles coming and going. 

The earliest, written, nuanced studies of words and their shifting meanings and senses in context would be 

found either in the Talmud or in the works of Roman grammarians.  By the time we get to Isidore of Seville, 

the nuances of Latin are beginning to become incomprehensible to his contemporaries, prompting him to 

try to write a full organization of knowledge, a rhetoric, and a sort of Latin dictionary that discusses nuances 

such as those quoted above.  For all our work and knowledge, there are very many Latin words for which 

we are no longer able to explain their nuances, even when placed in context.  Presumably there are nearly 

40 different Latin words known to refer to gluttony, each used in a specific sense, but that specific sense is 

no longer understood. There are innumerable Latin words that occur only once to a handful of times in the 

entire corpus, making even the broadest definition difficult.  Ancient Hebrew has the ‘same’ defects, and 

added to them are the difficulties posed by the lack of vowel markings.  For each Hebrew word where we 

know the instability of the vowels, how many are there where the only know one possible word because we 

simply have no record of words that were ‘real’ with same consonants and different vowels. For the Latin 

example, we would translate many of those 40 Latin words as “glutton” where a fluent 2nd Century Roman 

would be able to explain the greater depth of meaning contained in the word’s usages, and would not 

accept the generic class name as being expressive of the meaning. 

158 Translation of the work sent to me by Priscilla Troop, unpublished 
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Hirst159 discusses the different types of variations that are all ‘hidden’ in the word “synonym” itself. He 

enumerates what he calls dimensions of variation in our use of the word: 

• denotational variations, in a broad sense, including propositional, fuzzy, and other 

peripheral aspects 

• Stylistic variations, including dialect and register 

• Expressive variations, including emotive and attitudinal aspects 

• Structural variations, including collocational, selectional, and syntactic variations. 

People often use LSA and LDA as tools for discovering synonyms and near synonyms, and to develop an 

understanding of the nuances of meanings for texts.  This will be described more thoroughly at the end of 

this dissertation, where I introduce some discussion and technical details of the underlying tools. Here I’ll 

produce a single example.  Below are topics generated for different genres of prose fiction, all of which 

have the header word “TREES”.  After each cluster I’ve placed in square brackets my comments about the 

word-sense to which that ‘topic’ of ‘trees’ might apply.  I’ve done no ‘in-context’ research to produce my 

bracketed commentary, it is simply an off-the-cuff attempt at making the point that word-senses might 

plausibly be differentiated via Topic Analysis. After making my ‘assignments’ I then looked up and put in 

curly brackets the genre groups from which each topic was derived: 

TREES; BRANCHES; VINE; TREE; LEAVES; BOUGHS; PLANTS; OKE; FRUIT; FRUITS; GRAPES; FLOWERS; HERBS; 

ROOTS; GREEN [Trees as producers of things useful to humans: edible parts, providing shade] {Control 

Genre Group} 

TREES; BRANCHES; FLOWERS; VINES; FRUIT; LEAVES; TREE; GREEN; SPRING; VINE; GRAPES; PLEASANT; 

ROOTS; HERBS; GRASS [Trees connected to life and life’s beauty and flourishing] {English Prose Romance} 

TREES; BRANCHES; AIRE; VINES; GRAPES; LEAVES; WATER; HERBS; TREE; FRUIT; VINE; BOUGHS; SOILE; 

FURLONGS; SALT [Trees as part of the natural world of human necessities] {Classics} 

TREES; BRANCHES; FLOWERS; FRUIT; BEASTS; BIRDS; VINES; WATER; GREEN; GRAPES; TREE; LEAVES; 

PLEASANT; WILD; MOUNTAINS [Trees as part of the wilderness, the untamed world] {English Prose 

Romance, smaller topic set} 

TREES; SUN; SHADE; MEADOWS; FLOWERS; FOUNTAINS; GRASS; TREE; GROVE; GROVES; BRANCHES; 

WOODS; WOOD; FOUNTAIN; MEADOW [Trees as parts of a rural/forest setting] {Later French Romances} 

TREES; WATER; RIVER; ROCKS; WOOD; WOODS; RIVERS; ROCK; WATERS; FLOWERS; BANKS; HILLS; TOP; 

BIRDS; FOUNTAINS [Trees as features of a landscape] {Early French Romances} 

TREES; SHEPHERDS; MOUNTAINS; FLOCKS; MEADOWS; HILLS; FIELDS; WOODS; RIVERS; FLOWERS; RURAL; 

BRANCHES; SHEEP; FORESTS; BANKS [Trees in their Pastoral context] {Love & Love Advice Narratives} 

159 (P. E. Hirst) p.109 
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Noun 

GROUP 1469 plllce 
P£RSON 1202 people 

ARTIFACT 971 car 
COGNITION' 771 WllY 
FOOD 766 fi)()d 

ACT 700 serl'ic:e 

LOCATION 638 area 

T IME 530 day 
EVENT 431 experience 
COMM\Jfl,,IJC.11 417 re,,iew 
POSSESSION 339 price 

ATTRIBUTE 205 quttliry 

QUANTITY 

ANI MAL 

BODY 

STATE 

102 ,mu>unl 

88 dog 
87 hllir 
56 ptlin 

NATURAL OBl. 54 flower 
RELATION 35 portion 

SUBSTANCE 34 oil 
FEEi.iNC 34 discomforl 

PROCESS 28 proce.(s 

MOTIVE 25 recl:rtm 

PffENOMENON 23 resulr 
SHAPE 6 square 

PLAN1' 5 ,,.,,, 
OTHER 2 stuff 

all 26NSS'f.s 9018 

Verb 

STATIVE 

COGNITION 

COMMUNJC.• 

SOCIAL 

MO,' JON 

POSSESSION 

CA:ANGE 

EMOTION 

PERCEPTION 

2922 is 
1093 know 

974 rec:mnme,ul 

944 use 
602 g,> 
309 pay 
274 fix 
249 love 

143 .see 

CONSUMl>'l'lON 

SOOY 
CREATION 

CONTACT 

COMPETITJQ>,1 

93 
82 
64 
46 
11 

htn·e 

gel. .. dane 
cook 

put 

win 

WEATHER O -

all 15 VSSTs 7806 

• 
N/A (see §3.2) 

I 19l haw• 
82 l m1y1me 

54 fried 

•coMMUNIC. 
i.ss/u:mfar 

COMMlTNICATJON 

TREES; TRAVAILED; GRASS; MOUNTAIN; PATH; FOREST; WOOD; GREEN; NARROW; THICK; TRAVAILING; 

TREE; WAY; BUSHES; MOUNTAINS [Trees as obstacles to travel] {Spanish} 

WordNet [https://wordnet.princeton.edu/] is the most widely used word-sense classifier not only for 

English but also for many other languages, now, as well. Wordnet introduced several Noun and Verb 

‘supersenses’, more or less a heading taxonomy for all nouns in a conceptual formal ontology.  All nouns 

and verbs can be ‘assigned’ to these supersenses, and, the supersense groupings are treated as if they were 

exhaustive, closed, and capable of accommodating every possible ‘kind’ of ‘noun’ for humans: 

An individual word can be assigned more than one super-sense depending upon the word-senses being 

inquired into. I can find no documentation or literature that describes in detail how these supersenses 

were determined. The trees to which all nouns are classified are headed are given slightly more detail in 

this list from WordNet called “beginners”, which is the same as the “super-senses” above minus the 

category “other” example “stuff”: 
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List of25 unique beginners for WordNet nouns 

( act, action, activity} 
{onimal,ftwna } 
{artifact} 
{attribute, property} 
(body, corpus} 
{ cog11itio11, knowledge} 
{communicatio11} 
(event, happe11ing} 
{feeling, emotion) 
{food} 
(group, collection} 
{location, place} 
{motive} 

{natural object} 
(natural phenomenon} 
(perso11, human being} 
(plam, flora } 
(possession} 
{process} 
{quantity, amount} 
(relatio11} 
{shape} 
(state, co11ditiofl} 
{substance} 
{time) 

There is, essentially, no documentation as to how and why these ‘beginners’ were chosen.  Why those 

supersenses and not other ones, or more, or fewer? The general principle behind both of these ontologies 

appears to be a hierarchical language analysis using semi-supervised learning techniques on annotated 

corpora.  I would hazard the guess that the corpora used to create these categories were (a) not Roman 

Latin, not pre-Reformation Christian, not from historical Chinese / Arabic / India corpuses, not Pre-

Enlightenment England, and so forth. It would be exceedingly helpful if Wordnet would be forthcoming 

about the methods used here so that those methods could be ‘redone’ for other periods and cultures, but, 

alas, the creators of WordNet have not provided me any helpful detail even after being contacted.  The 

point here, is that although we have methods accepted in the ‘industry’ for the upper level classifications of 

human experience, we have hidden from our own selves the reasons for those classifications.  

• Why are feelings different from states? 

• Why aren’t feelings and moods separated? 

• Why are natural objects like “plants” separated from “animals”, but “animals” aren’t separated 
between fish and birds and reptiles? 

• Why are “results” delineated from “processes”? 

• How do “processes” differ from “events” and why? 

• Persons are equated with human beings. 

• Food has it’s own category, but clothing does not? Because? 

• Why is “artifact” in the unique beginners list changed to “phenomenon” in the super-senses list? 

• How did “body, corpus” become just “body”? What happened to “corpus”? 

The point is not that the classification schemes chosen are incorrect.  Nor is it that those schemes are not 

adequate to the task, or are mis-leading from the perspective of an objective reality. It is initially difficult to 

imagine ‘more’ or ‘fewer’ categories in both sets. However, we should be suspicious that the distinctions 

are useful while also appearing to be arbitrary. The near universal adoption of WordNet categorizations 

across languages and research communities should fill us with concern in several ways: 1) WordNet is not 

forthcoming about its decision making processes, 2) as the taxonomies become more encoded in our 

systems, they become less observable and more ‘natural’, they begin to perpetuate their own schemas, and 

3) there is the implicit assumption that all languages can be fit into WordNet.  There will be a tendency to 

strip specificity from other languages to fit them to WordNet, rather than adjusting or enhancing WordNet 
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to fit the languages. Over-fitting and under-fitting are the more technical terms for how a structure is 

matched to underlying data. 

Over time, taxonomies stop being useful constructions that help us organize the disparate things we 

experience, and they instead begin to structure our experiences of those disparate things.  The flow of 

information here is reversed, and it is important. We need to attend to our reality in detail: are we 

constructing it bottom up from experience/words to plots/themes/structures? Or are we constructing it 

top down from ideologies to words/experiences? Curiously, that might be the precise lesson seen when 

looking at the phrases in Chivalric Romances and Later French Romances: the Chivalric was written from a 

top-down perspective, and the French Romances were written from a bottom up perspective. 

Levels Again 

If we add “Context” to our analysis of meanings of words / phrases / sentence / sentence groups, if we 

allow “context” to be accounted for in our understanding of word/phrase meaning, we have added almost 

everything imaginable to the problem of word/phrase meaning interpretation, and the work of 

interpretation becomes exponentially unmanageable.  “Word in context” is typically assumed to mean the 

word in its printed context. But if we allow, as I have suggested, that word meanings are dependent upon 

numerous cultural and human contexts outside those of printed word-neighbors, it begins to be impossible 

to find limits. 

Hirst160 puts the problem this way: 

So what can actually be used as an element of context in natural language? … I need only point out 

that it includes just about anything in the circumstances of the utterance, and just about anything 

in the participants’ knowledge or prior or current experience. … the multimodal aspects of 

communication; linguistic context, perceptual context, intentional context, and encyclopedic 

knowledge, the message itself, the circumstances of its utterance, internal, external … 

Aside from the surrounding deictic coordinates, aside from the immediate linguistic context and 

accompanying gestural expressions at closer view, the following determinants can influence the 

attribution of sense: the entire frame of interaction, the individual biographies of the participants, 

the physical environment, the social embedding, the cultural and historical background … the 

whole word in relation to an utterance act. [Quoting Manfred Pinkal, 1985] 

Stella et al. propose a minimum set of dimensions for the language coded into our neuronal networks: 

supporting free associations (analogical or metaphorical relations), synonymy, taxonomy, and 

phonologically. A multi-dimensional view of word-in-network might look something like this: 

160 (G. Hirst, Context as a Spurious Concept) 
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Associations 
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2-edge-colours graph 
Not a Viable Cluster. 
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head game I 
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Taxonomic 
Relations 

A node is added. 

--- ---1 
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band time 1 

L scene ---- --
Pho no Io g i ca I 
Similarities 

The whole graph becomes a Viable Cluster. 

The four dimensional network (b) shown above accounts only for four types of word relationships 

separately named in (a).  The next three slides are illustrating another point of connectivity in a layered 

network.  Looking at (c) we can see that there are nodes that, if we start at them, cannot be reached using 

only purple lines. Each color represents a “layer” of a network.  The cluster is considered “not viable” 

because the purple layer is not fully interconnected.  Adding the node (d) however makes the cluster viable: 

every node is reachable from either layer. The authors of the study model a network of words (nodes) and 

discover that once the model has acquired about 2,500 different words, a large viable cluster of over 260 

fully integrated nodes across layers appears, comprising 1,100 words. This cluster is thought to form the 

“core” lexical cluster in an individual, meaning that it provides the deeply integrated system that permits an 

interrelation of all the other words in a person’s lexicon.  The core group features words that have all of 

these features: shorter words, frequent words, words that are learned earlier, words that are rather 

concrete thus activating perceptual areas of the brain, and are words that are context-dependent. The 

model thus has a set of core-language words [could these match to Language Universals?] and peripheral 

word groupings.161 (See Appendix C for a list of words in the core group, and the words that were in the 

peripheral group). 

The multiplex shown above covers features that do not have special domain-knowledge associations. 

Generally, in educated adults we can imagine that the taxonomic relations have a greater complexity, a 

hierarchical structure involving more dimensions that the simple cross-connections.  In Literary Studies we 

can suppose that readers and authors have a much more sophisticated, multi-leveled understanding of 

phonological similarities. Even synonymy can be, itself, categorized into a hierarchical structure (see below 

161 (Stella) 
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under metaphor).162 The picture becomes more complex when we consider stylistics. Susan Peck 

MacDonald163, after discussing the difference between literary studies and discourse studies (difference in 

her opinion, of course, from the discourse study side), then list some dimensions of Style: 

1. Context or systems of genre 

2. Genres and their conventionalized parts or sub-genres 

3. Styles, language patterns discernible at the sentence level 

4. Specific features of language within the sentence, such as nominalizations, reporting verbs, lexical 

hedges, uses of the first person “I” 

The number of dimensions available to a researcher, then, is quite large. Style, context, taxonomy, lexicon, 

metaphor, phonology, structural features (plot, theme, character, …), affect/emotion … All these 

dimensions themselves afford their own hierarchical structures – Levels of Analysis – with corresponding 

emergent properties as the levels are traversed. 

We can readily see that these concerns parallel the ideas already broached in this dissertation regarding 

GRANULARITY in an ontology, and LEVELS OF ANALYSIS in regard to the Literary Work. I think questions of 

granularity and analysis level do not involve “correct answers” – a Literary Work is not “properly” discussed 

at some levels but not others, there is no correct level(s), no correct granularity(ies). But I do think that they 

must be addressed and declared clearly each time a person writes about Literary Works.  It seems 

dangerous to me to write across levels and across granularities, as if information at one level or grain, that 

seems compatible with information at another level or grain, therefore produces a defensible argument or 

mutual support/reinforcement for both. What I mean is more simply put this way: results that appear 

similar but are derived from different granularities or levels require that we theorize and demonstrate the 

dependency of the connection itself if we wish to present them as supporting each other. The reason that 

we should not be quick to conclude co-influence or support is this: many levels, grains, and dimensions of 

inquiry only exist for the reader when they are attended to. The VWFA shows distinct, specific activation 

patterns depending that do not all co-exists at ‘once’.  The VWFA is not ‘supple’ enough to manage all the 

levels, grains, and dimensions simultaneously, it has actual constraints.  So, taxonomy, theme, semantics, 

phonology, orthography cannot all be held together in a single act of reading.164 Some of these features 

will be ignored, some of these features will be in the background, some of these features will only be traced 

at particular hierarchical levels. 

A cursory expedition into statistics, and the concerns over p-hacking and the like, quickly reveals the 

following: in any data set, there will be spurious ‘significant’ correlations.  Most generally, if your work 

consists of managing more than 20 or 30 variables, at least one of those variables will be appear statistically 

significant, irrespective of its real importance.  For my particular subject area, I have assembled over 900 

texts and 70 million words, and cross-analyzed them against in excess of 200 categorization systems from 

the areas of syntax, lexicography, and grammar, along with innumerable psychometric measures.  I have 

162 Consider the explosive growth experienced through higher education: as more knowledge dimensions are added to 
a fully traversable node, the knowledge including in that node increases by a factorial. 
163 (MacDonald) p.622 
164 (Wang) This study particularly relates to Chinese logographs, and the phonological component may be handled 
differently for Chinese readers than for alphabetic-script readers. 
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looked at them by word, phrase, sentence, chunks of 12 sentences, chunks of 24 sentences, chunks of 250 

words after removing stop words (perhaps 400-500 words chunks including the stop words) and clustered 

by genres.  Some of the results that look “significant” or “meaningful” do so only because of chance.  The 

reason that this dissertation is rich in data and short in conclusions is simply this: it takes a vast amount of 

processing and research to establish meaningful correlations.  The tools provide for the discovery of items 

of interest, but do not provide answers.  I’ve only considered so far two granularities and handful of levels: 

at the paragraph grain and below, and at the entire work up to genre.  These two grains hardly even touch 

upon the concerns of most Literary Work researchers: character, plot, theory (-isms), stylistics, etc. 

I am especially concerned that the source of the analogy of hierarchical structures does not support moving 

from one level of analysis to another.  An example is the different between the ‘objects’ in quantum physics 

and the objects that humans daily experience: at the nano-level, there are not things like ‘wheels’ that can 

‘roll’.  Motion at the nano-level is subject to severe ‘stickiness’ that prevents any ‘wheel’ like structures 
from producing motion.  Movement/motion is achieved in other ways.  But at the human level, wheels are 

exceedingly effective at producing up to near frictionless motion. Similarly, in a piece of muscle tissue, 

when we contract the muscle, the muscle indeed contracts precisely as intended. However, at the cellular 

level, only some of the cells are doing what is needed. In a tissue of millions of cells, 90% organize the 

requested action, and 10% do the ‘wrong’ action.  The result is a unified contracted muscle. But that is not 

the cellular experience.  A final example is our brain neuronal networks themselves.  When we read a word, 

a great number of millions of neurons fire. We gain at the cognitive level a unified meaning, a concept, a 

manifested result of some sort.  But at the neuron level, the confident ‘assent’ we experience is made up of 

many conflicting votes and activations which are computationally, unconsciously suppressed.  We think by 

means of winners. If we’re especially sensitive, we might bring to consciousness the associations that 

‘placed’. If we study words as Literary Scholars, we might even manage to be conscious of the words that 

‘showed’. But none of us is likely to name all the also-rans, the entire field, in order. 

Reading is a Process 

So far we’ve looked at words as units, words in networks, and a taken a tiny glance at words in sentence 

systems.165 I now will focus a little more squarely on the act of reading.  The first important conclusion or 

proof will be that all acts of reading have oral and musical components.  The oral component intimately 

familiar to nearly everyone is the ‘inner speech’ component.  I then will provide some summary discussion 

of para-linguistics and extra-linguistics.  From there, I will spend some significant space working with the 

importance of the oral/musical & visual/gestural dimensions as they unfold in time. 

165 There are features very similar to word-predictability at the sentence level as well. (Szewczyk) Sentences can be 
primed for expected part of speech, taxonomical levels, granularity, concrete and abstract word contents, and so 
forth. Just as one word primes another word, the contents of groups of sentences predict and therefore limit following 
sentences. This is the readability of style, the power of versification, and many other dimensions of Literary Works, 
rarely touched upon. I know of no computational system that creates “bags of sentence features” and relates them to 
surrounding sentences. 
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If the goal were to turn everything we think we know about reading ‘on its head’, then we may as well start 

with process theorists like Timo Jarvilehto.166 Jarvilehto argues that reading should not be thought of, ‘in 
reality’, as a person reading text-like entities processed by the brain.  Rather, reading is best understood 

through an information processing model. The question becomes, not, how does the brain process words 

(alone), but, how does the brain process the information stored (scored) in a text. We have already 

identified this approach, to some degree, by looking at the Emotion Structures inherent in reading, and by 

reviewing Ingarden and concluding that reading is more like dealing with a Score, accompanied by 

compression and decompression, than dealing with words alone.  We’ve also considered aspects of words 

that require us to deal with ontologies and taxonomies in order to decode their senses and meanings in a 

text. The concept Jarvilehto has of reading is not radical in the context of this dissertation. But by stepping 

back and looking at reading generally as a process outside of or ‘above’ the transcoding of words on a page, 

is an important re-alignment, because it allows us to open up extra-linguistic fields and include them in the 

processing of texts. 

Jarvilehto explains that the process of reading is normally conceived as being linear and at best, exhibiting 

features that are slightly parallel to each other. Debates about our reading of letters, syllables, whole 

words, groups of words, all have an underlying shared assumption: 

Their cornerstone is the claim that word recognition occurs only after the presentation of a 

stimulus or fixation on the textual item. Recognition is based on comparing incoming information 

with representations that are stored in a putative inner lexicon. 

Jarvilehto proposes this model instead: 

Perception is not a linear process proceeding from the stimulus to the percept, but, rather, a circle 

involving both the sensory and motor organs as well as the events in the environment. A perceptual 

process does not start with the stimulus, rather the stimulus is an end of this process. The stimulus 

is like the last piece in a jig-saw puzzle.  …. A stimulus is present only if there is an organization into 

which this stimulus may be fitted … The stimulus is a part of the process of reorganization of the 

structure of the organism-environment system, which forms the basis of new knowledge. (511) 

In his work he spends time analyzing the import of how long readers fix their attention on individual words 

while reading (there are scientific techniques that track a person’s focus points and match those to the 

words being looked at, so that the researcher knows exactly how long the reader spent ‘looking at’ 

individual words). Our reading of the words in a sentence follows a pattern something like the following: 

166 (Timo Jarvilehto) 
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Figure 3. Average FSI as a function of the place of the word in the sentence for more 
(n = 17) and less (n = 16) reading Ss. The bars show standard error of the mean. 

What this shows is that we spend more time with the words at the beginning of a sentence and 

progressively less time as we reach the end of the sentence.  A spike occurs, though nothing like the ‘first 

words’ peak, if there is a comma, as if to indicate that commas tell us to do a re-alignment or re-

configuration of some sort. The focus-time is not connected to ‘word difficulty’, and other features like 

word-length are not related to focus-time either.  The conclusion that Jarvilehto makes is this: that the first 

words are being inserted into some sort of structure that takes time to align for input.  Once the structure is 

primed, the remaining words of a sentence flow into that structure with greater rapidity. 

The next figure is interesting in its quantification of the time we spend with words on average.  
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Figure 2. Pooled distribution of fixation-speech intervals of all subjects (n = 33). 

We will review time in great detail later, but here we should note that we spend average about 500ms-

600ms per word when reading for comprehension. That interval matches fairly closely with our thought 

intervals. What it doesn’t match well to is measures of reading words per minute in general.  College 

students typically read 400-500 words per minute, which leads us to some possible conclusions: 

• that measured reading speeds are not measures of words read, but of something more like linear 

distances covered: every word is not ‘read’ when reading 450 words per minute, because, we don’t 

need to read each and every word to read a text, we can skip and compress and fill in assumed 

words from the structures into which they are being fitted without actually reading them. 

• That as we read within a single context in a single known work where we have established already 

the style, taxonomies, subject matter, plot details, actor-agents in the work, the narrator, and so 

forth, that we no longer need to prime and build the categories as shown in the experiment: 

reading speed increases precisely because of Jarvilehto’s argument: that we build structures and fill 
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them with text, not, read text and construct word by word or sentence by sentence structures as 

we go along.167 

Jarvilehto notes a study by McDonand and Shillock (2003), who argue 

The remarkable efficiency of reading is due, at least in part, to the on-line formation of predictions 

about upcoming words. The statistical properties of the linguistic environment offer a viable source 

for these predictions. 

In reading for understanding we are not aware of the meaning of words or their graphic 

counterparts.  Rather, as we read, we generate thoughts and ideas because the anticipatory 

process is directed to just such action results. Where reading for understanding, therefore, the unit 

is larger (e.g. the sentence or thought) than in ‘mechanical reading.’  

The efficiency of reading, these ‘readerly intentions’ activating and making predictions, are a higher-level 

analytic claim.  Whereas the assembling of words together into units and larger structures, the ‘ground-up’ 

of the work of computation, is un-conscious, automatic, and complete, the purpose of the work of reading 

is a top-down consequence of the reader’s intentions. The simple intention to read at all begins a string of 

processing effects. When a word is seen and the intention is to read the word, the word’s meaning and all 
its activations and pathway processes are powerfully initiated, even when those activations and pathways 

reduce the correct comprehension of the words read. Although the mere presence of a word somewhere 

in our visual field also initiates the same processes, the speed and quality of the critical work is dependent 

upon intentionalality.168 

Nystrand169 fits this process system into his discussion of context, where he couples process with the use-

context of a written work: 

The common claim that written texts are “autonomous” and explicit compared to speech, which is 

“context-bound” and “fragmentary,” is an oversimplification that misses the main point of one 

aspect of writing. A text is explicit not because it says everything all by itself, but rather because it 

strikes a careful balance between what needs to be said and what may be assumed. The writer’s 

problem is not just being explicit; the writer’s problem is knowing what to be explicit about. 

167 We have the unexercised possibility of volitional control at any given moment in our reading process. The 
intervention of volition into a process has been linked theoretically to bursts of activity in brain wave oscillations. 
Events that don’t fit the prediction of a process trigger what might be called ‘volitional checks’ that can then slow 
down overall processing to incorporate (?), readjust (?), the flow model that the person experiencing the events is 
constructing. “Dynamically speaking, brief bouts of gamma [50ms-120ms oscillations] and informative spiking, with 
interleaved periods of silence … If gamma bursts correspond to periods of short-lived attractors [volitional 
intervention], the periods of silence between them might be opportunities for the network to evolve and weave in 
new information … We suggest that fast transitions between brief high-power in gamma and beta allow for the 
flexible coordination of multiple items held in working memory.” (Lundqvist) 
168 (Strijkers) 
169 (Nystrand) p.197 
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In this chapter I examine the fallacies of the doctrine of autonomous texts, showing how even the 

most formal of essays works not apart from but in terms of its context of use. 

Nystrand has broached the question: is oral speech different from, and independent from, written words? 

Anyone familiar with the literary theory debates of the 1960s-1980s will easily recall Derrida’s discussion of 

phonocentrism. His idea was that in our language and literary theories there is a bias towards some sort of 

immediacy and fullness of presence in spoken language, that written language then lacks.  A parallel 

concern is that we treat written words as simply printed sounds.  Another strand is that we treat spoken 

words as fuller and richer than written words. This dissertation has no space in which to analyze the 

debate. However, the following points seem crucial to me, such that the debate itself is almost 

meaningless in the context of this dissertation’s approach to written language: 

• Written language, when read, makes use of all the features of oral language, via the mechanisms of 

inner speech. 

• For literate humans, oral language makes use of all the features of written language, via the 

mechanisms of the VWFA (described above) 

• Written and oral language must both be understood in time, in context, with sensory, affective, and 

motor processes, and are fit into perceptual forms that we prepare for the language we are dealing 

with 

• Therefore, neither oral nor written language is ‘poorer’ or ‘richer’ than its counterpart 

• At the level of language processing in the brain, we can distinguish the two, but not by means of 

exclusion -> one process uses this system, the other uses that other system -> but by means of 

intensity.  Reading and Oral Comprehension make use of the same systems, but to different 

degrees.  It is meaningless to privilege one over the other. 

Sandra Stotsky170 provides a model that shows the close, connected systems of written and oral language.  

The context of the chart below is that she is comparing models of how the two related, the assumption 

already being, throughout psycho-linguistics, that the two are inalienably connected. The models are in the 

context of “what happens when a text is read”, and the ORAL and WRITTEN sides should not be thought of 

as being representations of ORAL OR WRITTEN. Therefore, the chart on the right, the written language is 

read (decoded) and fed to the ORAL speech of others system, and proceeds from there, resulting either in 

our oral reactions to the text or written reactions to the text.  The chart on the right has a different model, 

such that the written language is decoded and then has dual processes: it is processed indirectly through 

speech systems and directly through reading systems, and the two are joined at the MEANING stage of the 

process. 

170 (Stotsky) 374-375 
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Mentioned earlier in this dissertation was the difficulty we have with computing the scope of negations in a 

sentence. The manner in which negation functions also extends to multi-sentence complexes.  A set of 

experiments conducted by Kaup171 showed that negative sentences created ‘expectancies’ in the reader, 

such that the reader is building imagined states of affairs and then negating that state of affairs, often with 

visual processing.  The visual processing of the ‘action’ of a sentence is yet another aspect of the fact that 

words and reading words engages much more of the brain than simply a language/word processing area.  

Kaup is interested in what is happening in sentences of the type “the door is not open”: is the reader simply 

picturing a shut door, or, does the reader first image the positive state of affairs, and then negate it. The 

conclusion is the latter: that in negation we first construct the positive and then negate that construction, 

even in cases where the negation comes at the beginning of a sentence, and even in cases where the 

negation is clear or expected from context.  On the other hand, the sentence “the door was closed” is 
processed by the reader picturing a closed door, without picturing the open door and then shutting it. 

Thus, negative sentences not only convey information regarding the actual state of affairs but also 

information regarding expectancies. When processing a negative sentence, the comprehender can 

therefore be expected to represent these expectancies, or in other words, the negated state of 

affairs. However, it is clear that representing the negated state of affairs does not suffice to capture 

the meaning of the sentences. In addition to representing the negated state of affairs, one needs to 

represent the fact that this state of affairs does not hold for the world under consideration. 

Therefore, most authors assume that the representation of the negated state of affairs is mentally 

rejected. Finally, once the respective representation has been rejected, the comprehender may 

171 (Kaup) 1034 
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turn to the implications of the sentence with respect to the actual state of affairs and modify his or 

her representation accordingly. 

In fact, it seems that it’s the negated state of affairs that is represented and then rejected.  As if: for 

the sentence “The door is not open” the reader actually imagines “The door is open” and then 

negates it.  Negation is thus an extra step applied to the state of affairs. 

I have seen no language processing systems that even begin to attempt to handle negated meanings by first 

‘inserting’ the positive meanings.  Furthermore, I have yet to see any negation scope and processing system 

that is able to handle, on the one hand, a very positive review with minor negative qualifications (i.e. net 

very positive), and, on the other hand, a very negative review that has minor positive qualifications. The 

‘negative’ and ‘positive’ calculations are based upon algorithms that are incapable of judging the 

significance of the material being processed. 

The inability to deal with ‘significance’ is a weakness for all literary work processing. For, the revolutionary 

impact of a few well placed words is a feature of much prose fiction writing, but it is not the sort of impact 

that is susceptible to automated processing, at least as that processing has so far been developed. We will 

see below, how automated tools have many uses, but, they are not doing the work of reading. 

Inner Speech 

I am comfortable in making the following claim: there is nothing that has happened in Literary Theory that 

has not already been theorized and performed in Biblical hermeneutics and thence exegesis. We are only 

able to imagine the newness of our approaches to reading, by means of suppressing the thousands of years 

of attention to reading carried out by Talmudists and Christian theologians. To begin, then, this discussion 

of Inner Speech and its relationship with the reading of Literary Works, I’ll start with a great 18th Century 

theologian, Schleiermacher172: 

Speech is admittedly also mediation of thought for the individual. Thought is prepared by inner 

discourse, and to this extent discourse is only the thought itself which has come into existence. But 

if the thinker finds it necessary to fix the thought for himself, then the art of discourse arises as 

well, the transformation of the original thought, and then explication also becomes necessary. The 

belonging together of hermeneutics and rhetoric consists in the fact that every act of 

understanding is the inversion of a speech-act, during which the thought which was the basis of the 

speech must become conscious.  The dependence of both hermeneutics and rhetoric on dialectics 

consists in the fact that development of all knowledge is dependent on both (speech and 

understanding). (7) 

There must, strictly speaking, also be more thoughts where there are more words, because every 

word is an expression. But we can think of cases in which everything must be thought in a more 

limited linguistic material that only seems able to be expressed via a more extensive linguistic 

material. If, where there is less material, the context makes it possible for the reader to add what is 

172 (Schleiermacher) 
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lacking in his mind, the same thing is achieved as it would be if more material were being used. (83-

84) 

I thank Schleiermacher for providing an 18th Century presentation that summarizes, at the meta-level, the 

work I’ve presented so far at such a tediously minute level. We should also note that the connection of 

orality to writing is an important function of the 16th Century re-analysis of the Bible based on New 

Testament Greek.  It is from the Reformation debates that much was made of the fact that although the 

written books were graphe – a writing, a thing written – their creation was spoken to the writers as internal 

“inspiration” [because nobody ‘believed’ that God dictated the Biblical books ‘out loud’, nor whispered the 

words into the physical ears of the writers]: “inspiration” is our translation of the Greek word theopneustos, 

which when translated with precision, means “god-breathed.” The Westminster Confession of Faith 

explains that the ultimate authority of the Scripture rests in the “Holy Spirit speaking in the scripture,” [I 

#10] where scripture is defined as “the word of God written” [I #2]173 

The concept for Luther and Calvin regarding inspiration of Biblical Works, was that God spoke them into the 

inner ear of the writers, as words, that could be then put into thoughts, thoughts capable of surviving 

translation into other languages.  The new testament Greek (occasional Aramaic) and old testament 

Hebrew words had priority as the words used by the Bible’s writers, but those words were universally 

capable in thought of being put not only in Latin, but also in each person’s vernacular. The original LOT 

theorists were Biblical translators, de-prioritizing the Latin / Greek / Hebrew sources, because every 

vernacular language was believed able to carry the entire and necessary meaning of the Good News itself. 

That thought, in itself, is the foundation for Language Universals, and the idea that all Languages are 

complete and sufficient.174 

There was considerable early 20th Century interest in inner speech [before Vygotsky often to be found 

under the term “endophasy”] which then took center stage in Lev Vygotsky’s work, work obscured in “the 

West” until the early 1980’s when it became available in European languages. Vygotsky175 set(s) the stage 

for innumerable questions regarding inner speech.  Vygotsky’s program was a genetic-social one. He saw 

the geneology of inner speech as belonging to the psychological realm, as a development of the child to 

adulthood, moving from “social speech, then egocentric speech, then inner speech” (35). He opposes this 

to the paradigm current in the early 1900s that Inner Speech was ‘simply’ vocal speech made un-vocal, 

moving from “vocal speech, to whisper, to inner speech”.  The connection of inner speech to thought was 

made by early psychologists.  The connection could be so closely made, that thought was equated with 

inner speech (84). Whereas Vygotsky agrees that all thought has speech aspects, not all speech has 

thought aspects (in Vygotsky’s opinion). He believes that a person can thoughtlessly recite, internally, a 

173 The Confession provides these Biblical Proofs: Matt 31, “have ye not read that which was spoken unto you by God, 
saying …”, and Acts 28:25, “Well spake the Holy Ghost by Esaias the prophet unto our fathers.” 
174 See earlier Footnote that quotes the Westminster Confession of Faith regarding Biblical Translation 
175 Vygotsky makes this comment about levels of analysis, by the way, “Just as the sense of a word is connected with 
the whole word, and not with its single sounds, the sense of a sentence is connected with the whole sentence, and not 
with its individual words.  Therefore, a word may sometimes be replaced by another without any change of sense. 
Words and senses are relatively independent of each other.” (245-246) 
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memorized poem, or, thoughtlessly produce “lyrical” speech prompted by emotion [therefore separating 

thought from emotion, which will turn out to be experimentally inaccurate]. 

Inner speech is condensed, abbreviated speech.  Written speech is deployed to its fullest extent, 

more complete than oral speech. Inner speech is almost entirely predicative because the situation, 

the subject of thought, is always known to the thinker.  Written speech, on the contrary, must 

explain the situation fully in order to be intelligible. The change from maximally compact inner 

speech to maximally detailed written speech requires what might be called deliberative semantics – 

deliberate structuring of the web of meaning. (182) 

Already, then, Vygotsky, in his discussions of inner speech, has promulgated several ‘theories’ that, with 

analysis that allows us to image brain wave forms, electrical activity, blood flows, and the like, are 

contradicted by evidence. The theories he discusses, though, explain an entire trend in Literary Theory and 

treatments of the text: that emotion can be separated from language/thought, that inner speech is 

impoverished outer speech, and that written speech is “fuller” than thought or inner speech. 

Vygotsky does describe the thought + language system as a process: 

The relation of thought to word is not a thing but a process, a continual movement back and forth 

from thought to word and from word to thought.  IN that process, the relation of thought to word 

undergoes changes that themselves may be regarded as development in the functional sense.  

Thought is not merely expressed in words; it comes into existence through them. Every thought 

tends to connect something to something else, to establish a relation between things.  Every 

thought moves, grows and develops, fulfills a function, solves a problem. This flow of thought 

occurs as an inner movement through a series of planes. (218). 

He further emphasizes that inner speech is impoverished, even proposing that if it could be experimentally 

recorded somehow, it would remain “abbreviated and incoherent” (235).  There are three semantic 

peculiarities of inner speech. Inner speech, with syntax and sound reduced to a minimum, works with 

semantics, not phonetics. Inner Speech words are closely connected to their senses over their meanings. 

“The sense of a word is the sum of all the psychological events aroused in our consciousness by the 

word.”176 Inner Speech words are agglutinative – words can be combined soundlessly – without the 

requirement that the new ‘combined’ word be articulated in any way. Finally, these senses combine with 

senses in a uniting flow that enables a single word to contain the influence and senses of many other 

words.  Vygotsky here reaches toward an important key in the understanding of a Literary Work – that the 

work unfolds in time and builds a system of sense+meaning through the work.  Words in the Literary Work 

are not the “same” even when used in the same “word-sense” [from the standpoint of word-sense 

disambiguation methods], with the same spellings, and the same gross contexts: 

Thus, a word that keeps recurring in a book or a poem sometimes absorbs all the variety of sense 

contained in it and becomes, in a way, equivalent of the work itself. … In inner speech, the 

176 This point is another example of what is discussed a little later: that language processing techniques are incapable 
of providing interpretations of Literary Works, they can only function as pointers to plausible readings. 
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phenomenon reaches its peak. A single word is so saturated with sense that it becomes a 

concentrate of sense. To unfold it into overt speech, one would need a multitude of words. (247) 

There has not been as much attention to research on inner speech as we might expect, considering that our 

ubiquitous, continual, daily (hourly, minutely, secondly?) experience of it and its relationship to reading and 

Literary Works seems undeniable.  Globus177 makes the point this way: 

Inner speech is a pervasive feature of human existence and despite Vygotsky’s ground-breaking 

efforts far less discussed than its prominence in quotidian experience deserves. The internal 

monologue runs on throughout our waking life, and so accustomed are we to its companionship 

that we barely take note of it. Inner speech seems pale compared to perceptions, emotions, and 

urges, yet is equally persistent. … 

… The use of linguistic signs also profoundly characterizes our existence and is at the foundation of 

human advance. In contrast to inner speech there is an enormous and complex literature available 

on semiology and semiotics … The present discussion aims at development of a neuroquantilogical 

theory of inner speech and the linguistic sign. What makes this topic especially difficult is specifying 

what we mean by “thought,” “meaning,” “presence,” “Being,” indeed “consciousness.” 

Globus goes on to assert that inner speech lacks pitch and loudness. Researchers have designed tests to 

determine what are the auditory qualities of inner speech. At the most basic level, our consciousness in 

and of inner speech involves our working memory, the working area through which we effect our conscious 

activities in the world.  Experimentally, our working memory consists of three parts, described by Hayes178: 

[describing the work of brain researcher Badely et al.] Badely and his colleagues have proposed a 

model of working memory that consists of the following three parts: a phonological loop for storing 

verbal information, a visuospatial sketchpad for storing visual information [sometimes called the 

visual-icon store], and a central executive that, among other functions, manages the other two 

parts. The phonological loop consists of two parts. The first part, called the phonological short-term 

store, represents verbal material in a phonological code that decays rapidly with time. Attending to 

the phonological code would be experienced as hearing the verbal material.  The second part is a 

subvocal, articulatory rehearsal process that refreshes the material in the short-term store.  

Engaging in articulatory rehearsal is experienced as speaking to oneself. (100) 

Articulatory rehearsal, which appears to correspond to the inner voice we experience when writing, 

plays an important role in the writing process. In particular, it plays a role in the translation process 

that converts ideas into language. …. (116) 

Desmond179 describes the phonological loop’s two systems slightly differently. The phonological loop itself 

“is comprised of 1-2seconds of passive storage of phonological content (i.e. sounds, words, and phrases), 

which is followed by a secondary active rehearsal process that retains this information beyond 1-2seconds.” 

177 (Globus) 
178 (Hayes) p. 100 
179 (Desmond) p.42 
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So that the phonological loop itself is comprised of the sound material “at hand” while the rehearsal area is 

used to refresh the decaying sound material so that it can be retained longer than the 1-2 seconds during 

which it was “heard”.  In other words, we hear 1-2 second chunks, and we use the rehearsal area to keep 

that material actively ‘in mind’ as needed. 

Vygotsky’s belief that inner speech was impoverished outer speech, and Globus’s similar claim that inner 

speech lacks pitch and loudness, seems to be disproven upon closer experimental examination, described 

by Kurby: 

Existing theories provide explanatory accounts for any possible Auditory imagery experiences (AIEs) 

[“inner voice(s)”] effects, emerging as a function of debates between two major accounts of 
linguistic representations.  The abstractionist view argues that speech [inner] is stripped of its 

indexical features (e.g. rate, prosody, pitch) in a normalization process which results in a modality-

free linguistic representation of speech input.  Thus, the AIEs that are constructed have no basis in 

the activation of indexical knowledge stored in a memory representation for linguistic content. In 

contrast, the multicode view contends that linguistic representations are episodic in nature, 

preserving surface perceptual features of speech. There is growing support for the multicode view. 

Listeners appear to encode non-linguistic features of speakers’ utterances including rate, gender, 

and emotion. Both real and imagined perceptual features of speakers influence speech 

perception, speech recognition, lexical decision times, and memory for speech. Current work on 

knowledge representation and discourse also supports the notion that non-linguistic, perceptual 

features of text experiences may be encoded into representation s that influence comprehension. 

… reading rates are slower for texts “written” by slower talking than faster talking speakers. … the 

present study investigated conditions that influence the activation of character voice during 

reading. (457-458)180 

Kurby’s work further shows that amount of detail given to an inner-speech voice depends upon the direct 

perceptual experience of that voice in the context. His work showed that voices do not tend to transfer 

from context to context, but do persist within context.  A “James Bond” voice, for example, seems to keep 

its perceptual features in “James Bond” contexts, but if that same voice is used ‘out of context’ the 

rehearsal of the voice will not maintain its ‘James Bond’ specificities.  

I can find no studies, unfortunately, regarding the generic inner-voice.  As Barber181 observes, 

While reading silently, we often have the subjective experience of inner speech, or a “voice inside 

our heads”.  However, there is currently little empirical evidence for this phenomenon, in 

particular, concerning the question of whether the voice in our heads that we experience during 

silent reading resembles our own voice while we are speaking out loud. 

Barber is able to show that the inner voice a person ‘hears inside themselves’ does indeed match their 

personal regional accent. This indicates it is not a phonologically impoverished internal stream. In another 

180 (Kurby) 
181 (Barber) 
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study, Nygaard182 found in an experiment that when reading the speech of a character described as a slow-

talking character, or a character associated with slower speech in general [southern drawl, for example] the 

reader reads more slowly. Slow talking characters make for slow readers. 

My own experience of my own inner voice(s) only tells me this: I have different voices and registers that I 

assign based on context whenever that context is not given greater specificity.  I have my own, personal, 

internal voice that is my own ‘self’, and it is modified when reading a generic narrator.  If the author is 

male, I have a somewhat authoritative male inner voice for the narrator, and if the author is female, I have 

a somewhat authoritative female inner voice. If I don’t know the gender of the author, then I believe I 

either default to “male” or choose the gender based upon my pre-conceived notions [i.e. biased and 

embarrassing in most cases] of what the voice should be like.  If I read an article about Rap music, I have a 

generic deep African American male voice that narrates it.  If I read a child psychology article I seem to 

default to a 30ish year old white woman’s voice. I have a wonderful (in the 17th Century sense of the term) 

assortment of generic voices which I can deploy. My boss at work has a default angry & yelling voice that I 

cannot overcome when reading his most innocent notes to me (it doesn’t help that he often writes in all 

capitals and red pen). My father is always soft spoken, my mother is always irritated with me.  I doubt that 

I am unique in all this.  I strongly suspect that each of us has a set of voices that we deploy when given 

impoverished working contexts. 

Of course, I know the ‘richness’ of my own defaults such that I need not actually reproduce all the features I 

can name that belong to those internal voices. It’s not necessary that my brain fully activate the “Irritated 

Mom Voice” area of the brain [if such a thing were to exist] in order to read with that voice.  The richness 

can be there ‘in reserve’, awaiting my attendance as needed, without being deployed in an ‘embodied’ 

manner at each and every turn of phrase. 

Research has shown that emotional tone of voice is used to facilitate linguistic processing. Incongruent 

tones for emotion terms reduce our ability to identify emotion words.  (passim) For example, “happy” said 

“meanly” increases the processing time of naming the word “happy”.183 The same phenomenon apparently 

extends to the inner voice as well: an incongruity in the description of a character’s or narrator’s tone of 

voice with the words actually said is more difficult to process. A simple experiment one can do with oneself 

is this: try to inner-speech say to yourself angry words with a happy voice. For most people, the task is time 

consuming, takes a few tries, and may not even be honestly achievable. 

The phonological loop and the visual loop184 must interact with each other to a degree. When presented 

with lists of words to be memorized, the longer the words in the list, the harder it is to remember the list. 

There are also sound effects: lists made up of similar sounding items are harder to remember than lists 

182 (Nygaard) 
183 (Queen) 
184 The visual is a “loop” even though it is imagined as if it is “static” and can be “seen at once”: when asked to 
describe features of an image that has been show to a subject, those features are best thought of as being ‘read off’ 
and ‘narrativized’. The visual image is looped through in time, and the visual content itself decays in time. 
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made up of disparate sounding items. And there are writing effects: lists made of of similarly written words 

are harder to remember than lists made up of words that are diversely written.185 

An explanation for some of these effects is given in research by Coltheart et al. They showed that 

word recognition in both the visual and auditory modalities occurs through a complex pattern of 

competition and facilitation between entries in the lexicon. As such, neighborhood density is a 

variable of key interest.  They quantified lexical neighborhoods using the “N metric,” which beings 

with some target word and sums all potential words that can be formed by changing one letter 

while maintaining the letter positions. By means of this procedure, LACE, MAKE, and LIKE are 

neighbors of LAKE. In word-naming tasks, words with many neighbors are typically processed 

faster than words with few neighbors.  …. Recognition is achieved when the activation for one word 

exceeds its competitors by some criterial degree. Depending upon parameter settings, when a 

letter string is consistent with many words (dense neighborhood), it receives more feedback during 

processing, allowing activity at the letter level to reach asymptote more quickly.186 

Our working hypothesis was that orthographic neighborhood effects may be strongly linked to the 

visual qualities of the words themselves. 

The case that inner-speech is robust, not impoverished, and has all or nearly all the features of 

spoken/heard language, I believe to be indisputable.  The claim is not that inner speech has all the same 

features in precisely the same measurements and intensities as spoken/heard speech. For example, 

pictures produce less priming than printed words on the implicit test of word fragment completion, and 

words yield less priming than pictures on the picture fragment completion test.187 Similarly, spoken words 

produce less priming than printed words in the visual implicit tests of stem and fragment completion and 

word identification. Printed words, however, produce less priming than spoken words in the auditory 

version of these tests. … Less priming is observed in the auditory implicit test of perceptual identification 

when study words are spoken in a different voice during the test, or when they are spoken in the same 

voice as the test but with a different emotional intonation, such as happy versus angry. 

Interestingly, the physical attributes of words play a role in priming even if these attributes are 

imagined rather than directly perceived. Stuart and Jones (1996) found that imagining the sound of 

printed words at study yielded as much priming as hearing them spoken … 

The claim is simply that we cannot treat our ubiquitous inner-speech independently of all the paralinguistic 

& visual effects of language in context in the outer, real, world. Reading silently to ourselves does not 

create some bracketed, contextless, simplified world of meaning, such that Literary Works can now be 

exposed to a freer analysis (because the works are less determined and therefore more open to 

interpretation) or to fewer analysis dimensions (because speech and numerous other features are not 

required to deal with words outside of quotation marks).  Literary Works, in fact, are the most complicated 

185 (Jones) p.447 
186 (A. S. Goldinger) 
187 (Pilotti) 1406 
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of language objects.  Their scores must be fully performed, and that performance should be articulated by 

the reader, rather than suppressed with shame.188 

Paralinguistics 

Once the inner-voice is proven to have actual vocal features, and is shown to be broadly rich with the 

spectrum of features we experience with voices speaking aloud, we must deal with all the para-linguistic 

features of language in our study of written language. These features don’t extend ‘simply’ to words 

marked as spoken in a text – dialogue, soliloquy, whatever is between quotation marks – but to all the 

words that are dealt with in the text. In other words, ‘reading’ not only means that we deal with words, 

word meanings, word networks, sentence meanings, group of sentence meanings, emotion, but we also 

deal with an entire audio spectrum, for every word and group of words. 

The audio spectrum can be a great support to our processing and identification of features that are directly 

marked in a text. For example, there are numerous prosodic and other features that assist us in the 

recognition of the emotional content of texts. At this time, I have not seen any language processing that 

programmatically attempts to apply a precedent emotion term to an entire subsequent written text 

passage, ending only when a new precedent emotion is identified or established.  Nor have I seen any 

literature attempting to programmatically deal with the emotive underlayment of the narrator, such that 

narration can be handled as one emotion-system while different emotion systems can be assigned to 

characters. In the processing models, there is a tendency to restrict emotion terms to small groups of 

sentences, and in passages where emotion terms are absent the passage is assigned no emotional content 

whatsoever.  But, we can surely imagine that a narrator may, at the outset of a work, establish an 

emotional tone that should then be applied throughout a work. Thus, despite the inherent importance of 

the leg of emotion processing to our cognition of each and every structure in a text, it is hardly being 

regarded either computationally or, for that matter, non-computationally in literary studies. 

We can imagine, though, in what follows, using out loud readings of works we are studying, and then 

processing the recordings of those readings through the computational tools used to extract emotion 

content, and more effectively dealing with emotion in the written text in that manner.  Again, to my 

188 Madness occurs when we lose track of the authorship of our own inner speech: Normal: Subject has a goal, the 

goal “determines” the desired “next” state that involves in a “normal” human a resulting speech system activation [in 

the diagram, the “motor command” is the command to generate inner speech -> thinking] and then the inner speech 

[the “sensory experience of it”] occurs [50 milliseconds later]. Hallucination: Subject has a goal but for whatever 

reason [unknown] the signal that upcoming “inner speech” is to be expected is not sent, so, the inner speech occurs 

without “self-authorship”, generating the sensation of “other-authorship” 394-395 (S.R. Jones) 
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the sciences of the universe and 
of the world and of everything 

-----------------> 

Computational Paralinguistics 

the sc iences of mankind the sciences of everything else 

i 
communication psychology sociology anthropology ... 

i----------------------~ 
uni modality multimodality 

~------------~~:~:::~~,~----~ 
vocal factors speech & language vision: face, geslure, posture extracommununicative context 

\/~"-.:------
' --:.l -~ I PARALINGUISTICS I Linguistics Phonetics 

/~--~-----------~------> 
'synthesis 

traits states 

gender, age, personality Intoxication, sleeplness, frlendllness, mood ... emotion 

tong-term short-term 

oburvstlon, recording, annotation -+ automatic processing ➔ clssslflcstlon, correlation 

harnessing in end-lo-end systems and applications 

Figure 1.1 The realm of computational paralinguistics 

knowledge, that has never been done, yet, it is absolutely practical, and the computational side of it would 

have available innumerable robust tools to do the analysis and therefore make great contributions to our 

understandings of literary works. 

Paralinguistics189 fits into an ontology of the real world something like as follows.  The chart is not drawn 

from a document made to fit into BFO, yet, it at least makes clear the features it selects for. Paralinguistics 

is looking for embodied information about speakers, ranging from TRAITS of speakers such as their age, 

gender, personality, class, and so forth, and STATES, defined as shorter-term features of the speaker, such 

as sleepiness, intoxication, mood, friendliness, and emotion. 

The various features measured in computational paralinguistics unfold in time. Without the unfolding of 

the soundwave in time for measurement, paralinguistics has no work to do at all. It impossible, therefore, 

to deal with the paralinguistic features without determining their duration in the soundstream.  Most of the 

189 (B. W. Batliner) 
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Table 2.1 Design feature delimitation of different affective states, after Scherer (2003) 

lype of affective Synchron- Event Appraisal Rapidity 

state Intensity Duration isation focus elicitation of change 

Emotion ++-+++ + +++ +++ +++ ++++ 
Mood +-++ ++ + + + ++ 
Interpers. stances +-++ +-++ + ++ + +++ 
Attitudes 0-++ ++-+++ 0 0 + 0-+ 
Personality traits 0-+ +++ 0 0 0 0 

Emotion: brief episode, response to an event (angry, sad, joyful, ... ) 
Mood: diffuse affect state, low intensity, long duration (cheerful, gloomy, buoyant, ... ) 
Interpersonal stances: toward another person (distant, cold, warm, ... ) 
Attitudes: enduring, preferences, predispositions (liking, loving, hating, .. . ) 
Personality traits: dispositions and tendencies (nervous, anxious, morose, ... ) 

O : low, + : medium. ++ : high, +++ : very high,-: indicates a range; Behav.: Behavioural. 

• Long-term traits: 

Behav. 
impact 

+++ 
+ 
++ 
+ 
+ 

- biological trait primitives such as height, weight, age, and gender, cf. Section 5.1; 
- cultural trait primitives, such as group/ethnicity membership: race/culture/social class 

with a weak borderline towards linguistic concepts such as speech registers, dialect, or 
first language (see Section 5.2); 

- personality traits (see Sections 5.3 and 5.5) such as personality in general (the 'big five'), 
and single, more specific traits such as likeability; 

- a bundle of traits constitutes speaker idiosyncrasies, that is, speaker-ID; speaker traits can 
be used to mutually improve classification performance, by assigning speakers to distinct 
chlsses. For instance, subjects can be automatically assigned to either males or females, 
or to children or adults, and later on be processed separately in emotion or personality 
classification. 

paralinguistic computational techniques are devised to make judgements of pieces of soundtstream shaped 

out of that material, almost always paying closest attention to the shapes of words carved out of that 

continuous medium, although also paying attention to the changes in energy measures – speed of 

articulation, volume at different points, pitch, and so forth – through phrases and longer sections. 

Batliner et al. developed a chart to show the different levels of analysis for their work on determining 

speaker’s affective states. In the chart, emotion is given 2+ to 3+ intensity, short duration, a 3+ focus on an 

event, a 4+ rapidity of change, and a 3+ impact on behavior (of the speaker).  Personality traits have little 

intensity, have long durations, a small behavioral impact (why?) … The synchronization rating is important, 

because it indicates how well the affective state correlates to the changes in the soundstream being 

analyzed.  The conclusion being that it is particularly difficult to measure attitudes and personality traits 

from a paralinguistic analysis, and particularly possible to do so for emotion. The synchronization is a rating 

of segment matching, not of overall stream matching. 

A fuller discussion of the ‘traits’ of speakers is given below, which Batliner et al. calls the Paralinguistics 

Taxonomy: 
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24 Computational Paralinguistics . 

• Medium-term between traits and states: 
- (partly) self-induced more or less temporary states: sleepiness, intoxication (e.g., ako

holisation), health state, mood (e.g., depression) (see Section 5.6); 
- structural (behavioural, interactional, social) signals: role in dyads and groups, friendship 

and identity, positive/negative attitude, intimacy, interest. politeness; (non-verbal) social 
signals (see Section 5.7); 

- discrepant signals: irony, sarcasm, lying (see Section 5.8); 
- mode: speaking style and voice quality (see Section 4.2), which can also be long-term or 

sometimes short-term. · 
• Short-term states: 

- emotions (full-blown, prototypical), (see Sections 5.4 and 5.5); 
- emotion-related states or affects, such as stress, confidence, uncertainty, frustration, pain 

(cf. Sections 5.4 and 5.5). 

To say that the inner voice has all of the vocal features of spoken language, is not to say that the inner voice 

has all the measurable characteristics of extemporaneously spoken language. Nor is the quality of the data 

between extemporaneously spoken language the same as that of the inner voice. The inner voice, even 

when it externalizes itself by ‘reading aloud’, has a high degree of control, and mimics our internal concepts 

of ‘what’ certain traits and states ‘sound like’ rather than mimicking how they actual occur ‘freely’ in 

‘nature’.  This is of tremendous importance. For, although the inner voice is supple and rich, it is 

nevertheless self-produced.  Just as we would never mistake the reality in our dreams for the reality of the 

world (at least, we hope we would not), we should not mistake the reality of our inner voicing for the 

reality of voices in the external world. We will affect anger when voicing an angry passage, without our 

being truly angry (method actors excluded from this discussion).  Affected anger has different features from 

actual anger.  In fact, affected anger is the most difficult of the emotions to computationally recognize (as 

we saw above, in the section on Emotion). 

Amongst real world people, speakers range from those easy to classify using computational techniques, to 

those who are particularly difficult to recognize.  There are even more categories: there are people who are 

unusually easy to imitate, those who are difficult to imitate, and then those people who are especially good 

at imitating others.  These categories of people all have direct application to the voicings of our inner 

voices. An impediment to using the experience of inner voices / externalized inner voice as tools for 

language analysis is that for nearly all Literary Works, many real-world speech habits are altogether absent. 

It is a rare narrator that exhibits phrase level fillers and hedges, rare to have ‘ahs and ums’ in the narration, 

rare that we find disfluencies in the narration.190 Even characters tend to have their fillers, hedges, ahs and 

ums, and disfluencies subdued by authors. After the 17th Century especially, there is a self/editorial of the 

speech-idiosyncrasies in written language.  Spellings are standardized, smoothing out the regional and 

pronunciation clues that accompanied printed prose before the 1650’s (or thereabouts). Contractions 

190 Another method for locating the emotion present in a discourse is to seek anomalies in the intonation and 
cadences.  In other words, we seek outliers and expressions that don’t conform to expectations, and then assign 
salience and a significant change in the affect being expressed at those points. (Sun) In this case the task is to find 
transitions rather than experessions. 
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nearly disappear (except perhaps for another century or two in poetry), especially the myriad contractions 

that changed ‘ed’ endings to ‘t or ‘d, or the contractions of initial I’s or the blending of ‘it’ into words like 

‘twas or ‘twere. The remnants of these in current English, even quaint current English, are so few 

compared to the casual variety of them in the 16th and 17th centuries. 

Revisiting Rao’s191 work first presented above regarding emotions in general, we can see how complex and 

detailed the methods are that try to extract emotional content from speech using prosodic and other 

features. Rao is using measures of the entire speech signal, vowel recognition, consonant recognition, 

transition points between segment units, and the pitch periods of the speech signal, all to construct an 

emotion recognition system from voice.  

191 (Rao) 
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Fig. 2.9 Block diagram indicating various emotion recognition systems developed using the pro· 
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consonant, and CV trans ition). and pitch synchronous analysis 

Using sub-syllabic features -> transition at vowel onset: “At this point the characteristics of the consonant 

segment are terminated and the characteristics of the vowel are originated.  Hence, it is important to 

extract features around this crucial point” [called VOP, vowel onset point] p.26.  40 millisecond lengths. 

“For formant positions and energies are varying with respect to the emotions” (28). Consonant regions 

don’t show the same useful information. Segmentation is from 20ms to 40ms, which is well below an 

individual’s conscious ability to construct meaning, but which experimentally seems to be part of the pre-

conscious processing of the speech signal in ordinary humans.  This points to the fact that the act of reading 

a text and the act of consciously interpreting / thinking about a text are operating at different levels.  The 

relevance of analyzing unconscious or pre-conscious language signals for Literary Analysis, to my 

knowledge, has been neither attempted nor even considered. Rao’s chapter on prosodic features provides 

some contrast to the cognitive processing chart that showed greater cognitive attention being given to the 

initial words in a sentence.  For the emotion recognition from spoken sentences, the prosodic features of 
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3.5 Results and Discussion 63 

Table 3.10 Emotion classification perfonnance using global and local prosodic features computed 
from the words of the utterances depending on their position 

Local features Glo.+ 
Emotions Global Dur. Pitch Energy Local Loe. 

Initial words. average emotion recognition: 50.13 
Anger 40 20 33 47 53 57 
Disgust 33 33 27 33 37 37 
Fear 37 33 17 53 50 43 
Happiness 20 13 40 20 40 47 
Neutral 23 23 47 30 43 43 

Sadness 30 23 37 33 40 47 
Sarcasm 60 40 43 73 63 67 

Surprise 30 23 43 30 47 60 
Avg. 34 26 36 39 47 50 

Middle words, average emotion recognition: 58.38 
Anger 50 17 43 53 57 60 

Disgust 57 53 53 43 63 70 

Fear 60 23 30 67 67 70 

Happiness 33 30 50 30 40 43 

Neutral 43 20 53 37 60 67 

Sadness 40 27 47 37 50 57 

Sarcasm 30 67 33 57 63 63 

Surprise 30 40 40 23 50 37 

Avg. 43 35 44 43 56 58 

Final words. average emotion recognition: 64 
43 43 Anger 33 40 30 43 

Disgust 53 37 83 30 80 83 

Fear 67 IO 47 57 60 63 

Happiness 23 33 33 23 30 33 

Neutral 70 33 80 53 77 77 

Sadness 73 27 83 30 80 83 

Sarcasm 23 47 47 60 63 60 

Surprise 63 23 67 60 70 70 

Avg. 51 31 59 45 63 64 

Avg. Average, Dur. Duration, G/o. Global. Loe. Local 

Table 3.11 Overall emotion classification performance by combining local and global prosodic 

features computed from the words from different positions 

Hap. Neu. Sad Sar. Sur. Avg. 
Ang. Dis. Fear 

Initial+ 
80 60 63 65.38 

Middle+ 57 77 70 47 67 

Final+ 
words 

the final words is better able to help identify the emotion of the utterance than the initial and middle 

words.  Below is a chart of Rao’s results using duration, pitch, energy. Coupled with a time varying dynamic, 

we can see that different emotions have different profiles. The perception of anger is dominated by 

features of the initial portions of utterances, while the dominant features of surprise are found in the final 

part of the utterance (48). 

These charts, first seen when we discussed emotion, take on greater poignancy when thought through as 

features of written language being activated in our own, personal, inner speech. 

Even having added all this complexity to the power of our printed words, the field must be expanded even 

wider. Zwaan192 brings in the special and world-theoretic features implicit in the literary work: 

192 (Zwaan, The Immersed Experience: Toward an Embodied Theory of Language Comprehension) 
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It has been pointed out throughout this study that readers are not only assumed to construct 

mental representations of the text itself (its meaning and its surface structure), but also of the 

situations, events, and actions described by the text. Experiment 2 indicated that, relatively 

speaking, literary readers do no place a strong emphasis on causal models. In addition, Experiments 

3a and 3b suggested that literary comprehension does not involve the construction of elaborate 

spatial representations. … A major implication of the situation model concept is that readers not 

only use grammatical criteria when comprehending texts but also plausibility criteria. That is, while 

processing discourse, readers evaluate the plausibility of propositions in the text against their world 

knowledge.  An intriguing question in literary studies, still awaiting empirical investigation, is: How 

are people capable of comprehending texts which appear to go against the grain of their world 

knowledge? 123 

The idea that readers are constructing situation models from the text, and testing each piece of the 

text against the situation model they’ve constructed. The model may be the default world of the 

reader, modified as necessary. Quoting Ryan, “we reconstrue the world of a fiction and of a 

counterfactual as being the closest possible to the reality we know. This means that we will project 

upon the world of the statement everything we know of the real world, and that we will make only 

those adjustments we cannot avoid.  There are genre signals here, too. 126 

Those spaces, at the level of the text or text sections, are built up from motor and visual experiences that 

the reader is actually having while reading.  Words are not abstractly inducing ‘ideas’ or ‘thoughts’ of 

motion, but are truly inducing brain activation of the visual and motor contexts that are being read about. 

Consider the following four sets of findings about language comprehension: 

1. Words activate brain regions that are close to or overlap with brain areas that are active during 

perception of or actions involving the words’ referents. … 

2. Visual representations of object shape and orientation are routinely and immediately activated 

during word and sentence comprehension … Visual-spatial information primes sentence processing 

… 

3. Information that is “in” the situation described in a text is more active in the comprehender’s mind 

than information that is not in the situation … 
4. When comprehending language, people’s eye and hand movements are consistent with perceiving 

or acting in the described situation (35) 

The complex fact of reading, is that incoming words activate functional webs that are also activated when 

the referent is experienced. A person who is comprehending a given text responds as if they were actually 

in the situation being narrated. 

Zwaan then turns his attention to how the narrative extends in time, and how focus, foregrounding, is 

managed by means of an incoming word stream: 

1. Construals involve events that take place during certain time intervals.  It has been shown that 

comprehenders keep events active in working memory through extended time intervals. 
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Presumably this is because comprehenders are engated in continuous tracking of the referent 

situation. 

2. Construals pertain to situations that occur in a spatial region. A region is defined here as a section 

of space delimited by the human senses and effectors. … 

3. Perspective is understood as a point within a time interval and spatial region from which the 

referential situation is experienced. … Sometimes, a perspective is explicitly stated, but often this is 

not the case. … 

4. Grammatical markers (word order, case markers) signify what should be construed as the focal 

entity and the background. The focal entity is often the subject of the clause. 

Once we place the reader into a construed spatial region, with a perspective, with the concurrent internal 

embodiment of the actions of the text itself, with the activation of the emotions described or aroused by 

the text, we have expanded the Literary Work to encompass nearly the entire world of experience. Each 

and every text, then, involves all this, which belies any presumed flattening or reduction of diversity or 

complexity in the prose fiction of the 16th and 17th centuries.  Instead I feel we are left with this supposition 

instead: we are naturally only poorly able to re-construct the world of early English prose fictions, and 

therefore impoverish ourselves, as readers.  It is not the texts that seem repetitive and weary, it is we 

ourselves who are repetitive and weary. 

Our reading, then, as far as it is also to a degree a speaking in our own inner voice which we are, ourselves, 

hearing with our inner ear, has certain musical characteristics that should not be ignored. There is some 

discussion about ‘musicality’ in poetry still today, although the concept of musicality in poetry is generally 

vague and, to my ear, incoherent. There has been a grave suppression of the oral aspects of written 

material now, for a long time, such that we have difficulty any longer understanding much of what was 

written in the 16th and 17th Centuries about poetry, prose, and style. My question, perhaps only posed to 

myself, is “how do I begin to recover the musicality of prose?” 

In some ways, we are all quite familiar with people struggling to read texts aloud, to put the written marks 

back into voice.  As a parent, having read 100’s of books to my children, I am intimately aware of the fact 

that some books are easily read aloud, melodically, and coherently; and other books, equally ‘wonderful’, 

require a lot more readerly effort on my part to express the sentences aloud and correctly. We’ve also 
surely heard students swapping read-aloud passages in classroom contexts, and perhaps in other contexts 

as well (me, for example, in Church).  How is it that some texts read so beautifully, and others so 

atrociously? Kentner193 did a study of how people parse sentences when reading them, which gives some 

answer to these questions. He found that people read syntax in a way that favors a rhythm of stressed and 

unstressed syllables.  Therefore, prosody for both oral and silent reading parses material in a rhythmic 

manner when possible.  And, indeed, this is a tripping hazard in texts being read aloud: parsing the phrasing 

is an essential part of reading a text properly (in order to get the prosody correct), and, people indeed do 

make reading mistakes when the rhythm of a group of words suggests a phrasing different than the 

grammar requires. 

193 (Kentner) 
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One survival of musicality in writing might be the greatly maligned use of rhyme.  Rhyme is ‘naturally’ alive 

in popular music lyric writing (hence its close connection with ‘musicality’) in its ‘end rhyme’ manifestation, 

though end-rhyme is quite dead in poetry, and systematic rhyming structures are rare in contemporary 

poetry, indicating, as they do, a supposedly un-warranted or un-desirable restriction of word-use. Rhyme 

structure is processed using the same brain areas as non-rhymed words, indistinguishably from the 

processing of those non-rhymed words.194 The conclusion may well be, then, that rhyme is a feature we 

treat as part of word processing, instead of as a feature of sound processing.  Melody, however, is 

processed by the brain differently. Melody actually dampens all the language processing areas, and 

especially the VWFA.  It is not obvious to me how to interpret a study like this into conclusions about 

differences in reading Literary Objects today, and reading Literary Objects in the 16th and 17th Century. 

However, it is my thesis that not only have we intentionally minimized the features of reading that bring to 

presence the author, the reader, the senses, and responses regarding affect/emotion, but we have also 

minimized the musicality of prose and poetry. 

In the ancient world we may all understand that song and poetry were so closely linked as to be somewhat 

indistinguishable (true, also, for drama, and, also, true for those works written in ‘verse’ that are works of 
philosophy, history, and narrative). The connection remained through the 17th Century, evidenced by 100’s 

of musical settings being made for poems, poems being sung not spoken, poets writing music for their 

poems (Campion, for example), and the huge influence of popular song on poetry and prose. What does it 

mean to think of language musically? Besides using more/other brain areas – which by itself suggests that 

musical reading and non-musical reading will yield very different results – there is another key feature of 

music that give a foretaste of the chapter below on TIME: melody exists inextricably in time, in a way that 

defies any abstraction or reduction in dimensionality. 

Lidov195 is my guide to understanding music & language.  Below, I quote from him at length, and make only 

a few comments along the way: 

Lidov first describes that fact sound in both music and spoken language is continuous and inflected, such 

that points of articulation suggest ways of segmenting the sound-stream.  Even though the soundstream is 

continuous, we segment it based upon inflective articulations. It was attention to inflections that formed a 

major set of computational tools described above for paralinguistics, although the inflection components of 

pitch and speed formed another set of tools.  Lidov writes, 

An inflection of sound is a shape of continuous change imposed on it, like a swell or an acceleration 

or a pitch blend.  Articulation implies a point of division. An articulation is either one distinct 

segment of a sound or the point of division of the stream between two distinct sounds or the action 

of dividing sounds into distinct units.  … 

I emphasize this opposition between inflected continuity and articulate divisions because the key 

move that sent structural linguistics into high gear a hundred years ago was to ignore continuity in 

favor of articulated segments.  The latter have appeared more tractable to logical investigation and 

194 (Yoncheva) 
195 (LIdov) 
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more distinctive.  The same strategy holds considerable sway in music studies.  It is in our interest 

to be aware that it is problematic.  … 

The continuity of the soundstream requires that we accept ‘pauses’ and ‘silences’ as articulations in the 

stream, rather than as discontinuities in it: 

A sound stream may be regarded as continuous “by definition” if we acknowledge silences as 

pauses or rests as part of the stream.  Insofar as the sound stream is correlated with a stream of 

attention, this makes perfect sense.  What interests us is not the physics of continuity but both the 

experience of the sound and our conceptualization of it – the two not necessarily fully coinciding.  

In both language and music we attend to a chain of articulations, notes, phrases, words, and 

syllables, but there is something more.  We are also caught up on the continuous inflections of the 

speaking voice, if it is personal or expressive, and the continuous stream of the voice may appear as 

independent of its words as a river is of the boats it carries. … 

It's impossible for me to judge whether Lidov’s next claims about the science of modern linguistics is 

accurate, but they are surely accurate as those claims have been transmitted into literary studies and 

literary theory for several decades now. For in literary reading we are clearly biased toward, or more 

interested in, the articulation of language, than with its inflection: 

Modern linguistics, as a science, seems generally to ignore the aspects of language which cannot be 

studied as systematic articulations.  To say this is almost to say that linguists ignore what we might 

call the musical side of speech.  In part, the bias is the bias of writing, the prejudice of regarding 

what can be written as more essential to the medium than what cannot be.  The scope of 

unwritable effects of speech, in maintaining authority, in asserting need, in communicating 

personal emotion, is in truth enormous. If these effects seem “not of the essence” in language, it 

may also because compelling methods of studying them are not in view. But there is another, 

better reason for the bias, the recognition of what language and only language can do.  That special 

function has to do with particular types of reference (which, however, are not easy to specify). 

Those referential functions which can be fulfilled by writing and which are thus fulfilled by 

systematic articulations have a great claim to priority. Nevertheless, to regard this special capacity 

as the essence of language, as (4) Saussure did, is logically indefensible, hides the density, 

prevalence, and human importance of other, expressively referential functions of language, and 

also needlessly handicaps the comparison of language and music. 

One way of analyzing the inter and infra differences of language and music is the ratio of articulation to 

inflection. “The ratio of articulation to inflection varies greatly among the speech of different persons and 

sometimes in one society among the speech of different classes.  It also varies according to circumstances 

(more vocal inflection when joking at a party, less when reading a conference paper).  This variation is 

substantial, but I think the ratio varies far more between styles of music than it does between different 

languages.” 

Lidov then identifies that there is a hierarchy of parts -> lending themselves to discussions of complexity, 

diversity, and levels of analysis -> in the soundstream, which levels he describes a ‘strata’ as did Ingarden: 
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Articulation of the sound streams of music or language presents us with parts of sections or units; 

parts of parts – and thus hierarchies of parts with possibly distinct strata – and types of parts or 

categories.  For everyday speech … linguistics identifies the sentence as the largest unit reliably 

accounted for by structural rules.  The parts of a sentence constitute a stratified hierarchy: clauses, 

phrases, words, morphemes, phonemes. The terms we use for musical articulations – periods, 

phrases, motives, notes – reflect a linguistic borrowing of great antiquity (Powers 1980), but the 

hierarchy is not always similar. … 

Lidov next makes what he calls a fundamental distinction between music and language.  Music has what he 

calls a “dual articulation”, such that notes are articulated individually (as “boundaries”) and intervals 

(groups of notes) are articulated as “regions.” 

… more fundamental difference is entailed in musical continuity. Both in pitch and in time, music 

exhibits the type of articulatory structure that I shall call dual articulation. … In the case of music, 

notes function as boundaries and intervals as regions. … Some other examples of dual articulation: 
Time zones are regions; lines of longitudes are boundaries.  Climate zones are regions; lines of 

latitude are boundaries.  Calendar days are regions (twenty-four hour periods); clock times are 

boundaries.  Movements are regions; positions are boundaries.  In general, you can name a 

boundary as the product of two regions – Broadway at 42nd – and you can name a region as the 

product of two boundaries: “From Times Square to Penn Station”.   …. Dual articulation arises only 

in the articulation of continuous space. 

It is not clear to me why Lidov excludes language from the ‘duality’ he describes. I think his intention is to 
explain that language as studied, as being made of words, has no duality.  Of course, the discussion of this 

entire dissertation has been preparing us for the argument that ‘words’ really are like ‘notes’, and that 

sentences and other larger features are like the larger intervals he describes in music.  It is only in fairly 

recent poetic movements that the sub-units of words – the letters themselves – are treated as boundary 

materials in their own right. 

Lidov, then, writes about language: 

The articulated sound structure of language shows no such duality.  The sounds of language are a 

chain.  Words, like the dominant content of the visual field, are understood as distinct objects.  

Although we see in space, we don’t normally see space itself … We see the stuff in it, stuff that gets 

bundled into gestalts. … 

And he gives an example of the difference between music and words: 

Context and function cannot explain musical communication. For instance, I know what the words 

say, but what does the tune add? I know we are burning the goat so the god will relieve us of 

pestilence, but why must I sing exactly these notes? Would you have any difficulty thinking up a 

plot that would need slow music during the car chase? The music, whatever the function and 

context, makes a contribution of its own and demands musicological analysis … 
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The response to this, for the argument of my dissertation, is: why must we use those particular words to 

invoke the ‘burning of the goat so the god will relieve us of pestilence’.  Why exactly “these” particular 
words and not some other, equivalent words? 

Still, Lidov gives me a lovely, concluding summary: “Music and speech are not isolated from each other 

psychologically or socially. The musical part of speech fades into speech-song, and even string quartets 

have verbal discourse contexts.  … How can thought in one medium be insulated from the others?” 

Extralinguistics 

Not all words are obviously directly connected to human actions. The sentences of Literary Works are not 

exclusively taken up in human talking, emotions, or the planning and execution of ‘simulated’ real world 

actions.  Abstract language, in its abstractness, would seem to plausibly be a special case of non-embodied 

language, which would allow us to at least remove abstract language from much of the extra work for 

reading analysis.  By “abstract” is meant not (only) philosophical language, special terms in ethics or 

religion, but those sentences in language that give us states of affairs rather than actions, or sentences in 

language that make use of analogy to extend a concrete action to a non-concrete action.  An example of 

the first would be a statement such as “The cup is on the table”, where no motor-activity is described.  An 

example of the second would be “The boss delegated his authority to his subordinate” where delegation 

indicates no physical activity. 

Glenberg196 has done research on abstract language, partially in an attempt to sort out three different 

approaches to language’s embodiment in humans.  Glenberg reproduces and discusses the evidence that 

for concrete language and activities language is indeed “embodied” in the sense, for example, that if hand 

movements are described then the motor cortex for the hand movements receives stimulation, and, 

generally, if motor activities are involved in the sentence, then the motor cortex is appropriately activated. 

Until Glenberg’s work, abstract language had not been studied in this context, so he asked, ‘is abstract 

language “embodied” in the same way [as non-abstract language]?’ He summarizes the three approaches 

to language embodiment: 

1. Lakoff and Gibbs: “Lakoff proposes that bodily structure induces a consistent structure to 

experiences, and those experiences become represented in image schemas.  For example, 

interactions with containers induce an image schema … This image schema can then serve to 

ground abstract ideas that have a similar structure.  … Or, experience with journeys induces an 

image schema structured to have a beginning, a middle, and an end.  The journey image schema 

can then serve to ground abstract concepts such as relationship.  … Closely related to the Lakoff 

approach is the metaphorical use of space to represent abstract concepts. For example, Boroditsky 

and Ramscar (2002) review evidence that people understand time as movement in space.” 906 
2. “A second approach to the embodiment of abstract knowledge was developed by Barsalou (1999). 

On this approach, at least some abstract concepts arise from simulation processes. For example, to 

verify the (907) truth of a proposition such as “the cup is on the table”, one creates an image of 

196 (Glenberg) 
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what would be expected if the proposition were true, and the image is compared to the perceptual 

situation.” In this case, abstract concepts elicit a focus on processes or events more than with 

concrete concepts.” 

3. “A third approach relates abstract events to actions. For example, the indexical hypothesis asserts 

that sentences are understood by creating a simulation of the actions that underlie them.” (907) 

After his experiments, Glenberg adopts the second approach. He shows that we do have activations of the 

analogical motor activities that underlie the ‘abstract’ sentences. This is a strong argument for the 

embodiment of a simulation process. 

How is activity in motor cortex used in language comprehension? We answer this question in three 

steps. First, motor activity, and mirror neuron system in particular, play an important role in 

producing and understanding observed actions. Second, the same mirror neuron system is 

implicated in understanding of language about concrete actions. That is, we are suggesting that the 

action schema used for controlling action and comprehending language about action is 

implemented in the mirror neuron system. Third, understanding of abstract actions is derived from 

the understanding of concrete actions.”  “Note that telling a story or delegating responsibilities also 

involves a source, a recipient, something that is transferred, and a mode of transfer.  Hence, the 

action schema [of handing, of throwing] can also ground the understanding of abstract transfer. 

(917) 

Glenberg’s work supports option two rather than option one, because although both concrete and 

analogical abstract sentences activate the motor cortex, the activations are different.  The abstract 

language activates the motor cortex later, indirectly, and less. 

Also deserving of attention is the language of gesture in Literary Works.  When a character in a work is 

described as folding their arms, raising an open hand, rubbing palms, interlacing fingers, and the like, we 

are interested not simply in the fact of the gestural movement, but more importantly with the meaning of 

that movement. The important 17th century publication by John Bulwer, which extended title is Chirologia, 

or, The naturall language of the hand composed of the speaking motions, and discoursing gestures thereof : 

whereunto is added Chironomia, or, The art of manuall rhetoricke, consisting of the naturall expressions, 

digested by art in the hand, as the chiefest instrument of eloquence, by historicall manifesto's exemplified 

out of the authentique registers of common life and civill conversation : with types, or chyrograms, a long-

wish'd for illustration of this argument, yields a contemporary description of the import & history, with 

many literary examples, of how to interpret hand and facial gestures. As I have explained frequently in the 

past many pages for other features of language: I have seen as yet no attempt in any computational system 

to expand the gestures described in literature into the fullness and significance of their meaning.  

There are algorithms to ‘caption’ or ‘describe’ photographs – trying to classify objects in photographs, 

actions depicted, color schemes, activities of people, and the like. Work there takes an image and 

‘translates’ it into an object(s) – the “subject” of the image – and then building a collection of concrete 

adjectives around the object(s) that describe it(them). Lazaridou197 has developed a visual vocabulary of 

197 (Lazaridou) 
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600 words, mostly adjectives, that she then assigns to objects in order to translate them into a ‘bag of 

words’ that can then be processed using techniques such as LDA and LSA (mentioned in the introduction, 
and discussed more fully below). She writes, “Adjectives are of special interest because of their central role 

in so-called attribute-centric image representations. This framework views objects as bundles of properties, 

or attributes, commonly expressed by adjectives.” (Angeliki Lazaridou) 

The challenges of automatic classification are, of course, many.  What to do with miss-leading images is 

especially difficult: 

But, for images, at least the work is being attempted. As of 2018, no similar attempt to deal with human 

gestures has been made. Gesture-studies is a critical area for work in Classical Studies, Anthropology, 

Drama, Cultural Studies, and so forth, but is nearly totally neglected in the study of literature. A visually 

oriented person from the 16th – 17th Centuries, i.e. perhaps every literate citizen, would be expected to 

interpret hand gestures accurately, rapidly, and then to react accordingly.  Success at court, in business, 

with one’s ‘betters’, in the family, on the street, interpretation of Drama, Sermons, private debate, public 

debate and discourse … All this was deeply intertwined with gesture.  Bower provides us a catalog of what 

can be indicated with the natural language of the hands: 

Sue, intreat, beseech, sollicite, call, allure, intice, dismisse, graunt, denie, reprove, are suppliant, 

feare, threaten, abhor, repent, pray, instruct, witnesse, accuse, declare our silence, condemne, 

absolve, shew our astonishment, profer, refuse, respect, give honour, adore, worship, despise, 

prohibit, reject, challenge, bargaine, vow, sweare, imprecate, humour, allow, give warning, 

command, reconcile, submit, defie, affront, offer injury, 9 complement, argue, dispute, explode, 

confute, exhort, admonish, affirme, distinguish, urge, doubt, reproch, mocke, approve, dislike, 

encourage, recommend, flatter, applaud, exalt, humble, insult, adjure, yeeld, confesse, cherish, 

demand, crave, covet, blesse, number, prove, confirme, congee, salute, congratulate, entertaine, 

give thankes, welcome, bid farewell, chide, brawle, consent, upbraid, envy, reward, offer force, 

pacifie, invite, justifie, contemne, disdaine, disallow, forgive, offer peace, promise, performe, reply, 
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invoke, request, repell, charge, satisfie, deprecate, lament, condole, bemoane, put in minde, 

hinder, praise, commend, brag, boast, warrant, assure, enquire, direct, adopt, rejoyce, shew 

gladnesse, complaine, despaire, grieve, are sad and sorrowfull, cry out, bewaile, forbid, discomfort, 

ask, are angry, wonder, admire, pittie, assent, order, rebuke, favour, slight, dispraise, disparage, are 

earnest, importunate, referre, put to comprimise, plight our faith, make a league of friendship, 

strike one good luck, give handsell, take earnest, buy, barter, exchange, shew our agreement, 

expresse our liberality, shew our benevolence, are illiberall, aske mercy, exhibit grace, shew our 

displeasure, fret, chafe, fume, rage, revenge, crave audience, call for silence, prepare for an 

apology, give liberty of speech, bid one take notice, warne one to forbeare, keepe off and be gone; 

take acquaintance, confesse our selves deceived by a mistake, make remonstrance of anothers 

errour, weepe, give a pledge of aid, comfort, relieve, demonstrate, redargue, perswade, revolve, 

speake to, appeale, professe a willingnesse to strike, shew our selves convinced, say we know 

somewhat 10 which yet we will not tell, present a check for silence, promise secresie, protest our 

innocence, manifest our love, enmity, hate and despight; provoke, hyperbolically extoll, inlarge our 

mirth with jollity and triumphant acclamations of delight, note and signifie anothers actions, the 

manner, place, and time, as how, where, when, &c. (11) 

There are 64 detailed expositions of individual hand gestures, and an additional 25 detailed expositions of 

gestures involving only the fingers. He catalogs the gestures that are suitable to oratory, and notes 

gestures that are only appropriate privately. 

The catalog reproduced above brings to the fore how visual, motor, and vivid many words in prose fiction 

would have been when they are written, but now seem devoid of any gestural signification. Whereas today 

“rage” might be read as only a direct indication of an emotion, in the 17th Century the word rage, when 

read, could produce an entire, specific, and semi-universal visual picture that involved the hands, and also 

the face, its contortions and its color (as described, for example, by the French artist Le Brun mentioned as 

a 17th Century source for the catalog of emotions.  Le Brun, like Bower, provided drawings meant to convey 

particular emotions read in the face for the use of visual artists). In the French romance novels, ‘pleading’ 

& ‘imploring’, ‘dismissing’ & ‘refusing’ can as reasonably be supposed to indicate an absent gesture instead 

of a narrator-omitted spoken “word”.  When we read “she refused his offer”, for example, today we might 

believe she spoke words that refused him, while in the 17th Century we might believe that she gestured her 

refusal. The 17th Century text, in other words, could be active, concrete, and directly motor, where today’s 

reading might be passive, abstract, and indirectly motor. 

Alan Boegehold, in his work When a Gesture was Expected198, makes a catalog of physical gestures found on 

ancient Greek amphora (page numbers in parentheses): 

• (17) extended index finger with other fingers loosely closed, arm in various positions: invitation or 

imperious summons 

• Hand up palm out means refusal or denial 

• Hand up palm sideways or slightly inward means greeting 

198 (Boegehold) 
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• (15) supplication is down on one knee, grasping the person’s legs or waist, and with the other hand 
their hand or even their face 

• (18) hand on an other’s chin – affection and also a ‘goodbye’ – both ancient and common in Greece 

today 

• (19) supplication: a hand on the knee and a hand on the chin, begging mercy 

• (16) Hands on top of the head: grief, as in tearing one’s hair out 

• (13) Zeus head moved forward tilted down: affirmation 

• (22) right fingers to left breast: “I”, arm extended sweeping out fingers apart: “shall cause to 

happen” [whatever is gestured towards] 

• (22) pointing at an object distant, to indicate it 

• (23) handclasp for saying ‘goodbye’ [more so than as a greeting] 

• (24) biting one’s lip: chagrin or frustration, attested in Homer 

• (24) knuckles under the chin: pondering 

• (25) raised right hand: to vote, Aeschylus invented a Greek word to signify this in particular 

• (25, 26) right hand extended with index and middle fingers extended and spread.  Other two fingers 

are folded into the palm, hand is turned to the side: “alert” to the audience. 

• (26) open hand, extend your palm with fingers spread, aiming at your target’s face: a gross insult, as 

if smearing the target with excrement. 

• (27) Cover one’s head with one’s cloak: modesty about revealing one’s emotional facial expressions 

• (27) hand held up to shade the eyes: used when looking at a god 

• (27) a bride holding her veil out to her husband: revealing herself 

• (27) downward sideways nod: yes 

• (27) upward backwards head: no 

• (27) spit into one’s own chest: avoid the evil eye 

• (27) shaking one’s garments out: earnest pleading 

• (27) point to the ground in front, using a single finger or all loosely bunched: come here 

• (30) in general, speaking Greek required hands/arms. In vase paintings, sirens only have arms when 

they are required for an activity that they are performing – say, playing a musical instrument. In a 

particular vase painting, two sirens who are talking to each other are shown with arms: arms are 

required for conversation 

• (33) sideways “ok” sign – approval 

• (37) notes that in Homer, several places where the grammarians found a line was ‘incomplete’, are 

actually places where a gesture would fill the space for the words. 

• (38) the ‘incomplete’ or ‘metrically missing’ spaces in Homer: very often they are places where a 

gesture would fill the space, or where silence is the intended effect. 

• (39) another time is where the listener is to supply the word themselves, a word ‘too awful’ for the 

poet to utter ‘himself’. 

Boegehold explains the grammatical function of gesture, writing, “Speech-Linked gestures’ are parts of 

sentences themselves. Such gestures occupy a grammatical slot in a sentence, where the gesture completes 

the sentence structure, which, unfold in time, such that “gestures pass through a series of phases, each 
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with its own position and role in the gesture.” He concludes that “gesture is actually part of language and 

must be considered along with it.” 

Boegehold uses his work on gesture to show that in Homer, Plato, and the Orators, there are many places 

where an ellipse in the text (determined normally by a missing rhythmic element, an apparently incomplete 

phrase or line that appears to be formed defectively) is properly filled with a gesture. Therefore, the 

gesture fills out the score of Homer, where previously we might have thought we had lost a word, or there 

was a small error in the surviving manuscripts. 

Like groups of words, gestures unfold in time.  Most of the gestures described in the literature have a 

sequence of motions to complete the gesture, such that the invocation of the gesture provokes a process, a 

succession, of images, even the when the provocation is static, in the sense of being painted on a vase or 

carved into statue. 

The de-compression of implied and overt gestures would be a tremendous project, of course, one well 

worth doing.  Of even more interest would be the auto-construction of an image of a physical scene from 

elements of the visual and spatial vocabulary of prose fiction works, and then submission of that image to 

decomposition using in image-based ontology system199 to relate it to a formal ontology (such as 

ConceptNet) which then hooks into WordNet word senses, making it thus possible to ‘do’ word-language 

with images and text mixed together.  

The brain-organization of taxonomies applies to visual objects as well as words and science objects. Brain 

research has shown that different parts of the brain handle different types of visual inputs.  The brain 

organizes the visual world into these surface, detected groups200: 

• movement, 

• carnivores/mammals, 

• other animals, 

• body parts/plants, 

• body parts, 

• body parts/humans, 

• humans talking, 

• text, 

• buildings/furniture, 

• devices/artifacts, 

• vehicles, 

199 Conceptnet.io, https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/publications/2003/hyvonen-saarela-et-al-ontology-based-image-retrieval-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ecvv-EvOj8M&t=633s 

2003/  , and https://thesai.org/Downloads/IJARAI/Volume4No4/Paper_1-
Semantic_Image_Retrieval_An_Ontology_Based_Approach.pdf for sources and examples 
200 Research at UC Berkeley by Jack Gallant et al.  Screen capture of video 10’40” 
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• geography/roads: 

This ‘wheel’ is not evidence that those are all the categories, nor does color contiguity imply conceptual 

contiguity. And there are similarities to the WordNet supersenses looked at earlier: 
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Noun 

GROUP 1469 p/<1ce 
PERSON 1202 people 

ARTIFACT 971 car 
COGNITION' 771 W<IY 

FOOD 766 ftl()d 

ACT 700 serl'ice 

LOCATION 638 area 

T IME 530 day 
ev£NT 431 experience 
COMMlJNJC.11 417 rei,iew 

POSSESSION 339 price 

ATTRIBUTE 205 qul.ilily 

QUANTlTY 102 m1K>unt 

ANI MAL 

BODY 

STATE 

88 dog 
87 h<1ir 
56 ptiiu 

NATURAL 08J. 54 flower 

RELATION 35 portion 
SUBSTANCE 34 oil 
FEEi.iNC 34 discomfarl 

PROCESS 28 process 
MOTIVE 25 ll"(l:tOn 

PffENOMENON 23 nsult 
SHAPE 6 square 
PLAN1' 5 ,,.,,, 
OTHER 2 Sluff 

all 26NSS'f.s 9018 

Verb 

STATIVE 

COGNITION 

COMMUNJC.• 

SOCIAL 

MO,' JON 

POSSESSION 

C A:ANGE 

EMOTION 

f'ERCEPTlON 

2922 is 
1093 know 
974 recamme,ul 

944 use 
602 g,> 
309 pay 
274 /u 
249 love 

143 .see 

CONSUMl>'l'lON 93 haw! 

SOOY 82 gel . .. dane 
C REATION 64 cook 
CONTACT 46 put 

COMPETITJO'." I l win 

WEATHER O -

all 15 VSSTs 7806 

• 
N/A (see §3.2) 

I 19l haw• 
82l unym,e 

54 fried 

*COMMUNIC. 

iss/u:mf"r 
COMMlfNICATION 

It would be helpful to repeat Gallant’s work across educational, social, and cultural groups: are the brain 

organizations he found a biologically based organizational system or a community based one? Should the 

Ontology & set of Taxonomies we use in language research be based on human categories or categories 

theorized some other way? The BFO ontology is based on a mixture of human and physical sciences 

research.  The WordNet categories have a thus far hidden organizational basis. Gallant’s categories are 

based on what can be read using very sensitive electrical measurements from [primarily the outer surface 

activation] of the English speaking, college educated human’s brain. 

It is useful to know that contemporary college educated brains tend to classify and process visual 

information in certain upper level, noticeable groupings.  There can be a taxonomy, in other words, that is a 

‘brain taxonomy’, at variance with the ‘real world’ taxonomy such as one developed in BFO.  The brain 

taxonomy would be made up of related fiat objects, whereas the real-world taxonomy would be made of 

logical groupings – taxa, genetic, functional, and so forth. As was discussed earlier, in relation to words: we 

do not know if the taxonomies, say, of nouns, are logical or human, are they fiat groupings, brain-

groupings, or logico-scientific groupings? The visual work is possible because the visual processing areas of 

the brain have strong scalp-surface sensitivity.  Processing areas ‘deeper’ in the brain are not non-invasively 

accessible, and thus pose experimentation problems that have not yet be solved at the scale they would 

require. 
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Synonyms Related terms Causes of anger anger makes you want... 

;, fJ'A,/J•A,I•> II gnev 1" Cil punishing someone Cl hurt someone else 

Ell h!..l. '"' II anguish ll angerM Cil kill someone 

Ell h!..l.;lll"' II angry Cil debating politics II kill people 

Ell i.lliM II cause Cll competing II punch someone 

l!il gnjev 1"' Cil playing soccer II advance into battle 
j1 {;'/)1-,!l(n) II antagonism Cil waiting on line Cil conduct a trial 

m ~(nl lil facher Cil watching the evening news Cll cooloff 
ja ~?lllln) Cl anxiety Cl being insulted II destroy your enemy 

Ell ~il•I ll hdum 1"' Cl burying the cat Cl fight 

Ell liiL '"' 
II anxious Cil changing society II illustrate a point 

m colera 1"' 
l!ll izljutiti"' m competing against someone Cil join the army 

II displeasure m conquering your opponent Cil kick puppies 
ja (ciJf)'-,lllln) 

lljed<•> Cil determining the truth II pass sentence I ,;.,,,,., 
II kivnost '"' Cil doing the housework Cil release your energy 

m enuig'"' II feeling II expressing information II stop being married to someone 
j, [o]/J•il. l•I Cil harm Cil finding the truth II understand something better 
l!l airar-seM ll ljutiti"' Cil fishing m wrestle 
m furor l•I l!il ljutnja 1"' m flirting Cil write a letter 
II encolerir M II hostility II going to a sporting event 
ja JP.)-,11 (n) II naljutiti M Cl going to work 
m ira <•> More» More» 

II encolerir-se M 

More » 

Ways of anger Types of anger anger is a type of ... Things that require anger 

II bridle"' II One common emotion II emotion lnl II punching someone 

ll combust"' II annoyance'"' m emotion Cil fighting the enemy 

II enrage 1~1 II bad temper '"' II emotional arousal <nJ II fighting war 

II exacerbate M ll dander <•J Cil frustration at inability to control II hurting someone else 

llgall"' m fury l•I Cil frustration l•I II waging war 

II infuriate M II huffiness 1•1 Cil a hostile emotion Cl waiting in line 

II madden M II indignation tnJ CII an important survival emotion 

llmiffM II infuriation lnJ 

ll piqueM II umbrage 1°1 

II raise the roofM Cil belligerence 1°1 

ll steam M II rage'"' 

Links to other sites anger is capable of... Subevents of anger Derived terms 

sw.optncye.o,g Anger Cil cause people to commit senseless acts m compete against someone Cll angersome 
dbptdiu,, Anger II cause people to yell Cil driving to work m anger management 

--IIMl:•ntf.princtton.-6u 201789790-v II cloud a person's thinking Cil find the truth Cll angerful 
wordnat.nif.princtton,.OU 20179092S·V II divide people m giving a clue Cl angerless 
wikid.i1.dbptdil.or9 Q7987l II kill a relationship Cil reading a letter II angry 
w«dnat·ntf.princttoiuclu 107531593-n II produce discontent Cil talking to someone ll in anger 
tn.wilctionwJ.org anger II be a very dangerous emotion 
worc1rM1.rdf.princtton.tdu 114060021 ·n 

fr.wiktion«y.org anger 

Example of ConceptNets linked ontology of ANGER201: 

Reading and Images 

201 Some of these lists are so era-specific it would be a wonderful research exercise to show how different they would 
be for the 16th and 17th Century English folk.  I doubt that “waiting in line” would be a thing that “required anger”, but, 
I do think that Anger would make a person want to “write a letter” and surely a subevent of anger would be “find the 
truth” or “read a letter” in the earlier period. 
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The protestant reformation brought with it protestant reading techniques that in many cases rejected over 

1,000 years of Catholic hermeneutics.  Bishop/Saint Irenaeus (2nd Century) pioneered (from the Christian 

point of view) the idea that Biblical passages should not be analyzed removed from the entire redemptive 

history of the Bible as a whole. His purpose was, of course, to deal with heretical readings of texts.  I 

suspect that even the least religious Literary Scholar is familiar with the the alleged facticity of Biblical 

Contradictions and Biblical Errors.  We are also nearly all familiar with some vague notion that when there’s 

something we “don’t like” or “don’t politically / ethically agree with” in the Bible, that there can easily be 

found some other passage which supports what we do like and “fixes” the “problem”.  Irenaeus covers, 

remarkably, numerous literary debates in a single paragraph written 1,800 or so years ago: 

If he takes the verses, lifted out of context, and restores each of them to its proper position, he at 

once destroys the narrative [the one the ‘heretic’ is developing] in question.  In like manner he also 

who retains unchangeable in his heart the rule of the truth which he received by means of baptism, 

will doubtless recognize the names, the expressions, and the parables taken from the Scriptures 

[Old Testament and likely some proto-New Testament writings], but will by no means acknowledge 

the blasphemous use which these men make of them.  For, though he will acknowledge the gems, 

he will certainly not receive the fox instead of the likeness of the king.  But when he has restored 

every one of the expressions quoted to its proper position, and has fitted it to the body of the 

truth, he will lay bare, and prove without any foundation, the figment of these heretics.202 

Irenaeus is also credited with a mystical-spiritual reading method in which readers place themselves in the 

action of a text, imagining their own bodies in the situations being described. The readers then go through 

each of the senses (the classical five: touch, taste, smell, sight, sound) to really situate their bodies in the 

world of the text, and then, after building the world as completely as possible, read the words of the 

Biblical text.  For example, imagine yourself in the boat with Jesus in the storm on the sea, or, imagine 

yourself as the thief on the cross next to Jesus during the crucifixion. 

This whole-body visual process is, of course, a very long way from how the act of reading is presented in 

English Departments.  And, Irenaeus’ “sola scriptura” is somewhat closer to Derrida’s ‘there is nothing 

outside the text’, where Derrida has expanded the “text” to mean everything, the context so to speak, but 

more so that everything is language, than it is to any idea of reading that treats a Literary Work in a ‘close 

reading’ isolation, cut off from author and reader, and which language is treated as written material rather 

than sensual material. 

The Protestant program of ‘reading’ can, in some ways, be remarkably different.  The Lutheran and Calvinist 

ejection of images, statues, saints, pictures, objects, even in many cases musical instruments, from the 

service, was, in many ways, a counterpart to an anti-sensual approach to reading the Bible itself. And 

whereas Irenaeus’ idea of sola scriptura was an immersive experience through which the reader sensually 

participated in constructing the meaning of the Bible, sola scriptura in the Reformation onwards has meant 

to limit reading to the most limited, literal approach to the words of the Bible. Surely the intent has been to 

reject the Apostolic Tradition, but more than that, the intent has been to not add any ‘word’ or ‘image’ not 

202 (Anonymous) 
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explicitly entered in the Biblical text, unless that ‘image’ or ‘word’ is absolutely necessary for the minimal 

comprehension of the text itself.  

Paivio203 describes these connections, beginning with Peter Ramus, whose influence on pedagogy for 

perhaps 200 years of Protestant education was direct, and whose indirect influence continues to today. 

The general program of organizing knowledge into hierarchical trees, forming the boundaries of disciplines 

and so forth, is perhaps still detectable today within its humanist context. Cross-disciplinary work is still 

rather difficult to deal with.  Scientist-based contributions to art-theory are rare, as are literary 

contributions to psycho-linguistics.  I’ve read many articles and even book length works that argue that 

literature teaches us about human emotions, but to date I have not read a single psychology ‘department’ 
study that pays any attention to the finer emotional points described in novels. Quoting Paivio: 

Peter Ramus / Protestantism: “Peter Ramus introduced a memory system that stressed verbal 

abstractions and rejected imagery as part of the iconoclasm of the Protestant Reformation. He 

broke from the Aristotelian and scholastic traditions, eschewing loci and images and basing his 

system on logical reasoning. … Every subject was arranged in a hierarchical, schematic order with 

the general, inclusive terms of the subject presented first.  These were then dichotomized into 

subclassifications … in an inverted tree structure of terms … Ramism became very popular in 

Protestant countries … Just as statues and images were torn from cathedrals and smashed, so 

idolatry of the mind was attacked.  Ramism can still be felt today in the organization of most 

textbooks.  This system emphasized the verbal transmission of information, logical categorization, 

linear cognitive processing, and deemphasizes mental imagery. (16) 

Paivio has much more to do than worry about Peter Ramus, though.  Paivio reproduces a diagram-model 

(92) of reading that shows the sensual integration of our faculties into the act of reading.  As he explains: 

The continuous nature of our nonverbal experiences with the world is retained in the organization 

of imagens in the nonverbal system. Imagens tend to be nested within other imagens in the 

nonverbal system …In reading, representational processing is the direct activation of mental 

representations by written language.  The probability of a representation being activated is a 

combined effect of the stimulus situation and individual differences. (38-39) 

203 (Paivio) 
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FIGURE 7.1 DCT model of the reading process. The model illustrates the integrated 
and interactive nature of reading from recognizing letter features to the construction 
of a verbal-nonverbal mental model. From Sadoski et al. (2012). Reprinted by 
permission of Taylor & Francis (http://wwww.tandfonline.com). 

Just as gestures have stronger visual components and more complex and specific meanings than we are 

perhaps accustomed to considering, we need to be sensitive to how ‘different’ were the visual landscapes 

and spaces described in Literary Works or imagined by 16th-Century Readers. We have perceptual 
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expectations that influence our responses to images based upon our world-knowledge and world-view.204 

In his Google Dictionary project205 King Zog has archived and then printed the first image returned (in his 

browser?) for each of the words in the Short Oxford English Dictionary.  The printed, published images are 

then reproduced alphabetically, with no intentional indication of what word search produced the visual 

result (in many cases the word itself appears in the Google image). I’ve reproduced a few pages below, 

with the top image from my own Google Browser in 2018 placed beside it, to the right. HAPPY: 

GRIEF: 

204 (Samaha) 
205 (Zog) 
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FURY: 

The algorithms for Google Images may be mysterious, but nevertheless, they do inform us of what might be 

thought of as “iconic” illustrations of the words that we are searching. And the rapidity with which they 

change gives us some illustration of the fact that what is iconic at one time in one situation, may no longer 

be iconic in a different time and a different situation. Compare Google’s “despair” to DESPAIR, and 
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FI o. l· Affanno : 1) E S ,P ,I I IJl. • 
. A rorrowfol Man in Rags; with both H:mds he opens his llrc:ill, :rnl 

looks upon his Heart cncompaCs'd wirh Serpents : his Garment is bbc.kilh. 
The Rags fhcw him to 11,u!rr'V,llfl and 11r:ftll hi,.fdf His open Drnfl, 

:ind the Serpents, denote 1he r,,,b/, and Ytx,1itn or Worldly Things, 
alw3ys gn3wing the Hc:irt. 

F , o. 6. Agricohur,: AGIJl._ICULTUIJl.E • 
. A Woman with a homely Country-face, but comely notwi1hflanding, 
m 3 green Gown, crown'd with a Garland ofE:irs of Corn, holding Ilic 
Zodiack in her left Hand, and a Shrub in her right ; a Plow-fh:uc :it her 
Feet. 

The \'Crcfont Robe (ignifics Hcpt, without which no body would labour. 
The 1 ~ Signs dcdarc the different Sr,f,111, which the T1\lcr ought to 
ob(m·c; thi:: Plough, th:: mofl nm/fi,1Cnflrumc11t in Agricuhuic. 

F I o. 7. Ajmo : ,I S S I S T 4 N C E. 
A Man in White, :and over all a purple Mantle; a Ray 01ining round 

him, erown'd with a G:irland ofOJh·e; a Chain about Ms Neck, and a 
Hc:rn, for a Pendent; his right Arm cxccn3cd, :ind his Hand open; in 
his !cfc a Sc;,ke farroundcd with a Vine, and :ar his right is a Stork: 

His Age intimates his Diftrtii,n; not befog intent upon Atmit:, in 
~h·ing his Hclping-H:1.nd. The white Raiment (hews Sinuri17 without 
Sclf•lntcreft The (plcndid Ray denotes Di1JitJt Af]ifl""'• withourwhich 
as the \Vire without 1he Husband, it is like the Vme without chc Scake: 
The Stork, th: N::itu ra! Affi:Qion of I'mnu towards their Chitiw,. 

f1 0 8. Allegmza: MI IJl.. TH. 
A Youth with jolly, plump Checks, :a white Haiment, p:1.inrcd with 

Jl;rccn Branches, Flowers red :ind yellow, with a Gad:and or fcvcr.11 
Fl011o·crs; a Cryfi:i l-01:afs full of Oartt, in ooe Hand, and in the 01her 
a gold Cup, and (ecms to d:mcc in a flowery Me2dow. 

r.~tt:i:.~·:·:irdi:r.n1:!.';:'.1 Hur1'.tG1:r~~ ,:d ~lid.'~"G~jf,'. 
l\icw that Minh is r:ucly alone, but itltci:i F:lm{bif, 

Google’s “mirth” to MIRTH in Ripa’s The Iconologia206: 

In the Google image despair is frequenlty a younger person, the hands are on the head, and the clothing 

the person wears is intact. The caption to the Iconologia reads “a Sorrowful Man in Rags; with both Hands 

he opens his Breast, and looks upon his Heart encompass’d with Serpents; his Garment is blackish. The Rags 

shew him to undervalue and neglect himself. His open Breast, and the Serpents, denote the Trouble and 

Vexation of Worldly Things, always gnawing the Heart.” The domain that brings about despair in The 

206 (Ripa) For more discussion of how emblems and iconic images functioned in the period, see Pinkus’s book Picturing 
Silence (Pinkus) 
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Wtth mtrth and lau hter 
let old wnnkles come 

The House ' i. 
of Mirth tt II 

Iconologia seems so different from our modern thinking. The poor, worn, ordinariness of the 16th Century 

has been replaced with a more existential, mental set of associations.  We’ve moved from the “heart” to 
the “head”.207 

And Google Mirth: 

The Iconologia MIRTH is captioned, rather, this way: “A Youth with jolly, plump Cheeks, a white Raiment, 

painted with green Branches, Flowers red and yellow, with a Garland of several Flowers; a Crystal-Glass full 

of Claret, in one Hand, and in the other a gold Cup, and seems to dance in a flowery Meadow. Flowers 

naturally import a jovial Humour; and we say the Fields smile, when cover’d with Flowers.  The Glass, and 

golden Goblet, shew that Mirth is rarely alone, but in good Fellowship.” The Google images have little 

representation of fellowship, and really no illustrations of a ‘jovial humor’. Two of the Google images are 

related to Wharton’s novel House of Mirth, which gets its title from Ecclesiastes (7:4), “"The heart of the 

wise is in the house of mourning; but the heart of fools is in the house of mirth” – a very unhappy contrast 

for mirth, quite different from the authentic, pleasant joviality of The Iconologia. All of which is to say, that 

images that seem iconic in our personal lives, will rarely match the images that were appropriate to the 

lives of the people who were the creators - or contemporary to those creators – of Literary Works. 

207 Which is the same shift mentioned earlier in the notes on Emotions: The Westminster Confession of Faith codified a 
shift from the heart of passion to the mind of emotion. 
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Time 

When we discuss time in the Literary Work, what is usually meant is some version/concept of narrative 

time: time as it is represented and unfolds in the Literary Work itself.  Characters experience time implicitly 

or explicitly. Different time-scales can be treated in a fixed number of words.  Hours, days, years, centuries 

can pass in a few pages. Paul Ricoeur’s magnificent volumes on Time and Narrative208 manage with the 

most minute analysis at the level of words and sentences the construction of narrative itself as a function or 

revelation of time.  But my discussion of time is not being made in the context of ‘narrative time’ or ‘time-

periods’, nor of ‘structures indicating time’ in the Literary Work. My discussion of time works from a 

handful of premises, all built from the detailed neuro-biology of reading already discussed: 

1. It takes time to read: groups of words are articulated in time, and each word read affects each 

successive word read.  Each word read, also, can back-propagate, can re-condition our 

understanding, memory, or use of words that occurred before it. 

2. The time of reading is continuous, there are no times, while reading, of ‘not reading’.  Pauses, 

spaces between words, sentence boundaries, paragraphs, chapters, [perhaps even daydreaming, 

wandering, and distraction, even boredom] - all of these boundaries are part of the time of reading. 

Nothing is cut off from the soundstream. 

3. Even when ‘not reading’ – when I go to sleep, when I go about my day to day – and then return to 

the reading, what I’ve read has been changing and has been altered. The books is not static, waiting 

for me to read it.  It looks stable – there it is, a solid object, not moving, not being read – and yet, 

for analysis, I am reading it even when it is closed. Whatever words are there on its pages are 

being subtly altered in their meaning structures by me, living, right now, not-reading the book on 

the shelf.  Over time, our culture is fundamentally changing the meanings of the words in the book. 

The changes will be not just ‘my changes’ due to ‘my idiosyncrasies’.  Over enough time, we can 

lose our ability to understand a book on a shelf, even though its words have not changed and we 

‘know’ all the words. 

4. All of this stems from the ‘simple’ fact that the words in a book are a score, and the score of the 

words needs to be performed. The performance can only be done by people reading the score and 

enacting it, in time, in a time, over time, through time.  

5. The idea of ‘melody’ is incomprehensible outside of time.  We cannot ‘summarize’ a melody, there 

is no reduction of a melody to a point, you cannot collapse the time-dimension and retain the 

melody.  Nor can a single ‘note’ be comprehended outside of time.  A note needs to be sounded, 

extended, to be meaningful. Similarly, words and sentences and paragraphs etc. must be extended 

in time to be meaningful. 

6. Our working memories, that conscious stream in which we read, has time limitations.  We have the 

phonological loop of 1-2 seconds, we have a maximum number of items (5? 7? 12?) in the VWFA 

that we can maintain in seeming simultaneity. 

208 [Need to insert a couple quotes/nots from Ricoeur to make this distinction more clear.  Riceour starts with 
Augustine on time and a little Biblical exegesis, so it’s worth explaining that time and narrative is not the same as time 
and reading.  Ricoeur is working in “the narrative unfolding in time” and I’m working in “the reading unfolding in time” 
before the thematic analysis of narrative, or even of metaphor. 
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Fig. 2.5. The elcmeniary mesh of the neuronal network in the cerebellar COrleJt. The graphic conven
tions are the same as in Fig. 2.3. The output clement Pje (Purlcinje cell) has an Input cloud confined 
to a Oat volume, which does not overlap with that of its neighbors. The output is inhibitory. The input 
fibers arc of two lrinds: C (the "climbing fibers'? connected one to one with the output clements and 
M (the "mossy fibers") conncctcd to the output via an excitatory intcmcuron, whose linear output 
cloud pf ("parallel fiber") passes through more than one hundred input clouds of Purlcinje cells. This 
arrangement has suggested the importance of timing in the cerebellum. Some Inhibitory intemelll'OllS 
which arc also present there are not shown in the diagram 
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7. Our thoughts take ‘time’ to formulate, we have no instantaneous thoughts. 

8. Our thoughts are concurrent with an affective state that is formed and changed faster than 

thought. Our thoughts are also concurrent with the recognition of words and the activations and 

priming of word-meanings that are faster than our thought formulations as well.  In other words, 

we do a lot of language processing that affects word-meanings, and that processing happens faster 

than reading, as a current can be rushing underneath a calmer surface in the stream. 

9. We pre-figure, pre-guess domains, and in other ways limit and build expectations for the words 

that will come ‘next’ as we read, such that we can say “we are pre-reading” what is read as we read 
it. This is happening below the level of ‘expectations’ and ‘anticipations’: it’s a processing system 

that allows reading to succeed at all. Just like a melody is not a succession of notes, a reading is not 

a succession of words. 

Recall this figure, from earlier in the dissertation, showing that our conscious, unitary, decisive outputs are 

reliant upon the synchronization of a multiplicity of inputs209: 

Understanding the meanings of words and groups of words, then, can be thought of as the attempt to 

excavate the layers of inputs that are synchronized into the unitary decision.  The decision can be “the word 

sense to be activated” when dealing with language, along with what areas will be primed for more words, 

as well as the ways that existing elements in the working memory areas are conditioned, discarded or 

blended. 

Decision Making 

209 (Braitenberg) p115 
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When we describe our conscious thoughts, our responses, and even our determinations of meanings or 

meaning-streams (however we want to describe our awareness or comprehension, our understanding, as 

we read), those thoughts & determinations, themselves, take time to prepare.  They arrive in a sequence 

for us. We have a sense of a flowing, continuous, ‘temporal order’ for the words and sentences and 

thoughts that occur in that internal stream, as we perform the reading score before our eyes. Yet, there is 

nothing ‘jagged’ or ‘jerky’ about our experienced reading.  As we hear musical tones as being continuous, 

not being made of discrete, interrupted points, so the language we read seems continuous and 

uninterrupted.  We do not sense ‘gaps’ in our reading.  The visual analogy would be watching film: we do 

not process frames, we view the film. We intellectually can know that even our experience of a continuous 

reality and consciousness is truly made of discrete points, without that knowledge being susceptible in 

ourselves to an experience of the succession of moments. 

We also know that our brain is handling literally 10,000s210 of discrete bits of input at any given ‘moment’, 
no matter how sharply defined that moment is.  And even if our brain is synchronizing the inputs and 

outputs, the inputs themselves are not synchronized. Sensations from the parts of our body are not tied 

together such that our big toe and right shoulder fire sensations ‘together’ and then some controller in the 
brain selects which is most important amongst the thousands of distinct, though simultaneously arriving, 

sensations.  The inputs arrived staggered in time, the sensations fire ‘at will’. Thus, our attention can only 

function at a particular speed, but the inputs being dealt with truly are continuous, because they are not 

received synchronously, but are assembled into synchronous edifices. 

The situation is even more difficult once we consider the fact that when we do take an action, even one as 

simple as reading words on a page, we need to be able to sequence those actions in the correct order 

without ‘thinking’ about each one.  We need, in other words, to set up the reading task and have it occur 

210 There is no accepted way to measure the information that the brain is handling in any given second. When a visual 
sensory neuron is at ‘rest’ it fires every 10th of a second, which indicates to the processor a steady-state input from 
that neuron. There is also a lot of redundancy in the neuronal systems themselves. The visual system, when being 
very active, might process 20 million bits per second of data, of which an unknown amount is ‘garbage’ or 
‘duplication’.  Assuming the most conservative estimates, 10% of the stream being meaningful content, that still 
leaves 2 million bits per second of processing.  If you add all the sensory inputs together, the low estimate is 8 million 
bits per second and the high estimate is 80 million bits per second. Synchronization of the incoming stream, brain 
wave cycles, the average 500ms time it takes for the brain to formulate a conscious thought all condition the stream 
further.  See below for a discussion of minimum human time processes. Compare the brain’s 80 million bits per 
second to the rather ordinary 2.3ghz 64 bit processor: that processor handles 64bits of information per time cycle, 
which time cycle is 2.3billion [giga] per second.  Therefore, a decent computer processor can manage 147billion bits 
per second, which is in some ways vastly more than the human brain.  Of course, the processor must linearly process 
information, and has no abstraction layers nor compression layers for its processing.  The human brain, parallel 
processes data and, by working in a LOT of some sort, abstracts and compresses the incoming data stream into a few 
conscious brain-states per second.  Furthermore, the data stream estimated above is already an abstracted data 
stream.  It’s an informational data stream, not a raw data stream.  The raw data stream that is handled via parallel 
pre-processing at the bodily level is exponentially greater. There are 100 billion or so nerve cells in the human body, 
and perhaps 85 billion neurons in the brain.  If we did not abstract information and pre-process it at lower levels, we 
would really be dealing with 1,185billion processed inputs per second.  That gives us, in computing processor brute 
force, the equivalent of a 10bit 185ghz processor.  So, congratulations to the human, because we have so much 
useless second to second input, we are handling 6x the bits of a good processor, which data we compress into useful 
information bits, which compression is then evaluated pre- or un- consciously about 20 times a second, which 
evaluations then produce thoughts approximately 2-4 times per second. 
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synchronously, without it being interrupted, and for most cases without being over-ridden by ordinary 

sensory inputs.  Experiment shows211 that our prefrontal cortex encodes a task-scheduling routine so that 

our motor-body will execute a sequence of tasks that we have intended, without our needing to attend to 

each task in the sequence directly. The “what” and the “when” of the motor work of reading is handled, 

thus, un – or pre- or sub- consciously. 

What remains unknown, is if multiple processes can simultaneously access our working memory in parallel.  

We have seen how many processes must be coordinated between the visual, haptic, auditory, affective 

sub-systems in order to manage the reading of a stream of words.  And all those elements are, as we wish, 

readily available separately to our consciousness upon request.  We may not be directly thinking about all 

those elements, yet we have the perception of instantaneously being able to think about all those 

elements.  And the access is more than the rapid but noticeable lag of ‘remembering’ or ‘switching 

attention to’ that happens in our day to day life.  We are vaguely aware of all the elements, which is to say, 

they are somehow all in our working memory at once, each with its own flow, and each available to focus at 

will and without delay. 

But working memory does, clearly, have its own subsystems: there is an attention focus sub-system, an 

activation based short-term memory, and then the modality-specific systems for audio and visual 

processing. (Haynes 2). And these subsystems are making key, non-conscious decisions ‘for’ us, in ways 

that might are related to immediate & long germ goals, and our affective states & personalities. The 

processing is significant enough, that experimentally Haynes et al. were able to show that they could 

predict what a person would consciously choose to do before the person was able to articulate that they 

had made a decision.  In other words, the brain decided before the consciousness knew it had decided. 

Haynes writes, “our findings point toward long-leading brain activity that predicts the outcome of a 

decision even before the decision reaches awareness.”212 

211 (I. M.-D. Haynes) 
212 As far as I can tell, Haynes conclusion is a possible, but not necessary, conclusion: it takes time to produce a 

response, even to bring to fruition the intention, for example, to push a button in the experiment. The “pushing the 

button” is, after all, another intention that can’t even theoretically occur BEFORE the intention to do so is formulated, 

and then there is the brain-time to carry it out. The Haynes interpretation is the Psycho-analytic interpretation: the 

brain makes decisions, and then we attribute the decisions-out-of-our-control with our consciousness.  We adopt each 

and every thing we do as being of our agency, but “really” the agency is tagged onto a decision after the fact. An 

alternate interpretation is that we make conscious decisions and bringing those decisions to expressed responses is a 

time-consuming process. This theory would be like a tape-delay theory, we’re fully conscious, present, in the 

moment, which presence is a few hundred milliseconds delayed, at all times. A third possibility is that we can suppose 

that the brain makes a ‘snap’ decision that it begins to carry out, yet that decision can be consciously countermanded. 

The consciousness, then, is a dampener that restricts automated responses and impulses. It takes so much processing 

to do anything, that the brain needs to get a head-start in order for us to function in survivable real-time. We own as 

our self either the snap process or the countermanded process. If we allow Haynes that we lack real self-directedness, 

then how do we blame people for evil, purposeful-seeming actions? Wouldn’t we say that a person who is 

‘awakened’ to their lack of self-agency is mad, when they are actually the only ones who are correctly perceiving the 

real human condition? 
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18 M . Nijboer er al/ Cognicive Psychology 86 (2016) 1-26 

A 2-back single task 

Procedural 

Problem 
State 

Declarative 
Memory 

Manual 

PS Content 

Find previous( I Find I I Determine I Update Start l 
letter I 1 2-back letter I I response 2-back Rehearsal . . : : : Store new 

: . : . : ' letter reference 
' I Previous I I !Previous I ' New I 

I Jetter I I letter I ' letter I ' 
I Press I 
I key I 

1 ·back reference I New letter 
t---------< ~1•back) reference ---------=---------'----------' 

B Tone-counting single task 

Procedural 

Declarative 
M emory 

Aural 

Subvocal 
Loop 

Update Increment Start Subvocalize 1-----fFinish 
f---.::c.::o.::u:.:.n:.:.1_7 ____ ..,'-....;n.;;u:;m=b:..:eccr_i-----r-':..:ecch.::e:;a:;r.::s.::a;;.1--!-=----.,L--=co=u.:;n:.:.t_-/ rehearse 

Retrieve 1-----~ Store ,_ ____ --< R etrieve 1------..------
count count count 

hi9h11-· ----------------------------:-------ii----....;.-~ 
Count 

Fig. 9. Process timelines of the implementations of the WM tasks in Model 2-post. Panel A: Updatin.g of the tone count in 1 

tone-counting tas k. Panel B: Deciding what to respond in the 2-back task. 

This experience of simultaneity and focus has lead scientists to attempt to theorize how this parallel 

processing works, knowing that we apparently only have a single working memory to deal with (I have seen 

no research suggesting that we have multiple short-term working memory areas, each one discrete and 

processing, and then some ‘master’ controller that selects which of the working-memory ‘channels’ to 

focus on at any given time).213 

Nijboer214 proposed a few models of ways to handle competing inputs into the single proposed working 

memory area, and then conducted experiments to determine if one model seemed more likely than 

another. He then schematized a parallel working memory access that minimized delays for a person doing 

two tasks that use various WM sub-systems and higher order processing systems: 

Nijboer, above, is demonstrating in how we can interleave two separate tasks in a single working memory 

area by taking advantage of different memory subsystems appropriately sequenced. He rejects the model 

above (which would work, but is not experimentally supported) and substitutes this next one, which unifies 

two separate tasks into a single work-flow: 

214 (Menno Nijboer) 
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M. Nijboer ec al/Cognitive Psychology 86 (2016) 1-26 

2-back and tone-counting dual task 

Update 
2-back .. 

D 2-back D tone counting O task interference 

:: Flil~h 11 Start 
;: r~M~t:11' rehearsal 

Store : : Nevi:\ 
count 1------f ·ietler ,,-..---~..-------

<-'-. -New.2aliack.i 
'.ero61Qm ~iiite,. 

------~I--

19 

fig. 10. Process timeline <>f dual-task interference between 2-back and tone counting in Model 2-post: Updating the tone
counting count has to wait for the new letter of the 2-baclc task to be stored, and the 2-back rehearsal has to wait for the count 
update. 

Our poor brains, having to process so many inputs and make so many decisions, do have measurable 

processing bottlenecks, such that doing one task precludes doing other tasks. And each working memory 

area – the audio and visual – have capacities that can’t be exceeded.215 

• The attentional blink:  If one is attending to event T1 then if event T2 occurs within 500ms of T1, it 

is very difficult for subjects to notice T2. Called an AB Bottleneck. (Ivanoff) 296 

• There may be multiple processing channels: there can be a capacity limit for attention, and a 

capacity limit for processing 

• The Visual Short Term Memory has a capacity of approximately 4 objects, which number varies also 

related to the complexity of the objects in the VSTM. P.298 

• We can track about 4-5 random moving targets at once p.298 

• Psychological refractory period: our ability to initiate one action and respond to its result, and a 

second action we take which also requires a response.  The closer the T2 task is to the T1 task in 

time, the response to it is increasingly delayed. P. 299 

Our ability to handle long, complex, inputs – large groups of words, long musical or spoken word inputs – 

has several components, some of which have been weakened because of our contemporary abhorrence of 

training memory through memorization: 

215 When considering ‘bottlenecks’ and ‘capacities’ it is valuable to consider the algorithmic systems of brain 
processes. There are recent studies that concentrate on this aspect of our higher order functions, driven by the need 
to do what is thought of as ‘simulation’ of important human capabilities. The trend has been to move from brute-
force simulation to computational modeling of brain functions.  Therefore, Google itself has shifted from a probability 
based prediction system using multivariate mathematical techniques to a massively parallel neural network system. 
Even Google’s OCR systems have moved from brute-force to neuronal network machine learning techniques. The 
“simulation” is becoming more analogical than metaphorical [in Literary Analysis terms].  Perhaps we can begin to 
understand the dialectics of the simile, and break the “like/as” unity, showing that the metaphor operates via “like” 
and the analogy works via the “as”. 
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1. There are the limits mentioned just above and elsewhere in this dissertation: the visual short term 

memory handling just under four objects on average, the ability to track 4-5 random moving 

targets, the ability to subitize [‘instinctually’ count] about 6-8 objects at a glance, our audio replay 

capacity of a 1-2 seconds.  The experiments have not been done to determine if people can be 

trained to increase these limits [are they hard, bio-chemistry limits, or culturally determined limits]. 

Testimony from the ancient world seems to imply that we are capable of vastly increasing at least 

some of these limits, and certainly there are known living individuals who seem to have far 

exceeded these limits. 

2. There are the limits of our abilities to abstract groups of items in the working memory into single 

units in working memory.  This seemingly trainable ability seems to permit some people, who have 

expert fluency in an area of work, to combine objects in a working memory into a single, complex, 

distinct object.  Grouping parts into wholes, then, frees up working memory ‘slots’ or ‘capacity’ for 

more inputs. 

3. Memorization allows the [reader] to associate large brain knowledge structures [well defined 

taxonomies, for example] with the short-term working memory contents. In this way, a key-word in 

working memory can activate a chain of long-term memory storage that can followed and recalled. 

Evidence of this is exemplified in cases where people memorize large texts but cannot just ‘drop’ 

into the text ‘anywhere’ but need to start at a section and then recite the section.  Or, for audio 

memory, a person cannot drop into the composition ‘mid-melody’ and needs to start from the 

beginning of a melody section and then recall the entire strand. 

Ruchkin216 in his work argues “for the view that short-term memory corresponds to activated long-term 

memory and that information is stored in the same systems that initially processed the information.” This 

view corresponds to memory component #3 above, a trainable and improvable feature of humans. He 

presents a considerable amount of research [subject to very different interpretations]. He shows that 

words are processed differently from pseudo-words, for example: 

216 (Ruchkin) 
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l\11d,kin e t al. :_\-Vorki11g rnP111ory retention systems: ... state of activntecl long-term memory 

(b) 

WORDS 

PSEUDO· 
WORDS 

(a) 

LEFT 

MEMORY 

EFFECT OF LE'.XICALITY UPON BRAIN ACTIVITY 

Memory Task 

MID-LINE RIGHT 

llTIMUWSOFf'SET 

PSEUOC>WORD 0NS£T 

WORDONSET 

CElffllAL 

PARIETAL 

Nal-Memory Coolrel T ... 

LEFT MIO.LINE RIGHT 

-----···- f'Nudo.Words 

NON-MEMORY CONTROL Fignrc- 5 . (n) Across•!f;ubjech: (n = 11 l an•mged sea.Ip ERl's in 
ve1·hal .!iihnn-tenn memory (lelt pa1teU and 11onmemory contml 
(ri~ht pandJ tJ>ks c-ontrJ>ting the pru<.-.:ssln)( of words (solid lines) 
arnl pst'mluwonls ldrtShed lin...-:ii). Stimuli Wt"ft: prcst!ntt'tl aur.J I~•. 
Tn order to npproxima1clybnl11ncr. lh e error mte,s in thAworrl nnd 
p~p11downrcl mrmory t'J!ik(, s timuli lfllL"iisted of eitJ,er Avr wnrcb: 
or thrr,. psr11rloworcl"i. Thr timr axi!i rxtrncl"i from ~fiO m i.rc- hr-
fort- to ~.595 mst:e afttff wonl o usd. To ulign tht- o ffset tinms ur 
worcb :u,d ps<-udowords (5,000 mscc· aR-er word onspt). psC"udo
word onsPt wns 2,000 msec afier the time of word onset. Tht> 
EHi', were nri¢naUy n.'<'Ordcd \\ith AC-coupled ,unplifiors 
(wl1id1 Jttt•11uatu<l luw•frt.•4.11t.•111..;1 Ettl-' ut.:tivity}. 1111:: w·.1.Vt:foru1s 
\\'t"Tt" J igilally w.nder~l to th~ appru'\imalt1 \\.";J\ft:' shapt-~ that 
woul<l have l>C'cn obta1n<'d ,i.,ith D<.:-ooupled a mpliflC'rs (no nttc-o
u:,linn ofl rm·•frt"'luf'ncy ERP acthity'. Thr ERP~ ttre plotted \\1th 
noi:ath'C polarity np with rc<pc<-1 tn a digitally linked Al and A2 
n·ft.·n•n(.'(•, Stimulus p n.·sL:ntutiou in t\"'rvu.ls urt• tlt'rn1u-cutt-d l,y \."t.•r• 
ti,::J lint's. 

Note that th<" sustained 11c.•gutivity during the poststhnulus rt'• 
lt'UUon iut~n·al in the memory t.L,;k i~ larger for word,;, 1l1i~ rnec1 
I~ mn~t 111.irkrcl in thP , icinity o f CPntml micUinP ~calp. Tl1P.rP f~ no 
sut.·h lliffe:-rt•nt."t: lx:l:wt·t.•n wun.1 ant.I pscuJuwunl ERP .u:tivi.ty in 
the po.dstimulus interval of th~ nonmf'morv control task. 

lb 1 ;",,laps o r tho scalp topoi;rnphv of the aoross-subjects_ averaged n,ltago ~olds fo~ t~o ERP actM~· i'.' Figure _5a". Tho maps_ depict tho 
d i!--trilmtinu nf ERP aC"ti,ity m·r r th" sralp at thc- <-ncl ol tlw rlf.•l.iy mtcr":.11 \:l.010-.J,:,OO m~rr alter ~'1m1U11s nflst"t). The differencr hf'
twt"\~11 c..-c,utuur lilw~ c..·urn•~1umd s tu a vultu){•' i111.:n•1ue 11t uf .5 µ.V. Sl1uJcJ art'lL" uft.11t- maps i11Jicatt.~ pw:.iti\'t-' u111 pfitmlt•.s am.l u11sl1udPd 
an .. as indic.:ult· n~ativt• amplitml~s. Th.- maps am 00° prvjt.·t:tiuns with tlw front urtlu- lwad ut tht- tup. Elt-ctmc.lt: positions ar~ in<licat~<l 
b..,· tl,r. dots. Tlw thrP<' dots in a, <'rtic:a1 line at tllf'! <:enter of the map correspond (froin top to bottom) to mfdline frontal. centm l, nnd 
pn.riPt:\I ~alp sitPs. re5pt>ctivel_v. . _ . _ , . . . . 

l\'otc• that tlw ,,,...,rct and ps<'11dm.,Ylrrl topnc-~ruplucs disp la_v a uiarlmd clit\crt!nce over rcn tr..U sc:.1lp \ U\Or~ 11e:-g.1Livtty tor ,vordc;) 1u the 
111emv ry task .l1•ft c.:ol uum). T lw topugro1pl,it-s In tlu." c:untrol t-.uk tri~ht L-ulrunn) aTt' si01ilc1r fur wunl~ am.1 pSt!ut.luv.'Onls anti difft"r frum · 
lht" lopugraphlt-:» in tht:' nwmury I ask Tht-st- rt"s11Its support lht- vlt"w that, wh t:'n ,t 1,.•1...nsdu11s ~ffurt is nl¥1dt' tu hold wunb in short•lt" rm 
1,i(~Hlo('·. l".xkal <·odes ,·ontlibute to tht• 111al11tcna11(':(' pro<.'<'ss. 

And he also shows a difference between how the brain functions for words that are heard and how the 

brain functions for words that are read, as shown below. If we review the original article with better 

resolution images, it is easier to see that, (a) read and heard material both activate all the same brain areas, 

(b) that the activation levels are, however different. (c) that heard material is retained more easily in 

memory than read material [heard audio memory makes better use of the audio short term memory 

space], and (d) audio material is processed more quickly [onset times are shorter] than read material. 
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Hucl1ki11 t>t aL: \\'orki11g H1t->11tol)· reh=mtion systems: A st,tte of aetivnt~tl long-term memory 

(b) 

(a} VERBAL SHORT-TERM MEMORY FOR MATERIAL THAT IS HEARD OR READ 

LEFT 

···········--·· ..... . 

... ••···· .. ··.··••"•--·· 

STIMULUS 

500 2000 3500 

milliseconds after stimulus offset 

MIO-LINE 

1000 3000 5000 MSEC 

RIGHT 

·········· ····· ········· 

Pos\eftorTemporat 

HEARD 

READ 

Figt1TP 4 . l:.i) Across-s11hjPct:i: (n = 13) U.\:PntgP.Cl s~J.lp ERPs in:\ 
di•l..1.ycd st•rial-n·l·all t.isk in wl1icl1 th~ m,1kriul was pr't'st•ntt·J d· 
ther a11mlly frhuhecl linf>.s1 orvisuallv (solid line$). TI,<" htsk was ro 
1"C"111c111l>('r ,a pronounceable lh·e-syflal>lc- nonword. Th<" time- Ws 
cxtcurl:- frnm 270 msrC' 1wforr. to.5.6.tO m!!.C<' ~ltcr st itnulus 011:i::<"t. 

Sti111ul11s Jnmtiou w·.i.~ 2.000 111Sl:'c. T11t> EkPs Wt:"n· uri~uall\' 
rt·LvrtlL·J \\itl1 AC-c.-ou-plt..-...l antplifit'rs \wl1icl1 attt::uuat~J lu·w.fn:".. 
911f>111:y ERP activity}. Tlic wavftfon115 we-re digilally rend('"-.rc<l to 
the- appro:rimatr w:wc :i:hapc.< th.it wnuld have llt"t'n ohtuin('d with 
DC.-c.·011plc·d mnplilicn; (no attenuation nflow-frc qucncr EHP ne
Livity). Tl1t:' EKPs aft'! plutlt·<l ,villi negativt' polarity up with rt'• 
spt·ct tv a Jiglt:Jly l inkt'J A I .in<l A!? rlifc.•rc11c.·c. Stimulus prt:Stc·n• 
tation intervals are demarcated b\· \'e!rtical line.s. 

~ote thnt for auditory stimuli iherc i~ a s11stainc-d frontnl nc-gri• 
thity. h1tPralizPrl to thP )Pft , with a rPlati\'-Ply ~hort ousPt l11tPnc-y 
(tlmin~ tl1c stimulus intt--rval). For "isnal stimuli. the sostain~U 
fron11l negativity is lower ~m\,IHucle. "•ith n relntlvel~· lnlf' onse,t 
(:.Ctrr the stimulus i11fP1v111). Tu- ERPs <-liC'itf'cl bv thr ,is1rnl slim· 
ttli al:i:o cli,(play hoth ,I tr-..i.n:i:iP1lt ro~iti\"ity OV('!; c-entrn-p:t1iPtal 
sc.·iJp. ,,·laich Lt'J!lus (l11riu~ stimulus pres~ututiuu uml ~u<ls uUunt 

2.500 rn.sc,· aftt•r ~tin111l11.s uff.sd, anti a transit"nl nt'gal'ivity. u\'n hilatt·mJ pustniur h-mporn.l and parit-'tal h~mpora.l scalp. No sud1 posi• 
ti, -ih is p )ic·ilt>d h, the audi tor~, sti111nli. 
(h} • (!,.)itin,atNI <.:11rrt•11t .(nur<·C' c.l<•nsity 1n111_u: f<~r the sc-alp lc''IJ')(~filphy r~[ tlit• ERP ac!h itr prcsC!l~t·ecl in Fi,t;ure -1.u. The_ mnr:- ttre fnr tht" 

ti"itv ;tt sc!C'C'tNi tin1r pninh in the' rctC'nt1on intc,v.tl: 500 . .2,000, a nrl .,}iOO tn$CC ;lllt'r off<-<'t ol the- 2.CXXl-tnSCC' rinration stinmln$. Th<' 
·trrt~~•ncr l)T"t\Vn•o t."tmtour H1ws c.-orr,:spunds to a currt:nt clt'nsity i.JJ<.Tt'tut'nt of l µYtcm'-. Shaded un.~us of th~ mups imlic...-.1,t~ pusitiVt" 
:,:

11 
lituiles :½ml uusfi arlc-d arC',IS imlic-atf' negative am\)litudes. T iu· maps iU(! utr· projP.<'tions \\ith the front oftl1e hencl at thP top. E lec-

lro!Jt" pnsit ious :\na i11dic-atPd b_, .1h_P d ots. T~lf' thrt>t> c ot_s in :1 ,P.rtir-:tl lh1(" at thP c·Pnter of the 11u:1;p correspond ~from top to bottom\ to 
midliJH' front:il. ('t'11trnl. :md p.tn(•tal !(°('itlr Sl(('S. n•spl'('tivdy. ... . . 

Not<' that 111,1p s tor tl1f' auditory stinrnli (11ppe r row,: inclit.:ate a r<'lativf'ly rapid lntildup of E!lP negatt1,ity tocused over lelt fro11tal scalp. 
Tu (;out i·,,~l. 111.1p~ fiir tlw vi.~ual stii~uli (lu~Vt•r row) indi1.:l.lt1• tl1ul tht- (...,fl frontal nt·g.itiVt· lutc·11~ build.-. up murr- slowly, ,1.ml tl,at tia rl~· 
i ti " n•trntion intr.1v~I then>: is :-1 fo<·us of positive ac·tivitv o,·er <·entrnl-po~telior ~<·nip, and :1 b ilaternl focus of negalivity over post<· 
;,:.r ~1.•111pond ~~·:Jp that is. not .\f!~II it~ tlu·· nu!p!!. for ~uditory stiuiuli. Thest: diff~r~nCt'S in_ t~lming 1mJ topog_raphy he~'-''t't"U. the- brain re
.;;pun:'iit:~ to a 11J1tory ~md v1s11<\l shn111h arC" t·ndc-ut't.' lnr the <·nntlilmtinn nJ innda.hty•!!.pC't·ilw proc-cs!\Cs to the orcratinn nl vC'1·h,J .d1nrt-
1t•ru, lllt'lllOry. 

A final figure, below, shows the difference between processing abstract and concrete words.  The test is of 

our recall of sets of four concrete words and sets of four abstract words.  In the table, the differential is 

being graphed, meaning that the dotted line is showing the abstract score MINUS the concrete score, and 

the solid line is showing the low frequency words score MINUS the high frequency word scores.  They 

interpret the results in this way: (1) that lexical and semantic processes differ and activate different brain 

regions more strongly, (2) knowing the definitions of words improves short-term memory retention, and (3) 

abstract / low frequency words are much more brain-activating than concrete / high frequency words.  The 

last point indicates a brain interest bias towards what is ‘new’ or ‘abstract’ over what is ‘common’ or 

‘concrete’ in terms of our brain activity.  This might partially explain that salience we assign to what is 

unusual in a field of words, or our focus on what seems ‘out of place’ in a Literary Work.  This is an 

important conclusion in terms of computation processing systems such as Topic Analysis.  For, Topic 
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Analysis is less sensitive to salience217 and more sensitive to associative frequency. In a Literary Work we 

may feel our attention is drawn to an exception to expected associations in a context, whereas most 

computational techniques are interested in locating typicality. 

217 Salience is especially difficult to work on computationally. One theoretical method is to calculate hierarchies, such 
that “information located at higher hierarchy levels is more important than that located at lower hierarchy levels.” 
(Wu).  Certain words are also used as cues for the reader to focus on some piece of information.  Neither of these 
concepts have been studied for reading Literary Works, which are clearly able to routinely controvert such things. 
Think of how non-salient, yet ‘important’, the differences are between the male and female versions of the Dictionary 
of the Khazars by Milorad Pavic: a very long book with the difference being a single paragraph at the near end of the 
tome. The salience is defined in this case, but is not detectable when reading one or the other versions. 
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1<11d1kiu t:>t al.: \-\ ·orking rnf'u101·:,: rt>tention systems: :\ state of activntecl long-term memory 

LEFT TEMPORAL 

J 1.5 UV 

♦ 

RIGHT TEMPORAL 

2000 6000 
I\ISEC 

Memory 
Task 

Non-Memory 
Con.trol Task 

--- ABSTRACT - CONCRETE (7 Subjects) 

--- LOW - HIGH FREQUENCY (12 SUb)ects) 

Fi;ur<' 6. J\crnss-suhjeets m·cmgcd scalp diff,-r.•11,-e ERl's i_11 a v~rhal sltort-tl'nu lll<'mory ta.<k (serial re<.".ill of a list of tom· words - ur,
p<'r panrl) aud a nonmcmory· ,-m,trol t:L<k (<l<'tC'c-t a rcpcatNI 1tc-m in tl,c list ofwnrds - lower pauell. Thc·rc w:L< no memory l"<'']ni,-c•11wnt 
; 11 tlue poststimnhL~ ,f.t.la_v int.-,...-al of tht: cu11trul task. l>iff.-r.-1tc.,. EHPs show th., t-fftct.·ts uf t..·uncr.,t .. nt-ss auJ wurtl frt:qut:nt.·y on bra.in aL~ 
(i,it...- in tl,e stimulus aucl J.-1,,~- iutcrvals. T ht' wurJ frt'<juer1t..y .:ffo·d was n,v.-alt-d by subtr .. cting EfiPs .-lidt<'tl by lists ofhigh-frt:lfllt' llt)" 
"ords frurn ERPs didted by low-freqm•nc·:,, words (Low-lli~li). pooled over abstrad an_d <:oncrnte words ><nd averaged over .\II subjP.c,ts 
(n = }21. Th,- c-onc ,·eten<'ss effcc-t "~~• revealed hy suhtmcling ERP, elirited hy lists nl c-oncrcte word~ from ERPs elicited hy ahstrnd 
wor<I!< \Ahstr.u·t-Crnl<"rt·I<•). p nnl,-<l ,,..,.r high ancl low fr1•r111endes, an,1 ;l\"M"J~•••I ;1cmss thost> ., nhjPCt.< (11 = 7 ) who <'mplove,I word 11wau
iu•¥ in t lwir ,n.,1110rv slral.-"'-'· Th,. tim t, :!Xis t'Xlt'ntl, froru 3fi0 111St'c b.,furt' to 7 .520 m .,t:L" afit'r stimnlus onStll. Stimulus tlurJliun was 
1.000 msrc ancl tJ.c'duratiu";;- of the subsequent dela~· interval was :3,520 msee. The ERPs were o~nally recorded with AC-c-onplc d arn
plifiP-rs (which attenn:it.-d low-fre<1uency ERP :icthity): Th,- w:i,·efom,s _wei-e _di1;ilall~· rendere-d_t<_> the approxinrnte wave shapes that 
would J,a,·e heen nhtainl"<I with DC-coupled amplifiers inn atlennation ol low-lreq11e11cy ERP activity). The ERPs :ireJlotted with ne~
utive pularitv up with r.-~pt:ct tu u ,li_~taUv link.,<l Al am.I A2 rd.-reuc.-. The stiumlus pr.-s.,ut--,tiuu iutt-rval is J .. 11,;u·cate l,y v.-rtkal liue.,. 

1'utll that in thc: m,•mnT)· ta,,k , <lnriu~ tlu• puststimul11s n •t,•111iu11 i_nt-,rval, th-, L-onL·rt'teness .,fft•<.1 is largt'st u, .. .,r fruntal s,:-.up, ,,ith 
11;r.-.iter ru•gativit~· for .ibslrnrt words. In conh·asl. th,- f req11en9 eff Pcl 1s larges! over centro-postenor scnlp during retention, " i th grp.~ler 
ucg«tidty fc,r lnw-fr,,,,,wm~· words. In the no11111,·1111•r:-· L>mtrol t;L<k. th<• ,-flcds of concrr.tencs.< and frP<)l1enc-y arc re!.1tivch· s111,.Jl in the 
po.~t.,timnlus i11tc-1, ·,tl. Thr.<<- r<'s11lt.< inrlientc that semantic cnocs a lso l'Olltrih11t<' 10th<' m:iintcn:mC<' of vC'rhal information iu short -tcrm 
nlt'OlorY. and thP t:un1Lin;.i.tiu1t uf brain soUT<."t'S associatt-"d ,vith tlu..- s«..-mantic prol'l""SSt•s dHTt--rs from the: con1Linution uf suurct"s ~su<:i
atC'<l \\itl, thr le,cical process<>s. 

That words are embedded in contexts and we attend to words differently based upon conscious and 

unconscious pre-processes is incontrovertible. Nevertheless, we are left with a question of precedence: the 

rapidity of reading does not allow us, as readers, to even pre-consciously deal with all the possible 

meanings and interpretations of strings of wards at fluent reading speed. We have the limitation of how 

much processing can be done in the allotted time. In an activated network, where reading can proceed 

word by word, or phrase by phrase, or concept by concept (whatever level we are analyzing), the next 

word(s) using prediction can be retrieved exceedingly quickly. When the contexts do not change, when the 

predictions tend to be correct, the selection of word-senses amongst the possible word-senses occurs in 
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about 100ms.  If contextual cues must be used in order to predict the next word, the processing time 

triples, to nearly 300ms.218 

Here is a graphic example of what happens to time in reading as words are more predictable or less 

predictable.  An unpredictable word can slow down reading by up to 80 milliseconds, a very significant 

delay.219 

We can begin to formalize measures of how long it takes to read a difficult poem, how rhythm and rhyming 

might influence the speed and predictability, and methods for measuring the ‘readability’ of formulaic 

prose versus a standard novel versus experimental fiction.  Word-in-context predictability should have 

genre effects. Fluent, easy reading in fiction, then, requires that for the most part that the prose is 

constructed of mostly predictable words. Time, taxonomy, lexicon, and knowledge are deeply intertwined. 

Time in the Photograph 

What does a moment of sound sound like, and what does a moment of sight look like? And, how short a 

moment of sound can be heard? How short a moment of sight can be seen? The recognition of a sound in 

some human’s consciousness, the achievement of what a poet would call ‘musicality’ – not the ‘song’ of the 

string of sound moments, but rather the simple fact of an intended effect of continuity – is some interval 

block of the language of auditory life.  In the following I explore some of the issues that pertain to 

218 (Brothers) and (Luke) 
219 (N. J. Smith) 
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understanding how a sound endures in time, and try to elucidate the connection of the time of sound to 

the understanding of the encoded time of sight, starting with the encoding of time in the photograph. 

The reason to discuss time in detail is simply this: as I have been arguing, time is playing a major role in 

reading.  Reading has a sound component (the inner voice and inner ear) and a visual component (the 

visual word form area and our ability to recognize words as units outside of sound, as a coherent visual 

whole where the parts are abstracted into unity by sub-conscious brain processes, and some visual imagery 

that might be represented using our icon/visual loop). On the other hand, as has been tangentially 

mentioned, computational methods of dealing with language have their own effects on “time” – in many 

ways, computational methods abstract time out of language. By bracketing time away, computational 

methods treat books that are read as static objects that can be segmented and related to each other in a 

computational simultaneous co-present.  In Topic Analysis chunks of text are typically related to each other 

as if they were all concurrent, each chunk is equally available to each other chunk.  The normal 

implementation of the methods also attempt to smooth any sequence effects out of the material.  By that I 

mean, the chunks are iterated and re-analyzed so that the ‘first chunk’ does not ‘set the tone’ for later 

chunks.220 

Furthermore, in most computational implementations, the chunks themselves are treated as units where 

each word in a chunk has the same weight and presence as each other word in the chunk.  There is no 

concern for the organization of the chunks, for terms that occur close or far from each other in the chunk, 

and so forth. So, time is the condition or reading, this dissertation argues that time is a desirable condition 

of reading, and time is an undesired effect of most computational techniques. 

Lastly, in nearly every computational system, language of texts is treated a static and unchanging.  Most 

methods are constructed to be repeatable with closely similar results [there are statistical and chance 

elements in many that make absolute identity of results theoretically undesirable]. So, the evolution of 

language in time will have no impact on the computational work.  Topic Analysis of 900 prose fiction texts 

from 1500-1700 using current methods will produce the same results regardless of how many 1,000s of 

years hence that Topic Analysis is done.  Topic Analysis, in other words, is meaning-independent.  This 

makes it fabulous for tasks like translation comparison.  But it makes it terrible as an interpretive method 

for most Literary Work questions. 

To begin with, my brain, in the midst of synchronizing sets of co-occurring frequencies, has its own minimal 

increment of time (time, the sequence of states), in the sense of its ability to focus upon an image or sound 

or, most generally, change of state. At more than even a few ‘frames per second’ – whatever those 

‘frames’ might be – images, sounds, thoughts, conscious calculations – the brain begins to descend into a 

loss of conscious apprehension of the world, and begins to rely more and more deeply upon calculations 

and in-fill, assumptions, to construct its wholes.  A simple example of this would be the act of catching a 

220 Both this temporal choice in Topic Analysis and the next one can be managed through computational techniques. 
Here I am only speaking of the way in which computational work has been used thus far in Literary Studies.  And, in 
fact, there is good reason for most implementations of Topic Analysis to ignore time: reading the text is not the goal, 
just as solving for saliency is not the goal. As we’ll see below, Topic Analysis was designed with certain assumptions 
that are effective for solution to real-world problems that are quite different from Literary Work interpretation 
problems. 
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ball.  In real-time, catching a ball is nearly impossible for a small child because the child must make near-

conscious calculations as the ball comes toward it.  The ball arrives before the child can make all the 

necessary calculations. An experienced baseball player, on the other hand, can control a bat and intercept 

a ball thrown at 100 miles per hour from 62 feet away, sending it in the other direction in excess of 100 

miles per hour at a launch angle the batter was in control of. In that case, no conscious thought at all is 

possible, and the brain is left to do the entire work.  Catching a ball on the moon, however, might permit 

one to read a book and catch the ball at the same time, as the ball’s trajectory can be calculated and 

‘forgotten’ while the brain attends to another action, in this example reading a book.  But in all these cases, 

time has played a key role.  Too many calculations per second requires automation and infill. If a task 

requires too few calculations to ‘fill our time’, most of us will then do other mental tasks to keep ourselves 

busy, so to speak. 

For sight, the light receptor cell in the eye itself is sensitive to a change in light at approximately 200 

femtoseconds (200 quandrillionths of a second).  However, the retina must aggregate and process all the 

incoming signals, and is tested to take approximately 50 milliseconds in order to handle its preprocessing 

burdens. Below 50 milliseconds, changes are unlikely to be handed upwards to the brain, and are either 

discarded, ‘smoothed out’, or perhaps are maintained in a holding place for ‘disconcerting unexpectedness’ 

and passed upwards in some manner as to produce a ‘sense’ that something is amiss or changed without 

specificity.  This would be a vague sense of ‘dis-ease’ or ‘disquietude’ that can infect me without my being 
able to pinpoint precisely what has gone awry. 

At that point, in 50 millisecond bursts, a packet of information is sent for further processing in the brain.  

Therefore, if I rely upon my most automated systems of action, without conscious interventions, perhaps in 

bursts of 100 milliseconds I can receive visual information and make pre-conscious adjustments due to 

changes in the visual field.  Note that these ‘bursts’ are synchronized bursts.  The visual receptors and 
processing neurons themselves are not individually synchronized. Their firing is a function of change onset.  

The synchronization happens within the visual processing system’s own oscillation at about 10-15hz (10 to 

15 times per second incoming visual data is summarized and processed as a batch).221 Therefore, it’s 
important to consider that some receptors may fire and be nearly instantaneously accounted for simply 

because they chance to arrive just before (within a few milliseconds) of a summarizing oscillation.  Many of 

the ’ranges’ in results in our understandings of ‘how much time does it take to do X’ in the brain, are the 

result of the summarizing oscillation. They are not because the measuring systems are imprecise, or the 

sub-elements are inconsistent. 

If I must actually ‘think’ invoking some more conscious apparatus, what are sometimes called ‘higher’ 

processes, then my burst speed is reduced to 200-300 millisecond bursts.222 The recognition speed of 

images with words can be as speedy as 100 ms, recognition can therefore be subliminal – a word can be 

flashed on a screen that cannot even be brought to consciousness and nevertheless the processing of the 

221 (Blais) 
222 (Jahanian), see also: http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=326973 
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word and all the concurrent motor, affective, and priming effects takes place. Intention to read the word, 

rather than just to recognize the word, is slower, which is the higher-process ‘speed’ quoted, 200-300 ms.223 

Touch, the science of which is haptics, reveals a wider variety of time sensitivities depending upon the 

particular sub-type of sensation to be experienced. There are cutaneous and subcutaneous receptors, 

sensitive to different times, pressures, and kinesthetics. Although I didn’t mention it above when discussing 

light, the eyes are additionally sensitive to amounts of change. There are contours such that if the threshold 

is not met, no change will be over-all calculated, but as the threshold is exceeded, the discrimination of 

those changes will measure to be more rapid, until I approach the maximum sensitive frame changes 

described – 50 millisecond retinal bursts, and 100 millisecond brain reactive bursts (not to mention the 

then 25-50 milliseconds required to send automated decisions down a trunk to my limbs, and another 25-

50 milliseconds for those limbs muscles etc. to react). 

Similarly, our haptics are sensitive to the kinds and degrees of changes.  Our sense of Force may refresh at a 

rate of 100 milliseconds, meaning that if a haptic simulator is constructed and a human interacts with it, if 

the simulator presents a force against my finger, and drops the force then restores it in bursts more rapid 

than 100 milliseconds, I apparently don’t detect a change. 224 That’s merely one example of haptic 

response. Rheology, which is the study of the sense of deformation and flows of solids – softness, 

roughness, for example – can conceivably reveal faster or slower discrimination times.225 Finally, with 

touch it matters how fine the grain to be felt is, by which I mean that a rapidly firing skin mechano-receptor 

might be sensitive to a 2mm movement in a short period of time.226 Rather than detailing all the different 

haptic channels to the brain, their sources, and their rates, I will leave this portion of my essay dangling for 

future flesh, a mere paragraph in a vat awaiting its body.  The point here has been to briefly describe that 

the haptic sense has many characteristics in common with vision: a processing time required for the body 

to register at the source a required haptic response, a processing time for the brain to then handle those 

inputs, a duration of the event below which the body will take no notice, and a resolution below which the 

haptic sense cannot be activated. 

Auditory processing, the area that gives me the most daily pause for thought, is in some ways very poorly 

understood.  What should be an apparently very simple phenomenon, surely simpler than “sight” 
considering how little ‘material’ the ear receives, and the brain processes, compared to the density of 

complexity of the visual materials, is variably distributed and physically deeply embedded in the brain so 

that it is more difficult to study. Whereas the brain structures for visual processing happen to be on the 

‘surface’ of the brain, and therefore easily available for surprisingly detailed research227, the ability of the 

brain to reform sound signals into music – duration, a sense of a ‘tune’, musicality, and so forth – is very 

difficult to test and requires the coordination of a wide array of areas of study.  As an example of peculiar 

223 (Strijkers) Also, common words are more speedily ‘read’ and more thoroughly ‘activated’ than less common words. 
224 https://engineering.purdue.edu/~hongtan/pubs/PDFfiles/C53_Choi_WHC2005.pdf 
225 http://www.centropiaggio.unipi.it/sites/default/files/haptics-icra99.pdf 
226 Lesniak, Daine R and Gerling, Gregory J. “Predicting SA-I mechanoreceptor spike times” in Mathematical 
Biosciences 220, 2009,  15-23 
227 watch this youtube video if you want to see a computer reconstruction built from measurements taken of a human 
watching a video, and the way that the data from the brain can be used to reconstruct the images that the retina is 
forming and the brain’s visual structures are processing http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FsH7RK1S2E 
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auditory complexities, a study published in the fall of 2013 showed the possibility that training a child to 

better synchronize its physical self to a beat might alleviate certain language impairments that are related 

to a lack of consistently timed neural synchronizations between auditory and language centers.228 

The surface processing for visual data allows a computer coupled to sensitive electrodes on the scalp to 

model what the eyes of an individual are actively seeing in real time. 

[above and below, the left image was shown to the subject, and the right image was reconstructed without 

any knowledge of the clip by measuring the signals in the visual processing area of a subject’s brain. This 

technology is circa 2011] 

Sound processing is at least as complex as visual processing. If we ‘simplify’ the study of music and restrict it 

to wordless sounds – so that the brain need not use speech centers to decode speech alongside its 

228 http://www.jneurosci.org/content/33/38/14981.abstract 
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decoding of those wordless sounds – there remains a massive amount of work for the brain to do.  The 

brain deconstructs the signals into pitch, timbre, contour, and rhythm streams, submitting the various 

streams for processing.229 The perception of music itself requires the participation of short and long-term 

memory structures, and how much an individual has trained, experienced, or dedicated itself to the study 

of a particular form of music will have a profound effect upon the ability to recognize details, differences, 

musical phrases, characteristics, and so forth.  In addition to all these processings, the brain will also ‘fill in’ 

missing details and information, based upon its learning – filling them in so innocently seamlessly that the 

individual itself has no perception that what is being heard is not actually ‘present’ in the signal.230 

Sound starts with the participation of the mechanoreceptors in the ear.  These are perhaps the most 

sensitive of all the mechanoreceptors in the human body.  The little hairs in the cochlea transduce air 

pressure waves into nerve signals which are then sent to the brain.  The receptors can discriminate, in 

themselves, and assuming that the sound wave is changing frequently enough to demand that the receptor 

maintain attention, in very short burst periods, as short as 2 milliseconds.231 That’s ‘slow’ compared to the 

quadrillionths of a second found for light receptors, but still vastly exceeds both our automated and 

conscious abilities of discrimination. The conscious perception of change in music seems to appear above 

the 300-millisecond burst rate.  When perceiving an instrument being plucked or bowed, for example, if the 

signal is attenuated to less than 300 milliseconds the ear can no longer perceive the difference between the 

two.232 What we are not yet clear about, is at what rate of sound change a disquietude enters into us, 

where we cannot quite put our finger on what is amiss, and yet the shifting soundscape is affecting us. 

Some humans are sensitive to very minute, few millisecond variations in tempo, for example, such that they 

cannot report ‘how’ something is off, but ‘feel’ that it is off just the same. Experimental musicians 

investigate the boundaries of sensitivity in ways that can arouse emotional reactions in the audience, they 

can enrage listeners by manipulating micro-sonic expectations.233 

The visual burst limits that apply to the word-level [discussed above: 50ms individual bursting with a 

synchronization at 75-100 hz oscillation] must be further synchronized to the auditory-system’s own 

oscillations and burst limits just discussed. Reading fluency is affected by the stability of the neural 

oscillating system.234 In order to have speedy, effective, reading, the visual and auditory systems both must 

link together, anything less than that leads to dis-fluencies and various types of what we frequently label 

“dyslexias”. Reading must be automatic to be fluent. Like teaching a child to automate walking or catching 

a ball, reading is the synchronization of numerous systems. The conscious recognition system of words with 

their contextual meanings - involving auditory processing, visual processing, and working memory systems 

– all link together at this approximately 300ms point. We can only consciously handle and process 3-4 

229 Milicevec, Mladen “Music and Brain Today” International Journal of Social Science and Humanity, Vol 3, No. 5, 
September 2013 453-456 
230 americanhistorynow.org/2014/01/27/its-all-in-the-mix-and-in-the-master 
231 Mizobuchi, Keiko, et. al. “Single unit responses of human cutaneous mechanoreceptors” in Clinical Neurophysiology 
Volume 111, Issue 9, No. 1, September 2000. 1577-1581 
232 Blechnert, Mark J. “Left-Ear Advantage for Sounds Characterized by a Rapidly Varying Resonance Frequency” 
Haskins Laboratories Status Report SR-48, 1976, 279-286 
233Balit, Daniele “From Ear to Site: On Discrete Sound” Leonardo Music Journal, Volume 23, 2013, 59-63 
234 (Siu-Yin Lam) 
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words per second, although we are all familiar with dealing with the impressions of many more words than 

that.235 

If I represent the sound in some visual form, in order to make it static, and remove the time dimension 

from that formation, I am left with a ‘picture’ of sound that is, not meaningless, but is soundless. It is not 

even a blip, a pop, or a squeak. As a sound, without duration, it cannot be imagined. The human ear 

cannot hear any sound that has a briefer interval than 1/20th of a millisecond.236 Perhaps this is the root of 

true silence, where sound has fallen below my body’s ability to sense its presence, conjoined to the point 

where sound’s duration is too brief for my body to distinguish it. If two static moments, two sensations of 

air pressure, two moments, are placed ‘side by side’, a sound can begin, analogous to a move from an 
imaginary point on a circle to the tangent line upon which calculus is based. Two points are never 

contiguous – if they were, they would no longer be ‘two’ points.  The line requires extension, and the sound 

requires its extension.  In this way I sense that sound has a dimensional requirement.  There is no sensible 

way to specify the sound of a sound at time t1, there is only the sound of a sound from t1 to t2. The shortest 

perceptible interval between those two points, and the range of discrimination of combinations of pitch & 

timbre of which I am capable, become the ‘phonemes’ of musical language. When timbre and contour are 

added, perhaps a requirement of musicality, I begin to understand that upon which ‘words’ of music 

depend. 

I am further interested in the relationship of the sound of sound to the sight of sight.  If sound requires 

duration, shouldn’t sight require duration as well?  A first impression is that I am somehow able to take in 

‘at a glance’ an entire scene, and I can do so from a photo, which has an enduring unchanging-ness about 

itself.237 Of course, I must process the retinal data from the photo and so forth, but that is an element of 

my experience, and not a philosophical requirement of the visual itself.  The processing, though, is not 

where time enters into the photograph.  Time enters, experientially, in our making use of visual contents in 

further working, conscious/unconscious, life processes. It is ‘intuitive’ to us that sound is in a loop being 

replayed in time, but it is not intuitive, though just as real, that a visual icon is in a loop being replayed in 

time.238 The magic of reading words is that words - and even phrases - are able to unfold themselves 

compactly as units, while more complex images must be read and narrativized in order to function. Icons, 

235 In logographic writing systems, there is often taxonomic information provided directly by the logograph. The 
auditory processing of logographs is much less important, though it still occurs. Logographic writing systems do not 
seem to provide any increase in speed of comprehension, but they do provide different information contents. 
Alphabetic systems have greater phonological contents leading to different priming paths. (Zhang) (Hai Tan) 
236 20 Khz is 20,000 cycles per second 
237 There is research on how visual processing works for complex images like web pages.  Web pages have many 
competing elements: written language, varied fonts and font sizes, pictures, videos, and so forth. In 120ms the human 
visual processing system capable of gleaning the general subject matter of a web page and to recall the general layout 
of the whole page sufficient to do basic navigation.  The 120ms is considered to be typical minimum length of a single 
visual fixation: when we ‘see’ something in a ‘single glance’, the ‘unit of seeing’, we do so in 120ms or so increments. 
(Jahanian) [100ms-300ms is the range in the literature: the upper limit then happens to also be the lower limit of a 
conscious thought]. 
238 See D’Aloisio-Montilla on how consciousness accesses the visual sketchpad when viewing a complex visual scene 
with more than a small handful of elements. (D'Aloisio-Montilla) 
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signs, symbols, words all work by abstracting rich visual information into conceptual units matched to a 

single taxonomic node. 

My brain keeps its own track of ‘time’, which is another aspect of our mental experience which is not yet 

very well understood.  There is an analogy between the brain and a computer such that the brain has some 

portion of itself run an incrementing ‘interrupt’ of sorts, marking in some chain or molecular hierarchy the 

‘fact’ that another increment of ‘time’ has passed it by.239 Presumably no two humans are identical, and 

humans differ in their abilities to mark these changes.  When I am fully engaged, with all the attention I can 

muster, I may ‘lose track of time’, which is a way of expressing that the brain has either not marked psychic 

events with unique time markers (though it has kept track of those markers nonetheless) or has dedicated 

so much processing to that to which has been attended, that the markers have not even been produced.  

When I experience extreme boredom, likewise, it may well be that my sense of time stretches out due to an 

unhealthy focus upon or an unbounded production of time markers. Once these time markers are coupled 

to my experience of affective states, I can perceive that ‘stream’ of successive states – my consciousness 

itself – as a matter of passing time. 

Setting aside my brain, then, and thinking directly about the photograph itself, is there an element of 

“time” at the heart, the essence, of the photograph? At MIT a camera has been developed that captures a 

trillion frames per second.240 

After an hour, the researchers accumulate hundreds of thousands of data sets, each of which plots 

the one-dimensional positions of photons against their times of arrival. Raskar, Velten and other 

members of Raskar’s Camera Culture group at the Media Lab developed algorithms that can stitch 
that raw data into a set of sequential two-dimensional images. 

In the case of this super-fast camera, although the constructed images are no doubt ‘real’ and ‘photo-

graphic’, the question is what does a single, trillionth of a second, ‘frame’ appear as?  To push this question 

back even further, I want to determine what is the limit times t1 and t2 such that a measurement of the 

photons arriving at the recording equipment produce what a human would call a recognizable image. 

Making this determination requires an understanding of the minimal interval of time in the universe itself.  

If there is any synchronization between the elements – whatever they happen to be – of the universe, then 

the conceivable interval of time decreases. If the universe’s elements are fully de-synchronized, there is no 

co-occurrence, then minimum conceivable time will be approximately as tiny as the sum of the universe’s 

239 Witmann, Marc “The inner sense of time: how the brain creates a sense of duration” Neuroscience Vol 14, March 

visual image of what is being viewed is being seen, and the electron microscope which is more akin to echo-location 
(sound) because the electrons are mapping the contours of what is being ‘seen’, and we are no longer capturing the 
light reflected off a surface.  Even the ‘looking at’ of sight is a confusion, an oxymoron. Sight is a passive sense.  In sight 
we are receiving light packets from the object being seen.  The eye is only receiving.  I can’t “look at you” in the way 
that I “touch you”.  When I touch you, I gesturally bring my surface in contact with yours and I apply force or abrasion 
to your surface.  With sight, it is you who are assaulting me: it is the reflectivity, absorption, and emitting from your 
surfaces that then is transmitted to my eye. I can no more ‘not see’ you then I can ‘not hear’ you.  Sight, hearing, are 
not haptic in relation to you. 

2013, 217-223 
240 http://web.mit.edu/press/2011/trillion-fps-camera.html These are images computed by changes in light, rather 
than changes in a medium in response to light. An analogy is the difference between a light-microscope where the 
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elements divided into the unit of measure. The more synchronization, the ‘longer’ the minimal conceivable 

time interval becomes.  If the quark were the ultimate countable element, we would find perhaps 1090 said 

elements, and therefore a conceivable limit of 10-90 seconds. But ‘conceivable’ is not ‘measurable’.  The 

minimal measurable unit of time is considered to be something like Planck’s constant, or, 10-43 seconds.  

According to Wikipedia, the smallest measured time interval, as of May 2010, was a comparably huge 12 

attoseconds (1.2 x 10-17).241 

With plenty of synchronization, I suppose that it could be possible that the number of discreet times 

(positions) of elements could fall below Planck time.  This matters to me theoretically because if we had 

perfectly sensitive equipment, a ‘photograph’ of the universe taken with a camera will exhibit either 0 or 1 
blips, or many blips, all dependent upon how many photons must impinge on the recording device during a 

single unit of time recording.  Of course, the ‘camera’ is not perfect and is not omnipresent, and therefore 

the question becomes, at what point in the shutter speed does the image recorded shift from having 

sufficient information to be a recognizable image to being unrecognizable?  As long as such a point exists, 

then it can be said that even theoretically there is a time element captured by every possible camera. 

In the case of traditional photography, even common DSLR photography, the shutter speed determines the 

time interval of the photograph.  A typically good shutter speed of 1/60th of a second is apparently capable 

of making the world of ordinary full speed action seem quite still. Not actually still, as seen below, but in 

most cases apparently still. [In the photograph we see the processing time: look at the child’s eyes, which 

move more quickly than the synchronization of the shutter and the film encoding]. 

241 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_time 
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If the true pixels captured are increased, however, the camera will still produce an image that is blurred in 

the detail, although it appears perfectly sharp and refined to the eye.  Therefore, a new limitation in the 

time of photography is elucidated, which is related to how fine a detail a typical eye can perceive. This 

opens an incredibly varied array of required calculations: retinal cone spacing, the types of inputs to be 

perceived, and so forth.242 For example, the length of time it takes an eye to detect a small bright spot is 

dependent upon the quantity of light that reaches the eye, rather than exposure time. For the eye to 

detect a line or a shape, though, more time is required due to processing requirements. As with sound, the 

visual processing in our brain makes excellent use of ‘in-filling’ unseen details. 

This leads me back to the earlier sections of this section where the processing of the optic systems was 

discussed.  What the kind of ‘time’ is, that is involved in the seeing of sight, has a relationship to what kind 

of seeing is being done in the first place.  The cone distance and other factors lead to the experimental 

demonstration that the typical, average, properly functioning human eye is capable of resolving 60 cycles 

per degree. Translating that 60 cycles per degree into a measurement more familiar to us means that at 

242 http://webvision.med.utah.edu/book/part-viii-gabac-receptors/visual-acuity/ 
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somewhere around 12-15 megapixels a camera has exceeded the human eye’s technical, physical ability to 

discriminate details.243 

What is curious in these observations, is that time, the encoding of time, is present in every photograph, 

even when we choose not to attend to it.  The photograph is not a ‘moment’ of the visual world – an 

infinitesimal snapshot of the light quanta. A photograph is just like a sound: if the photograph did not 

attend to time, it would be an incomprehensible disarray of a handful of recorded photons, perhaps simply 

one or two photons. In a moment of Planck time, it’s plausible that some close-up ‘photos’ would record 

nothing at all. The stillness of the photograph is almost always, in our ordinary non-laboratory lives – the 

result of a limitation in resolution – either the resolution of the photographic equipment or the resolution 

of the human eye.  And, what we think about sound and we think about image, have a reciprocity that I 

think is underappreciated. It makes immediate sense that the languages used to discuss both photographic 

composition and music have an overlapping vocabulary that includes contour, rhythm, pattern, theme, 

repetition, reflection, silence, and so forth. For decades, the only representations we had of real atomic 

particles were actually their paths of travel through a photographic plate.  In other words, it was the time of 

the particles, their travel, that we could represent: 

These are opposed to the abstracted, stationary representations, produced more recently. The crystalline 

structure of Gallium Nitride as re-presented by an electron microscope: 

243 http://petavoxel.wordpress.com/2010/02/26/cycles-per-degree/ 
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Even with computational representations made with quantum tunneling microscopes, the vibrations are 

removed. In the image below, each peak is an iron atom ‘resting’ atop a substrate of ‘atomically flat 

copper’.244 

The atomic vibrations are “never” represented ‘photographically’ in the stationary images produced 

[images of xenon atoms on a nickel substrate at -420centigrade]: 
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244 Captured from https://www.colorado.edu/physics/phys3220/phys3220_sp06/mainPage3.html 
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So much real-world research is facilitated by finding ways to remove change, variability, blur, uncertainty, 

range, etc. from the computational requirements. We are natively ready to substitute these time-

abstracted entities for the realities which we are participating in. 

Although we experientially distinguish with ease our senses as they are activated in our daily life [there are 

few people who confuse sight and sound, or sound and touch], and in the art-world there is an endeavor to 

separate our senses toward their unique domains, we should also keep in mind that our “sight” and our 

“ear” and our “touch” are all the same in the following sense: they are cellular activities processed by the 

brain.  The cells that receive types of information from the world share a core set of human properties 

which should be embraced, the core clarified.  We shouldn’t bother opposing arts to each other without 

firmly apprehending the vastness of meaningful confluence that different human senses share. Studies of 

some brain plasticities (or, in synesthesia) have shown how processors for one sense can be lent to another 

sense. Once the roots of the processing systems are touched upon, we begin to grasp how the world 

functions in our streams of experience. The photograph, in all its apparent stillness, encodes time as 

assuredly as a melody. Reading, making use of the whole brain’s resources in sound, vision, language 

processing, affect, motor skills, and so forth, is produced by the synchronization of multiple abstracted 

inputs into a single time-laden stream of conscious comprehension. 

Written language itself is a common method for culturally assuming control over time, and of removing 

deterioration & pain from our human conditions. And yet, asserting control of time is a futile enterprise: 

though the ink stays still on the page, the words themselves refuse to be static. There is a parallel here 

between photograph and painting.  Before the photograph, painting was used to try to create a static, 

viewable image that could be removed from time.  Consider the painting below: 
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The painting allows the viewer to attend to any details they wish, in any sequence they wish. This gives the 

viewer the sense of the painting existing as a united object that can be observed at will. The painting is a 

meaning-laden unity where we can hold our attention in ways that were impossible if we were 

experiencing a scene in real life. A trick of painting is a trick of a book or a trick of musical recording: they 

are objectified real unities that suffer manipulation and resequencing. But of course, the painting is just a 

moment in time and the viewer itself is changing in time.  The relation of the viewer to the painting is not 

static, and the viewer’s understanding of the painting is not static.  This is analogous to the Literary Work. 

Above I pointed out that the Literary Work’s language is changing, even when the book is shut and unread. 

I chose this painting because we have the photograph on which it was based: 
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Comparing the painting to the photograph allows us some sense of how salience and time are dealt with in 

a painting. For the painting has close analogues in art to, for example, pre-Columbian meso-America and 

pre-photography India. It is a reminder that for most of history paintings served directly to establish 

cultural memory.  But our interpretive methods of paintings are quite different from our realist attitudes 

towards photographs.  Paintings, even realist ones, are typically simplified and better delineated, with 

‘messy’ details removed. The painting, in its artificiality, can remove time-encodings and stabilize meanings 

via saliency, where a photograph (unless carefully composed) cannot.  The painting is closer to the Literary 

Work, in that sense. The photograph is closer to the natural language stream. The painting selects the 

taxonomy into which we will insert it, the photograph makes weaker determinations. Thus, the divide 

between painting and photograph encapsulates the divide between the human taxonomy and the realist 

formal ontological taxonomy. Triangulating the three points: the taxonomy of the painter, the taxonomy of 

the real world, and the taxonomy of the viewer – restores measurable time to the object. 

So much of human life is spent denying time, that we have steadfastly refused to understand how to read. 

It is “no wonder” that scholars are shifting from projects that read and interpret works, to projects that 

construct environments that allow the ‘user’ to experience the work instead. Wall245 prepared a more 

immersive experience for situating a famous Donne’s sermon in the environment in which it was 

performed. The idea is to give the listener the sense of what it was like to ‘be there’ and ‘hear’ the sermon. 

This at first seems very educational, very useful: recreating the sound, touch, and visuals that belong to a 

sermon should be very close to what this dissertation is suggesting to be a goal. But, as with the Topic 

Analysis tools, graphs, quantitative measurements, charts of word networks, and so forth: the immersive 

experience is data that helps us situate the experiential meaning of a sermon, yet the experience does not 

produce meaning, nor does it ‘explain’ anything. In fact, the experience is constructed with the biases and 

meanings that Wall wants it to have: no historical individual’s experience of the sermon would be, really, 

anything like the recreated environment and audio performance. My critique, here, is that we cannot 

simply introduce time into our study, we cannot produce reproductions of places and scenes and thereby 

gain access to understanding.  The work is much more difficult than that. With sermons in particular, the 

experience of some crowd that heard a Donne sermon is disconnected from how most people in the period 

heard or were influenced by Donne’s sermons.  Most people accessed them through printed texts, read at 

home, or read in a parish, or heard when reading aloud to one’s family … The scene of the actual Donne 

church on a busy day is entertainment, not 17th Century meaning. 

Distant Reading 

The lengthy discussion, above, of reading, has only lightly touched upon the question of reading what is 

specific to the Literary Work.  When reading is an activity that comes under the purview of brain biology, 

chemistry, physiology, and cognition, then the question of Literary Reading can be asked intelligibly. 

Literary Reading is a special case of reading, it is the reading of something called literature. I cannot 

245 (Wall) 
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possibly attempt, here, to define Literature. The most general sense seems to include everything that is 

written.  But the normal approach to Literature restricts it to work intended to be works of Fiction of some 

sort. 

My delineation, for the purpose of developing a list of English Prose Fiction printed from the birth of 

printing through 1700, was willingly over-broad.  I included works that seemed to be “historical” but which 

contained impossible narrative elements such that the historical characters themselves were shown in 

conversations that couldn’t have been recorded, with internal motivations that couldn’t be known, making 

observations that could not be part of the ‘historical record’ and so forth. The ‘historical’ works included, 

therefore, are narrative works that do not resemble history as it has been written for several hundred 

years.  Similarly, some religious works were included, because they presented very strong story-telling 

components, considerable narrative components, and so forth. I did not take the stance that all relations of 

saints lives and so forth are primarily fictional, or that the Bible is story-telling and fictional. I took the 

stance some religious works are overwhelmingly like story-telling, enough so that they are not easily 

distinguished from works that are intentionally prose fiction. The final category that might seem to be 

quite uncertain is the category of Crime and Trial Fiction.  I did not include every report of every trial (a very 

popular genre in the 17th Century).  I only included those that contained lengthy accounts of the lives of the 

participants and the events of the crime that were written from a narrative perspective with impossible to 

establish observations, motivations, and decision-making details. 

I want to make it certainly clear that I applied no particular, well thought out boundary, using a 

sophisticated and carefully arguable theory of what is “literature”, what is “fiction”, what does “narrative” 

mean, and so forth. As I stated above, I was willingly over-broad.  I wanted to build a very large corpus with 

which to do quantitative work.  I did not want to allow my own perspectives and credulity make decisions 

regarding what to include or not include.  Anything plausibly proposed as ‘fiction’ was included on the list. 

The goal was to develop tools that were capable of supporting large corpus analysis, and not to make 

special arguments about how to define a corpus.  

I did not include any sermons on my prose fiction list.  That is only because I had insufficient time. There is 

an enormous body of sermons, and reading them even cursorily was impossible for me given my time 

frame.  I am extremely interested in finding the story-telling elements of sermons in the period, and suspect 

that many portions of sermons have all the features of ‘prose fiction.’  Perhaps they contain very short 

stories, so to speak. 

My genre categories are modeled on those used by the 18th-20th Century experts on prose fiction in the 

period.  I certainly added a large number of works not previously cataloged to my lists, but not remarkably 

many. No more than 75-100 items that I catalogued had escaped the major, earlier catalogers, and some of 

those additions are fringe works or works of doubtful inclusion.  Computational tools are useful for 

determining classifications such as genre, based upon their language similarities rather than their narrative 

or plot or other higher level structural similarities. Below is the result of a topic classifier to assign about 

750 works [the repeats are intentional, by the way] to 60 grouping, where the works are chunked at a 

single sentence per chunk, the results are like the below. 
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Eng1640371BrathwarteTwol.ancashireLovers ------------------------------~ 

Eng16791271AnonPenrtentHermrt -_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_]f-------~ 
Spa17001329SolarzanoLlfeofOonnaRos,iafromL.aP t--------

Eng1688477BlackbournClitie ----------------------~ 

Fre1668682AnonHusbandForcdt obelealous 

Cla1637354MalvezzRomuusand Tarqun ----------------------,>-------~ 
Ita1650Add! OSMalvezziAlcb iadesandCoriolanus ---------------------~ 

Exe15931234SylvainTheOrat or( 1596thised) --------------------~ 
Fre16321187MathieuUnhappyProsperibe >--------~ 

Ita16281188MatthieuAeliusSejanus ----------~ 

Cla16821073ProcopiusDebauchedCourt1682print ing --------
Ott16741038AIMalikOrient alPhilosophyShowingW lsd _______ _Jr-------, 

Eng1630333SCHlstoryofCleocret onandCioryana166 # 186 

Eng 1630333 SCHlstoryofCleocret onan dCioryana 166 #798 
Ut o1668992cavendishBlazingW orld --------------

Fre1677GuilhemAsteriaandTamberlain #376 

Fre1677GuilhemAsteriaandTamberlain #810 
Eng1591141LodgeRobertDukeNormandyDevil ----------------------

Eng1596180LodgeAMargarrteofAmerica f-------~ 
Eng1616289GainsfordTrebizond ____________________ .J 

Cla1651985CharletonEphesianandCirrmerianMatrons ------>----~ 
Lov16971356PhiaretosChanengesentbyayounglad -----~ 

Lov 16951343wardFemalePoicyDetected ----------~ 

Jes1675Add23AnonBatchellorsAnswertotheMaidsCo ---------------~ 

Lov 1638358CroftsTheLover ----------------------~ 
Eng16891354AnonQuakersArtofCourtship ------------------, 

Lov16781155HeadMissDisplaydorMadameWheedle 

Pic1675661HeadMisSOisplayd 

Eng1696Add34AnonNightwalkerofBloomsbury #274 

Eng1696Add34AnonNightwalkerofBloomsbury #803 

Spa16751267QuevadoTownAdvent urer -----------------------------~ 

Jes1675Add24AnonMaidsComplaint 

Eng1567411Jol mSkeltonNerieTale>Newty~ted -------~ 

Eng1582307AnonlongNegl 9thCrepmt ------, 
PK1603230RolandnSCOTSThethrieTaiesoflhe -----~ 

Pic1631337Brewert)ewofEdrnontonSmJgtheSrrithl ------
l es152636Anon(Poggio)AHUNDREDNERYTAL YS(needs ------------~ 

Fre1670845PopeNemo.-sofMon,aeurOuVal ----------------~ 

I 
I 
I I 

I 
Eng1582105WhetstoneAnHeptameronofOJa:Jiscoor ---~>--------------~ 

Exe1593156v.tletstoneAureia ---~ I 

Eng1653ff167RabelaisV.wiousPublcationsVoomes -----------------~ 

Pic1638361calviiistoi"eoe,;t_;,rrons ------------------------~ 

I 
~ 

Fre 165411 l ONavarreHeptameron ---------
NON 156868FrierRu.tl..-chivedotorg _______ _Jr--7 I 

Spa! 601291 T eil<ei'a THESIBANGEST ADVENlVRETHA 1EVE #771 

Spa1601291 Teo:ffilTHESIBANGESTADVENlVRETHAlEVE #841 
I I 

Ita1620303BoccaccioDeGlmeron -------------------~ 

Eng1595169CllettlePiersPlaimesseauenyeresPrent ----,-----------------~ 
Ges15951097CopleyWit>fjttesandFandes ---

I 

I 

-

Eng1637355AnonApleasantHistoryOftheLifeandD -------------------~ 

Eng16961216Pixlnhuman.C..-dnal ------------------------~ 
Fre1680495BremondThePbin ------------------------------~ 

I I 
I 

Eng1590130AnonCoblerofcant erbury --------------~ 

Fre16811062BlesseBoisAioisia --------------

Eng1680671Pleasant Hlstoryofl<ingHenrytheEight h ----------------~ 

Eng1655t o55598AnonorFullerTriana -------
Rel1622316RobinsonAnatomyoftheEnglishHunnerya -------~ 

Fre1628326HartHipolit oandisabella ---------, 
Fre16831125DuPratVenusinthecloister -------, 
Fre16841217Roberdierelove\rlCl:orious 

Fre16844248remondAmorousAbbess 
HOH1684424BremondAmorousAbbessB 

Fre1689458BehnHistoryoftheHun -----~ 
Fre16751192MontfortThecircle1675printing -------, 

Fre1685711RoberdiereLove\rlCl:orious ---------' 
Fre1678419AlcofaradoFivelovel ettersfromaHunt -----------------' 

i 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I ,: ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., ., 
:1 ,, ., ., ., ., ., 

i I 
I 

I don’t know “why” The Night Walker of Bloomsbury is grouped with Challenge Sent by a Young Lad and 

Charleton’s better known Cimmerian Matron, but it is. I suspect that a reading of the works would reveal 

the reason for the inclusions [and, more tools are available in the software that produces these 

dendrograms to help answer the question]. What is clear from the result, however, is that a sort based 

upon language will not necessarily produce the same groupings as a sort based upon the considered 

‘opinions’ of Literary Researchers.  Furthermore, some of the divisions that are traditionally made – French 

Romances versus native English Romances, or, Spanish Picaresque vs. English Coney-Catcher fictions, or, 
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Lc:1ngtngu LangGer Langf ren LangEngli Langf ren . LangEngli EtyTbackf EtyTborr 
tt.y1uurr 

EtyTcom 
Genre sh_Frenc . 

ch_Latin sh_Latin ch 
Langlatm owingHy 

pound mamc sh ormation owing 
" t-. .. ;,,,1 

Ad'v A~erage 1.66% 15.35% 8.43% 0.79% 26.08% 7.87% 31.04% 0.07% 46.07% 1.05% 3.53% 
. 

4.34~ Ant Average 1.45% 19.06% 6.83% 0.70% 23.89% 6.04% 31.78% 0.11% 40.88% 0.94% 

Ast Average 1.58% 18.32% 6.87% 0.62% 24.72% 6.19% 31.88% 0.06% 41.58% 0.86% 4.17% 

Bri Average 1.74% 20.54% 7.02% 0.50% 24.74% 4.60% 31.04% 0.12% 40.06% 0.74% 4.42~ 

Ch.a Average 1.40% 16.91% 8.27% 0.65% 25.45% 7.10% 30.88% 0.06% 44.89% 0.87% 3.88% 
. . 

Chi Average 1.93% 15.65% 8.00% 0.56% 29.43% 5.84% 29.42% 0.13% 47.22% 0.76% 3.53% 

Chr Average 1.70% 13.59% 8.38% 0.88% 26.51% 8.71% 31.70% 0.04% 46.99% 0.99% 3.42% 

Cla Average 1.60% 16.73% 7.70% 0.72% 26.48% 6.97% 30.73% 0.11% 45.07% 0.97% 3.64% 

Com !\verage 1.44% 18.98% 7.04% 0.58% 24.41% 6.21% 31.14% 0.07% 41.74% 0.84% 3.99% 

Con Average 1.62% 16.22% 8.05% 0.79% 26.00% 7.32% 30.84% 0.09% 45.21% 0.98% 3.68% 

Cri Average 1.73% 19.12% 8.04% 0.56% 24.23% 5.63% 30.80% 0.08% 41.74% 0.79% 4.56~ 
. . 

Cur Average 1.52% 18.42% 8.17% 0.68% 25.34% 6.37% 29.87% 0.09% 43.52% 1.00% 3.95% 

Eng Average 1.65% 17.34% 7.85% 0.71% 25.58% 6.44% 31.54% 0.08% 43.53% 0.92% 3.73% 

Exe Average 1.62% 16.47% 8.50% 0.79% 26.38% 7.25% 29.72% 0.09% 46.01% 0.96% 3.49% 

Fa11 Av~ age 1.87% 20.66% 6.97% 0.51% 24.07% 3.34% 31.84% 0.11% 38.49% 1.04% 4.89% 

Fie Average 1.85% 18.83% 8.90% 0.60% 24.98% 5.92% 29.55% 0.13% 43.78% 1.13% 3.70% 

Fre Average 1.83% 15.04% 9.30% 0.81%~ 7.42% 29.45% 0.08% 48.34% 0.95% 3.42% 

Ger Average 1.27% 0.32% 0.95% 34.18% - 0.95% -

GesA~erage 1.74% 19.65% 5.80% 0.47% 27.14% 3.93% 30.23% 0.11% 41.39% 0.77% 3.87% 

His Average 1.67% 17.24% 9.46% 0.83% 26.24% 6.72% 29.10% 0.08% 45.91% 0.96% 3.45% 

Ind Average 1.48% 19.21% 6.75% 0.44% 26.12% 4.05% 33.02% 0.04% 40.73% 0.74% 3.75% 

lta Average 1.68% 15.21% 8.78% 0.85% 26.73% 7.93% 30.34% 0.08% 47.13% 1.00% 3.41% 

JesA~e! age 1.43% 21.72% 5 .92% 0.47% 22.18% 4.63% 33.11% 0.09% 36.83% 0.80% 4.87% 

Let Average 1.87% 15.06% 8.82% 0.90% 26.35% 8.11% 30.17% 0.08% 47.08% 1.16% 3.58% 

Lev Average 1.66% 17.02% 8.08% 0.77% 25.60% 7.01% 30.91% 0.08% 44.34% 0.96% 3.79% 

Mod Average 1.80% 15.94% 7.59% 0.62% 28.78% 5.41% 31.42% 0.07% 45.38% 0.86% 3.42% 

Ot!Average 1.39% 15.35% 10.44% 0.79% 26.56% 8.56% 29.17% 0.03% 48.78% 0.88% 3.14% 

Pie Average 1.61% 19.37% 6.72% 0.53% 23.96% 5 .09% 32.74% 0.08% 39.82% 0.80% 4.42~ 

Poe A~erage 1.54% 21.09% 7.10% 0.52% 27.17% 3.42% 29.73% 0.08% 42.06% 0.64% 3.79% 
. 

Pol Average 1.67% 16.18% 9.01% 1.00% 25.86% 8.51% 29.71% 0.09% 47.12% 1.20% 3.51% 

PseAv~ age 1.62% 16.30% 8.83% 0.75% 25.98% 6.76% 30.44% 0.09% 45.39% 0.98% 3.93% 

Psy Average 1.20% 10.34% 8.12%- 22.10% 27.44% 0.09% 53.56% 1.39% 3.41% 

Re I !\Ve rage 1.56% 16.36% 8.10% 0.68% 25.81% 6.90% 31.36% 0.08% 44.52% 0.90% 3.75% 

Sci Average 1.47% 15.91% 8.52% 1.07% 23.21% 9.59% 30.74% 0.10% 45.30% 1.19% 3.72% 

Soc Average 1.41% 19.59% 7.20% 0.69% 23.10% 6.48% 31.38% 0.07% 41.06% 0.84% 4.31% 
. 

Spa Average 1.73% 15.39% 8.28% 0.75% 27.39% 6.85% 31.19% 0.09% 46.20% 0.92% 3.55% 

The Average 1.77% 17.42% 8.27% 0.68% 25.91% 7.89% 28.34% 0.09% 46.57% 0.95% 3.17% 

Tra Average 1.60% 15.04% 8.00% 0.97% 25.87% 8.87% 28.63% 0.10% 47.60% 1.31% 3.66% 

U~k. A~erage 1.76% 15.93% 8.16% 0.84% 28.96% 6.35% 30.08% 0.05% 46.92% 1.14% 3.30% 

Ute Average 1.62% 16.81% 8.70% 0.86% 25.23% 7.69% 29 .97% 0.09% 45.48% 1.12% 3.86% 

Grand Avera e 1.66% 17.03% 8.01% 0.72% 25.99% 6.65% 30.89% 0.08% 44.41% 0.92% 3.79% 

Spanish Chivalric Romances vs. Anti-Romances vs. French Chivalric vs. English Chivalric … depend upon 

distinctions that we do not even expect will be revealed in the analysis of the English words / frequencies 

that make up the works themselves.  There’s no necessary reason, for example, that an English translation 

of a French Romance should differ remarkably from a native English emulation of the conventions of French 

Romances. In some cases, we might propose that the French works, when being translated, would suggest 

more French cognate words than English works being written by native English folks, but that does not 

necessarily mean that those influences will over-all skew the categories enough to produce separation. 
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NON1676885MemoiresoftheDut chessMazarine ___J µ 
Fre1679490BremondTheApology ---------~ 

Eng16791271AnonPent ent Hermt ----------------~>-------
Spal7001329SolarzanolifeofDonnaRosinafromLaP ----------------~ 

Engl696754ManleyLettersWrttenbyMrsManley -----------------
Frel678419AlcofaradoFiveLoveLettersfromaNunt ________________ _J-----7 

Engl700Add13VariousCollectionorPleasantModernN 

Frel700939CongreveinACOLLECTIONOrPleasantMode 

Frel678851PrechacHeroinMusqut eerPartl ------

NONl678851PrechacHeroinMusqut eerPart2 ------~ 

Fre1697759Saint EvremondFemaleFa~hood -------~ 
Fre1683568AnonEveRevived --------------------~ 

Engl622315ReynoldsTriumphsofGodsRevenge --------------------------------

Frel677519camusTwo!llustrkluslt alianFamilies -==============}------------7 Picl639366camusAdmirableEvent s -
Pic1641Add6QuevedoHellReformed --------------------------~ 

Utol63234 1GoodmanHollandsLeaguer -----------------------------~ 

Eng1593RicheGreenesNew esbothfromHeauenandHen ------------------------~ 

Pic1592148GreeneQuipforanUpstartCourtier ------------------------~ 

Eng1680700AnonHistoryofTomLadle --------------------------------
Fre1583107Bonavent ureTheMirrourofMirth ------------------

Jesl 56558ScogginFirstandbestPartOfScogginsJe >-------~>------~ 
Picl 51025CoplandHowleglasl 560edtion -------------------------~ 

Eng1637355AnonApleasantHistoryOftheLifeandD -------------------------------~ 

Uto16421258AnonNewsTrueNewslaudableNews l 
Eng16911282AnonFrenchKingProvedaBastard ---------

Fre1686Addl 1 VarilasSecretLifeoftheHouseofMe ~ 
Fre16931174TenneiereHistoryofFatherLa0iaise ~1------

Fre16971137FranckensteinHistoryofthelntriguesa >-----
Pol1617293WffletMerrylestsConcemingPopesetc ----------------~ 

Rell5521130EsquijusW onderfulNewesoftheDeath ----------------------~ 

Cla14847GaxtonAesop -========J---------------7 Gesl 4814caxtonReynardtheFox -

Clal 56969BlagueAscholeofw~eConceytes --===========~1---------------
Exe16911022BurtonDelightfulFablesinProseandVe f-----' 

Eng16551169LPTheW tcholtheW oodlands -------------------~ 

Eng1660Add l04Howe11Therologia 

Poll 6601 l 62How e11ThePar~ofBeastsorM orphan dra 
Ita16951194MoscheniBrutesTurnedCrtics ----------------------------~ 

Soc1597191HarveyTrimmingofThomasNasheGentleman -------------------------------~ 

Cla153041NicolausTheD0klgesofCreaturesMora~s --------------------------------~ 

<li1682AddBBNDAnAccountoftheArraignment 
Cla1532Add76Luc0nD0klgue --------------------------------

Ita15571144JohnBapt~GelloCirces --------------------------------~ 

Jes1647Add22AnonEngishMountebank -------------------------
Pol1640372Anoncawwood -------------------------~ 

Pol1681617 AnonGrimalkin 

Cri1668AnonAdd52GodsJusticeAgainstMurder 
Eng16871034AnonCynthia ------------------

NON16871051FonteneleDiscoveryofNeWWorldsOiff -=====1-------------_jf--------~ 
Uto16881051FonteneleDiscoveryofNeWWorlds -

Happily, the works translated from French do show a standard deviation elevation of words of French 

origin, however, in the topic analysis of the same, that SD1 enhancement does not overwhelm other, 

larger, features, determined by the word of English, Germanic, and Latin origin. 

Chunking texts at the scale of 24 sentences per chunk gives us this sort set of groupings: 

The results are helpful in some ways: we can see that a grouping based on comedic language has been 

developed out of an English pseudo-history, a French social satire, an English Jest Book, and an English 

Picaresque. Yet, not all “jests” are included in the category. The subject matter of the comedic Merry Jests 

Concerning Popes and The French King Proven a Bastard lead them to be grouped with works they would 

not typically be grouped with. We also see, at the bottom, that an Anonymous work in English titled Cynthia 

is language-related to Fontanelle’s Discovery of New Worlds, which might lead one to inquire if they are 

actually by the same author or, versions or each other, or, the translator of the one wrote the other.  

Finally, chunks of 12 sentences give us yet another view: 
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Fre16879240mognylheGal~ntHermaphrodite ---------------------' 

Eng1683963AnonUnsatisfiedLovers ------, 

Fre1680496BremondPrincessofMontferrat ~>--------~~ 
Fre1689472BernardCountofAmboise -----~· 

Fre16921324BelklnSiegeofMentz ---------------

Fre1677491BremondCheatingGal~nt >-----~ 
Fre1681697ChappeDeTheUnequalMatch ---------------------~ 

Eng1685Add89AnonDelightfu~ndlngeniousNovells ------------------~--------~ 

Eng1694668AnonAdventuresoftheHelvetianHero ------------------~ 

Eng1688477B~cf:bournClit1e --------------~1-------~ 
Fre1686966VaumoriereAgi:atisQueenofSparta -----------------' 

Frel670895Sca1 ·onTheUnexpectedChoice -------------------------' 

Fre1679908Segra~LaFayettePnncessofCleves -----------------------------' 

Frel 673539Vine dieuLovesofSundryPhiklsophersan --============================================~7-_______ _J Fre 16824 73Bernard FemalePrince 

Eng1693979AnonVertueRewarded --================================================.1--------_J Frel689821ACPeppa 

Cril6771269AnonSadlersMemoirs 

Jes1652Add25AnonEnglishMountebankSecondVersion ----------------------, 

Pic16881211Phi1LipsNewFairingfortheMerri~Dis ------------------------' 

Eng16801272AnonCoblerTurnedCourtier 
Cril6921289AnonLastWordsofaDyingPenitent --------------------------------~ 

Jesl651582FidgeHindsRamble -----------------,__ _____________ _ 

Pic1652581FidgeEnglishGusman ---------------~ 
Picl685526DangerfieldDangerfieldsMemories -------------------------------' 

Eng l 680700AnonHlstoryofTomLadle 

Eng 1699Ad d41H iggsBewitch in gofa YoungG irleinl r 

Eng1699Add59Anonymou sCountryGent lemansVadeMecum -----------------------

Ges1591195GreeneANotableDiscoueryofCoosenage -----------------------~ 
Jes1687674AnonPleasantHlstoryOFThomasHickathri 

Engl5674 l llohnSkeltonNerie TalesNewlylrr1)mted ---
Jesl52636Anon(Poggio )AHUNDREDMERYTA1 YS(needs 

Picl 603230RolandinSCOTSThethrieTaiesofthe 
Eng1582307AnonlongNegl9thOepmt ----~ 

PK1631337BrewerDewofEdmontonSmugitheSmthl -----~ 
Gesl4a5locaxtonKnightParisandVienne ----------~ 

Fre l 67084SPopeNemoi'sofMonsieur!JuVal ------------~ 
Engl 582 l 0S'MietstoneAnHeptameronofOJIDiscour 

Exe1593 156\/olhetstoneAureia 
Engl653ffl 67RabelaisVi'liousPubicabonsVollmes -----------------~ 

Fre 165411 l ONavarreHeptameron ------~ 
Spal601291 TeixetaTHES-raANGESTADVENTVRETHAlEVE ______ _J------7 

Fre l680495BremondlhePbffl ---------------' 
Ital 620303BoccaKcioOeGmeron ---------------~ 

Engl 696Add34AnonNightwal<erofllloomsbury ------------------------~ 
Eng1582104RidleDonSinonides2 -----------------------------' 

Engl 590130AnonCoblerofcanterbury -----------~ 

Engl 680671PleasantHlstoryofKingHenrytheEight h --==========1------_t---------~ 
Fre16811062BlesseBolsAklisia >------

Engl 660Add1 00AnonymousCurta,iConference ----------------------~ 

Frel 6801273AnonPa~ceRoyal 

Fre l 684Add l 5AnonHlstoryoftheAmoursoftheFrenc 

The 12’s yield their own matters of interest.  For at the bottom The Pleasant History of King Henry the 

Eighth is related to The Cobler of Canterbury [I suspect that they have the same historical time period 

setting and perhaps are both interested in the rise of the English merchant class], but those two are then 

connected to Blessebois’s Aloisia and the Anonymous Palace Royale.  Once again, looking at the works or 

more deeply into the data can reveal the reasons for this connection, but on the surface the connections 

defy the genre classifications.  Even the two English works first mentioned were composed 100 years apart, 

yet are linked by a 12-sentence analysis of the language use in those works. 

The sort of work sketched above, given more time, could easily be done [using the tools developed for this 

dissertation] at even larger sentence groupings.  More analysis would allow a researcher to trace the 

movement of individual works through different associations as the scale of analysis progressed: a single or 

group of works shifting from one grouping to another depending upon how large or small the chunking, 

could well be of interest. Finally, making slightly different default decisions, the works could have been 

grouped by paragraph, chapter, page, or other gross textual feature as well. 
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All this information simply points to the idea that tools are useful, but, tools by themselves provide no 

conclusions.  Even the idea of Genre itself is likely dependent upon features that will not be 

computationally obvious. Computation may ask us to analyze why we make the genre distinctions that we 

do at the level of meaning rather than the level of language or structure. Or, computation may suggest 

new genres.  Or, computation may suggest that we re-group works in different ways for different purposes. 

What will not happen by computation, though, is reading. 

This dissertation presented a rather detailed, mostly lower level analysis of what is involved in reading.  The 

gross set of features involved by reading – motor cortex activation, visual working memory, audio working 

memory, affective processing, taxonomical categorization, priming, abstract and concrete word 

dissimilarities, noun and verb dissimilarities, conceptual groupings, relations of words to ontological 

categories … to name only some of what has been covered.  If that is what “reading”, the act, is, what then 

is “reading” in the sense of reading a Literary Work.  Another way to ask that question, is, when we say “we 
read a book” or, in an English department, we say “my reading of book X is such and such”, what are we 

talking about? I will make, approximately, no attempt to answer that question affirmatively or 

descriptively.  What I will say, though, is that every answer to that question requires that the person who 

makes the statement performed the act of reading the words of the text, which, therefore, mean that the 

person making the statement unfolded the words at least once in time, almost necessarily in the 

incremental printed sequence. If the person saying they read a book or presenting a reading of a book, did 

not actually take the time to unfold the book into time, to perform the script, then I would certainly 

respond that they have not read the work, and are not giving me their reading of the work. 

Reading a Book is truly a high-value activity.  It is a commitment of some extraordinary specialization, that 

is becoming more and more scarce as time passes.  People who have read 1,000s of books are somewhat 

rare.  People who have read “all” of the Literary Works of a particular genre are specialists.  We might find 

amongst lay folk many thousands of ‘us’ who have read 1,000+ science fiction novels (myself) or Harlequin 

romances, or murder mysteries.  And we can find large numbers of people who have read at least several 

dozen to nearly one hundred thrillers.  But the reality of reading is that very, very few people read a book a 

week, and those who read several entire books that aren’t light fictions each week are granted some 

cultural gravity.  Spending 1,000s of hours a year reading books qualifies you as an expert in something, just 

as surely as playing a sport or programming or practicing a musical instrument for that same length of time. 

The details here are somewhat unimportant. Whatever it is that English Departments and Literary Studies 

have of value, the basis of that value is Reading.  

Because of this value, the value of reading, it is not surprising at all, to me, that people working in 

computational and language processing fields would like to claim that what they are doing is Reading 

Literary Works.  Digital Humanists outside of Literary Studies would like to lay claim not only to Reading but 

to Reading Literature. Who wouldn’t love to possess a shortcut to accomplishing a task that requires years 

and years of dedication and research in some ‘other way’ – like those science fiction pills or brain uploads 

that confer on the receiver fluency in a foreign language, domain knowledge, life experiences, and so forth? 
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It is upsetting to me, then, when people who are doing computer-based computational work say that what 

they are doing is Reading.  The most obvious example is Franco Moretti, who has famously coined the 

phrase “Distant Reading”.246 

Moretti doesn’t quite define “distant reading” in the book titled Distant Reading. He stabs at the definition 

of the “distance” but not the reading. “Literary history will quickly become very different from what it is 

now: it will become ‘second hand’: a patchwork of other people’s research, without a single direct textual 

reading. Still ambitious, even more so than before; but the ambition is now directly proportional to the 

distance from the text: the more ambitious the project, the greater must the distance be.” (48)  Which 

means he is asserting the “reading” and then trying to define the “distance”.  But even in his definition, the 

idea of “distance” is not defined conceptually. It is not surprising to me to discover that he also invokes 

metaphors from evolutionary theory, and is interested, as so many researchers are, in the genesis, 

development, and eclipse of meaning-structures and styles in literary history: 

Where does the European novel begin? Behind this question lies a view of literary history as a sort 

of ‘ladder’, with steps that follow each other at a regular distance. But we should borrow a different 

metaphor from evolutionary theory, and think of literary development as a large bush: branches 

that coexist and bifurcate, that overlap and at times obstruct each other – but that, whenever one 

of them withers away, are ready to replace it with an ever thicker and stronger organism. (18) 

The “distance” is really just the lack of performing even a single sentence from the printed words of a text 

via the act of reading.  Therefore, the ideal of “distance” is the denial of the “reading.” A more honest title 

of his work would be something akin to “Computational Methods.” Yet, to be fair, it turns out that Moretti 

really is quite the literary scholar.  He’s revealed in interviews and talks that he has, indeed, read many 

many works of literature.  He, himself, is a Reader, and likely an excellent one.  But that cannot be said for 

anyone using computational tools. What he has written in his books Distant Reading and Graphs Maps 

Trees are not readings of works, but primarily studies in genre.  A man, in other words, after my own heart.  

Moretti, for example, compiled the lists of works identified by various novelistic genre experts, and then 

246 (Moretti, Distant Reading) 
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graphed the dates that belonged to the genres: 
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FIGURE 9: British novelistic genres, 1740-1900 
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For sources, see 'A Note on the Taxonomy of the Forms', page 31. 

= 

= 

1900 

He shows, thus, that the length of time each genre of Literary Fiction flourishes in the period flows in some 

overlapping manner from one type to another type, and that each genre has approximately the same life-

span as each other genre. Interesting! 
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The idea of distance is described quite well in this talk recorded for the internet247 

Comparatively, distant reading focuses less on interpreting a small body of works in this way and 

instead is used to look at such things as how many books were written per year over a set number 

of years, or who various characters in a book interact with minus the content of those interactions. 

“Books written per year” has nothing to do with reading / criticism / interpretation at all, of course, it is a 

question of Literary or Social history or some similar topic.  Studying characters and how they interact can 

reveal to us quite a lot about how we do read a work, but it is not reading itself. Finding structures is not 

reading, any more than doing Lidar of an archaeological site is “doing a dig”. 

Ascari248 critiques Moretti in this way: 

What worries me is Moretti’s tendency to regard distant reading as objective, within the 

framework of a purportedly scientific approach to the humanities, which might be more aptly 

described as pseudo- scientific. As we have seen, Moretti’s distant reading is meant to overcome 
close reading, a practice that he describes as a “theological exercise,” therefore as a relic of a 

former age.” The pseudo-science249 here is Moretti’s Darwinist approach to literary genres, and, 

his belief in the objectivity of his tools as applied. Also, Moretti mistaken about, for example, 

detective fiction.  Also, Moretti not clear about how causality works -> that correlation is not 

causality.  Also, overly-simplistic in the extreme. (Ascari) 

This brief section has only a simple point: Literary Studies has something that belongs to it, which is the 

Reading of Literary Works.  Digital Humanists have other interests, that are not reading.  They can support 

reading, they can produce reading ideas, they can generate data that is remarkably useful in Literary 

Studies, but it will be quite a long time before the computational systems themselves achieve the 

distinguishing markers of reading. 

Metaphor 

Many authors have proposed that as metaphorical schemas change or shift, those shifts are the functional 

drivers of changes in Literary genres, styles, topics, plots, etc. that are traced in Literary History. To date, 

247 From a transcript of a talk found at https://prezi.com/4_oxshpplcov/moretti-distant-reading-and-the-digital-what-

is-reading: (2014) 

248 (Ascari) pp.2-3 
249 We certainly need to again acknowledge the impulse throughout Literary Studies of fetishizing scientific work. 
Starting in the 17th Century there is a technological fetishization that can be seen in Literary Works (Cavendish, for 
example, quoted in the introduction) and it has continued overtly and covertly to the present day.  The science-
fetishization can be ‘merely’ the exhibition of technological fetishization in Literary Theory and Criticism: where the 
tools and appearance of science is the work, rather than their remaining tools for the work.  See Wahrig and the 
special issue of Berirchte Zur Wissenschaftsgeschicte [Reports on the history of science]. (Wahrig) 
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research from the smallest levels (what words belong in the pool of probable words to be included in 

sentences concerning different topics) to the largest (what words belong to literary genres and how do 

those words relate to each other in systems) are all said to exhibit the changes in metaphor, metaphor 

networks, metaphor domains, and a host of other terms with ‘metaphor’ in them.  Authors like Lakoff and 

Johnson proposed and argued, in the 1980s onward, that metaphors structure nearly all human thought: 

that thought can hardly even progress and develop without the evolution of metaphors bringing 

information from one domain to another domain. 

Lakoff and Johnson250 make something like the strongest claim: 

The concepts that govern our thoughts are not just matters of the intellect. They also govern our 

everyday functioning, down to the most mundane details.  Our concepts structure what we 

perceive, how we get around the world, and how we relate to other people.  Our conceptual 

system thus plays a central role in defining our everyday realities.  If we are right in suggesting that 

our conceptual system is largely metaphorical, then the way we think what we experience, and 

what we do every day is very much a matter of metaphor.(3) 

Below is an example of what the metaphors sub-headings for Love might look like circa the early 1980’s: 

250 (G. L. Johnson) 
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Love is work. 
Love is active. . 
Love requires cooperation. 
Love requires dedication. 
Love requires compromise. 
Love requires a discipline. 
Love involves shared responsibility. 
Love requires patience. 

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 

Love requires shared values and goals . 
Love demands sacrifice. 
Love regularly brings fnIBtration. 
Love requires instinctive communication. 
Love is an aesthetic experience. 
Love is primarily valued for its owi:i sake. 
Love involves creativity. 
Love requires a shared aesthetic. 
Love cannot be achieved by formula. 
Love is unique in each instance. 
Love is an expr~ssion of who you are. 
Love creates a reality. 
Love reflects how you see the world. 
Love requires the greatest honesty. 
Love may be transient or permanent. 
Love needs funding. 
Love yields a shared aesthetic satisfaction from your joint 

efforts. 

The Lakoffian theory would be that whenever “love” is written about in a Literary Object, one of those love 

sub-domains would form the language neighborhood of the word love as it is being used in that work. In 

the context of this dissertation, the Lakoffian theory would mean that we should be able to find, for 

example, words related to “work” as near neighbors to the word “love” when the word “love” is deployed 

in a text using the “Love is Work” metaphor. 

A meaningful question might then be, “how close”?  How close do the “work” words need to be to the 

word “love” to implicate “work” as the love-metaphor in a particular instance? The normal approach is to 

count only words that are directly involved in the word “love” using a grammatical standard.  Words that 

modify or condition “love” in a phrase or by reference, are the words being looked for. Of course, we can 

process every work of prose fiction doing what is called a “dependency analysis”, and de-coreference any 

pronomial references to LOVE, therefore determining the relevant referential groups of words. This 

approach would be the safe, classical approach to dealing with metaphor. 

Yet, it is not clear – another area of under-theorization– whether we are looking for the “work” words 

being explicitly associated with LOVE (one type of analysis) versus the “work” words being in the 

‘neighborhood’ of the LOVE words, forming an implicit, primed context when LOVE finally does appear. We 
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Target Is/ A re/Like Source 

1 Force Is A Moving Object 

2 Proble m Is A Body O f W at e r 

3 Proble m Is A Conta iner 

3 Proble m Is Locke d 

4 Proble m Is A Regi on In A Landscap e 

5 Schedule I s A Moving Object 

Target 

Force 

Proble m 

Proble m 

Proble m 

Proble m 

Schedule 

6 Abilities A re Entities Inside A Person Abilitie s 

7 Acting Compulsive ly I s Inge sting A Substance Co n Acting Compulsive ly 

8 A cting On Is Transf e rring An Object 

9 A ction I s Alive 

""io],Action Is Control Over Possessions 
11 Action I s Motion 

12 Action I s Se l f -propelle d Motion 

13 Active I s Alive 

14 Affection I s Warmth 

15 Amount I s Length 

16 Amount I s Si ze 

17 Amount I s V erticality 

18 Amount Is Weight 

19 Anger Is Heat 

20 Ange r Is Insanity 

21 Animat e Be ing A s Inanimate Object 

22 Arrangem e nts A s Physical Manipulation 

23 Aspe cts Of T h e Self A re Distinct Individuals 

24 Assistance Is A Possession 

25 Attention Is Possession 

26 Atte ntion Is Seeing 

2 7 Attributes Are Entities 

Acting On 

Actio n 

Action 
Actio n 

Action 

Active 

Affection 

Amount 

Amount 

Amount 

Amount 

Anger 

Ange r 

Animat e Being 

Arrange m ents 

Aspe cts Of The Se lf 

Assistance 

Attentio n 

Attentio n 

Attributes 

Relation Source 

Moving Object 

Body Of W at e r 

Container 

Locked 

Region In A Landscape 

Moving Object 

Entities Inside A Pe r son 

Ingesting A Substance Compulsive ly 

Tr an sferring A n Object 

Alive 

Control Over Possessions 
Motio n 

Se lf- prope lle d Motion 

Alive 

W armth 

Le ngth 

Size 

V erticality 

W e ight 

H eat 

Insanity 

Inanimat e Obje ct 

Physical M anipulatio n 

D istinct Individuals 

Posse ssion 
Possession 

Seeing 

Entities 

do have computational techniques that should allow us to (a) determine what words are WORK words at a 

given time in a given culture, and then, (b) if we had a measure of semantic or lexical distance, we could 

then (c) computationally determine whether or not those words neighbor LOVE. 

An excellent formal ontology with a full taxonomy of key words in the LOVE metaphors suggested by Lakoff 

could be one way to accomplish the computational goal. It would also be possible to approach the problem 

another way: use Latent Semantic Analysis to determine the words that closely co-occur with the word 

WORK, and then see how the WORK-LSA-TERMS turn up on the LOVE-LSA-TERMS in a given corpus. The 

first method would generate results based upon our understanding of the taxonomies of language, and the 

second method would generate results based upon frequencies regardless of conceptual structures.  [By 

itself it would be interesting to see if our taxonomies match our usages]. 

The tables that belong to this dissertation include a table of many hundreds of Lakoff & Johnson type 

metaphor structures {example below} 

And then I performed some of the work of generating a list of the associated terms [LSA of college level 

students circa 2000’s], that looks something like this.  For example, the word “Problem”: 
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0.98 problem 

0.85 solve 
0.85 solving 
0.83 solver 

0.81 solved 
0.75 problems 

0.65 heuristics 
0.60 solvers 
0.55 novices 
O.S4 unstoppered 

0.54 minimization 
0.53 solves 
0.51 spe-ctor 

0.50 consultee 
0.49 faced 
0.47 unsolved 

0.46 nillies 
0.46 glidden 
0.44 exterminators 

0.43 s peedboat 
0.43 di.scomforted 
0.42 serious 

0.42 teasers 
0.42 numerator 

0.41 centa 
0.41 kohlec 
0.40 overcrow-ding 
0.40 hotlines 

0.40 worsen 
0.40 dehp 
0.40 difficulties 

0.39 solutions 
0.38 maier 

0.38 encode 
0.38 nonpoisonous 
0.38 incompatibility 
0.38 mis .allocation 

0.37 troubleshooting 

0.97 container 

0.74 compressible 

0.64 volume 

0.63 bernoulli 

0 .61 liquids 

0 .61 boyle 

0 .54 evangelista 

0.53 torricelli 

0.53 barometer 

problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 

lpcoblem 
problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 
problem 
problem 

problem 

Container 

Container 

Container 

Container 

Container 

Container 

Container 

Container 

Container 

0.53 weatherperson Container 

0.52 stopcock Container 

0.52 compressed Container 

0.50 pressure Container 

0.50 273 Container 

0.49 atm Container 

0.48 globule Container 

0.47 boltzmann Container 

0.47 gas Container 

0.47 baptista container 

0.47 torricellian Container 

0.47 mercurial Container 

0.47 1738 Container 

0.46 atmospheric Container 

0.46 vapors Container 

0.46 liter Container 

0.46 amedeo Container 

0.45 stairwell Container 

0.45 thermometric Container 

0.45 gases container 

0.45 liquefying Container 

and, the word “Container” [note the a-typical density of associations for ‘container’ with scientific research 

uses, dramatically revealing the effect of the subject’s own discourse (college student) on the LSA results] 
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So that it becomes a rather simple ‘trick’ to use a relational database to answer the question: how many / 

in what way the “container” words appear within X words of the words associated with “problem”.251 

The first step of that comparative-metaphor process is determining the words associated with a key 

word.252 Below is a portion of the word lists that relate to the lexicon that surrounds LOVE/LOVER/LOVERS 

in both later French Romance translations into English, and native English Romances from the later period 

as well.  The first sample are the terms that are in both lists, and have nearly the same fairly high 

correlation.  This means, presumably, that the French translated and English native deployments of the 

KEY/TARGET terms are approximately the same: 

English French 

Ratio English Key English Target Correlation Correlation 

0.987841945 LOVE WORLD 0.975 0.987 

0.99897541 LOVE LEAST 0.975 0.976 

1 LOVE SOON 0.975 0.975 

1.005154639 LOVE AGAIN 0.975 0.97 

1.012461059 LOVE THOUGHTS 0.975 0.963 

1.033934252 LOVE YOUNG 0.975 0.943 

0.984863774 LOVE THING 0.976 0.991 

0.984863774 LOVE TIME 0.976 0.991 

0.987854251 LOVE MIGHT 0.976 0.988 

0.991869919 LOVE TOLD 0.976 0.984 

0.992878942 LOVE FIND 0.976 0.983 

0.99795501 LOVE PASSION 0.976 0.978 

1.01985371 LOVE LEFT 0.976 0.957 

0.986868687 LOVE THINK 0.977 0.99 

0.987866532 LOVE LONG 0.977 0.989 

0.993896236 LOVER PASSION 0.977 0.983 

1.003080082 LOVE EVERY 0.977 0.974 

0.988877654 LOVE TELL 0.978 0.989 

0.99188641 LOVE DAY 0.978 0.986 

0.997959184 LOVE KNEW 0.978 0.98 

0.983919598 LOVE MAKE 0.979 0.995 

251 I have only just begun this analysis [July 2018] for any 16th-17th Century works, but the project is straightforward 
and doable. I have not seen anyone yet develop period-LSA sets such that the words related to “problem” and 
“container” for the 16th or 17th Centuries could be determined.  Litmetrics.com permits this sort of work to be done, 
but, again, there has been no time to take advantage of that functionality for this purpose. 
252 I recently found the text edited by Stefanowitsch and Gries that formally describes some of these methods 
(Stefanowitsch). I have been working on some computational methods to discover previously unidentified ‘conceptual 
metaphors’ by means of the Formal Ontology, WordNet Word Sense, and OED Historical Thesaurus classes.  It seems a 
little bit tragic that huge interest in Conceptual Metaphor theory peaked before we had huge text corpora and simple 
tools to develop analysis of Conceptual Metaphors.  Generally literary departments have “moved on” from work on 
the idea, while in brain research the Conceptual Metaphor turns out to not be ‘how we think’ (they are not part of LOT 
and are not Universals) so that there is no longer significant technical research about them. 
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0.987891019 LOVE AFTER 0.979 0.991 

0.990899899 LOVE LITTLE 0.98 0.989 

0.990899899 LOVE MADE 0.98 0.989 

1.004098361 LOVE LAST 0.98 0.976 

1.012396694 LOVE STILL 0.98 0.968 

1.020833333 LOVE WHILE 0.98 0.96 

0.990909091 LOVE NOTHING 0.981 0.99 

0.993920973 LOVE HEAR 0.981 0.987 

1.002042901 LOVE HOPE 0.981 0.979 

0.993927126 LOVE THOUGHT 0.982 0.988 

0.993933266 LOVE MAN 0.983 0.989 

1.012358393 LOVE FAIR 0.983 0.971 

0.987951807 LOVE KNOW 0.984 0.996 

0.992936428 LOVE EVER 0.984 0.991 

1.00203666 LOVE FOUND 0.984 0.982 

1.004081633 LOVE FEAR 0.984 0.98 

1.009202454 LOVE EYE 0.987 0.978 

0.993963783 LOVE SEE 0.988 0.994 

1 LOVE HEART 0.99 0.99 

These highly correlated terms only tell part of the story.  There are terms that appear on the French list that 

are highly correlated in French and do not even appear on the English list: 

French French 
French Target 

Key Correlation 

LOVER CONVENT 0.757 

LOVER COMPREHEND 0.759 

LOVER HEED 0.761 

LOVERS DESPITE 0.763 

LOVERS RIGOROUS 0.763 

LOVERS TENT 0.763 

LOVER CAUSING 0.765 

LOVER JOYED 0.773 

LOVERS FAVOURABLY 0.776 

LOVERS OBSTACLES 0.776 

LOVERS UNFAITHFUL 0.776 

LOVER DISPLEASING 0.777 

LOVER PREPOSSESSED 0.782 

LOVERS RESENTED 0.785 

LOVER TESTIFIED 0.785 

LOVER CIVILLY 0.788 

LOVERS HEED 0.793 
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LOVERS JOYED 0.793 

LOVERS REPROACHED 0.793 

LOVERS COMPREHEND 0.798 

LOVERS CAUSING 0.799 

LOVERS CONVENT 0.8 

LOVERS COMMERCE 0.806 

LOVERS DISPLEASING 0.812 

LOVER CONSTRAINT 0.813 

LOVER PROPOSITION 0.815 

LOVERS TESTIFIED 0.819 

LOVERS CIVILLY 0.82 

LOVERS PREPOSSESSED 0.82 

LOVER PRINCESSES 0.831 

LOVERS PROPOSITION 0.839 

LOVER DISPLEASE 0.842 

LOVERS CONSTRAINT 0.85 

LOVERS PRINCESSES 0.851 

LOVERS DISPLEASE 0.865 

Likewise, there are highly correlated terms for English that do not appear on the French list (though they 

are fewer, and on average less correlated): 

LOVER GAZED 0.658 

LOVERS LORDSHIP 0.659 

LOVE BLISS 0.661 

LOVE LORDSHIP 0.661 

LOVERS GROVE 0.662 

LOVERS LAVISH 0.662 

LOVER STARTS 0.662 

LOVERS GAZED 0.666 

LOVER SHADES 0.671 

LOVE UNUSUAL 0.677 

LOVERS STARTS 0.678 

LOVERS SOFTNESS 0.687 

LOVER SOFTNESS 0.69 

LOVER CURSE 0.692 

LOVER RAGING 0.693 

LOVER CHAP 0.711 

LOVER BLISS 0.712 

LOVERS SHADES 0.714 

LOVERS CURSE 0.717 

LOVERS RAGING 0.72 
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LOVE CHAP 0.73 

LOVER UNUSUAL 0.73 

LOVERS BLISS 0.735 

LOVERS UNUSUAL 0.747 

LOVERS CHAP 0.761 

“Chap”, of course, is unlikely to be found in a translation from French (meaning, we can imagine why it 

wouldn’t be chosen, no matter how ‘appropriate’ it would be as a translation).  But why are “softness”, 

“bliss”, “unusual”, “raging”, a part of the English love lexicon and not part of the French? Similarly, why are 

“constraint”, “displeased”, “commerce” and “obstacles” part of the French lexicon but not the English? 

• It would be helpful to control for tense: it could be that some of these features are the result of 

French texts being almost exclusively in past tense, and English texts sometimes using the present 

tense.  Some items on this list do indeed appear in other forms. 

• It would also be useful to see what words were being translated from the French for the French-

only items: it could be that some common English word could have been chosen and does appear 

on the English list, but the French source-term suggests the ‘wrong’ translation. 

A final comparative group of interest, are words that are on both French and English lists, but are very, very 

differently correlated: 

English English French French 
English Target French Target 

Key Correlation Key Correlation 

LOVE CONSOLATION 0.367 LOVE CONSOLATION 0.786 

LOVERS REMEDIES 0.385 LOVERS REMEDIES 0.791 

LOVERS STIRRED 0.38 LOVERS STIRRED 0.794 

LOVER COLDLY 0.391 LOVER COLDLY 0.796 

LOVERS BLAMED 0.39 LOVERS BLAMED 0.812 

LOVERS SEPARATED 0.406 LOVERS SEPARATED 0.814 

LOVER PURPOSELY 0.377 LOVER PURPOSELY 0.823 

LOVERS COLDLY 0.391 LOVERS COLDLY 0.826 

LOVER EXCEEDINGLY 0.32 LOVER EXCEEDINGLY 0.83 

LOVERS PURPOSELY 0.388 LOVERS PURPOSELY 0.836 

LOVER HERETOFORE 0.409 LOVER HERETOFORE 0.843 

LOVER CHOOSE 0.324 LOVER CHOOSE 0.847 

LOVERS EXCEEDINGLY 0.357 LOVERS EXCEEDINGLY 0.854 

LOVER TESTIMONIES 0.372 LOVER TESTIMONIES 0.861 

LOVER TESTIFY 0.411 LOVER TESTIFY 0.867 

LOVERS CHOOSE 0.355 LOVERS CHOOSE 0.869 

LOVER CONSOLATION 0.394 LOVER CONSOLATION 0.875 

LOVERS TESTIMONIES 0.413 LOVERS TESTIMONIES 0.883 

LOVERS CONSOLATION 0.418 LOVERS CONSOLATION 0.888 
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“Consolation”, “Coldly”, “Exceedingly”, “Testimonies” are particularly French.  The “exceedingly” might be 

easily explained by how French as a language works, but “coldly” and “consolation” would take more 

research in order to be well-explained. 

Finally, words that are very English, but also appear in the French list: 

English English French French 

Key English Target Correlation Key French Target Correlation 

LOVE SMILES 0.594 LOVE SMILES 0.352 

LOVE SETS 0.604 LOVE SETS 0.38 

LOVE SEAS 0.606 LOVE SEAS 0.371 

LOVE RAVISHING 0.61 LOVE RAVISHING 0.367 

LOVE DISAPPOINTMENT 0.61 LOVE DISAPPOINTMENT 0.32 

LOVER LUCKY 0.631 LOVER LUCKY 0.407 

LOVE TWILL 0.633 LOVE TWILL 0.394 

LOVE MADNESS 0.644 LOVE MADNESS 0.419 

LOVE BLUSHES 0.654 LOVE BLUSHES 0.386 

LOVER DISAPPOINTMENT 0.659 LOVER DISAPPOINTMENT 0.397 

LOVERS DISAPPOINTMENT 0.669 LOVERS DISAPPOINTMENT 0.439 

LOVE PLEAD 0.673 LOVE PLEAD 0.432 

LOVE BENEATH 0.684 LOVE BENEATH 0.313 

LOVE UNKIND 0.686 LOVE UNKIND 0.313 

LOVE WARM 0.692 LOVE WARM 0.41 

LOVER RAVISHING 0.694 LOVER RAVISHING 0.452 

LOVE PREST 0.703 LOVE PREST 0.437 

LOVE POWERS 0.706 LOVE POWERS 0.417 

LOVE MILES 0.711 LOVE MILES 0.437 

LOVE GUILT 0.717 LOVE GUILT 0.419 

LOVE RESOLVES 0.72 LOVE RESOLVES 0.363 

LOVE ARTS 0.727 LOVE ARTS 0.478 

LOVER BLUSHES 0.73 LOVER BLUSHES 0.475 

LOVER BENEATH 0.742 LOVER BENEATH 0.39 

LOVER UNKIND 0.749 LOVER UNKIND 0.386 

LOVER POWERS 0.755 LOVER POWERS 0.503 

LOVERS UNKIND 0.755 LOVERS UNKIND 0.425 

LOVER GUILT 0.758 LOVER GUILT 0.504 

LOVE GAY 0.759 LOVE GAY 0.482 

LOVERS BENEATH 0.764 LOVERS BENEATH 0.441 

LOVER RESOLVES 0.771 LOVER RESOLVES 0.449 

LOVE BLESSING 0.776 LOVE BLESSING 0.492 

LOVE UNDONE 0.777 LOVE UNDONE 0.513 
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LOVERS RESOLVES 0.785 LOVERS RESOLVES 0.492 

LOVE BOSOM 0.799 LOVE BOSOM 0.521 

LOVE SOFT 0.876 LOVE SOFT 0.561 

The idea of using taxonomy and lexicon techniques to understand word in context is ‘ordinary’ in the 

commerce world, and form the basis of some of the natural language processing carried out by search 

engines. Indeed, nearly every technique described in this dissertation has a close relationship to the work of 

people developing search engine technology and other online specific problem solutions [Facebook, 

Twitter, Amazon Review, Movie Review, Yelp, news trends, trending topics … all depend upon extracting 
domain specific information from text and images streams, and organizing that information into actionable 

economic decision making processes]. It is not coincidence that the birth place of Google, Stanford, is also 

the Natural Language Processing tools repository. 

Turney253 proposed what he termed an analogy engine, the purpose of which is to show how we generate 

‘new’ knowledge by transferring information by analogy from one domain to another domain.  The transfer 

itself is thought to somehow take advantage of the emergent properties of language combinations. He 

describes it in this way: 

1. Analogies are based on semantic relations. 

2. Two terms have an interesting, significant semantic relation if and only if they tend to co-

occur within a relatively small window (e.g. five words)254 in a relatively large corpus 

(10^10 words). 

3. Meaning has more to do with relations among words than individual words.  Individual 

words tend to be ambiguous and polysemous.  By putting two words into a pair, we 

constrain their possible meanings. By putting words into a sentence, with multiple relations 

among the words in the sentence, we constrain the meanings further. … Perhaps a word 
has no sense apart from its relations with other words. 

4. There is a many to many mapping between semantic relations and the patterns in which 

two terms co-occur.” 619-620 

The results of Turney’s work look like this, where a source word, “positive”, has its relationships transferred 

to the word “classic” by means of analogical relationship building: 

253 (Turney, The Latent Relation Mapping Engine: Algorithm and Experiments) 
254 Turney, in #2 above, suggests that “within five words” establishes the ground of “interesting semantic relation”. I 
have no idea if that is correct, but it could be experimented with easily enough.  I suspect that a more robust system 
would be in order, a “same sentence” or “same clause” or “within two clauses” would be more effective using his 
assumptions.  However, I also think that a broader field is in order: that sentence adjacency is probably sufficient to 
indicate the analogical condition. 
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Table VIII. Original Paradigm Words and Corresponding 
Frequency-Matched New Paradigm Words 

Original Frequency of Matched Frequency Semantic 
paradigm word original word new word of new word orientation 
good 55,289,359 right 55,321,211 positive 
nice 12,259,779 worth 12,242,455 positive 
excellent 11,119,032 commission 11,124,607 positive 
positive 9,963,557 classic 9,969,619 positive 
fortunate 1,049,242 devote 1,052,922 positive 
correct 11,316,975 super 11,321,807 positive 
superior 5,335,487 confidence 5,344,805 positive 

bad 18,577,687 lost 17,962,401 negative 
nasty 2,273,977 burden 2 ,267,307 negative 
poor 9 ,622,080 pick 9,660,275 negative 
negative 5,896,695 raise 5,885,800 negative 
unfortunate 987,942 guilt 989,363 negative 
wrong 12,048,581 capital 11,721,649 negative 
inferior . 1,013,356 blur 1,011,693 negative 

Carston255 is particularly interested in the emergent properties of metaphor networks.  The important 

feature of the emergent scenarios is that once the initial metaphor is established, the source relationships 

then are brought to the target not because they already were known as ‘features’ of the ‘target’, but, 

rather, they are then granted to the ‘target’, eventually altering our understandings of the target not by a 

study of the target itself but because of the metaphorical relationship.  For example, if a man stalks a 

woman and the make the metaphorical connection of that stalking to the actions of a WOLF, then, MAN = 

WOLF becomes a functioning metaphor. The EMERGENT part of it, is that then other Wolf properties are 

extended to men: they are hungry, they work in packs, and whatever else “wolf-ness” entails.  These 

extensions are not necessarily proper to MEN, but they become part of the cultural understanding of MEN 

because of the initial metaphorical transfer, not because of observations of MEN behaviors. 

Metaphor Theory 

If “metaphor” is implicit in the expression of all our thoughts – in other words, in every use of a language – 
then does “metaphor” become the one, non-metaphorical, term? The essence, the being, is already a 

metaphor. We cannot refer to even our memories without invoking a metaphor.  But, we cannot talk about 

“metaphor” metaphorically. Saussure’s idea of language as a relational system– even though the concept 

of a closed relational system has been disproven by Chomsky’s point regarding infinite possible 

sentences256 - still stands, in the sense that the signs we use are part of a system of signs such that they are 

affected not only by the possibility of denotation in reality, but just as importantly affected by the shifting 

meaning-spaces in the ether of other words. Language then becomes an open whole, an intensible infinity, 

and also an extensible infinity. By “intensible” is meant that at any given moment, as far as we can 

determine, it is possible to continue to introduce new senses into the given system, new ‘shades’ of 

meaningfulness, with overlaps & dislaps amongst the current set of signs. A change to one element of the 

system changes other elements in the system. By “extensible” is meant that new words can enter the 

system, where neologisms are added that do not necessarily alter already existing networks. Surprisingly, 

255 (Carston) 
256 Although, are there really an infinite number of possible sentences at a given moment? A computer can generate 
at least a very large number, in the trillions, of all the possible ‘reasonable’ sentences. 
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an entirely new vista of meanings can be opened up by the ex-sights of poets, philosophers, scientists, and 

so forth. 

Despite the deconstruction of concepts such as literal and objective - in Literary Studies, writings from 

Derrida to Deleuze, from Latour to Agumben – in the brain, metaphor is somewhat easily distinguished 

from non-metaphor. Figurative language in many, but not all, cases, has specific patterns and areas of 

brain-area activations, whereas literal language more rarely has unique brain-region.  Bohrn et al.’s survey 
of the literature257 presents the conclusion that figurative language ranging from idiom to irony, from 

metaphor to sarcasm, from the familiar metaphors to the novel metaphors, involves more brain areas and 

greater cognitive processing. Literary Theorists would most likely prefer to place the figurative onto a 

‘spectrum’ of some sort, with the most specific and literal being at one end and the most abstract and novel 

at the other end.  However, this doesn’t seem to be supported by brain research.258 

Here the power of the West comes into full force. For Western dominance of the world, the obliterating 

power of its culture, is not due to force of arms (not because we developed the Gatling gun and they did 

not)259 and is not due to our dominance of written history,260 but is due to its sustained ability to generate 

new areas of language space.  And, if we tie this generaticity together with the first point about metaphors, 

the power of the West then lies in its ability to generate new, meaningful, metaphorical space.  Before the 

Enlightenment, the European West was no greater in its language space than was any other expansive and 

historical culture - India, China, Meso-America, Islam, Ancient Near East, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Aboriginal, 

and so on - simply because the extensive metaphorical space that all these cultures operated within was so 

surprisingly similar.  If we were to pretend to represent the language space as some sort of (snapshot) 3-

dimensional container, or, extend it through time as a 4-dimensional container, (all the other dimensions 

being compressed for the sake of this example), we would find that each of these cultures had ‘volumes’ 

whose sizes were roughly similar, although their contents might be meaningfully dis-similar. With the 

enlightenment, and continuing now into the current era, an accelerating increase has occurred driven out 

of “the West” – now conceptually and linguistically shared with every other being – to extend human 

metaphor space. In fact, it is through the sciences, peculiarly maligned, that we have especially been able to 

extend the human world.  The reason for this is most recently addressed by Hofstadter: if all human 

breakthroughs are made by analogy as Hofstadter has argued, then the greatest analogy generator yet 

produced by humans has been in the rational sciences.  Would “actor-network” theory have been possible 

in Ancient Greece? Whatever the shortcomings and metaphoric bases of each and every scientific 

257 (Bohrn) 
258 We can always fall back on an idea that the spectrum is a cognitive overlay of ‘perception’ or ‘experience’ that 
smooths the range and justifies the desired outcome (that everything has ‘some’ metaphorical feature(s)). I am very 
reluctant to substitute subjective, theory based ‘just so’ stories for the research evidence. This dissertation, also, relies 
on their being an experienced objective ground – the Formal Ontological system – that we work with and against. I 
might not like a conclusion such as ‘post-Medieval European culture to date has trended toward replacing interpretive 
world features with rational-objective features’, but I am not willing to dismiss it simply because we can 
‘problematize’ the underlying concepts. Edge cases do not undermine general truths, words like ‘spectrum’ are mis-
representations of data where 95% of language use (outside of poetry) is solidly compressed in the literal processing 
area, while 5% of the language stands out overtly figuratively. The term “spectrum” assumes too much of a fluid, 
smooth, distribution, which is not in evidence. 
259 Charles Taylor Rationality 
260 “Who Mourns the Gepids” in the Southwest Review, by Robert Murray Davis 
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endeavor, each and every scientific explanation, it is undeniable that, at least, science has contributed more 

metaphor spaces to the human.  Husserl is unthinkable without particle physics, Derrida is unthinkable 

without quantum physics, actor-network theory is unthinkable without complex networks, and so forth. 

Romanyshyn identifies the events that date the beginning of this expansion, as well as the method by which 

this expansion can continue.  The “date” is 1543, when Copernicus published his treatise regarding the 

earth’s movements (its own rotation and the rotation around the sun).  The method is described by Galileo 
reflecting upon Copernicus’s achievement: “I cannot find any bounds for my admiration, how that reason 

was able in Aristarchus and Copernicus, to commit such a rape on their senses, as in despite thereof to 

make herself mistress of their credulity.”  What Copernicus and Aristarchus had achieved was to set aside 
their conceptual human-ness in order to see behind their own testimony, their own senses, a small, new 

corner of reality.261 Each time a researcher – be it a poet, a scientist, a philosopher, a science fiction 

novelist … - is able to reverse the flow of the metaphor between the self and reality, there is an opportunity 

to expand the extension of our beings’ metaphorical spaces. 

But is it correct that “metaphor” is the only non-metaphoric word? What about the language of our 

emotions and sensations? Is “sad” a metaphor, or is it a denoted ‘object’ itself? 

Furthermore, if language is metaphorical, does that mean that our thoughts are necessarily so as well? Is 

there a language of thought, or does thoughtful experience exist prior to language, and therefore, perhaps, 

tap into the non-metaphorical as well? One reason to suppose that thought may indeed have a non-

metaphorical root, is the fact that all thoughts contain an emotional content.  As was shown previously, the 

emotional itself is non-metaphorical.  The experience of an emotion, of any physical sensation, is not a 

matter of representing it to oneself, but is instead the non-mediated experience of the world, of the real. 

One cannot argue with emotions. 

Is a Picture Worth a Thousand Words 

In that phrase is signaled a damning challenge to all writers.  Why is it that a photograph is so powerful? 

The explanation that humans are visual beings, that we have huge amounts of processing at the ready to 

handle visual inputs, that we assimilate visual information natively and quickly, that explanation is 

serviceable, of course.  But I want to address the statement from a less human perspective.  Is the 

photograph always more informationally dense than a few dozen words, or is there something else going 

on?  I use the measure of “information” content in order to make a more neutral ground for comparison.   

I’ll begin with the observation that there is theory permeating each and every interaction with the world.  

By “theory” I mean that there is neither simply nor complexly a non-theorized, naïve or folk or robustly 

explicit (“sophisticated”), relationship of the self to the world.  This observation is so ubiquitous that it is 

embarrassing to make it once more.  However, it seems to be forgotten in so many contexts that it can 

never be established in our psychological reality such that we manage to keep it in awareness. It must be 

our human nature to, from moment to moment, slip back to a non-theoretical stance on the world. 

261 Robert D. Romayshyn, Psychological Life: From Science to Metaphor University of Texas Press, Austin, 1982. Page 
20 
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Romanyshyn provides the psychological interpretation of the problem with the example of the mirror. 

When a person looks in a mirror, that person does not see in the reflection presented “objective reality,” 
but instead sees a story of the self.  It’s the same lesson as Husserl and Heidegger develop in minute detail.  

The phenomenological reduction is simply not our native stance in front of the mirror. What Romanyshyn 

points out is that just as the reflection in the mirror is not the mirror itself, so each and every object we 

interact with in the world is a “story” of the object, and is not the object itself.  We are surrounded by 

reflections, in other words, in our daily life.  Furthermore, those reflections are constituted as stories made 

up of our own minds.  As we move about the earth and its travelers, we are moving about a space 

populated with reflections of our psychological selves, and not of the ‘real’ of reality.  

Earlier in this dissertation I have tried to show that there can be a conflict within a field of study: a desire to 

make statements regarding a particular culture at a particular time (c1t1) in the terms of another culture at 

a particular time (c2t2) and to have those statements be, somehow, valid.  On the other hand, there is a 

desire to use a simultaneous comparative technique to show that c1t1 meaningfully and interestingly differs 

from c2t2. How this conflict is resolved depends upon how colonial one’s overpowering motives are. In a 

very colonizing attitude, it is possible to reveal culture #2 reality in culture #1 language.  In a very non-

colonizing attitude, it is impossible to even discuss or reveal culture #2 in culture #1 language without 

causing important and devastating distortions.  The conflict can be couched in other terms: are all humans 

the same (perhaps due to their shared biology and DNA), or are all humans different?  Are humans “the 

same” enough that lessons “known” about burials in Poland in the 9th Century can be transferred to 

apparently similar features of Olmec burials in 3rd century BCE? Is there one human psychology or 100 or 

1,000 psychologies? How long have the archetypes endured? 

Is an ‘ancient’ Mayan Jaguar God show seated on jaguar-skin mat, meaningfully the same as a God-Man 

from India undated (1940’s?)?262 Or are they utterly different? 

262 Jaguar Vase from https://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/essay/the-lord-of-the-jaguar-pelt-throne-vase/ , Meher Baba photo 
from private collection. 
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Chapter 6. Are metaphorical themes universal? 237 

Table 24. An overview of physiological metonymies for basic emotions, based on Kovec
ses (2000a: 123-4, 134) 

PHYSIOLOGICA.L 

PHBNOMBNA. 

Change In body 
temperature 

EXAMPLE CORRESPONDING METAPHOR. THEME 

Drop in body temperature for FEAR PEAR/UNPLEASANT EMOTION IS COLO 

Rise in body temperature for ANGER ANGER IS HEAT 

Rise in body temperature for PASSION LOVE/PASSION IS HEAT 

Change in skin colour/ Redness in face and neck area for (EMOTION JS LIGHT/COLOUR) 

skin condition ANGER 

Release of swcat;tears, Moist hands for PEAR, tears for SAD- EMOTION JS LIQUID? 

saliva NESS 

Change o( respiration Quickening of heartbeat for ANGBR (EMOTION/CHARACTER JS BODY•PART/ 

FLUID?) and heart rate 

Unnatural condition of Feeling nauseated for 01sousT. FBAR 

stom.:ach/bowels 
1' BAD JS SMELLY (BAO EMOTION IS OtS

COMFORT/PA1N) (EXPERIENCE IS FOOD/ 

EATING) 

Bodily tension/release 
of tension 

Specific kinds of 
physical movements 

Fists and teeth clenched for ANGER 

Rdax.ation of body and lungs 
(sighing) for Rl!LIEF 

Tension of muscles for ANXIETY 

Slow shuffling movements for SAD

NESS 

ANTAGONISM/ANNOY/i.NCE IS FRI CTION 

NE.RVOUSNESS 1S TENSION 

NE.RVOUSNESS JS TENSION 

lSAD IS LOW 

Heavy walk, stomping for ANGER (CONTROL IS PUSH/PUT DOWNH) 

Being startled for FEAR (EMOTION JS MOVEMENT) 

Jumping up and down for JOY HAPPY IS H IGH 

Touching. hugging. kissing for LOVE RELATIONSHIP IS PROXIMITY/COHESION 

Grabbing for DESIRE DESIRE IS ATTRACTION 

Approach for ENJOYMENT, PLEASURE DESIRE IS ATTRACTION 

Approach for ANOIBR ANTAGONJSM/ANNOYANCB IS FRICTION 

Moving away for FEAR (NO RELATIONSHI P I S DISTANCE/ 

SEPARATION) 

Slumping for SADNESS SAO IS LOW 

Looking down for SADNES S SAD IS LOW 

Looking with fixed gaze for WONDER AWARENESS/INTEREST JS FIXING/ 

CAPTUR.E 

Goatly263 tries to determine if the archetypes with which we are familiar, the structures for conceptual 

metaphors listed by Lakoff, are Universal or specific to certain cultures or time periods.  The argument of 

this dissertation generally has been that the parsing of reality into related structures varies over time even 

within the same culture. Goatly produces the chart below, that shows the kinds of metaphors that attach 

to different body parts via metonymy in a rather Western, semi-contemporary, cultural context: 

Goatly concludes: “The strong experientialist theory of metonymy-based conceptual metaphor, with its 

universalist tendencies, depends upon the idea that the body is in turn universal and purely biological. 

However, both our bodily movements and the way we conceive of our bodies are as much a product of 

263 (Goatly) 
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Cowardice English Chinese English/Chinese 

Figure 3·1 The cultural colour web 

culture.” (277) (Goatly).  This point is echoed in numerous other studies. For example, Ibarretxe-

Antunano264 concludes in a study of the metaphors of minority languages: 

The conceptual associations between source and target have often been considered universal since 

they are said to be grounded on an experiential bodily basis shared by all human beings, and 

therefore, these mappings are also understood as motivated and embodied. … One of the main 

problems of conceptual metaphor theory is a loose interpretation of the concept of embodiment 

has led some authors to ‘forget’ about the role that culture plays in the choice and interpretation of 

conceptual domains and the mappings within. Consequently, claims about the presumptive 

universality of some conceptual metaphors are widespread in the literature. A case in point is the 

metaphor UNDERSTANDING/KNOWING IS SEEING. … Research into non-Western cultures has quite 

strongly demonstrated that this metaphor is far from universal; the choice of source domain 

depends on culture, and it is by no means restricted to vision, but open to other perceptual 

modalities such as hearing, touch, and even smell. (255) 

Goatly shows quite clearly that the above metonymies are culturally specific, and therefore ‘conceal’ a 

unique ideology, a world view, and a view of the body and emotion, within them. They are not Universals. 

An example of multi-cultural differences in color-metaphor, is below: 

Metaphor Networks: 

P.61 chart: The Cultural Colour web: [what colours are connected to in conceptual metaphor analysis 

between Enlish, Chinese, Dutch, French] 

For example, “WEDDINGS” are “white” in English and “red” in Chinese.  Envy is “green” in English and 

“yellow” in Dutch. 

264 (Ibarretxe-Antunano) 
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Competent/ 
smart 

L.aokofmo~,~ 
--. 

Without pity/ 
full of anguish 

CarefuVsafe 

Generally difficult 

LOOSE 

.................... ... 

lmmoraVunchaste 

Naked 

' 

- - Cowardly 

English 
French 

Figure 7.4 M etaphor paths In the TIGHT/LOOSE binary concept 

Furthermore, there is no ‘necessity’ that can be determined in the ways that word-pairs are metaphorized. 

Goatly shows the pair Tight/Loose, a concept that has not generated the same associations even within 

presumably closely related “Western” cultures: 

Finally, Goatly studies the chaining of concepts that lead to a single English metaphor for love. LOVE, in his 

diagram, has two components that form different, changed, traditions in the literature.  The moralistic 

aspects of love have one system of transmission, and the love as an act of rebellion has a different 

transmission set.  In Chaucer/Boccaccio the two chains are brought together into a single set of Love-

Metaphor motifs.  In Modern English, the moralistic and the rebellious are united in a phrase like “she set 
him a trap”. 
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204 Metaphor Networks 

Modem English 
('She set him a trap') 

Middle English/Medieval Italian 
(Chaucer/Boccaccio) 

Old French Old French 

/ 
Late medieval Latin 

t 
Classical Latin 

t 
Ancient Greek 

Moralistic 

\ 
Wives' infidelity 

' Late medieval Latin 

(Co,r•I 

~ 
I 

Figure 12.1 Chaining of conceptual forms of love 

Trim265 also considers metaphors of Love, explaining that “true love” in Chaucer’s day is very different from 

the contemporary concept of “true love”: “One of these main differences is that true love requires suffering 

and is subject to very austere social and religious control. Love is almost legally binding and requires 

servility, patience, chastity and so on.” (181) 

Trim proposes that we use metaphor models to date texts: 

As Draaisma puts it: ‘metaphors as literary-scientific constructs are also reflections of an age, a 

culture, an ambience. Metaphors express the activities and preoccupations of their authors.’ He 

goes on to say that ‘metaphors are guide fossils, they help the reader to estimate the age of the 

text in which he finds them’. The changing historical role of culture in metaphor creation can be 

seen in a study carried out by Smith et al. who analysed conceptual categories underlying figurative 

usage in American English from 1675 to 1975. They concluded in a study of twenty-four American 

authors during this time period that different cultural domains correlate with varying degrees of 

metaphoric activity through time. Their investigation revealed, for example, that the domain of 

religion as a source of metaphor has steadily declined in American literature since the seventeenth 

century, whereas the domain of nature reached its highest level of activity in the twentieth century. 

The percentage of categories was based on analysis of six source domains – psychological, body, 

cultural, qualities, nature, and social aspects. 

265 (Trim) 
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Figure 2. Percentage of six categories used as fig urative vehicles in each of six periods of Ameriean history 

This is what the Smith et al.266 results look like: 

Smith grouped metaphors into groups (Body, Nature, Cultural, Qualities, Psychological, Social) and then 

studied their changes over time in [representative] works of American Literature. [It is a common practice 

in computational systems to try to group categories, like metaphor, into fewer groups to make effects more 

salient and to reduce the proliferation of variable that leads to p-hacking]. Smith’s results seem to show 

that Social metaphors have greatly declined over a 400 year period.  Given the vast amount of text material 

now available for processing, and, the processing power available today, Smith’s work can be extended 

beyond a possibly “stacking the deck” ‘representative’ selection to include literature generally. Smith relied 

on ‘classics’ such as works by Jonathan Edwards and Henry Thoreau, as opposed to a what might now be 

considered ‘representative.’ 

Below, is Smith & Pitts taxonomy for how they constructed the different classes of metaphors: 

266 (M. Smith) 
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920 M. K. Smith, H. R. Pollio and M~ K. Pitts 

Table 2. Ta.-.:onomJ· of subjects and vehicles used in the present study 

I. General Objects, Qualities/Space. Time (Qualities) 
2. Nature, Excluding Human Beings (Nature) 

a. Cosmic/Atmosphere 
b . Natural Kingdoms 

ba. Plants 
bb. Minerals 
be. Animals: Domestic 
bd. Animals: Non-Domestic 

c. Natural Processes 
d . Geographical 

3. Human Being as Physical Object (Body) 
a . Body a nd its Functions 

aa. Clothing 
b. Sense Abilities/Speech 
c. Movement 

4. Human Being as Psychological Being (Psychological Processes) 
a. Man/Woman/ Individual 
b. Mental Processes 
c. Emotions /Dreams 
d . Moral Powers 
e. States of Affairs 

S. Human Being in Cultural Relationships (Cultural) 
a. Work and Professions 

aa. Tools/Buildings[fechnology 
b. House 

ba. Food/Drink 
C. School 

ca. Writing/Books 
d. Science and Art 
e . Transportation 
f . Play, Sport, Entertainment 

6 . Human Being in Social Relationships (Social) 
a . Family 
b. Interpersonal Relations 
c . State (Legal, Warfare) 
d. Religion 
e. Historical Material 

ea. Place Names 

All Thought Works by Analogy? 

There seems to be an idea that Metaphor is really a special case of analogy.  Some authors treat analogy as 

more structural (the metaphor of analogy), or of a larger scale – analogy might be described as managing 

multiple relationships.  I would prefer ANALOGY to be thought of as the transfer of a taxonomical structure 

from one domain to another, such that the target structure must be ‘filled out’ in a manner that seems to 

correspond to the source structure.  METAPHOR is of a smaller scale: the entire taxonomical structure need 

not be transferred, but only a single point of contact needs to be made.267 Over time, metaphorical 

267 Not a radical concept, it is found in discussions of conceptual metaphors of the 1980s and 1990s, see, for example, 
Skulsky, in Language Recreated: Seventeenth-Century Metaphorists and the Act of Metaphor indicates this point in his 
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contacts may lead us to completely fill source and target structures, such that the initial metaphor 

eventually becomes an analogical structure. 

Marupaka268 proposes that not only does analogy work to produce new or emergent ideas, that Analogy is 

the very essence of all thinking itself. Marupaka develops a model that couples the semantic network 

structure to the establishment of thought: 

The model we present is based on three basic assumptions: 

1.All thought is homogeneous: This is the principle that creative and conventional thinking 

are the same type of phenomenon at the physiological level, differing not in their inherent 

phenomenology but only in the value of their output relative to utilitarian or aesthetic 

measures.  This contrasts with the popular notion that genius uses mysterious processes 

unavailable to most individuals. 

2.All thought is combinatorial: This principle asserts that all ideas are conceptual 

combinations, i.e. combinations of existing concepts or ideas. This is a central theme of 

most theories of creativity. 

3.All thought is associative: This is the principle that all new ideas arise by association with 

currently active ideas or percepts, thus creating the “train of thought”. The fundamentally 

associative nature of cognition is borne out by both experience and experiment.” 148 

In the left figure, the Marupaka schematizes how ‘thought’ moves in a imagined flowing system, such that 

cost.expense.worth.price lead to ‘VALUE’, and then VALUE connect to VIRTUE so that the person is now 
thinking about virtue/s in relation to costs and expenses.  In the right figure, Marupaka schematizes how a 

number of different domains all ‘revolve’ around TIME, so that thoughts about eras or periods might lead 

to thoughts about minutes or hours, or, watching things, and thence to observations. 

Appendix B p.232 (Skulsky).  I do love the way Skulsky handles the characteristics of the act of metaphor in early 
modern English poetry. 
268 (Nagendra Marupaka) 
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This brief overview of metaphors/analogy is intended to show that the problems of levels of analysis, 

taxonomies, ontologies, changes of word-associations over time, and so forth, reach to the very heart of 

thought and understanding of Literary Objects.  I cannot think of any project more important, today, than 

that of establishing the taxonomies and networks as some granularity, to allow us not only to formally 

study past periods, but also to allow us to understand our own, current, limitations.  Simply knowing that 

mapping a taxonomical structure from one field to another with a point of contact (i.e. a metaphor relation) 

can generate new knowledge, can enable us to be more productive and original thinkers.  We can 

substitute, for example, metaphors developed out of the Zero Force Evolutionary Law, or in terms of Flow, 

or in terms of Quantum Physics, for those built on a Darwinian Evolutionary models, building / construction, 

and Classical Newtonian Physics.  Deleuze and Guattari are excellent productive exemplars of such a move, 

which move can be replicated, freeing us from burdensome ideologies. 

Quantitative Strategies 

Quantitative strategies, methods, have been part of Literary Studies for over 100 years now. There are 

many works devoted to quantitative approaches to Shakespeare (primarily around the odd authorship 

controversies), stylistics in general, for dealing with Finnegan’s Wake, and so forth.  L.A. Sherman269 

published an article in 1892 that happens to be the earliest quantitative stylistics analysis that I can find. 

Sherman makes the argument that the historical change of English prose style from Chaucer to his ‘modern’ 

period reflects a change from the very long, written sentences of the 16th Century to a shorter, what he 

calls almost ‘oral’ style, of his era. The average sentence length in the Elizabethan era [from his sample] 

was nearly 50 words, whereas the average sentence length in his ‘modern’ era was 25 words.  [His 

conclusion, that it is a change from a writerly style to an oral style, is the opposite of what I would have 

concluded: the longer style is the oral style: spoken streams of words do not come in sentences so much as 

flowing consecutive clauses, hence the longer “sentences” when words produced orally are prepared as 

writing.  Also, studies have shown that editors and printers had a profound influence on printed English 

during the later 17th Century, such that they may well have edited documents to produce the shorter 

sentence effect, which then became the ‘norm’ for later generations when presenting documents to the 

publishers]. 

Sherman also provides some counts of the numbers of clauses, and counts of present and past participles, 

appositives, and so forth: 

269 (Sherman) 
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Per cent. 
Percent. Per cent, clauses Pres, Pa5t Apposi-

Periods pred. .1im. sent's saved Partc. Partc. tives 

Spenser ( Vint1 of S. of I.) 1069 5.44 8 6.74 23.5 · 15.5 .3 
Chaucer (Mtli/Jtus) • . . 480 s.2.i; 4 1.02 3.2 1.9 .4 
Dryden (Dramalie Po1sy) 521 4.89 6 4.88 17.4 7.6 J.l 
Milton (ArtofJacilfra) • . 500 4.87 6 9.31 31.6 17.2 .4 
Hooker (Eedes. Polily) 500 4.12 12 8.73 28.6 10.8 o. 
Sidney (Difmu of .Poesy) 473 3.98 10 9.27 22.6 15.2 .6 .. 
Bolingbroke ( S. of llisl"ry) 500 3.72 13 3.46 2.8 9.6 1.2 
De Quincey( Opium Eater) 500 3.69 14 5.48 9.1 11.4 .2 

Ruskin(Stsa1111and Li'lits) 718 3.50 18 6.63 13.3 10.1 1. 
Bacon (Essays) . . . . 500 3.12 19 2.87 6.6 2.6 o. 
Newman (Ap"/ogia) 500 2.96 16 4.34 7.4 6.4 .2 
Channing (Stlf-Cullurt) • 500 2.56 31 5.82 6.8 7.4 1.4 

Lowell (Ltssi11c) 500 2.52 23 5.7S 7.4 5.S 3. 

' Everett (Potlry, Comtdy, 
and Duty) . . . . . 500 2.39 32 3.55 4.8 3.2 .8 

Grant ( Aftmoirs) 500 2.34 31 8.93 12.5 9. 1.8 

Emerson (History, Friend• 
s"ip) • . • • • . • 500 2.26 37 · 3.81 3. 5.6 .6 

Macaulay ( Essay on Hist.) 722 2.18 '40 4.90 3. 7. 12. 

.Bartol (Radical PrtJ/J/1,ns) 462 1.97 45 8.8 14.7 3. .9 

357 

What must have taken Sherman and his students quite a long time to prepare, is today done with ease, and 

with greater thoroughness. Any researcher interested in these stylistic details or trends, can quickly derive 

information like this.  I spent just two hours producing similar tables for the prose fiction works, as shown 

below.  The first table is handled by genre over the entire period.  The left column, words:period [full stops 

generally, so ! and ? included] is marked by standard deviations.  Apparently advice, character sketches, 

psychology, and travel stories have shorter sentences, and politics, histories, and ‘modern English historical 
romances’ have longer sentences. Commas are shown in a three-color scale by percentile.  Parentheses are 

shown indicating simply above and below average [removing Letters fiction from the Parentheses column 

may have made for a more interesting scale, since they are such an outlier]. 
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Periods Commas Parentheses 

Control 30.26 10.81 191.83 

uncoded 30.74 759.94 

Adv 23.99 208.87 

Ant 38.06 p ,Qg 299.74 

Ast 23.24 10.79 127.44 

Bri 40.97 10.72 354.98 

Cha 17.31 11.77 126.14 

Chi 41.05 213.82 

Chr 42.17 10.75 178.83 

Cla 30.68 11.30 232.93 

Com 27.90 11 .42 65.55 

Cri 37.47 10.88 183.23 

Cur 36.90 332.08 

Eng 40.43 122.47 

Exe 26.63 218.82 

Fan 33.89 11.19 275.55 

Fie 40.04 -- 160.51 

Fre 41.45 11.12 209.94 

Ges 37.02 381.59 

His 48.86 10.58 223.03 

Ind 30.90 Dill 91.43 ! 
lta 34.79 10.60 102.08 

Jes 27.33 10.45 176.11 

Let 35.12 -- 2860.00 

LOS 35.53 11.27 470.54 

Lev 29.85 10.91 172.53 

Mod 43.40 -- 274.93 

Ott 41.05 10.87 725.74 

Pie 34.19 10.38 135.69 

Poe 29.91 11.63 952.12 

Pol 126.04 

Pse 107.02 

Psy 436.07 

Rel 252.22 

Sci 21.82 11.72 130.66 

Soc 34.34 -- 99.68 

Spa 41.12 10.44 124.64 

The 38.35 10.5 6 284.47 

Tra 229.95 

Unk 86.80 

Ute 118.57 

Then, the same visualization methods, for the data by decade across all genres.  Some research would be 

required to figure out what happened in the 1650’s to cause such a large spike in sentence length, numbers 

of commas, and parentheticals. What is marked, though, is that there is a dip in commas and 

parentheticals from 1580’s through the 1630’s, which coincides with prose fiction from Sidney to Cromwell. 

Again, someone expert in the field might well find this data helpful. 
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Periods Commas Parentheses 

Control 30.26 10.81 191.83 

15601s 32.56 10.77 155.03 

1570's 33.33 158.20 

1580's 36.78 110.90 

15901s 34.87 123.13 

1600's 32.89 90.88 

16101s 34.40 91.98 

1620's 30.83 97.24 

1630's 32.77 10.47 130.45 

1640's 37.61 10.92 131.19 

16501s 165.74 

1660's 33.79 153.75 

1670's 39.02 221.35 

1680's 36.35 10.53 241.44 

1690's 32.81 10.69 248.46 

Table 4: The 14 significant genre predictor variables with highest F-values for genres of Narrative, History, and Science 

Dependent Variable Narrative History Science 
Past tense verbs incidence 177.3 (168.12) 68.18 (136.01) 13.33 (65.98) 
Ratio pronouns/noun phrases 184.04 ( 167.93) 51.14 ( I 19.51} 38.33 (105.42) 
Syllables incidence 3.7 (0.86) 4.89 ( 1.54) 4.94 ( 1.46) 
Plural nouns incidence 2 1.28 (82.36) 34.09 (97.31) 113.33 ( 173. 14) 
Singular proper nouns incidence 70.92 (169.34) 136.36 (209.66) 20.00 (79.97) 
Age of Acquisition (content) 42.26 ( 107.92) 60.85 (146.39) 146.06 (201.49) 
Mean Meaningfulness 362.35 (68.78) 305.48 (99.77) 312.42 (94.45) 
Nouns, singular/mass (incidence) 83.33 (144.34) 87.12 (144.85) 178.33 (214.29) 
Minimum Meaningfulness I 82.32 (204.01) 150.27 ( 199.39) 70.28 (155.74) 
Verbs: non-3rd person incidence 14.18 (68.01) 15.15 (70.24) 66.67 (134.69) 
Mean lmageability 345.62 (68.56) 296.79 (92.52) 319.00 (79.45) 
Cardinal numbers incidence 14. 18 (68.01) 53.03 ( 123.33) 6.67 (47.14) 
Verb; past participle incidence 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 26.67 (91.35) 
Verb hrases incidence 253.19 199.32 . 147.73 187.52 168.33 196.69 

F Effect Size 

Note: ••• p < .OO 1; •• p <.0 JO; • p < .050; SD appear m parentheses; effect sizes calculated as,/ 

20.01 ... 0.23 
17.29*•• 0.20 
13.21*.. 0.16 
7.62•• 0.10 
6.22•• 0.08 
5.96** 0.08 
5.72.. 0.08 
4.71 • 0.06 
4.65• 0.06 
4.59• 0.06 
4.21* 0.06 
4.oo• 0.06 
3.87* 0.05 
3.82* 0.05 

616 

Quantitative methods have been proposed to make speedy determinations of genre using a limited number 

of extracted elements.  McCarthy et al.270 studied the use of Part of Speech tagging to quantify sentences 

using noun+pronoun-verb-+tense markers and then showed that simple POS tags and counts could make 

fairly reliable, broad, genre predictions: 

270 (McCarthy) 
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A lpha betical list of part-of-speech tags used in the Pe 

Number Tag Description 

I. cc Coordinating conjunction 

2. CD Cardinal number 

3. OT Determiner 
4. EX Existential there 

5. FW Foreign word 

6. fN Preposition or sub0rdinating conjunction 

7. JJ Adjective 

8. JJR Adjective, comparative 

9. JJS Adjective~ superlative 

10. LS List item marker 

11. MD Modal 

12. NN Noun, singular or mass 

13. NNS Noun, plural 

14. NNP Proper noun, singular 

15. NNPS Proper noun, plural 

16. PDT Predeterminer 

17. POS Possessive ending 

18. PRP Personal pronoun 

19. PRP$ Possessive pronoun 

20. RB Adverb 

2 1. RBR Adverb, comparative 

22. RBS Adverb, superlative 

23. RP Particle 

24. SYM Symbol 

25. TO to 

26. UH Interjection 

27. VB Verb, base form 

28. VBD Verb. past tense 

29. VBG Verb, gerund o r p resent participle 

30. VBN Verb, past participle 

3 I. VBP Verb, non-3rd person s ingular present 

32. VBZ Verb, 3 rd person singular present 

33. WOT Wh-detenniner 

34. WP "Wh-pronoun 

Narrative (prose fiction?), History, and Science works that are contemporary to the study can be 

distinguished quite well. 

POS tagging the entire Prose Fiction corpus was an accomplishment of the work for this dissertation. The 

Stanford CoreNLP tools use the Penn Treebank abbreviations for parts of speech: 
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- ~P~O~S ___ A~DV _ _ _ A~N-T __ ~A~S~T __ ~ B~R~I - - ~CccH=A- ~ ~ C~Hl __ ~ C~lA~--~C~O~M __ ~ C~Rl __ ~ C~U~R __ ~ E~N~G ___ ~EX~E~ --- ---F~R~E- ~~GES ___ H~l~S ___ IT~A ___ ~J~ES~ __ LOV ___ M~O~D~ _~C~O~N~T~R~O~L_ 

2.35 1.99 2.34 2.20 u ( ] 1.85 2.54 2.80 2.21 2.46 2.01 1.96 2.05 3.27 2.87 1.96 2.12 1.85 2.12 2.68 NP 

NPS 

NNS 

PDT 

POS 
pp 

PP$ 

RB 

RBR 

RBS 

RP 

SYM 

TO 

UH 

VB 

VBD 

VBG 

VBN 

VBP 

VBZ 

WOT 

WP 

WP$ 

WRB 

POS 

Nouns 

Pronouns 
Verbs 
Adverbs 

Adjectives 
Particles 
Other 
Possessives 

Foreign 

Unknown 

0.12 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.20 0.20 0.05 0.10 0 .09 0.14 0.17 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.07 0.19 

5 .39 4.30 6.74 4.22 4.86 4.02 4.59 5.58 3.94 5.20 4 .25 4.47 5.17 4.59 4.05 4.53 ,84 4.27 

0.14 0.20 0.08 0.22 0.18 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.17 0.15 0 .15 0.12 0.19 0.14 0.13 0.21 0.17 0.20 

0.12 0.17 0.01 0.11 0 .06 0.10 0.02 0.16 0.03 0 .14 0.07 0.06 0.20 0.02 0.14 0.09 0.11 0.21 0.02 0.12 

6.07 7.10 7.54 8.35 8.27 7.49 6.73 8.22 7.01 7.66 7.72 9.59 9.45 8.67 7.44 7.15 8.11 8.18 9.27 8.43 

2.85 3.33 2.49 3.90 3.83 3.08 3.07 2.78 4.02 2.68 3.58 3.70 3.88 3.20 3.54 3.65 3.24 3.59 3.98 3.41 

4.92 6.24 5.99 5.74 5.79 4.94 5.36 5.47 5.59 5.64 5.93 5.98 5.75 5.06 4.91 5.73 5.14 6.06 6.35 5.84 

2.96 

0.03 

4.55 

2.87 

1.55 

2.70 

2.22 

2.48 

1.14 

0.55 

0 .06 

0.65 

100 

0.23 0.14 0.20 0 .18 0.22 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.24 0.26 0.17 0.27 0.11 0.16 0.23 0.18 0.26 0.22 0.23 

0.11 0.06 0.06 0 .09 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.06 0.14 0.13 0.13 

OA2 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.16 0.25 0.27 0.36 0.35 0.26 0.23 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.36 0.26 0.24 0.24 

----- ~ 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 

3.22 2.37 3.02 2.35 3.42 2.69 3.30 3.16 3.08 3;13 2.76 3.31 3.45 2.84 3.11 3.27 3.09 

0.03 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 ,._....,.,..,_...__ 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 

::~: 4.49 4.9_1 _ ___ _._.2_, .. _74_, :::: ::~! ::~~ :::~ :::: ::~ 4.96 ::: :~~ !:: ::~: :::~ ::~~ ::: :::~ 
1.39 1.13 1.44 1.60 1.81 2.02 1.83 1.53 1.45 1.63 0. 1.83 1.80 1.76 1.28 1.52 

3.10 2.79 2.78 2.98 2.82 2.81 2.78 2.82 2.98 3.00 2.64 3.19 2.86 2.27 2.40 2.86 2.63 

2.27 2.51 2.00 2.11 1.42 2.24 1.78 2.27 1.47 1.65 1.93 1.12 2.07 2.05 2.90 1.95 2.07 

1.82 2.20 1. 75 1.52 1.22 1.64 1.35 1.98 0.81 1.15 1.10 0.84 1.60 1.96 2.00 1.03 1.56 

1.00 1.18 1.21 0.95 1.03 1.03 0.83 1.13 0.95 0.98 1.21 0.97 1.04 1.02 1.08 

o. 78 0.54 0.65 0.60 0.56 0.65 o. 76 0.50 0.82 0.37 o. 70 0.61 0.60 0.61 0.69 0.66 

0.06 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 

0.71 0.68 0.74 0.73 0 .52 0.74 0.68 0.58 0.52 0 .64 0.62 0.53 0.88 0.48 0.57 0.78 0.64 0.70 0.63 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

salmon= 2 sd below, grey= 1 sd below yellow= 1 sd above, light green= 2 sd above, dark green= 3 sd above 
ADV ANT AST BRI 

25.48 

10.67 

18.04 

6.21 

8.13 

9.54 

21.15 

0.12 

0.54 

0.12 

100 

19.71 

14.90 

21.63 

7.70 

5.91 

9.39 

20.55 

0.17 

0.04 

0.04 

100 

23.60 

11.42 

19.34 

7.18 

7.45 

9.06 

21.75 

0.08 

0.11 

0.11 

100 

21.02 

13.53 

20.37 

7.03 

6.58 

9.47 

21.57 

0.33 

0.08 

0.09 

100 

CHA CHI CLA COM CRI CUR ENG 

23.97 

13.65 

17.36 

7.28 

7.41 

8.92 

20.98 

0.13 

0.30 

0.30 

100 

21.98 

13.15 

19.41 

5.89 

6.21 

9.23 

23.80 

0.09 

0.20 

0.22 

100 

23.25 

12.33 

18.81 

6.67 

6.84 

9.54 

22.22 

0.15 

0.17 

0.19 

100 

24.69 

11.42 

18.21 

6.67 

7.26 

9.63 

21.47 

0.09 

0.55 

0.55 

101 

21.74 

13.83 

19.18 

6.79 

6.58 

9.47 

22.18 

0.19 

0.04 

0.04 

100 

22.55 

11.87 

18.23 

6.81 

7.21 

10.40 

22.78 

0.07 

0.08 

0.08 

100 

2.2.21 

13.77 

19.08 

7.19 

7.21 

9.02 

2.1.23 

0.16 

0.11 

0.12 

100 

EXE 

22.45 

13.16 

19.44 

7.21 

7.12 

9.26 

21.10 

0.11 

0.16 

0.16 

100 

FAN 

20.01 

14.65 

20.92 

8.64 

6.56 

8.51 

20.59 

0.10 

0.02 

0.02 

100 

FRE 

19.76 

15.32 

20.41 

6.94 

6.09 

9.49 

21.61 

0.21 

0.18 

0.18 

100 

GES 

24.50 

13.23 

18.70 

6.25 

6.12 

8.52 

22.12 

0.08 

0.40 

0.48 

100 

HIS 

23.06 

12.70 

18.73 

6.09 

6.13 

10.74 

22.35 

0.18 

0.02 

0.02 

100 

ITA 

22.26 

12.68 

18.72 

6.87 

7.67 

9.59 

21.97 

0.12 

0.12 

0.13 

100 

JES 

23.82 

12.95 

19.44 

6.52 

6.43 

10.09 

19.27 

0.21 -101 

LOV 

21.84 

13.47 

18.81 

7.37 

7.20 

9.40 

21.44 

0.24 

0.21 

0.22 

100 

MOD 

20.96 

15.00 

20.29 

7.64 

6.31 

9.21 

20.47 

0.03 

0.08 

0.08 

100 

CONTROL 

21.89 

13.64 

19.59 

7.07 

6.65 

9.35 

21.49 

0.15 

0.16 

0.17 

100 

And so the columns below are labeled by the POS tags from TreeBank 

As before, I have used several methods of visualizing the data contents of the tables.  The top is the familiar Red-White-Blue system already described 

several times. In the bottom I used standard deviations, and I grouped the parts of speech into more simplistic categories.  In the data tables section of 

this work, the raw data is available so that a researcher could analyze particular authors or alter the genre groups based upon their own decisions. 
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geora r 
Adv Aver) 
Ant Avera 

BriAvera 

Cha Aver 

GesAver 

lta Avera 

JJS 

Lev Avera?---~ ........ 
Mod Aver 

Soc Avera 

The Aver 

LS 

. 0.04 

0.20 0.02 

0.03 

0.18-

MO NN NNP NNPS NNS POT POS 

Another way of viewing the data is shown below: 

Finally, the POS tag data by Decade instead of by genre, below. Decades, with detailed sub-categories of Parts of Speech: 
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156.0 

157.0 

158.0 

159.0 

160.0 

161.0 

162 .. 0 

163.0 

164.0 

165.0 

166.0 

167.0 

168.0 

169.0 

170.0 

JJR JJS MO NN NNP NNPS NNS 
1.73% 

0.19"' lS.92% 2.40% 

1.64% 16.10% 

0.08% 

0.18% 

0.29% 0.18% 0.13% 

0.28% 0.19% 0.14% 

0.26% 0.19% 

6.39% 0.26% 0.20% 2.28% 4.59% 0.20% 
0.25% 0.21% 2. 1% 0.20% 

Oetermnr Ad. Nouns PrsnlPr Adverbs Verbs WhoWhat 
• 6.15% 

5 .20% 9.01%' 6.93% • 18.33% • 11.27% • 6.08% • 2.37% 

2.48% 
2.35% 

2.41% 

4 .98% 9.02% • 

4.79% 9.22% • 
5.07% 

4 .93% 9.11%' 

4.81% 9.37% • 

4.71% 9.63% 

18.27% • 

18.18% • 

18.19% 

u. 

• 6.17%' 
• 11.53%,. 6.33%- ==~J 

4.60% • 11.31% • 6.00% • 17.17% • 

5.77% 

PRP PRP$ RBS RP TO UH VB VBO VBG 
0.04% 

0.22% 

0.23% 

0.23% 4.59% 

0.21% 0.11% 5.11% 

5.35% 1.57% 

7.77% 0.24% 0.12% 4.51% 1.57% 

8. 0.25% ~ 1.55% 

8.30% 0.24% 5.58% 1.72% 

7.74% 4.57% 

8.00% 4.50% 1.62% 

And then the same data with parts of speech grouped into a few, smaller categories.  This may make the trends more apparent, so that in conjunction 

with the detailed information above we can more easily analyze that while it is the case that VERBS become more common during the 1650s to 1690s, it 

is not all verbs generally.  The Gerunds/Present Participles tend to be less common in the period, with the overall growth of verbs being linked to the 

increase in past tense verbs. “As” and “The’s” become more common, conjunctions become less common, adverbs fall out of favor …. 
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Major word classes 

adjective 
adv/conj/pcl/prep 
adverb 
conjunction 
determiner 
foreign word 
interjection 
negative 
noun 
numeral 
preposition 
pronoun 
punctuation 
symbol 
undetermined 
verb 
wh-word 

A research limitation has been that the POS tagger for TreeBank differs from the POS tagging of some 

specialty analysis systems.  There are beautifully designed analytic tools that are capable of finding rhythm, 

meter, rhyme patters, and other textual features, that do not use the Penn Treebank POS tags for input.  

Sparsar and NUPOS are two examples of the variations. The recognized romance language “major word 

classes” : 

Are somewhat more finely distinguished in NUPOS: 
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Major word classes ate subdivided into a slightly finer categorization I 
34 word classes in NUPOS: 

Name Descriplloo M11jor Cius . 

acp advcrb/coojunction/particle/preposition adv/conj/pcVprep j 
an adverb/noun noun I 
av adverb adverb I 

cc coordinating conjunction conjunction l 
crq 

cs 

d 

dt 

fo 

fr 

ge 
gr 
it 

j 

jn 

jp 

la 

wh-word 

subordinating conjunction 

determiner 

article 

foreign 

French 

German 

Greek 

Italian 
adjective 

adjective/noun 

proper adjective 

Latin 

wh-word 

coo junction 

determiner 

determiner 

foreign word 

foreign word 

foreign word 

foreign word 

foreign word 

adjective 

adjective 

adjective 

foreign word 

And the software analytic tool SPARSPAR requires as input the following POS tags: 
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ind = 

int = 
intj = 

n = 

nc = 

neg = 

nh = 

np = 

npro = 

nt = 

num = 

p = 

par = 
pd = 

pda = 

php = 

pk = 

poss = 

ppas = 

ppre = 

pron = 

pt = 

punt = 

puntint 

punto = 

- q = 
rel = 

relin = 

relob = 

sect = 
slash = 

vc = 

vci = 
vcir = 

' vcl = 
vgc = 
vgin = 
vgprog = 
vgs = 
vgsf = 
vgt = 
viin = 

adjective indefinite (several) 

interrogative pronoun 

interjection 

noun 

noun colour 

negation 

noun human 

noun proper geographic/institution 

proper noun for upper case ovw(out of vocabulary words) 

noun temporal 

numeral 

prepositic;m 

parenthetical ( '(' ')' "'') -

preposition Oof6 

preposition Oby6 

preposition locution 

com plementizer 

possessive adjective 

(that) 

past participle absolute 

present participle absolute 

pronoun 

verbal particle 

sentence internal (, - = i:i ) 

= punctuation non declarative ( ? I ) 

sentence final (. ;) 

quantifier 

relative 

relative indefinite 

relative oblique (whose) 

lettera o numero indicatore di sezione 

sign "/" 
verb copulative 

verb copulative infinitive 

verb copulative mood irrealis 

verbo con enclitico 

verb copulative gerundive 

verb intrans gerundive 

verbo progressivo gerundio 

verb modal gerundive 

verb reconstruction gerundive 

verb trans gerundive 

verb intrans infinitival 
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By having the prose fiction in the SQL tables as we do now, it is possible to write a table query that 

transforms one POS system to another POS system by means of word-category lists, a very do-able project, 

compared to the near impossibility of re-writing the Stanford NLP Tools POS tagger to handle English 

according to the SPARSAR model. 

Jockers271 has used a focus on word-occurrences through a text and ‘graphed’ them to show the rise and 

fall of the terms through the the text, labeling the measure “novelistic time”. Jockers traces the theme of 

“tenants and landlords” through two novels: 

271 (M. Jockers) 
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Figure 8.15. "Tenants and Landlords" in Castle Rackrent 
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Figure 8.16. "Tenants and Landlords" in The Poor Scholar 

It is a simple task to produce these sorts of graphs once texts have been digitized, and so a researcher 

interested in particular themes, word groups, metaphors, and so forth can compare the developing 

thematics of any number of terms across genres, authors, comparative texts, and any grouping that seems 

research relevant.  These same techniques are used to show character(s) progress through a novel, and to 

generate character-networks.  

As a test case, I extracted the first few dozen words from the “gesture catalog” quoted from Bower above 

under extra-linguistics, and then texted for the prose-fiction documents that had the highest ratios of 

occurrence/total words of those terms (possibly indicating a higher frequency of ‘gestures’ in those texts). 
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Cri ' ' ............. ....... 1 
1681 

Soc 1658 

Tra 1601 

Eng 1687 

Cri 1680 

Tra 1496 

Pie 1565 

Cri 1664 

Cri 1663 

Spa 1601 

Jes 1636 

Exe 1688 

Exe 1687 

Pse 1609 

Cri 1593 

Exe 1593 

Fre 1689 

Uto 1626 

Pie 1683 

Cri 1692 

12 

10 

8 

6 

0 --
0 

16811277 Anon Proceedings Between Fdzgerald and 

1658 1167 King Examination and Trial of Old Father 

1601 Add75 Nanni Noah into Europe.docx 

1687 Add51 Anon Royal Academy of Complements.docx 

1680 1274 Cellieror Anon Malice Defeated.docx 

149617c Mandev~le Knight of Wayes to Jerusalem 1 

1565 57 Awdeley The Fratemitye of Vacabondes.docx 

1663 (or 1664) 1262 Anon Triumph of T ruth.docx 

16631261 Triumph of Truth James Tumer.docx 

1601 291 Teixeira THE STRANGEST ADVENTVRE THAT EVE 

1636 351 Chamberlaine Book of Bulls.docx 

1688 1024 Burton Female Excellency Nine Famous Wom 

168 7 486 Boyle Martyrdom of Theodora and of Didymu 

1609 2n Pen,y History of Corah.docx 

1593 157 Lodge Life and Death of wiltiam Long bear 

15931234 Sylvain The Orator (1596this ed).docx 

1689 460 Behn Lucky Mistake.docx 

1627 324 Bernard Isle of Man.docx 

1683 549 Dunton Informers Doom.docx 

1692 128S Anon Last Words of a Dying Penitent.docx 

Gestures in Trial Time 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

Highest Gesture Ratios: 

I then charted the number of gestures per 250 words in several of the top gesture documents: I checked 

the Trial document, Nanni’s travels, Behn’s Lucky Mistake, and Cellier’s Malice Defeated. I have no idea, 

really, if these results are interesting, but, I can say that the work of generating these charts took only 

around an hour of my time.  Surely a number of charts could be managed, and it’s a fairly easy EXCEL trick 

to map a number of charts of texts in the same genres together, look for plotting similarities, and so forth. 

Somewhere around the middle of the Trial, the gestures have a fairly marked peak, especially considering 

how subdued the gestures were just before that peak. That must mean something! 

The Travel document also has some marked Gesture peaks.  Perhaps those gestures are frequent because 

of the places that Nanni is visiting? 
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0 

Nanni Travel 

Behn Lucky Mistake 

Cellier Malice Defeated 

Behn’s Lucky mistake has a couple gesture crescendos, it could be possible to map these crescendos to 

some sort of plot or action information: 

Cellier also has a marked crescendo: 
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Topic Analyses 

Topic Analysis was developed with a particular goal in mind: to thematize huge amounts of machine 

readable text to present appropriate search results to researchers: to classify documents by subject matter, 

to subdivide documents in a field according to an identified taxonomy, to identify trends in sentiment or 

review in fields such as consumer behaviors or research trends, to make actionable decisions at the political 

or social or economic level based upon large quantities of information.  Thus, though Topic Analysis seems 

to be a powerful tool, the tool is undertheorized for its non-practical uses.  The “fact” that it is useful for 

overt, surface, understanding of consumer trends or web-query disambiguation does not make it 

uncritically useful as a tool to apply to other areas where we are not asking for an immediate action or a 

policy input, but are instead asking for a theoretical, philosophical, or meaningful result.  

David M. Blei et al. published the technique 2003 in a landmark paper.272 At the most basic is the idea that 

given some document, that document has some “aboutness” called a TOPIC. Also, a single document may 

have more than one topic. The TOPIC(s) of a sample document is/are assumed to be somehow contained 

or encoded in the way words occur in that document.273 Given several documents, each with a different 

TOPIC(s), the words of each topic should exhibit relational differences, and therefore the words that make 

up each document with a different TOPIC should reflect that difference.  Words are not necessarily 

exclusively part of one topic or another topic.  What changes is the frequencies that words co-occur across 

documents. It is the neighborhood of the words making the topic that is salient, not the presence of one or 

two individual words. Therefore, the words that are associated with each topic are a mixture. Some words 

will be very highly correlated to a single topic and not appear in other topics.  Other words will be highly 

correlated with some topics and less correlated with others.  Words, in the standard implementations, are 

each treated as being equal, and are identical based on their spellings, and not differentiated by capital 

letters.  There are no punctuation marks included in the analysis. Spaces mean nothing besides the fact 

that they separate words. In nearly every case, words of low differentiating value are removed from the 

corpus: this means extremely common words, can mean words that appear in nearly all the documents in a 

corpus and are pretty evenly distributed therein, and words that are presumed not helpful in identifying the 

meaning of a topic are removed. These are called STOP WORDS.  Finally, large documents are typically 

chunked into smaller pieces.  A 300,000 word document is not assumed to have only one or two topics, it is 

assumed to have many topics.  Sometimes the chunking is based on ‘chapters’ or ‘sections’ or ‘paragraphs’ 

and the like. More frequently the chunks are made to be of equal length / number of words. In TOPIC 

ANALYSIS, each word is typically called a TOKEN.  One reason for this is that any set that is ‘language like’ is 

susceptible to TOPIC ANALYSIS.   The chunks do not have to be made up of words, they can be made up of 

any differentiating and varied symbols.  

272 (D. M. Blei) 
273 The assumption in an attributional truism.  Even if the language objectively does not have any taxonomic or lexical 
connection to a subject, if that subject is attributed to the document, the language then must maintain that 
connection. Imagine a poem titled “Courage”, made up of words that have no previously known relations to the 
concept “courage”. The mere titling of the poem will bend the contained words to their presumed subject. 
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Here is Blei’s summary of what is happening, with a little more math: 

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus. The basic idea is 

that documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where each topic is 

characterized 

by a distribution over words. 

LDA assumes the following generative process for each document w in a corpus D: 

1. Choose N ∼ Poisson(ξ). 

2. Choose θ ∼ Dir(α). 

3. For each of the N words wn: 

(a) Choose a topic zn ∼ Multinomial(θ). 

(b) Choose a word wn from p(wn |zn,β), a multinomial probability conditioned on the topic 

zn. 

Several simplifying assumptions are made in this basic model, some of which we remove in 

subsequent 

sections. First, the dimensionality k of the Dirichlet distribution (and thus the dimensionality 

of the topic variable z) is assumed known and fixed. Second, the word probabilities are 

parameterized 

by a k ×V matrix β where βi j = p(wj = 1|zi = 1), which for now we treat as a fixed quantity 
that is to be estimated. Finally, the Poisson assumption is not critical to anything that follows and 

more realistic document length distributions can be used as needed. Furthermore, note that N is 

independent of all the other data generating variables (θ and z). It is thus an ancillary variable and 

we will generally ignore its randomness in the subsequent development. 

I have bolded and underlined what for me is a key point: the NUMBER of TOPICS is assumed known and 

fixed. LDA cannot ‘figure out’ how many topics there are. When we “do” TOPIC ANALYSIS, we tell the 

analysis engine how many topics to solve for. Knowing the number of topics is quite easy in most 

applications.  If we are trying to separate good review from bad reviews, then we are only interested in 

TWO topics, and can make our data only contain words likely to apply to the goodness or badness of a 

review.  If we have 1,000s of medical articles about diseases of the human heart, we know ahead of time 

that heart diseases are classified into, perhaps, 10 kinds – TOPICS.  We can then use the analysis engine to 

sort the 1,000s of articles into their 10 categories.  These sorts of techniques work very, very well.  Even 

with news articles, or political speeches, the number of categories we are expecting, though we may not be 

absolutely precise, can be estimated very well ahead of time. 

But with Literary Works, how many topics are there? Amongst a random selection of 100 novels or 10,000 

poems, how many topics are there?  What, even, is a novel about? How many ‘things’ is a novel about? 

On what theoretical basis do we make that decision? It is not clear to me that novels or poems have a 

meaningful aboutness at all. Nor is it obvious to me that the ‘aboutness’ will be found using clustered 
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distributions of words across topics.  Supposing that I do, indeed, determine that French prose fictions are 

‘about’ approximately 45 topics, and that each work has stronger and weaker associations with those 45 

topics, I haven’t learned anything I didn’t already know.  Nor will knowing the topics and their strengths or 

weaknesses in a particular text be in any sense a substitute for reading it. Which is why I argue that the 

application of Topic Analysis to literature is under-theorized. It is also why I have not, so far, seen a 

convincing published display of interesting results. The most useful data I have seen is data that confirms 

something already believed to be true, and which did not need the TOPIC ANALYSIS to be performed for the 

information to be identified.  

For the moment, I won’t worry over the theory-deficit just described. We do know that Topic Analysis has 

strengths, and I can think of uses for those strengths that have not yet be actualized in the analysis of 

Literary Works.  While it will not produce readings, it can help me learn things like the following: 

• Infra-differences in genres. It can produce sub-groupings that relate works together, and I can then 

try to identify that sub-grouping 

• Intra-differences between genres.  It can show strong connections of works associated with 

different genres, such that we justify the naming of a new genre, or, we re-classify the works from 

one genre to another. 

• It can help show why genres or sub-genres are different in specific, measurable ways. 

• It might be able to help us thematize styles or works or authors, such that we can identify that an 

author favors particular TOPICS in a genre, or, treats the same TOPICS even when writing in 

different apparent genres. 

• It can be useful for showing change of language, literature, genre, thematics, and so forth over 

time. 

David McFarland274 describes Topic Analysis as generally useful for differentiating language usage in 

contexts. He has a sociologist’s perspective toward the point of the techniques: 

• What does a population talk about? What topics? Have the topics changed over time? 

• What terms do our categories reference?  Have our categories changed over time? 

• DO groups have their own language? Does their language change over time? 

• Do groups transfer their language, and how? Do some fields colonize others? Do others 

grow isolated? 

Each of his questions has clear analogues in the study of Literary Works: 

• What do authors, characters, critics, readers, etc. write about? What topics? Have the topics 

changed over time? 

• What terms do the categories in Literary Works reference? Have our categories changed over time? 

• Do Literary Works – Genres – Authors – Readers have their own language?  Does their language 

change over time? 

274 (McFarland) 
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• Do Authors – Genres – Literary Works transfer their language and how? Do some Authors – Works 

– Genres colonize others? Do others grow isolated? 

Uses for Techniques 

There is a great risk that workers in English or Humanities departments will assume that because Topic 

Analysis is a scientific tool with serious, real world applications, and the same tool is applied by a Literary 

Scholar to Literary Works, that the results will also be ‘scientific’ and will have real applications. In general, 

we (meaning people trained in English Departments to read prose fiction and poetry) are not sufficiently 

aware of the strengths, assumptions, and limitations of technical tools to appropriately use them. Nor are 

we often well-trained in statistics and research-study techniques, which therefore prevents us from making 

clear, defensible, or rigorous conclusions based on data.  It is not even necessarily apparent to ‘us’ when we 

make errors with data, data preparation, make data assumptions, and so forth. The lack of formal, 

technical skills, training, and controls in English departments severely restricts our use and 

adoption/adaptation of tools developed in other fields. 

The great danger, then, is that we produce pseudoscience, that masquerades as real science. Pigliucci275 

makes this comment about the distinctions involved: 

So a major difference between science and pseudoscience is precisely the fact that science isn’t 

simply a collection of observations and experiments about the world; it is also an activity that 

produces abstract and idealized models of possible worlds, linking them to the real one via a set of 

specific and empirically testable hypotheses. 

Topic Analysis is excellent at producing observations, and can indeed be experimental.  This does not yet 

make it science.  A proper technique is not to have a set of observations with which one then develops a 

“just so” story to explain the observations.  The observations need to create a model which can then be 

tested by making other observations that either confirm or deny the model. I have not found any case 

where a Literary Scholar has used Topic Analysis to develop a theory of Literary Works and then performed 

more Topic Analysis or other testable, controlled work, that confirms the general theory developed. The 

literature in English departments is replete with observations, and weak with theory-building and 

applications. 

In the following few sections, I am simply presenting summaries and brief discussions of aspects of Topic 

Modeling that seem relevant to the study of Literary Works.  I will not attempt to ‘narrativize’ these 

discussions. This will feel more like a set of bullet points.  

Preparing the Corpus 

275 (Pigliucci) 
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Tang et al.276 provide some guidelines on how to prepare a corpus for Topic Analysis.  Keys for analysis are 

large numbers of documents, longer documents, documents that do not possess too large a number of 

topics, yet, the documents should possess well-defined topics, and a familiarity with the relation of 

words:topics expected should be understood already, in order to choose modeler parameters properly. 

Based on these results we provide practical guidance on how to identify suitable data sets for 

topic models, and how to specify particular model parameters. 

1. The number of documents plays perhaps the most important role; it is theoretically 

impossible to guarantee identification of topics from a small number of documents, no 

matter how long. Once there are sufficiently many documents, further increasing the 

number may not significantly improve the performance, unless the document length is also 

suitable increased. In practice, LDA achieves comparable results even if thousands of 

documents are sampled from a much larger collection. 

2. The length of documents also plays a crucial role: poor performance of the LDA is 

expectedwhen documents are too short, even if there is a very large number of 

them. 

3. When a very large number of topics (sic) than needed are used to fit the LDA, the 

statisticalinference may become inescapably inefficient. In theory, the convergence rate 

deterioriates quickly to a nonparametric rate … this implies, in practice, the user needs 

to exercise extra caution to avoid selecting overly large number of topics for the model. 

4. The LDA performs well when the underlying topics are well-separated in the sense of 

Euclidian metric; e.g. this is the case if the topics are concentrated at a small number of 

words. Another favorable scenario is concerned with the distribution of documents 

within the topic polytope: when individual documents are associated mostly with small 

subsets of topics, so that they are geometrically concentrated mostly near the boundary 

of the topic polytope. 

5. If it is believed that each document is associated with few topics, the Dirichlet parameter 

of the document-topic distributions should be set small (e.g. alpha approximately 0.1). If 

the topics are known to be word sparse, the Dirichlet parameter of the word 

distributions Beta is set small (e.g. 0.01), in which case learning is efficient. Large Beta 

means more word-diffuse and similar topics, which might be inefficient to learn. 

How Many Topics 

In scientific research, there is a bias towards simpler models over more complicated ones. The bias is not 

against use of components that are difficult to master or that do have complex ramifications.  The idea of 

the simpler model is that the link of the model to the world – the point(s) of contact – should be a simple 

276 “Understanding the Limiting Factors of Topic Modeling via Posterior Contraction Analysis” Jian Tang, Zhaoshi Meng, 
XuanLong Nguyen, Qiaozhu Mei, Ming Zhang Proceedings of the 31st International Conference on Machine Learning, 
Beijing China, 2014 JMLR: W&CP volume 32 no pagination 
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as possible. There should be, ideally, no special cases or exceptions. In Literary Studies, we frequently 

see this bias played out in the use methods that generate readings based upon a clear classifying model.  

It is ‘simple’ to generate feminist, Marxist, deconstructionist, Lacanian, dialectical, etc. readings of texts. 

These theories have a structure to which nearly any text can be fitted because the theoretical construct 

and implicatures are where the complexity is stored, rather than the complexity being stored in the text. 

The structure is accommodating, dynamic, and its world-linking component is simple enough to handle 

even very diverse subjects. 

Topic Analysis tools are, as Gershman277 puts it, successful for “many text mining tasks such as retrieval, 

summarization, categorization, and clustering.” When ‘doing’ Topic Analysis, then, we are using tools 

where much of the complexity and meaning is stored in the workings of the tools themselves. However, 

the output from these tools, is not guaranteed to be simple.  Because Topic Analysis was developed to 

produce hierarchical abstractions, the results are ‘guaranteed’ to accomplish that goal. But whereas in 

many fields the hierarchical abstractions are practical, useful, and actionable, there is no guarantee that 

we will adjudge them that way in every field to which they are applied. When using Topic Analysis, users 

have looked for results – e.g. a number of defined topics – that seem practical, useful, and actionable to 

them: the generated topics should be intelligible. If they are not, then the tool is not doing useful 

classifying work. Heart Surgeons need to find articles about different kinds of heart problems, a mass of 

100,000,000 newspaper stories needs to be sorted into some number of search-useful categories.  There 

are two practical metrics: (a) are the results intelligibly accomplishing an objectively stated goal, and (b) 

are the results being usefully fitted to a taxonomic structure. 

In Literary Studies, these two metrics have been miss used, and in some ways conflated. For metric (a), 

the goal has become intelligibility itself. Adjusting the metric towards intelligibility makes the metric 

read like this: (a) “are the results intelligibly accomplishing the goal of intelligibility”? I think the problem 

is obvious. As a result, the number of topics is continually adjusted towards intelligibility – whatever that 

happens to mean to a researcher or groups of researchers – because there is no other pre-stated goal. 

But, the intelligibility of the model’s results should not affect our judgment regarding the ‘correctness’ of 

the modeling.  If works have, for some well-theorized reason, 50 topics, then the intelligibility of the 

resulting topics should be irrelevant.  If the 50 topics don’t make sense, we should fix ourselves, and not 

the topics.  The tool is doing its work correctly, and our theory about the works is wrong. 

Regarding (b), I have not yet seen any attempt to develop a taxonomy of elements in Literary Works and 

then to fit a Topic Modeler to that taxonomy. I have yet to see any coherent discussion of how to 

determine ‘how many’ topics there are or should be ahead time, in a group of Literary Works.  Little 

work has been done to objectively establish the topic quantity. Instead, the output quantity of topics has 

normally been re-fitted to match the user’s expectations through experiment.  First one number of topics 

is tried, if there are ‘too many’ that don’t seem ‘useful’, a smaller number of topics is then chosen. The 

Topics are reviewed, and some are merged together, some are split, without re-modeling.  A 

psychological process takes place wherein the user of the modeler is tuning the tool to their desires. 

What is needed, instead, is a pre-theorization - by level of analysis and granularity – of the structure 

upon which the model results will be fitted. Data should then be prepared at that level with whatever 

277 (Samuel J. Gershman) 
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abstractions are needed to assemble or codify that level. Then the Topic Modeler should be run, and the 

output assigned to nodes in the model. This would go a long way to making Literary Topic Analysis 

scientific instead of pseudo-scientific or scientistic. 

How many classes should I use in my mixture model? How many factors should I use in factor 

analysis? These questions regularly exercise scientists as they explore their data.  Most scientists 

address them by first fitting several models, with different numbers of clusters of factors, and then 

selecting one using model comparison metrics.  Model selection metrics usually include two terms. 

The first term measures how well the model fits the data.  The second term, a complexity penalty, 

favors simpler models (i.e. ones with fewer components or factors). 

In a mixture model, each observed data point is assumed to belong to a cluster. In posterior 

inference, we infer a grouping or clustering of the data under these assumptions – this amounts to 

inferring both the identities of the clusters and the assignments of the data to them. Mixture 

models are used for understanding the group structure of a data set and for flexibly estimating the 

distribution of a population. 

Human Topics versus Computer Topics 

Styvers and Griffiths278 provide an example of the non-fit of human-predicted “topics” and the topics 

generated used probabilistic methods. In the example, they interview people to establish the words that 

should belong to the Topic “PLAY”.  Then they calculated the words, from printed sources, that ‘actually’ 

belonged to the topic, and the topics turn out to be quite different from each other. This is an object lesson 

for the difficulty of developing word-network relations for a time-period or social class, and then using 

those relations to make claims about individuals or in comparative applications. We have not yet 

understood how to generate word-networks that accurately match human expectations and uses.  The 

computer generated “PLAY” seems absolutely ‘reasonable’.  It would be easy to mistake such a PLAY topic 

as being the actual, real, accurate association for a given period and social group. Yet, it doesn’t do that. 

Its seeming ‘reasonableness’, its ‘fit’, masks its deficiencies. 

278 (Editors) “Probabilistic Topic Models” by M. Steyvers and T.L. Griffiths 
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HUMANS . TOPICS 

FUN .141 BALL .036 

BALL .134 GAME .024 

GAME .074 CHILDREN .016 

WORK .067 TEAM .011 

GROUND .060 WANT .010 

MATE .027 MUSIC .010 

CHILD .020 SHOW .009 

ENJOY .020 HIT .009 

WIN .020 CHILD .008 

ACTOR .013 BASEBALL .008 

FIGHT .013 GAMES .007 

HORSE .013 FUN .007 

KID .013 STAGE .007 

MUSIC .013 FIELD .006 

Figure 21.11. Observed and predicted response d istributions for the word play. 

What is being grappled in this example, is the debate about Folk Taxonomy vs. Objective Taxonomy.  We 

are hard-pressed, in Literary Studies, to find discussions that identify & compare folk, objective, scientific, 

and discourse taxonomies. 

Techniques Advice 

Blei279 proposes using Syntactic Topic Models: He suggests producing a syntactic component using Topic 

Analysis with nouns only [I’ve seen Jockers, below, argue for this approach], and a thematic component 

that focuses on active verbs: 

Our model assumes that language arises from an interaction between syntactic regularities as the 

sentence level and thematic regularities at the document level. The syntactic component examines 

the sentence at hand and restricts attention to nouns; the thematic component examines the rest 

of the document and restricts attention to travel words. Our model makes its ultimate prediction 

from the intersection of these two restrictions.  As we will see, these modeling assumptions lead to 

a more predictive model of language.” 

“The central difference between topic models and syntax models is how the component weights 

are shared: topic models are bag-of-words models where component weights are shared within a 

document; syntax models share components within a functional category.” 

The crux of topics restated clearly here: “The modeling assumptions behind LDA are made clear 

through its generative probabilistic process, the imaginary process by which a document collection 

279 (Blei) 
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is created. LDA posits that there are K topics in a collection, each of which is a distribution over 

terms. … The corpus is associated with a set of topics, and each document as associated with a 

random mixture of those topics. …. 

Analyziing a corpus with LDA amounts to “reversing” this process to computer the posterior 

distribution of the topic proportions, topic assignments, and topics conditioned on the observed 

documents.  Of particular interest are the topics themselves, which reflect corpus-wide patterns of 

word co-occurrence, and the topic proportions, which describe the documents in terms of their 

constituent topics.  Fn2: the topics tend to correspond to a psychologically plausible interpretation 

of the themes that pervade the documents. 

As an experiment, I did ‘do’ a Topic Analysis producing sets of topics that are Noun/Adjective driven, and 

sets of topics that are Verb/Adverb driven, over the same corpus: 
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Spanish Prose Fiction, NOUN weighted Topics: 

apish resemble engagements cannibals cherishing folly strand viceroy dalliance pouring 

assembly injurious conjectured remote nations injuries begin poverty treasures furnaces 

behaviour marvelling graciously arrival soon ready feeding welcomed embraced richly 

candles lash waxed hood dance fruit presage lessons scandalous betaking 

children objection neglecting touching rebuke punishment fellow tongues answer discourse 

comical shady orator excusable permanent faults kinds wedlock discerning consentment 

confederates outwardly disordinate subdued sware separated tresses report ceaseless destroying 

contend dungeon apple partly yields dreaded magician irons sepulchre vaunt 

cypres implying judge piece pinnace discovers corporal regiment profess weather 

estimation fierce confound pity Falsehood reward tediousness wandering correction beware 

fardel proverbs supported cavalry cuirass councillor occurrents leash students muffled 

forms R S variety languages nation nations repenting shades translated 

frigots sinking banner rovers rowed imprese melt trimmed nation store 

garment cunning clapping seemingly rather tricks clubs appeared shape asked 

help play small behold sonnet makes pleasant thoughts sorrows woe 

instruments experimented ceased despairing driven harmony disguising children appearing souls 

knew slain thence held arrived soon entered took help enemy 

levy peers cross prying realm queens purposing correct roughly addicted 

loving wild bushes griefs delightfull boughs beauty called brest cottage 

matter artillery attends ordnance steer infantry coverture noses armies rewards 

meant converted listening wrought directly merrily sleep musician bread moors 

monster strike emperor pieces fierce saddle courage encounter seeing blood 

muleteer hastily windings biting tempt entertainments satin active consisting forehead 

offence happy enjoy desire mistress loves service grief respect words 

overcoming persons earls silently crooked viceroy called hanged maile friar 
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Spanish Prose Fiction, VERB weighted Topics: 

additions beard plots method begging folio poor TRUE masters octave 

admirably tugging breakfast lightened hatchet writer oftener gallows conversing effecting 

behold fell whole words strong furious thereof remained alone entered 

bullets bloody barbarous mollify dungeon criminal sacrifice chains executed abused 

burly suiter poplar hurly visors lustful finally moan regain urging 

choller husbands freest sway competitors worlds wight marble stumble resorted 

occupatio 

collar bachelor licentiate become truth n laughter delicate awoke wenches 

providenc improvemen 

consumed ugly higher brighter tusks leaping stiff e t swain 

countenance weeping sweetly sudden afflicted embrace tender sheep light sigh 

departed highly cousin welcome arrival gentlemen intended thence entered news 

deservings fiend saying vanquished cartel preached irksome mingle events sewer 

doublet surname golden philosophical woven accent bathes sound frame comely 

enchantment 

s flesh vanished wrote occupied costly dolorous nimble goodly concluded 

entrance going oars legs heard length large light huge suddenly 

familiar betwixt exposed sink object fancy expression instances freedom modesty 

proceeding 

felicities fineness verses fiction s husbands gilt composed profession throw 

instrumen 

figure sorrowing grow view voices praises seem complain musician t 

finding thither leave find business friends carried returned mistress window 

approvemen 

forts apprehensive nobler sceptre advocate fraud t parliament rabbi rowing 

gallies fighting haven lives course slain kept passage arrived fresh 
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Compare the Noun and Verb weighted topics to topics without any POS weighting: 

actors silently comedies comedy avoiding cleaved flung nails dolorous teeth 

adversaries bereaved seconded fighting defended assault valour enemy wounding enemies 

amorous discretion friends greatest greater pleasing thoughts least respect opinion 

attorney seals archbishop pays established parchment pillar secretary thoroughly fastened 

babble Paliate prepose black-mouthed imminency befriend relieved habitations harboured unkindness 

bastard experimented spotted guilt cloke voluntary remedies outrageous basilisk delicious 

becomes comply lose became abandoned smile embraces become contention husbands 

benediction choler owned deceiving provoke girls encountering trunk arrogant carrier 

blowing chased import battle-axe mocked galleys magic oars galley tower 

brink ravish taxed Publically snare strictly exceeds stored suffers forcible 

buried mouths receipt religious written conferring countess reverend beside dwelling 

carried fell quickly appeared threw beheld foot monster sword feet 

clapped lackey thieves drunk fellow smite forwardness recourse powder subtile 

clearness superscription arbour sceptre warned apothecary comeliness villages wench sheep 

constance clamour dominion likeliest fulfilling affirming praising barons enforce humility 

consume tragical imprinted dares vigour folly dexterity knightly estimation captive 

contemplated spectacles renegate thickness fairenesse watchful purchased failing strake dainty 

contracted torches assailing twain backs thrusts dreadfull shrikes 

counted sufficiency solemnize posted beautified adversity hiding dust crowned recreate 

creatures wretch waters device continual light uttered voice complaints afflicted 

dainties swallowed poured liquor cool shades bread environed merrily drink 
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The non-weighted topics have the appearance of more coherence, although, as already stated, it’s not 

clear to me what value post-hoc “coherence” has for the interpretation of the Spanish Literary Corpus. 

Word Sense Disambiguation: 

Rion Snow, considers merging word senses to make clustering work more effective, which Snow believes 

would require a supervised classifier. The Granularity of word-senses is an important consideration, 

because it is common in the literature of useful document analysis to have trouble with the ‘too much 

granularity’ problem inherent in the wordnet word-sense. 

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/wordsenses_emnlp07.pdf (Rion Snow) 

useful for creating taxonomies, also.  See http://dimsum16.github.io/ for senseval 2016: this task was to 

make a semantic unit classifier. “The word tokens of the sentence are partitioned into basic units of 

lexical meaning. Equivalently, where multiple tokens function together as an idiomatic whole, they are 

grouped together into a multiword expression.  

More importantly, Faruqui et al. have developed a post-processing system to take word-vectors that 

were not disambiguated ahead of time, and fits them to lexicons.280 For my own work, this method is 

promising: it makes it possible to work from the most detailed set of word-senses backwards, rather 

than developing a specific sub-lexicon for each period or genre or what have you. The OED historical 

thesaurus is especially useful in this case, recognizing at it does hundreds of word-senses that are 

ignored by WordNet since they are fully obsolete. It also helps solve the problem of ‘too many 

distinctions’ in the the word-sense set.  Not only can we truncate a taxonomical tree of word-senses at a 

certain level of detail, we can also choose to submit an entire tree to post-processing and prune the 

sense-tree afterwards, rather than hand-curating it beforehand. 

CHUNKING 

Jockers proposes chunks of 500-1000 words. He is completely explicit: the reason for choosing that 

chunk size is the same as the reason for choosing certain numbers of topics, namely, “witchcraft and 
alchemy.” As my readers here may well easily guess, I don’t find this a very satisfactory reason for 

choosing to do anything. 

Matthew Jockers digital humanities lab blog.  For Friday, April 12th: 

I have found through lots and lots of experimentation that 500-1000 word chunks are pretty 

darn good when modeling novels  It might help to think in terms of pages: 500-1000 words is 

280 (Faruqui) 
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roughly 2-4 pages.  The argument for this length goes something like this: a good death scene 

takes several pages to develop, .. etc. 

Exactly what chunk length I choose is a matter of some witchcraft and alchemy; it is similar to 

the witchcraft and tarot involved in choosing the number of topics.  I’ll not unpack either of 

those here, but you can read more in chapter 8 of my book.  Here the point is to simply say that 

chunking needs to happen if you are working with big documents.  So here, finally, I my “secret” 
recipe in pseudo-code: 

POS Tag Novel, chunk into 1000 word chunks, keep only nouns, lowercase everything, remove 

stop words, run LDA, analyze data. 

Do the Topics Make Sense, Redux 

If you’re ‘techy’ at all, you would have spent some time on Stack Exchange getting tips and solving 

problems.  From the Stack Exchange notes regarding Topic Stability, comes the wisdom, and correct 

statement, that the Topic Analysis modeler does not care whether or not your results ‘make sense.’ It 

doesn’t care about ‘meaning’ – it does its job, and the question of ‘meaning’ has to do with the theory 

and purpose for the use of the tool, not the tool itself. I am extremely leery, once more, of trying to fit 

my judgment of ‘how many topics’ or ‘how many words per topic’ or ‘what parameters to use’ on my 

after-the-fact judgment of “those make sense” and “those don’t make sense.” 

Notes from stats.stackexchange.com/questions/63026/topic-stability-in-topic-models 

2/11/2016 

The notion of “topics” in so-called “topic models” is misleading. The model does not know and 

is not designed to know semantically coherent “topics” at all. The “topics” are just distributions 

over tokens. In other words, the model just captures the high-order co-occurrence of terms. 

Whether these structures mean something or not is not the purpose of the model. 

Coherence of Topics, Objective Reasons and Methods 

Mimno et al. provide a taxonomy of what makes for a ‘poor’ topic and what makes for an ‘strong’ 

topic.  They classify weaknesses that indicated to them that, for example, a topic should be split, or 

that topics should be combined, or, that topics should be eliminated. I think their taxonomy of what is 

‘amiss’ is rather excellent.  As stated so many times already, in relation to Literary Objects, it’s not 

clear to me on what theoretical basis we would be taking the suggested corrective actions. Notice that 

Mimno’s control is to FIRST annotate the corpus by hand and determine the outlines of the expected 

topics. “First annotate a corpus by hand, by experts, and determine the “actual” number of topics and 
what those topics are, by humans, this becomes the base class.” 
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“Optimizing Semantic Coherence in Topic Models” David Mimno Edmund Talley Miriam 
Leenders Hanna Wallach Andrew McCallum, Proceedings of the 2011 Conference on Empirical 

Methods in Natural Language Processing, pages 262-272, Edinburgh Scotland UK July 27-31 

2011 

Now run LDA and see how close it gets to the “real” and what the errors are … Types of Errors: 

1. Chained: every word is connected to every other word through some pairwise word chain, but not 

all the word pairs make sense. For example, a topic whose top three words are “acids”, “fatty” 

and “nucleic” consist of two distinct concepts chained via the word “acids”. 
2. Intruded: either two or more unrelated sets of related words, joined arbitrarily, or an otherwise 

good topic with a few “intruder” words. 
3. Random: no clear, sensical connections between more than a few pairs of words. 

4. Unbalanced: the top words are all logically connected to each other, but the topic combines very 

general and specific terms (e.g. “signal transduction” versus “notch signaling”). 
5. Although there is some overlap, “bad” topics are generally smallerthan “good” topics. 

Bejamin Schmidt281 generally critiques Topic Modeling in the Humanities, and makes many of the 

observations and expresses many of the concerns that I have already brought up. Namely, he has 

concerns that topics are coherent, stable, and meaningful for humanities research.  He also critiques the 

impulse to name topics based upon the first 5-10 words in a topic, since to do so assumes that ‘lower 

order words’ are also associated with that naming group.  Most topic modeling on Literary Works 

focuses on the first 10 words in a topic. In fact, many modelers only return 10 words per topic. In 

reality, there are 100’s to 1’000s of words associated with each topic, where each successive word is less 

correlated than the preceding ones, but, they still are related and correlated with it.  Here is something 

like what an extended sample of topics words looks like: 

The 10 word topic plus its naming: 

ARMY; SOLDIERS; FORCES; MARCHED; CAMP; BATTEL; MARCH; ARMIES; ENEMIES; 

ARMY; SOLDIERS VICTORY; WAR; FIGHT; GENERAL; COMMANDERS; ENEMY 

The extended words for the topic are: 

ARMY SOLDIERS FORCES MARCHED CAMP BATTEL MARCH ARMIES ENEMIES VICTORY WAR FIGHT 

GENERAL COMMANDERS ENEMY MARCHING GENERALS DEFEATED SIEGE GARRISON DEFEAT FOUGHT 

BESIEGED BATTLE RETREAT FIGHTING SLAUGHTER OFFICERS COMMANDER KILLED VALOUR FIELD WING 

NUMBER CAPTAINS CONFEDERATES PARTY VICTORIOUS COURAGE EXPEDITION FLIGHT SUCCESS 

PROVISIONS ARMS HORSE PRISONERS SIDES FLEET COMMAND ENSIGNS COMMANDED SENT 

LIEUTENANT TERRITORIES ADVANTAGE FOOT REBELS THOUSAND CAPTAIN FLED SOLDIER PROVINCES 

281 (Schmidt) 
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KING DISORDER PERSIANS TURKS TERROR VALIANT RESISTANCE ASSAULT CITY SIDE CHIEF BATTELS 

RIVER SAFETY VICTORIES EMPIRE WARLIKE INHABITANTS CONSIDERABLE NEWS HORSEMEN PRINCE 

And the least correlated words for the topic are: 

MOUNTED ERECTED YELLOW THANKS SAILS ANCHOR INCONSTANCY THREW COLLEGE ALTARS GOAT 

MOON OUTWARD ARROW VIOLENT CHAMBER STOMACH WHEREBY TRAGEDY AFFLICTION BOW JEWELS 

HEAVINESS GUESTS GALLEYS MERCY MAJESTIES ABSENCE FLESH KINGDOMS SHUT INN DISTEMPER WILD 

END PERSONS WOEFUL WORTHY INESTIMABLE RENDER ISLANDS POISON TRADE CRIMINAL SLAY 

TRAVAILING GREEN HOOK CONCEAL STORY ASLEEP SICKNESS THEREAT ACCEPT STAYED SHOOT 

KNIGHTLY GATE ORIGINAL CONTENTS MALICE COURTESY COPY PRONOUNCED REMEDY HONESTY 

PRIEST TEARS YOURS PILLARS THINGS LOCKS DESIRED APPARELLED DISGUISE PRINCIPLES EMPRESS 

NUPTIALS POET SENTENCE 

It might be relevant, then, to have at least some explanation of why the topic “ARMY SOLDIERS” 

excludes “VIOLENT”, “ARROW”, and “SLAY”.  It’s not that the explanation cannot be made, it’s only that 

the assumption that a topic is understood or clear from a view of the first few words does not do justice 

to the power of Topic Modeling. [In this case, “violent” in the period might be more related to a 

‘passion’ than to an act of ‘war’; ‘slay’ may be a word associated more with individual hand-to-hand 

battling as opposed to mass-scale movements of formations and groups; and ‘bows’ and ‘arrows’ may 

be related to ‘love’ instead of to ‘fighting’].282 

Schmidt has much more to say: 

Humanists seem to be using topic models, instead, for “discovery” in quite a different sense.  

Topic compositions, and the labels they receive, are taken as something that might generate 

new perspectives on texts. (50) 

There are 1,000s of words in each topic that are involved in its “probability distribution” -> it’s 

this distribution that ‘should’ be visualized to understand the topic involved. (51) 

Raises word-form stabilization to stabilize topics (57) 

Notes a published study where a topic’s depth reveals that what was a “single” topic should 

really be split between two topics (58). 

Notes that words that are shared between topics should be studied [word-sense impacts, for 

example]. 59 

Although there appears to be a longstanding assumption that the latent space discovered by 

topic models is meaningful and useful, evaluating such assumptions is difficult because 

discovering topics is an unsupervised process. There is no gold-standard list of topics to compare 

282 A further point here is that there may be more than one “army-like” topic, so that the words “arrow, violent, 
slay” may be very distinguishing features of some war-like topic, well differentiated from this one. 
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against for every corpus.  Thus, evaluating the latent space of topic models requires us to gather 

exogenous data. 

Jockers283 wrote a very useful book on how to do Topic Analysis using the R-programming language 

implementation of MALLET (a Topic Modeler). Jockers reviews briefly the main points regarding the 

methods involved. He asserts that in each block of text there is likely to be only one topic [he means 

that strongly: not that the tool can only find one topic per block of text, but that each block of text 

can/will have only one ‘aboutness’ – that only one ‘topic’ can be advanced or managed per 1,000 

words]. He also mentions that the Topics are useful for thematics. Theme, of course, is a specialized 

term in relation to Literary Works, and is only one level of analysis. In some ways, “theme” is the easiest 
to find and least interesting aspects of Literary Works. 

Often, however, you will be dealing with larger corpora, and you will have to inspect the 

makeup of each topic in order to determine if the topics are coherent. You need to inspect them 

to see if they are topical or thematic in nature.” P. 152.  Jockers proposes POS tagging to limit to 

nouns for topics. P. 156 

But Topic Analysis, itself, has a certain group of thematic assumptions that it is important to take 

note of: 

• words exist as individual objects, and thus can be ‘tokenized’ such that each word is a token, 

and each token can have its relational vector calculated 

• groups of words behave according to the logic of linear equations, allowing statistical 

modeling in reasonably approximating linear functions. 

• each time a word appears in a context with a certain other identified and named group of 

words, the meaning of that word is assumed to be the same: therefore, no word-sense 

disambiguation needs to be done in order to divide the tokens 

• there are blocks of words that have an ‘aboutness’ that allows us to think of them as a whole 

• this ‘aboutness’ will be called a topic 

• in each block, there is likely only one or so topics 

• it is therefore possible to take a large quantity of text, analyze recurring word contexts, and to 

therefore to re-arrange the text, meaningfully, into a set of topics: topics being simply “words 

that appear to be related to each other” 

• there is something special about word-frequency, clustering, language neighborhoods etc. 

that justify the very concept of topics, that the topics are, a priori, thematically significant. 

Guiding the Topics 

283 (M. L. Jockers) 
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Quentin Pleple284 in his dissertation at UC San Diego for a masters in science, suggests an interactive 

topic modeling where the user guides and the processing as it is occurring, making decisions to trim, 

split, eliminate, etc. and then resuming the process, guiding it. 

These are the types of decisions the user is making: 

1. “These words do not belong to this topic.” A natural feedback a user can give about a topic is 

that some of the words presented do not belong to it.  [Pleple then removes the word from that 

topic and allows the system to assign it to a different topic] 

2. “This topic does not make any sense.” When there is really no logic tying some of the word 

together in the topic,” the entire topic can be removed and the words reassigned to other 

topics. 

3. “These two topics are duplicates.” When two topics are so similar that one cannot differentiate 

one from another, we merge the two topics by simply adding the counts of the two topics.” 

4. “This topic is a mixture of two different topics.” When the user can see in the same topic two 

groups of words, each tied by a different logic, we create a new row in the matrix and split the 

word counts between the original row and the new one.” 

Topics Hierarchy 

Because the greatest importance attaches to selecting the correct number of topics for the Topic 

Modeler to work with, there has been substantial theoretical and practical work done to address 

this.  The resulting methods, of course, are developed for the practical, economics-driven needs.  

Hierarchical Dirichlet processing – HDP – is a method that attempts to infer the number of topics 

based upon automated measures of topic coherence, and assumes that topics are nested in a tree 

formation in groups of documents.  Documents are assigned a maximum number of topics, and 

each document is assigned individually a maximum number of topics. This method is 

implemented at litmetrics.com. 

Whye et al. published HDP in 2006, a few years after publishing the original LDC methods.285 In 

the description of method they make the explicit comparison of the methods in HDP and 

methods developed specifically in genetics: 

It is interesting to note that the same distinction arises in population genetics, where 

multiple words in a document are analogous to multiple markers along a chromosome. 

Indeed, Pritchard, Stephens and Donnelly (2000) developed a model in which marker 

probabilities are selected once per marker; their model is essentially identical to LDA. 

284 (Pleple) 
285 “Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes” – Yee Whye THE, Michael . JORDAN, Matthew J. BEAL, David M. BLEI, Journal 
of the American Statistical Association, Vol 101 no. 476 December 2006 pp 1566- 1581 
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Whye introduces the concept of nHDP: 

In this article we explore a hierarchical approach to the problem of model-based 

clustering of grouped data. We assume that the data are subdivided into a set of groups 

and that within each group we wish to find clusters that capture latent structure of the 

data assigned to that group. The number of clusters within each group is unknown and is 

to be inferred. Moreover, in a sense that we make precise, we wish to allow sharing of 

clusters among groups. … 

As a[n] example, consider the problem from the field of information retrieval (IR) of 

modeling relationships among documents. In IR documents are generally modeled under 

an exchangeability assumption, the bag of words assumption, in which the order of the 

words is ignored (Salton and   McGIll 1983). It is also common to view the words in a 

document as arising from a number of latent clusters of “topics,” where a topic is generally 

modeled as a multinomial probability distribution on words from some basic vocabulary 

(Blei, Jordan, and Ng 2003). Thus, in a document concerned with university funding, the 

words in the document might be drawn from the topics “education” and “Finance”. 

Considering a collection of such documents, we may wish to allow topics to be shared 

among the documents in a corpus. For example, if the corpus also contains a 

document concerned with university football, then the topics may be “education: and 

“sports,” and we would want the former topic to be related to that discovered in the 

analysis of the document on university funding. 

In nested HDP a three-stage tree is possible, and a word can follow a path down to its sub-topic 

through multiple branches, such that it is weakly correlated with one or more branches (though 

still present) and is more strongly related to other branches.  The tree structures of words 

finding their ways to their topics are quite analogous to the “tree architecture” proposed for 

how our brain word-memory functions via taxonomy. 

Paisley shows schematically how the nHDP286 compares to non-probabilitic (i.e. methods not 

based on LDA), determined topic process: 

286 (Paisley) 
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PAISLEY El AL: NESTED HIERARCHICAL DIRICHLET PROCESSES 2S7 

nCRP 

• • • ••• •• • • 
• • • • • • • 

nHDP t • • •• 
Fig. 1. An example of path structures for the nested Chinese restautant process (nCRP) and the nested hlerarchlcal Dirichlet process (nHOP) tor 
hierarchical topic modeling. With the nCRP, the topics ror a document are restricted to tying aloog a sing le path. With the nHDP. each document has 
access to the entire tree. but a document-specific dstribution oo paths will place high probability on a particular subtree. lo both models a word fol• 
k>ws a path to Its topic. Th.is path Is determrllstic In the case of the nCRP. atid drawn from a highly p~ documetlt•spoclfic subset of paths in the 
case of the nHOP. 

PAISLEY ET AL: NESTED HIEAARCHICALOIRICHLET PROCESSES 267 

The results of the process as applied to classifying New York Times articles is shown next: 

The above is a tad hard to read, so here is the detail from the topic in the top right: 
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In the example detailed above, the master topic seems less informative compared to the strong 

unity of the sub-topics and their children. But the ‘lack’ of conceptual unity a person might 

detect in that topic [the relation of government to business is comprehensible but typically the 

two would be separated as topics] in the master topic may well support meaning theories that 

handle emergent meaning. The ties of Government to Business, spawning computer-

technology-software as a subtopic, and then from there two deeper subtopics of research 

scientists on the one hand and Microsoft & software on the other, those ties generate a possible 

research direction or even support for existing theories of how government : business is, when 

mediated through technology, similar to the relation of research : software/business. The links 

of government funding of scientific research driving vastly profitable business/software 

developments, and vice versa, is undeniable.  

Word Order Conceptually Unimportant 

A premise of LDA and LSA techniques is that the words in each group are interchangeable within their 

group.  They are “bags of words” in the sense that it does not matter where in the bag each word 

appears: all words are equal in their bag.287 Because of this, word-order is not important to LDA/LSA 

techniques, and therefore low-level lexical context and syntax have no impact on the workings of 

287 Simon Dennis in Landauer’s Handbook of Latent Semantic Analysis suggests ways to incorporate word-order 
into LSA techniques. 
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LDA/LSA.  The word-network illustrations that were reproduced earlier in this dissertation: below HATE 

in two document contexts: 

Hate in English prose texts 1685-1695: Connected to JEALOUS SUFFER REVENGE and MOMENT {short 

duration?} 

Hate in English prose texts 1585-1595: with TRUTH FAITH WISE VIRTUE SHAME THOUGHTS (therefore 

perhaps related to enduring ethical behaviors rather than moment-to-moment emotions) 
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My “off the cuff” discussion of the results (16th Century: hate ~ ethics, 17th Century: hate ~ passion) 

seems to at least support the idea that the modeling is indeed powerful, and even in fairly large bags (24 

sentences) the word-occurrences seem to somehow match what might well be the conceptual 

categories of actual individuals or, at least, actual texts. 

The power of a generalized structure for words in relation to each other leads Landauer et al.288 to argue 

that “LSA’s successes would seem utterly impossible if word order played as dominant a role in the 
actual use of verbal meaning as it does in the science of linguistics.” 

Which leads him to propose the development of a theory of meaning outside of the word/word group 

processing levels entailed by neurons, short-term memory, and so forth: 

The property of LSA that a passage of words on being understood, turns into a something that 

cannot be turned back into its words is familiar to both intuition and experimental psychology.” 
“Perhaps unconscious thoughts of all kinds are just “untranslatable” vectors derived from 

perceptual experience and discourse, additive combinations of different passages that cannot 

be unpacked intro strings of words. 

A central function of episodic memory is to form and utilize associations between items 

experienced at nearby times.  In addition to these newly formed episodic associations, subjects 

enter the laboratory with a great deal of knowledge about verbal stimuli.  Studying the relation 

between episodic and pre-existing, or semantic, associations can help shed light on the 

processes that lead to episodic retrieval. … for decades, the difficulty in measuring the complex 

288 (Editors) 
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network of preexisting associations among words handicapped researchers seeking to 

understand the relation between episodic and semantic memory. … Unfortunately, the 
combinatorics of directly measuring relations among tens of thousands of words renders this 

approach extremely difficult to accomplish for verbal learning experiments that use random lists 

of words.  The recent development of computational models to estimate the semantic similarity 

has created new opportunities for examining the interaction between semantic and episodic 

associations. …. Latent Semantic Analysis estimates semantic similarity by extracting information 

about the [large] contexts in which words appear, coupled with conditional analyses of recall 

transitions. 

However, I argue that the seeming meaningfulness or ‘reasonableness’ of the word-networks I 

reproduced above are, without deeper context and careful discrimination, seemingly meaningful. What 

I produced somewhat effortlessly were ‘just so’ stories of why an observed difference could apply to 

some broader claim. When the approximately same corpus of early English prose fiction is analyzed 

with bags of 12 sentences instead of 24 sentences, a different picture appears: 
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My interpretation of this 12-sentence-bags context of HATE would show it to be much closer to the late 

17th Century than the moralistic 24-sentence word-contexts showed.  For here HATE seems much more 

local, less broadly ethical, and more personal. It seems more trivial. The ethical context remains, but 

surely the entire sense of the network feels different. The same document set, with HATE modeled at 

the level of entire texts rather than the paragraph or sentence level. Here there’s yet another network, 

with another set of senses. At the entire document level, HATE has a connection to SPEECH (how 

topical!) DEPARTED BELIEF and WISDOM.  
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And finally, HATE at the sentence level in the same documents: 
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So, depending upon the level at which the LSA is run, HATE moves from context to context.  Each 

context, though, looks so ‘explainable’, so ‘reasonable’.  What is going on here? 

The chart of cognitive biases provides nearly 200 reasons for a person who interprets information to 

make errors regarding that information.  I joyfully purchased a poster of the above codex, framed it, and 

hung it on my wall. We find the following: “We discard specifics to form generalities”, “we reduce 

events and lists to their key elements”, “We notice when something is changed”, “we are drawn to 

details that confirm our own existing beliefs”, “we find stories and patterns even in sparse data”, “we fill 

in characteristics from stereotypes, generalities, and prior histories”, “we project our current mindset 

and assumptions onto the past and future”, and, my very favorite, ”we favor simple-looking options 

and complete information over complex, ambiguous options”.  

The changing contexts of the word HATE in the 12-sentence early English prose fiction corpus is another 

example of an under-theorized approach to the computational tools that are available to people in the 

humanities. 

This is not an argument that LSA techniques are useless, only that they need to be more deeply studied 

and better theorized before applying them as tools that produce information about Literary Works. For 
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Figure 7.2. Semantic associations in free recaU. a. Word pairs drawn from selected cos 8;, 
bin. Only very high bins predominantly contain pairs with obvious semantic relations. b. 
The LSA-CRP shows the probability of successively recalling words from different cos 8

1 

bins. Each pair of words in the word pool used in the experiment has a value of cos 04asso
ciated with it. This distribution was divided intolOO bins containing equal numbers of 
pairs, so that each pair was associated with a bin. Each time a word was recalled, each po
tentially-recalled word has a similarity to the just-recalled word and is thus associated 
with a bin. The left panel shows probability of recall as a function of the average cos 0;; in 
each bin. Figure 7.2b reprinted from "When does semantic similarity help episodic re
trieval?" by M. W. Howard and M. J. Kahana, 2002, foumal of Memory and Language, 46, pp. 
85-98, copyright © 2002, with permission from Elsevier. 

an example of usefulness, LSA techniques are able make good predictions about the likelihood that one 

word will generate another word as a response. Below are a number of word pairs, charted by the 

likelihood that one word in the pair will generate the other word.  The pair FAILURE-SPIDER is not even 

charted, it being so improbable that the words will be recalled together by actual humans.  And the pair 

SUCCESS-FAILURE has the highest generating likelihood: 

McNamara et al.289 worked to modify the implementations of LSA in order see if there are ways to alter 

the LSA system to produce more “human” results.  This, at least, is a theorized system to connect human 

judgments about words to LSA judgments about words.  But it’s not clear that our ideal should be to 
accomplish that feat.  Human conscious decision making might not be the gold standard of words in 

context.  

289 (McNamara) 
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390 McNAMARA, CAI, LOUWERSE 

TABLE19.4 
Correlations Between Human and Computational Ratings of Relatedness 

for the Three Types of Sentence Pairs 

Paraphrase Within-Text 

Unmodified LSA .20 .16 

Frequent Loose .54° .41° 

word Medium ,55· .37° 

dominated Strict .43 .28 

Loose .48 _49·· 

Normalized Medium .so· .46-

Strict .37 .37' . 

Rare Loose .03 .53-

word Medium .08 .55-

dominated Strict .04 .54°' 

Human to Human .44 (.22) .69'"(.ll) 

Note. Human to Human correlation standard deviations are in parentheses. 

'p < .05, "'p < .01 

Cross-Text 

.04 

.16 

.17 

.06 

.20 

.24 

.07 

.30' 

.46'" 

- .06 

.39°(.24) 

Most notable in these comparisons is that the conventional LSA algo
rithm did not significantly correlate with the human ratings. Thus, the vari
ations in the LSA algorithm significantly improved its performance in 
detecting differences in cohesion. Furthermore, the success of the algo
rithms depended on the level of comparison. The variations in relatedness 
between the paraphrases (to their target sentences) were best captured by 
emphasizing frequent words in LSA vector. In contrast, cross-text 
comparisons benefited from emphasizing rare words. 

Time 

Not only does LDA operate with ‘bags of words’ such that word order and specifics ‘in the bag’ do not 

affect the modeling software; it is also the case that the typical implementations of LDA are indifferent 

to the sequence of the bags themselves, and the sequence of the documents in groups of bags and the 

corpus from which each chunk is drawn. Topic Analysis, with its focus on ‘aboutness’, assumes that 
each chunk has an aboutness, and that aboutness will ‘converge’ or become ‘fixed’ with other chunks 

that have the same ‘aboutness’.  Aboutness, in this model, does not evolve as the text unfolds.  The 

aboutness inheres in the text, the book, as an invariant of language relationships, so that each 

occurrence of a word is exactly equivalent to each occurrence of that same word in a ‘later’ chunk. How 

might we put time as experienced in ‘reading’ back into topic analysis? 
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• If we use the Gensim implementation of LDA techniques, we can control the ITERATIONS290 

variable.  That variable controls how many times each chunk is sampled by the modeler. 

Typically, for ‘idealized’ topic cohesion, the iterations is set to a high value.  A low value, though, 

would better simulate the experience of people reading texts. The resulting topics will be less 

coherent, but ‘coherence’ is an untheorized assumption regarding Literary Topic analysis. 

• Not re-aligning the topics to what the modeler has learned ‘so far’ may or may not be useful.  

The modeler allows the topics to be re-assessed and organized every certain number of 

iterations, and every certain number of chunks. It is not yet theorized what the human reading 

process over a document is, in relation to ‘aboutness’ or ‘topics.’ 

• Smaller chunks allow for more localized meanings.  Large chunks allow for larger meaning 

structures. It’s not clear how textual meaning is learned by the reader.  The analysis of the word 

HATE in the early English prose fictions suggested, to me, a hierarchical model.  It may be a 

hierarchy of CHUNKS sizes could be accomplished, so that the nested LDA is nested based upon 

texts decomposed into different sized objects. 

• Performing word-sense disambiguation291 ahead of time and thus marking words that are 

spelled the same with coding that differentiates them might be helpful. This might lead to 

better topic generation, and might reduce what appears to be ‘changing topics based upon level 

of analysis’. Certain context must favor particular word-senses. The reader may well treat these 

senses as, essentially, different words, justifying separating them into different tokens for the 

modeler.  Perhaps proper word-sense disambiguation would ‘solve’ the problem of changing 

topics or LSA results through time or through a text. 

Nor do the computational systems deal with any of the processing-time based human issues. As the 

word-use in a text becomes less human-predictable, requiring more contextual inputs to dis-ambiguate, 

human reading slows, and more cognitive processing takes place. As humans read, when the context 

contradicts prediction, entirely new primings can occur in the reader’s brain, affecting the context and 

comprehension of the following words, until, once again, contextual cues require another change in the 

predicting paradigm. Nearly every deployed computational language system, does not face these 

human issues. The computator is unconcerned with word-sense disambiguating, is making no 

predictions whatsoever, and therefore never “miss-reads” the context, never must seek a metaphorical 

interpretation for a word or phrase, never needs to revise its understanding of what has already 

unfolded, in time, into its processing. A computational system treats every word in every bag as an 

290 Jockers R book: “The key argument that must now be set is the number of iterations to use in training. This 
argument determines the number of sampling iterations. In theory, as you increase the number of iterations the 
quality of the model will improve, but model quality is a rather subjective measure based on human evaluation of 
the resulting topic word clusters.“ (M. L. Jockers) p146 
291 Word sense disambiguation, unsupervised, in current English: 70%-75%.  Author here raises the question of 
granularity: demanding too fine a grain of the WSD is perhaps counterproductive.  Wordnet itself is “overly” fine-
grained [as is the OED].  (Bhagwani) 
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equal, deserving of equal amounts of attention.292 To reiterate the conclusion: the computational 

system is not simulating human reading in any meaningful way.  

Application To Poetry 

Lisa Marie Rhody wrote a dissertation293 on Modernist Poetry, using topic analysis to analyze figurative 

language in 4,500 modernist poems. As she recognizes, “Topic modeling was designed to work on 
millions of words, and 276 poems doesn’t even come close.” She recognizes the weakness of that 

sample: “The necessary reductive methodology of sorting poetic language into relatively stable 

categories, as topic modeling suggests, yields precisely the kind of results that literary scholars might 

hope for – models of language that, having taken form, are at the same moment at odds with the laws 

of their creation. In the following article294, I suggest that topic modeling poetry works, in part, because 

of its failures. Somewhere between the literary possibility held in a corpus of thousands of English-

language poems and the computational rigor of LDA, there is an interpretive space that is as vital as the 

weaving and unraveling at Penelope’s loom.” She furthermore understands that the goal of topic 

modeling in the “real world” is to determine: actionable and comprehensible results. 

Therefore, her claim that there is something ‘beneficial’ about the way in which Topic Analysis does not 

work for Poetry, seems, to me, to fall into the category of Topic Analysis being under-theorized as it 

applies to the study of (individual and groups of) Literary Works. 

Below I reproduce some of the lists of 40 Topics Rhody produced for Chapter 4 of her dissertation, 

covering 4,771 poems by 1,868 poets, 681 women and 1021 men and 165 unknowns.  The lists were 

dated Draft, December 2012, and she also provides her stop lists and the topics using various stop lists. I 

reproduce here her most revised stop list set of 40 topics, from pages 248-249 of her work. 

292 The point is slightly exaggerated: systems can ignore words that are too frequent in a corpus, or are too 
infrequent in a corpus, or occur in too many documents in the corpus, and so forth. There are some statistical 
conditions that are typically implemented. 
293Portions were long available on her home page but no longer are.  Her work in the Journal of Digital Humanities 
references some of the material presented here. 
294 P.2 Vol 2. No 1. Winter 2012. 
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Table 5 

0.83605 

2 0.00343 

3 0.00767 

4 0.23 175 

5 0.50699 

6 0.38771 

7 0.2099 

8 0.5 1036 

9 0.68727 

, 10 0.40124 

I I 0.47055 

12 0.05 175 

13 0.50871 
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we our us in are with when as how were for ourselves have what 
each who tooether from while re 

the of and in with that to out who on from god a ll tire time night 
world light earth man 
a and like w ith in as on skin his eyes hands hair black body 
ins ide mouth w hite blood little out 
of the its s this no to body death for from stone earth light here in 
in to world b own 

was and a had were that in it to said but could did came when 
saw they then i one 

to not and be for w ill is love no but that if more or let all li fe 
heart as have 

the in or a for to on new from with old at o r who one day year 
like ears days 

ti it s you to can don but that what know so 111 say about a like II 
we 

s li ttle d rink who mr dad money says for hair at ri chard boy shot 
s am black lamb m ilk get big 

i my me a m in have when myself m so this mother see love face 
mine how man father own 
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Table 6 

0.4587 1 

2 0.2288 1 

3 0.1 9003 

4 0.0232 1 

5 0.08197 

6 0.25807 

7 0.29525 

8 0.37333 

9 0.59 167 

10 0.16245 

I I 0.0 1145 

12 0.20948 

13 0.02364 

14 0.055 

15 0.06074 

16 0.00569 

17 0.04 171 

18 0.4 1975 

19 0. 12516 

20 0.10667 

21 0.66363 

22 0. 11132 

Key word distribution 
ball spam eat father milk potato eng trouble food fro m casey mrs 
horowitz chicken cow ate brooklyn ice never market 
had it of said in they then one did with out down saw would when 
for not on u went 
they their them are in by men children on have women up 
themselves see old hands faces iris heads bodies 
of with red white like hair black blue eyes girl mirror little lips 
green color yellow ink shoes brown silk 
gertrude has inside text stein lauren shot likely type bad everything 
must version s ccies by animals across whitney effect genius 
poem write poems poet letter book read page writing poetry then 
words written wrote oets word name letters ages engl ish 
he his him man in for on dead fa ther himself boy has god now son 
eyes head hand see by 
in on with house room out for table up from street door morning 
window o ff into car kitchen outside ni ht 
of in with for li fe death earth its from world soul god man no out 
iioht b dead where bod 
ofi n on from where into light like over with down water by river 
up one then dark now here 
his from our by their on god in let men lord great every when for 
hell land ood have own 
de la el miss le en me green do on yo ain thump verde les est no 
dat con ah 
o f in with their for art self where praise his fire horse deep wall set 
double words blood broken rock 
black little richard moloch love daddy harlem white fat red high 
braids moonli ht bloody bi ll jazz loves jesus european club 
by form movement matter its stop coat desire theory point human 
consciousness physical solar above layer alive fabric tenure 
sensation 
thy thou thee love then for with art me thine ever doth er more 
sweet heart st dear soul from 
ye of ring with in let drink sing woods it which doc us for answer 
the r eccho rats up out 
history here stone war from dead states ny name call exist names 
does mexico buzz monument marble built march between 
of in with for one old years when new on by two last year aflcr 
how lon° from no first 
sea o fon water boat blue ocean waves sand ship with land tide 
shore beach sun fish reen island wave 

water with fi sh bones skin hot old smell out rock dirt broken bone 
sand some off mud steel dr , dust 

wil l in are not love for one when no have day let night go on more 
ma sti ll time now 

our us ourselves from how together live bodies even heads return 
with heat occu ation lives ours slee ing lanet luminous hearts 
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List of Topics 

1. est non que ad vt et sed qui quod si 

2 . verse yn holy ac dy tyme ei scripture thlnges saint 

3. haue vpon said time great good vp men land place 

4. god christ faith holy gods church lord man word people 

5. king great haue prince_ vpon kings england princes pope time 

6. god haue lord man vpon life good vnto owne soule 

7. pound haue water makes good example shillings pence number great 

a. haue church vj:)on say said saith saint words time religion 
9. vnto things ma.n men god true reason onely haue power 

1 o. haue loue th make man let la good men neuer 

It seems readily apparent that the topics have nearly no coherence, and, to my only somewhat well-read 

eye, tell me nothing about poets, poetry, periods of poetry, and so forth.  I have no idea what 

conclusions she went on to draw from her work.  Much of what I read from her is of very, very high 

quality.  Her readings and understandings of the ‘aboutness’ of the poems with which she works seems 

to be vastly superior to the MALLET implemention of Topic Analysis’s “understanding” of Modern 

Poetry. 

Compare Drama to News in the 18th Century 

Dr. Stephen Wittek worked on a computer-based analysis of published 17th Century drama compared to 

news reports of the same period. He used VARD to standardize spellings in the corpus (although he 

doesn’t detail what VARD settings and methods he implemented). In general, he found that the topics 

of drama were less historically-topical than the news articles.  The full text material for the 18th Century 

is atrocious and cannot be corrected very well using VARD.  It also appears to me that he lemmatized 

the words, did not identify foreign words, and so forth.  The first topic below is simply a list of common 

Latin words that appear in 18th Century texts.  Unless the idea “people quote from Latin” is a “topic” of 

the literature, it’s unclear what the value of it could be.  The high incidence of less common spellings or 

printed versions of words (vpon, haue) is the result of the topic analyzer finding those alternate spellings 

highly correlated contextually.  It’s the spelling the modeler is noticing, not the word meaning context. 

That is another serious weakness.  

After some revision of methods, he produced the next set of topics, presenting the top 3 keywords of 

each. It’s not clear why “50 topics” and many of the topics correlate to identifiable groupings based on 

spellings or grammar (as opposed to meaning) like “first names” (#16), and, generally seem to provide 

nothing useful in analyzing a corpus, period, genre, and so forth: 
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1. love, fair. 2. poor, friend, 3. person, 4-. majestt 
mind money word, narur parliament_ 

oerson 
6. death, life, 7. heaven. B. merci. 9. prlnc, Spain,. 
bodl natur.life prayer, bless Engla.nd 

11. church,. 12. water. tree .. 13. ship. land, 14. evil. dauid, 
religion. pa~lst natur fish word 

16. iohn, herl., 17. t:rut:h, 18. peac, 19. queen, 
t:h.orna justice, merc i c hurch, hous quot',,quid 

21. saith, 22.money 23. soldier, 24. heaven, 
word, apostl trade, enemt captain father. land 

merchant 
26. pope, 27. saint. holl, 28. church, 29. emperor, 
bishop. r ome Father minist.,. bishop prfnc. bohe1T1.ic 

31. chrlst, 32. quoth, bird, 33. scriptur, 34. wife, fast, 
sacrifice. bodl water church, faith husband 

36. tlth. foal. 37. queen .. 38. land .. grain. 39. knight, 

writ qout.. quae grass prfnc. hous 

41. ep1g, 42. stomach,, 43. rome. 44. devil, 

queen, vostr bodl, cold peter, saint Witch .. natur 

46. oat:h. princ. 47. rome, 48. urin.. piece, 49. Caesar. 

pope roman, narrow physician boss, love 

- - ·· 
·-· - .___ ____ ---- -- -- ----

Point of View Words 

Sellers295 and Jockers wrote a book on literary microanalysis, using a host of tools to work with their 

documents.  In their analysis of the rise of “Literary Diction”, they supplied a very helpful (in my opinion) 

result: they provided non-point of view words that are closely correlated to point of view words in 

32,209 fiction volumes.  Their argument is that prose fiction began to be differentiated at the level of 

the lexicon from non-fiction prose. The claim is testable, and statistically based. 

295 (Sellers) 
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TABLE I 
FEATURES THAT CHARACTERIZED POINTS OF VIEW 

IN A TRAINING SET OF 288 VOLUMES 

Thi rd Person First person 
I. his 11. youth l.i 11. got 
2. himself 12. lover 2. we 12. ship 
3. herself 13. whom 3. us 13. running 
4. her 14. silence 4. our 14. eight 
5. he 15. declared 5. me 15. another 
6. she 16. speech 6. myself 16. get 

7. daughter 17. beauty 7. ourselves 17. two 
8. him 18. who 8. mine 18. weather 
9. whose 19. woman 9. four 19. water 

JO. husband 20. marriage JO. three 20. twenty 

TAaLE II 
TENFOLD CROSS VALIDATION OF MODEL 

Actual Predicted 

Third person First person 

Thi rd person 165 4 

First person 4 115 

For first person, recall, precision, and Fl are all 0.966. 

TABLE III 
STRONGEST CORRELATIONS WITH THE RATIO 

FIRST-PERSON PRONOUNS/ THIRD-PERSON PRONOUNS 
IN A CORPUS OF 32,209 FICTION VOLUMES, 

EXCLUDING PRONOUNS AND THE VERB to be. 

Negative correlations Positive correlations 
eyes -0.214 tonne 0.308 
voice -0.188 shore 0.285 
face -0.181 pieces 0.265 
lips -0.177 quantity 0.250 
smile -0.166 provisions 0.241 
girl -0.165 three 0.239 
glance -0.159 northeast 0.238 
daughter -0.158 island 0.237 
silent -0.158 voyage 0.237 
pale -0.157 southeast 0.218 
turned -0.156 habitation 0.213 
trembling -0.151 ship 0.211 
loved -0.149 boat 0.209 
woman -0. 149 powder 0.207 
watched -0.148 piece. 0.207 

same pattern recurred in each half of the corpus: first-pc 
_ _ ,..._ ....,n ..,~ or~ C!f,.nnol v ~<:<:nri AtP.r1 with nnm}u:arc ~n'4 t 

The lists above could be useful in a number of contexts.  For example, we could see if the same 

correlations of 3rd Person with the words YOUTH, HUSBAND, WHOSE, DAUGHTER, LOVER etc. pertain to 

earlier or later centuries. It would be exceedingly helpful to understand why number words belong to 

FIRST PERSON narratives. Or why “ships” are first person narrative ‘things’ and “speech” is a third 

person narrative “thing”.  It would be even more interesting to derive words by word-sense, noun-type, 

part-of-speech, and so forth between the two categories.  Demonstrating the separation of Literary 

narrative diction from other writing is great.  Demonstrating categories, taxonomies, and other details 

would be inspiring. 

Genres Features 

Hu, Kaufer, et al. list language features that they believe make good indicators of upper level narrative-

type differences. 

Lexical Experience: 

1. 1st Person Reference / self attribution 

2. 3rd Person Reference / third person attribution.  [Brown corpus shows fiction +, - non-fiction] 

3. 1st Person Private: personal thought or feeling (I think, I feel, I believe), reluctance(I regret, I am 

sorry that, I am afraid that), and autobiographical effect (I have to X, I used to (do) X 
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4. Generalized Private: use of ‘free floating cognitive verbs’ (I believe, I feel, conjecture, speculate), 

verbs and adverbs expressing subjectivity (seems, tentative, ‘one way to think about it’), 

subjective time (in a flash) {*what would be ‘non-subjective’ time?*}, markers of epistemic 

stance such as confidence.  Cluster activated through confessional verbs (confess, acknowledge, 

admit …), and adjectives and adverbs expressing intensity (very, really, torrid, amazingly), 

temporal adverbs expressing immediacy (right now, now, just then). 

5. Narrative: cluster consisting of verbs that convey witnessed action, temporal clauses, temporal 

verb phrases, temporal prepositional phrases denoting biographical time and time intervals, 

temporal adverbs indicating time shifts, time/date information. 

6. Interactivity: cluster of terms/phrases that initiate or imply the writer’s acknowledgement of a 

reader/audience. (what shall we make of X, I urge you to do X, What do you think?, Okay / good 

/ yes / alright …). {*lot of 2nd person here*} 

7. Reasoning: writer directed paths of inquiry (premise-conclusion, if … then, suppose that, not the 

case, although, even if, it must be acknowledged) {*many negations, particular compounds like 

“if” statements*} 
8. Emotional Valence 

9. Interpersonal Relations {*not clear how this differes from #6*} 

10. Past Orientation: non-narrative time expressions, especially future-perfect 

11. Future Orientation 

12. Description (text reference to sensory input) 

13. Public Register: words and phrases that reference institutions, or that invoke received learning 

14. Values 

15. Information: movement through hierarchy or points, as opposed to an organization through 

time 

16. Reportage: provision of information about states of affairs, differing from narrative in that they 

correlate with public registers, whereas narrative correlates with private registers. 

17. Directives: imperatives, procedures, insistence, modals like “must, should, need, ought” 

Combinations of the features listed above can then be used to differentiate “genres” or “types” of 

Literary Works.  For example: 

1. Self Portraits: 1,3,4,5 / business letters 13,15,16 

2. Observer Portraits: 2,12,14,15,16 

3. Scenic Writing: 2,5 

4. Narrative History: 1,2,4,5,10,13 

5. Information: 5,6,15,16 

6. Instruction: 11,12,17 

7. Argument: 7,13,14 

Feature sets like these, in conjunction with texts that are word-sense disambiguated and POS tagged, 

together with taxonomies of terms/related terms for word-groups like “non-narrative time expressions” 
and “emotional valence” are testable and exceedingly interesting.  Matching this feature set to 

‘contemporary’ literature and then testing the same feature sets to literature from other periods might 
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reveal (a) a genre/type consistency, or (b) a genre/type development that seems calculable or 

trendable, or (c) that is culturally or period constructed. 

Conclusion 

All the work lies ahead. If you have read this far, you probably have figured out that the author is 

fascinated by lists, charts, taxonomies, and other organizational apparatuses.  I like chains, connections, 

disjunctions, flows, and the like. At my deepest level, I desperately want to think other than I do, and I 

wish to understand what human abilities I possess, what constraints I cannot violate, and how I can 

think like other people or like aliens.  There is no science fiction in this dissertation, but science fiction is 

the prose fiction genre in which I am most broadly and deeply read.  There is no poetry in this 

dissertation, but experimental and language poetries are the poetry genres in which I am most broadly 

and deeply read.  I presented no readings at all of 16th and 17th Century prose fiction, but it is episodic 

chivalric fictions as a sub-genre for which I am most deeply read. Lastly, there is no foreign-language 

material in this dissertation, but it is in Nahuatl literature and codices in which I have the broadest 

anthropology knowledge. 

All those study areas are inter-related. Science Fiction relies upon imagined alien encounters; 

experimental poetry deranges our understandings of meaning, syntax, and lexicality; episodic chivalric 

fictions are perhaps the least read genre of prose fiction due to their seeming monotony that I believe 

hides an almost unreadable complexity; the Spanish arrival in the Americas was the first time we have 

record of a non-contiguous civilization meeting another well-developed civilization. If humans can think 

“other than they do” then we can hope to find that out through anthropology.  If humans are physically 

able to think “other than they do” we can hope to find the methods and limits through scientific inquiry. 

If humans “have thought” differently than they do now, we might be able to find that out by studying 

literatures from other cultures, languages, and periods. If humans will or will have to think “other than 

they do” then we might prepare ourselves for that through science fiction. 

My mundane future work: 

• Fully correct the prose fiction texts in EEBO [my dissertation standards were: identify non-OED 

words that occur 5+ times, double check standardizations for words that appear 20+ times, 

identify Proper Names that appear 5+ times, etc.] 

• Complete the categorization and annotation of the prose fiction works to include: gender of 

narrators, main characters, social class, period-setting, and other gross features that might be 

useful for classifying prose fiction texts. 

• Correct the POS tagging of the prose fiction in EEBO. 

• Word-Sense disambiguate that prose fiction using OED thesaurus categories mapped to 

wordnet word senses. 

• Use a taxonomy generator to establish taxonomies for different periods and genres of 16th-17th 

Century fiction. 
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• Continue to gather word-lists that identify categories such as gesture, emotion, and other 

somewhat abstract categories. 

• Extend the EEBO correction methods developed for Prose Fiction to the whole of EEBO. 

• Continue to correct ECCO. Use EEBO techniques to inform ECCO corrections. 

All of the above are absolutely achievable goals. They are merely time-consuming ones.  My future work 

on theory, relying upon the non-garbage inputs described above: 

• Theorize Topic Analysis for Literary Works 

• Develop the litmetrics.com website to handle nLDA 

• Add features that handle symmetric and asymmetric priors 

• Develop full period-level databases for the purpose of performing sentiment analysis 

• Use statistical methods to establish Affect, Imageability, Concreteness, and other measures for 

the 16th-18th Centuries that are comparable to and as valid as those measures we have from the 

20th and 21st Centuries. 

In other words, there is a lifetime of work, barely begun. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Prose Fiction List 
Sheets in The English Prose Fiction Master List, and their purposes: 

English Print Fiction 

1. Here you find the 1,400 or so works that have a claim to being prose fiction printed in English in 

the period.  Works do not have to be strictly fiction to appear on this list. The list is intended to 

include, ultimately, the entire pre-history of the novel. 

2. The list is compiled from all the work I could find done by Bibliographers in the past: I assembled 

and collated the work from many people who worked on this before: Esdaile, Tieje, Smith, 

Morgan, & Salzman. 

3. This list, at this time, is only annotated through 1700. 

4. Not completed: A thorough search for Character Sketches, Crime/Trial Fiction, Jests, and 

Drollery with prose elements.  Most are included here, but I recognize it is not yet complete. 

5. Exclusions and dividing lines 

a. Some line between contemporary real history and fictional history is drawn 

b. Some line between Greek/Roman documents that are fiction and Greek/Roman 

documents that are history is drawn 

c. Travel writing is divided between fictional accounts and sedate relations/travel accounts 

d. Poetry rarely appears on the list, even when it is narrative and close to prose 

e. However, poetic works with full prose sections do appear 

f. Crime/Trials: works that are narrations of trials and hangings are mostly excluded, only 

those that have major elements of the “life of the criminal” before arrest are included 

(for the most part) 

g. Jests/Drollery: works made up exclusively of verse/songs are not included. Those that 

have short prose pieces and jokes tend to be included. 

h. Character Sketches – the tradition of Ship of Fools and so forth is mostly documented: 

satiric prose character sketches are included 

6. I note the handful of works known to have been prose fiction that are now lost 

7. I note approximately 80-90 works that had no entries in any previous bibliography and certainly 

qualify by previous bibliographer’s standards as prose fiction. 

8. I note many cases where I gave ESTC an update of some sort.  I didn’t document them all since I 

didn’t think it mattered much at first. I often don’t mention corrections I gave them for 

typographical/data entry errors. 

9. I try to indicate in every case the foreign language original title and date for works translated 

into English 

10. I made entries for every Chivalric Romance mentioned in Don Quixote. 
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11. See below, at the end, for a description of each column in the master list. 

12. The master list is a work in progress. 

13. An immediate project is to put the list into a database and make a running document that shows 

every work and their printings in Chronological Order with genre coding. 

The Smith Library Sheet 

This spreadsheet merely notes the works that were auctioned from the massive 17th Century Smith 

library. A working document for me only. 

Notes on Genres 

This is merely a working space for myself. For example, here I keep track of some things of interest, and 

some areas for further documentation to consider placing in the Fiction Category or Related Categories. 

Many of these works contain prose-fiction story telling within works that are not prose-fiction in their 

overall publication: 

• Witches/Witchcraft 

• Predictions/Visions/Prophecies 

• Slavery Narratives 

• Cuckolding 

• Thieves/Cheats and their just desserts 

• Travel Narratives 

• Turkish/Islamic cultures and descriptions 

• Far East (Japan & China) 

• New World relations 

• Harems & Whores 

• Early pseudo & solid Anthropology 

• Letter Writing Guides 

• How to be a Gentleman or Gentlewoman guides 

• Note prefaces: to the male or female reader 

• Character Sketches 

• Fictional stories in Sermons [a nearly infinite rabbit hole] 

• City vs. Country sketches 

• Town vs. Gown sketches 

• Animals Personified 

• Love theory, essays, dialogues 

• Modern/Contemporary heroic poetry 

• Apthegemes & Sayings in English 

• Foreign Proverbs 

• Personal hygiene works, makeup, healing waters, self-beautification 

• Troubled youth and free-love 
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Huet Mentions 

All the works listed or mentioned by Huet or his Translator in his 17th Century essay on the origin of 

Romances. 

Modern Novels 

Here I’ve digested all the works mentioned in the unique bound XII volume set at the British Library 
known as “Modern Novels” 

Turkish Spy 

Here I’ve digested all the information needed to comprehend the publication history of that 17th Century 

best seller “Letters writ by a Turkish Spy”. 

Classics 

The beginning of a bibliography of Prose Fiction from the pre-Renaissance 

Chivalric Romances 

The beginning of a work arranging all the known Chivalric Romances and their genealogies 

Italian Fiction 

A fairly decent Bibliography of the Italian Prose Fiction, with special inclusion of works known to have 

impacted English prose fiction publishing. 

Geneology 

The beginning of a work detailing the Classical sources for works that appear in the Gesta Romanorum, 

Seven Wise Masters, Arabian Nights, Fabliaux, etc. and lead into Dante, Petrarch, Cento Novelle Antiche, 

Cinthio, Boccaccio, & Ariosto, Massuccio, Queen of Navarre, and Bandello. 

Because, from there it enters Painter, Lyly, Nashe, Shakespeare, etc. 
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Columns in the English Prose Fiction Master List: 

DOC ID: each item is assigned an unique document ID, and that document ID is used to identify the work 

in the full-text download file-name. 

Genre: A color coded field where I’ve inspected the document, spent some time reading it, and have 

assigned it a genre category based on that reading. Not every document has been assigned a genre. This 

field will get a matching genre-code for the database.  The color coding is to make the different genres 

have some visual impact for me. 

Author: Author names in natural word order: first name -> last name 

Author Last Name: The most commonly used last name for the author 

Title: At least the main or short-portion of the title 

Years: All the known imprints of the work (that I could locate, of course) (this field has not yet been 

cross-referenced with the imprints noted in advertisements and catalogues) [occasional notes of the 

source for additional – often lost – printings] 

First Pub.: the first known printing of the work. This is +/- a year at times, and is sometimes inferred or 

assumed. 

Descr: Further description of the document: often the extended title is in this field as well. Information 

in closed brackets indicates notes to myself etc. [xyz] 

Other: I need another column for further information 

Text Available: is there a TCP hand-keyed text available, and, is it TCP(1) or TCP2? 

Modern Edition Available: was I able to locate any printing post 1800 of the work? 

EEBO or ECCO link: for 17th Century and earlier documents, the EEBO link to that title. 

ESTC Number: the link to the ESTC that matches the title 

Extant Copies: the number of copies known held in libraries noted by ESTC, by imprint when practical 

and relevant.  Occasional notes that work is still for sale from some dealer. 

Text Downloaded: did I download the text file for processing. 

EEBO etc. Genre: This is, in almost every case, the ESTC genre if one is given. 

Biblio Notes: Occasional notes from me about where the work is mentioned and other items of 

bibliographical information. 

Advert Years: if the work was featured in the pages of advertisements for another (usually later, 

sometimes much later) work.  This can indicate that the work was remaindered, for example. 
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FUTURE USE: Grey Columns: Original Language, Translated From, Location of Action, Occupation/Class 

of characters, Gender of Protagonist(s), When story is set. 

Smith Category: Smith’s Harvard dissertation: Smith assigned to works genres, so I entered his genre 

coding in this column for all the works he notes. 

Salzman Category: Salzman also prepared a prose fiction bibliography and assigned works genres, I note 

his genre categories here. 

Likewise, Morgan 

Likewise Tieje 

Likewise: Esdaile’s attempt at a comprehensive bibliography, and all the genres identified by Esdaile.  A 

column for each one. 

Appendix B: Litmetrics.com 
Litmetrics front end: 

Process: 

1. Upload plain text files 

2. Review and edit those texts 

3. Add texts to a corpus 

4. Design filters that will be used for restricting which tokens should be topic modeled 

5. Topic Model a corpus 

6. Review the results of the topic modeling 

7. Export/Import adjusted texts 

Overview of Topic Modeling: 

• The larger the corpus the better [what should a corpus contain, what is the difference between 

a corpus and an individual text, working at the text level, working at the sub-text level 

• Developing texts as pre-chunked documents, versus blind chunking 

• What tokens to keep, what to remove [infrequent words will be ignored, using our de-co-

referencer {turning pronouns back into nouns}, using VARD, using WORDNET, exporting upload 

results for further word processing on your end, Named Entities, looking at Parse Trees, taking 

advantage of Google’s neural network parser, Sentiment Analysis, weighting terms] 

• Pre-Editing: easier to work in an excellent text editor prior to uploading 

• Upload the prepared texts 

• Review the results in the editor: here you can see the POS that has been assigned to each word 

[determine stop words etc.], can review VARD replacements, can see WordNet senses, can see 

de-co-referencing results: you can edit/alter the automated results, you can export the notated 
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text and then re-upload it using the bulk loader, can develop a list of proper nouns to add to 

Stop List 

• Assign texts to a corpus 

• Design Filters: Named Entities, Lemmas v. Tokens, Stopword Lists, POS restrictions, ADD FILTER 

• Add Topic Modeling Options 

• LDA 

Litmetrics: Deploying for researchers Topic Modeling in an environment designed to permit the 

unsupervised and systematic manipulation of Topic Modeling Variables along with a sophisticated array 

of Text, Token, and Corpora processing tools. 

Features: 

Text Importing: Texts with non-standard English can be standardized so that variant spellings can all be 

systematically corrected to standard modern spellings.  We use VARD, a fully unsupervised method with 

a custom trained dictionary. 

Text Tagging: Texts are then tagged using the Stanford NLP tools POS tagger, Named Entity Recognition, 

and Lemmatiser, and provide an unsupervised Wordnet word-sense disambiguator [pyWSD]. Planned 

future tools in development include implementation of the Stanford core De-coreferencing tool, 

uploading self-designed database of sentiment weighted words to allow basic sentiment analysis, and 

Word Origin tagging using queried OED Data.  

Corpus Preparation: Once uploaded, texts can be easily grouped into multiple Corpora. 

Corpus Filtering: The researcher is able to design custom filters for each corpus so that only the tokens 

that meet certain criteria will be included in the prepared token list submitted to the Topic Modeler.  

Parameters for filtering include removing Stop Words of the User’s choosing, removing certain Parts of 

Speech prior to Modeling, truncating words to their Lemmas so that words with different numbers or 

tenses will be standardized, and appending WordNet WordSenses to tokens so that words with different 

WordSenses will be disambiguated and will process as unique Terms. 

Corpus Exporting: The same filters can be applied so that a filtered corpus can be exported to plain-text 

for further processing.  A user re-worked final corpus can then be uploaded and submitted to the Topic 

Modeler. This enables the User to take advantage of POS tagging, WordSense tagging, and other filtering 

while still manipulating the resulting text in an easier to use and familiar word processor on the User’s 

personal machine. 

Topic Analysis: A corpus along with its associated filter can then be submitted to one of several Topic 

Modelers, and the Topic Modeler variables can either be handled through “standard” presets or can be 

set appropriately by the researcher. 
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The researcher, therefore, can easily experiment with numerous Topic Modeling functions changing 

parameters to analyze the effects of the environment on the resulting Topic outputs.  

It is simple to compare results from several Topic Modelers over the same corpus with same variable 

settings, or the same Modeler with different variable settings. 

• LSA – The Simple LSA modeler allows the researcher to discover the latent semantic 

environment of individual terms in a specified corpus. 

• MALLET – The standard MALLET LDA (familiar to many researchers) is available. User chooses 

number of topics, iterations, tokens per topic, chunk size, optimization threshold, and topic 

threshold. 

• **** MALLET HLDA has not been implemented in this release. **** 

• GENSIM – Gensim LDA implementation is available.  User chooses number of topics, iterations, 

tokens per topic, chunk size, passes, decay rate, minimum token threshold, and minimum token 

probability. 

• HDP: The Hierarchical implementation of Gensim LDA, allows the modeler to determine the 

number of topics in a corpus, and the number of tokens in each topic found, rather than the 

user pre-determining the number of topics. As with Gensim LDA, user chooses iterations, chunk 

size, passes, decay rate, minimum token threshold, and minimum token probability.  User also 

chooses scale, convergence, alpha & gamma concentrations, max number of topics, and max 

tokens per topic. User DOES NOT choose number of topics, of course. 

LSA and LDA output results: Results with any appropriate tags, weights or values are provided, and can 

be easily downloaded. Results are presented in order when appropriate. 

Corpus Viewer: A very basic corpus editor is provided. It allows the researcher to see page by page the 

POS tagger results.  As our system becomes more robust, more views of data will be provided in the 

Corpus Viewer, so that a researcher can easily locate tokens that have particular features. 

Editing Tools: We provide no editing tools. Texts and Corpora can be labeled and exported/imported on 

our site.  An export into a word processor while simultaneously manipulating switches in the Corpus 

Viewer should make it possible for most users to fine-tune the exported text and prepare it to be re-

imported to the site for idealized Topic Modeling. 

Text, Corpus, and Filter management: User can delete texts, corpora, and filters as needed. If a text is 

deleted, it will be deleted from all associated corpora. 

Details Regarding Gensim Topic Modeler Variables 
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a. Number of Topics [integer, max 1000]: Represents the actual number of topics the corpus is 

estimated to contain.  The researcher determines the number of topics and informs the Topic 

Modeler the number of topics to for the Modeler to locate.  

b. Iterations [integer, max 100]: The number of times the Topic Modeler will go through each 

document in the corpus. With a corpus of only a few documents, some have argued that a 

smaller number of iterations is appropriate.  Very large numbers of iterations, >100, are said to 

either provide no appreciable improvement in topic quality, or, to actually have a negative 

effect on topic quality.  This is a loop through the “E Step” in the algorithm. 
c. Tokens per Topic [integer, max 100]: Choose the number of distinct tokens to be output for each 

topic.  

d. Chunk Size [integer, max 10,000]: Can be used to alter the number of documents the Topic 

Modeler works with. A single large text can be arbitrarily chunked into documents of n-tokens in 

length, or, the researcher can insert a special character allowing a single large document to be 

split at logical “topic” break points – chapters, paragraphs, sections, and so forth. 

e. Passes [integer, max 50]: User chooses the number of complete passes through the entire 

corpus the Modeler should make.  This is a feature unique to Gensim. 

f. Threshold [decimal, max 1]: Determines how frequently the token must appear in the corpus in 

order to be considered assignable to any topic. The decimal is a ratio of token’s occurrences 
divided by the number of tokens in the corpus. 

g. Probability [decimal, max 1]: Determines how weak/strong the probability must be for a given 

Token to be assigned to a Topic. 

**** Future Gensim Implementation **** 

h. Now implemented: Decay Rate [decimal, max 1]: As the Modeler through an iteration, the rate 

at which earlier word-vector calculations are ‘forgotten’ by the Modeler and the most recent 

iterations are therefore favorably weighted. 

i. Now implemented: Update Every: [integer, default 10] After how many iterations should the 

Topic Modeler be rebalanced according to the calculations it has already made. “10” has 

occasionally been cited as a reasonable number of iterations prior to rebalancing. 

j. Flag now passed: Top Topics [flag]: Allows the user to calculate UMASS topic coherence score 

for each topic, so that the topic outputs can be ranked in order of “coherence” rather than as an 

arbitrarily ordered list of Topics. 

k. Random State: [integer, default blank] In Topic Modeling there is a randomness essential to the 

process, the random seed can be controlled by the user. If a specific random seed is chosen, 

then duplication of the Topic Modeling Process over the same corpus with the same settings 

should result in very, very similar – if not identical – outputs.  Changing the Random State 

integer is expected to alter the result outputs. 

l. Flag now passed: Per Word Topics [flag]: If this flag is chosen, then the Tokens returned for a 

topic will also include a list of topics, sorted in descending order, belonging to each Token 

returned. Therefore, the researcher is given not only the strongest associated Topic for each 

Token, but also other Topics to which the Token might be associated. 
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m. Get Term Topics [single token] (string): Allows a researcher to search Topics for a specific term. 

n. Flag now passed and Log Read: UMASS topic coherence now provided: Log Perplexity [flag]: 

Generates a topic coherence value, so that each topic can be ranked and ordered by quality 

descending. 

MALLET 

This MALLET implementation uses the Gensim Mallet wrapper for python. {note: “output-topic-

keys” outputs terms with their Dirichlet parameters} 

• MALLET – The standard MALLET LDA (familiar to many researchers) is available. User chooses 

number of topics, iterations, tokens per topic, chunk size, optimization threshold, and topic 

threshold. 

The following parameters & hyper-parameters may be set in our MALLET implementation. Their 

purpose is identical to that described above for Gensim.  

a. Number of Topics 

b. Iterations 

c. Tokens Per Topic 

d. Chunk Size 

e. Optimize Interval [“Update Every” in Gensim] 

f. Optimize Burn In: An integer equal to the number of iterations before optimization of the result 

set begins. “0” is the default, representing Optimize Off.  Integers greater than zero will then 

allow each Topic to be assigned a value by MALLET representing what portion of the Corpus is 

assigned to each Topic in the results. 

HDP 

• HDP: The Hierarchical implementation of Gensim LDA, allows the modeler to determine the 

number of topics in a corpus, and the number of tokens in each topic found, rather than the 

user pre-determining the number of topics. As with Gensim LDA, user chooses iterations, chunk 

size, passes, decay rate, minimum token threshold, and minimum token probability.  User also 

chooses scale, convergence, alpha & gamma concentrations, max number of topics, and max 

tokens per topic. User DOES NOT choose number of topics, of course. 

a. Kappa [decimal, 15, Max 100]: Largest number of “topics” [i.e. tokens] possible per document / 

chunk, the second, lower level of the hierarchy. 

b. kappa [default .51, the decay rate, a decimal from 0-5]: Decay, as described above under 

Gensim. 

c. T [default 150, max 500]: The Top Level truncation, i.e., the LARGEST possible number of Topics 

in the corpus.  User will not necessarily receive this many as results. 

d. tau [default 64, max 500]: The parameter that will down-weight results from earlier iterations, 

this is similar to the “Update Every” parameter under Gensim above. 
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e. gamma [integer, default 1 max 5]: the threshold occurrence for a term to be assigned to a topic 

T. “1” is the most likely appropriate value. 
f. alpha [integer, default 1, max 5]: the threshold occurrence for a term to be assigned to a topic K. 

g. Alpha [user should choose 1/Kappa, i.e. a decimal equal to 1/MAX TOPICS per document] 

h. eta [minimum probability]: Same as Gensim above for Minimum Probability. 

i. Var Converge [decimal, default .0001, max 1]: The minimum frequency of a token to be assigned 

to a topic, similar to Gensim above “gamma threshold”. 

j. Scale [integer, default 1]: {I cannot find anything in documentation or literature that describes 

what “scale” refers to. Perhaps this should be a coded default and not be set by user}. 

Why Mark Tokens with WordSense and POS Tags? Why Lemmatize? Why de-coreference? 

Many of the techniques embedded in the statistical algorithms of the Topic Modeler assume that 

occurrences of self-same “words” (unique tokens) are co-equal occurrences of the same word.  The 

Modeler also assumes that Tokens that differ only slightly – by a single character – are in fact 

occurrences of completely different “words”. 

• Words that differ in meaning – i.e. “word sense” – but have identical spellings are treated as 

identical. The common example from the literature is the word “country” to represent both a 

nation and non-urban spaces. 

• Words that differ only by being plurals (number) or possessives are treated as separate words, 

although in terms of “topics” it might be theorized that they should be treated as occurrences of 

the same word. 

• Similarly, it might be desirable to treat words that differ only in tense as the same word. 

• Part-of-Speech may be a good indicator of word-usage, such that words used as different Parts 

of Speech might best be represented as unique words in and of themselves. 

• A strong argument can be made for the replacement of pronouns in a text with the referent 

nouns.  Pronouns, to a large degree, are used to create for the most part a short-hand reference 

to underlying nouns, and to at least as large a degree for the purposes of style. Therefore, 

restoring the noun referents to pronouns can be an effective way to properly represent the 

frequency of Token occurrences. 

Sample Work-Flow, taking advantage of all Site Functions 

1. Identify the documents (the larger the quantity the better) that the User wishes to process. 

2. These documents must be saved as plain text files.  Commonly a plain text file is symbolized by a 

file extension .txt, although our import function does not require that extension. 

3. Import the text files, one by one, choosing an easily identifiable, unique name for each 

document. If the documents pre-date the 18th Century, the user should definitely consider 

applying the spelling standardization algorithms so that variant spellings will be standardized to 

self-same “words”. 
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4. Group the texts into a Corpus – a collection of documents – that the User wants the Modeler to 

analyze for Topics. 

5. Design filters that will remove tokens that the User does not wish sent to the Modeler.  In the 

Literature, users remove English parts of speech such as articles, personal pronouns, helper 

verbs, symbols, and so forth.  Many Researchers remove Proper Names.  Very common words 

are often removed. Depending upon the User’s purpose, this removal may or may not be 

desirable.  The filters will also help differentiate tokens that have similar appearances but carry 

distinct meanings.  The filters can also help differentiate tokens that have variant forms but 

identical referents. 

Optional Steps 

6. The User may now wish to export the tagged and filtered texts for further word-processing.  For 

example, the User may wish to clean-up, alter, edit, improve, or remove various tokens that our 

Unsupervised and Automated methods could not handle perfectly.  The Corpus Viewer can 

assist the user in this process. 

7. Import the cleaned up, idealized, or otherwise improved Corpus. 

Choose A Topic Modeler and Retrieve Results 

8. The User can now experiment by applying the self-same corpus to different Topic Modelers and 

Modeler Settings.  

9. After Modeling, the results will be placed on the Modeling Results page. These results can be 

exported or copied to a word processor, spreadsheet, or database program for further 

comparison and analysis. 
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Appendix C: Core Words in and Out 

Words in the core group of Stella et al.: 

abate account ace ache add address ado aid ail aim 

air alight allow amount appear apply arc arise arrange arrest 

ascend ass attack attain attend author award awe back bag 

bait ball balm band bang bank bar bare bark base 

bash bat battle bawl be beak beam bear beat bed 

beg bell bellow belt bend berth best bet better bid 

bike bill bind bird birth bit bitch bite black blame 

blank blast bleed blend blighter blink blob block bloke blot 

blotch blow blue board boast bob bolt bomb bond bone 

boo book boom boot bop border bore boss bounce bound 

bout bow bowl brace brag braid brain bread break breath 

breathe breed breeze bribe bring brood brook broom bruise brush 

bug build bulk bull bullet bully bum bump bun bunch 

bung bunk bunt burn butt button buy cab cable cake 

call calm camp can cane cap caper card care cart 

case cast castle cat catch cause cease center chain chair 

chap chase check chew chick chill chink choice choose chop 

chuck chunk cinch claim clank clash class claw clay clean 

cleanse clear climb cling clink clip cloak close clothe clothes 

club clue coach coast coat cock cockle coil coin coke 

come con cook cool cop copper core cork corrode cost 

cot couch count course cover cower crab crack crap crash 

crawl creep crest crew crib croak crook crop cross crouch 

crow crowd crown crude cruise crumb crush cry cub cube 

cud cure curse curve cut cutter dab dame damn damp 

dark darn dash date daub dead deal death deck dice 

diddle die dig din dip dirt dirty disc dish disk 

ditch do dock dog doll don doom dose dot douse 

down drag drape draw dread dress drift drill drip drop 

drown drug drum duck dull dummy dump dung dust dwell 

earn earth eat edge egg end enter error essay essence 

estate eye face fag fail fair fake fall farce fare 

farm fate fault fear fee feed feel fell feller fellow 

felt fiddle field fight figure fill filling film filth final 
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find finger fire fit fix fizz fizzle flail flake flame 

flap flash flat flaw flee fleet fling flip flirt float 

flog floor flop flow flush flux fly foil fold follow 

fool foot fop force form formal foul found fowl fox 

frame frank fray free freeze fret fright frighten frock fruit 

fuck fuel full fume fun fund fuse fuss gain game 

gang gap garb gas gash gasp gauge gear get ghost 

gift gin girl give glide glisten globe glow go goal 

gob gong good gore gown grab grade grate grime grip 

gross ground grouse grow grub guard guess guide gun guy 

hack hail halt hand handle hang harm haste hasten hatch 

haul haunt have hawk head heal heap hear heart heater 

heave heavy hedge heel height hide high hike hill hint 

hire hiss hit hitch hog hoist hold hole hollow home 

honk hood hook hoot hooter hop hope horn hound house 

howl huff hump hunch hunk hunt hurt hush idle issue 

itch jab jack jam jar jaw jazz jib jibe jive 

job jog join joint jump keep key kick kind king 

kip knit knob knock know label lace lack lad land 

lap lard lark lash last lather lay layer lead leaf 

lean leap learn lease leash leave leg lend let lick 

lie lift light lighter like limp line link list listen 

live loan lock look loom loose loot lope lose lot 

louse love low lump mail make man mar mark mask 

mass mat match mate matter mean means meat medal meet 

mellow melt mend menu mesh mess meter middle mince mind 

mire miss mix mob mode model moo mood moor mould 

mound mount mouse move muck mud mug nail name nap 

near need net nettle nib night nip nose note nut 

obtain offer oil one oppose orb order pace pack pad 

pain pains paint pair pale palm pane panel pang pant 

parcel part pass pat patch pate path pattern pause paw 

pay peak pearl peck pedal pee peer peg pen pick 

pickle picture piece pier pierce pig pile pillar pillow pin 

pinch ping pink pip piss pit pitch pitcher place plain 

plait plane plank plate play pleat plot plug plum plumb 

plump ply point poke poll pool pore pose post poster 

pot pouch pound power press prey price prick prime print 

prize prod prop pry puddle puff puke pull pump punch 

puncher purl purse push put queer quid quiz race rack 
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rag rage rail raise rake ram range rank rap rape 

rat rate ray read ready reap rear reel reign remedy 

rent rest ride rifle rift right ring rip ripple rise 

road roar roast rob robe rock roll roof rook room 

root rope rot rough round route row rub rule rum 

rummy run rush rust sack sag sail salve sap sate 

saucer save say scab scale scan scar scare scene scent 

school scope score screw scuff seal seat see seed seek 

seem sell send sense set settee settle sew shade shake 

sham shape share shave sheath shed sheer sheet shell shift 

shilling shimmer shin shine shiner ship shit shiver shock shoe 

shoot shooter shop shore short shot shout shove show shuffle 

shut shuttle sick side sight sign sing sink sit site 

skid skin skip slack slake slam slang slap slash sleep 

sleeper slice slick slide slight slim slime slip slope slosh 

slouch slow slug slump slush smack smart smash smear smell 

smoke smut snack snap snare sneak snip snipe snort snow 

soak sock sofa soften soil song soot sop sort sound 

sour source sow space span spare spark sparkle speak speed 

spell spend spew sphere spill spin spine spit spite splash 

split spoil spook spool sport spot sprain spring sprint spud 

stab stack stain stake stalk stamp star start startle state 

station stay stead steady steal steer stem step stern stick 

stiff still sting stir stock stone stool stop stopper store 

storm stove strain strap straw streak stride strike string strip 

stripe strive stub stud study stuff stump style suck sucker 

suffer suit sulk sum supply support swag sway swear sweat 

sweep swell swim swing swipe table tack tag tail tailor 

take talk tan tang tap tar task taste tax taxi 

tear tease teaser tell tend tender tense tent test thaw 

theme thieve thin thing think thorn thrash thread three thresh 

thrill throb throne throw thrust thud thug thumb thump tick 

tickle tie tier time tin tip tire tissue toil toll 

tone tongue tool toot top toss tot total touch tough 

tour tower toy track tract trade trail train tramp trample 

trap tread triad trick trickle trifle trim trip trot trust 

try tug tummy tune turn twin twine twist type upper 

use utter vest wad wage wager wail wait walk want 

ward ware wash waste watch wave waver wax way wear 

weave web wee weed weep weft weigh well wet whack 
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wham wheel while whip whirl whisk whistle white whiz wild 

will win wind wing wink wipe wire wise wish wit 

work world worm wrap wreck write writer yard yarn yell 

yen yield zip 

Words “out” of the Stella core group, the Peripheral Words 

a abandon abatement abbess abbot abdicate abdomen abhor 

abide ability abode abolish aborigine abortion abound above 

abrasive abridge absence absent absolute absorb absorption abstain 

abstention abstinence abstract abstraction absurd absurdity abundance abuse 

abyss academic academy accelerate acceleration accelerator accent accentuate 

accept acceptance access accessory accident accidental acclaim accommodati 

on 

accomplish accomplishmen accord accordance accordion accountant accounting accrue 

t 

accumulate accumulation accuracy accusation accusative accuse acetate acetone 

achieve achievement acid acknowledge acme acoustic acquaintance acquire 

act action activate active activist activity actor acumen 

acute ad adapt adder addict addiction addition adept 

adhere adhesive adjective adjust adjustment administratio admiration admire 

n 

admirer admission admit adolescent adopt adorn adrenaline adult 

adulterate adultery advance advancement advantage advent adventure adversary 

adversity advert advertise advertisemen advertising advise advisor advocate 

t 

aerial aerosol affair affect affectation affection affirm affirmative 

affluence affluent aftermath afternoon afterthought age agency agenda 

agent aggravate aggravation aggregate aggression aggressor agility agitate 

agitation agitator agnostic agony agree agreement agriculture ailment 

airfield airline airman airplane airport alarm albatross album 

alchemy alcohol alcoholic alcoholism alcove alert alias alibi 

alien alienate alienation alimony alkali allay allegation allegiance 

allegory allergy alley alligator allocate allot allotment allowance 

alloy allude allure ally almond almoner alphabet altar 

alter alteration alternate alternative altitude alto altogether alum 

amass amateur amaze amazement ambassador amber ambition amble 

ambush ameliorate amend amends amino ammonia ammunition amnesia 

amoeba amp amphibian amplify amplitude amputate amulet amuse 

amusement anagram analogue analogy analysis analyst anarchist anarchy 

anatomy ancestor anchor ancient angel anger angle angler 

anguish animal animate animation animosity ankle annihilate annihilation 

anniversary annotate announce announceme annoy annoyance annoying annual 

nt 

answer ant antagonism antagonist antagonize antecedent antenna anthem 

anthill anthropoid anticipate anticipation anticlimax antidote antimony antipathy 

antique anvil anxiety apartment apathy ape apex apologize 

apology apparatus apparel apparition appeal appearance appendix appetite 

applaud applause apple appliance applicant application appoint appointment 

appraisal appreciate appreciation apprehend apprehension apprentice approach appropriate 

approval approve approximate apricot apron arbitration arcade arch 

archaeology archangel architect architecture arctic area arena argon 
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argue argument aristocracy aristocrat arithmetic arm armament armpit 

arms army aroma arousal arouse arrangement array arrival 

arrive arrogance arrow arsenal arsenic arson art article 

articulation artillery artisan artist arts ascending ascent ascertain 

ash aside ask asparagus aspect aspidistra aspiration aspire 

aspirin assassin assassination assault assay assemble assembly assent 

assert assertion assess assessment asset assignment assimilate assist 

assistance assistant associate association assortment assume assumption assurance 

astonish astonishment astound astronaut astronomy astuteness asylum atheism 

atheist athlete athletics atlas atmosphere atom atonement attach 

attacker attainment attempt attendance attendant attention attic attire 

attitude attorney attract attraction attribute auction auctioneer audacity 

audience audio aunt auntie aura auricle authoritarian authority 

auto autocracy autocrat autograph automatic automation automaton automobile 

autumn avail availability avalanche avarice avenge avenue average 

aversion aviary aviator avoid avoidance await awake awaken 

awakening awareness axe axis axon azure babble babe 

baby bachelor bacillus backbone background backside bacteria bad 

baddie badger badness baffle baggage bail bake baker 

bakery balaclava balance bald baldy ballad ballerina ballet 

balloon ballot ballroom balsa bam ban banana bandage 

bandit banger bangle banish banister bankrupt banner banquet 

banshee barb barbarian bard bargain barge barley barman 

barn barnacle baron baronet baroque barrel barren barricade 

barrier barter baseball basement basic basil basin basis 

basket basketball bass basset bastard batch bath bathe 

bathing bathroom baton batsman batter battery battlement battleship 

bawdy bay bazaar beacon bead bean beard bearer 

bearskin beast beatnik beau beauty beaver beckon become 

bedding bedlam bedroom bedsit bedspread beech beef beehive 

beet beetle beetroot beggar begin beginner beginning behave 

behavior behind behold beholder beige being belch belfry 

belief believe believer belittle belligerent belly belong belongings 

beloved bench benefactor benefit bereaved bereavement berserk beseech 

bestow betide betray betterment beverage beware bewilder bewilderment 

bias bib bicycle bidding biff bigotry bikini bilberry 

bile bilge billboard billion billow bin binary binder 

binding binge bingo binomial biography biology biped birch 

birdie birthday biscuit bitter bitterness blab blackberry blackbird 

blackboard blackmail blackness bladder blade blanket blare blaspheme 

blasphemy blaze blazer bleach bleat bleeder bleep blemish 

bless blessing blight blimp blind blindfold blindness bliss 

blister blitz blockage blond blonde blood bloodhound bloodshed 

bloody bloom bloomers blossom blotter blower blubber bluebell 

blueberry bluebottle blues bluff blunder blunt blur blurb 

blush bluster boa boar boarder boarding boat boater 

boating bobbin bobtail body bog bogey boggle boil 

boiler bold bollocks bolster bombardmen bomber bondage bonding 

t 

bonfire bonnet bonus boob booby boogie bookie booklet 

bookmaker boomerang boon boor boost booster booth booty 

booze boozer boredom boring borrow bosh bosom botany 

bother bottle bottom boulder boulevard bouncer boundary bounty 

bouquet bourgeois bourgeoisie bourn boutique bovine bowel bowler 

box boxer boxing boy boyfriend bra bracelet braces 
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bracken bracket brainwave brake branch brand brandish brass 

brassiere brat bravado brave bravery brawl brawn brazen 

brazier breach breadth breakage breakdown breaker breakthrough breakwater 

breast breeches breeder breeding brevity brew brewer briar 

bribery bridegroom bridge bridle brief brigand brighten brightness 

brilliance brim brine brink brisk bristle brittle broach 

broad broadcast brochure broker bromide bronze brooch broomstick 

broth brothel brother brotherhood brow brown brownie browse 

brunette brutality brute bubble bubbly buck bucket buckle 

bucolic buddy budge budgerigar budgie buff buffalo buffoon 

bugger bugle builder building bulb bulge bulldog bulldozer 

bullfight bullshit bumble bumpkin bundle bungalow bungle bunkum 

bunny buoy burble burden bureau bureaucracy bureaucrat burger 
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Topic models, like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), have been recently used to automatically generate text 

corpora topics, and to subdivide the corpus words among those topics. However, not all the estimated topics 

are of equal importance or correspond to genuine themes of the domain. Some of the topics can be a 

collection of irrelevant words, or represent insignificant themes. Current approaches to topic modeling 

perform manual examination to find meaningful topics. This paper presents the first automated 

unsupervised analysis of LDA models to identify junk topics from legitimate ones, and to rank the topic 

significance. Basically, the distance between a topic distribution and three definitions of “junk distribution” is 

computed using a variety of measures, from which an expressive figure of the topic significance is 

implemented using 4-phase Weighted Combination approach. Our experiments on synthetic and benchmark 

datasets show the effectiveness of the proposed approach in ranking the topic significance. 
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The question of "what counts?" in a field is an important component of community formation and is critical 

for eking out resources in the academic ecosystem. But what is the effect when the conversation is not about 

recognizing similarity across differences or disparity in order to build a common ground, but rather, about 

declaring something to be unrecognizable within the confines of a field? The limits of recognition and 

misrecognition have been the site of some of the thorny debates over what constitutes the field of digital 

humanities, who can best relay its genealogy, and perhaps most critically, how the field will be shaped in the 

years to come. This article engages with two current conversations and considers the politics and possibilities 

of a DH project that builds a sustainable practice of a self in academia and a lifeline to others as a way of 

imagining a collective and radical community of scholarship. By focusing on the #AntiJemimas collection of 
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blogs, this inquiry traces a particular mode of critical digital inquiry that is at once political, personal, and 

performative and challenges the question of "what counts?" in the field formation of the digital humanities. 

[PUBLICATION ABSTRACT] 

Benavoli, A. and M. Zaffalon (2012). "A model of prior ignorance for inferences in the one-parameter exponential 

family." Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference 142(7): 1960. 

This paper proposes a model of prior ignorance about a scalar variable based on a set of distributions M. In 

particular, a set of minimal properties that a set M of distributions should satisfy to be a model of prior 

ignorance without producing vacuous inferences is defined. In the case the likelihood model corresponds to 

a one-parameter exponential family of distributions, it is shown that the above minimal properties are 

equivalent to a special choice of the domains for the parameters of the conjugate exponential prior. This 

makes it possible to define the largest (that is, the least-committal) set of conjugate priors M that satisfies 

the above properties. The obtained set M is a model of prior ignorance with respect to the functions 

(queries) that are commonly used for statistical inferences; it is easy to elicit and, because of conjugacy, 

tractable; it encompasses frequentist and the so-called objective Bayesian inferences with improper priors. 

An application of the model to a problem of inference with count data is presented. 

Blei, D. M. (2012). "Topic Modeling and Digital Humanities." Journal of Digital Humanities 2(1): 8-11. 

Blei, D. M. (2014). Build, Compute, Critique, Repeat: Data Analysis with Latent Variable Models. PALO ALTO, ANNUAL 

REVIEWS. 1: 203-232. 

We survey latent variable models for solving data-analysis problems. A latent variable model is a 

probabilistic model that encodes hidden patterns in the data. We uncover these patterns from their 

conditional distribution and use them to summarize data and form predictions. Latent variable models are 

important in many fields, including computational biology, natural language processing, and social network 

analysis. Our perspective is that models are developed iteratively: We build a model, use it to analyze data, 

assess how it succeeds and fails, revise it, and repeat. We describe how new research has transformed these 

essential activities. First, we describe probabilistic graphical models, a language for formulating latent 

variable models. Second, we describe mean field variational inference, a generic algorithm for approximating 

conditional distributions. Third, we describe how to use our analyses to solve problems: exploring the data, 

forming predictions, and pointing us in the direction of improved models. 

Blei, D. M., et al. (2003). "Latent Dirichlet allocation." Journal of Machine Learning Research 3(4-5): 993-1022. 

We describe latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a generative probabilistic model for collections of discrete data 

such as text corpora. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which each item of a collection is 

modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying set of topics. Each topic is, in turn, modeled as an infinite 

mixture over an underlying set of topic probabilities. In the context of text modeling, the topic probabilities 

provide an explicit representation of a document. We present efficient approximate inference techniques 

based on variational methods and an EM algorithm for empirical Bayes parameter estimation. We report 

results in document modeling, text classification, and collaborative filtering, comparing to a mixture of 

unigrams model and the probabilistic LSI model. 

Boling, C. and K. Das (2015). "Reducing Dimensionality of Text Documents using Latent Semantic Analysis." 

International Journal of Computer Applications 112(5). 

Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a technique that analyzes relationships between documents and its terms, 

and it discovers a data representation that has a lower dimension than the original semantic space. 

Essentially, the reduced dimensionality preserves the most crucial aspects of the data since LSA analyzes 
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documents to find latent meaning in the corpus. The latent semantic space is determined by singular value 

decomposition (SVD), which enables a powerful process to simplify any rectangular matrix into a product of 

three unique components. The purpose of using SVD is to retrieve a sufficient amount of dimensions, which 

reveal a relevant structure that spans the original term-document matrix. In this study, LSA was used to find 

particular associations with user queries in a sample of documents from Medline Industries, Inc. Selecting an 

appropriate dimension for a reduced representation is suitable to represent the original latent space. The 

reduced model of the term-document matrix shows that SVD is capable of dealing with semantic problems. 

Overall, the goal is to overcome the problem of unsatisfactory indexed results by revealing hidden 

relationships among the terms and documents.; Latent semantic analysis (LSA) is a technique that analyzes 

relationships between documents and its terms, and it discovers a data representation that has a lower 

dimension than the original semantic space. Essentially, the reduced dimensionality preserves the most 

crucial aspects of the data since LSA analyzes documents to find latent meaning in the corpus. The latent 

semantic space is determined by singular value decomposition (SVD), which enables a powerful process to 

simplify any rectangular matrix into a product of three unique components. The purpose of using SVD is to 

retrieve a sufficient amount of dimensions, which reveal a relevant structure that spans the original term-

document matrix. In this study, LSA was used to find particular associations with user queries in a sample of 

documents from Medline Industries, Inc. Selecting an appropriate dimension for a reduced representation is 

suitable to represent the original latent space. The reduced model of the term-document matrix shows that 

SVD is capable of dealing with semantic problems. Overall, the goal is to overcome the problem of 

unsatisfactory indexed results by revealing hidden relationships among the terms and documents.; 

Boyd-Graber, J. and D. M. Blei (2010). "Syntactic Topic Models." 

The syntactic topic model (STM) is a Bayesian nonparametric model of language that discovers latent 

distributions of words (topics) that are both semantically and syntactically coherent. The STM models 

dependency parsed corpora where sentences are grouped into documents. It assumes that each word is 

drawn from a latent topic chosen by combining document-level features and the local syntactic context. 

Each document has a distribution over latent topics, as in topic models, which provides the semantic 

consistency. Each element in the dependency parse tree also has a distribution over the topics of its children, 

as in latent-state syntax models, which provides the syntactic consistency. These distributions are convolved 

so that the topic of each word is likely under both its document and syntactic context. We derive a fast 

posterior inference algorithm based on variational methods. We report qualitative and quantitative studies 

on both synthetic data and hand-parsed documents. We show that the STM is a more predictive model of 

language than current models based only on syntax or only on topics. U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-

2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=Syntactic+Topic+Models&rft.au=Boyd-

Graber%2C+Jordan&rft.au=Blei%2C+David+M&rft.date=2010-02-

24&rft.externalDBID=cs&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_1002_4665&paramdict=en-US U7 - Journal Article 

Briesemeister, B. B., et al. (2011). "Discrete emotion norms for nouns: Berlin affective word list (DENN–BAWL)." 

Behavior Research Methods 43(2): 441-448. 

The Berlin Affective Word List (BAWL, Võ, Jacobs, & Conrad, Behavior Research Methods, 35, 606-609, 2006) 

and the BAWL-R (Võ et al. in Behavior Research Methods 38, 606-609, 2009) are two commonly used lists to 

investigate affective properties of German words. The two-dimensional valence and arousal model of affect 

underlying the BAWL is traditionally contrasted with models describing affect in discrete emotional 

categories, which, however, are not currently incorporated in the BAWL. In order to allow future studies to 

investigate affective processing from both perspectives--or to directly compare them--in the present study, 
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we collected data by assigning nouns taken from the BAWL-R to discrete emotion intensities, which in turn 

allowed the assignment to discrete emotion categories. In the study, we present Discrete Emotion Norms for 

Nouns-Berlin Affective Word List (DENN-BAWL). Using these ratings and the psycholinguistic indexes from 

the BAWL-R, the DENN-BAWL allows researchers to design experiments using highly controlled and reliable 

word material. Data have been archived at www.fu-berlin.de/allgpsy/DENN-BAWL.;The Berlin Affective Word 

List (BAWL, Võ, Jacobs, & Conrad, Behavior Research Methods, 35, 606-609, 2006) and the BAWL-R (Võ et al. 

in Behavior Research Methods 38, 606-609, 2009) are two commonly used lists to investigate affective 

properties of German words. The two-dimensional valence and arousal model of affect underlying the BAWL 

is traditionally contrasted with models describing affect in discrete emotional categories, which, however, are 

not currently incorporated in the BAWL. In order to allow future studies to investigate affective processing 

from both perspectives—or to directly compare them—in the present study, we collected data by assigning 

nouns taken from the BAWL-R to discrete emotion intensities, which in turn allowed the assignment to 

discrete emotion categories. In the study, we present Discrete Emotion Norms for Nouns–Berlin Affective 

Word List (DENN–BAWL). Using these ratings and the psycholinguistic indexes from the BAWL-R, the DENN– 

BAWL allows researchers to design experiments using highly controlled and reliable word material. Data 

have been archived at www.fu-berlin.de/allgpsy/DENN-BAWL; The Berlin Affective Word List (BAWL, Võ, 

Jacobs, & Conrad, Behavior Research Methods, 35, 606-609, 2006) and the BAWL-R (Võ et al. in Behavior 

Research Methods 38, 606-609, 2009) are two commonly used lists to investigate affective properties of 

German words. The two-dimensional valence and arousal model of affect underlying the BAWL is 

traditionally contrasted with models describing affect in discrete emotional categories, which, however, are 

not currently incorporated in the BAWL. In order to allow future studies to investigate affective processing 

from both perspectives-or to directly compare them-in the present study, we collected data by assigning 

nouns taken from the BAWL-R to discrete emotion intensities, which in turn allowed the assignment to 

discrete emotion categories. In the study, we present Discrete Emotion Norms for Nouns-Berlin Affective 

Word List (DENN-BAWL). Using these ratings and the psycholinguistic indexes from the BAWL-R, the DENN-

BAWL allows researchers to design experiments using highly controlled and reliable word material. Data 

have been archived at www.fu-berlin.de/allgpsy/DENN-BAWL [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; 

Budanitsky, A. and G. Hirst (2006). "Evaluating WordNet-Based Measures of Lexical Semantic Relatedness." 

Computational Linguistics 32(1): 13-47. 

The quantification of lexical semantic relatedness has many applications in NLP, and many different 

measures have been proposed. We evaluate five of these measures, all of which use WordNet as their central 

resource, by comparing their performance in detecting and correcting real-word spelling errors. An 

information-content-based measure proposed by Jiang and Conrath is found superior to those proposed by 

Hirst and St-Onge, Leacock and Chodorow, Lin, and Resnik. In addition, we explain why distributional 

similarity is not an adequate proxy for lexical semantic relatedness. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; The 

quantification of lexical semantic relatedness has many applications in NLP, and many different measures 

have been proposed. We evaluate five of these measures, all of which use WordNet as their central resource, 

by comparing their performance in detecting and correcting real-word spelling errors. An information-

content-based measure proposed by Jiang and Conrath is found superior to those proposed by Hirst and St-

Onge, Leacock and Chodorow, Lin, and Resnik. In addition, we explain why distributional similarity is not an 

adequate proxy for lexical semantic relatedness. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; 

Capone, A. (2005). "François Recanati, Literal meaning. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004. Pp. viii+179." 

Journal of Linguistics 41(3): 667-671. 

Cardie, C. (2014). "Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining Bing Liu (University of Illinois at Chicago) Morgan & 
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Claypool (Synthesis Lectures on Human Language Technologies, edited by Graeme Hirst, 5(1)), 2012, 167 pp; 

paperbound, ISBN 978-1-60845-884-4." 40(2): 511-513. 

Ceran, B., et al. Story detection using generalized concepts and relations, ACM. 

A major challenge in automated text analysis is that different words are used for related concepts. Analyzing 

text at the surface level would treat related concepts (i.e. actors, actions, targets, and victims) as different 

objects, potentially missing common narrative patterns. Shallow parsers reveal semantic roles of words 

leading to subject-verb-object triplets. We developed a novel algorithm to extract information from triplets 

by clustering them into generalized concepts by utilizing syntactic criteria based on common contexts and 

semantic corpus-based statistical criteria based on "contextual synonyms". We show that generalized 

concepts representation of text (1) overcomes surface level differences (which arise when different keywords 

are used for related concepts) without drift, (2) leads to a higher-level semantic network representation of 

related stories, and (3) when used as features, they yield a significant 36% boost in performance for the story 

detection task. 

Chang, J. and D. M. Blei (2010). "HIERARCHICAL RELATIONAL MODELS FOR DOCUMENT NETWORKS." The Annals of 

Applied Statistics 4(1): 124-150. 

We develop the relational topic model (RTM), a hierarchical model of both network structure and node 

attributes. We focus on document networks, where the attributes of each document are its words, that is, 

discrete observations taken from a fixed vocabulary. For each pair of documents, the RTM models their link 

as a binary random variable that is conditioned on their contents. The model can be used to summarize a 

network of documents, predict links between them, and predict words within them. We derive efficient 

inference and estimation algorithms based on variational methods that take advantage of sparsity and scale 

with the number of links. We evaluate the predictive performance of the RTM for large networks of scientific 

abstracts, web documents, and geographically tagged news.;We develop the relational topic model (RTM), a 

hierarchical model of both network structure and node attributes. We focus on document networks, where 

the attributes of each document are its words, that is, discrete observations taken from a fixed vocabulary. 

For each pair of documents, the RTM models their link as a binary random variable that is conditioned on 

their contents. The model can be used to summarize a network of documents, predict links between them, 

and predict words within them. We derive efficient inference and estimation algorithms based on variational 

methods that take advantage of sparsity and scale with the number of links. We evaluate the predictive 

performance of the RTM for large networks of scientific abstracts, web documents, and geographically 

tagged news.;We develop the relational topic model (RTM), a hierarchical model of both network structure 

and node attributes. We focus on document networks, where the attributes of each document are its words, 

that is, discrete observations taken from a fixed vocabulary. For each pair of documents, the RTM models 

their link as a binary random variable that is conditioned on their contents. The model can be used to 

summarize a network of documents, predict links between them, and predict words within them. We derive 

efficient inference and estimation algorithms based on variational methods that take advantage of sparsity 

and scale with the number of links. We evaluate the predictive performance of the RTM for large networks of 

scientific abstracts, web documents, and geographically tagged news.; 

Chang, J., et al. Reading tea leaves: How humans interpret topic models. 

Chemudugunta, C., et al. Modeling general and specific aspects of documents with a probabilistic topic model. 

Deerwester, S., et al. (1990). "Indexing by Latent Semantic Analysis." Journal of the American Society for Information 

Science (1986-1998) 41(6): 391-407. 
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A new method for automatic indexing and retrieval is described. The approach is to take advantage of 

implicit higher-order structure in the association of terms with documents ("semantic structure") in order to 

improve the detection of relevant documents on the basis of terms found in queries. The particular 

technique used is singular-value decomposition, in which a large term by document matrix is decomposed 

into a set of ca. 100 or thogonal factors from which the original matrix can be approximated by linear 

combination. Documents are represented by ca. 100 item vectors of factor weights. Queries are represented 

as pseudo-document vectors formed from weighted combinations of terms, and documents with supra-

threshold cosine values are re turned. Initial tests find this completely automatic method for retrieval to be 

promising. 

Delmonte, R. Computing poetry style. 

DeWitt, I. D. J. (2014). Word Recognition in Auditory Cortex. 74. 

Drouin, J. (2014). "Close- and Distant-Reading Modernism: Network Analysis, Text Mining, and Teachingthe Little 

Review." The Journal of Modern Periodical Studies 5(1): 110-135. 

The digital humanities tends either to distant-read enormous data sets or to microanalyze the linguistic 

features of single works. “Big data” projects use software to visualize massive data sets of publishing 

information containing millions of volumes, revealing historic patterns that would be unobtainable by 

scholars. The main weakness of big data methodologies is their inability to read the works. The microscopic 

approach of text mining presents similar benefits and drawbacks. This article finds a middle ground by using 

these two techniques to read the September 1918 examining the combined use of human markup and 

automated statistical techniques.;The digital humanities tends either to distant-read enormous data sets or 

to microanalyze the linguistic features of single works. “Big data” projects use software to visualize massive 

data sets of publishing information containing millions of volumes, revealing historic patterns that would be 

unobtainable by scholars. The main weakness of big data methodologies is their inability to read the works. 

The microscopic approach of text mining presents similar benefits and drawbacks. This article finds a middle 

ground by using these two techniques to read the September 1918 examining the combined use of human 

markup and automated statistical techniques.; 

Gershman, S. J. and D. M. Blei (2012). "A tutorial on Bayesian nonparametric models." Journal of Mathematical 

Psychology 56(1): 1-12. 

A key problem in statistical modeling is model selection, that is, how to choose a model at an appropriate 

level of complexity. This problem appears in many settings, most prominently in choosing the number of 

clusters in mixture models or the number of factors in factor analysis. In this tutorial, we describe Bayesian 

nonparametric methods, a class of methods that side-steps this issue by allowing the data to determine the 

complexity of the model. This tutorial is a high-level introduction to Bayesian nonparametric methods and 

contains several examples of their application. © 2011 Elsevier Inc.;A key problem in statistical modeling is 

model selection, that is, how to choose a model at an appropriate level of complexity. This problem appears 

in many settings, most prominently in choosing the number of clusters in mixture models or the number of 

factors in factor analysis. In this tutorial, we describe Bayesian nonparametric methods, a class of methods 

that side-steps this issue by allowing the data to determine the complexity of the model. This tutorial is a 

high-level introduction to Bayesian nonparametric methods and contains several examples of their 

application. (C) 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.; 

Goddard, C. (2012). "Semantic primes, semantic molecules, semantic templates: Key concepts in the NSM approach to 

lexical typology." Linguistics 50(3): 711-743. 
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The Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) approach has a long track record in crosslinguistic lexical 

semantics (Wierzbicka 1992, 1996, 1999; Goddard 1998, 2006, 2008, 2011; Harkins and Wierzbicka 2001; 

Goddard and Wierzbicka 2002; Peeters 2006; Gladkova 2010; Ye 2007a, 2007b, 2010; Bromhead 2009, 2011; 

Wong 2005, 2010; and other works). It is therefore not surprising that it has a clear theoretical position on 

key issues in lexical semantic typology and a well-developed set of analytical techniques. From a theoretical 

point of view, the overriding issue concerns the . What are the optimal concepts and categories to support 

the systematic investigation of lexicons and lexicological phenomena across the world's languages? To this 

question, the NSM approach offers the following answer: the necessary concepts can — and must — be 

based on the shared lexical-conceptual core of all languages, which NSM researchers claim to have 

discovered over the course of a thirty-five year program of empirical crosslinguistic semantics. This shared 

lexical-conceptual core is the minilanguage of semantic primes and their associated grammar. In addition, 

over the past 10 or so years, NSM researchers have developed certain original analytical constructs which 

promise to enhance the power and systematicity of the approach: in particular, the notions of semantic 

molecules and semantic templates. This paper sets out to explain and illustrate these notions, to report some 

key analytical findings (updated, in many cases, from previously published accounts), and to extrapolate their 

implications for the further development of lexical typology. 

Gooch, P. and A. Roudsari (2012). "Lexical patterns, features and knowledge resources for coreference resolution in 

clinical notes." Journal of Biomedical Informatics 45(5): 901. 

Display Omitted;Generation of entity coreference chains provides a means to extract linked narrative events 

from clinical notes, but despite being a well-researched topic in natural language processing, general-

purpose coreference tools perform poorly on clinical texts. This paper presents a knowledge-centric and 

pattern-based approach to resolving coreference across a wide variety of clinical records from two corpora 

(Ontology Development and Information Extraction (ODIE) and i2b2/VA), and describes a method for 

generating coreference chains using progressively pruned linked lists that reduces the search space and 

facilitates evaluation by a number of metrics. Independent evaluation results give an F-measure for each 

corpus of 79.2% and 87.5%, respectively. A baseline of blind coreference of mentions of the same class gives 

F-measures of 65.3% and 51.9% respectively. For the ODIE corpus, recall is significantly improved over the 

baseline (p<0.05) but overall there was no statistically significant improvement in F-measure (p>0.05). For 

the i2b2/VA corpus, recall, precision, and F-measure are significantly improved over the baseline (p<0.05). 

Overall, our approach offers performance at least as good as human annotators and greatly increased 

performance over general-purpose tools. The system uses a number of open-source components that are 

available to download.; 

Gries, S. T. and A. Stefanowitsch (2006). Corpora in cognitive linguistics: corpus-based approaches to syntax and lexis. 

New York;Berlin;, Mouton de Gruyter. 

Haidar, M. A. and D. O'Shaughnessy (2015). "Unsupervised language model adaptation using LDA-based mixture 

models and latent semantic marginals." COMPUTER SPEECH AND LANGUAGE 29(1): 20-31. 

In this paper, we present unsupervised language model (LM) adaptation approaches using latent Dirichlet 

allocation (LDA) and latent semantic marginals (LSM). The LSM is the unigram probability distribution over 

words that are calculated using LDA-adapted unigram models. The LDA model is used to extract topic 

information from a training corpus in an unsupervised manner. The LDA model yields a document-topic 

matrix that describes the number of words assigned to topics for the documents. A hard-clustering method 

is applied on the document-topic matrix of the LDA model to form topics. An adapted model is created by 

using a weighted combination of the n-gram topic models. The stand-alone adapted model outperforms the 

background model. The interpolation of the background model and the adapted model gives further 
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improvement. We modify the above models using the LSM. The LSM is used to form a new adapted model 

by using the minimum discriminant information (MDI) adaptation approach called unigram scaling, which 

minimizes the distance between the new adapted model and the other model. The unigram scaling of the 

adapted model using LSM yields better results over a conventional unigram scaling approach. The unigram 

scaling of the interpolation of the background and the adapted model using the LSM outperform the 

background model, the unigram scaling of the background model, the unigram scaling of the adapted 

model, and the interpolation of the background and the adapted models respectively. We perform 

experiments using the '87-89 Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus incorporating a multi-pass continuous speech 

recognition (CSR) system. In the first pass, we used the background n-gram language model for lattice 

generation and then we apply the LM adaptation approaches for lattice rescoring in the second pass. © 

2014 Elsevier Ltd.;In this paper, we present unsupervised language model (LM) adaptation approaches using 

latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and latent semantic marginals (LSM). The LSM is the unigram probability 

distribution over words that are calculated using LDA-adapted unigram models. The LDA model is used to 

extract topic information from a training corpus in an unsupervised manner. The LDA model yields a 

document topic matrix that describes the number of words assigned to topics for the documents. A hard-

clustering method is applied on the document topic matrix of the LDA model to form topics. An adapted 

model is created by using a weighted combination of the n-gram topic models. The stand-alone adapted 

model outperforms the background model. The interpolation of the background model and the adapted 

model gives further improvement. We modify the above models using the LSM. The LSM is used to form a 

new adapted model by using the minimum discriminant information (MDI) adaptation approach called 

unigram scaling, which minimizes the distance between the new adapted model and the other model. The 

unigram scaling of the adapted model using LSM yields better results over a conventional unigram scaling 

approach. The unigram scaling of the interpolation of the background and the adapted model using the LSM 

outperform the background model, the unigram scaling of the background model, the unigram scaling of 

the adapted model, and the interpolation of the background and the adapted models respectively. We 

perform experiments using the '87-89 Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus incorporating a multi-pass 

continuous speech recognition (CSR) system. In the first pass, we used the background n-gram language 

model for lattice generation and then we apply the LM adaptation approaches for lattice rescoring in the 

second pass. (C) 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.; 

Hirst, G. (1997). "Context as a Spurious Concept." 

I take issue with AI formalizations of context, primarily the formalization by McCarthy and Buvac, that regard 

context as an undefined primitive whose formalization can be the same in many different kinds of AI tasks. In 

particular, any theory of context in natural language must take the special nature of natural language into 

account and cannot regard context simply as an undefined primitive. I show that there is no such thing as a 

coherent theory of context simpliciter -- context pure and simple -- and that context in natural language is 

not the same kind of thing as context in KR. In natural language, context is constructed by the speaker and 

the interpreter, and both have considerable discretion in so doing. Therefore, a formalization based on pre-

defined contexts and pre-defined `lifting axioms' cannot account for how context is used in real-world 

language. U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=Context+as+a+Spurious+Concept&rft.au=Hirst%2C+Graeme&rft.date=1 

997-12-09&rft.externalDBID=cs&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_cmp_lg_9712003&paramdict=en-US U7 -

Journal Article 

Hoffman, M. D., et al. Online learning for Latent Dirichlet Allocation. 
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Hofmann, T. (2013). "Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis." 

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis is a novel statistical technique for the analysis of two-mode and co-

occurrence data, which has applications in information retrieval and filtering, natural language processing, 

machine learning from text, and in related areas. Compared to standard Latent Semantic Analysis which 

stems from linear algebra and performs a Singular Value Decomposition of co-occurrence tables, the 

proposed method is based on a mixture decomposition derived from a latent class model. This results in a 

more principled approach which has a solid foundation in statistics. In order to avoid overfitting, we propose 

a widely applicable generalization of maximum likelihood model fitting by tempered EM. Our approach 

yields substantial and consistent improvements over Latent Semantic Analysis in a number of experiments. 

U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=Probabilistic+Latent+Semantic+Analysis&rft.au=Hofmann%2C+Thomas 

&rft.date=2013-01-23&rft.externalDBID=cs&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_1301_6705&paramdict=en-US 

U7 - Journal Article 

Ignatov, D. I. Introduction to formal concept analysis and its applications in information retrieval and related fields. 

Jain, M. C. and V. Y. Kulkarni (2014). "TexEmo: Conveying Emotion from Text- The Study." International Journal of 

Computer Applications 86(4): 43-49. 

Human Computer Interface for communication is a very powerful and most current area of research 

because the human world is getting more and more digitize and one wants the digital systems to behave 

like a human being. This requires the digital systems to imitate the human behavior accurately. Emotion is 

one aspect of human behavior which plays an important role in human feeling and decision making thus 

influencing the way people interact in the society. In human computer interaction, the computer interfaces 

need to recognize the emotion of the end users in order to exhibit a truly intelligent behavior. Human 

express the emotion in the form their facial expression, through their speech, and by writing text. The 

automatic identification of emotions in texts is important for applications such as: opinion mining and 

market analysis, affective computing, natural language interfaces, and e-learning environments, including 

educational games. This paper is mainly focused on to conveying the emotion expressed by a text 

documents. In simple way I can say that main aim of this study is to classify the emotion expressed by the 

text, based on pre-defined list of emotion i. e. Anger, Joy, Sad, Fear, Disgust, and Surprise. In order to collect 

the emotion evoking word, this study paper is mainly enlightened on ISEAR dataset, WPARD and Word-Net 

Affect dataset. A lot of attention is paid to the normalization of text and expand the knowledge base of 

emotion word. Uses of Vector Space Model for Information retrieval and classification.; Human Computer 

Interface for communication is a very powerful and most current area of research because the human world 

is getting more and more digitize and one wants the digital systems to behave like a human being. This 

requires the digital systems to imitate the human behavior accurately. Emotion is one aspect of human 

behavior which plays an important role in human feeling and decision making thus influencing the way 

people interact in the society. In human computer interaction, the computer interfaces need to recognize the 

emotion of the end users in order to exhibit a truly intelligent behavior. Human express the emotion in the 

form their facial expression, through their speech, and by writing text. The automatic identification of 

emotions in texts is important for applications such as: opinion mining and market analysis, affective 

computing, natural language interfaces, and e-learning environments, including educational games. This 

paper is mainly focused on to conveying the emotion expressed by a text documents. In simple way I can say 

that main aim of this study is to classify the emotion expressed by the text, based on pre-defined list of 

emotion i. e. Anger, Joy, Sad, Fear, Disgust, and Surprise. In order to collect the emotion evoking word, this 

study paper is mainly enlightened on ISEAR dataset, WPARD and Word-Net Affect dataset. A lot of attention 
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is paid to the normalization of text and expand the knowledge base of emotion word. Uses of Vector Space 

Model for Information retrieval and classification.; 

Joekers, M. L. and D. Mimno (2013). "Significant themes in 19th-century literature." POETICS 41(6): 750-769. 

acents We model hundreds of themes in a corpus of some 3200 19th-century novels. acents We analyze the 

statistical significance of these themes, heeding gender especially. acents We consider impact of external 

factors on use of themes and words within themes. acents We offer a robust method of exploring literary 

themes at scale.;External factors such as author gender, author nationality, and date of publication can affect 

both the choice of literary themes in novels and the expression of those themes, but the extent of this 

association is difficult to quantify. In this work, we apply statistical methods to identify and extract hundreds 

of topics (themes) from a corpus of 19th-century British, Irish, and American fiction. We use these topics as a 

measurable, data-driven proxy for literary themes and assess how external factors may predict fluctuations in 

the use of themes and the individual word choices within themes. We use topics not only to measure these 

associations but also to evaluate whether this evidence is statistically significant. © 2013 Elsevier B.V.;External 

factors such as author gender, author nationality, and date of publication can affect both the choice of 

literary themes in novels and the expression of those themes, but the extent of this association is difficult to 

quantify. In this work, we apply statistical methods to identify and extract hundreds of topics (themes) from a 

corpus of 19th-century British, Irish, and American fiction. We use these topics as a measurable, data-driven 

proxy for literary themes and assess how external factors may predict fluctuations in the use of themes and 

the individual word choices within themes. We use topics not only to measure these associations but also to 

evaluate whether this evidence is statistically significant. (C) 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.; 

Juillard, M. (1990). "Proper Nouns as Proper Style-Markers of Poetry and Prose." Literary and Linguistic Computing: 

Journal of the Association for Literary and Linguistic Computing 5(1): 1-8. 

Kao, J. T., et al. (2016). "A Computational Model of Linguistic Humor in Puns." Cognitive Science 40(5): 1270-1285. 

Humor plays an essential role in human interactions. Precisely what makes something funny, however, 

remains elusive. While research on natural language understanding has made significant advancements in 

recent years, there has been little direct integration of humor research with computational models of 

language understanding. In this paper, we propose two information‐theoretic measures—ambiguity and 

distinctiveness—derived from a simple model of sentence processing. We test these measures on a set of 

puns and regular sentences and show that they correlate significantly with human judgments of funniness. 

Moreover, within a set of puns, the distinctiveness measure distinguishes exceptionally funny puns from 

mediocre ones. Our work is the first, to our knowledge, to integrate a computational model of general 

language understanding and humor theory to quantitatively predict humor at a fine‐grained level. We 

present it as an example of a framework for applying models of language processing to understand higher 

level linguistic and cognitive phenomena.;Humor plays an essential role in human interactions. Precisely what 

makes something funny, however, remains elusive. While research on natural language understanding has 

made significant advancements in recent years, there has been little direct integration of humor research 

with computational models of language understanding. In this paper, we propose two information-theoretic 

measures-ambiguity and distinctiveness-derived from a simple model of sentence processing. We test these 

measures on a set of puns and regular sentences and show that they correlate significantly with human 

judgments of funniness. Moreover, within a set of puns, the distinctiveness measure distinguishes 

exceptionally funny puns from mediocre ones. Our work is the first, to our knowledge, to integrate a 

computational model of general language understanding and humor theory to quantitatively predict humor 

at a fine-grained level. We present it as an example of a framework for applying models of language 

processing to understand higher level linguistic and cognitive phenomena.;Humor plays an essential role in 
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human interactions. Precisely what makes something funny, however, remains elusive. While research on 

natural language understanding has made significant advancements in recent years, there has been little 

direct integration of humor research with computational models of language understanding. In this paper, 

we propose two information-theoretic measures-ambiguity and distinctiveness-derived from a simple model 

of sentence processing. We test these measures on a set of puns and regular sentences and show that they 

correlate significantly with human judgments of funniness. Moreover, within a set of puns, the distinctiveness 

measure distinguishes exceptionally funny puns from mediocre ones. Our work is the first, to our knowledge, 

to integrate a computational model of general language understanding and humor theory to quantitatively 

predict humor at a fine-grained level. We present it as an example of a framework for applying models of 

language processing to understand higher level linguistic and cognitive phenomena.; Humor plays an 

essential role in human interactions. Precisely what makes something funny, however, remains elusive. While 

research on natural language understanding has made significant advancements in recent years, there has 

been little direct integration of humor research with computational models of language understanding. In 

this paper, we propose two information-theoretic measures--ambiguity and distinctiveness--derived from a 

simple model of sentence processing. We test these measures on a set of puns and regular sentences and 

show that they correlate significantly with human judgments of funniness. Moreover, within a set of puns, 

the distinctiveness measure distinguishes exceptionally funny puns from mediocre ones. Our work is the first, 

to our knowledge, to integrate a computational model of general language understanding and humor 

theory to quantitatively predict h mor at a fine-grained level. We present it as an example of a framework for 

applying models of language processing to understand higher level linguistic and cognitive phenomena.; 

Kao, J. T., et al. (2014). "Nonliteral understanding of number words." Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 

111(33): 12002-12007. 

One of the most puzzling and important facts about communication is that people do not always mean what 

they say; speakers often use imprecise, exaggerated, or otherwise literally false descriptions to communicate 

experiences and attitudes. Here, we focus on the nonliteral interpretation of number words, in particular 

hyperbole (interpreting unlikely numbers as exaggerated and conveying affect) and pragmatic halo 

(interpreting round numbers imprecisely). We provide a computational model of number interpretation as 

social inference regarding the communicative goal, meaning, and affective subtext of an utterance. We show 

that our model predicts humans' interpretation of number words with high accuracy. Our model is the first 

to our knowledge to incorporate principles of communication and empirically measured background 

knowledge to quantitatively predict hyperbolic and pragmatic halo effects in number interpretation. This 

modeling framework provides a unified approach to nonliteral language understanding more 

generally.;pragmatics | computational modeling; One of the most puzzling and important facts about 

communication is that people do not always mean what they say; speakers often use imprecise, exaggerated, 

or otherwise literally false descriptions to communicate experiences and attitudes. Here, we focus on the 

nonliteral interpretation of number words, in particular hyperbole (interpreting unlikely numbers as 

exaggerated and conveying affect) and pragmatic halo (interpreting round numbers imprecisely). We 

provide a computational model of number interpretation as social inference regarding the communicative 

goal, meaning, and affective subtext of an utterance. We show that our model predicts humans' 

interpretation of number words with high accuracy. Our model is the first to our knowledge to incorporate 

principles of communication and empirically measured background knowledge to quantitatively predict 

hyperbolic and pragmatic halo effects in number interpretation. This modeling framework provides a unified 

approach to nonliteral language understanding more generally.;One of the most puzzling and important 

facts about communication is that people do not always mean what they say; speakers often use imprecise, 

exaggerated, or otherwise literally false descriptions to communicate experiences and attitudes. Here, we 

focus on the nonliteral interpretation of number words, in particular hyperbole (interpreting unlikely 
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numbers as exaggerated and conveying affect) and pragmatic halo (interpreting round numbers 

imprecisely). We provide a computational model of number interpretation as social inference regarding the 

communicative goal, meaning, and affective subtext of an utterance. We show that our model predicts 

humans' interpretation of number words with high accuracy. Our model is the first to our knowledge to 

incorporate principles of communication and empirically measured background knowledge to quantitatively 

predict hyperbolic and pragmatic halo effects in number interpretation. This modeling framework provides a 

unified approach to nonliteral language understanding more generally.;Human communication is rife with 

nonliteral language, ranging from metaphor to irony to hyperbole. How do people go so far beyond the 

literal meaning of an utterance to infer the speaker’s intended meaning? We present a computational model 

that understands hyperbolic and other nonliteral uses of number words (e.g., “That watch costs 10,000 

dollars”). Our model integrates empirically measured background knowledge, principles of communication, 

and reasoning about communicative goals to explain the computational basis of nonliteral language 

understanding. This framework sheds light on the nature of communication, marking a significant 

advancement in the flexibility and richness of formal models of language understanding. One of the most 

puzzling and important facts about communication is that people do not always mean what they say; 

speakers often use imprecise, exaggerated, or otherwise literally false descriptions to communicate e 

periences and attitudes. Here, we focus on the nonliteral interpretation of number words, in particular 

hyperbole (interpreting unlikely numbers as exaggerated and conveying affect) and pragmatic halo 

(interpreting round numbers imprecisely). We provide a computational model of number interpretation as 

social inference regarding the communicative goal, meaning, and affective subtext of an utterance. We show 

that our model predicts humans’ interpretation of number words with high accuracy. Our model is the first 

to our knowledge to incorporate principles of communication and empirically measured background 

knowledge to quantitatively predict hyperbolic and pragmatic halo effects in number interpretation. This 

modeling framework provides a unified approach to nonliteral language understanding more generally.; 

Karl, A., et al. (2015). "A practical guide to text mining with topic extraction." Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: 

Computational Statistics 7(5): 326-340. 

Text analytics continue to proliferate as mass volumes of unstructured but highly useful data are generated 

at unbounded rates. Vector space models for text data—in which documents are represented by rows and 

words by columns—provide a translation of this unstructured data into a format that may be analyzed with 

statistical and machine learning techniques. This approach gives excellent results in revealing common 

themes, clustering documents, clustering words, and in translating unstructured text fields (such as an open‐

ended survey response) to usable input variables for predictive modeling. After discussing the collection and 

processing of text, we explore properties and transformations of the document‐term matrix ( DTM ). We 

show how the singular value decomposition may be used to drastically reduce the size of the document 

space while also setting the stage for automatic topic extraction, courtesy of the varimax rotation. This latent 

semantic analysis ( LSA ) approach produces factors that are compatible with graphical exploration and 

advanced analytics. We also explore Latent Dirichlet Allocation for topic analysis. We reference published R 

packages to implement the methods and conclude with a summary of other popular open‐source and 

commercial software packages. WIREs Comput Stat 2015, 7:326–340. doi: 10.1002/wics.1361 For further 

resources related to this article, please visit the WIREs website . 

Kaufer, D. S. (2004). The power of words: unveiling the speaker and writer's hidden craft. Mahwah, N.J, Lawrence 

Erlbaum. 

Khadem, A. (2012). "Annexing the unread: a close reading of “distant reading”." Neohelicon 39(2): 409-421. 

Issue Title: TRANSLATIO ET TRANSPOSITIO In contemporary debates about World literature, Franco 
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Moretti's method of enquiry called "distant reading" has attracted considerable attention. Many have hailed 

it as a genuine method, and many have criticized different aspects of it. This essay tries to provide a close 

analysis of distant reading, and points out a number of misconceptions in it. Starting by an overview of the 

current discussions regarding Moretti's method, the essay makes a detailed scrutiny of some of its practical 

examples. After illustrating the main problem of his method, i.e. not differentiating between two different 

kinds of noncanonical literature, few methodological suggestions will be offered to help distant reading 

avoid the current problematic condition.[PUBLICATION ABSTRACT];In contemporary debates about World 

literature, Franco Moretti's method of enquiry called "distant reading" has attracted considerable attention. 

Many have hailed it as a genuine method, and many have criticized different aspects of it. This essay tries to 

provide a close analysis of distant reading, and points out a number of misconceptions in it. Starting by an 

overview of the current discussions regarding Moretti's method, the essay makes a detailed scrutiny of some 

of its practical examples. After illustrating the main problem of his method, i.e. not differentiating between 

two different kinds of noncanonical literature, few methodological suggestions will be offered to help distant 

reading avoid the current problematic condition.;In contemporary debates about World literature, Franco 

Moretti’s method of enquiry called “distant reading” has attracted considerable attention. Many have hailed 

it as a genuine method, and many have criticized different aspects of it. This essay tries to provide a close 

analysis of distant reading, and points out a number of misconceptions in it. Starting by an overview of the 

current discussions regarding Moretti’s method, the essay makes a detailed scrutiny of some of its practical 

examples. After illustrating the main problem of his method, i.e. not differentiating between two different 

kinds of noncanonical literature, few methodological suggestions will be offered to help distant reading 

avoid the current problematic condition.; 

Kirschenbaum, M. (2014). "What Is "Digital Humanities," and Why Are They Saying Such Terrible Things about It?" 

DIFFERENCES-A JOURNAL OF FEMINIST CULTURAL STUDIES 25(1): 46-63. 

Taking as self-evident that the "dark side" under discussion is a discursive construct of the digital 

humanities rather than "actually existing projects" (a clarifying phrase taken from Rita Raley's post-MLA 

comments), this essay suggests that the construct is too often indulged at the expense of dedicated critiques 

of digital humanities' projects, as well as its papers, publications, syllabi, and so forth. We inhabit the 

construct when we forego these normative products of academic labor in favor of the terrible things in the 

title of this article, things that are said nearly daily on blogs, lists, and Twitter: Digital humanities is a nest of 

big data ideologues. Like Johnny, digital humanities won't read. Digital humanities doesn't do theory. Digital 

humanities never historicizes. Digital humanities doesn't do race, class, gender, or, for that matter, culture. 

Digital humanities is complicit. Digital humanities is a neoliberalist contrivance for dismantling the 

professoriate. Digital humanities is the academic import of Silicon Valley solutionism. Perhaps most damning 

of all: digital humanities is something separate from the rest of the humanities, and -- this is the real secret -

- digital humanities wants it that way. Yet the zero-sum agon of the construct seems itself complicit in a 

worldview that is neoliberal, ahistorical, and unconcerned with the materialities of contemporary scholarly 

production. Sometimes, and not incidentally, the construct can even resemble the virtualized Kung Fu arena 

of the Matrix that was called by the same name. This essay, the third of what has become an unplanned 

trilogy, explains why. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT] 

Landauer, T. K. (2007). Handbook of latent semantic analysis. Mahwah, N.J, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 

Landauer, T. K. and S. T. Dumais (1997). "A Solution to Plato's Problem: The Latent Semantic Analysis Theory of 

Acquisition, Induction, and Representation of Knowledge." Psychological Review 104(2): 211-240. 

How do people know as much as they do with as little information as they get? The problem takes many 

forms; learning vocabulary from text is an especially dramatic and convenient case for research. A new 
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general theory of acquired similarity and knowledge representation, latent semantic analysis (LSA), is 

presented and used to successfully simulate such learning and several other psycholinguistic phenomena. By 

inducing global knowledge indirectly from local co-occurrence data in a large body of representative text, 

LSA acquired knowledge about the full vocabulary of English at a comparable rate to schoolchildren. LSA 

uses no prior linguistic or perceptual similarity knowledge; it is based solely on a general mathematical 

learning method that achieves powerful inductive effects by extracting the right number of dimensions (e.g., 

300) to represent objects and contexts. Relations to other theories, phenomena, and problems are 

sketched.;How do people know as much as they do with as little information as they get? The problem takes 

many forms; learning vocabulary from text is an especially dramatic and convenient case for research. A new 

general theory of acquired similarity and knowledge representation, latent semantic analysis (LSA), is 

presented and used to successfully simulate such learning and several other psycholinguistic phenomena. By 

inducing global knowledge indirectly from local co-occurrence data in a large body of representative text, 

LSA acquired knowledge about the full vocabulary of English at a comparable rate to schoolchildren. LSA 

uses no prior linguistic or perceptual similarity knowledge; it is based solely on a general mathematical 

learning method that achieves powerful inductive effects by extracting the right number of dimensions (e.g., 

300) to represent objects and contexts. Relations to other theories, phenomena, and problems are sketched.; 

Lazaridou, A., et al. (2015). "From Visual Attributes to Adjectives through Decompositional Distributional Semantics." 

As automated image analysis progresses, there is increasing interest in richer linguistic annotation of 

pictures, with attributes of objects (e.g., furry, brown.) attracting most attention. By building on the recent 

"zero-shot learning" approach, and paying attention to the linguistic nature of attributes as noun modifiers, 

and specifically adjectives, we show that it is possible to tag images with attribute-denoting adjectives even 

when no training data containing the relevant annotation are available. Our approach relies on two key 

observations. First, objects can be seen as bundles of attributes, typically expressed as adjectival modifiers (a 

dog is something furry, brown, etc.), and thus a function trained to map visual representations of objects to 

nominal labels can implicitly learn to map attributes to adjectives. Second, objects and attributes come 

together in pictures (the same thing is a dog and it is brown). We can thus achieve better attribute (and 

object) label retrieval by treating images as "visual phrases", and decomposing their linguistic representation 

into an attribute-denoting adjective and an object-denoting noun. Our approach performs comparably to a 

method exploiting manual attribute annotation, it outperforms various competitive alternatives in both 

attribute and object annotation, and it automatically constructs attribute-centric representations that 

significantly improve performance in supervised object recognition. U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-

2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=From+Visual+Attributes+to+Adjectives+through+Decompositional+Dist 

ributional+Semantics&rft.au=Lazaridou%2C+Angeliki&rft.au=Dinu%2C+Georgiana&rft.au=Liska%2C+Adam 

&rft.au=Baroni%2C+Marco&rft.date=2015-01-

12&rft.externalDBID=cs&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_1501_02714&paramdict=en-US U7 - Journal 

Article 

Liddle, D. (2012). "Reflections on 20,000 Victorian Newspapers: 'Distant Reading' The Times using The Times Digital 

Archive." Journal of Victorian Culture 17(2): 230-237. 

Lin, C., et al. (2015). "Sentiment–topic modeling in text mining." Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews: Data Mining and 

Knowledge Discovery 5(5): 246-254. 

In recent years, there has been a rapid growth of research interest in natural language processing that seeks 

to better understand sentiment or opinion expressed in text. There are several notable issues in most 
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previous work in sentiment analysis, among them: the trained classifiers are domain‐dependent; the labeled 

corpora required for training can be difficult to acquire from real‐world text; and dependencies between 

sentiments and topics are not taken into consideration. In response to these limitations, a new family of 

probabilistic topic models, namely joint sentiment–topic models, have been developed, which are capable of 

detecting sentiment in connection with topic from text without using any labeled data for training. In 

addition, the sentiment‐bearing topics extracted by the joint sentiment–topic models provide means for 

automatically discovering and summarizing opinions from a vast amount of user‐generated data. WIREs 

Data Mining Knowl Discov 2015, 5:246–254. doi: 10.1002/widm.1161 For further resources related to this 

article, please visit the WIREs website .;In recent years, there has been a rapid growth of research interest in 

natural language processing that seeks to better understand sentiment or opinion expressed in text. There 

are several notable issues in most previous work in sentiment analysis, among them: the trained classifiers 

are domain-dependent; the labeled corpora required for training can be difficult to acquire from real-world 

text; and dependencies between sentiments and topics are not taken into consideration. In response to 

these limitations, a new family of probabilistic topic models, namely joint sentiment-topic models, have been 

developed, which are capable of detecting sentiment in connection with topic from text without using any 

labeled data for training. In addition, the sentiment-bearing topics extracted by the joint sentiment-topic 

models provide means for automatically discovering and summarizing opinions from a vast amount of user-

generated data. (C) 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.; 

Liu, S. and C. Chen (2013). "The differences between latent topics in abstracts and citation contexts of citing papers." 

Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology 64(3): 627-639. 

Although it is commonly expected that the citation context of a reference is likely to provide more detailed 

and direct information about the nature of a citation, few studies in the literature have specifically addressed 

the extent to which the information in different parts of a scientific publication differs. Do abstracts tend to 

use conceptually broader terms than sentences in a citation context in the body of a publication? In this 

article, we propose a method to analyze and compare latent topics in scientific publications, in particular, 

from abstracts of papers that cited a target reference and from sentences that cited the target reference. We 

conducted an experiment and applied topical modeling techniques to full-text papers in eight biomedicine 

journals. Topics derived from the two sources are compared in terms of their similarities and broad-narrow 

relationships defined based on information entropy. The results show that abstracts and citation contexts are 

characterized by distinct sets of topics with moderate overlaps. Furthermore, the results confirm that topics 

from abstracts of citing papers have broader terms than topics from citation contexts formed by citing 

sentences. The method and the findings could be used to enhance and extend the current methodologies 

for research evaluation and citation evaluation.; Although it is commonly expected that the citation context 

of a reference is likely to provide more detailed and direct information about the nature of a citation, few 

studies in the literature have specifically addressed the extent to which the information in different parts of a 

scientific publication differs. Do abstracts tend to use conceptually broader terms than sentences in a citation 

context in the body of a publication? In this article, we propose a method to analyze and compare latent 

topics in scientific publications, in particular, from abstracts of papers that cited a target reference and from 

sentences that cited the target reference. We conducted an experiment and applied topical modeling 

techniques to full-text papers in eight biomedicine journals. Topics derived from the two sources are 

compared in terms of their similarities and broad-narrow relationships defined based on information 

entropy. The results show that abstracts and citation contexts are characterized by distinct sets of topics with 

moderate overlaps. Furthermore, the results confirm that topics from abstracts of citing papers have broader 

terms than topics from citation contexts formed by citing sentences. The method and the findings could be 

used to enhance and extend the current methodologies for research evaluation and citation evaluation. 

[PUBLICATION ABSTRACT];Although it is commonly expected that the citation context of a reference is likely 
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to provide more detailed and direct information about the nature of a citation, few studies in the literature 

have specifically addressed the extent to which the information in different parts of a scientific publication 

differs. Do abstracts tend to use conceptually broader terms than sentences in a citation context in the body 

of a publication? In this article, we propose a method to analyze and compare latent topics in scientific 

publications, in particular, from abstracts of papers that cited a target reference and from sentences that 

cited the target reference. We conducted an experiment and applied topical modeling techniques to full‐text 

papers in eight biomedicine journals. Topics derived from the two sources are compared in terms of their 

similarities and broad‐narrow relationships defined based on information entropy. The results show that 

abstracts and citation contexts are characterized by distinct sets of topics with moderate overlaps. 

Furthermore, the results confirm that topics from abstracts of citing papers have broader terms than topics 

from citation contexts formed by citing sentences. The method and the findings could be used to enhance 

and extend the current methodologies for research evaluation and citation evaluation.; Although it is 

commonl expected that the citation context of a reference is likely to provide more detailed and direct 

information about the nature of a citation, few studies in the literature have specifically addressed the extent 

to which the information in different parts of a scientific publication differs. Do abstracts tend to use 

conceptually broader terms than sentences in a citation context in the body of a publication? In this article, 

we propose a method to analyze and compare latent topics in scientific publications, in particular, from 

abstracts of papers that cited a target reference and from sentences that cited the target reference. We 

conducted an experiment and applied topical modeling techniques to full-text papers in eight biomedicine 

journals. Topics derived from the two sources are compared in terms of their similarities and broad-narrow 

relationships defined based on information entropy. The results show that abstracts and citation contexts are 

characterized by distinct sets of topics with moderate overlaps. Furthermore, the results confirm that topics 

from abstracts of citing papers have broader terms than topics from citation contexts formed by citing 

sentences. The method and the findings could be used to enhance and extend the current methodologies 

for research evaluation and citation evaluation. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; 

Love, H. (2013). "Close reading and thin description." Public Culture 25(3): 401-434. 

This essay considers practices of observation and description in postwar microsociology as a model for 

contemporary practices of reading. Returning to the work of Gilbert Ryle and Clifford Geertz, Heather Love 

contends that the dominance of thick description in both the humanities and social sciences has obscured 

the value of thin description as a method. Focusing on the work of Erving Goffman as well as large-scale 

collaborative projects such as the Natural History of an Interview, Love suggests that microanalyses of 

observed behavior provide a model for reading across disciplines. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT] 

Luh, C.-J., et al. Approximating Google's rankings with Latent Semantic Analysis. 

This study proposed a Latent Semantic Analysis based method to approximate Google's ranking. We 

conduct Latent Semantic Analysis on Google's search results for a given query to find terms with highest LSA 

weights as features. Then the correlation coefficients between the features and the given query are obtained 

for use as the feature values. Each result is scored and re-ranked based on a linear combination of weighted 

sum of feature values that appear in its title, snippet and URL. Experimental results on a small number of 

popular keywords show that this method is promising to achieve R-Precision up to 0.8 for some combination 

of search results and features used. 

MacDonald, S. P. (2002). "Prose Styles, Genres, and Levels of Analysis." Style 36(4): 618-638. 

Recent work on genres from the fields of rhetoric/composition and applied linguistics can help inform our 

understandings of non-fictional styles. Work in these two fields of discourse studies occurs at four different 

levels of analysis, from macro to micro: systems of genres, genres, styles, and language features. Recent 
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research at all four levels shows how styles are patterned clusters of language features helping to do the 

work of genres. This article examines recent findings about the continuum of non-fictional styles from the 

verbal to the epistemic, with particular attention to the epistemic style of scientific and academic 

research.;Recent work on genres from the fields of rhetoric/composition and applied linguistics can help 

inform our understandings of non-fictional styles. Work in these two fields of discourse studies occurs at 

four different levels of analysis, from macro to micro: systems of genres, genres, styles, and language 

features. Recent research at all four levels shows how styles are patterned clusters of language features 

helping to do the work of genres. This article examines recent findings about the continuum of non-fictional 

styles from the verbal to the epistemic, with particular attention to the epistemic style of scientific and 

academic research.; 

Manovich, L. (2010). "What Is Visualization?" Poetess Archive Journal 2(1): 22 pages-22 pages. 

McDonald, R. (2011). Discovering Fine-Grained Sentiment with Latent Variable Structured Prediction Models. Berlin, 

Heidelberg, Springer Berlin Heidelberg. 6611: 368-374. 

In this paper we investigate the use of latent variable structured prediction models for fine-grained 

sentiment analysis in the common situation where only coarse-grained supervision is available. Specifically, 

we show how sentence-level sentiment labels can be effectively learned from document-level supervision 

using hidden conditional random fields (HCRFs) [10]. Experiments show that this technique reduces sentence 

classification errors by 22% relative to using a lexicon and 13% relative to machine-learning baselines. 

McFarland, D. A., et al. (2013). "Differentiating language usage through topic models." POETICS 41(6): 607-625. 

Sociologists wishing to employ topic models in their research need a helpful guide that describes the variety 

of topic modeling procedures, their issues, and various means of resolving them so as to convincingly 

answer sociological questions. We present this overview by recounting a series of our prior collaborative 

projects that have employed and developed various forms of topic models to understand language 

differentiation in academe. With each project, we encountered a variety of model-specific issues concerning 

the validity of topics and their suitability to our data and research questions. We developed a variety of novel 

visualization techniques to make sense of topic-solutions and used a variety of techniques to validate our 

results. In addition, we created a variety of new topic modeling techniques and procedures suitable to 

different kinds of data and research questions. © 2013 Elsevier B.V.;acents Topic models are a new way to 

study text and differentiate language domains. acents Various techniques for topic models come with 

distinct validation requirements. acents Unsupervised topic model identify latent patterns of language usage. 

acents Supervised topic models identify recognized language domains. acents Supervised topic models can 

be adapted to capture language flows across fields.;Sociologists wishing to employ topic models in their 

research need a helpful guide that describes the variety of topic modeling procedures, their issues, and 

various means of resolving them so as to convincingly answer sociological questions. We present this 

overview by recounting a series of our prior collaborative projects that have employed and developed 

various forms of topic models to understand language differentiation in academe. With each project, we 

encountered a variety of model-specific issues concerning the validity of topics and their suitability to our 

data and research questions. We developed a variety of novel visualization techniques to make sense of 

topic-solutions and used a variety of techniques to validate our results. In addition, we created a variety of 

new topic modeling techniques and procedures suitable to different kinds of data and research questions. 

[Copyright Elsevier B.V.];Sociologists wishing to employ topic models in their research need a helpful guide 

that describes the variety of topic modeling procedures, their issues, and various means of resolving them so 

as to convincingly answer sociological questions. We present this overview by recounting a series of our 

prior collaborative projects that have employed and developed various forms of topic models to understand 
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language differentiation in academe. With each project, we encountered a variety of model-specific issues 

concerning the validity of topics and their suitability to our data and research questions. We developed a 

variety of novel visualization techniques to make sense of topic-solutions and used a variety of techniques to 

validate our results. In addition, we created a variety of new topic modeling techniques and procedures 

suitable to different kinds of data and research questions. (C) 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.; 

McNamara, D. S., et al. (2010). "Coh-Metrix: Capturing Linguistic Features of Cohesion." Discourse Processes 47(4): 

292-330. 

This study addresses the need in discourse psychology for computational techniques that analyze text on 

multiple levels of cohesion and text difficulty. Discourse psychologists often investigate phenomena related 

to discourse processing using lengthy texts containing multiple paragraphs, as opposed to single word and 

sentence stimuli. Characterizing such texts in terms of cohesion and coherence is challenging. Some 

computational tools are available, but they are either fragmented over different databases or they assess 

single, specific features of text. Coh-Metrix is a computational linguistic tool that measures text cohesion and 

text difficulty on a range of word, sentence, paragraph, and discourse dimensions. This study investigated 

the validity of Coh-Metrix as a measure of cohesion in text using stimuli from published discourse 

psychology studies as a benchmark. Results showed that Coh-Metrix indexes of cohesion (individually and 

combined) significantly distinguished the high- versus low-cohesion versions of these texts. The results also 

showed that commonly used readability indexes (e.g., Flesch-Kincaid) inappropriately distinguished between 

low- and high-cohesion texts. These results provide a validation of Coh-Metrix, thereby paving the way for 

its use by researchers in cognitive science, discourse processes, and education, as well as for textbook 

writers, professionals in instructional design, and instructors.; This study addresses the need in discourse 

psychology for computational techniques that analyze text on multiple levels of cohesion and text difficulty. 

Discourse psychologists often investigate phenomena related to discourse processing using lengthy texts 

containing multiple paragraphs, as opposed to single word and sentence stimuli. Characterizing such texts in 

terms of cohesion and coherence is challenging. Some computational tools are available, but they are either 

fragmented over different databases or they assess single, specific features of text. Coh-Metrix is a 

computational linguistic tool that measures text cohesion and text difficulty on a range of word, sentence, 

paragraph, and discourse dimensions. This study investigated the validity of Coh-Metrix as a measure of 

cohesion in text using stimuli from published discourse psychology studies as a benchmark. Results showed 

that Coh-Metrix indexes of cohesion (individually and combined) significantly distinguished the high- versus 

low-cohesion versions of these texts. The results also showed that commonly used readability indexes (e.g., 

Flesch-Kincaid) inappropriately distinguished between low- and high-cohesion texts. These results provide a 

validation of Coh-Metrix, thereby paving the way for its use by researchers in cognitive science, discourse 

processes, and education, as well as for textbook writers, professionals in instructional design, and 

instructors. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; 

Meteyard, L., et al. (2012). "Coming of age: A review of embodiment and the neuroscience of semantics." Cortex 48(7): 

788-804. 

Over the last decade, there has been an increasing body of work that explores whether sensory and motor 

information is a necessary part of semantic representation and processing. This is the embodiment 

hypothesis. This paper presents a theoretical review of this work that is intended to be useful for researchers 

in the neurosciences and neuropsychology. Beginning with a historical perspective, relevant theories are 

placed on a continuum from strongly embodied to completely unembodied representations. Predictions are 

derived and neuroscientific and neuropsychological evidence that could support different theories is 

reviewed; finally, criticisms of embodiment are discussed. We conclude that strongly embodied and 

completely disembodied theories are not supported, and that the remaining theories agree that semantic 
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representation involves some form of convergence zones (Damasio, 1989) and the activation of modal 

content. For the future, research must carefully define the boundaries of semantic processing and tackle the 

representation of abstract entities. © 2010 Elsevier Srl.;Over the last decade, there has been an increasing 

body of work that explores whether sensory and motor information is a necessary part of semantic 

representation and processing. This is the embodiment hypothesis. This paper presents a theoretical review 

of this work that is intended to be useful for researchers in the neurosciences and neuropsychology. 

Beginning with a historical perspective, relevant theories are placed on a continuum from strongly embodied 

to completely unembodied representations. Predictions are derived and neuroscientific and 

neuropsychological evidence that could support different theories is reviewed; finally, criticisms of 

embodiment are discussed. We conclude that strongly embodied and completely disembodied theories are 

not supported, and that the remaining theories agree that semantic representation involves some form of 

convergence zones (Damasio, 1989) and the activation of modal content. For the future, research must 

carefully define the boundaries of semantic processing and tackle the representation of abstract entities. (C) 

2010 Elsevier Srl. All rights reserved.;Over the last decade, there has been an increasing body of work that 

explores whether sensory and motor information is a necessary part of semantic representation and 

processing. This is the embodiment hypothesis. This paper presents a theoretical review of this work that is 

intended to be useful for researchers in the neurosciences and neuropsychology. Beginning with a historical 

perspective, relevant theories are placed on a continuum from strongly embodied to completely 

unembodied representations. Predictions are derived and neuroscientific and neuropsychological evidence 

that could support different theories is reviewed; finally, criticisms of embodiment are discussed. We 

conclude that strongly embodied and completely disembodied theories are not supported, and that the 

remaining theories agree that semantic representation involves some form of convergence zones (Damasio, 

1989) and the activation of modal content. For the future, research must carefully define the boundaries of 

semantic processing and tackle the representation of abstract entities. [Copyright Elsevier srl.];Over the last 

decade, there has been an increasing body of work that explores whether sensory and motor information is 

a necessary part of semantic representation and processing. This is the embodiment hypothesis. This paper 

presents a theoretical review of this work that is intended to be useful for researchers in the neurosciences 

and neuropsychology. Beginning with a historical perspective, relevant theories are placed on a continuum 

from strongly embodied to completely unembodied representations. Predictions are derived and 

neuroscientific and neuropsychological evidence that could support different theories is reviewed; finally, 

criticisms of embodiment are discussed. We conclude that strongly embodied and completely disembodied 

theories are not supported, and that the remain ng theories agree that semantic representation involves 

some form of convergence zones (Damasio, 1989) and the activation of modal content. For the future, 

research must carefully define the boundaries of semantic processing and tackle the representation of 

abstract entities.; 

Middleton, P. (2005). Distant reading: performance, readership, and consumption in contemporary poetry. Tuscaloosa, 

University of Alabama Press. 

Mimno, D. (2013). "Topic Modeling Bibliography." http://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/topics.html accessed 12/31/2013. 

Mimno, D., et al. Optimizing semantic coherence in topic models. 

Mohamed El Bachir, M. (2014). "Word Sense Disambiguation Using an Evolutionary Approach." Informatica 38(2): 155. 

Word sense disambiguation is a combinatorial problem consisting in the computational assignment of a 

meaning to a word according to a particular context in which it occurs. Many natural language processing 

applications, such as machine translation, information retrieval, and information extraction, require this task 
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which occurs at the semantic level. Evolutionary computation approaches can be effective to solve this 

problem, since they have been successfully used for many NP-hard optimization problems. In this article, 

researchers have investigated the main existing methods for the word sense disambiguation problem, 

propose a genetic algorithm to solve it, and apply it to Modern Standard Arabic. They evaluated its 

performance on a large corpus and compared it against those of some rival algorithms. The genetic 

algorithm exhibited more precise prediction results.; Word sense disambiguation is a combinatorial problem 

consisting in the computational assignment of a meaning to a word according to a particular context in 

which it occurs. Many natural language processing applications, such as machine translation, information 

retrieval, and information extraction, require this task which occurs at the semantic level. Evolutionary 

computation approaches can be effective to solve this problem, since they have been successfully used for 

many NP-hard optimization problems. In this article, researchers have investigated the main existing 

methods for the word sense disambiguation problem, propose a genetic algorithm to solve it, and apply it to 

Modern Standard Arabic. They evaluated its performance on a large corpus and compared it against those of 

some rival algorithms. The genetic algorithm exhibited more precise prediction results.; 

Mohammad, S. M., et al. (2013). "Computing Lexical Contrast." Computational Linguistics 39(3): 555-590. 

Knowing the degree of semantic contrast between words has widespread application in natural language 

processing, including machine translation, information retrieval, and dialogue systems. Manually created 

lexicons focus on opposites, such as hot and cold. Opposites are of many kinds such as antipodals, 

complementaries, and gradable. Existing lexicons often do not classify opposites into the different kinds, 

however. They also do not explicitly list word pairs that are not opposites but yet have some degree of 

contrast in meaning, such as warm and cold or tropical and freezing. We propose an automatic method to 

identify contrasting word pairs that is based on the hypothesis that if a pair of words, A and B, are 

contrasting, then there is a pair of opposites, C and D, such that A and C are strongly related and B and D are 

strongly related. (For example, there exists the pair of opposites hot and cold such that tropical is related to 

hot, and freezing is related to cold.) We will call this the contrast hypothesis. We begin with a large 

crowdsourcing experiment to determine the amount of human agreement on the concept of oppositeness 

and its different kinds. In the process, we flesh out key features of different kinds of opposites. We then 

present an automatic and empirical measure of lexical contrast that relies on the contrast hypothesis, corpus 

statistics, and the structure of a Roget-like thesaurus. We show how, using four different data sets, we 

evaluated our approach on two different tasks, solving "most contrasting word" questions and distinguishing 

synonyms from opposites. The results are analyzed across four parts of speech and across five different kinds 

of opposites. We show that the proposed measure of lexical contrast obtains high precision and large 

coverage, outperforming existing methods. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; Knowing the degree of semantic 

contrast between words has widespread application in natural language processing, including machine 

translation, information retrieval, and dialogue systems. Manually created lexicons focus on opposites, such 

as hot and cold. Opposites are of many kinds such as antipodals, complementaries, and gradable. Existing 

lexicons often do not classify opposites into the different kinds, however. They also do not explicitly list word 

pairs that are not opposites but yet have some degree of contrast in meaning, such as warm and cold or 

tropical and freezing. We propose an automatic method to identify contrasting word pairs that is based on 

the hypothesis that if a pair of words, A and B, are contrasting, then there is a pair of opposites, C and D, 

such that A and C are strongly related and B and D are strongly related. (For example, there exists the pair of 

opposites hot and cold such that tropical is related to hot, and freezing is related to cold.) We will call this 

the contrast hypothesis. We begin with a large crowdsourcing experiment to determine the amount of 

human agreement on the concept of oppositeness and its different kinds. In the process, we flesh out key 

features of different kinds of opposites. We then present an automatic and empirical measure of lexical 

contrast that relies on the contrast hypothesis, corpus statistics, and the structure of a Roget-like thesaurus. 
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We show how, using four different data sets, we evaluated our approach on two different tasks, solving 

"most contrasting word" questions and distinguishing synonyms from opposites. The results are analyzed 

across four parts of speech and across five different kinds of opposites. We show that the proposed measure 

of lexical contrast obtains high precision and large coverage, outperforming existing methods. 

[PUBLICATION ABSTRACT];Knowing the degree of semantic contrast between words has widespread 

application in natural language processing, including machine translation, information retrieval, and dialogue 

systems. Manually created lexicons focus on opposites, such as hot and cold . Opposites are of many kinds 

such as antipodals, complementaries, and gradable. Existing lexicons often do not clas ify opposites into the 

different kinds, however. They also do not explicitly list word pairs that are not opposites but yet have some 

degree of contrast in meaning, such as warm and cold or tropical and freezing . We propose an automatic 

method to identify contrasting word pairs that is based on the hypothesis that if a pair of words, A and B, are 

contrasting, then there is a pair of opposites, C and D, such that A and C are strongly related and B and D are 

strongly related. (For example, there exists the pair of opposites hot and cold such that tropical is related to 

hot , and freezing is related to cold .) We will call this the contrast hypothesis. We begin with a large 

crowdsourcing experiment to determine the amount of human agreement on the concept of oppositeness 

and its different kinds. In the process, we flesh out key features of different kinds of opposites. We then 

present an automatic and empirical measure of lexical contrast that relies on the contrast hypothesis, corpus 

statistics, and the structure of a Roget-like thesaurus. We show how, using four different data sets, we 

evaluated our approach on two different tasks, solving “most contrasting word” questions and distinguishing 

synonyms from opposites. The results are analyzed across four parts of speech and across five different kinds 

of opposites. We show that the proposed measure of lexical contrast obtains high precision and large 

coverage, outperforming existing methods.; 

Mohammad, S. M. and G. Hirst (2012). "Distributional Measures of Semantic Distance: A Survey." 

The ability to mimic human notions of semantic distance has widespread applications. Some measures rely 

only on raw text (distributional measures) and some rely on knowledge sources such as WordNet. Although 

extensive studies have been performed to compare WordNet-based measures with human judgment, the 

use of distributional measures as proxies to estimate semantic distance has received little attention. Even 

though they have traditionally performed poorly when compared to WordNet-based measures, they lay 

claim to certain uniquely attractive features, such as their applicability in resource-poor languages and their 

ability to mimic both semantic similarity and semantic relatedness. Therefore, this paper presents a detailed 

study of distributional measures. Particular attention is paid to flesh out the strengths and limitations of both 

WordNet-based and distributional measures, and how distributional measures of distance can be brought 

more in line with human notions of semantic distance. We conclude with a brief discussion of recent work on 

hybrid measures. U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=Distributional+Measures+of+Semantic+Distance%3A+A+Survey&rft.au= 

Mohammad%2C+Saif+M&rft.au=Hirst%2C+Graeme&rft.date=2012-03-

08&rft.externalDBID=cs&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_1203_1858&paramdict=en-US U7 - Journal Article 

Moreo, A., et al. (2012). "Lexicon-based Comments-oriented News Sentiment Analyzer system." Expert Systems with 

Applications 39(10): 9166-9180. 

Moretti, F. (2013). Distant reading. Brooklyn, NY, Verso. 

Motulsky, H. J. (2015). "Common misconceptions about data analysis and statistics." British Journal of Pharmacology 

172(8): 2126-2132. 
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Linked Article This article is part of a Virtual Themed Issue on Best Practice in Statistical Reporting. To view 

the other articles in this section visit http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1476-

5381/homepage/statistical_reporting.htm. The latest BJP Instructions to Authors on statistics can be found in 

the editorial Curtis etal. (2014). DOI:10.1111/bph.12856 

Murugiah, S. and T. Sweeting (2012). "Selecting the precision parameter prior in Dirichlet process mixture models." 

Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference 142(7): 1947-1959. 

We consider Dirichlet process mixture models in which the observed clusters in any particular dataset are not 

viewed as belonging to a finite set of possible clusters but rather as representatives of a latent structure in 

which objects belong to one of a potentially infinite number of clusters. As more information is revealed the 

number of inferred clusters is allowed to grow. The precision parameter of the Dirichlet process is a crucial 

parameter that controls the number of clusters. We develop a framework for the specification of the 

hyperparameters associated with the prior for the precision parameter that can be used both in the presence 

or absence of subjective prior information about the level of clustering. Our approach is illustrated in an 

analysis of clustering brands at the magazine Which?. The results are compared with the approach of via a 

simulation study.;We consider Dirichlet process mixture models in which the observed clusters in any 

particular dataset are not viewed as belonging to a finite set of possible clusters but rather as representatives 

of a latent structure in which objects belong to one of a potentially infinite number of clusters. As more 

information is revealed the number of inferred clusters is allowed to grow. The precision parameter of the 

Dirichlet process is a crucial parameter that controls the number of clusters. We develop a framework for the 

specification of the hyperparameters associated with the prior for the precision parameter that can be used 

both in the presence or absence of subjective prior information about the level of clustering. Our approach is 

illustrated in an analysis of clustering brands at the magazine Which?. The results are compared with the 

approach of Dorazio (2009) via a simulation study. (C) 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.;We consider 

Dirichlet process mixture models in which the observed clusters in any particular dataset are not viewed as 

belonging to a finite set of possible clusters but rather as representatives of a latent structure in which 

objects belong to one of a potentially infinite number of clusters. As more information is revealed the 

number of inferred clusters is allowed to grow. The precision parameter of the Dirichlet process is a crucial 

parameter that controls the number of clusters. We develop a framework for the specification of the 

hyperparameters associated with the prior for the precision parameter that can be used both in the presence 

or absence of subjective prior information about the level of clustering. Our approach is illustrated in an 

analysis of clustering brands at the magazine Which?. The results are compared with the approach of 

Dorazio (2009) via a simulation study. © 2012 Elsevier B.V.; 

Nesset, T. (2009). "Ronald W. Langacker, Cognitive Grammar: A basic introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2008. Pp. x+562." Journal of Linguistics 45(2): 477-480. 

Nissen, S. B., et al. (2016). "Publication bias and the canonization of false facts." 

In the process of scientific inquiry, certain claims accumulate enough support to be established as facts. 

Unfortunately, not every claim accorded the status of fact turns out to be true. In this paper, we model the 

dynamic process by which claims are canonized as fact through repeated experimental confirmation. The 

community's confidence in a claim constitutes a Markov process: each successive published result shifts the 

degree of belief, until sufficient evidence accumulates to accept the claim as fact or to reject it as false. In our 

model, publication bias --- in which positive results are published preferentially over negative ones ---

influences the distribution of published results. We find that when readers do not know the degree of 

publication bias and thus cannot condition on it, false claims often can be canonized as facts. Unless a 

sufficient fraction of negative results are published, the scientific process will do a poor job at discriminating 
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false from true claims. This problem is exacerbated when scientists engage in p-hacking, data dredging, and 

other behaviors that increase the rate at which false positives are published. If negative results become 

easier to publish as a claim approaches acceptance as a fact, however, true and false claims can be more 

readily distinguished. To the degree that the model accurately represents current scholarly practice, there 

will be serious concern about the validity of purported facts in some areas of scientific research. U6 -

ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=Publication+bias+and+the+canonization+of+false+facts&rft.au=Nissen 

%2C+Silas+B&rft.au=Magidson%2C+Tali&rft.au=Gross%2C+Kevin&rft.au=Bergstrom%2C+Carl+T&rft.date 

=2016-09-

02&rft.externalDBID=physics%3Aphysics&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_1609_00494&paramdict=en-US 

U7 - Journal Article 

Nowviskie, B. P. (2004). Speculative computing: Instruments for interpretive scholarship, ProQuest Dissertations 

Publishing U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Adissertatio 

n&rft.genre=dissertation&rft.title=Speculative+computing%3A+Instruments+for+interpretive+scholarship&rft.DBID= 

C16%3B0BH%3BG20%3BAMEAF%3BCBPLH%3B053%3B0PX%3B054%3BH8R%3BH8S&rft.PQPubID=18750&rft.au=No 

wviskie%2C+Bethany+Paige&rft.date=2004-01-

01&rft.pub=ProQuest+Dissertations+Publishing&rft.externalDocID=766033691&paramdict=en-US U7 - Dissertation. 

Dissertation/Thesis. 

Like many modern humanities computing projects, Ramon Llull's Ars Magna, a system of inscripted, 

manipulable wheels dating to the thirteenth century, asserts that interpretation can be aided by mechanism 

without being generated mathematically or mechanically. That this assertion is sometimes lost on the larger 

academic community is not simply a failure of the devices scholar-technologists produce (although, as the 

work outlined here seeks to demonstrate, we could do a better job of anticipating and incorporating 

patently interpretive or subjective forms of interaction on the part of our users into the systems we create for 

them). Instead, it betrays our failure to articulate the humanistic and hermeneutic value of algorithmic work 

to a lay audience. This dissertation uses Llull's Ars Magna to introduce the relationships of algorithm, ars 

combinatoria, aesthetic provocation, diagrammatic reasoning, and ludic practice to the work of humanities 

scholarship and then presents two major case studies in the design of digital instruments and environments 

that open themselves to performance and intervention on the part of interpretive agents. The first is the 

Temporal Modelling PlaySpace, a composition tool for sketching subjective and inflected timelines that (like 

temporal relations in humanities data generally) are not necessarily unidirectional, homogenous, or 

continuous. Temporal Modelling's innovation lies in its extraction for re-purposing of well-formed XML from 

users' intuitively-designed and even deliberately ambiguous diagrammatic models. The second case study 

deals with computational and interface or visualization strategies for turning problems in representing 

subjectivity and deixis into opportunities for critical engagement in the Ivanhoe Game, a ludic subset of the 

larger IVANHOE project, an interpretive role-playing environment conceived by Jerome McGann and 

Johanna Drucker. Both of these projects stem from work in progress at the University of Virginia's 

Speculative Computing Laboratory. The goals and methods of SpecLab are demonstrated (and tested in 

performance) in a trio of creative design exercises or “imaginary solutions” which make use of ideas 

developed in chapters on Llull, Temporal Modelling, and the Ivanhoe Game—and “speculative computing” is 

introduced as a new paradigm for exploratory digital work in the humanities. 

Pakhomov, S. V. S., et al. (2011). "Towards a framework for developing semantic relatedness reference standards." 

Journal of Biomedical Informatics 44(2): 251-265. 
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Our objective is to develop a framework for creating reference standards for functional testing of 

computerized measures of semantic relatedness. Currently, research on computerized approaches to 

semantic relatedness between biomedical concepts relies on reference standards created for specific 

purposes using a variety of methods for their analysis. In most cases, these reference standards are not 

publicly available and the published information provided in manuscripts that evaluate computerized 

semantic relatedness measurement approaches is not sufficient to reproduce the results. Our proposed 

framework is based on the experiences of medical informatics and computational linguistics communities 

and addresses practical and theoretical issues with creating reference standards for semantic relatedness. We 

demonstrate the use of the framework on a pilot set of 101 medical term pairs rated for semantic 

relatedness by 13 medical coding experts. While the reliability of this particular reference standard is in the 

“moderate” range; we show that using clustering and factor analyses offers a data-driven approach to 

finding systematic differences among raters and identifying groups of potential outliers. We test two 

ontology-based measures of relatedness and provide both the reference standard containing individual 

ratings and the R program used to analyze the ratings as open-source. Currently, these resources are 

intended to be used to reproduce and compare results of studies involving computerized measures of 

semantic relatedness. Our framework may be extended to the development of reference standards in other 

research areas in medical informatics including automatic classification, information retrieval from medical 

records and vocabulary/ontology development.;Our objective is to develop a framework for creating 

reference standards for functional testing of computerized measures of semantic relatedness. Currently, 

research on computerized approaches to semantic relatedness between biomedical concepts relies on 

reference standards created for specific purposes using a variety of methods for their analysis. In most cases, 

these reference standards are not publicly available and the published information provided in manuscripts 

that evaluate computerized semantic relatedness measurement approaches is not sufficient to reproduce the 

results. Our proposed framework is based on the experiences of medical informatics and computational 

linguistics communities and addresses practical and theoretical issues with creating reference standards for 

semantic relatedness. We demonstrate the use of the framework on a pilot set of 101 medical term pairs 

rated for semantic relatedness by 13 medical coding experts. While the reliability of this particular reference 

standard is in the "moderate" range; we show that using clustering and factor analyses offers a data-driven 

approach to finding systematic differences among raters and identifying groups of potential outliers. We test 

two ontology-based measures of relatedness and provide both the reference standard containing individual 

ratings and the R program used to analyze the ratings as open-source. Currently, these resources are 

intended to be used to reproduce and compare results of studies involving computerized measures of 

semantic relatedness. Our framework may be extended to the development of reference standards in other 

research areas in medical informatics including automatic classification, information retrieval from medical 

records and vocabulary/ontology development.;Our objective is to develop a framework for creating 

reference standards for functional testing of computerized measures of semantic relatedness. Currently, 

research on computerized approaches to semantic relatedness between biomedical concepts relies on 

reference standards created for specific purposes using a variety of methods for their analysis. In most cases, 

these reference standards are not publicly available and the published information provided in manuscripts 

that evaluate computerized semantic relate ness measurement approaches is not sufficient to reproduce the 

results. Our proposed framework is based on the experiences of medical informatics and computational 

linguistics communities and addresses practical and theoretical issues with creating reference standards for 

semantic relatedness. We demonstrate the use of the framework on a pilot set of 101 medical term pairs 

rated for semantic relatedness by 13 medical coding experts. While the reliability of this particular reference 

standard is in the "moderate" range; we show that using clustering and factor analyses offers a data-driven 

approach to finding systematic differences among raters and identifying groups of potential outliers. We test 

two ontology-based measures of relatedness and provide both the reference standard containing individual 
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ratings and the R program used to analyze the ratings as open-source. Currently, these resources are 

intended to be used to reproduce and compare results of studies involving computerized measures of 

semantic relatedness. Our framework may be extended to the development of reference standards in other 

research areas in medical informatics including automatic classification, information retrieval from medical 

records and vocabulary/ontology development.; 

Pantel, P. and D. Lin Discovering word senses from text. 

Pleple, Q. (2013). Interactive Topic Modeling, ProQuest Dissertations Publishing. Dissertation/Thesis. 

Topics discovered by the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) method are sometimes not meaningful for humans. 

The goal of our work is to improve the quality of topics presented to end-users. Our contributions are two-

fold. First, we present a new way of picking words to represent a topic. Instead of simply selecting the top 

words by frequency, by penalizing words that are shared across multiple topics, we down-weight 

background words and reveal what is specific about each topic. Second, we present a novel method for 

interactive topic modeling. The method allows the user to give live feedback on the topics, and allows the 

inference algorithm to use that feedback to guide the LDA parameter search. The user can indicate that 

words should be removed from a topic, that topics should be merged, and/or that a topic should be split, or 

deleted. After each item of user feedback, we change the internal state of the variational EM algorithm in a 

way that preserves correctness, then re-run the algorithm until convergence. Experiments show that both 

contributions are successful in practice. 

Polzehl, T., et al. Automatically Assessing Personality from Speech. 

In this paper, we present first results on applying a personality assessment paradigm to speech input, and 

comparing human and automatic performance on this task. We cue a professional speaker to produce 

speech using different personality profiles and encode the resulting vocal personality impressions in terms of 

the "Big Five" NEO-FFI personality traits. We then have human raters, who do not know the speaker, estimate 

the five factors. We analyze the recordings using signal-based acoustic and prosodic methods and observe 

high consistency between the acted personalities, the raters' assessments, and initial automatic classification 

results. This presents a first step towards being able to handle personality traits in speech, which we envision 

will be used in future voice-based communication between humans and machines. 

Preotiuc-Pietro, D. and F. Hristea (2014). "Unsupervised word sense disambiguation with N-gram features." Artificial 

Intelligence Review 41(2): 241-260. 

The present paper concentrates on the issue of feature selection for unsupervised word sense 

disambiguation (WSD) performed with an underlying Naïve Bayes model. It introduces web N-gram features 

which, to our knowledge, are used for the first time in unsupervised WSD. While creating features from 

unlabeled data, we are "helping" a simple, basic knowledge-lean disambiguation algorithm to significantly 

increase its accuracy as a result of receiving easily obtainable knowledge. The performance of this method is 

compared to that of others that rely on completely different feature sets. Test results concerning nouns, 

adjectives and verbs show that web N-gram feature selection is a reliable alternative to previously existing 

approaches, provided that a "quality list" of features, adapted to the part of speech, is used.[PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT]; The present paper concentrates on the issue of feature selection for unsupervised word sense 

disambiguation (WSD) performed with an underlying Naïve Bayes model. It introduces web N-gram features 

which, to our knowledge, are used for the first time in unsupervised WSD. While creating features from 

unlabeled data, we are "helping" a simple, basic knowledge-lean disambiguation algorithm to significantly 

increase its accuracy as a result of receiving easily obtainable knowledge. The performance of this method is 

compared to that of others that rely on completely different feature sets. Test results concerning nouns, 
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adjectives and verbs show that web N-gram feature selection is a reliable alternative to previously existing 

approaches, provided that a "quality list" of features, adapted to the part of speech, is used.[PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT];The present paper concentrates on the issue of feature selection for unsupervised word sense 

disambiguation (WSD) performed with an underlying Naïve Bayes model. It introduces web N-gram features 

which, to our knowledge, are used for the first time in unsupervised WSD. While creating features from 

unlabeled data, we are “helping” a simple, basic knowledge-lean disambiguation algorithm to significantly 

increase its accuracy as a result of receiving easily obtainable knowledge. The performance of this method is 

compared to that of others that rely on completely different feature sets. Test results concerning nouns, 

adjectives and verbs show that web N-gram feature selection is a reliable alternative to previously existing 

approaches, provided that a “quality list” of features, adapted to the part of speech, is used.;The present 

paper concentrates on the issue of feature selection for unsupervised word sense disambiguation (WSD) 

performed with an underlying Naive Bayes model. It introduces web N-gram features which, to our 

knowledge, are used for the first time in unsupervised WSD. While creating features from unlabeled data, we 

are "helping" a simple, basic knowledge-lean disambiguation algorithm to significantly increase its accuracy 

as a result of receiving easily obtainable knowledge. The performance of this method is compared to that of 

others that rely on completely different feature sets. Test results concerning nouns, adjectives and verbs 

show that web N-gram feature selection is a reliable alternative to previously existing approaches, provided 

that a "quality list" of features, adapted to the part of speech, is used.; 

Quadflieg, S., et al. (2014). "A Database of Psycholinguistic and Lexical Properties for French Adjectives Referring to 

Human and/or Nonhuman Attributes." Canadian Journal of Experimental Psychology 68(1): 67. 

The processing of human and nonhuman concepts (e.g., agreeable vs. edible) during basic comprehension 

and reasoning tasks has become a major topic of scientific inquiry. To ensure that the experimental effects 

obtained from such studies reflect the hypothesised semantic distinction, potential confounds such as 

psycholinguistic and/or lexica) properties of the exact stimuli chosen need to be addressed. In the current 

study, normative data of such properties were obtained for a series of 875 French adjectives by asking 8 

groups of 20 participants to each rate all words on one dimension of theoretical interest. The collected 

ratings indicate the extent to which each adjective evokes a sensory experience (concreteness), captures an 

enduring attribute (temporal stability), refers to a visible characteristic (visibility), denotes a neutral or an 

affectively laden concept (valence), signifies an attribute of low or high intensity, is familiar to the reader and 

can be used to describe people and/or inanimate entities such as objects. In addition, for each item its exact 

grammatical class (adjective vs. past participle adjective), length (i.e., number of letters, number of syllables), 

and word frequency was retrieved from the lexique3 corpus. The resulting database enables researchers to 

consider pivotal psycholinguistic and lexical properties when selecting human and nonhuman stimuli for 

future research. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT] 

Rahman, A. (2012). Noun phrase coreference resolution: A knowledge-rich cluster-based approach, ProQuest 

Dissertations Publishing. Dissertation/Thesis. 

Noun phrase (NP) coreference resolution is the task of determining which NPs in a text or dialogue refer to 

the same real-world entity. Despite the fact that coreference resolution has been an active area of research in 

the NLP community for more than 40 years, it is far from being solved. The state-of-the-art in coreference 

resolution is rather unsatisfactory for at least three reasons. First, there is a lack of an accurate computational 

model for coreference resolution. Currently, the most commonly adopted approach for NP coreference 

resolution is the supervised machine learning approach, where a coreference classifier is trained from 

coreference-annotated data to determine whether two NPs in a text are coreferent or not. This mention-pair 

model suffers from two major weaknesses. First, since each candidate antecedent for an NP to be resolved is 

considered independently of the others. Second, the model is not expressive: the information extracted from 
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the two NPs alone is not sufficient to mak an informed decision. Second, the majority of the existing 

coreference systems do not have access to the sophisticated knowledge sources needed for accurate 

resolution. Many coreference relations can only be identified using world knowledge. Third, the extensive 

use of supervised learning techniques for English coreference resolution presents a challenge to deploying 

coreference technologies to other languages. Specifically, for each new language of interest, one has to go 

through the labor-intensive, time-consuming process of hand-annotating documents. The goal of this 

dissertation is to advance the state-of-the-art in coreference resolution by aforementioned issues. In 

particular, we make the following contributions. First, we propose a new supervised coreference model, the 

cluster-ranking model, which addresses the weaknesses of the mention-pair model. In addition, we propose 

several linguistic and extra-linguistic extensions to the model to further improve its performance. Second, we 

examine the resolution of complex cases of definite pronouns. We propose new linguistic features that 

encode world knowledge specifically for resolving these difficult pronouns. Finally, we propose a translation-

based projection approach to multilingual coreference resolution to combine online machine translation 

services with projection techniques to automatically project coreference annotations from a resource-rich 

language to the new language. 

Raley, R. (2014). "Digital Humanities for the Next Five Minutes." DIFFERENCES-A JOURNAL OF FEMINIST CULTURAL 

STUDIES 25(1): 26-45. 

Bureaucratization has not fully captured DH and crystallized its institutional identity. The creative and 

intellectual energies that lie behind it, along with its still amorphous aspects, have a generative potential that 

should not be foreclosed in the rush to institutionalize. This essay contends that a tactical media-informed 

approach to the field would be open to a range of methods and research questions, that such an approach 

could insist upon collaborative experimentation and the sharing of knowledge; exploit the ephemerality of 

technology-based fields; inspire a more playful and knowing negotiation of institutional demands for impact, 

outcomes, results; and consider the possibilities for action within the institutions in which we, as scholars, 

users, and makers of technology, are embedded. The digital humanities should not, and cannot, bear the 

burden of transforming the technocratic knowledge economy. But within that institutional situation, it has 

the capacity to tinker with the symbolic order of computing, such that it is not ultimately constrained by an 

agenda of efficiency, rationality, and optimization. Such an approach would contribute to the speculation of 

a less instrumental future for the humanities and offer a measured skepticism that might serve as a buffer 

against the irrational exuberance that too often characterizes the administrative framing of digital 

humanities projects, initiatives, and entrepreneurial efforts. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT] 

Rhody, L. M. (2012). "Topic Modeling and Figurative Language." Journal of Digital Humanities 2(1): 19. 

Röder, M., et al. Exploring the space of topic coherence measures. 

Röder, M., et al. Exploring the space of topic coherence measures. 

Shaoul, C. and C. Westbury (2010). "Exploring lexical co-occurrence space using HiDEx." Behavior Research Methods 

42(2): 393-413. 

Hyperspace analog to language (HAL) is a high-dimensional model of semantic space that uses the global 

co-occurrence frequency of words in a large corpus of text as the basis for a representation of semantic 

memory. In the original HAL model, many parameters were set without any a priori rationale. We have 

created and publicly released a computer application, the High Dimensional Explorer (HiDEx), that makes it 

possible to systematically alter the values of these parameters to examine their effect on the co-occurrence 

matrix that instantiates the model. We took an empirical approach to understanding the influence of the 
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parameters on the measures produced by the models, looking at how well matrices derived with different 

parameters could predict human reaction times in lexical decision and semantic decision tasks. New 

parameter sets give us measures of semantic density that improve the model's ability to predict behavioral 

measures. Implications for such models are discussed. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT];Hyperspace analog to 

language (HAL) is a high-dimensional model of semantic space that uses the global co-occurrence frequency 

of words in a large corpus of text as the basis for a representation of semantic memory. In the original HAL 

model, many parameters were set without any a priori rationale. We have created and publicly released a 

computer application, the High Dimensional Explorer (HiDEx), that makes it possible to systematically alter 

the values of these parameters to examine their effect on the co-occurrence matrix that instantiates the 

model. We took an empirical approach to understanding the influence of the parameters on the measures 

produced by the models, looking at how well matrices derived with different parameters could predict 

human reaction times in lexical decision and semantic decision tasks. New parameter sets give us measures 

of semantic density that improve the model's ability to predict behavioral measures. Implications for such 

models are discussed.;Hyperspace analog to language (HAL) is a high-dimensional model of semantic space 

that uses the global co-occurrence frequency of words in a large corpus of text as the basis for a 

representation of semantic memory. In the original HAL model, many parameters were set without any a 

priori rationale. We have created and publicly released a computer application, the High Dimensional 

Explorer (HiDEx), that makes it possible to systematically alter the values of these parameters to examine 

their effect on the co-occurrence matrix that instantiates the model. We took an empirical approach to 

understanding the influence of the parameters on the measures produced by the models, looking at how 

well matrices derived with different parameters could predict human reaction times in lexical decision and 

semantic decision tasks. New parameter sets give us measures of semantic density that improve the model’s 

ability to predict behavioral measures. Implications for such models are discussed.; 

Simmons, J. P., et al. (2011). "False-Positive Psychology: Undisclosed Flexibility in Data Collection and Analysis Allows 

Presenting Anything as Significant." Psychological Science 22(11): 1359-1366. 

In this article, we accomplish two things. First, we show that despite empirical psychologists' nominal 

endorsement of a low rate of false-positive findings (≤ .05), flexibility in data collection, analysis, and 

reporting dramatically increases actual false-positive rates. In many cases, a researcher is more likely to 

falsely find evidence that an effect exists than to correctly find evidence that it does not. We present 

computer simulations and a pair of actual experiments that demonstrate how unacceptably easy it is to 

accumulate (and report) statistically significant evidence for a false hypothesis. Second, we suggest a simple, 

low-cost, and straightforwardly effective disclosure-based solution to this problem. The solution involves six 

concrete requirements for authors and four guidelines for reviewers, all of which impose a minimal burden 

on the publication process.;In this article, we accomplish two things. First, we show that despite empirical 

psychologists’ nominal endorsement of a low rate of false-positive findings (≤ .05), flexibility in data 

collection, analysis, and reporting dramatically increases actual false-positive rates. In many cases, a 

researcher is more likely to falsely find evidence that an effect exists than to correctly find evidence that it 

does not. We present computer simulations and a pair of actual experiments that demonstrate how 

unacceptably easy it is to accumulate (and report) statistically significant evidence for a false hypothesis. 

Second, we suggest a simple, low-cost, and straightforwardly effective disclosure-based solution to this 

problem. The solution involves six concrete requirements for authors and four guidelines for reviewers, all of 

which impose a minimal burden on the publication process.; In this article, we accomplish two things. First, 

we show that despite empirical psychologists' nominal endorsement of a low rate of false-positive findings 

(≤ .05), flexibility in data collection, analysis, and reporting dramatically increases actual false-positive rates. 

In many cases, a researcher is more likely to falsely find evidence that an effect exists than to correctly find 

evidence that it does not. We present computer simulations and a pair of actual experiments that 
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demonstrate how unacceptably easy it is to accumulate (and report) statistically significant evidence for a 

false hypothesis. Second, we suggest a simple, low-cost, and straightforwardly effective disclosure-based 

solution to this problem. The solution involves six concrete requirements for authors and four guidelines for 

reviewers, all of which impose a minimal burden on the publication process. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; 

Smith, G. Understanding procedural content generation: A design-centric analysis of the role of PCG in games. 

Sorell, T. and T. S. Ltd (2013). Scientism: Philosophy and the Infatuation with Science, Taylor and Francis U6 -

ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Abook&rft. 

genre=book&rft.title=Scientism&rft.au=Tom+Sorell&rft.au=Tom+Sorell+Ltd&rft.series=International+Library+of+Ph 

ilosophy&rft.date=2013-07-

04&rft.pub=Taylor+and+Francis&rft_id=info:doi/10.4324%2F9780203426975&rft.externalDBID=n%2Fa&rft.externalD 

ocID=C2004_0_16774_1&paramdict=en-US U7 - eBook. 

First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company. 

Stevens, K., et al. Exploring topic coherence over many models and many topics. 

Stevens, K., et al. Exploring topic coherence over many models and many topics. 

Stevenson, R. A., et al. (2007). "Characterization of the Affective Norms for English Words by discrete emotional 

categories." Behavior Research Methods 39(4): 1020-1024. 

The Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) are a commonly used set of 1,034 words characterized on 

the affective dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance. Traditionally, studies of affect have used stimuli 

characterized along either affective dimensions or discrete emotional categories, but much current research 

draws on both of these perspectives. As such, stimuli that have been thoroughly characterized according to 

both of these approaches are exceptionally useful. In an effort to provide researchers with such a 

characterization of stimuli, we have collected descriptive data on the ANEW to identify which discrete 

emotions are elicited by each word in the set. Our data, coupled with previous characterizations of the 

dimensional aspects of these words, will allow researchers to control for or manipulate stimulus properties in 

accordance with both dimensional and discrete emotional views, and provide an avenue for further 

integration of these two perspectives. Our data have been archived at www.psychonomic.org/archive/.; The 

Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) are a commonly used set of 1,034 words characterized on the 

affective dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance. Traditionally, studies of affect have used stimuli 

characterized along either affective dimensions or discrete emotional categories, but much current research 

draws on both of these perspectives. As such, stimuli that have been thoroughly characterized according to 

both of these approaches are exceptionally useful. In an effort to provide researchers with such a 

characterization of stimuli, we have collected descriptive data on the ANEW to identify which discrete 

emotions are elicited by each word in the set. Our data, coupled with previous characterizations of the 

dimensional aspects of these words, will allow researchers to control for or manipulate stimulus properties in 

accordance with both dimensional and discrete emotional views, and provide an avenue for further 

integration of these two perspectives. Our data have been archived at www.psychonomic.org/archive/. 

[PUBLICATION ABSTRACT];The Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) are a commonly used set of 1034 

words characterized on the affective dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance. Traditionally, studies of 

affect have used stimuli characterized along either affective dimensions or discrete emotional categories, but 

much current research draws on both of these perspectives. As such, stimuli that have been thoroughly 

characterized according to both of these approaches are exceptionally useful. In an effort to provide 
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researchers with such a characterization of stimuli, we have collected descriptive data on the ANEW to 

identify which discrete emotions are elicited by each word in the set. Our data, coupled with previous 

characterizations of the dimensional aspects of these words, will allow researchers to control for or 

manipulate stimulus properties in accordance with both dimensional and discrete emotional views, and 

provide an avenue for further integration of these two perspectives. Our data have been archived at 

www.psychonomic.org/archive/.; 

Taboada, M., et al. (2011). "Lexicon-Based Methods for Sentiment Analysis." Computational Linguistics 37(2): 267. 

Computational Linguistics is the longest running publication devoted exclusively to the design and analysis 

of natural language processing systems. From this highly-regarded quarterly, university and industry 

linguists, speech specialists, and philosophers get information about computational aspects of research on 

language, linguistics, and the psychology of language processing and performance. Copies of articles 

identified as "Free" may be downloaded at no charge. You may share the exact file with colleagues on an ad 

hoc basis, and may reproduce the exact file for non-profit educational use provided that no charge is made 

for doing so other than as necessary to cover the cost of reproduction. All copyright and other rights are 

reserved, however, and no other use may be made of the file or its contents except as permitted under the 

doctrine of fair use or as expressly permitted in writing by the MIT Press. [PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT]; Computational Linguistics is the longest running publication devoted exclusively to the design 

and analysis of natural language processing systems. From this highly-regarded quarterly, university and 

industry linguists, speech specialists, and philosophers get information about computational aspects of 

research on language, linguistics, and the psychology of language processing and performance. Copies of 

articles identified as "Free" may be downloaded at no charge. You may share the exact file with colleagues 

on an ad hoc basis, and may reproduce the exact file for non-profit educational use provided that no charge 

is made for doing so other than as necessary to cover the cost of reproduction. All copyright and other 

rights are reserved, however, and no other use may be made of the file or its contents except as permitted 

under the doctrine of fair use or as expressly permitted in writing by the MIT Press. [PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT]; 

Täckström, O. and R. McDonald Semi-supervised latent variable models for sentence-level sentiment analysis. 

Tang, J., et al. Understanding the limiting factors of topic modeling via posterior contraction analysis. 

Tangherlini, T. R. and P. Leonard (2013). "Trawling in the Sea of the Great Unread: Sub-corpus topic modeling and 

Humanities research." POETICS 41(6): 725-749. 

Given a small, well-understood corpus that is of interest to a Humanities scholar, we propose sub-corpus 

topic modeling (STM) as a tool for discovering meaningful passages in a larger collection of less well-

understood texts. STM allows Humanities scholars to discover unknown passages from the vast sea of works 

that Moretti calls the "great unread" and to significantly increase the researcher's ability to discuss aspects of 

influence and the development of intellectual movements across a broader swath of the literary landscape. 

In this article, we test three typical Humanities research problems: in the first, a researcher wants to find text 

passages that exhibit similarities to a collection of influential non literary texts from a single author (here, 

Darwin); in the second, a researcher wants to discover literary passages related to a well understood corpus 

of literary texts (here, emblematic texts from the Modern Breakthrough); and in the third, a researcher hopes 

to understand the influence that a particular domain (here, folklore) has had on the realm of literature over a 

series of decades. We explore these research challenges with three experiments. © 2013 Elsevier B.V.;Given a 

small, well-understood corpus that is of interest to a Humanities scholar, we propose sub-corpus topic 

modeling (STM) as a tool for discovering meaningful passages in a larger collection of less well-understood 
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texts. STM allows Humanities scholars to discover unknown passages from the vast sea of works that Moretti 

calls the 'great unread' and to significantly increase the researcher's ability to discuss aspects of influence 

and the development of intellectual movements across a broader swath of the literary landscape. In this 

article, we test three typical Humanities research problems: in the first, a researcher wants to find text 

passages that exhibit similarities to a collection of influential non literary texts from a single author (here, 

Darwin); in the second, a researcher wants to discover literary passages related to a well understood corpus 

of literary texts (here, emblematic texts from the Modern Breakthrough); and in the third, a researcher hopes 

to understand the influence that a particular domain (here, folklore) has had on the realm of literature over a 

series of decades. We explore these research challenges with three experiments. [Copyright Elsevier 

B.V.];acents Sub-corpus topic modeling (STM) allows discovery of passages from "great unread". acents STM 

increases ability to discuss aspects of influence and intellectual movements. acents We detail the STM 

dashboard -- an intuitive interface for navigating sub-corpus topics. acents We illustrate benefits of STM via 

three experiments applicable to the Humanities. acents We discuss future of STM, proposing it as tool for 

Humanities in the "big data" era.;Given a small, well-understood corpus that is of interest to a Humanities 

scholar, we propose sub-corpus topic modeling (STM) as a tool for discovering meaningful passages in a 

larger collection of less well-understood texts. STM allows Humanities scholars to discover unknown 

passages from the vast sea of works that Moretti calls the "great unread" and to significantly increase the 

researcher's ability to discuss aspects of influence and the development of intellectual movements across a 

broader swath of the literary landscape. In this article, we test three typical Humanities research problems: in 

the first, a researcher wants to find text passages that exhibit similarities to a collection of influential non 

literary texts from a single author (here, Darwin); in the second, a researcher wants to discover literary 

passages related to a well understood corpus of literary texts (here, emblematic texts from the Modern 

Breakthrough); and in the third, a researcher hopes to understand the influence that a particular domain 

(here, folklore) has had on the realm of literature over a series of decades. We explore these research 

challenges with three experiments. (C) 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.; 

Teh, Y. W., et al. (2006). "Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes." Journal of the American Statistical Association 101(476): 

1566-1581. 

We consider problems involving groups of data where each observation within a group is a draw from a 

mixture model and where it is desirable to share mixture components between groups. We assume that the 

number of mixture components is unknown a priori and is to be inferred from the data. In this setting it is 

natural to consider sets of Dirichlet processes, one for each group, where the well-known clustering property 

of the Dirichlet process provides a nonparametric prior for the number of mixture components within each 

group. Given our desire to tie the mixture models in the various groups, we consider a hierarchical model, 

specifically one in which the base measure for the child Dirichlet processes is itself distributed according to a 

Dirichlet process. Such a base measure being discrete, the child Dirichlet processes necessarily share atoms. 

Thus, as desired, the mixture models in the different groups necessarily share mixture components. We 

discuss representations of hierarchical Dirichlet processes in terms of a stick-breaking process, and a 

generalization of the Chinese restaurant process that we refer to as the "Chinese restaurant franchise." We 

present Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for posterior inference in hierarchical Dirichlet process 

mixtures and describe applications to problems in information retrieval and text modeling. [PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT];We consider problems involving groups of data where each observation within a group is a draw 

from a mixture model and where it is desirable to share mixture components between groups. We assume 

that the number of mixture components is unknown a priori and is to be inferred from the data. In this 

setting it is natural to consider sets of Dirichlet processes, one for each group, where the well-known 

clustering property of the Dirichlet process provides a nonparametric prior for the number of mixture 

components within each group. Given our desire to tie the mixture models in the various groups, we 
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consider a hierarchical model, specifically one in which the base measure for the child Dirichlet processes is 

itself distributed according to a Dirichlet process. Such a base measure being discrete, the child Dirichlet 

processes necessarily share atoms. Thus, as desired, the mixture models in the different groups necessarily 

share mixture components. We discuss representations of hierarchical Dirichlet processes in terms of a stick-

breaking process, and a generalization of the Chinese restaurant process that we refer to as the "Chinese 

restaurant franchise." We present Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for posterior inference in 

hierarchical Dirichlet process mixtures and describe applications to problems in information retrieval and text 

modeling.;We consider problems involving groups of data where each observation within a group is a draw 

from a mixture model and where it is desirable to share mixture components between groups. We assume 

that the number of mixture components is unknown a priori and is to be inferred from the data. In this 

setting it is natural to consider sets of Dirichlet processes, one for each group, where the well-known 

clustering property of the Dirichlet process provides a nonparametric prior for the number of mixture 

components within each group. Given our desire to tie the mixture models in the various groups, we 

consider a hierarchical model, specifically one in which the base measure for the child Dirichlet processes is 

itself distributed according to a Dirichlet process. Such a base measure being discrete, the child Dirichlet 

processes necessarily share atoms. Thus, as desired, the mixture models in the different groups necessarily 

share mixture components. We discuss representations of hierarchical Dirichlet processes in terms of a stick-

breaking process, and a generalization of the Chinese restaurant process that we refer to as the "Chinese 

restaurant franchise." We present Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for posterior inference in 

hierarchical Dirichlet process mixtures and describe applications to problems in informatio retrieval and text 

modeling.; 

Tiedemann, J. (2011). Bitext alignment. San Rafael, Calif. (1537 Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 USA), Morgan & 

Claypool. 

This book provides an overview of various techniques for the alignment of bitexts. It describes general 

concepts and strategies that can be applied to map corresponding parts in parallel documents on various 

levels of granularity. Bitexts are valuable linguistic resources for many different research fields and practical 

applications. The most predominant application is machine translation, in particular, statistical machine 

translation. However, there are various other threads that can be followed which may be supported by the 

rich linguistic knowledge implicitly stored in parallel resources. Bitexts have been explored in lexicography, 

word sense disambiguation, terminology extraction, computer-aided language learning and translation 

studies to name just a few. The book covers the essential tasks that have to be carried out when building 

parallel corpora starting from the collection of translated documents up to sub-sentential alignments. In 

particular, it describes various approaches to document alignment, sentence alignment, word alignment and 

tree structure alignment. It also includes a list of resources and a comprehensive review of the literature on 

alignment techniques.Table of Contents: Introduction / Basic Concepts and Terminology / Building Parallel 

Corpora / Sentence Alignment / Word Alignment / Phrase and Tree Alignment / Concluding Remarks;This 

book provides an overview of various techniques for the alignment of bitexts. It describes general concepts 

and strategies that can be applied to map corresponding parts in parallel documents on various levels of 

granularity. Bitexts are valuable linguistic resources for many different research fields and practical 

applications. The most predominant application is machine translation, in particular, statistical machine 

translation. However, there are various other threads that can be followed which may be supported by the 

rich linguistic knowledge implicitly stored in parallel resources. Bitexts have been explored in lexicography, 

word sense disambiguation, terminology extraction, computer-aided language learning and translation 

studies to name just a few. The book covers the essential tasks that have to be carried out when building 

parallel corpora starting from the collection of translated documents up to sub-sentential alignments. In 

particular, it describes various approaches to document alignment, sentence alignment, word alignment and 
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tree structure alignment. It also includes a list of resources and a comprehensive review of the literature on 

alignment techniques. Table of Contents: Introduction / Basic Concepts and Terminology / Building Parallel 

Corpora / Sentence Alignment / Word Alignment / Phrase and Tree Alignment / Concluding Remarks;This 

book provides an overview of various techniques for the alignment of bitexts. It describes general concepts 

and strategies that can be applied to map corresponding parts in parallel documents on various levels of 

granularity. Bitexts are valuable linguistic resources for many different research fields and practical 

applications. The most predominant application is machine translation, in particular, statistical machine 

translation. However, there are various other threads that can be followed which may be supported by the 

rich linguistic knowledge implicitly stored in parallel resources. Bitexts have been explored in lexicography, 

word sense disambiguation, terminology extraction, computer-aided language learning and translation 

studies to name just a few. The book covers the essential tasks that have to be carried out when building 

parallel corpora starting from the collection of translated documents up to sub-sentential alignments. In 

particular, it describes various approaches to document alignment, sentence alignment, word alignment and 

tree structure alignment. It also includes a list of resources and a comprehensive review of the literature on 

alignment techniques.;This book provides an overview of various techniques for the alignment of bitexts. It 

describes general concepts and strategies that can be applie to map corresponding parts in parallel 

documents on various levels of granularity. Bitexts are valuable linguistic resources for many different 

research fields and practical applications. The most predominant application is machine translation, in 

particular, statistical machine translation. However, there are various other threads that can be followed 

which may be supported by the rich linguistic knowledge implicitly stored in parallel resources. Bitexts have 

been explored in lexicography, word sense disambiguation, terminology extraction, computer-aided 

language learning and translation studies to name just a few. The book covers the essential tasks that have 

to be carried out when building parallel corpora starting from the collection of translated documents up to 

sub-sentential alignments. In particular, it describes various approaches to document alignment, sentence 

alignment, word alignment and tree structure alignment. It also includes a list of resources and a 

comprehensive review of the literature on alignment techniques.; 

Underwood, T., et al. (2013). "Mapping Mutable Genres in Structurally Complex Volumes." 

To mine large digital libraries in humanistically meaningful ways, scholars need to divide them by genre. This 

is a task that classification algorithms are well suited to assist, but they need adjustment to address the 

specific challenges of this domain. Digital libraries pose two problems of scale not usually found in the article 

datasets used to test these algorithms. 1) Because libraries span several centuries, the genres being 

identified may change gradually across the time axis. 2) Because volumes are much longer than articles, they 

tend to be internally heterogeneous, and the classification task needs to begin with segmentation. We 

describe a multi-layered solution that trains hidden Markov models to segment volumes, and uses 

ensembles of overlapping classifiers to address historical change. We test this approach on a collection of 

469,200 volumes drawn from HathiTrust Digital Library. To demonstrate the humanistic value of these 

methods, we extract 32,209 volumes of fiction from the digital library, and trace the changing proportions of 

first- and third-person narration in the corpus. We note that narrative points of view seem to have strong 

associations with particular themes and genres. U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-

2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=Mapping+Mutable+Genres+in+Structurally+Complex+Volumes&rft.au= 

Underwood%2C+Ted&rft.au=Black%2C+Michael+L&rft.au=Auvil%2C+Loretta&rft.au=Capitanu%2C+Boris& 

rft.date=2013-09-12&rft.externalDBID=cs&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_1309_3323&paramdict=en-US 

U7 - Journal Article 
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Underwood, T. and J. Sellers (2012). "The Emergence of Literary Diction." Journal of Digital Humanities 1(2): no 

pagination-no pagination. 

Velikovich, L., et al. The viability of web-derived polarity lexicons. 

Wallach, H. M., et al. Rethinking LDA: Why priors matter. 

Wallach, H. M., et al. Evaluation methods for topic models. 

Wang, C., et al. (2011). "Online variational inference for the hierarchical Dirichlet process." Journal of Machine Learning 

Research 15: 752-760. 

Wang, H., et al. Jointly discovering fine-grained and coarse-grained sentiments via topic modeling. 

Wang, Y., et al. (2016). "Reweighted Data for Robust Probabilistic Models." 

Probabilistic models analyze data by relying on a set of assumptions. When a model performs poorly, we 

challenge its assumptions. This approach has led to myriad hand-crafted robust models; they offer 

protection against small deviations from their assumptions. We propose a simple way to systematically 

mitigate mismatch of a large class of probabilistic models. The idea is to raise the likelihood of each 

observation to a weight. Inferring these weights allows a model to identify observations that match its 

assumptions; down-weighting others enables robust inference and improved predictive accuracy. We study 

four different forms of model mismatch, ranging from missing latent groups to structure misspecification. A 

Poisson factorization analysis of the Movielens dataset shows the benefits of reweighting in a real data 

scenario. U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Aj 

ournal&rft.genre=article&rft.atitle=Reweighted+Data+for+Robust+Probabilistic+Models&rft.au=Wang%2C 

+Yixin&rft.au=Kucukelbir%2C+Alp&rft.au=Blei%2C+David+M&rft.date=2016-06-

13&rft.externalDBID=cs&rft.externalDocID=oai_arXiv_org_1606_03860&paramdict=en-US U7 - Journal 

Article 

Warriner, A. B., et al. (2013). "Norms of valence, arousal, and dominance for 13,915 English lemmas." Behavior 

Research Methods U6 - ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&ctx_enc=info%3Aofi%2Fenc%3AUTF-

8&rfr_id=info%3Asid%2Fsummon.serialssolutions.com&rft_val_fmt=info%3Aofi%2Ffmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Ajournal&rf 

t.genre=article&rft.atitle=Norms+of+valence%2C+arousal%2C+and+dominance+for+13%2C915+English+lemmas& 

rft.jtitle=Behavior+research+methods&rft.au=Warriner%2C+Amy+Beth&rft.au=Kuperman%2C+Victor&rft.au=Brysba 

ert%2C+Marc&rft.date=2013-12-01&rft.eissn=1554-

3528&rft.volume=45&rft.issue=4&rft.spage=1191&rft_id=info%3Apmid%2F23404613&rft.externalDocID=23404613 

&paramdict=en-US U7 - Journal Article 45(4): 1191-1207. 

Information about the affective meanings of words is used by researchers working on emotions and moods, 

word recognition and memory, and text-based sentiment analysis. Three components of emotions are 

traditionally distinguished: valence (the pleasantness of a stimulus), arousal (the intensity of emotion 

provoked by a stimulus), and dominance (the degree of control exerted by a stimulus). Thus far, nearly all 

research has been based on the ANEW norms collected by Bradley and Lang (1999) for 1,034 words. We 

extended that database to nearly 14,000 English lemmas, providing researchers with a much richer source of 

information, including gender, age, and educational differences in emotion norms. As an example of the new 

possibilities, we included stimuli from nearly all of the category norms (e.g., types of diseases, occupations, 

and taboo words) collected by Van Overschelde, Rawson, and Dunlosky (Journal of Memory and Language 
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50:289-335, 2004), making it possible to include affect in studies of semantic memory. [PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT];Information about the affective meanings of words is used by researchers working on emotions 

and moods, word recognition and memory, and text-based sentiment analysis. Three components of 

emotions are traditionally distinguished: valence (the pleasantness of a stimulus), arousal (the intensity of 

emotion provoked by a stimulus), and dominance (the degree of control exerted by a stimulus). Thus far, 

nearly all research has been based on the ANEW norms collected by Bradley and Lang (1999) for 1,034 

words. We extended that database to nearly 14,000 English lemmas, providing researchers with a much 

richer source of information, including gender, age, and educational differences in emotion norms. As an 

example of the new possibilities, we included stimuli from nearly all of the category norms (e.g., types of 

diseases, occupations, and taboo words) collected by Van Overschelde, Rawson, and Dunlosky (Journal of 

Memory and Language 50:289-335, 2004), making it possible to include affect in studies of semantic 

memory.;Information about the affective meanings of words is used by researchers working on emotions 

and moods, word recognition and memory, and text-based sentiment analysis. Three components of 

emotions are traditionally distinguished: valence (the pleasantness of a stimulus), arousal (the intensity of 

emotion provoked by a stimulus), and dominance (the degree of control exerted by a stimulus). Thus far, 

nearly all research has been based on the ANEW norms collected by Bradley and Lang (1999) for 1,034 

words. We extended that database to nearly 14,000 English lemmas, providing researchers with a much 

richer source of information, including gender, age, and educational differences in emotion norms. As an 

example of the new possibilities, we included stimuli from nearly all of the category norms (e.g., types of 

diseases, occupations, and taboo words) collected by Van Overschelde, Rawson, and Dunlosky (Journal of 

Memory and Language 50:289-335, 2004), making it possible to include affect in studies of semantic 

memory.; 

Westbury, C. (2014). "You Can't Drink a Word: Lexical and Individual Emotionality Affect Subjective Familiarity 

Judgments." Journal of Psycholinguistic Research 43(5): 631. 

For almost 30 years, subjective familiarity has been used in psycholinguistics as an explanatory variable, 

allegedly able to explain many phenomena that have no other obvious explanation (Gernsbacher in J Exp 

Psychol General 113:256-281, 1984 ). In this paper, the hypothesis tested is that the subjective familiarity of 

words is reflecting personal familiarity with or importance of the referents of words. Using an empirically-

grounded model of affective force derived from Wundt (Grundriss der Psychologie [Outlines of Psychology]. 

Engelmann, Leibzig, 1896 ) and based in a co-occurrence model of semantics (which involves no human 

judgment), it is shown that affective force can account for the same variance in a large set of human 

subjective familiarity judgments as other human subjective familiarity judgments, can predict whether people 

will rate new words of the same objective frequency as more or less familiar, can predict lexical access as well 

as human subjective familiarity judgments do, and has a predicted relationship to age of acquisition norms. 

Individuals who have highly affective reactivity [as measured by Carver and White's (J Pers Soc Psychol 

67(2):319-333, 1994 ) Behavioral Inhibition Scale and Behavioral Activation Scales] rate words as significantly 

more familiar than individuals who have low affective reactivity.[PUBLICATION ABSTRACT];For almost 30 

years, subjective familiarity has been used in psycholinguistics as an explanatory variable, allegedly able to 

explain many phenomena that have no other obvious explanation (Gernsbacher in J Exp Psychol General 

113:256-281, 1984). In this paper, the hypothesis tested is that the subjective familiarity of words is reflecting 

personal familiarity with or importance of the referents of words. Using an empirically-grounded model of 

affective force derived from Wundt (Grundriss der Psychologie [Outlines of Psychology]. Engelmann, Leibzig, 

1896) and based in a co-occurrence model of semantics (which involves no human judgment), it is shown 

that affective force can account for the same variance in a large set of human subjective familiarity 

judgments as other human subjective familiarity judgments, can predict whether people will rate new words 

of the same objective frequency as more or less familiar, can predict lexical access as well as human 
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subjective familiarity judgments do, and has a predicted relationship to age of acquisition norms. Individuals 

who have highly affective reactivity [as measured by Carver and White's (J Pers Soc Psychol 67(2):319-333, 

1994) Behavioral Inhibition Scale and Behavioral Activation Scales] rate words as significantly more familiar 

than individuals who have low affective reactivity.; 

Wiebe, J., et al. (2005). "Annotating Expressions of Opinions and Emotions in Language." Language Resources and 

Evaluation 39(2/3): 165-210. 

This paper describes a corpus annotation project to study issues in the manual annotation of opinions, 

emotions, sentiments, speculations, evaluations and other private states in language. The resulting corpus 

annotation scheme is described, as well as examples of its use. In addition, the manual annotation process 

and the results of an inter-annotator agreement study on a 10,000-sentence corpus of articles drawn from 

the world press are presented. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT]; This paper describes a corpus annotation project 

to study issues in the manual annotation of opinions, emotions, sentiments, speculations, evaluations and 

other private states in language. The resulting corpus annotation scheme is described, as well as examples of 

its use. In addition, the manual annotation process and the results of an inter-annotator agreement study on 

a 10,000-sentence corpus of articles drawn from the world press are presented. [PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT];This paper describes a corpus annotation project to study issues in the manual annotation of 

opinions, emotions, sentiments, speculations, evaluations and other private states in language. The resulting 

corpus annotation scheme is described, as well as examples of its use. In addition, the manual annotation 

process and the results of an inter-annotator agreement study on a 10,000-sentence corpus of articles drawn 

from the world press are presented.;This paper describes a corpus annotation project to study issues in the 

manual annotation of opinions, emotions, sentiments, speculations, evaluations and other private states in 

language. The resulting corpus annotation scheme is described, as well as examples of its use. In addition, 

the manual annotation process and the results of an inter-annotator agreement study on a 10,000-sentence 

corpus of articles drawn from the world press are presented.; 

Wierzbicka, A. (1997). Understanding cultures through their key words: English, Russian, Polish, German, and Japanese. 

New York, Oxford University Press. 

Wilson, T., et al. (2009). "Recognizing Contextual Polarity: An Exploration of Features for Phrase-Level Sentiment 

Analysis." Computational Linguistics 35(3): 399-433. 

Many approaches to automatic sentiment analysis begin with a large lexicon of words marked with their 

prior polarity (also called semantic orientation). However, the contextual polarity of the phrase in which a 

particular instance of a word appears may be quite different from the word's prior polarity. Positive words 

are used in phrases expressing negative sentiments, or vice versa. Also, quite often words that are positive or 

negative out of context are neutral in context, meaning they are not even being used to express a sentiment. 

The goal of this work is to automatically distinguish between prior and contextual polarity, with a focus on 

understanding which features are important for this task. Because an important aspect of the problem is 

identifying when polar terms are being used in neutral contexts, features for distinguishing between neutral 

and polar instances are evaluated, as well as features for distinguishing between positive and negative 

contextual polarity. The evaluation includes assessing the performance of features across multiple machine 

learning algorithms. For all learning algorithms except one, the combination of all features together gives 

the best performance. Another facet of the evaluation considers how the presence of neutral instances 

affects the performance of features for distinguishing between positive and negative polarity. These 

experiments show that the presence of neutral instances greatly degrades the performance of these features, 

and that perhaps the best way to improve performance across all polarity classes is to improve the system's 

ability to identify when an instance is neutral. [PUBLICATION ABSTRACT];Many approaches to automatic 
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sentiment analysis begin with a large lexicon of words marked with their prior polarity (also called semantic 

orientation). However, the contextual polarity of the phrase in which a particular instance of a word appears 

may be quite different from the word's prior polarity. Positive words are used in phrases expressing negative 

sentiments, or vice versa. Also, quite often words that are positive or negative out of context are neutral in 

context, meaning they are not even being used to express a sentiment. The goal of this work is to 

automatically distinguish between prior and contextual polarity, with a focus on understanding which 

features are important for this task. Because an important aspect of the problem is identifying when polar 

terms are being used in neutral contexts, features for distinguishing between neutral and polar instances are 

evaluated, as well as features for distinguishing between positive and negative contextual polarity. The 

evaluation includes assessing the performance of features across multiple machine learning algorithms. For 

all learning algorithms except one, the combination of all features together gives the best performance. 

Another facet of the evaluation considers how the presence of neutral instances affects the performance of 

features for distinguishing between positive and negative polarity. These experiments show that the 

presence of neutral instances greatly degrades the performance of these features, and that perhaps the best 

way to improve performance across all polarity classes is to improve the system's ability to identify when an 

instance is neutral.; Many approaches to automatic sentiment analysis begin with a large lexicon of words 

marked with their prior polarity (also called semantic orientation). However, the contextual polarity of the 

phrase in which a particular instance of a word appears may be quite different from the word's prior polarity. 

Positive words are used in phrases expressing negative sentiments, or vice versa. Also, quite often words that 

are positive or negative out of context are neutral in context, meaning they are not even being used to 

express a sentiment. The goal of this work is to automatically distinguish between prior and contextual 

polarity, with a focus on understanding which features are important for this task. Because an important 

aspect of the problem is identifyin when polar terms are being used in neutral contexts, features for 

distinguishing between neutral and polar instances are evaluated, as well as features for distinguishing 

between positive and negative contextual polarity. The evaluation includes assessing the performance of 

features across multiple machine learning algorithms. For all learning algorithms except one, the 

combination of all features together gives the best performance. Another facet of the evaluation considers 

how the presence of neutral instances affects the performance of features for distinguishing between 

positive and negative polarity. These experiments show that the presence of neutral instances greatly 

degrades the performance of these features, and that perhaps the best way to improve performance across 

all polarity classes is to improve the system's ability to identify when an instance is neutral. [PUBLICATION 

ABSTRACT]; 

Wurm, L. H. (1997). Auditory Processing of Prefixed English Words. 57: 7256. 

Xun, J., et al. (2014). "Multi-document sentiment summarization based on LDA model." Journal of Computational 

Information Systems 10(15): 6389-6399. 

Yang, S. H., et al. (2011). "Bridging the language gap: Topic adaptation for documents with different technicality." 

Journal of Machine Learning Research 15: 823-831. 

Zhai, K. and J. Boyd-Graber Online latent Dirichlet allocation with infinite vocabulary. 

Zheng, W.-S., et al. (2008). "1D-LDA vs. 2D-LDA: When is vector-based linear discriminant analysis better than matrix-

based?" Pattern Recognition 41(7): 2156-2172. 

Recent advances have shown that algorithms with (21)) matrix-based representation perform better than the 

traditional (I D) vector-based ones. In particular, 2D-LDA has been widely reported to outperform 1D-LDA. 
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However, would the matrix-based linear discriminant analysis be always superior and when would 1D-LDA 

be better! In this paper, we investigate into these questions and have a comprehensive comparison between 

1D-LDA and 2D-LDA in theory and in experiments. We analyze the heteroscedastic problem in 2D-LDA and 

formulate mathematical equalities to explore the relationship between 1D-LDA and 2D-LDA; then we point 

out potential problems in 2D-LDA. It is shown that 2D-LDA has eliminated the information contained in the 

covariance, information between different local geometric structures, such as the rows or the columns, which 
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